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FOREWORD

The National Institute of Mental Health has had a, commitment not only to
study and support research into the causes of mental illness, but also to disseminat%t
and integrate existing knowledge. One area of knowledge in this dissemination
of information is the vast are% of nonprint media: films, filmstrips, audiotapes,

and videotapes.
Those persons engaged in educating the public and scientific audiences about

mental illness and mental health need to have available information concerning all
sources of information that may aid them in their educational endeavors. For this
reason, the National Institute of Mental Health, through its National Clearinghouse
for Mental Health Information, has enhanced its computer information system by
the addition of absVacts on approximately 2,300 nonprint materials. SELECTED
AUDIOVISUALS ON MENTAL HEALTH is a compilation of these abstracts.
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CATALOG FORMAT AND USt

Subject headings tare arranged in alphabeticill order.
are preceded by the name, address, and phone number of
relevant identifying code indicators. For example:

Code: (EMC) refers to the University of Calif
Center

(T-L) referto FilMs
( R ) fot 'rant
(S) identifies 'films for sale
(FL) identifies films that arc available on free loan

The citations also include other useful information.
Rental and purchase prices quoted are those prevailing at time of publication.

'However, film distributors reserve the right to modify their rates, and therefore
some fees may have changed.

Film titles follow, but
the film distributor and

ornia, Extension Media

We have done our 13e'st to provide yoq with an overview of current available
audiovisual materials, but some that should have been included here have probably
been ovcrlobked.

If you should know of any titles that you believe we should- include in any
future listings, please write:

National Institute of Mental Health
Division of Scientific and Technical Information
Mental Health Education Branch
5600 Fishers Lane, Rm. I5C-17
Rockville. Maryland 20852
Attn: Audiovisuals

Please include all information needed to place this audiovisual on our file. The
name of the distributor, his address and phone number, including area code, the
title, date of release, and a description of the contents of the film will be needed.
The technical information as well on color or black and white, goqnd or silent,
length. and rental, sales, or free loan information and costs shoelld also be in-
cluded. -

ORDERING INFORMATION

When ordering films, do not include the 6-digit -number preceding the name
of the film distributor...This is an abstract accession number used by the Nationat
Clearinghouse for Mental HealthAnformation to record and identify the citations
used in this directory.

Films must tie ordered from the distributors listed. not from the National.
Institute of Mental Health. For specific information concerning rates and for
general information about films not listed in this directory, contact the:film dis-
tributor directly. All orders should include the following infamatipn:

' CoMplete title of film..
Dates of anticipated use (list alternative dates if possible).
Complete shipping address.
Complete billing address.

s
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ABSTRACTS

MENTAL HEALTH AUDIOVISUALS

01 AGING

124717 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 4415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S7 Later Years of the Woodleys. 16mm optical B&W 30 min
1969. -

The manner in which a social worker can meet some of thc
needs of the community's older citizens who arc ill is

described. Included are one couple's psychological responses
to physical incapacity: changes in the husband - wife relation-_
ship, insecurity, with the social worker and continuity of con-
tact. For first year graduate students and caseworkers inex-
perienced in the problems of the elderly.

124740 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA .94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 I Think They Call Him John. 16mm optical B&W 26
min 1970.

Observations of the typically lonely day of an elderly man
' are presented. A widower without children, the subject putters

around his house. cleaning, fixing mhls, staring out of the
window, and watching TV. Emphasizes the emptiness and
monotony of the solitary life of many of the aged. '

128246 Time-Life Films, 43 West16th Street. Ncw York, NY
10011 (212r691-293d) T-L (R)$45 (S)S450 The Family of Man
Series: Old Age. 16mm optical color 45 min 1968.

film examines the way people in various countries cope
with old age. It is shown that old age does not have to bemis-
erable. Hard work and lots of grandchildren seem to be essen-
tial ingredients for a happy decline, and this holds .true from
Ncw Guinea to England. The conclusion is that there is no
need .to be lonely or destitute provided that the family is
around tobelp.

128271 Video Nursing Inc.. 2834 Central Street. Evanston; IL
60201 (312. 86643460) VNR (R)S13 =Tire Continual Change.
I6mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

The film is an introduction to a course on the adult years.
explaining the basic concepts of continuing growth and
development in human beings in their later vars. The three
major areas in which change occurs, psychological. physiologi-
cal. and interactional. are introduced.

128272 Video Nursing Inc_. -2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312-86645460) VNR (R)S13 The Adjustment Equation.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

Art of a course on growth and development in the adult
years. the film presents Hie mechanisms involved in the func-
tioning of thb intripsychic processes and the iclationship of
the defense mechanismk

128273. Video Nursing Inc.,. 2834 Central Street. Evanston. 11;
602014312.866-6460) V1412 (Ft )_S13 1, Me. and the Self. 16mm
optical )34W 30 min 1970.

Part of a course on growth and development in the adult
years, the film studies. the self, giving insights into the com-
plexities of the MO Wets of adult behavior

)
128271 Video Nursing inc . 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312. 866-6460) VNR (12413 The Generation Gap. i6mm
optical B&W 30 min 1970.

O,

Part of a course in grOwth and development in the adult
years, the film studies the gcncotion gap. Guests from widely
varied age groups discuss themselves'and their beliefs, giving
insights into the communication breakdown between genera-
tions and examples of ways in which people of different age
groups respond to change.

128278 Video Nursjng Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston. IL
60201 (312-866-6460) `VNR (10S13 Mixed-Up 'Middles'. 16mm
optical B&W 30 min 1970.

. Part of a course -on growth and development in the adult
years, this film, discusses probleths and (rewards as well as

'responsibilities of middle age, adjusting to problem3 of
younger and older generations, and planning for changes in fu-
ture life style.

128276 Video Nursing Inc..:2494 Central Street, Evanston. IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (1013 Does Old Mean Poor? 16mm
optical B&W 30 min 1970.

Part of a course on growth and development;in the adult
years, thc film focuses on the realities of living on a fixed in-
come: problems the aged face in relation to .food, housing,
recreation, clothing, health services. and how they arc handled
with limited finances.

128277 Video Nursing Ins.. 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201(112-866-6460) VNR (R)S13 Where Olds Age Balm.
16mm Optical B&W 30 nun 1970.

Part of a course on, growth and development in the adult
years. the film shows the physical impact of the aging process,
decline of functisn and maintenance of health.

128278 .Video Nursing Inc,. 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S13 The Psychology of Aging.
16min optical B&W 30 min 1970.

Part of a course on growth and developnient ih the adult
years. the filni discusses strategies of old age, changes in re-
call. disengagement. dependencei and crises of old age.

128279 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston. IL
6020f 1312-86645460) VNR (R)S13 Life Space and Life Style.
16mm optical B&W 30 'Min 1970.

ran Of a course on growth and development in the adult
years. the film shows the effect Of life space and life style
upon the aging individual and the way in which he fubctions in

society. .

128280 ,Yidet) Nursing Inc.. 2834 Central Strt, Evanston. IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S13 The Old Speak for Them.
selves. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

Part of a course in growth and development in the adult
years. the. film shows aged people of widely different life
styles discussing their children. money. sex. bealth, living with
isifirmities and pain. and death.- It shows the rewards and
problems of growing dld

128281 'Video Nursing Inc 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201, (312.866-6460) VNR (R)S13 About the Aged. Hawn opii
cal 13&W 30'inin 1070

,A general commentary is offered on aging, defining the
aging process. presenting-'statistics about old people. and

ry
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showing the views of several ,elderly people regarding their
own aging patterns.

128282 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S13 Health of the Aged. 16mm
optical B&W 30 min 1970.

The film presents a view of the normal health status of old
people including the most common health impairments. A
discussion with a group of old persons illustrates methods
used by them to copetvith health problems.

128283 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Strcct. EvanSton, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S13 Planning Care for the Aged.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

A nurse obtains a nursing history from an old woman
recently admitted to a nursing home. and shows how to use
the history in developing a meaningful nursing care plan.

128234 Video Nursing Inc 2834 Central Street. EvanSton. IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S13 The Institutionalized Aged.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

,Nursing rounds are used as a means of evaluating the
progress of institutionalized aged patients and obtaining new
information pertinent to, giving the care needed by these peo
pie.

128285 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312-886-64W) VNR (R)S13 Nursing Care of the Aged.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

A nursing care conference illustrates the way in which a
nursing staff can share information about aged patients in
order to provide for care that is more closely suited to the
needs of the old people,

128286 Video Nursing Inc.. 2834 Central Street, Evanston. II.
60201 (312-866-(x460) VNR (R)S13 The Homebound Aged. 16mm
optical B&W 30 min 1910.

The special problems of the old person who is homebound
and the ways in which nurses can work to meet those needs
arc shown.

128287 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Centpsl Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312. 886-6460) VNR (R)S13 The Health Team and the
Aged. 16mm optical B &W 30 min 1970.

The film illustrates the need for nurses to work with the a-
lied medical fields in order to provido comprehensive care for
old patients. The physical therapist Is used as an example.

145113 Roche Film. Library. do Association - Sterling Films,"
Inc., 608 Grand Avenue, Ridgefield. NJ 07657 (201-235.5000)
RCH (FL) Frontiers of Psychlatr* on Came,rat Psychiatric Con-
sultation at the Nursing Home of the Aged. 16inm optical B&W
12 min 1968.

Exptores how psychiatrists can help in a consulting role at
nursing homes for the aged. Some of the topics discussed are
dealing with difficult patients. coping with staff frustration.
anger, and depression. establishing greater rapport between
staff, physician. and pitychiatrist, and helping the patient's
family.

158424 University of Michigan Television Center, 416 Fourth
Strcct. Ann Arbor, MI 48103 (313764-5361) UMT' (S)$200
(R)S15 To Live with Dignity. 29 min color. 1972

2.

Selected Audiovisuals

A 3 month program at Michigan's Institute of Gerontology.
in which staff worked with 20 confused and disoriented elderly
people who had been institutionalized a long time. is
diseussed..The goals of the program were to help each person
become self-sufficient and more aware of the world about him.
Interwoven with socialization activities are exercises. lessons
in voice control. group crafts. music therapy. and practice in
self-care.

1

I160007 Video Nursing 2834 Centrta Strect,-Evanston, IL
60201 (312.866-6460) VNR (R)S13 Psychiatric Problems of the
Aged. 16nun optical B&W 30 nun 1970.

Organic, brain syndrome is described and nonorgimic condi-
tions are also presented to illustrate the mental health status of
old people who need care for mental health reasons.

164337 Roche Film Library-. Association Films. 600 Grand
Ave.. kichfield. NJ 07657 (201-943-8200) RCH (FL) Psychiatric
Consultation with the Geratric Nursing Home. 16mm optical
B&W 12 min. 1969_

A psychiatrists' view of a geriatric nursing home is shown
How the consultant psychiatrist can help the nursing staff with
problems of over-identification with patients. with imitation of
troublesome patients, and with unrealistic expectations in re-
liability certzun older patients is shown

164340 University of Michigan Audiovisual Education Center.
3416 Fourth St. Ann Arbor. MI 48103 (313-764.53611 UMN

tit)S11 05 The Therapeutic Community. 16mm optical color 28
min, 1968

It is shown what can be done to creole a therapeutic milieu
for the rehabilitation of geriatric patienti in a mental hospital_
Specifically. it repgrts on'un unusual and successful treatment
plan devised by the University of Michigan's division of
gerontology and undertaken ar Ypsilanti State Hospital The
project's aim is described 'to create a homelike atmosphere on
the ward and to involve elderly patients in iecreational and
cattonal iic vit le% designed to help them lead normal and re
warding lives after they leave the hospital

170548 Umverstry of Southern California. Cinema Division.
Los Angeles. CA 90007 (2,1 1-746-22151 UCD11257 tS)S200 The
Keymaker. I6ntm optical color 17 nun 1970

The isolation and uselessness which cause many senior
citizens to sit around waiting for death is explored A retired
widower who keeps on living is presented

170549 Grove Press Film Division. 51 F Ilth St.. New York,
NY 10003 (212-677-2400) GRi, tRi$35 (S15225 Passing Quietly
Through. 16min optical B&W 26 nun 1971

An encounter between a nurse and an aging man is
presented

170565 ACI Films. 15 West 45th St . New York. NY 10036
(212-582.19181 AC1 iSi$325 The Art of Age. 16mm optical color
27 nun 1972

In a series of intcmcws, four elderly retired persons who
are leading happy. productive lives tell how they coped with
the various problems of aging The women arc deeply instilve4.,
with hobbies and the men do volunteer work with children.
The-film could be used with a wide variety of age groups but
probably would he best with middle-aged people. to help them
prepare for their approaching old age
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170566 Billy Budd Films, 235 East 57th St.. New York. NY
(212- 75S.3868) BBB (11)S17.50 (p)5175 To Be Growing' Older.
16mm optical color 13.5 min 1973.

In this film about older people a wide variety of older peo-
ple are shown and comments about aging are' made by young
and old. There is a great deal of discussion about nursing
homes with very insightful comments by young people who
have worked in them. Other young people speak with feeling
about their good ralationships with their grandparents.

170367 Division, of Continuing Education, Oregon &le
University, Audio-Visual Instruction, 113 Ciiil Coliseum. Cor
yells, OR 97331 (503-754-2911) ORE (R)S7.75 (S)5150 The
Springtime of Atrium, thmm optical color 20 min 1972.

In this documentary flip about the foster grandparents pro-
gram the Fajrview HosOV1 and Training Center in Salem. the
senior citizens employed in the program tell in their own
words what it is like to work with mentally retarded children.
The children obviously enjoy the extra attention. and most of
them !lye started progressing toward some measure of self-
sufficiency. The foster grandparents have changed too, as they
find new happiness in their unique contribution to society.

170568 Concept Media. 1500 Adams Ave., Costa Mesa, CA
92626 (714-549-3347) C-M (S)5252 Perspectives on Aging. FS
color manual 20 min ea., 1973

In these filmstrips, the myths and realities about aging.
physical changes. implications f4hteaching. and reorientation
of the confused are considered. c last filmstrip is a presen-
tation of W. H. Auden's poem Old People's Home.

172677 Network for Continuing Medical Educationt 15

Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023 (212-54i-8088f VIS
(FL) Psychiatric Contultation it the Nursing Home of the Aged.
3/4 inch videocassette 12 min. 1972.

Methods physicians can use to help in a consulting role at
nursing homes for the aged arc explored. Some of the topics
discussed include...dealing with difficult patients. coping with
staff frustration, anger and depression; establishing greater
rapport between staff. physician and psychiatrist; and helping-
ing the patient's family. For physicians' use only. Also avala.
hie in other video formats.

182982 Audiovisual Division, R. A Becker. Inc . 7,00'.Park
Ave:, New York. NY 10017 (212-421.8900 ext. 268) RAB
(S)58.50 Geri-mirk Medicine for the Practking Physician. AT I
7/8 IPtSsassette 30 min. 1974.

In this film about geriatrics, adequate hospital care for the

aged. chronic brain damage. and the psychogenic or metabolic
basis of menopausal headache are considered. Continuous
eyclic hormonal therapy is also discussed

182983 Audiovisual Divition. 12 A. Pecker. Inc . 299 Park
Ave.. New York, NY 10017 (212-421.8900 cat 268). RAH
(S)$8.50 Geriatrics Symposiums Baltimore City Hospitals liken-
tennialProgram. AT 17 /8 IPS cassette 30 nun. 1974

In this film about geriatrics. the psychiatric problems in
aging arc discussed.

182984 Audiovisual Division. R. A. Becker. Inc 299 Park

Ave.. New York, NV, 10017 (212-421.89(X) ext 268) RAH
(S)513.50 Geriatrics Seelkin; Southern Medical Association. AT I
7/8 IPS cassette 30 min. 1974

V
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In this film on geriatrics, the common, symptoms and com-
plaints of the elderly, the role of the physician in the nursing
home 'and alternativet to institutionalization octive elderly are
consi cred. The examination and evaluation 4 the confused,
diso cntedor demented patient and the rehabilitation of the
geriaj)ic patient are discussed. '

02 ANIMAL STUDIES

124411 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-VisUal Ser.

vices Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., IPA 16802
(814- 65-6315) R (R)S8.60 GRA Evolution of Good and Evil.
16mm optical co r 24 min 1968.

Studies of bi
Eiscity of the

and animal behavior are narrated by Loren
nivcrsity of Pennsylvania. Monkeys in Japan

are shown washing potatoes and wheat and teaching their,
young the process.

1244M Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-

vices, Pennsylvania State 1../niv.. University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S10.60 MOH (R)S18 (S)S350 Animal
War -- Animal Peace. 16mm optical color 28 min 1968.

Comparisons are drawn between animal and human socie-
/ties. In both, conflict between aggression and fear- exists, as
does proclaiming and defending of territorial rights. The
question of why animals resolve disputes with a. minimum of
bloodshed, and man often fights to death is asked. Examples
of species resolving conflicts include stickleback' fish. gulls.
and squirrel monkeys. The conclusion is reached that a better
understanding of animals may lead to a better understanding
of man.

124483 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-

vices, Pennsylvahia State Univ University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (8)54.90 (S)S60 Gibbon Locomotion. 16mm
silent color 4 min -1971.

Locomotion of a free.ranging group of gibbons IHyttobstes
ear) on Litulanui Island. Hawaii. is shown, including brachiat.
ing in slow and norm &l motion. winding in and out of trees.
trail leading, walking and running, and walking and brachiating
while foraging for berries. The animals, all 2- to 3. years-old.
bad been brought from captivity in Thailand and released in a
one-acre fenced lobe of island. Study of the nature and
frequency of behavior patterns showed twat these are practi-
cally the same as those observed in the wild.

124503 Psychological Cinenia Register. Audio-Visual Ser.

vices. Pennsylvania State Univ University Pk , PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (1056.40 (S)5180 Irregularly Delayed Ex-
periential Closure In the Rhesus Monkey. 16Pim optical color 17
min 1969

Laboratory apparatus and experimental procedure are

shown for irregularly delayed experiential closure in the rhesui
monkey The animals are trained to a itimulus sequence that
conaists ofd low brightness riming light. a bright safe light,
and a bright shock Irgitt. A response during the bright sate
period by pushing a lever eroduees as food reward and
prevents a shock. Groups are tested under various conditions.
sonic of which involve unpredictable violations in the stimulus
sequence "The -effccts4in animal behavior are shown. Results
indicate that if an unpredictable situation exceeds an urgan
ism' %experiential capacities for control. it induces aberrations
of behavi$ that range in intensity.. diversity, and persistence
which in humans would be called neurotic to psychotic

;
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124501 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-.
vices. Pennsylvania State Univ University Pk.. PA 16802
(814-865n6315) PCR (R)59.60 (S)S248 Hypothalamic Reward In
Feeding, Running, and Mating Behavior. 16mm optical color 26
min 1969.

Hypothalamic is shown in the feeding. running, and
mating behavior of rats. Electrodes arc planted in different
parts .of the hypothalamus. The animals can obtain clectr4al
self-stimulation by pressing a lever, or stimulation can be auto-
matically applied. The effects of brain stimulation arc shown
under a variety of conilitiens,

le

124527 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ . University Pk.. PA 16802
(814-865.6315) PCR (R)510.60 Miss Goodall and the Wild
Chimpanzees. 16mm optical color 28 mid 19613.

The story of a young English woman and her adventures in
East Africa whcrc she observed and lived with wild chimpan-
zees is presented. The film reinforces the belief that the
complete understanding of the behavior of chimpanzees will
eventually bring man to a better understanding of himself

124545 Psychological Cinema Register. Autlio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Uniy University Pk.. PA 16802
(814 - 865.6315) PCR (1)59.60 Norma for Survival: A Study of
Mimicry and- Protective Coloration in Tropical Insects. Innim
optical color '7 min 1968_

An Overall view of Protettive coloration and mimicry in
tropical i is is presented_ The evolution of various adap-
tionalii the context of predators' feeding behavior is ex-
amined. Examples are given of cryptic coloration in whch in
sects' color, behavior. and structure result in their being dif:"
Mutt for predators to find; warning coloration in which mix-.
iqus qualities are advertised to predators. Britesian mimicry in
which palatable insect species gain advantage by evolving a
resemblance to unpalatable insects': Mullerian mimicry in
which several unpalatable species bear a common appearance.
frighicning coloration in which predators withdraw -when
visual stiuli of insects resemble their own natural enemies. and
the confusion syndrome in sthich form. color, and behavior
are combined.

124552 Psychological Cinema Regiater. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ . University Pk . PA, JO802
(814.865.6315) PCR (R)S846(1 Primate Prowth and laeseirmilients
A,Gorilla's First Veer. 16mm optical Color 22 min 1%8

The first year of a lowland gorilla is compared wherever
possible to. the Infant 'chimpanzee- and human. Maturation of
her locomotor and perceptual skills. postural development.. and
certain aspects of her physical growth- and dentition are
shown. At one year. she is shown performing selected tests
developed by Geirsell for evaluating maturation level of human
infants.

124628 University of California. Extension Media Center.,
2223 Milton St, Berkeley. CA 94720 (4i 51A2- 0460), EMC

. (R)S12 Evolution In Progress. 16mm optical color 18-thin l %8

A detailed record is presented of an elaborate experiment
considered to be the most important undertaken in the field of
evolutionary change -- on the mutation of the peppered moth.
In a nonindustrial environment the light colored moths are
More successful in escaping birds; in an industrial area. where
the trees, grow dark from soot. the. dark colored moths have
the advantage and become more nilmerous This is an ex-
painted version of the silent film. whit ;round commentary and
additional visual material.

Sejected Audiovisuals

124643 University of California. Extension Aledia Center,
2223 Fulton St. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642.0460) EMC
(R)S11 Flightless Cormorant. Inium optical Moe 13 min 1971.

A rare species of cormorant that has limit the ability to fly is r .

shown. Found only ,van the Galapagos Islands. the bird is an
example of how a major function can be lost through a relaxa-
tion of !icier:U.3v pressures for, maintenance. Its wings arc small
and degenerate, but due to an abundaiit food supply, sheltered
water, lack of competition, and eta& of predators. it was not
eliminated by selection pressures. It might also be regarded as
a politive adaptation to life in the Intertidal areas, having' for
instance. stronger legs for Whining than mainland birds only
600 miles away. The .film shows how it is an integral part of
the intricate ecosystem of the islands Its social organization,
courting practices. care and feeding of the young. and relation-
ship with other living things on the islands are shown.

124654 University of Califon*. Eitension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. C)( 04720 141s-642.040i EMC
1110510 Galapagos Albatrasa. 16mw opticaj color II min 1971

The migration of the Galapaii* albatross from the waters
off Chile and Peru to breed on a remote. uninhabited volcanic
island in the Galapagos is shown. Because the birthis extreme-
ly vulnerable on land. it must breed where there m'a' no preda-
tors. It lays only a single egg. and because there is a long incu-
bation period and the young must be fed for five or six
months. stable pair bona must be maintained so that both
male and female will share the nesting process Close-up cine
ifiatography shows details of social organization and elaborate
courtship dances rinuilizations and exaggerations oordinary
behavioral patterns_ It is seen that the survival of the
Galapagos albatross depends upon maintaining the integrity of
this breedk ground

124655 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St , Berkeley. ('A 04720 t41-642-046101 EMC
(2)S16 Galapagos Finches. lbsirm optical color 21 Iran 1971

Hie evolution of 13 species of finches on the cialapagos
Islands. presumat4 from a single ancestor. or shown Difficul-
ty of getting Raid. carving Atomic

island
lat'k of com-

petition. and relative isolation coach island encourag0 the,
process of change that has made the Galapagos fincteri an ex-
ample of adaptive radiation The film shows in detail how the
1vicir's beak has differentiated to meet the varying demands Of
each habitat. forming a perfectly graded seimenee of related
Iorms It also shows how one species has learned to cut blood
when other food is laud to get. and intw another has learned
to usi'a long stick for probing insects Vocalization also vatic%

Joint island to island A brief overview is included Id condi-
lions that base made the islands an expeanental laboratory
for evolution, and the process of adaptive radiation is ex-
plained with reference to Darwin's comments oat thezfineho

124656 University Of California. Extension Media Center.
2221 Fulton St . Berkeley: CA 04720 r415442.04601 EMC
tR1525 Griapagoar Laboratory for Eolution The Experlmen,
ta4 eondition4. Ifinini optical color 36 min 10-71

An introduction to the Galapagos Island and to a film series
on the Galapagos as it laboratory for evolution discloses why
these Islands. 600 miles front the coast of Ecuadiir on the
equator. have bean a natural laboratory Reasons cited in-
clude lack of eompetiuop. small population neviriary for
evolution to fake place'quickly. and changed eonditinris that
formed ncs.'ly arrived, animals to adapt to new ecological
niches The film reviews ongoing natural esperimenor on the
4islands and diseusites how than has recently disrupted them

4
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121693 University of/ California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$17 Marine Iguana: Variations on a Theme, Galapagos:.
Laboratory for Evolution Series. 16mm optical color 23 min
1971.

The nature and behavior of the marine iguana, an animal
that exists only in the Galapagos Islands, is explored. The
adaptations that enable the marine iguana to dive for food in
the water are discussed, as well as its social organization and
its way of maintaining aCceptable body temperature as it
moves between equatorial sun and cold water. Speculates on
where the marine iguana came from and its possible, ancestors.
Compares it to the land iguanas owthe Galpagos and on the
coast of Ecuador. 600 miles away. Shows how iguanas have
evolved differently on each of the islands, and suggests that
the future of the iguana may be in danger in an ,ecological
system dominated by man.

124766 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 CCM Homely Mollusk. Living World of the Sea Series'.
16mm optical color 12 min 1968.,

Describes physical characteristics of the octopus: arms,
suckers, head,. mantle, gills .funnel, skin, and reproductive or-
gans and cycle. Examines feeding habits and defense
mechanisms, including ability to change skin color and para-
lyze -attacker's sense of smell. Shows attack by its mortal
enemy the moray eel.

124926 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 Pelicaniform Birds of the Galapagos. Galapagos: Labora-
tory for Evolution Series. 16mm optical color 15mm 1971.

A film is presented which shows studies of sea birds of the
order PelecanifOrmes that breed on the Galapagos Islands:
flightless cormorant. frigate, bird, tropic,bird and three species
of booby -- blue-Booted. red-footed, and masked. Shows how
they are_biologically related although in some ways they seem
to differ greatly. Remarkable sequence shows use of bright
blue feet in courtship. Narrative explains mating behavior,
nesting,and feeding habits, and physiognomy.

130239 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)S9.50 Aggression -- Or
Love. Animal Secrets Series. 16mm optical color 24 min 1968.

Ah investigation is made of possible biological and evolu-
tionary roots of aggressive behavior through implications
drawn from study of aggression and love in animals. Describes
experimental studies which suggest that, aggressive behavior
may result from crowded conditions. lack of reinforcement for
Accepted acts, and reinforcement for aggressive behavior it-
self. Implies that aggressive behavior is not innate and can be
modified by love.

130290 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) [UV (R)S8 Nervous SysteFns in
Animals. Animal Systems Series. 16mm optical color 17 min
1971.

The nervous systems of hydra, planaria. earthworms, and
grasshoppers 'are illustrated, along with the response of a
paramecium, euglena, amoeba. hydra, and planaria to stimuli.
Points out the spinal cord. spinal nerves and parts of the brain
in a freshly dissected pig- and makes comparisons between the
parts, Of-the brain in frogs, birds, cats and humans. Illustrates
the basic elements Of the neuron and the pathway of the nerve
impulse during a reflex arc.
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135068 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, 'Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk 'PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S7.60 (S)$220 Social Reaction..in Im-
printed Ducklings. 16mm optical color 21 min 1968.

Social reaction=' in imprinted ducklings is shown. Newly
hatched ducklings-, when first`exposed to moving stimulus,
often form a filial attachment (i.e..imprint) to it M the same ,-
way that other ducklings imprint.

148904 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 Dangerouslikef. 16mm optical color 23 min 1969.

'Three month study of a colony of Australian sea lions by a
two man research team from the Australian Museum. Ob-
serves the ecology, life, and habits of the little known mam-
mal. Shows the sea lions on land and under water. Observes
maintenance of the social structure, formation of territories
and harems, fighting, courtship and mating, birth and care of
pups, sleeping, swimming, and interaction with`other life on
Dangerous Reef, including the researchers.

148936 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460)7EMC
(R)S13 Capture of a Smile. 16min optical color 13 min 1969.

Shows capture of a dolphin and studies its physical charac-
teritties and intelligence. The use of bldwhole for communica-
tion, effective sonar mechanism, behavior patterns. and
willingness to work with people is demonstrated.

03 BIOCHEMISTRY AND METABOLISM

124678 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S43 Mind of.man. 16mm optical color 119 min 1971.

Worldwide research report explores recent discoveries con-
cerning the powers and workings of the mind. Documents ex-
periments in which people have consciously controlled their
oxygen needs and blood, pressure -- functions previously
thought to be involuntary. Also covers latest findings on
development of mind in fetus and infant; how drugs affect
mind; mysteries of sleeping and dreaming: and brain structure,
including chemical changes occurring n it and electrical
energy it generates.

1*.
124885 University of California. Extetston. Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S17 Nerve Impulse. Biology Series. 16mm optical color 22
min 1970.

A review is presented of the history of scientific investiga-
tion into nerve impulse conduction and transmission from the
classical experiments t that began in the late 1780s. Galvani's
frog nerve experiments. Du Bois-Reymond's research into
electrical potential. Helmholtz' measurements of nerve im-
pulse speed, Bernstein's theory on the presence of ions,
Ramon y Cajal's discovery of disconnected nerve cells,
Loewi's demonstration of impulse behavior effected by chemi-
cal balance. allele Hodgkin Huxley discovery of resting
potential are ncluded. In addition, chemical experiments
showing the extremely delicate balance of chemicals within the

4.
nervous system are given.

128268 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S35 (S)S350 Ste. -- A Disease of
Our Time. 16mm optical color 35 min 1970.

:4*
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Stress is examined as .11 disease of, the times. It is noted that
stress contributes to ulcers, migraine, asthma. and:mental dis-
orders. Rats are shown developing ulcers in a laboratory under
stress. In a Swedish experiment, soldiers who fire non stop at
targets for three days have hallucinations and their' blood
chemistry changes. Iri an overcrowded Classroom, a psycholo-
gist observes, predictable patterns of behavior emerging. The
extroverts fight more frequently; introverts tridto play alone,
Children seem to have an inherent mechanism which prevents
them from overreacting with others, It is noted that even
primitive tribes have their own special methods for dealing
with anxiety and depression.

137705 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave.. Wilmette. IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)$120 Puberty in Boys. 16mm opti-
cal color 10 min, 1969.

Gives boys a basic understanding of the changes that occur
during puberty. The effect of the pituitary gland and the male
hormones on body growth. change4in voice, growth of hair is
demonstrated.

7706 Films Incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette. IL
0091 (312-256-4730) 1FIX (S)$100 Female Cycle 16 mm optical

c,olor 8 min, 1969.

Presents the complete story of menstruation. Shows how the
ovaries produce the egg cells, how the single egg moves 'to the
surface of the ovary and is released into the fallopian tube to
travel to the uterus. The secretions of the female reproductive
organs enter the bloodstream and influence the inner part of
the uterus to prepare for the fertilized egg. If fertilization isn't
achieved, the uterus membrane is discharged as the monthly'
menstrual period_ ak sequence utilizing a clock technique
clearly explains the cyclical process of menstruation_

158414 John Wiley & Sons. Inc.. 605 Third Avenue, New
York. NY 10016 (212-867-9800) WYJ (S)$275 (R)$25 Involunta-
ry Control. 21 min color. 1971.

Laboratory experiments in visceral learning conducted by
psychologist Neal Miller are reported. Voluntary cohtrol of

eartbeats in rats. with stimulation of thebrain as a reinforcer.
is demonstrated, as is the production and control of alpha
waves in a human subject.

160007 Video Nuring Inc.. 2834 Central Street. Evanston, IL
602011312-866-646b1 VNR 1121$13 Psychiatric Problems of the
Aged.iFumm optilA B&W 30 min 1970.

Organic brain syndrome is described and nonorganic condi-
tions are alio presented to illustrate the mental health status of
old people who need care for mental health reasons.

164290 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15

Columbus Circle. New York. NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Hypnotic Dreaming: Some Physiological Correlates and
Psychological Mechanisms: Part I. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W
26 min, 1972.

The induction of hypnotic dreams and evaluation of the sub-
jects' responses to the dream process and dream content are
explored in lights of physiological and psychological
mechanisms. For physicians' use only. Also available in other
video formats_

164291 Network for Continuing Mediyal Education. 15

Columbus Circle. New York. NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)$25 Hypnotic Dreaming: Some Physiological correlates and
'Psychological Mechanisms: Part H. 3/4 inch videocassette
B&W 22 mm. l)72.
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The inductiod of hypnotic dreams and an evaluation of the
subject's responses to the dream process and diefm content
are discussed in light of phys5°4logical and psychological
mechanisms. For physicians' use only. Also available in other
video formats.

164295 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

ColumbuS Circle. New York,: NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)$25 Influence of Emotions on the Outcome of Cardiac Sur-
gery: Diagnosis and Decision. 3/4 irich videocassette B&W 20
min. 1972.

The influence of emotions on the outcome of cardiac sur-
gery is discussed. Eight distinct emotional stages have been
observed in 148 cardiac surgery patients in a 9 year study. The
anxieties and reactions of patients are shown for each of these
stages. For physicians' use only, Also available in other video
formats.

164296 Network for Continuing Medical Education.15
Columbus Circle. New York. NY 10023. (212-541-8088)MS
(R)S25 Influence of the Emotions on the OutcOme' of Cardiac
Surgery: Psychological Categories. 3/4 itch videocassette B &W
24 min, 1972.

The influence of emotions on the outcome of cardiac sur-
gery are presented in light of psychological categories. Cardiac
surgery patients are classified into six groups with their distin-
guishing defense characteristics. It is suggested that un-
derstanding these groupings during an interview with a patient
can aid in predicting how the patient will be affected by sur-
gery, and whether he will accept surgery. survive it. and avail
himself of the benefits of restored cardiac function. For physi-
cians' use only. Also available in other video forMats.

182982 Audiovisual Division. R_ A. Becker. Inc.. 200 Park
Ave.. New York, NY 10017 (212-421-8900 ext. 2681. RAB
IS)58.50 Geriatric Medicine for the Practicing Physician. AT I

7/8 IPS cassette 30 mm. 1974_ -
In this film about geriatrics. adequate hospital care for the

/aged, chronic brain damage, and the psychogenic or metabolic
basis of menopausal headache are considered_ Continuous
cyclic hormonal therapy is also discussed.

04 CHILD MENTAL HEALTH

114218 Indiana University Audio-Visual Center. Bloomington.
IN 47401 1812-337-8087) IU'V (R)$13 (S)$240 Battered Child,
The. 16nun optical B&W 58 min. 1970.

A documentary study of child abuse based on the book The
Battered Child' by Drs. C. Henry Kempe and Roy L Helfer
Psychiatrists. pediatricians, and social workers study the
causes of physical child abuse using actual cases. It is argued
that the mental illness evidenced by ,parents who abuse chil-
dren is as real as the consequent suffering of the-Children and.
therefore. these parents may need psychiatric treatment rather
than jail_

114220 Appleton-Century-Crofts, 440 Park Ave. South. New
York. NY J0016 (212-689-5700) ACC (R)$40 (S)$475 PCR
(R)$14.90 Behavior Modification - Teaching Language to
Psychotic Children. 16mm optical color 43 min. 1%9_

ExImines the steps used to teach p.;}c;iotic children the use
of speech, and thi': need for correction of negative behavior
before learning can begin. Reward and punishment techniques
are illustrated. Imitation of sounds, labeuisg of objects. dis-
crimination among alternatives. recall of experiences and the
development of a degree of spontaneity are covered
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114224 Appleton-Century-Crofts:440 Park Ave. South, New
York. NY 10016 (212. 689-5700) ACC (R)S55 tS)S700 Born to
Succeed. 16mm optical color 60 min, 1970.

Shows methods of teaching designed to accelerate learning
in retarded children. The concept of number and arithmetic
principles are taught using stimulus finding techniques, with
the gild choosing the reinforcer. Illustrates how these
techniques can be used for teaching areas as diverse as dance
and creative writing.

114225 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-visual Services,
Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802 (814 -865-
631.5) PCR (R)$6.40 (S)5150 Brain-diunaged Child, The. 16mm,
optical B&W 31 min, 1968.

Records interview between a psychiatrist and a seven-year-
old boy with brain-damage. Through Oily with clay figures and
discussion, it shows such behavior phenomena as hyperactivi-
ty. poor motor coordination, and other problems connected to,
stress of pressures on organically brain-damaged child to per-
form beyond capability.uShowings restricted to mediCal profes-
sionals and their students.

114226 University of California Extension Mediae Center, 2223
Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC (R)S11
(S)S145 Behavior Modification in the Classroom. 16mm optical
B&W 24 min, 1970.

Operant conditioning and modeling procedures are used to
increase children's task orientation. Demonstrates need for
determining .,appropriate rewards and illustrates verbal and
nonverbal reinforceinent. Details methods used in training
teachers to use these techniques. Illustrates behavioral modifi-
cation.

114227 University of California Extension Media Center. 2223
Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415- 642 - 0460) EMC (R)S16
(S)S240 Behavior Modification in the Classroom. 16mm opqal
color 24 min, 1970.

Operant conditioning -and modeling procedures are used to
increase children's task orientation. demonstrates need for
determining appropriate rewards, and illustrates verbal and
nonverbal reinforcement. Details methods used in training
teachers to use thesp techniques. Illustrates behavioral modifi-
cation.

114228 University of California Extension Media Center, 2223
Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC (R)S8
(S)$75 Being Me. 16mm optical B&W 13 min. 1%9.

Documents a class of girls, aged six to 13, who are learning
creative dance. Shows total physical, mental, and emotional
envolvement ip spontaneous dance forms. Takes the position
that movement forms the matrix from which the child or-
ganizes and integrates her experience as she grows.

114232 NBC Educational Enterprises. 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
New York, NY 10020 (212-CI.7-8300) NBC- (R)S10 (S)$240
Chance to Learn, A. 16mm optical color 17 min. 1968.

Takes the position that there is a crisis in education due to
the breakdown of standards in education in the inner cities_
Comment on who shall control the schools. who shall decide
who teaches in them, and who shall decide what is taught.

114234 Davidson Films. 3701 Buchanan St.. San Francisco.
CA 94123 (415-567-2974) DAV (S)S170 PCR(R)S6,90 Classifica-
tion (flingers Developmental Theory). 16mm optical color.
17min, 1969.
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Children shown at several developmental stages responding
to tasks designed to highlight a different mental operation es-
sential to classification, such as multiple classification, Class
inclusion, and hierarchical classification.

114236 Indiana University Audiovisual Center. Bloomington.
IN 47401 (817-337-8087) .lUV (R)S6 (S)$140 Color Her
Sunshine. 16mm optical B&W 21 min, 1970.

Shows Mary, a trainable mongoloid, in various task and play
situations. Shows how special education techniques can be
used to make many monogoloids useful and self-sufficient

114243 John Wiley & Sons Inc.. 605 Third Ave.. New York,
NY 10016 (212-867-9800) WYJ (S)S100 Cup to Lip: the Origins
of Instrumental Action. (Front the Studies in Early Cognitive
Development Series). 16mm Optical B&W 14 min, 1972.

Studies the child's mastery of his environment, particularly
tools and implements that will help him carry out his activities
as an adult. It illustrates a seven-month-old girl reaching bi-
laterally for a cup, the two hands 'coming in' symmetrically.
Initial inability evolves into the exploration of play.

114251 John Wiley & Sons. Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York,
NY 10016 (212-867-9800) WYJ(S)S225 Early Words. (From the
Studies in Early Cognitive Development Series): 16mm optic:{]
color ;2 min. 1972.

Concerns a 22-month-old boy starting to speak English. His
speech consists of one word hteranees. Demonstrates how
speech is often accompanied by the action of voluntary enter-
prise. Words appear at crucial points in his action" initiation,
maintenance toward the goal, competition, switching and
evolution.

114252 NBC 'Educational Enterprises. 30 Rockefeller arlaza.
New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S15 (S)$330 Ex-
ceptional Child, The. Itrnm optical color 26 min. 7969.

Indicates new methods of treatment and.therapy used to aid
the perpeptually handicapped and brain-damaged child. Shows
how children with minimal brain-damage have been placed
with retarded and not-given proper treatment.

114257 NBC Educational Enterprises. 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
New York. NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (10$10 (S)S180
Feelings. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1972_

Dramatization. based on research. of normal conflict situa-
tion in family. Subjective voice of Billy, youngest member of
family. explaining his .feelings. reactions. and fantasies. in
relation to a cancelled family outing.

114263 McGraw-Hill Text Film Division, 330 W 42 St.. New
York. NY 10036 (609-448-1700) (x5853) MGH (R)S40 1514610
PCR From Cradle to Classroom. 16nun. optical. color. 25 mm.
1968.

Shows how preschool education aids the very young. New
processes are shown to teach from 1- year -of age. Toys and as-
sociation drills fru younger groups. reading and logic for two-
year-old, three-year-old, and four-year-old groups Controver-
sial issue of early education is discussed.

114273 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10036 (212-598-2251) NYU (11)S7.50
(S)$80 PCR (R)S3.40 Growth and Development of a multiply-
handicapped infant:16mm optical B&W 141 min. 1%9.

Rnr
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Documents first three and one-half years of life of a
profoundly retarded blind infant. Clinical examination, and
typical day at home at )22 months reveal regression from earli-
er motor levels. Show lligs rc*tricted to use of medical profes-
sionals and their students.

114214 Classroom Film stributors Inc.. 5610 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028 (213-462-3249) CFD (R)S12
Human Heredity. 16mm optical color 21 min, 1

About observable physical differences in 5 and girls, in-
cluding the genetics of sex determination, e importance of
early environment in shaping sex roles, d the improved
status of girls in contemporary society. nds On a note of
tolerance for minority groups that may uffer discrimination
solely on the basis of appearence. For nior high school, and
elementary grade use.

114290 McGraw -Hill Text Film Divi ion, 330 W. 42d St., New
York, IslY 10036 (609-448-1700) (58 ) MGH (R)S10 I Have an
Egg. 16mm optical B&W 15 min, I1(869.

Shows how blind children in a class in Warsaw are taught to
define the characteristics of an egg. Using taste, touch, smell,
and hearing, theyexamine eggs in various ways until they can
describe what an egg looks like. Polish dialogue, English narra-
tion.

' 114291 PsychOlogical Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University 'Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R.40 (S)S92 Illustrations of Childhood
Autism. 16mm optica/B&W 22 min, 1969. ,

Documents behavior of autistic children at Stoke MandeVille
Hospital. Englaq ll. using slow and stop action cinema
techniques to 'llfusttate symptoins. Failure to. relate visual
avoidance, ina ropriate motions. preocCupation with parts of
the body or specific objects and rhythmical motions arc
shown. Sho ngs restricted to medical professionals and_their
students.

114292 P chological -Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, P nnsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-86 315) PCR (R)514.20 (S)$310 Impact of Teacher's
Beha ri on Learhers and Learning. 16mm optical B&W 71
min, 969.

wo instructional modes arc used to emphasize impact of
v rbal and nonverbal behaviors on learners. Guidelines for
ystcmatic analysis of any type of- teaching behaviors arc

/presented. Self-evaluation and discussion arc stressed and en-
couraged.

1142% John Wiley & Sons, Inc.. 505 Third Ave.. New York,
NY 10016 (212-867-9800) WYJ (S)5100 Intention to Take, The:
The Infancy of Object Capture. (Studies in early cognitive
development series). 16mm optical B&W 14 min, 1972.

Depicts early human growth and the nature of ,carly human
skill. It shows how the child constructs appropriate actions
into a sequence to achieve an objective -- the lifting of the
arms, clenching of the fist, working of the mouth, fixating the
eyes and moving outward of the hands.

L14300 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)$9.30 (S)S170 Jane. 16mm optical B &%41
37 min, 1969.

Demonstrates normal, Child's reaction to placement in
foster home for 10 days. In spite of visits before separation.

a
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child shCoys symptoms of stress manifested by increased ag-
gressiveness, tearfulness, and irritability. Effects reduced by
foster mother's warm. supportive care. Subject is 17-months-
old.

114302 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) 'PCR (R)510.70 (S)$235 John. 16mm optical
B&W 45 min. 1969.

Documents reactions of 17-month-old child to separation
from mother for nine days. This period is spent in a residental
nursery where system of generalized group care provides no
mother substitute. Daily increasing distress and deterioration
are seen in child's failure to conipete with more aggressive,
acclimatized children. Child reject5 mother when she returns.

114304 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., 16802 (814-
865-6315) PCR (R)S8.10Z(S)S170. Kate. 16mm optical-B&W 33
min 1969.

Reactions of a child Jo separation from parents when cared
for in another family setting that she was familiar with. Kate,
aged two years and five months, reveals gradual lowering of,
frustration toleiance, conflicting feelings of grief and anger
towards parents, and breakdown of self-control. StrTs is
reduced by warm, supportive care, and the child's reunion
with her mother w.lts not traumaticr

114313 University of California Extension Media Center, 2223
Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 415-642-0460 EMC (R)S13
(S)S175 PCR (R)$7.40 Looldng. for Me. 16mm bptical B&W 29
min. 1969.

Janet Adler, dance therapist, shown working with normal
children. autistic children, and adults, to demonstrate that
movement experience and awareness of one's body and body
parts arc essential to normaltdevelopment, that movement can
become a means of communication to nonverbal children.

114329 Time-Life Films, Time-Life Bldg., Rockefeller Center,
New York, NY, .10026 '1212-556-4207) T-L (R)$23J0
PCR(R)$6.40 Movement and Time in Space. 16mm optical
B&W 30 min, 1968.

Children move and feel long before they think or talk, and
they ,understand concepts before they can express -that.
Teachers promote activity in drama and dance so that bodily
movement expresses the children's thoughts. The children act
out their fantasies, and thus make sense of experience Desire
to learn is seen as,great emotional need. ,

114337 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865.6315) L'CR (R)56.40 (S)5145 Neurotic Child, The.
16mm opticarBIVV 28 min, 1968

Shows seven-year-old boy diagnosed as psychoncurotic in
clinical interview situation. Shows the defensive mechanisms
involved in his struggle to relate to the world as he perceives
it. Illustrates reactions to reality testing. attitudes toward
father, and fantasies of relative size to father. Aggressive
feelings inhibited by Restricted to use of medical profes-
sionals and their students.

114347 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212-C1-7-8300) NBC (R)S15 (S)S330
Place Among Us, A. 16mm optical color 27 min 1970
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Two innovatiVe Projects in mental retardation ate shown.
Mansfield training school is site of projects. One project con-
sists fit:research into the nature of, and best procedures to
help, the retarded_ The other project uses intensive vocational
training and supportive peers to return the mildly retarded to
the community,

19357 AAP Tape Library, 1040-Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305:894,(1921)..kAPJS)S10 Extra scripts S.75 Ricky. No.
19 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 45 min 1969.

; Dr. Irving Hahn conducts an initial interview evaluating a
preschizophrenie, highly verbal, and intelligent boy of '10
years. The tape illustrates problems of initial encounter, fan-
taiy - avoidance, dynamics, and perceptual distortions regard-
ing parents and school as .well as the usual parent - child
pathology. Fair to good' audio. Script. For professional use
orAy in teaching. or research.

114355 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305. 894-0921) AAP (S)S12 Extra scripts 5.75 Robert. No.
.36 In series: AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel '72 min 1968.

This initial interview by Dr. Benjamin Balser with a 15-year-
oldmale underachiever isollowed by a complete history from
the psychiatric caseworker, case discussion, diagnosis, and
recommendation for short-term psychotherapy by Dr. Balser;
and further diseussion by Drs. Selma Kramer and Robert Gan-
itler. Good audio: Script. For professional nse only iri teaching
or research.

114363 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
PI., New York, NY 10003 (212-598.2251) NYU (R)S11 (VS140
PCR (R)S6.40 School Day, A: Study of a Visually Handicapped
Child. 16mm optical B&W 24 Mini 1969.

Beth, age nine, is integrated into normal school life with the
aid of braille textbooks, math machines, and typewriters A
specialized teacher and special friend help her through difficul-
ties, but she is encouraged to search and be self-mil:rift
Parents and school provide supportive atmosphere.

-114366 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
viCes, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
16802 (814-865-315) PCR (R)58.70 (51$120 Separations and Reu-
nions: Paris I-IV. 16mm optical B&W 36 min 1968.

Dtreunients reactions of four children age 1,4 to 20 months,
hospitalized for from 5 to 24 dais. In these separations from
parents, Complicated .by, illness, the child shows apathy.
withdrawal, self-cornforting, acute misery, dull unresponsive-
flees, and other symptoms. Mixed emotions at reunion with
parents. Live-in and frequent visits by parents suggested to

reduce separation anxieties in children.

114368 psychological Cinema Register, Atilio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
16802 (814-865-6315) PLR (R)S7 40 (S)5150 Sleep of Babies,
The: Spolntaneous Cyclical Phenomena During Neonate Sleep.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970

Records observable behavior of three to five- day -old infants
during sleep by means of normal, slowed, speeded, and
stopped motion pictures. Illustrates methods of classifying and

recording various types of behavior during sleep. This includes
body movements. rapid eye movement. respiration. and brain ,
activity Shows rhythmic patterns of activity which are possi-
ble indicators of maturational changes.
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114372 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212-0-7-8300) NBC (R)$26.00 (5)5530
Sit Down, Shut Up, or Get Out. 16mm optical color 58 min,
1972.

Dramatization of exceptional child-of high intelligence who
shows behavior problems. Not fitting in to the standard pat-
terns of activity cause conflict between this bright child and
his peers, teachers, and parents.

114375 MtGraw-Hill Text Film Division, 330 W. 42d St., New
York, NY 10036 (609-448:1700) (x5853) MGH (R)S15 (S)S195
PCR (R)SS.40$tress: Parents with a Handicapped Child. 16mm
optical 13&W 28 min. 1968.

Problems elf bringing up handicapped children are, shown.
The home life in five families having handicapped children
shows emotional strains due to lack of adequate 1.veltare ,and
medical services and the severe financial burden. Soiind traCk
is unclear at times.

1,14384 NBC, Educational Enterprises. 30 Rockefeller Plaisa,
New York, NY 10020 (212XI-7-8300) NBC (R)S25 (S)S500
Suffer the Little Children.ilernm optical color 53 min. 1972.

What' the effects of violence and hatred on c dren is the
concern. Northern Ireland is the,setting. Life in the Catholic
ghetto, the role of the British Army, and other issues are
discussed.

114388 Educational Development Center. 39 Chapel St.. New-
ton, MA 02160 (617-969-71&) EDS (R)$1$ (S)$170 PCR
(R)S6.90 They Can Do It. lemm optical B&W 53 min, 1968.

One year survey of open plan primary clalsroorti. Pupil cen-
tered approach leaps to varied Activities oc'urring simultane-
ously, individually, and in small groups, with emphasis on in- ;"

teraction, cooperation, and free enquiry.

114390 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212=CI-7-8300) NBC (R)525 (S)S500
This Child Is Rated X. 16inm optical color 52 min. 1971.

Predicates abuse of child's rights in coiut andanequities in
juvenile justice. Focus on two situations: 'the serious offender
and the minor offender. Shows how Children from both
categories usually wind up in the same facilities. Suggests new
awareness will lead to reform.

114392 NBC Educational Enterprises, 3d Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) IBC (R)S10 (S)S180

'Troubles. 16mm optical color 13 min, 1972.;

Three boys, Jimmy. Michael and Paul; From three different
families, decide to play in the, park afte0 school_ They lose
track of time and, after getting covered ih Mel, realize that
they are late for supper. The two elements of:mud and late-
ness set the stage for a' small crisis in each of the boy's
homes Each family reacts to the situation lin a different way,
and from this, the dynamics of varied family iihitionships arc
evident -

124394 Psychological .Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania'Stsite Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)$9.10 NAV (S)S74.71 Distant Drummer,
The: A Movable Scene. 16mm optical color 22 min 1%9.

Today's youth and the use of hallucinogenic drugs are
shown_ Visits reveal hippy nfecting grounds in San Francisco,
New Orleans, New York, London. Europe, the Middle East,-
and the Himalayas.

9 ,
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124431 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Plc., PA 16802
(814465-6315) PCR (R)S5.90 ADL Approaches to Early Child-
hood Curriculum. 16mm optical B&W 25 min 1968.

, Three short sequences at prekindergarten are used to ex-
plain the Institute for Developmental Studies' methods for
teaching abstract concepts, self-image development, and how
games can be adapted to reinforce learning. The teacher's
techniques, successes and failures are examined, The projector
can be stopped after each sequence for discussicin.

124479 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Plc., PA 16802
(814 - 865.6315) PCR (R)$7A0 El4C (10i13 P$115 For All My
Students. 16mm optical B&W 36 nr,n 1968.

Particular problems and rcw
school students effectively are sh
both poor and effectii,e teaching
lions and suggests ways of providi
vantaged students. Both students
views.

of teaching Negro high
. The film demonstrates

difficult classroom situa-
special help for disad-

d teachers give candid

12,4541 Psychological Cinema Regis r, Audio-Visual Ser-
,. vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., Urn jiversity Pk., PA .16802

(814 - 865 -6315) PtR (R)$4.10 Reit/on:anent Contril el a Young
Child's Sehaiior. 16mm optical B&W )5 min 1968.

A 16-month-old child is trained to lever press for snack rein-
forcers under the influence of several schedules of reinforce-
ment: fixed ratio, variable radio, and the differential reinforce-
ment of low rates (DRL). The behavioral adjustments necessa-
ry to meet_the DRL requirements- after a histOry of high rate
responding arc emphasized.

124517 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton° St., -Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642 O 60) EMC
CR/326 Dialogues: Dr. Jean Mort, Part I. 16mm 'cal color
41 min 1970.

First in a two part interview, the film shows Dr. Jean Piagct
and his associate, Dr. Barbel Inhelder, discussing the impor-
tant stages of cognitive development that characterize Piaget's
contribution to the study of child development. Piagct also
discusses his views on some of the traditional notions in

." k American psychology of motivation, learning, and perception.
Their comments are translated from French.

1244011 University of California, Extension Media Center.
222`3 Fulton flt.., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)Sil -(S)5356 Drugs in Our Culture. 16mm optical color 29
min 1970.

A panOramic look at the sociocultural setting in which drug
abuse has ictOused such concerrils presented. The widespread
awareness by. children of drug users is noted. Drug use is
pointed out as -part ,c)f American life, and a series of interviews
reveals difterenal In expert opinions about why drug use is
rising among young people. The causes are said to range from
the failure of permissive judges to deter first offenders, to the
boredom and lack of identity in middle-class life, to the nor-
mal anxieties of adolescence, to a breakdown in communica-
tion betWeen generations. It is concluded that the children arc
making choice% about drugs, and that adults must prepare
them to make the decisions.

124409 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Oulton St., Berkeley; CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S111 (S)$290 Drags and the Very Young. 16mm optical color
24 min 1970.

10
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At lions are suggested why a normal child in junior or
senior l(gh school may begin to 'experiment with drugs his
parents-disapprove of. The film opens with simulated everyday
situations in 'which children learn from example that drugs,can
bring pleasilre and relief. A drug abuse consultant to the
federal government states that while experimentation is un-
derstandable, it is not necessary, and he outlined an educa-
tional approach he thinks can be successful a strategy based
on sympathy, honesty, credibility, personal example, and the
suggestion of real alternatives 'to drug use. A IS- year -old girl
recounts her drug experiences and her reasons for stopping.

124424 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
iR)S18 Escape to Nowhere. 16rtirn optical color 25 min 1968.

A girl addicted to heroin talks abgt the aimlessness of her
Wanderings. about what it is like CO be a 16-year-old, and
about the role drugs play in her life. The camera follows her
as she wanders around the city: interspersed are scenes illus-
trating the social milieu. She is lonely, confused, and unful-
filled, and the film suggests that drugs made her this way. The
film is designed to open communication channels . between
parents and children, teachers and students.

124432 University of California, Exteniion Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S20 Eye el the Storm. 16mm optical color 28 min 1970.

In a small, ail -White Midwestern community, a third grade
teacher imposes racial prejudice on her vlass as a special two-
day course to demonstrate the effects of discrimination. She
announces that children with blue eyes and superior sine will
be given privileges: brown eyed children will be inferior and
cannot cat or play with the blue' eyes. The film records the
frustrations, animosity, land fear that soon pmvadethe class.
After two days, the brown eyed children are considered su-
perior, the blue eyed inferior, and the children adapt to new
roles.

124437 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S12 Fathers and Sons. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969.

Two families arc shown in which sons are at odds with their
fathers. The first family is Black, from a Brooklyn ghetto. The
son, who works with minority children, describes pressures on
Blacks from Blacks and Whites, and discusses values learned
from his parents. In the second family the son, an SDS ac-
tivist, has refused 'induction into the army and faces prison.
His father, an officer in World War II, finds it difficult to ac-
cept his son's concept of patriotism, but through discussion
comes closer to understanding.

124448 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223- Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 (S)$215 Free Growth. 16mm optical B&W 36 min 1971.

A documentary essay extolls freedom for children and other
growing things. It is composed of significant fragments of life
in a Hopi Indian community, in an urban ghetto, among the.
middle-class, and in the hip counterculture. These examples
vividly contrast free growth and alternate education with the
painful effects of regimentation and structure imposed by
parents, schools, and society. A Black youth, a White girl, and
a Hopi grandfather discuss the ways traditional education
seems to have prevented them from growing naturally and
learning enthusiastically Scenes at a nonschool, the Los An-
geles Free School, give the feeling of growing and living freely

.11
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as people acmpt to be closeglo nature, less competitive, and
free to discover themselvos. Four adults stopped on the street

be asked whether education should be compulsory. Various
people talk emotionally. atiout failures of traditional schools
and the personal effects of them.

124667. UniVersity of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S25 Grooving. 16mm optical color 31 min 1970.

A group of teenagers drug users. nonusers, and exusers --
hold unscripted discussions about drugs. Both sides or the ar-
gument about drug use are presented Some participants main-
tairr that marihuana relieves boredom; 'Others assert that life is
riot boring. so drugs alt not necessary. The consensus is un-
favorable to drugs. Emphasis is on marihuana. but
mescaline, and heroin are discussed peripherally.

124669 University of California, EXtension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA--- 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)SI4 Half Million Teenagers. 16mm optical color 16 min
1971.

A vivid yet unemotional film about syphilis and gonorrhea is
aimed at teenagers. Using cincmicrography and animation, it
shows disease bearing organisms entering the body: gonococci
through mucous membrane, and spirochetes through both'mu-
cous membcrance and epidermis. The progress of gonorrhea is
detailed, including consequent tissue damage, sterility, and in-
fection of a baby during childbirth. It is emphasized that the
disease can be cured if treated.

124682 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 i415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 Methods of Teaching Art to the Mentally Retarded.
16mm optical color 34 min 1%8

Demonstrates that art, as a basic medium of communication.
proves an excellent means to stimulate the development of the
retarded child. Outlines six basic steps in the planning and
presentation of an art lesson, each step illustrated by class-
room situations. The motivation step, for example, is provided
by guitarist Stephen Turner He sings for the children.,in-
volves them in the music. and promises to return when the
children have made their own musical instruments.

124690 University of California. Extension Media ,Center,
22.23 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 04720 (415-642.04601412M,C
(R)S16 (S)S250 Melba with Everything. 16mm optical B&W 21

min 1971.

Demonstrates new British child-centered methods of
teaching mathematics to children aged five to seven. Teachers
are observed at a conference haviiig fun as they learn to in-
tegrate mathematical concepts into the entire curriculum as
well as how to make the learning process enjoyable for the
children. Then shows a teacher applying these methods in the
classroom, working closely with individual students and dis-
playing great skill in knowing when to help and when to
remain silent. Reveals how a teacher can help children
discover the excitement CI learning and extend the discoveries
they make into a 'network of understanding, depending on their
ability. Illustrates ways to use concepts such as matching (one-
to-one correspondence). invariance of number of elements in a
set. sorting sizes of two objects, number of objects in two
sets,' inclusion, ordering, neighborhood, distance, and length).
There are glimpses of children eeCording. counting. and calcu-
lating, but the point is that mathematics includes all activities
if teachers know where to look for opportunities tar teach it.
using experiences that interest and totally involve the children.
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124694 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)518 CAF Marijuana. 16mm optkal B&W 52 min 1968.

The many facets of themarihut problem are explored by
interviewing such sources as gove cnt officials, medical and
research personnel, law enforcement agencies, and young pco
plc involved in the present youth crisis. Interviewed are high
school students from Ithaca, NY. exaddicts from New York
City's Phoenix House. a college educated career girl who tells

why she smokes marihuana, and others from various
backgrounds and viewpoints.

124735 University- of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (416-642-0460) EMC
(R)S7 Jenny Is ir Good Thing. 16mm optical color 18 min 1969.

Shows how nutrition is an integral part of Head Start pro-
grams. Group of children examine a pea pod to- discover
shape, size, color, taste; help prepare foods; and visit a farm
and a supermarket. Discusses how nutrition relates to a child's
total development; his mental and physical well-being, social
adjustment, and self-image.

124736 University of California, Extension Media tenter,
2223 Fulton St., Brkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)127 DAV Jean Piaget: Memory and Intelligence. 16mm opti-

cal color 45 min 1971.
Shows Jean Plaget presenting his new work on memory and

intelligence at the International Congress of Preschool Educa-
tional Specialists in Kyoto, Japan. Captures his personality
and presence as well as his ideas. English Subtitles accompany
Piagct's French presentation.

124753 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CAI 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S10 EBF I Just Don't Dig Him. 16mm optical color 11 min

f970.

Dramatizes communication problem between 14-year-old
youth and his father. showing both points of view. Suggests
that both sides criticisms' are basically similar -- hypocrisy, lip
service, lying, failure to follow through and concludes that
misunderstandings can be overcome.

lea

124758 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(12412 Human Heredity. Understanding Ourselves Series, 1.6ritm

optical color 21 min 1)969.

A presentation is given concerning observable physical dif-
ferenees in boys and girls, including the genetics of sex deter-
mination, the importance of early. environment in shaping sex
roles, and the improved, status of girls in contemporary
society. Ends on a note of tolerance for minority groups that
may suffer discrimination solely on the basis of appearance.

124771 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(10S23 CAF Pull the House Down. 16mm optical color 38 min

1968.

The generation gap is illustrated by a debate between father
and son as they discuss such topics as drugs, sexual
promiscuity in suburbia, racism. greed, campus revolt, and
Vietnam. At the center of their dialogue is the antagonism the
establishment feels toward its young and the overt hostility
with which the young rebels react. Rock music is included in

the film.
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124775 University (if California. Extension Media' Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S8 Rapping (Rev. Jesse James). 16mm optical B&W 14 min
1969. ,

Bran interview with Rev. Jesse James, the controversial
leader of San Francisco's Mission Rebels describes his own at-
tenipt to support a hard dnig habit, his subsequent experience'
on,paroleo and how ghetto youth tome to him for guidance- lar.
gely because of his background. His theories of education are
ghetto bred. He objects to the same teaching techniques being
used for disadvantaged children as arc used in suburban
schools, the idea of integrated schools without the proper.
background materials, including Black history couries, good'
texts, and trained teachers. He calls the present school system
tragic and believes that a child is aware he is losing time from
his real education. He determines that his son will not grow up
in a world of gs.

124806 Univers y of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 Shotgun J . Portrait Series. 16mm optical color 25 min
1970.

A White tee r in a reformatory talks flippantly in street
language about s crimes, his early life, problems with his
family, his fierc devotion to his sister, and his future. He
reveals himself di openness as he tolls of being nicknamed
'Shotgun Joe' be use of his tendency to club people with a
sawed-off shotgu He serves as an altar boy, is satisfied with
reformatory life, and dreams of becoming a successful
criminal upon relc sc. Interviews with psydhiatrist, warden,
guard, his mother, nd his sister attest to his rebelliousness,
good humor. quick t, outgoing nature, and leadership quali-
ties.

124833 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA '94720 (415-642-04601 EMC
OUSI9 Strat. Portrait Series. 1,6nun optical color 25 min 1970.

An intimate documentary shOws the life and philosophy of
privileged prep-school teenager \who fights a system he feels
'always discriminates against theduer.'Heis seen reflecting on
his milieu an East Coast yachting society -- and at his prep
school, where he leads a student effort to force the adminis-
tration to loosen tradition bound rules. During Dad's Day at
the school, the fathers are reassured that tradition has not
broken down. The youth views himself at a anservative, but
a radical and conscious political agitator as well, using a ra-
tional approach to change the establishment of which he is a
member.

124134 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
011$11 CMC Street Corner Research. 16mm optical B&W 30
min 1969.

An interview between a psychologist and two teenage boys
he approaches in Harvard Square is recorded. They have not
met before, but the boys are quite open about their problems
and agree to answer his questions. It is explained that this kind
of interviewcan be effective with juvenile delinquents.

124100 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley., CA 94720 (415-642.04601 EMC
(R)S9 (S)S95 Thinking Seventeen. 16mm optical B&W 16 min
1969. : -

A study of the mind of a 17-year-old Black 'boy presents a
commentary of his views 'on life, including Black militants, no,

twoel.
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cism, college. jobs. his own suspicions and hopes, and what it
all means. He talks about the suspicious side of his personality
fighting to take over his brotherly loving side, and he warns
that love is slow in coning while hate is quick. He envisions a
unified Africa where Black people command respect and fear.
He also maps out the robbery of a store, telling how he could
do it if he wanted to. In, contrast, he, also wants to go to col-
lege. study history, get a good job, and make 4 lot of money.
He is bitter but likable and perceptive:I

124871 University at. California, ExtinSion Media Ccnter,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460). EMC
(11)S15 (S)S230 My Art Is Me. 16mm optical color 21 min 1969.

The process of childhood learning and development of
creativity is described using a racially and socioeconomically
integrated group of four and five-yearkilds absorbed in an ex-
perimental nursery' school program's art activities. Describes
children working witlia variety of materials painting, draw-
ing, sewing, mixing playdougA. manipulating clay, construed%
wood scrap sculAres, and includes song accompaniment
along with commentis about the work. and a brief commentary
by a teacher. The children sic shoWn to enjoytheir, ex-
pgriences while t so learn and verbalize about what they
are doing. Silo chcrs how to encourage children by
providing a' con dye environment, freedom, and support
rather than specific' direction. Also illustrates ways for
teachers to set up materials so that children can participate in
all aspecls of an activity, includiag preparation and cleanup
and suggests basic, easy to control art mgcrials that allow
them to develop competence.

12487,1 University of California: Extension Media Center,
2'223 Fulton St., Berkeley. -CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 My Old Maw Humanities Serieti.,16mm optical' color 27
min 1969,

Dramatizes Flemingway's short story about a jockey and his
son, focusing on the boy's loneliness and his devotion to his
father. The son refuses to believes that the jockey fixes races.
drinks too much, and is,beconting too old to ride.'Evert when
his father dies =elks scorned, the s bitterly clings to his illu-
sions

124874 University# of. California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720. (415-642.0460) EMC
tlitiSfl My Old Man: Commentary. Humanities Series. 16mm
optical color 11 min 1969

An analysis is presented of a dramatization of Hemingway's
short story 'My Old Man'. an account of a jockey and his son
in which focus is on -the child's blind devotion to his father
and his loneliness. Discussion includes the story's major ,themes and characters_

124889 University of California. Extension Media Center,
220 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S20 No (fun Towers, No Fences. 16mm optical color 30 min
1970

A description is presented of the Robert F. Kennedy Youth
Center in Morgantown, West Virginia.--is minimum security
federal institution that seeks to change its students' behavior
by stfessint freedom and responsibility. Glass walls replace
iron bars and mountains substitute for ,fences. Demonstrates
how responsibility is rewarded with bonus points -- the
center's currency -- and how students with similar behavioral
problems are classified add grouped in living quarters or..cot-
taps

,°44.
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124932 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S12 Piaget's DeVelopmental Theory: 3 Formal Thought.

, 16mm optical color 32 min 1971.

Tasks that challenge thinking of secondary school, students
ire presented to illustrate the concepts of Piaget's develop-
mental theory involving formal thought. Tasks involve propor-
tional reasoning, separation of variables, combinatorial logic,
and the integration of these in an analysis of a balanced beam
with weights.

*".

124935 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 (S)S110 Pizza Pizza Daddy -O. 16mm optical B&W 18 min

1969.

A record of eight singing games played by fourth grade
AfrolAmerican girls on the playground of a school in a Los
Angeles ghetto is presented. The work is based on the essen-
tial structure and characteristics handed down from one
generation of school children to the next. The primary game
form, the ring, is demonstrated. The other principal play form.
parallel lines of players facing each other, is also included.
The major stylistic feattue iscalland response; almost every
phrase is echoed both in singing and movement patterns. The
body empathy the children share shows that they enjoy group
blend to a degree that White society seems to achieve only
under the strictest discipline.

127775 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S7.25 (S)S150 Interaction
in.LearnIng. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969.

. The different types of social interaction that arise during the
school years are presented, along with the importance of this
type of contact in shaping a more positive self-concept. Stu-

" dents are seen in informal group discussions, in class preseata-
bons, and interacting with their teachers. Conflicts of values
between hOme and school can be altered by interaction, which
exposes children to a variety of viewpoints an outcome
which has spelal significance for the disadvantaged child.

121810 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.25 (S)S150 Rewards
and Reinforcements. 16mm optical B&W 26 min 1969.

Economically underprivileged children must often be pro-
'sided with motives for learning. Because the value system of

these children may, differ from the economically satisfied
Child, behavior may need to be reinforced with rewards such
as candy, money, clothes, or other material objects. This prin.

° ciple of reinforcement is based upon operant conditioning
theory and involves the application of immediate rewards to
shape grathially more difficult tasks.

128221 Time-Life Filins, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-29p) TIL (10S10 (S)S300 Management of

Mania* ettildrern."Asthmatic Children Series. 16mm optical
1!&W 30 min 1970.

The study of the management of asthmatic children con-
skiers basic psychological contributions, illustrating them with
inserts of typical cases which arc discussed by a lecturer with
the children's parents. The cases arc analyzed as he pointi out
the. possibility of an overprotective atmosphere generated by
the parents, and explains the connection between such an at;
mospherc and the severity of the asthma. It is suggested that
the essence of treatment is to resolve as much underlying ten-
sion as possible, and to carry over the rehabilitation process
from hospital to home.
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128227 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
,I0011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S40 (S)S400 the Broken Bridge.
16mm optical cRlor 35 min 1969.

A study, made during actual therapy sessions over a period
of six months, shows the methods used by American therapist
Irene Kassoria to restore communication between autistic chil-
dren and the outside world. To penetrate the walls of fantasy
which imprison them and block articulate speech, three steps
are used: teach the child to imitate and repe,at over antrover
spoken words; teach the child to answer timple questions;
teach the child to ask questions. The Method appears to offer
new hope, since patients have reacted, produced relevant
words, and even framed sentences.

176228 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S45 (S)S500 Carphill School.
16mm optical color 35 min 1968.

The Camphill School in Aberdeen, Scotland, is shown a

boarding school for 200 mentally handicapped and emotionally
disturbed children who learn to help each other. An autistic
girl so withdrawn Thkt communication hardly exists is shown
responding to a spastic child, completely dependent onktthers.
A deaf and psychbtic boy, paralyzed pn the left side and al-
most blind, is undressed and washed at bedtime- by another
deaf, psychotic boy. Much of the therapy it achieved by the
children themselves. I

128232 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691t2930) T-L (R)S40 (S)$350 The Child. Experts.
16mm optical B&W 40 min 1970.

A British study maintains that the way a child is brought up
depends on the social class of its parents, and that dais begins
to affect a child when it is only six Months old. By the.age of
five, a middle-class child is substantially ahead of the working
class child and there is little evidence that school redresses the
imbalance. It is estimated that by the age of five, more than
half a child's mental development is complete. Five bxperts
give their views about bringing up normal children from birth
to five. The film questions, if their beliefs are true, whether
radical innovations in the educational system are necessary,
and whether it is a built-in impediment to the achievement of
social ideals.

123233 Time-Life FilmS, 43 West 16th Street, NeW York, NY
10011 (212-691. 2930) (R)S30 (S)$200 The ChIldFen Were
Watching. 16mm optieal B&W 30 min 1969.

A six-year-old Negro girl enters the first integrated school in
New Orleans. The child's point of view unfold!' in the film
essay.

128234 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691.2930) T-L (R)S40 (S)S400 'Children Without
Words. 16mm optical color 40 min 1970.

Children who seem unable to comprehend language are stu-
died as it is shown that a surprising number of children find
the written word meaningless and arc unable to decipher
words or numbers. In other cases; speech has no significance
and they react to the spoken word as if it were foreign. These
are apparently normal, bright, perceptive children. The film
reveals the problems encountered and shows the methods
being used to teach the children how to participate'in a highly
literate society.

128236 Time-1,ife Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Discovery and Ex-4
perience: City Infants. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.
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The problems of the teacher in overcrowded urban schools
are shown, emphasizing that the freer activity methods ad-
vocated for elementary schools need not be restricted to
schools in more affluent neighborhoods. Situations are seen in
which imaginative teachers have expanded coatrooms and cor-
ridors, and used washbasins for painting and wider play. A
staggered admissions system is also shown that makes more
time available for interviewing, enabling children and parents('
to get to know the teacher as someone who links home with
school.

128237 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York;NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Discovery and Ex-
perience: How Do Children Think? 16mm optical B&W 30 min
1969.

Patterns of childhood thought processes are shown which
are becoming familiar to teachers and which can be a valuable.'
guide to their selection of material for the classroom. (I) In the
early years, the child's thinking is egocentric and he is the
center of theworki. Until about six or seven reasoning is a
description of what happens. (2) The child decenters through
socialization and discussion with other children. He can still
not think in abstractions until he has enough experience trans-
planting external action into internal mental processes.
Meaningful activity must be geared to how children's minds
work, so that they learn to think for themselves, actively solv-
ing problems, inventing processes, and expanding ideas.

128238 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Discovery and Ex-
perience: The Growing Mind. 16mm optical B&W 30 mirk 1969.
6A study of the growth of a child's mind shows the kind of

teaching situations which foster the growth of thinking at vari-
ous levels, introducing the theories of Nigel and others and
relating them to the need for elementary education based on
activity, discussion, and the growth of s2c41 relationships.
The petiod of sensorimotor development (birth to 18 months)
establishes the concept§ of space, time and permanence of ob-
jects. The prcconceptual stage (18 months to 4.5years) begins
with the child pretending with his toys or himself. The intui-
tive stage (4.5to 7 years), the child's concepts are still im-
emetic and his judgment still depends on what he sees.
WorkshOp classroom discussion and activity can benefit: The
concrete operations stage (7-12 years) sees concept formula-
tion and classification being made.

128241 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691.2930) T-L (R)S40 (S)S300 Ths Exceptional
Child: Some New Findings. 16mm optical B&W 51 Min 1970.

New findings on the exceptional child shows children who
are not quite average either in their natural abilities or in their
rate of learning and adapting, covering both the intellectually

* gifted and the not so gifted. A variety of recent medical and
scientific research is investigated. One study offers evidence
that mothers having difficult -pregnancies and births may
produce delinquents or accident prone children. A study in
South Africa, where 4000 infant prodigies have been born,
Shims that super intelligene is the direct result of treating
pregnant women with oxygen. Research in So:Aland showed
that some stammerers were children of perfectionist mothers
whose husbands were away most of the time.

123242 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, Now York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S275 Eyes of a Child. 16mm
optical B&W 30 min 1971.

Sahactuel Audievisinds

The film follows children in the primary grades through '
typical day at a pecial school for the blind in England. II
shows them a es where they-are taught the standard cur-
rict4um an here they learn to replace the vital faculty of
sight with it fingertips and ears. One boy's Braille written
essay is e tied 'Why I dislike schoollthe behavior of the
children is own to be normal they solve complicated"
logarithc blems, run, jump,* roller skate, climb trees
make s, wash and dress, play cricket. This report demo
'trines that it is possible for the blind to lead normal lives line-
:tali= their full potential.

128244 Time-Life'Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S45 (S)S450 The Family of Map
Series: Children. 16mm optical color 45 min .1968.

A tomparison of the way people in different societierbring
up children is shown. Methods of teaching children to behave
well are examined, and several questions are-raised: concern-
ing whether children arc happier in the Botswana bush, in the
forest or New Guinea, or at an triplish boarding school; also
whether it does any real harm 'for children to know all about
sex and whether it iyvital for mothers to spend all their wak-
ing hours with Their children.

1711248 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (211. 691 -2930) T-L (R)S35 (S)$350 The Gifted Child.
16mm optical color 35 min 1971.

A study made in England shows new research into tliF ways
gifted children think and use their imagination and new
techniques of education. The film shows the Yehudi Menuhin
School where young musicians are selected and educated; a
mathematic class at a London school where brilliant young
boys are working for scholarships to Oxford and Cambriage;
and an art center where children learn about science through
art. At the beginning of the film, a 7-year-old child answers
math-and genetics questions in a few seconds. Much informa-
tion is offered to help the teacher cope with the problems of
educating the exceptionally bright or,talented child.

128251 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S35 (S)$350 Marline Under
Stress. 16mm optical 13.11cW 40 min 1970.

The pressures that force a couple to consider divorce are
examined. The study shows that it is not always,the Other
woman, and that it sloes not necessarily happen in the seventh
year of marriage. It point out that often the first real stress of
marriage comes with the arrival of children, since enuples may
be able to cope with economic uncertainty, emotional insecuri-
lY, and sexual incompatibility but cannot rear children. It
discusses what happens when a marriage is finally over, show-
ing that marrying again does not always eliminate moblems
and that, the aftermath of bitterness may cause the,c)Adren to
be a battleground between parted parents.
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118254 Time-Life Films; 43 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Mother Tongue: FIrst
Foundations. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1971.

The first foundations of language are shown. Before a child
Is even able to speak, he communicates tith his mother. Later
onlyba small part of communication is balized.

128251 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th treet, New Yoric, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Mother Tongue: Lan-
guage Building. 16mm optical B&W 30 Min 1971.
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The fign on language,Rbuilding shows the infant teacher
building on the foundations laid in the !Arne. helping thetthild
to enlarge his vocabulary, structure his scntenocs. and cOmmu-

nicatc his ideas.

124251 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street, New Wyk, NY
10011 (212-691-293W T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Mother Tongue: Read-

ing and Writing. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1971.

Reading and writing bre explored in a study of language
develoament. A child who turns to books for pleasure and in-

and who has ideas he wishes to communicate and

make permanent in written form, is a child who learns natu-
rally to read and write.

121257 Time-Life FAMS, 43 West 16th'Strect, New York, N1C

t 10011 (212-691-2930) (R)S30 (S)S250 Mother Tongue:
Problem anal Remedies: 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1971.

Problems and remedies of language development are ex-
plored. The limit of reading ability is set by genreal language

proficiency. Children must learn to decode, the printed word.
but concentration on this alone will not make a poor reader

`"1 literate.

128251 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New Yotk, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L .(R)S30 (S)$250 Mother Tongue: The
SenalUys Tool. 16mm optical B&W 30,min 1971.

.1- In ailudy of language development. children are shown
becoming skilled in selecting the form of expression ap-
propriate to the idenethey wish to express. Art, music...and

poetry bring experiences which require. subtle distinction of
meaning. Scientific observations must be recorded in precise;

and ordited language.

128259 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street. NeveYork. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S15 (S)S150 One Child In a Hun-
dred. 16mm optical B&W 20 min 1970.

' The film shows that one child out of every hundred born

today will be mentally handicapped and may never beCOme.

hilly independent Or self-supporting. It discusses what

techniques can be used to develop these children to the 'max-

imum of their limited capabilities. what progress can be ex-
pectedaind whether they should bc cared for at home or in an
institution. It also discusses the problems of adjusting to and

living with a mentally handicapped child.

130236 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (812-337- 7),1UV (11)87.25 Achievement Place.
16mm optical B&W 29 min 1970.

The function of Achievement Place, a' foster home for
delinquent boys, is explained. Demonstrates how behavioral
science techniques are used via point and merit,systems to,

enable the boys to achieve a measure of self-control.

Emphasizes the importance of academic achievement in a
boy's success at the home. Notes that after a period of time.
the boy and his parents becoine more receptive to each other.
through a series of weekend visits to the family home.

130242 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-

ton, IN 41401' (Al2-337.8087) IUV (8)811 Anatomy of a
'resift/4e Courtship. 16mm optical color 27 min (969.

Observations are presented concerning . twin high school

seniors who consider themselves to be in love and are con-
fuied about the future is they come to grips with each other's

society and a possible life together. Includes problems of
parental disapproval. conflicting advice. college versus career.
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sexual desires, and the conflicting needs foi dependence and
independence. Follows the subjects as they sift through their
self-ddubts and hesitahtly agree to become engaged.'

130243 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Bloomidg-
ton. IN. 471401 (812-37-8087), WV (R)S11.50. Anatomy of a
Teenage Eagagentent. 16mm optical color 26 min 1970.

Observations are presented concerning a newly engaged

teenage couple as they wrestle with the fears and doubts our-
turetkby socioeconomic differences, family pressures, inunalat-

rity. and ambivalent desires. Listens to their secret thoughts
apd Wishes as each tries to cope with the anxieif afx1 (rostra=
Lion filled Situations. States a position for an engagimenh Iong
enough to resolVet second thoughts and to get to know one
another and themselves.

130246 University of Indiana, Audioviguar Center, Blooming-
ton, IN.17401 (812. 337-8087) WV (R)$11.50 Barbara Linden.
Artists thAmerica.Serks. 16mm opticarcolor 30 min 1971.

A description is provided of the works and creative
philosophy of Barbara Linden, Artistic Director of Theater
Workshop. Boston, Inc. Explains how she has created a chil-
dren's theater which is a theater of experiences designed to in-

volve children totally with society and their environment.
Focused on her involvemerg with both the theater and life and

"describes visits with her during excerpts of hes Production,

'Creation'.

130249 University of Indiana, A
ton, In 47401 (812-337.8087) WV

lovisual Center. Blooming-
)S7 The Blase Dashikis Jef.

Eery and hia City Neighbors. 16mm optical color 14 Min 1969

The adventures ,i)f a young lack boy seeking to earn
enough money rtLiuy a dashiki has sent -in a Iocal.African
import shop are roll/owe& Mus tes a- variety of srnAll jobs
which a nine or ten-year-old is c ;sable of doing to cartripend-
ing money. Emphasizes the boy s pride in himself and the ar-
tifacts associated with his race. * -

130250 University of Indiana. udiovistial Center. Divining-

ton, IN 47401 (812-3-37-8087) UV (10$7.50 A Boy's Tourney
through a Day. 16mm optical c for 17 mm 1970.

A young boy is followed rough a day's exploration as he
fishes, hikes, investigates young animals, and daydrearris by a
creek. Focuses attention on the natural beauty or the sur-
roundings and the wonderment of the lloy's adventures.

130251 University of Indiana. Audicablual Center, Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (312-337-1087) IUV 4111.50 Children of the
World: Brazil. 16mm optical color 28niri'1968.

The story of a 13-year-old 13razdi boy who is traveling
across Brazil in search of his fatht is told. Describes Jim
receiving food and riding from dif rent cultural and-ethnic
groups and learning more about country's heritage from
them. Emphasizes how he finds w !meaning in life after
being placed in an agency for home ssiaoys in Rio de 'Janeiro.

130252 University of Indiana. Aulovisual- Center. Blooming-
,

ton, IN 47401 (812-3374087) IUV (11)811:50 Children of the
World: Guatemala. 16mm optical color 28 min 1969.

A description is presented of two,Indian' girls of the Gu-
atemala highlands. pointingi out how their. way of life reflects
the traditional 'Indian culture of tficir country. Notes the girls'
concern that they have plenty to eat while others in the village

arc starving. Observes their reaction to a school where tradi-
tional Indian dress it not worn and follows them as they ex-
plore the ruins of the old city of lximche.
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130253 University of .Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
, ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$11.50 Children` if the

World: Nepal. 16mm Optical color 28 min 1969.

The country of Nepal, located on the slopes of the
Himalayas between India and China, is described and a 14-

' year-old boy whose family lives in a one room house by the
river is introduced. ?resents a religious festival and shows the
boy as he is caught in conflict between his religious beliefs
and the laws of science.

130254 University of Indiana, Atidiovisualieenter, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$11.50 Cldldree of the
World: Smalls. 16mm optical calor 28 min 1969.

A visit to an 114ear-old boy whose people are nomadic
camel herders in Somalia, Africa, is described. Depicts the
boy and his family as they continuously' search ft pasture for
the camels. Discusses Islamic.; culture and religion and shows
the women building a house ancTfAhe camels being milked.

130255 University of Indiana, AndiovisuaKenter, Blooming-
toi, IN 47401 (812;337-8087) IUV (1)S11-54 Children of the
World: 'Milani. 16mm optical color 29 min 1969.

The activities of a 12-year-old Thai boy are followed as he
lives, works, and plays on a barge carrying rice several hun-
dred miles down riVbr to Bangkok. The boy, who has never
lived on land, speaks of the culture; religion, and history of
his country, Reveals that almost every man' in ''Thailand
becomes a Buddhist monk for part of his life.

13029 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$4.75 Developing Reoloa-
sildlity. 16mm optical color II min 1970.

A description is given of some of the ways by which chil-
dren can grow in the' ability to take on responsibilities for
themselves and as members of a group. Presents (mr children
trying to develop greater self-reliance: one prepares dinner;
another buys himself a new jacket; a third prepkres a school
exhibit; and the last becomes secretary of her club. Stresses
the personal satisfactions that come from successful ex-
periences with responsibility and points out the value of past
experiences in handling new duties.

130362 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Bloating-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S9.50 Evan's Corner.
16mm optical color 23 min 1969.

A descriptido,is gi'Ven:of how a young Negro boy copes with
a need for privacy in an overcrowded ghetto home by Maiming
a corner for his own. Reveals his feelings when he realizes
that he cannot live alone in a corner, but has to bo willing to
step out and help others.

131267 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$4.50 George and Betty:
Caner vs. Marriage. Dating Series. 16mm optical color 10 min
1969.

The mental conflict experienced by a young man as 'he
wavers between going to college and getting married is
described. Illustrates the problems the young couple_ ex-
perience when ho is trying to make a decision. Includes the
girl's attempts to talk with him and shows her uncomfortable
feelings at a party with his friends.

130201 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) 11.1V (R)S4.50 Guidance What's
Right? Guidance for Primary Grades Sevier. 16nun optical color
10 min 1969.1
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An attempt is made to deveki: children's ideas of right and
wrong through a discussion of life-like, problem-solving situa-
tions. Includes four sequences of obserying someone lose
moneyi' watching a person cheat, deciding whether to let
someone in line or not, and being blamed unjustly, and asks
what should tie done in each situation.

1300, University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 012=337-8087) IUV (R)S4.50.thdalruce -- Work -
lag with Others. Guidance for Primary Grades Settee. 16mm op-
tical color 10 min 1969. .

Short situation episodes dealing with race relations, the
failures of others, handicapped children, and helping others
are used to stimulate discussion and riise questions about
working with others. Asks the - primary grade child to express
his personal feelings in eproblem-solving manner without
telling what is right or wrong.

130271 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IP 47401 (812:337-8087) IUV (R)S4,25 More Do We Know'?
Iknun optical B&W 10 min 1968:

A discussion is presented of how the young' c1 usesuses his
sefive nses tO learn about the world around him. S ets situa-

tions from both a city and a rural environment to illustrate that
what one sees, hears, smells, tastes, touches can be added to
his understanding. Focuses upon the many facets of sur-
roundings that contribute to a young child's knowledge about
the exterior world.

130278 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$3.15 It's Your Move:
Decisions for Discussion. 16mm optical13&W 11 min 1969.

A discussion is presented rerdlhg value conflict problems
for the viewer to resolve regarding morality, duty,and per-
sonal freedom. Includes situations where a teenager faces dif-
ficult decisions between personal goals and group goals; per-
sonal wishes and parents expectations,sivie Prix! Mere' respon-
sibilities and danger of peolonsdpanishmenk

30218 Unillersity of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
tiln, 'IN 47401 (812-33;8087) IUV (R)38.75 Jamaicans In Lon-
don. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

The feelings and reactions of the people in a racially tense
area, of London' upon encountering a Black Jamaican girl with
a White,boy companion, whose father is an anti-hiegro or-
ganizer, arescontrasted. Describes the near tragic teats this
friendship has on the children's parents. Shows the children's
acceptance of each other, which ultimately causes the parents
to reexamine their racial attitudes;

130285 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) 11.1V (R)S6 Let the Rain Settle IL
16mm optical color 13 min 1970..

The experience of a White man and his 11-year-old son are
presented as car trouble forces them into a rural Southern
Negro family environment. Describes the boy's reactions, ex-
periences, and attitudes during his stay, and relates his
feelings to those or the Negro boy and his grandparents. Por-
trays a Southern White's reaction to the situation and the
boy's reaction to the Southerner's comments.

130288 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S9 Maybe. Tomorrow.
16mm optical color 19 min 1969.
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A romance between a Black, eighth grade girl and a White
high school boy is explored in terms of its implications in the
Black community. Reveals that the girl feels intimidated by
youths her own age and finally decides that she is no longer
free to see the boy.

130200 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-800.7) 'UV (R)S4 My Turtle Died Today.
16mm optical color 8 min 1968.

A story is presented in which a boy finds a turtle and cares
for it, only for it to get sick and die. Intertwines the turtle's
death and the birth of kittens to point out thy inevitability of
death and the continuity of life. Draws a parallel between this
story and human life, birth, and death.

130294 University of 'Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Bkioming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-80877) WV (R)S7The Newcomer. 16mm
optical color 14 min 1969.

'A young fifth grade boy is followed during his first day at a
new school to illustrate his anxiety about forking new friends.
his curiosity about the other students and his., lick of
knowledge about games played at recess. Asks how the wel-

come he received could have been improved and how the chil-
dren could have helped him to adapt.

130299 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-

ton, 114'47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R) $7.50 P. E.. -Lever to
Learning. 16mm optical color 21 min 1969.

Mentally retarded children are shown to be capable oncom-
ing as they goAlsrough a physical-education program designed

e to facilitate,. teaming .processes. Manic, which .aid the

development of self-confidence and siulls'in motor-actitity arc
illustrated. Demon/Orates the relationship between the activity
and mental development of exceptional children.

130300 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, koming.
ton. IN 47401 (512;337-8087) WV (R)$4.50 The Po lit:Psul.
Critical Moments- in Teaching Series. 16mm opt! color 10

min 1970. 0,

The effotts of a teacieL to get a passive student involved
are described. Points out !We effective and ineffective methods

of reinfordement to stimulate the student's response.
Describes the student committing plagiarism and leaveg one to
make an open ended judgment as to the best way of reacting
to it on the part pipe teacher.

130305 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. hioomiktr
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) !UV (R)$9.50 Reaching Out: The
Ilikary and the Exceptional rhild. 16mm optical color 25 min

1968.

Services provided by the Cincinnati Oublic Library for han
dicapped children are demonstrated, emphasizing -how this

program can contribi4e to thPir development. Presents the
library's projects for reaching out to the handicapped with
various services to the community. Shows how the librarians
work with these children and the children's positive response
to books and the materials provided. .

130310 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming.
ton. IN 47401 (812. 337 -8087) WV (R)S4.50 Some Courses Don't
Count. Critical Moments in Teaching Series. 16mm . optical color

9 min 1970.
The Mental conflict that a high school student encounters

'when trying to decide whether to take sr shop class which in-
terests him or a math class which might be beneficial later in
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college is described. ShOws influences from the shop teacher.
math teacher, and counselor in his attempts to make a choice.

134214 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York. NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S9 Aides
Make the Difference. 16mm optical B&W 30,min 1971._

The importance of mild assistant teachers to Head Start
preschool programs is thown along with how the aides benefit
vocationally from their rihrticipation. Unlike the teachers. most
aides lack previous schooling for this work and must learn on
the job.'

134215 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. New Nork, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S15
(S)$ 00 Autistic Syndraise I: Autistic Syndrome Series. 16mm
optical B&W 43 min 1969.

Some aspects of psychotherapy in a 3-year-old autistic girl
during her first year of residential treatment arc presented. In
the opening scenes she is shown with her normal twin sister.
then hey relationship to her therapist is shown. Twelve months
later the twin sisters are observed again with interest focused
on changes in behavior.

134216 New York University Film-Lib/EY. WashingtV
Place. New York, .10003 (212.59%2251) NYC(' (R)S11
(S)S200 Autistic Syndrome:0: Autistic Syndrome Series. 16trun

optical-B&W 42 min 1969.

'Episode, of increased anxiety in itUtism are depicted. They
inchtde: (I) exploring a new field of expdricnec. casting ob-
jects into and entering a pool; (2) avoidance of evidence of
destruction; (3) preoccupation with eye closing; (4) retreating

to bed; (5) destructive games; and 'after three months, (6) rnev-:
ing around free* again.

134217 New York University Film Library, 26 Washingtop
Place, New York, NY 10A03 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S12
(S)$170 Autistic Syndroms^Autistic Syndrome Series. 16mni
tflaical*B&W 36 min 1969.

An autistic patient's activities are shown to expand'in her
eighth year. Her speech becomes clearer although she fails to
communicate with others. The therapist's intervention during
periods of relative well-being are shown-which result in reac-
tions with no pronounced negativism.

4

134218 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York NY 10003 (212. 598-2251)' NYU (R)S15
(S)S200 Autistic Syndrome IV: Autistic Syndrome Series, 164
optical B&W 43 min 1969.

An autistic patient's preoccupaGtm with clothes shows corn-
pulsivefeatures.. As her behavior become more autistic and er-

ratic, she is given antipsychinic medication. In an epilogue she
is reunited wih her twin sister as she nears her tenth birthday.

134219 New York University Film Library, .26 Washington
Place. New York. NY 10003' (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S20
Blocks: A Medium for Perceptual Lemming*. 16mm optical
color 16 min 1969.

The film focuses on the pexceptual !earnings that are in-
herent in block building and are derived from how the child
perceives the blocks with which he works and the space in
which he builds. This is the second in a series of training films
for teachers of early childhood education.

134220 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York. NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)$6.50 A

17 -
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Camera Visit to Los Nieto' Kindergarten: Camera Visits to
Peesclsools for Children of Povt4ty Series. Iti'mm optical B&W
25 min 1971.

The film shoWs a predominately Mexican-American
neighborhood and 4 public schodl kindergarten, the Los Nictos
Kindergarten. (and briefly a first grade) in which children had
earlier participated in a summer program similar to Hbad Start.
The directors and bilingual teacher discuss differences
between these children and those without such .prepara1400 for
school.

134221 Ncw York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. New York, NY '10003 (212-598.2251) NYU (R)S6.50
VAS A Camera Visit to Vassar College Nursery Schuid:
Camera Visits to Preschools for Children of Poverty Series.
16mm optical B&W 35 min 1971,

The Vassar College .Nursery School. a two afternoons a
week program for disadvantaged children. using the facilities
of the regular nursery school, is shown. In the discussion there
is some of the groups of childi"en, comments on
progress in a few weeks. and 'opportunity to sec a well
eq-Uippedpreshool

134222 New York -University Film Library. 26 VVasington.
Place. New York, NY 1000.3 (21.2-598-2'251)' NYU (R)S16
Classroom Management. 16mm optical color 18 min 1969.

The filmApor3rayt the techniques teachers use to mallisge____
children's behavior, focusing on the kinds of problems that
nMurally arise in any elementary classroom.. It Ipecifics
cbtictete tcac cr behavior theit correlates with work involve-
mdsit and free ym from misbehavior In classroom activities.

134223 1),{ew York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, N6a. York, NY 10003 (212.598-22511 NYU (11)S9
Discipline and Self-Contra, Head Start Training Series. 16mm
optical B&W 24 min I968.

The film on discipline and sell-Control suggests how to
prevent discipline problems and haw tai deal with 'herd when
they arise. Such problems are minimized if the, teacher
established a warm but firm relationship with the children.
When problems do occur. teachers must deal with them'
directly and clearly but without being trapped either in harsh
punitiveness or in lax permissiveness. The film discussed
adequate supervision and shows how to help a child accept
control.

134225 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, Now York, NY 10003 (212. 598-2251) 19Y11 18)510 Fairly
Recognition of 'Learning Disabilities. 16mm optical color 30 ruin
1972.

s

Soloctoci Audiovisual.

:Mother institutional baby who is Odiseriminate in his at-
tachment to any adult: still anotherinstitutional baby who has
formed no attachment and appears withdrawn and uninterested
in his,surroundings.

134228 New York- University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. New York. NY 100(33 (212.598-2251) NYU (R)S7 Head
Start to Coatiiience: Had Start Training Series. 16mm optical
B&W lj.min 1968.

`life role of Head Start and other previa& in developing a
,child's.confidenee is rsscotC.1-. botany children begin such pro-

. grams apcithetic,, karful, hesitant. beet. Or frustrated to the
point of rage or despair. Teachers are shown to reach out and
begin the task of convincing them that they arc worthwhile
and capable. The film demonstrates how teachers, beginning in
the first day of school. accomplish this in a number of ljead
Stdt iind similar settings in such a way that children realiied
thili teachers like them, and help them to learn.

134230 New York University `Film Library, 26' Washington
Place. 'New York, NY 10003 C42,598-22514 NYU (K)S15

- (S)S160 In Touile Movement tor' Mentally handicapped ChB.
'dren. 16mm optical B&W 25 min MO_ . ,

. Student teachep are shown exploring many of the ways it
,which mbvemeni can airl contact *gay handicapped
children. They also explore wane semi ''cliprettsi.Ye. and
dramatic ways of relating toy; others- Later students ate shown
developing an awareness' of ,themseiveaby discovering parts of
their bodies. Finally, each student works With a child partner

1
134233 Ncw York University Film Library. .26 Washington
'Place, New York. NY 10003 (212.598,225

g N't'U ifOSI
Learning to Learn In Infancy: Films on Infancy. Itinm optical
B&W 30 nun 1972

The essential role of curiosity sand explorations in infant
learning are stressed. and the kinds of .experience that col.
Ovate and stimulate an eager approach to the world are slitiwn
The film auto points out the cumulative -nature of learning.
Ways _arest4ggented in which adults,can help infantrialiake ap-
proaches, differentiate between objects, and develop the earli-
est communication skills

134238 New york University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. -New York. NY 10003 (212-5911-2251) NYU (R)S12
(8)5185 MotherInfant Interaction No 2: Forms of interaction at
Six Months, ibnim optical B&W 42'min 1968.

The relationships between infantile- experience during feed.
ing at six months and the development- of tension tolerance am
shown. The film is made lip or selected cases from research
footage illustrating ways in which the infant is helped to wait
for fOod, the ways in whibb the mother tamps Ins wish to take
the initiative and responds to it. and the ways he 'van be
satisfied or frustrated by his feeding.

is

The early recognition of lemnitig disabilities is stressed in
this .film which shows the daily activities of children in km-
dergartenland the first two grades and which points out chow
with learning disabilities and the problems they cause The
need is emphasized to recognize and accept learning disabili',
tics early enough to provide for the extra teaching required to
enable the children to achieve their educational potential

134226 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. Now York, NY 10003 (212.598-2251) NYU (it9$7 50
Emotional Iles In Infancy: Mime on Infancy. 16nun optical
B&W 12 min 1972.

The film shows the impbrtance of strong emotional tics
between Infant and adult by cotliparihg four 8-10-month-old im
fantsta home raisediarl with short& attachment to her mother.

18

134239 Ncw University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, New Yink, NY, 10003 (212.5984741) NYU ,(R)S12
(8)5185 Mother-Infant-Interaction No..3: Feeding and Object
Rehalqns at One Year. 16mm optical B&W 40 min 1%9

Connections between modes of infant experience with their
mothers are shown along with the infants' relationships to per.
sons and things at 12' months This is demonstrated in the
quality of independence the mothers slow their infants and,
how the infants strive to enjoy feedings
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134240 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S12
(S)$185 Mother-Infant Interaction No. 4: Feeding and Function-
Pleasure in the First Year of Life. 16mm optical B&W 42 min
1970.

This film is a small longitudinal study in the feeding situa-
tion taken at six weeks, six months, and one year. Seven types
of mother - infant behavior and its relation to function plea-
sure are illustrated through seven mother-infant pairs.

134241 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)$12
(S)S185 Mother-Infant Interaction No. 5: Maternal Behavior and
the Infant's Catheids in the First Year of Life. 46nun optical
B&W 41 min 1970.

in-

fant is mothered (fed) and the development of hi object
This film illustrates the relationship between the an in-

"cathexis: the quality and quantity of investment in the outer
world. Seven types of mother - infant interaction are shown at
six *weeks, six months, and one year, followed by selections
from the infants' test peiformances.

V-
134242 New York University 'Film Library, 2641shington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) (R)S12

(S)S185 Mother-Infant Interaction No. 6: Resemblances in Ex-
pressive Behavior. 16mm optical B&W 41 min 1972.

A variety of examples are shown of mother - infant interac-
tion in which particular modes of maternal behavior have been
repeatedly available to the infant's experience during feeding.
,The typical interaction suggests that the expressive behavior
of the infant is derived largely from the maternal behavior to'
which he has become accustomed.

134243 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington

Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251 (R)S18

(S)$200 Nursery School Child-Mother Interaction:7ree Head

Start 'Children and their klpthers. 16nun optical Bi ltW 41 min

1971.

Three Head Start children and their mothers are shown in a
demonstration '4.6 nursery school child-mother interaction. In

first-part, three Negro mothers are shown alonerwith their
4lyear-old bays; two of the children are difficult and the third

well adjusted. The mother's influence and child's attachment
to her are emphasized. Three children are teen shown in their
Head Start school emphasizing social attitudes with scenes of
mealtime behavior, preferred activities, and goal pursuit. Dif-
ferences in interaction patterns and 'maternal attitudes are ob-

served.

134244 New York Unviersity Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)16
(S)5175 The Opportunity Class 16mm optical color 22 min
1972.

The origin, development, and activities of a special nursery
class for both handicapped and normal children unler age
seven are documented. The Opportunity Class plays , useful
role in preparing the physically or mentally' handicapped child
for entrance into a formal classroom setting. Mothers also
benefit from social contact Withrother parents.

134245 New York University Film Library, 26 Washingtok
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)$7
ionizing Free Play: Head Start Training Series..16mm optical
BeftW 22 min 1968.

1.9
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Free play in nursery school is shown to be neither helter-
skelter chaos nor regiinented uniformity, but a crucially impor-
tant segment of the day, when children may choose among a
variety of carefully prepared activities. Scenes from a dozen
Head Start and other preschool centers show how the teacher
organizes and supervises such a program and what it means to
children as a curriculum of discovery.

134246 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New Yttrk, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S9 Person

to Person in Fancy: Films on Infancy. 16mm 'optical B&W 22
min 1972..

The importance of the human relationships between infant
and adult are stressed, and the film shows that in group care
as well as at home there can be a considerakle range of
warmth and adequacy of relationship. The impact of this rela-
tionship on the infant's readiness and eagerness for new ex-
periences are suggested.

134248 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)";
Psychological Hazards in Infancy: Elims on Infancy. 16mm opti-

catii&W 22 min 1972.
Psychological hazards in infancy are discussed, noting that

in group care and at home, the vital experiences and !earnings,
of infancy may be hampered by inadequate stimulation, insuf-
ficient warm attention from adults, or inappropriate handling

that is not geared to changing developmental needs. The film
shows both mild and severe ,psychological damage and sug-
gests means of prevention.

134250 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212:598-2251) NYU (R)S17
Robin, Peter, and Darryl: Three to the Hospital. 1'6mm.optical

B&W 53 min 1968.

Three'children's reactions to hospitalization for minor sur-
gery are portrayed. The effect of maternal separation and
reaction to hospitalization of the children aged 2 years 10
months, is illustrated. The film involves the viewer in the frus-
trations, fears, and tears of theshildren.

134251 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S14
(S)$210 Song for My Sister. 16mrdoptical13&W 45 min 1969.

A 'teeny- bopper' and her brother are shown in their wan-
derings through 'New York 'City. The film is useful for
sociological study and understanding of the alienated.

134252 New York University,. Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)$20
(S)$250 Spatial Relilionships: AE(OM Scales of Motorsensori
Development Series. 16mm oPtical B&W 40 min-1971.

Stages in early cognitive development are depicted in ac-
cordance with Piaget's definitions. The film reflects the
developmental changes concerning the. capacity to adapt to
and comprehend properties of physical space from subjective
space within the child's visually perceived range of-movement
to the stage of mental representatiurs.

134253 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-59812251) NYU (R)S41 Tense
Imperfect: Critical Mtnnents in Teaching, Series, 16mm optical
color 12 min 1968.

Despite her good intentions, a: middle-class teacher who
teaches culturally deprived students finds herself constantly

,
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criticizing the students' lack of initiative_ When one of them
reaches out to her awkwardly for help, she makes him the
scapegoat for all her frustrations and finally loses her self-con-
trol. The film poses the question: is there anything she can do
to establish a positive atmosphere in the class? The solution is
left to the viewer.

134254 Negev York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)$9.50
What Do l'Know About Benny? Critical Moments in Teaching
Series. 16mm optical color 10 min 1968.

A teacher tries to explain to a child's mother why he has
done well in school by referring to his cumulative elementary
recordespccially his test score. Failing to understand, his
mother accuse the teacher of calling the child dumb. The
teacher's answer to the problem is left"to the viewer.

134258 American:Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20009 (202-4'83-
4633) .W (R)$2 (S)$250 Albert Ellis: A Demonstration with
an Elerantary School Age Child. 16mm optical color 30 min
1972.

The response of a 9-year-old boy to rational emotive
`,-psychotherapy is shown. After a lively exchange between Al-
bert Ellis and the ,child, Ellis describes how he conceptualizes
a problem;' what he is accomplishing, and how rational emo-
tive psychotherapy may be applied to children.

134262 Amerittn Personnel and-Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. Washington, D.C. 20009 (202 -483-
4633) APG (R)$30 (S)$300 On Being an Effective Parent
(Thomas Gordon), l ('mm optical color 45 min 1973.

The Parent Effectiveness Training (PET) program,.
developed by Thomas Gordon and which applies basic coun-
seling skills an human relations techniques to parenti- child
relationships is demonstrated. *ITT provides a basis for
promoting. mutual understanding and communication. In the
first reel, Dr. Gordon teaches parents the skill of active listri-
ing sinclahow to accurately communicate their own concegis
and needs. Role play demonstrations of effective and ineffec-

;tive communication illustrate the concepts: followed by discus-
sion of the dynamic and utility oflPFP Reel two presents the
no lose method of conflictOres as parents are taught
how to reach solutions to conflicts .which meet the needs of
both pent and child, providing parents with constructive al-
ternatives to authoritarianism or pernussiveness. Role play
demonstrations illustrate this method.

134264 American Personnel and Gbidarice Association 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W . Washington. D_C. ;0009 (202 -483-
4633) APG (11)$25 )S,1$250 Carl Rogers on Education, Part 1.
16mm optical color 3i) min 1973_

Carl Rogersi.discussion osi education describes how people
acquire significant !gaming and indicates the directions in
which the educhtioniil system must change if.it is to have a
real impact on students. The film covers such top* as: the
role of the student in formulating his own curriculum; the'cir-
cumstances under which learning will be a most lasting and
meaningful process; the -activities a teacher should' engage in
to be a facilitator of learning. and the qualities in the interper-
sonal relationship between facilitator and students which
foster and encourage the learning process_

.134264 *American Personnel and Guidance Association. 161P
New Hampshire Ave. N_W_, Washington. D_C. 20009 (202-483-

Seloctod Audiovisuals

4633) APG (R)S25 (S)S250 Carl Rogers on Education, Part II.
16mm optical color 30 min 1973.

In a continuing discussion on an analysis of the educational
system, Carl Rogers focuses on the following topics: imple-
menting freedom to learn within the restraints and obligations
imposed upon teachers in the usual educational setting; coping
with the different expectations students have of what, they
want or need from a teacher; the role of the educational
system in transmitting societal values and in helping young
people resolve value questions; the characteristics in young
people which are fostered by teachers who facilitate freedom
to learn.

134285 American Personnel and Guidance Association. 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202 -483-
4633) APG (R)S40 (S)S400 Individual Psychology: A Demonstra-
tion with a Parent, a Teacher and a Child (Rudolph Dreikurs).
16mm optical color 70 min 1970.

Rudolph Dreikurs demonstrates. through interviesy,s with a
problem child, his mother, and his teacher, how individual
psychology may be applied to normal situations in counseling
and education. He sums up the objectives and the central
points in the demonstration.

134292 Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (6122373-3683) UMA (S)S15 Death and the Family: From
the Caring Professions' Point of View. At 3 3/4 IPS 5 inch reel
30 min. 1971.,,

Children's attitudes toward' death are discussed by Delphie
Fredlund, emphasizing the need for children to be made aware
of death and for them to learn to accept loss in a realistic and
healthy manner.

134301 Grove Press-Cinema 16 Film Library. 80 University
Place, New York. NY' 10003 (212-677-2400) GRO (R)S50
)S)$195 Wake-up. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1972.

. A demonstration is given of how the wake-up process prac-
ticed athe Warrendale treatment center for disturbed children

'attempts to gratify the child's normal needs for affection.
physical contact and protettion, and. at the same time, to help
him build trust in human relationships.

134302 Giiiva Press-Cinema 16 Film Library. 80 University
Place.. New York, NY 10003 (212-677-2400) GRO (R)S50
(S)S195 Schott!. &nun optical B&W 30 min 1972.

The learning process at the Warrendale treatment center is
shown to strip away the traditional contrivances of educational
structures and encourage the chltdren to express their natural
curiosity in their.own ways and at their own speed. The suc-
cess of the method is apparent in the film. Children considered
unteachable by conventional modes of judgment are shown to
be fulk engaged in the learning process because the ex-
periences offered are meaningful to them and emerge out of
mutual respect and warmtl9betwee8 student and teacher.

134303 Grove Press-Cinema 16 Film Library, 80 University
Place. New York, NY 10003 (212-677-2400) TORO (R)S50
(S)$195 A Talk with Irene. 16nuropticalji&W 30 min 1972.

A conversation at the Warrendale treatment center for
disturbed children between. a staff worker and a 15-year-old
epileptic who is subject to violent and uncontrollable outbursts
is shown. Her deep fears of retrogression to the period when
she was totally finable to control her seizures are revealed,
along with her anxiety about her fidure development. In the

20 e.
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atmosphere of physical and emotional warmth created by the
staff the girl gives vent to her fears of aggression,
retaliation, separation, and loss..

134305 Magus Films, Inc., 777 Third Ave., New York, NY
10017 (212-758-3670) MFI (S)S125 Crisis Intervention: Pregnan-
cy. 16mm optical B&W 10 min 1972.

A pregnant teenage girl is shown, confused and frightened,
who does not know where to turn or what to do and calls a
crisis intervention hcalinefor help.

13494, Magus Films, Inc., 777 Third Ave.. New *fork, NY
10017 (212-758-3670) MFI (S)$125 Crisis Intervention: Ru-
naway. 16mm optical B&W 10 min 1972.

Crisis intervention is shown in the case of a runaway. A
teenager tired of being a pawn between her separated parents,
considers running away as the only solution. The hotline
listener tries to assist her in thinking out other alternatives.

134988 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (R)S30

(S)S300 Boy with Glasses (Japan) 16mm optical B&W 45 min
1970.

The story of a shy Japanese boy who has trouble adjusting
to his new glasses is shown. The roles played by his parents
and teacher inshelping reduce his self-consciousness are seen.
His classmates are syinpathetic when the teacher discusses the
problem with them.

114990 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (R)S18
(S)S350 The Child Watchers. 16mm optical color 30 min 1969.

Since children learn more and faster than most parents real-
ize, this film shows unrehearsed situations to point up some of
the new techniques psychologists are using to measure early

child development. c.

134991 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-

sion, Hightsto'wn, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(R)S12.50 (S)$135 A Child's Eyes. 16mm optical c,.:4,1r 9 min

1968.
The reactions of children are shown as an expressive gauge

of strictly emotional response to a cataclysmic event. Several
hundred crayon drawings of the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy as imagined by a class of 40 five and six-
year-old children are seen. The children themselves narrate the

film, providing a complement to the visual presentation.

134997 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-

sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
00512.50 (S)S150 A Place of My Own. 16mm optical color 1 I.

min 1969.

The film show a family's crowded apartmentvin which there
is no private place for a young girl. She., finally finds one
unused spot and makes it into a 'place of my own.'

135005 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-

sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(R)S12.50 4S)S120 Kenny Wants to Help. I6mm optical color 9
min 1969.

A six-year-old boy is shown trying to cope with the reality
that he is incapable, of competing in an adult world on adult
terms. When he does assist the garbage man and'neighborhood
grocer, and returns a lost child to her mother, he is oblivious

1375,36

to the fact that these seemingly inconsequential dee s are
valued by others. It is not until later, when he receiv d per-
sonal thanks, that he realizes he can help others in is own
way.

137532 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, S ma Informa-
tion, Inc., 845 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201 7-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. Techniques of Child Psychotherap AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min ca., 1972.

Techniques of child psychotherapy, are described in 12 parts.
In addition to detailed information on the sequence of analysis
and application of techniques, problems in dealing with in-
adequate parental cooperation, limit setting, and countertrans-
ference are treated, and an innovative approach, termed the
'mutual storytelling technique,is detailed. Topics include: (I)
Introduction and Pre. Treatment Evaluation. (2) Play Therapy.
(3) Relationship Therapy, .(4) Non-directive and Structured
Play Therapy. (5) The Mutual Story Telling Technique. (6)
Work with Parents. (7) Analytically Oriented Child
Psychotherapy. (8) Child Psychoanalysis (in three parts). (4)
Common Therapeutic Problems (in two parts).

137533 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Infeirma-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(S)56.95 ea. The Therapy of Common Childhood Disorders. AT
1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min-ea., 1973.

Applications of psychotherapeutic techniques in the Arca of
child therapy are described in 12 parts, for use in treating chil-
dren with a wide range of emotional and adaptational difficul-
ties. Topics include: (I) 'Problems Resulting from the Depri'Va-
tion of Parental Affection (in two parts). (2) Self-esteem
Problems (in twO parts). (3) Anger Inhibition Problems (in two
parts). (4) Psychogenic Learning Disorders (in three parts). (5)
Psychological Reactions to Divorce (in three parts).

-,137534 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, do Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201. 947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ca. Behavior Disorders of Children. AT 17/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ea., 1972.

Emphasizing innovative therapeutic approaches to the
disturbances of childhood, current thinking in the area of child
psychiatry and psychotherapy is reviewed in 12 parts. Treat-

ment of children with disordered psychosexual development,
strategies of psychotherapy with children, family treatment of
school phobias, work in preschool learning, preventive mental
health work with preschool teachers, and assessment of
change in children's behavior are highlighted. Specific topics
include: (1) Sissies 'and Tomboys: Cross Gender Behavior in
Children. (2) Family Treatment of School Phobias. (3) Strate-
gics of Child Psychotherapy. (4) Clincial Aspects of Minimal
Brain Dysfunction. (5) Behavior Disorders of Childhood. (6)
Preschool Enrichment and Learning. (7) Clinical Aspects of
the Psychiatric Management of Burned and Disfigured Chil-

dren. (8) Preventive Menial Health Work with Preschool
Teachers. (9) Egocentrism in Children and Adolescents. (10)

Assessment of Change in Children's Behavior. (II) Cognitive
Performance: Progress vs Product. (12) The Development of
Aggression and Aggression Anxiety.

137536 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, do Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc , 485 Main St., Ft. Lce, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. Psychotherapy of Adolescents. AT 17/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ca., 1973.

Technical problems unique in the psychoanalytic treatment
of adolescents are discussed in 12 parts. Emphasis is on trans-
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ference difficulties, rebellion, the problem of confidentiality
versus responsibility, and conflicting loyalties within the
therapist himself. Topics include: (1) The Initial Evaluation. (2)
The Diagnostic Process and the Planning of Treatment. (3) The
Therapeutic Alliance and the Early Stages of Treatment. (4)
Transference Manifestations and Their Management. (5)
Transference and Countertransference. (6) Regression and Its
Prevention. (7) Management of the Dependent Adolescent. (8)
The Adolescent and His Parents. (9) Depression and Suicide.
(10) Learning Disabilities - Psychotherapy and Adolescent
Subtultures. (11) Delinquent and Promiscuous Homosexual
Behavior. (12) Termination of the Treatment of Adolescents,

137539 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)86.95 ea. Behavior Modification Strategies for Child
Psyclastherapiffits. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

Behavior modification strategies for use in child
psychotherapy are described in 12 parts. Means for enlisting
parents; teachers, peers and the child - patient himself as allies
to hasten the therapeutic process are stressed. Topics include:
(I) The Goals for Behavior Therapy with Children. t2) As-
sessing for Behavior Change. (3) Basic Strategies for Modify-
ing Children's Behavior. (4) Acceleration Techniques. (5)
Deceleration ITechniques. (6) Contingency Management. (7)
Observational Learning. (8) Miscellaneous Techniques. (9)
Parents as Therapeutic Agents. (10) Teachers as Therapeutic
Agents. (11) Child Peers as Therapeutic Agents. (12) Self-ad-
ministered Dzhavior Therapy for Children.

137542 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. Normal and Abnormal Behavior of Adoleecence.
AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min ea., 1972.

Normal and abnormal behavior of adolescence is examined
in 12 parts. Emphasis is on the etiology, 'diagnosis, and treat-
ment of developmental disorders, as well as analysis of cur-
rent trends in the adolescent subculture. Topics include: (1)
Developmental Crises in Black Adolescents. (2) Patterns of
Drug Abuse Among Middle-Class Adolescents. (3) The
Hospital Management of Disturbed Adolescents (in.two parts).
(4) Psychological Development .During Adolescence. (S)
Adolescent!, end. Adults. (6) Sociologic Perspectives of the
Marihuana Controversy. (7) The Management of Drug Abuse
in the Outpatient Psychotherapy of Adolescents. (8) The
Severely Neurotie and the Psychotic Adolescent. (9)
Psychological Functions of the Counter Culture. (10) The
Adolescent with a ConununicatiRn Disorder. (11) Innovative
Services for Youth.

137551. Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sign* Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. 'nit' Diagnosis and Treatment of Minimal Brain
Dysfunction. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

Techniques for diagnosing and treating the child with
minimal brain dysfunction are described, along with an ac-
comfit 9f a group of patients with both neurological and
Ssychiatric problems. The diagnostic techniques arc those
which can be used by the therapist who is not formally trained
as a psychologist or child neurologist. Topics include: (1)
DefinitionIncidenceEtiologySigns and Symptoms. (2) M
ing the Diagnosis of Minimal Brain DysfunctionPe ual
Problems. (3) Treatment of Perceptual Problems--The Apha-
sics Concept FormationSpeech DisordersIntellectual
Functioning. (4) Treatment of the Psychogenic Signs and
Symptoms of Minimal Brain Dysfunction--The Reactions of
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Parents -- Working with Parents. (5) The Child`s Reaction to
Minimal Brain Dysfunction -- Helping the Child CopeThe
Adult with Minimal Brain Dysfunction. (6) Management of the
Secondary Psychogenic Symptoms--The Use of the Mutual
Storytelling Technique.

137556 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. Children with Learning Disabilities. AT 1.7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

Psyhological interpretations of the many faceted problems
of chibiren with learning disabilities arc presented in three
parts, suggesting means of mating such difficulties with
unique Instructional methods. Topics include: .(I) The Nature
of Discouragement in Children with Learning Disabilities: The
Case of Bobby. (2) Teaching as Therapy. (3) Functional
Problems of Children with Learning Disabilities.

137576 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, fin., 485 Main St., Ft. Let, NJ 07024 (201.447-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 An Outline of Current Research on School Phobia. AT

7/8 IPS cassette 60 min, 1973. '

Dr. Ian Berg discusses current research on problems of
school phobia and their solutions.

137579 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St.. Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Childhood Intellectual Development In Schizophrenia.
AT 1 7I8` IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Albec, of the University of Vermont, discusses child
hood intellectual ti!.veutpment in schizophrenia.

137585 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library,'c /o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 Geographic Factors In the Evolution of Rock Music.
AT 1 7/8 IPS sassctte 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Lam!' Ford, of the California -State University, San
Diego, discusses geographic factors involved in the evolution
of rock music.",

1373% Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St.. Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (204947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 The Optinial Psychiatric Interview an Vagaries of
Youth. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. J. H. Masserman, of Northwestern University, discusses
the optimal psychiatric interview with young people and
problems that arc posed by the vagaries of youth.

137602 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(11)S27 Children Are People, 16mm optical color 42 min. 1972.

A description is provided on the successful, child centered
British approach to elementary education. Advantages of verti-
cal integration in the classroom, which involves combining stu-
dents of different grades, are pointed out, as well as those of
the o n classroom, the integrated day, and indiv4ualized

aching based on the needs of each child.

137608 University of California, Extension' Media Center,
2223 Fulton St:, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S24 (S)S395 I'm O.K. 16mm optical color 33 min, 1973.

A report is presented on the Stockton (Califomia),Communi-
ty Parole Center's ilitensive treatment survival program pilot
study. The physical and psychological rigors of a 26 day, 1011
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mile wilderness survival program for delinquent boys are
recorded. The program participants were eight-wards of the
state (volunteers primarily from inner city environments, aged
16 to 21), two parole center staff members, and technical per-
sonnel. In addition to description of the expeditipn. biographi-
cal notes on the members are included, as well as self-reports
on the experience by the participants. The group experience,
included learding about rook climbing and rappelling. first aid
training,' and learning to collect forage foods. Ss also leartied
to conduct evening transactional analysis group therapy ses-
sions. and at the end of the program they had to endure a
rigorous three day solo survival test.

137612 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415642-0460) EMC
(R)$20 (S)$300 Somebody Waiting. 16mm optical color 24 min.
1972.

Methods used in caring for hospitalized children who have
severe cerebral dysfunction and who are totally dependent on
hospital staff members for all physical, nutritional, and per-
sonal needs are described. It is shown that these hopelem
cases can be helped and that further handicapping can be

prevented by appropriate environmental stimulation and
therapeutic handlistc _hi addition, some are able, as a result of
subtle and intensivelbeatment, to lift their heads, eat, smile,
or respond to being held for the first time. The vast improve-
ment in the staff's morale as a result of their success is often
reported, showing how their decision to act on their own in-
itiative to revise traditional custodial care had positive results.
Much of the success is related to appropriate use of the skills
of a wide variety of professional and technical child care per-
sonnel and of volunteers such as relatives and local students.

137617 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)$130 I Owe You
Nothing. 16mm optical color 10 min. 1971.

A series of role playing episodes is presented to illustrate
what children. particularly adolescents, owe their parents and
the responsibilities of the parents to them. The importance of
mutual understanding and respect is stressed as HE:seated by
the issue of controlling the car radio and implications of a
mother's reading her daughter's private diary. It is concluded
that members of the faMily must agree upon what is fair ta
unfair behavior, and ways by which they can reach comtnon
agreement on various issues that come up in family life are
treated.

13761$ Churchill, Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd.: Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)$150 Mom, Why Won't
You Listen. 16mm optical color 13 min, 1971.

Problems related to parent - child communication are ex-
amined in a series of role playing episodes, stressing the na-

ture of such interpersonal relations during adolescence.
Emphasis is on ways that young people can get parents to
listen and respond to them, and the matter of picking the right
approach and moment is treated, along with the deeper aspects
of communication and understanding in the family.

137619 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles. CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S130 Wait Until Your
Father Gets Home. 16mm optical color 11 min. 1971.

The subject of male and female roles within the family are
examined, particularly the issues of dominance and submis-

siveness on the part of the mother and father. The question as

to who should manage the family's affairs, the father or the

mother, is treated, along with the suggestion that they should
share the power of decision making. The impact of the male
versus female supremacy issue on the adolescent child's
opinions is illustrated in a role playing episode, and an episode

it alsoso presented depicting the decision process shared by a
rnother and father as to whether cir not their son should be al-
lowed to take a trip to another city.

137620 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles. CA 90060 (213-657.5110) CHF (S)$135 Can A Parent Be
Human? 16mm optical color 11 min. 1971.

Methods of effective contact between parents and their chil-
dren are examined in a series of role playing episodes, com-
paring ways parents frighten children and ways that they make
successful contact. Emphasis is on the adolescent's conception
of the ideal parent and on one father's attempt to establish
communication with his son after having distant relations with
him for years.

137621 Churchill Films. 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles. CA 90063' (213-657-5110) CHF (S)5155 Ivan and his
Father. 16mm optical color 13 1/2 min. 197L

The problem of developing a meaningful relationship
between father and son after years of lack of communication
between them is examined in a role playing episode. Stressis
on the difficulty encountered in trying to' change attitudes and
habits in the parent - child relationship and the manner in
which the adolescent son goes about making contact with his.
father. It is suggested that children and parents hold back their
true feelings for a variety of reason and often only commu-
nicate on a superficial level, a habit which is difficult to break.

137647 NBC Educational Enterprises. Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. Ncw York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)$17
($)S365 VD: A Plague on Our Home. 16mm optical color 35
min, 1970.

Discusses gonorrhea and syphilis as a publicly unrecognized
plague. Points out that ignorance and fear of social stigma
often prevent the afflicted from seeking treatment, although
treatment is sure add nearly painless. Parents mid educa-

tion courses do not stress the danger enough; or worse, they
ignore venereal disease completely. Many factors, including
young people's changing attitudes toward sex, confidence in
antibiotics, and new methods of birth control have made the
number of cases rise dramatically each year.

23

137655 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 .(212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S15
(S)S330 Oh Woodstock* 16mm optical color 26 min. 1969.

Considers the generation. gap with the Woodstock RociP
Festival. First, a group of five young people who had been to
the festival comment on it. Second, it is commented on by five
adults (all professionals) whose views provide many thoughtful
contrasts.

137659 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc . 10 Rockefeller
Plaza. New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S10

(53$135 A Little l'ourij / A Little Older. 16mm optical B&W
14 min. 1969.

Discusses the youth revolution which was brought about by
the first generation of television children. Affluence, inzhility.
political interest, drugs, and -the pursuit of pleasure were all a
part of this change. The young became style setters whose in-
fluence was felt in all areas of American society.
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137672 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington. IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 Yes, 1 Can.
16mm optical color IS min, 1973.

Nine-year-old David insists that he is ready to go out on his
own for overnight at summer, camp. He gets his chance, but
comes up against problems he hadn't counted on. Designed to
help students consider the limits of independent action and to
help them recognize the prudence of thorough. preparation.

7673 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
oomington, IN 47401 (817-337-3774) NIT (S)S150 Living

With Love. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Follows Mrs. Dorothy Smith and the children who live with
her in a foster home through a day in their lives, revealing the
countless ways that love brings them all together as a family.
Designed to help students realize the benefits that love

uces, help them recognize how love can be expressed,
an help them cope with a lack of love in their lives

13
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674 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
mington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 Just JOk-
16rrim optical color 15 min, 1973.

vid gets his kicks from playing pranks on others until
of his jokes start to backfire. Designed to. help students
nize the difference between good clean fun and ridicule

ruelty.

137.75 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
BI i mington, IN 47401 (817.337-3774) NIT (S)S150 In My
Me 16mm optical color IS min, 1973.

en her grandmother died. Linda is bewildered and upset.
She tries to understand what the death means to her own life
and how to accept the event as a natural part of the human
con ition. Designed to help students deal with the feelings
brou t about by the death of a person or pet they love.

1376 6 National Instructional Television Center, Box A.
Bloo ngton, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 I Dare You.
16 optical color 15 min, 1973.

Cl- ssa, wanting to be accepted as a member of the
neigh rhood gang, has to decide whether or not she should
take potentially dangerous dare. Designed to help students
cons' r choices that involve risk and safety, personal belief
and gr up pressure.

137677 National Instructional Television Center, Box A.
B1001111 Won, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 How Do
You S ? 16mm optical color IS min. 1973.

Thrce boys express or withhold flick feelings about various
things t at happened to them in ihe course of an afternoon.
Design' to help students Onclertfand the many ways that
feelings n be expressed.

137678 ational Instructional Television Center. Box A,
Blooming n, IN 47401 (817-337.8774) NIT (S)S150 Home
Sweet Ho 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Eddie, hose parents neglect and abuse him, and his friend
Steve, whti.e parents are loving but strict, decide to run away
from horn Their intense feelings illustrate how emotional
abuse, whe her real or imagined, can affect a child. Designed
to help stud nts cope with feelings of mistreatment itself_

137679 NatiOnal Ilistructional Television Center. Box A.
Bloomington. IN 47401 (817-337.8774) NIT (S)S150 Getting

°Even. 16mm Optical color 15 min, 1971

24
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Three children form their own secret club and build a club-
house, but in doing so exclude some of their friends. When the
friends try to even the score, feelings harden on both sides,
and a light breaks out. Designed to help students understand
what acceptance or rejection by a group means and what
causes people to act vengefully.

137680 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817.337-8774) NIT (S)S150 ...But
Names Will Never Hurt. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Helps students recognize and deal with'incidents of preju-
dice and discrimination. An English-Canadian boy, in sudden
anger, calls a young French-Canadian a dirty French frog and
then comes to realize how prejudice separates one person
from another and affects the feelings of everyone involved.

137681 National InstruCtional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 Because It's
Fun, 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Explores the good feelings produced by skiliftiOliltgaging
in physical activity. Bill thinks 'that winning is the only thing
that really counts, and he can't understand why others enjoy
themselves just playing for the fun of it.

137682 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337.8774) NIT (S)S150 When Is
Help, 16mm optical color IS min, 1973.

Karen,. Roger, an their friends have decidedly different no-
tions about giving and receiving help, and their misadventurts
show the advantages and disadvantages of their varied at-
titudes. Designed to make students aware of the consequences
of helping either too much or too little.

137683 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 Travelln
Shoes. 16ntm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Explores the experience of moving and the many emotions
that this event arouses-. Stuart Billups doesn't want to move
from his home in the country to Washington. D.C..where his
father is taking the family to live. Members of the family react
to the coming move with mixed feelings of joy, remorse, and
anticipation.

137684 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington. IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (SISISO Strong
Feelings. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

In a sequence of dreams. Edgar discovers how love, fright,
embarrassment, confusion, and disappointment can affect the
body. Designed to help students understand the effects of
strong emotions and to lessen their slow of such reactions.

137685 National Instructional Television Center. Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337.8774) NIT (S)S150 Must I /May.
1. 16mm optical color 15 min. 1973.

In parallel episodes, Debbie and Bobby try to deal with
situations that give them too much or not enough responsibili-
ty. Designed to help students cope with feelings caused by the
tension between freedom and responsibility.

137687 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer%
dity Division. McGraw-Hill Book Company,' 330 West 42nd
Street, Ncw York. NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MOH
(S)S11 Children In the One-Parent Hoine, AT 17/8 IPS cassette
21 min, 1970.
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Presents suggestions for the 'single parent, stressing some of
the advantages of the one parent home.

137705 Films Incorporated', 1144 Wilmette Ave.. Wilmette. IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX/ (g)S120 Puberty In Boys. 16mm opti-
cal color 10 min, 1969. /

Gives boys a basic, understanding of the changes that occur
during puberty. The effect of the pituitary gland and the male
hormones on body growth, change in voice, growth of hair is
demonstrated. -'

137714 Churchill Fil Ms, 662 N. Robertson J3Jvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (211-657-5110) CHF (S)S120 What Do Girls
Want From Boys? 16nun optical color 9 min, 1973.

Considers why girls often prefer older boys and why some
boys resent girls their own age.

1377 5 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
t, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S150 One on Many?

optical color 13 min, 1973.

Considers dating in the 9th and 10th grades. Examines the
nature of a serious relationship and the question of the number
of people with whom one can have a relationship at the same
time.

137717 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213,657-5110) CHF Sex Games. 16mm optical
B&W 8 min, 1973.

Mike and Lyndal role -play a sex game in which each trice to
reject the other first. Considers what are sex games and why

people play them.

137718 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd.. I As Ar.
pies, CA 90069 (213.657-5110) CHF Sex Fears. 16mm optical
B&W 15 min, 1973.

An open sharing of sex fears by boys and girls. The group
focuses on one girl whose professed (mu of pregnancy is

revealed to be something deeper.

137720 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213. 657-5110) CHF Parents'. Voices. 16mm.
optical B&W 13 min, 1973.

Mike and Sally role-play their feelings after sex:" other
young people in the group portray parents voices. Shows how
parental influences affect sexual behavior.

137722 Churchill Films, 662 N. R ertson Blvd., Los An-
pies, CA 90069 (213,657-5110) Clj Sex Mis-Education. 16mm
optical B&W 11 min. 1973.

Young peoples' candid ob, rvations on the fates of sex
education by parents and cols. Excellent to open up to a
sex education courses.

145051 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212. 598-2251) NYU (R)S17
(S)S210 This Is Robert (Abr.). 16mm optical B&W 45 min 1970.

This now classic longitudinal study traces the growth of
Robert -- an aggressive but appealing child -- from nursery
School at two`to public school at seven. First released in 1943,
the film has been re- edited and abridged without changing the
essential content. (Replaces the original 80-minute version).

145052 Now York Liniversity Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. New York, NY 10003 (212-598.2251) NYU (R)312 A
Time ape Georgia, 16ipm optical B&W 14 min 1971
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The film describes the Pre-Schooler's Workshop, a special
nursery kindergarten school for the very young child whose
level of social, emotional, and intellectual functioning is im-
paired. It documents .a 4-year-old autistic child's struggles and

triumphs in her classroom world and shows her progress
within a six month period.

145076 Sandoz Pharmaceuticals Medical Fihn Library, East
Hanover, NJ 07036 (201-386-1000) SAN (FL) Infantile Autism

Diagnosis. 16mm optical B&W 15 min 1972.

A simple diagnostic screening test for autism is illustrated
with examples of typical autistic behavior. Fourteen charac-
terisucs are demonstrated: if a child has seven or more, the
examining physician should consider autism as a serious possi-
bility. The film is especially. valuable since it compares the
behavior of autistic children vvith that of normal and retarded

children.

145032 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)S10 (S)S110 Parent
Problems. 16mm optical color 7:5 min 1970.

Presents a dilemma in teenage ethics and then asks the
viewer to try to resolve it. Mary's mother disapproves of her
daughter's best friend, Jenny, because of a shoplifting in

Jenny's past. Mary is forced to choose between parental loyal-

ty and friendship. 011

145085 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North.
Seattle, WA 98109 (206.682-3555) KNO (R)S45 (S)SI50 New
Kld on the Block. 16mm optical color II min 1971.

Traces families who move and their children who have to
enter new, unfamiliar worlds. Alone, the new kid has to meet
the other kids on the block, make some kind of initial ap-
proach to them. The prospect of dealing with new peers can
be a bit unsettling, Shd'vs these first tentative, painful forays
to the point where some kind of bejlnning adjustment takes
place

145086 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206.682-3551) KNO (R)S15 (S)S150 The
Family In the Purple'House. 16mm optical color 13 min 1970. '

Documents the daily life of the Morris family. both the rou-
line and the unusual, as Johnny Morris. age seven, comments

. on family life without a father. Once, family automatically
connoted a group consisting of children 'and two parents.
Today, the single parent family cannot be ignored in the cross
section of American_ community life. Broadens a child's un-
derstanding and appreciation of different life styles of family

units.

145087 King Screin Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North.
Seattle WA 98109 (206- 682 -3555) KNO (R)S15 (S)S150 The Day
Grandpa Med. 16mm optical color 11.5 min 1970.

Vignette of a boy's first experience with the death of a
loved one, shows David's struggle with the reality. from
outright denial or the fact to gradual acceptance or death as a
part of life. In sepia flashbacks David relives his memories of
a kindly, man and pleasant times. In the end, he begins to un-
derstand the words of the rabbi at the burial ceremony:
People only die when we forget them.'

14508$ King Screen Productions. 320 Aurora Avenue North.
Seattle WA 98109 (206-6821555) KNO (R)S15 (S)S150 Dad and
Me. 16mm optical color II min 1971 ,
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Shows that a warm family life and a loving father - son refit:
tionship arc not the exclusive province of any rachil stereo-
type. Seveniyear-old Darret looks up to his father, wants to be
like him when he grows up. His father has a good job. excels
at sports, gods things with his family, and makes sure that
Darrell feels his love and understanding at all times -- even
when discipline is called for. This is a Black family, living and
,working in a mixed, low income apartment complex.

145100 Perennial Education, Inc., 1825 Willow Racti,i
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (RIS12.5041S)S125
Dating Series. Tom and Anne: Making Out. 16mrh optical color
13.5 min 1969. v -

Tom is turned down fora date by Olivia, but Anne. less at-
. tractive. is quite interested in him. Questions whether Tom's
interest in Anne is limited to Making out with her. Anne's date
with Torn leaves her upset and with mixed feelings. Anne's ap-
parently poor relationship with her mother might be adversely
affect her relationships, in turn, with-Tom' and other boys.
Questions whose job is it to maintain acceptable standards on
a. date.4 .-

145101 Peren Education. Inc., 1825 Willow Road,
Northfield, IL 3 (312-446-4153) PER (R)S30 (S)S325 Dating
Seri= Th -Girl-Dating Relationship Films Coordinated
by D.5Evely Ills Duvall. 16mm optical color 34.5 min 1969.

Sho s modern teenagers in dating situations with which
young- ()plc today can identify. In each situation, types of
c6nduct. eclings, attitudes, relationships, and points of view
are presc cd in ways that can be recognized by today's youth
of both s es. Each situation suggesa a number of an-
tecedents a 1 precipitating causes. /,/

S.

145103 Peren I Education, I' . 1825 Willow Road.
Northfield, IL 3 (312-446- 53) PER (R)S12.50'4S)S125
Dating Serles. and Ka : Going Steady. 16mm optical
color 11 min 1969.4

Considers the pro lenuf of a couple, Kathy and Steve, who
have been going stc for some time and are not getting
along very well. Th 41re frustrated, confused, and uncertain

. about each other athy seems ntore interested in Steve than
he does in her. this boy - girl dating relationship, the boy's
interest seems ukowarm, while the irl appears to be deeply
involved an even somewhat possessive.e. After a dance where
Steve is etc neglectful of Kathy she' suggests that they try
not to s each other for a while. Suggests that breaking off
when a time comes is an art to be developed by anyone who
date, nd how it shoud be done.

/
touts Perennial Education. Inc., 1825\ Willow Road,

71iortNield. IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)514 (S)S140 Fand.
f lies. 16mm optical color 9.5, in 1970.

Deals with the intent 'endence of all human beings
everywhere. Leads tb the acceptance of the concept the family
of man. Develops such ideas as: individual families aro essen-
tial to children: parents have helpers in raising children (older
children. relatives. etc.): some of the education and care tak
ing Jobs are delegated to nonrelatives (teachers, doctors, etc.);
each child needs to have his own identity: a person, through
heredity, is part of the extended family rather than exclusively
at the isolated nuclear family.

145106 Perennial Education. Inc., 1825 Willow Road.
Northfield. IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)SI 7.50 (S)S175 The
Invention of the Adolescent. l(mm optical B&W 28 nig) 1 69.

e so'
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'Traces , the development of the adolescent and shows
,something of the real problems of this age. Much of what is
shown of the, children of earlier times is taken from portraits
of families.kIthe time. It was the defense of the young.,the -
protection affithied by reformers and educator& that gradually
created the idea of special rights of childhood, and, sub.-
seqUbntly, adolescence.What chijcfreR and adolescents gained
and lost...fgom this more recent status liefore adulthood is
pleanly illustrated.

145112 Perennial Education, Inc., 1825 Willow Road,
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-44-4153) PER (R)328 (S)$280 Sex-
uality and the Teenager Part 1. 16mM optical color 28 min
1968.

Deals with individual differences in the timing of the matur-
ing process, 'differences in male and female sexual response,
the fundamental need to love and be loved using a combipa-
tion of dramatic vigfiettes and classniom sequences together
with a roundtable discussion. A series of scenes presenting
situations from infancy through the teenage period demon-
strate hold attitudes and feelings are developed towards
masculinity and feminity, and towards the opposite sex.
Covered also arc the developalent bf feelings of self-worth,
trust and the ability to love. The importance of open communi-
cation between parents and children is indicated.

145116 Roche Film Libfary. c/o Association-Sterling Films,
Inc., 61)0 Grand Avenue, Ridgefield, NJ 07657 (201-235-,5000)
RCH iFL) Second,Chance. 16mm optical color 12 min 1969.

The use of a mother bank proem in the treatment of
maternal deprivalir syndrome is. described. A deprived 22-
month -old child is seen through the period of hospitalization at
the Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicago. The profound ef-
fects of the lack of emotional chic, the' child's defensive reac-
tions to maltreatment, and her imprqvement after therapy are
illustrated and explored.

145124 Wombat Productions. Inc., 77 Tarrytown Road. White
,Plains, NY 10607 (014-428-6220) WOM (R)$23 (S4230 '1
Thinle 16mm optical color 19 min 1971.

Discusses the influence of a child's peers and the point at
which a child must make a stand and assert what he believes
even though it is in opposition to his peers_ Suggests that,
though a youngster lives under many pressures, possibly her
most significant act flirty well be on the day she listens to the
voice within her that asserts: this is what I think.

145125 Wombat Productions, Inc.. 77 Tarrytown Road, White
Plains, NY 10607 (914-428.6220) WOM (R)518.50 (S)5185 '1
Am'. 16mm optical color 14 min 1972.

Deals with one boy's quest for-answers to the questions re
garding his min identity. Suggests that introspection, fantasy,
and attempts to form meaningful relationships are legitimate
personal adventures which:Jose necessary to the de4opment
of individual identity Recripikes the factors involved in this
development: the pain of lotions. the poignancy of near,
misses in developing relativitiips, and the satisfactions of
recognition and response- a

145153 University of California.: Extension Media Center,
2223 Pulton St , Berkeley. CA 94720 (415.642(1460)*EMC
(R)S20 (S)S320 What Does It Need to Grow? 16mm optical
color 29 min 1968.

Observes three contrtisting preschool programs, conducted
at the University of California Child Study Center in Berkeley,
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that were part of preschool demonstratiim project with chit-,
dren from wide variety of social 'blesses and ethnic
.btekpounds. Follows the activities of two teachers, pointing
out some of the pressures that may lead them to overlook or
overshadow the child's efforts, and showing their increasing
ability to adapt their programs in ways that respect the chil-
dren's individual ideas and interests. Suggests that as teachers
gain competence in this approach, the children are helped to
develop the confidence in their own powers that is needed to
sustain learning in the face of diffidulties.

14333 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S11 Wile Cops Out? 16mm optical color 10 min 1970.

Five teenagers talk about their reasons for continuing or
quitting high school. They include pregnant girl who :nay be
asked to leave school, dropout working at gas station,
football star with academic problems, runaway drug user,
and student who feels at home in the system.

141115 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraW-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New, York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S1 1 The
Callkiker M Stolen lett111011. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 29 min,
1969.

Discusses how educators can work with the rebello bring
*bout meaingful change in the schools.

148116 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
s. city Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,

New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MOH (S)$11
Distorted Children e.lectiesta et the American Seems. AT 1
7/8 IPS cassette 20 min, 1968.

An analysis of the causal factors underlying juvenile
delinquency, drug usage, venereal disease and other syniptoms
of behavior disorder and personality disturbance among chil-

dren.

141178 Lime Brandon, 2 1/2 Douglass Street, Cambridge,
MA 02139 LIB (R)$15 (S)3100 Analog Yee Werat Te
16nun optical color 8 min 1971.

Reveals, the experience of griming up remain...In a male
dominated world. The heroine IS a bright highschbol girl who
is told she can be anything she wants to be. But when she tries

. to run for class president, she is deflected toward the office of
dais secretary; she tells the guidance counselor of her ambi-
tion to become a doctor, she is gently urged to become a nurse
instead. She fantasizes about her future lite, her dreams
become nightmares peopled by the stereotypes created by the
mass media. Can be used as consciousness raising tool for the
women's movement as well as an aid lit staff development and
insetvice training programs in mental health facilities.

,J,-14111416 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Oultott St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC

.410$38 Cry Help. 16mm optical color 90 min 1970.

Shows two case studies of adolsocents committed to Califor-
nia's Napa State Mental Hospital. Follows two girls through
sevital months of special therapy, emphasizing group discus-

lions and psychodrama classes. Narrated by their group
leader, who comments on their progress. Stresses need for en-
lightened therapy and exposes lack of adequate staff and
facilities to Handle growing national problem ot, adolescent
mental illness. e.
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148910 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)S17 (S)$265 C.esternsdive Use et the Erneriees. Managsawei
Develepnwat Series. 16nun optical color 22 min 1970.

Discusses the constructive use of the emotions and three
responses to anxiety and suggests fighting, loving (active), and
withdrawing (passive) concludes that if learning is the pme
then passivity is the enemy. Feeling is part of an Integrated
growth pattern. Reviews the classic putdowns parents inflict
on children, resulting in inhibitions and emotional"clisorienta-
don. Growing up in such an environment causes .blockage of
constructive emotional feeling; this gives rise to anxiety. Typi-
dilly, the response to anxiety is first to attempt to move
toward a relationship andlinally to movi away. Results of ex-
periments to determine how the learning process affects these
responses are presented.

141071 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642-0460) EMC
(R)$26 Mrs hs Cerdllet. 16mm optical B&W 72 min 1969.

Shows efforts of summer camp counselor (a college student)
to relate to highly emotional andflisuuted boys. Document of
personal growth of both counselor and boys. Provides in depth
case history observations. Uses street language.

149162 Perennial Education, Inc., 1125 Willow Road,
Northfield, IL 60093 (3124464153) 1ZER (R)$13 (S)1130 The
Inamisr. 16mm optical B&W 10 min 1970.

A comedy about eihy young man attempting to acquaint
himself with shy ydung woman in bookstore. The resulting
fantasies both teenagers have about the potential encounter is
the basis for many amusing sequences.

141163 Wombat Productions, Inc., 77 Tarrytown Road, White
Plains, NY 10607 (914-428-6220) WOM (R)527.50 (S)$275
thy lietim optical color 22 min 1972.

Ms the lifestyles of three teenagers, who in their own
tell what they are into. Lifestyle is defined as the way

pe thinks, acts, dreams and even dresses. The choices
the young people have made and the consequences which
have become part of the fabric of the lives they lead are
discussed. Whether it's the joy of making something with
one's own hands, or doing drugs or trying to become an artist,

each direction reflects commitment made.

151377 Center for Mass Communication of Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 440 West 110th Street, New York, NY 10025 (212-

865 -2000) CMC (S)1318 Rabis,,Petsr, end Darryl: Three le The
Ilespital, 53 min B&W, 1969.

The ettperience.s of three children hospitalized for minor sur-
gery are documented. The children's fears and frustrations,
their parents' arodeties and errors, and the nursing staff's
methods of intervention are observed. Intended primarily to
teach medical and nursing students about the effects of mater-
nal separation.

111381 Harris County Center for the Retarded, P. 0. Box

13403, Houston, TX 77019 (71t-525-6371) HCC (5)115
Teaches. Geed Cooled and Teresina Hygiene to Refereed
Tess-apre FS color, 1970,

A series of 10 filmstrips on teaching good conduct and per-
sonal hygiene to mentally retarded teens is presented. The set
consists of one group of filmstrips for boys and one for girls,
with One filmstrip on proper clothing that may be shown to
both. They deal with such matters as bathing, washing of face

"
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and hands, care of hair shaving, menstruation, and behavior
in public, as well as such concerns as masturbation. marriage.
and driving a car. Two guides for teachers accompany the
filmstrips, describing maximum effective use and presenting a

A step by step outline for each lesson.

152383 Assoc *tin Films, 600 Grand Ave.. Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201.943-8200) RCH (FL)
Troubled Kids: the Mental Hospital School and the Community.
23 min B&W, 1970..

The curriculum for disturbed children and adolescents of the
Winterode School of Crownsville (MD) is described. A fully
accredited 12 grade school, Winterode educates problem chil-
dren from the surrounding community as well as its own
young hospital patients. The teachers are part'-of the therapeu-
tic team, meeting frequently with the professional staff The
interplay between hospital, community, and school is
described.

130116 NET Film Service, Audio-Visual Center, Indiana
University, Bloomington. IN .47405 (812-337-8087) IUV (S15125
005.25 Mentally Retardid, Trainable. 30 min B&W. 1969.

A dramatization of family and community relationships of
children, with limited capabilities is presented. Problems are
defined, methods of managing them are illustrated, and posi-
tive ways in which the general public can help arc suggested.
Useful for orienting or instructing new employees in institu-
tions or services for mentally handicapped children, or in com-
munity education programs for the general public

138387 NET Film Service, Audio-Visual Center. Indiana
University, Bloomington, IN 47405 (812. 337-8087) IUV (S15125
(R)S5.2,1 The Epileptic Child. 30 min B&W, 1969

The epileptic child is discussed. Problems are defined.
methods of Managing them are illustrated, and positive ways
in which the general public can help arc suggested. Useful for
orienting or instructing new employees in institutions or ser-
vices for children with mental handicaps, or in communal,
education programs for the general public

158392 Lawren Productions. Inc , P. 0. Box 1542, Burlin-
game, CA 94010 (415-697.2558) LAW (S)S250 (R)S20 -The,
Adolescent Iliad. 25 min color, 1970.

Unusual methods of treating emotionally disturbed teenagers
are demonstrated at Mendocino State Hospital in Talmage.
California. The 12 hOys and girls in the piograin have severe
emotional problems characterized by drug abuse. aggressive
behavior, stealing, running away from home, dropping out of
school, and withdrawal. Treatment takes several forms, but is
based chiefly on grow ni dynamics. For these yOung people,
their group, called Ilia,' is part family, part school, part gang,
and it exerts pressure on Its' members to accept full responsi-

.bility for their behavior.

158393 ACI Films. Inc.. 35 West 45th Street, .New York. NY
10036 (212.582-1918) ACI ($)5110 (R)S15 Joshua. 15 min B &W.
1968.

The story of a young Black boy, in Harlem wins won an
athletic scholarship to a Texas college is presented and the dif-
ficulties ho faces when interacting with Whites and the
knowledge and feelings those experiences engender are por-
trayed.

158406 National Children's Center, 6200 2nd Street. t- W .
Washington. DC 20011 (202-RA6-1090) NCC (R)510 The Gentle
Chain. 15 min B&W. 1971
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Behavior modification of eating skills of retarded children is
discussed. The instructors break down the eating process into
a Series of steps in order to aid the children" liflearning. As a
child successfully completes each step, his behavior is rein-
forced with-a treat and approval from the staff member.

158408 Peach- Enterprises. 4649 Gerald Street, Warren. MI
48092 (313-751-7730) P-E (S)S185 Through Different Ekes. 15
min color. 1972.

A day training program for mental retardates is presented.
The children are shown applying themselves to learning basic
self-care. motor skills, speech, and how to listen.

158411 .Titne'lLife Films, 43 West 16th Street, Ncw YE.irk, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (S)5300 Rock-a-bye Baby. 30 min
color. 1971.

An examination of current knowledge about mothering and
the importance of the Mother - Child relationship and a review
of recent i'esearch are presented. The pdssible links between
maternal deprivation and the later development of emotional
problems in the child are pointed out The need for further
research is emphasized_

158416 University of California Extension Media Center.
Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC (S)S170 (R)512 Janet
is a Little Girl 28 nen B&W, 1972

An enrichment program for a group of severely retarded
mongoloid children at Sohoma -State Hospital in Eldridge.
California is presented. The chief objective of this program is
to expand the intellectual capacity of the children by teaching
them speaking and reading skills. After a year of intensive in-
struction. all 10 children were able to read 200 or more wads.

158419 Worthington, Hurst & Associates, 337 North Michigan
Avenue. Chicago. U. 60601- 012. 332-11611 WHA (S)$180
4111525 Here 1 Am. 30 min B&W. 1969.

Lay therapy with withdrawn children is discussed. Iwo
withdrawn children in a Head Son program are shown un-
dergoing therapy with a lay therapist Who has had special
training With normal children and is now ready to help children
with problems relating to others

158420 Guidance Association, Pleasantville. N'Y 10570 (914 -
769.7751') GAS (S)S37.50 The Adolescent Experience: Shaping
Identity. FS 2 12 in LP color:1072.

Two filmstrips are presented regarding-the adolescents ex-
perience of shaping identity. The first part hens students re-
late the many faceted concept of Identity to their lives. deal
with feelings aboftt self-image. individuality and intigrity,
discover connections between real satisfaction, wise goal
setting, and the life long-process of ielf.examination. The
second part focuses on interaction between heredity and en-
vironment. examines influences of family, and discussed peer
relations Audio atsoliviiilable in cassette

158427 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914 -
769.77511 GAS (S1537 50 The Adolescent Experience: Setting
Goals. PS 2 12 ha LP color. 1972.

The adolescent experience of letting goals is discussed. The
narrative first suggests key criteria for developing life commit'
went; emphasizes awareness Of potential, ability to examine
motivations. and willingness. to eke active choice,. Students
evaluate the ennility decision making in several cane studies
Audio alsii available In cassette

1
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151421 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)$37.50 The Adolescent Experience: Un-
derstanding Emotions. FS 2 12 in LP color. 1972.

The adolescent experience of understanding emotions is
discussed. The first part explores the psychological, physical
and motivational aspects of emotion, discusses emotional com-
plexity, immediate and developmental influences on emotional
structure and reaction, and explains how emotional responses
are learned. The second part concentrates on coping effective-
ly with emotions, deals with emotional stress widely as-
sociated with adolescence, and demonstrates the value of
being able to express tmotions which are appropriate to given
situations in meaningful ways. Audio also available in cassette.

151429 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S37.50 The Adolescent Experience: Interper-
sonal Relationships. FS 2 12 in LP color, 1972.

Interpersonal relationships are dealt with from the
adolescent viewpoint. The topic is discussed in a one act play
followed by comment. A difficult stress situation within a basi-
cally sound family is dramatized and the play's company ar-
ticulates insights structured to help students appreciate
problems parents must solve within themselves. Audio also
available in cassette.

151430 Guidance. Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-4
769.7751) GAS (S)S37.50 The Adolescent Experience: Foaming
beliefs. FS 2 12 in LP color, 1972.

The individual adolescent's search for personal development
is related to mankind's ongoing quest for understanding of his
universe: Narrative, literary excerpts, and art invite students
to compare their own reflections with those of ancient.
medieval and modern thinkers. Students are introduced to
World views suggested by existentialism, eastern philosoph
mysticism, religious evangelism, humanism, and the soei
ethic. The impact of science and technology on the struggle
for spirituel values is discussed. Audio also available in cas-
sette.

151431 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S37.50 Values for Teenagers in the 1970's. FS

2 12 in LP color. 1973..
Provocative pler comment and probing narrative invite 4L1-

dents to discuss value conflicts underlying contemporary so-
cial choices. Attitudes toward marihuana and other drpg use.
cigarette se inking. and drinking are examined. Adult hypocrisy
Is related to youth behavior, the impect of peer norms and

pressure on decision-making are analyzed, the availability of
personal choices are streseed, and the meaning of values as an
expression of true individuality and integrity is discussed.
Audio also available in cassette.

151434 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769.7751) GAS (S)S45 The Alknated Generation. FS 3 12 in LP
color, 1970.

The life of young hippies is explored. The lifestyles, of the
original San Francisco hippies are portrayed. The middle-class
backgrounds of most hippies and the reasons why they drop
out of society are examined. The potential relationships and
disappointments of the lifestyle are discussed. Audio also
available in cassette.

158435 Guidaiice Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)537.50 Teenage Rebellion: -Challenge to

Meth y. FS 2 12 In LP color. 1971
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Discrepancies between U.S. social ideals and realities arc
examined by young people. The difficulty of changing older
people's attitudes towards social problems are discussed. Per-
sonal motivations are examined and the youth culture is

discussed as a means of self-expression. Audio also available

in cassette.

158437 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)$37.50 Personal Commitment: Where Do You

Stand? FS 2 12 in LP color, 1971.

Seven young people discuss personal and social commitment
in their own lives, attempt to define commitment, involve-
ment, social responsibility, and opposition and relate them to
active identification with causes and groups. Stressing the
value of self-awareness, self-belief, and responsibility, partici-
pants explore criteria for positive commitment and discuss
ways to evaluate experiences. Audio also available in cassette.

158438 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769-7751) GAS (S)S19.50 Do We Live or Exist? FS 1 12 in LP

color, 1971.
Insights into values and social perceptions shared by many

'young people are presented in a production by highschool stu-
dents in Hartsdale. NY. Contemporary attitudes and modes of
self-expression of youth are discussed. Audio also available in

cassette.

158440 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570' (914-

769 -7751) GAS (S)S37.50 Parenthood: Myths and Realities. FS 2

12 in LP color. 1973.

The myths and realities of parenthood are examined. Daily
parent-child interactions are depicted from the child's view-

point. The need for responsibility and commitment in parental
behavior is demonstrated. The importance of understanding
child development is emphasized. The ways in which couples
are pressured into having children by family and friends are
discussed and the motivations for having children are ex-
emined. Audio also available in cassette.

158444 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-

769 -7751) GAS (S)S37.50 Understanding Your Parents. FS 2 12

in LP color. 1973.
In depth interviews develop insight into factors affecting

parentchild relationships and explore misconceptions, double
standards, and how and why some relationships function well.
Adults discuss envy of freedom of youth today, how much
authority to exercise, the temptation to be overindulgent. and
insecurity inhibiting communication with youth. Audio also
available in cassette.

158452 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S19.50 That's No Fair, FS 1 12 in LP color,
1973.

A problem of who is to get a reward is presented for young
children. One character helps someone else but is second in
line to get the last present and the problem for the children is
who deserves the reward_ Audio also available in cassette

158453 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
,769 -7751) GAS (S)S19.50 But It Isn't Yours. FS I 12 in LP
color, 1972.

Children are presented with two situations regarding proper.
ty rights. In theiirst instance, the question of using another's
materials without permission is portrayed In the second. the
question of whether sometine who takes care of something has

5. I
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the right to use it if the actual owner has neglected itis posed.
Audio also available in cassette.

158454 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S19.50 What Do You Do About Rules. FS I
12 in LP"color. 1973. ,

The question of when to enforce and when to ignore rules is
presented for young children. The dilemrha is whether or not
rules must be obeyed when disobeying them results in some
good happening. Audio also available in cassette.

158455 Guidance Associates, Plcasantvi NY 10570 (914-
769.7751) GAS (S)S19.50 YouProndsedx S 1 12 in LP color,
1973.

The problem of when to kccp and when' to break a promise
is presented for young children. A girl questions whether she
should kccp a promise not to climb trees when a kitten is
trapped in a tree and the only way for it to be rescued is for
the girl to climb the tree. Audio also available in cassette..,

158456 uidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769- 775V GAS (S)S19.50 The Trouble with Truth. FS 1 12 in
LP color, 1972.

.

The question of whether or not to tell the truth in different,,
situations is presented for young children, The problem of
telling the truth when not telling it-will result in personal gain
or avoid trouble is posed. Audio alsb available in cassette.

158457 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769.7751) GAS (S)S15 A Strategy for Teaching Values. FS 2 12
in LP color, 1973.

An inservice training unit demonstrating optimum applica-
tion of a series of first things for children focusing on values
is presented. Included are a theoretical bai kground. examples
of implementation, and a discussion model for the children.
Audio also available in cassette.

158458 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S19.50 Who Do You Think You Art? FS 1 12
in LP color, 1970.

A filmstrip designed to help children explore their own and
other individuals' distinctive characteristics on more meaning-
ful levels and to reinforce children's feelings of self-worth is
presented. Audio also available in cassette.

158459 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769.7751) GAS (S)S19.50 Guess Who's In a Groups( FS 1 12 in
LP color. 1970.

The story of a girl rejected by a group of boys is presented.
The program is intended to encourage children to explore dif-
ferent groups among their peers, to help them distinguish
identifying criteria of a group, and to focus interest on groups
with which children might like to identify. Audio also available
in cassette.

158460 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S19.50 What Do You Expert of Others? FS I
12 in LP color. 1970.

A program is presented to help. students discuss expecta-
tions in their reactions to other individuals and groups. An at-
tempt is made to promote an increase in children's feelings of
self-worth and to emphasize understanding of how expecta-
tions can influence actions and interactions. Audio also availa-
ble in cassette.
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158461 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769.7751) GAS (S)S19.50 You Got Mad: Are Y6u Glad? FS I
12 in LP color, 1970.

A program is presented to help children explore causes and
effects of hostility by discussing their personal experiences.
The fact that behavioral choices are available in every situa-
tion is stressed. Least harmful forms of hostile behavior arc
discussed. Concepts of mediation, third party judgment and
compromise arc expressed as ways to resolve conflict with
minimal hostility. Audio also available in cassette.

158462 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S19.50 What Happens Between People. FS I
12 in LP color. 1970.

A program is presented to help youngsters identify and
discuss interactions with people in their own lives, to help
them relate specific interactions to identifiable qualities in in-
dividuals or.groups," and to strengthen each child's awareness
of his ability to recognize. Interpret and influence interactions.
Audio also available in cassette.

1
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Wediko Films, 267 West 25th Street, New York. NY
2-675-533p) WED (S)S160 (R)S20 Beach Interview. 27
, 1971.

A. signi nt event in the experience of two boys who
become incrc singly upset and demand to leave camp is
presented. The boys. normally able to express their emotions
only through action. succeed in verbalizing Their resentment
and discussing alternative ways of dealing with it. Intended for
professional use only.

158469 Wediko Films. 267 West 25th Street. New York. NY .

10001 (212475-5330) WED (S)Si25 (R)S10 Troubled Campers.
18 min B&W. 1971.

Some of the dimensions of emotional handicaps are under-
lined and discussion about prevention, treatment, rehabilita-
tion, an education is encouraged. Intended for professional
use only".

158471/ Wcdiko Films.'26'7 West 25th Street, New York. NY
10001 /(212 -675 -5330) WED (S)S160 (R)S15 Randy. r min
13 &W, 1971

The story of an 11-year-old boy more seriously disturbed
than most at a camp for disturbed children is presented. The
boy's apparently beguiling but inconsistent behavior makes his
care difficult. Four staff members are shown trying to help
him. Intended for professional use only.

158471 Wcdiko Films. 267 West 25th Street, New York. Nf
"10001 (212. 675:533W WED (5)5160 (R)S15 Bruce. 26 mint.,
B&W. 1971.

The lonely struggle of a 13-year-old boy who is unable' to
control his impulses is presented. The varying forms of Wain.
pulsive behavior and the problems caused by it are discussed.

158472 Wedlko Films. 267 West 25th Street. New York. NY
10001 (212. 675-5330) WED (S)5180 (R)S20 Johnny. 32 min
B &W. 1971

A 9-year-old boy with a history of aggressive behavior at-
tempts to gain more control of his feelings and better ways to
communicate. He tests the staff with hyperactive and erratic
behavior. Examples of his behavior are shown and problems
illustrated
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159995 University sof California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(11)S12 Henry: Boy of the Barrio. 16mm optical B&W 35 min
1968.

A two year study is shown of a young Chicano boy entering
his teens in a Los Angeles ghetto neighborhood. His late
father served a prison tcrm for rape, his Indian mother is an
alcoholic. He is seen at home, in school, and playing with
friends. but his loneliness is evident as arc the. effects of his
environment on him. Outsiders attempt to help, but the results
are inconclusiv.e. In his frustration and loneliness. he wanders
through the freight pint through ruined buildings.. and at 14.
he is arrested for auto theft.

159998 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223- Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R3510 CHF Jungle, The. 1-6mm optical B&W 22 nun 1968.

Black ghetto youths present their version of life in their
areas, as depicted by a gang in Philadelphia. Includes descrip-
tions of gang warfare, drinking, and fraleirnity among ghetto
people. A final street battle sequence is also included in which
one member of the gang dies. Emphasis is'on the style, values.
and code of ethics of young Blacks in the city streets.

160005 Time-kite Films. 43- West loth Street. N
10011 (212-691-2930) T1- (R)S50 (1)5400 Pete
16mm optical B&W 54 imin 1969.

A reformed Harlem hood agonizes in his'ef
bilitatc present day iiivenik gangs. His- particul
Johnny, who mast resolve the dilemma: to reli
as gang leadersand go straight. or to continue
evitable course.

`160016 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center!'Booming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337.8087) IUV (R)S4.50 Learning Through
Movement. I6mmoptical B&W 36 min 1968.

Observations are presented of children as they explore and
expand their physical capabilities through self-expressed and
structured exercises. Describes children developing a sensitivi-
ty to body- movements in relation to spacE. speed, and size.
Follows students as they adjust an:. ,.......rdinate their actions
with others.

ork. NY
Johnny.

rcha-
lenge is
his role

esent in

160045 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337.8087) !UV (R)511.50 Children of the
World: Dahomey. 16mm optical color 29 min 1969.

The political and economic sync:us. culture, religion, and
history of Dahomey in West Africa are discussed through the
eyes of an 11.year-old boy. Explains that, although a man's
tribe was once all-important to him, fighting between tribes
has stopped, tribal scars arc no longer allowed, and everyone
works for the common good. Reports that the boy's father has
four wives, and that the whole family lives together.

160049 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S4.50 Steve and Kathy:
Going Steady. Dating Service. 16mm optical color 10 min 1969.

The emotional tics and the need for communication between
a teenage couple who are going steady are examined Reveals
the girl's feelings while going steady and depicts problems
which lead to the termination of their relationship.

160051 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming.
ton. IN 47401 (812.337-80871'11W (R154.75 The Thinking Boat.
The Reading Incentive Series. 16mm optical color 10 mm 1968
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The story of a child who prefers to think about important
things such as dust, colors, fruit. and things that he loves in
stead of the mundane tasks of getting up, washing, and
dressing, is presented_

1600t4 Untialitty of Indiana...Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (412-337.8087) leV (R)S6 Tom and Anne: Mak-
ing Out. Dating Series. 16mm optical color 13 min 1969.

Teenagers involved in a first date are described. demonstrat-
ing how the date ended in drinking and making out' Explores
the girl's psychological need for love, her emotional feelings
toward the boy. and her attitude toward her sexual actions.
Pursues the-boy', need for a relationship with a girl and his at-
tempt to take advantage of the girl in question. Also depicts
social class differences.

160057 University'of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812- 337.8087) [UV (R)S8.50 Up and Over: Ex-
ploring on the Siegel. 16mm optical color 20 min 1.969.

A description is presented of a new physical exercise, called
the Siegel. which is designed to develop skills in *mailing.
hanging, climbing, jumping, swinging, vaulting, and balancing:

. Indicates that physical education is developing new equipment
tor the development of the basic motor skills. Emphasizes that
children receive therapeutic value from success in physical
education, since it helps develop self-confidence and the total
individual. Point's out the, proper techniques and methods for
the most effective use of the Stegel.

164244 Network for Continuing Medici:9 Education. 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY l0023. (212-541.8088) VIS
(R)S25 ,, Management of, Adolescent Symptoms. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 18 min. 1972, ' .

i .
Methods if dealing with the problems of adolescents are

demonsirated. Experimentation with sex and drugs are rI,discussed in particular with_gr iris of teenagers. For physi-
cians' usc,Imilx. Also-available other video formats_

164245 Network for Continuing Msdical Education. 15

Columbus Circle. New York. NY loon. (212-541-8088: VIS
(R)S25 Rea hing the Adolment Patient. 314 inch videocassette
13 &W 18 m ri. 1972.

1

Communication between physicians and the adolescent pa.
ticnts w'hosc physical problems are linked to his emotional
state is diticussed. Using groups of youngsters at different age
lk,...i., techniques and methods that can be applied to general
practice are demonstrated. For physicians' use only Also
available 'M other video formats.

i .

164255 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15

Corn:tibia Circle. New York. NY -30023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)525 !treating Educatiortally/Neurologkally Handicapped
Children: 314 inch videocassette color 17 inin. 1972.

The t/reatment of the educationally - neurologically han
dicapped child is discussed. The drugs that are being ad-
ministered cautiously to educationally handicapped children.
and the special educational programs that have been developed
to assin them in daily living are explored. For physicians' use
only. Also available in other video formats

164258 Network for Continuittb Medical .Education. 15

Coltimbu's Circle. Ne':. York. NY 100234)(212-541.80881 VIS
iFt) Second Chance. 3/4 inch videocassette color 12 min. 19;72.

The use of a mother - bank program in the treatment of
maternal deprivation syndrome is described A,deprived 22-
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mitnth-old child is sten through the period of hospitalization at
the Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicage. The profound ef-
fects of the lack of emotional care, the chiftrudefenesive reac-
tions to maltreatment and her improvement after therapy are
illustrated and explored. For physicians' use only Also availa-
ble in other video formats.

164260 Network fOr. Co inning Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New Yo . NY 10023. (21-541.8088) VIS
(FUTroublad Kids - the Mental' Hospital School and the Com-.
ritually. 314 in videocassette`B&W10 min. 1972.

The purpose and workings of a mental hospital seho:11
established to teach hospitalized;;:as well as nonhospitalized.
adolescenkitudents with behavioral problems are explored.
Each child is evaluated individually and a special teaching pro-
gram is established to meet his needs. Scenes in the C11135E00111
Illustrate teaching techniques and crisis intervention by an edu-
cational piychologist. The program covers a family session.
student dance and staff meeting. Methods used to reach out
into the community to prevent hospitalization by sending
representatives to evaluate and deal with troublesome students
in the public schools ere described. For physicians' use only.
Also avajlabie in other video formats.

164285 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, Nett York. NY 10023. (M.541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Multiple Tics. 1/4 inch videocassette B &W 34 min,
1972.

The film presents three patients and discuss... multiple tics
(Tourett's Dbigass) in childhood. For physicians' use only
Also availaliIt in other video formats.,

164297. Network for Continuing Medical. Education. 15

Columbus Circle, New York. NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Management of the Battered Child Syndrome. 3/4 inch
videocassette color.I8 min. 1972.

The reasons for child abuse are demdnstrated in an un:
rehearsed conversation with the mother of a atient, Three ex-
pens offer some practical advice on copin parents once
child abuse has been diagnosed and the u king problems
identified. For physicians' use- only. Also avialable in other
video formats.

164302 Network for Continuing MetiCil Education. 15

Columbus Circle, flew York. NY 10023. (212-514.8088) VIS
(R)525 Death of the Sibling. 3/4 inch videocassette color 19
min, 1972.

The film explores the death of a sibling. In a time of crisis
for parents and surviving children. the family physician can
assume an essential role in support of both. Specific problems
that result from the' death of a sibling' arc focused on:
questions to expect: points, to emphasize; emotions to look
for: and how the physiiian can use medical apthority to
smooth the way. For physicians' use only. Also available in
other video foetnats.

164331 NBC Educational Enterptises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
New York. NY 10020 (2t2-Cf7-8300) NBC 1R1532 (5)5675 Cry
Help.* 16mm optical color 81 min, 1970.

An account of a special treatment program for emotionally
disturbed youth lit the Napa State Mental Hospital in Califor
nia is given. Due to lack of funds and staff, only 10% of the
six million emotionally disturbed adolescents in America
receive care considered anywhere near adequate,/ Three
teenagers who are a pan of that fortunate U)' are hown.

Seklected Audiovisual'

Th'ese three young people are followed as they take pan in the
daily milieu therapy (which includes sdt-analysis by means oi
videotape replay. psychodrama, body awareness therapy. and
art therapy) in order to regain their emotional 'stability.

' 165646 Guidance 'Associates, Plebsantville. NY 10570 (914 -
769-775'I) GAS (S)S37.50 TlieAdolescent Experience: Develop,
lag Valuta. FS 2 12 in LP color. 1972. .

The prose is by which adolescents develop values is
discussed. A developmental overview of value reference
points is created: internalized fear of punishment. relationships
wan peer groups from early childhO4 through adolescence.
religiout influences. school taught values. parental example
and instruction, changing evaluation of parental models, and
indiv,idual convictions underlying value choices. Audio also
available in cassette,

165732. University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming -
toni IN .47401 (812-317.8087) ILIV (R)55.25 Welcome to the
Third Grade.. Critical Moments In Teaching Series. 16mm opti:
cal color 12 min 1970.

The prohleins a boy enyounters when transferring from one
school to another where the backgrounds differ considerably
are described. Illustrates the teacher's efforts including-parcbt

teacher conferences. tutoring4 pretesting, and posttesting.
Concludes with the boy's retention in the third trade and his
reaction to being held back.

170497 Telecommunications Center Library. Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital. Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 -x2804) TCL (1)525 (S)S85 Orli ScIailwerk. I.
inch videotape (=pox) 13&W 32 min 1970.

A technique, developed originally for use in schools by Carl
Orff which has been developed and adapted for treatment of
the mentally retarded is presented. It has proimn valuable as a
developmental technique.

170498 Telecommunications Cebter 'Library. Department of
Health. Camarillo State liospiud. Box A. Camarillo. CA 93010
'(805- 482 -4671 x28(4) TCL (R)S25 (S)585 Teaching the Lit:
leachable #1. I-inch videotape tangles) B&W 30 min 1972.

An orientation and demonstration of total communication
techniques in teaching the deaf retarded is pitsented.

170499 Telecommunications Centel. Library. Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital. Box A. Camarillo. CA 93010
0105-482-4671 x 2804) TCLIR)S25 (S)S85 TekhIng the tin -
teachable #2. 1-inch videotape (ampos) B&W 25 min 1972.

The needs of the deaf retarded are discussed. Teaching
techniques used by unit personnel are demonstrated.

170500 Telecommunications Center Library. 4)cpartment of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital. Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Teaching the tin-
teachable #3. 1-inch videotape (mimes) B&W 35 min 1972.

In this film the alphabet using sign language is shown in ad-
dition to 100 whole signs most commonly needed.

170505 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital. Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(105.482-4671 x2804) To. (R)S25 (S)S85 Cerebral Palsy Part I
and Part 2. 1.incli videotape (ampex) B&W 59 min 1973.

hhis film gives an introduction to cerebral palsy and covers
definitions. explanations and demonstrations. 1:he role of ab-
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.normal reflexes in cerebral palsy is...considered The problems
,the child experiences in motor development are demonstrated.

170506 Telecoinmunications Center Library, Department of
ealth, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
5-482-4671 x28041 TCL (RiS25 61935 Total Contmunications

Livlst8 on Unit #36. 1-inch videotape rampex) B&W 20 min
f973.

Adexperimental project for the deaf retarded which focused
on total communications hying is documented.

170508 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State tiospital, Box lx:amarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4611 x2804) TCL (R1$25 (S1S85 Broken Bridge. 1-inch
videotape lampex B&W 60 min 1969.

13ehavior modfication is demonstrated with disturbed chit-
siren. Six pprticular children are discoSsed. Their progress and
the therapist's technique are,documented:

170510 Telecommunications Center Libr,hry. Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box :4,*Comnllo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x28041 TCL (R)$25 (S385 Operative Condition-'
ing with the Autistic Child. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B &W-.'45-
min 1969.

The methodology (if using operant conditicining techniques
in the treatment of the autistic child is described. Practical ap-
plications are demonstrated. v'
170517 Telecommunicatioqs Center Liblary. Department' of.
Health, Camarillo State hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x28041 -rct. ao$25 (S)$85 Aquat)cs Demonstra-
tion-Pleasant Valley Pool. 1-inch videotape iantriext B&W 32
ruin 1972, , E

The use of aquatic therapy witFi childn.'having sensory
molor'deprivation is demonstrated_

170527 Telecommunications Cosner Library, Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital, Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010.
(805-482-4671 x28041.TCL (121$25 (S)$85" High School Without
Walls Orientation. .1 -inch videotape (ampex) B&W 54 Min
1972.

Highschool students are shown working under the supervi-
sion and direction of a psychOlogist and ,psychiatric
clans. After a 16 week inseryice training program the students
demonstrate a basic -skills working with mildly to profoundly
retarded children_

70531 Telecommunicatilins" Center Library. Department of
Health, Camarillo State,Hospital, 136x A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x28041 TCL (R)S25 (S685 The Multiply Han-
dicapped Child. 1-inch, videotape rarnpex) B&W 42 min 1973_

The range of motion, early sequential developmental activi-
ties dfd positioning, f0r the multiply handicapped child with
little observable spasticity and slight orthopedic involvement
are shown, The specific treatment techniques and bracing for
'the multiply ,handicapped child- with marked spasircity and
other orthopedic, problems are considered.

170541 TelecOMiinurncations Center Librars.. Drpartruent of 4'
Health, Camarillo State Hospital. Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (RIS25 iStVi' Acquisition of Social
Behavior Through Modeling. 1-inch videotape (ampexi
52 min 1970.
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This tape discusses operant conditibping especially as it per-
tains to imitation:Jt is designed especially for use with the re-
tarded btit principles are also applicable for, use with children
or regressed mentally ill patients.

170544 Telecommunications Center Libriity, Department of .
Health, Camarillo Slate Hospital$Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
je 482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Lookx Listenx I'm
Is g Series.:1-inc Videotape (ampex) B&W 1970.

Thisiitipe hellis the child.lo learn to identify his hands, the
differAce between right and left. The identification of varioui
objects and the concept of same and different are included.v

170545 Telecomrininications Center Library, Department of
Health., Camarillo State lIospital- Box., A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL 5,11425 (S)$85 Lookx Listenx I'm
Learning...To 'Tell Timex, 1-inch videotape (ampex).,13&W
1973.

This tape helps the child learn to tell time.

170553 Eccentric, Circle''Cinema Workshop, P. 0. Box 126,
Old Greenwich, CT 068,0 4203-661-2278) ECC (R)S24 (S)S240.
You See, I've Had a Life Too. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1972.

In this film Paid, a 13-year-old boy who developed leukemia
is followed thiotigp his final months. Encouraged to. live as
normal a life as possible until he had to be hospitalized. Paul
shared and faced-the experience together with his parents.

170567 Division of ContirMing Education, Oregon State
University, Audio -Visual Instruction, 113 Gill Coliseum, Cor-

,vallis, OR 97331 (503-754-2911) ORE 0147.75 (S)$150 The
Springtime of Autumn, 16mm optical color 20 min 1972.

4n this documentary film about the foster grandparents pro-
gram the Fairview Hospital and Training Center in Salem, the
senior citizens employed in the prograM tell in their own
words what it is like" to work with mentally retarded children.
The children obviously enjoy the extra attention, anti most of
them have started progressing toward some measure of self-

sufficiency The foster grandparents have changed too, as they
find new happiness in- their unique contribution to society.

f;k
170570 Vision Quest. Box 206, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648 (609-
8% -13591 V IQ iR,S20 S)$150 Jeffery. 16mm optical B&W 20
nun 1973.

A sixteen-year-old. Jeffrey, who has developed a laissez-
faire attitude toward his own life that is quite foreign-to those
who would have him fit more constructively into society is
shown. A school dropout, he works only to make enough
money for his needs, including drugs: Society, he feels. has no
place for ham except in a mental hospital or jail. At one time
his parents admitted him to a mental hospital, where he felt
doctors asked him questions that did him no ;ood.

170572 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA '90007 1213-749-0337) ASF (R)S35 IS)$300 Volume

"Pail 1 -\The Family is the Patient; 16mm optical B&W 60
min, 1968_ '

In this film about a family undergoing therapy the fullest
possible impact by the therapist is brought to the encounter.
Though mother labels the younger son patient the therapist
moves on, consequently revealing a totally, unsatisfactory
fainhy milieu a depressed mother, a remote father, and two
unhappy children.
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170573 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)$300 Volume

Part 2 c Brea Mug Through. 16mm optical B&W 60 min,
1968.

. In this film about a family in therapy, a father's stoney
aloofness is confronted by the therapist and thereby converts,
into anxiety. As the encounter becomes cod painful foe father,
the therapist makes use of the patient's return toils' i Xistori-
cal scene and them helps him to rechannel these feelings into
the present. Experientially the fatherrearnsAliere is greater
pain in the distance.

170176 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)$300 Volume
VII* Part 1 - '1 know bow they hiel... 16mm optical B&W 60
min, 1969

A divorced father, fearful of his daughter's delinquency,
brings his two hippie children, a son 8 and daughter 13, in
search of an alternative to placing daughter in they protective
custody of a foster home. This initial interview exposes how
the father converts his own existential fears into mistrust of
his children, and it begins the work of father's much needed
self-awareness. Also, improved negotiations between father
and children are begun.

170577 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF(R)$35 (S)S300 Volume
VII, Part 3 - '1 still want her Wt..' 16mm optical B&W 60
min, 1969.

In this film about a father undergoing therapy, the father is
finally able to get in touch with his own loneliness and longing
for his estranged wife. In this last session the therapist ex-
plore( the possibility of a reconciliation rather than move on
to a different course.

1718578 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
gelek CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S50 Volume DC, Part 1

A-Madoasa Smile. 16mm optical B&W 60 min, 1970.

Impending surgery for an asthmatic child, unemployment
and sudden facial paralysis of father, and the urging of their
minister combine to motivate this family to therapy. Mother is
the family spokesman and leader, and her smiling through at-
titude

m is posture brings
tude contrasts shiuply with father's parc grimace and ol-

dest son's sad expression. Challenging
the defenders first the asthmatic boy, then father - and

is the beginning u this family's reconstruction. The boy in-
cidentally, gets his first experience fighting dragons and wins
over a developing phobic reaction.

170580 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S50 (S)5300 Volume
IX, Part 2 - The Smile Vanishes. 16mm optical B&W 60 min,
1970.

In this film about a family undergoing psychotherapy, im-
pending surgery for an asthmatic child and unemployment for
.the father are the central problems. Mother's smile is gone as
she now tries to ,axing herself more directly to her husband.
She begins and gets an experience instead.

170582 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
pries. CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)035 (S)$300 Volume X,
Part 1 - A Disturbed Family. 16mm optical B&W 60 min. 1969.

A 4isturbed teenager brings attention to a disturbing family
scene py running away. In this first interview the reasons why
a daughter chose. to leave the family became clear. The
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'mother's earlier emotional departure is described and the
reasons for her retreat to bottle and bed are presented.

170585 NIMH Film Collection, National Audiovisual Center
(GSA); Wasit ix 20409 NMH (R)07.50"(5)$44.75 A
Teacher la ROI 16nun-optiealtoolor 10.5 min, 1973.

/.This is -a . methodology- film about a grade school teacher
who'uses class meetings to help work through spulents' per-
sonal and classroom problems. In this documintary,sthe
teacher talks about her teaching style, and her successes and
failures in accomplishing the classroom environment she
seeks.

170587 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, Het/ York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S25
(5)0300 Jrimifer Is Lady. 16mm optical color 25 min. 1973.

Intensive personal one to one therapy in a classroom setting
at the preschooler's workshop in New York City is shown to
be effective with autistic children.

170581 Long Island Film Studios, Post Office Box
Brightwaters, NY 11718 (516-665-4343) LIF (R)S10 (5)0150 I
Feel...Leviag. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

In this film the young viewer learns about love. Love is
defined as mutual satisfaction. It is suggested that one loves
those that satisfy ones needs, that love is help' each other, and
that love gives one pleasure.

170580 Long Island Film Studios, Post Office Box P,
Brightwaters. NY 11718 (516-665-4343) LW (R)S10 (5)0150 1
Feel...Angry. 16mm optical color 11 Mill. 1973.

In this flint series, the child is helped to accept the emotion
of anger most positively and openly. It answers in a most af-
firmative way the often unvoiced question of whether anger
results in loss of love. It indicates that though feelings open
cannot be controlled, behavior can. It showes that angry
feelings can be dissolved by their recognition and acceptance.

170580 Long Island Film Studios, Post Office Box P.
arightwaters, NY 11718 (516-665-4343) LW (19510 (S)$150 1
Feel...Scared. 16mm optical color 10 min, 1973.

This film shows the child that everyone has fears, and
because one has fears does not mean one is weak. It explores
both reasonable and unreasonable fears.

170595 APGA Publications, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue,
NM., Washington, DC 20009 (202-483-4633) APG (R)025
(5)0250 Assertive Training for Women: Part I. 16mm optical
color 17 min 1974.

Ten vignettes deal with simple interpersonal 'adolescent
situations facing females - borrowing class notes, refusing
dates, dealing with friends, a physician, a pushy waitress and
a job interview. More complex situations involving parents
who arc overly protective and controlling or critical of Iriends
and grailes in school are also considered.

173887 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400). -PMF (S)0295 The
Small World of the Nursery School. 16mm optical color 29 min,
1974,

Shot on lopation at nursery schools where varied approaches
are being followed, this film focuses on objectives and sum-
marizes desirable .experiences for the preschool child as
identified by leading educators. It communicates a concern for
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the child's-total human makeup, including his attitude, physi:
cal development, cognitive growth, behavior, social relation-
ships, and ability to manage.thc elements of environment.

. , .
173889 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400). PMF (S)$295 Prepar-
ing the Child for Learning. 16mm optical color 45 min, 1974.

This film delves into how children learn, and how parents
and others working with children can encourage and guide the
learning experience for young children. The film portrays dra-
matic situations which demonstrate how adults can take ad-
vantage of teaching moments to help the young child learn. It
also illustrates a ,child's capacity lot-learning at various stages
of growth and development, and shows how the child can be
aided in learning language, solving problems, and in concepts
of time, number and space through the mirmal everyday in-
teraction with adults.

173890 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 'Vanderbilt Ave..
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400). PMF (S)S295 The First
Years Together: To Begin a Child. 16mm -optical color 27.5
min. 1974.

In this film, the interaction between parents and their chil-
dren during their first years together is shown. The film
demonstrates the importance of the first years of a child's We
for the child and especially for the parent. The various *chit,
dren in the film develop learning skills and express feelings to
their parents and to other children.'The film stresses how im-
portant it is for parents to tune in to the newly formed ideas
and attitudes of young children and to provide them with the
necessary adult support needed for ,,a child to grow into a
responsible and self-accepting individual.

,et173891 Parents' Magazine ms, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 10017 (212- U-5-4400). PMF (S)$75 Two -and-
a -Hall, 16mm optical B&W 8.2 min, 1974.

This film considers tiny toddlers at play. This flim shows
two 2.5-year-old youngsters at play indoors on a winter's after-
noon, without adult Surveillance or interference. The little girls
chatter, romp, play together and quarrel <with each other and
then make up.

1/4

173892 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400). PMF, (S)S295 The
Development of Feelings In Children. 16mm optiCal color 45
min, 1974.

This film illustrates how feelings of love, hate and anger
develop in the young child, from the earliest stages olinfancy.
Shown are basic situations relating to the development t a
youngster's.feelings. The film also suggests ways in which the.
parent, or person working with the young child, can encourage
the youngSter to express and share his feilings. Stressed are
the findings that if a young child's opinions are not respected
or encouraged, he may have difficulty relating to others ,later
in life.

173893 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
New York, NY 10017 (212-ML1-5-4400). PMF (S)$295 -How an
Average Child Behaves -- 'Ages' 1 Through 5. I tinun optical
Color 45 min, 1974.

This film-shows how different behavioral facets are related
in total development during the curly childhood years from age
1-5.
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173894 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 10017' (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)S150
Cockabody. 16mm optical color-8.5 min. 1974.

In this film, young children are seen at play, talking
together, 'dressing up' and 'pretend' and it is observed how,
through play, children learn about their environment, lan-
guage, and the roles they will have as adults. As illustrated,
the demands of tht youngsters are absolute, they have not
learned how 'to control their aggressive drives but, from
anger and frustration, and through the trials of rivalry, they
learn to share and to cope with limitations they cannot yet sur-
mount:

173895 'Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
New York, NY 10017 (211-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)SI91 The
Child's Point of View. 16inm optical color 45 min. 1974.4

This BIM deals with the importances of understanding the
child's point of view. Episodes demonstrate how a child secs
all things as purposeful, how his fantasies (whether or not they
are based in reality) are real to a child, and how refusal to let
a child play act and fantasize can affect him adversely. Failure
to accept and understand the child's viewpoint can cause con-
stant problems of communication between adult and
youngster, but success -can lead to the happiest of adult'- child
relationships.

173896 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave,
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)5235 Dramatic
Play: An integrative Process for Learning. 16mm optical color
32 min, 1974.

This-film presents the value of dramatic play in aiding the
young child's intellectual, social and emotional development.
Play permits the young child to develop relationships with
other children and to express his feelings about himself. The
role of the teacher, guiding and intervening in the play process
when necessary, is-also depicted.

173897 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)$195 BlocksA
Medium for Perceptual Learldnp. 16mm optical color 17 min,
1969.

This is a training film for teachers of early childhood educa-
tion. This filni focuses on the perceptual !earnings that are in-
herent in block building and arc derived3ronr how the child
perceives the blocks with which' he works and the space in
which he builds.

173898 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
Ncw York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)5285 First
Friends. 16mm optical color 22 min, 1974, *

This film shoWs how a child becomes part of a group. Set in
a preschool, youngsters play together, reveal a wide range of
feelings, attitudes and behavior. Development is shown as re-
lated to changes of mind and body. Self-centered activity is
being replaced by social interaction - affection, aggressivencts,
problem sharing. Raises many issues involved in handling ex-
pressions of emotion, different forms of activity, varying
levels of coping skills.

173899 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt AK,
New York, NY 10017 (212-M11-5-4400) PMF (S)$230 My Art is
Me. 16mm optical color 21 min, 1974.

In this. film a racially and sociocconomically integrated
group of 4 and 5-year-olds participates in a variety of
preSchool activities in an experimental program_ Demonstrat-
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ing that an art program should relate to the whole fabric of the
school, the film shows children working with a variety of
materials -- painting. drawing, manipulating, clay. At no time
do the teachers tell the child what to create. Ways arc shown
to set up materials so that children can participate in all
aspects of the activity.

173900 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
New York, NY 10017 (212-M1M-4400) PMF (S)S100 Mothers
and Toddlers: Humanizing the Growth Experience. 16mm opti-
cal B&W 17.5 min, 1974.

This film documents the toddlers lab initiated by a Black so-
dal agency. A growth experience for the toddlers, and the
motheril and staff as well, the fundamental theory is that
parents must experience a sense of competence before they
can encourage their children to invest themselves in the risky
business of learning. First of all they must have confidence in
themselves.

173901 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)S100 The
Child's Relationship with the _Family. 16min optical color 45
min, 1.974.

This film deals with the importance of the early rela-
tionship with family members in shaping the child's personali-
ty. It advises how best to relate to children in a family situa-
tion. Shown is how the child's point of view is shaped funda-
mentally by how his parents treat him. and that while parents
must recognize the child's dependency on them, they must

..also encourage him to be independent.

173902 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)S295 Everyday
Problems of Young Children. 16nun optical color 45 min. 1974.

Waded Audiovisuals

173905 Parents' Magazine Films. Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
Ncw York, NY 10017 (212-M1J-5:4400) PMF (5)S150 Marc at
Eighteen Months. 16mm optical color 12 min. 1974.

Thi film shows Marc at 18-months-old. His environment is
rich in opportunities for learning and growth in all areas --
physical, emotional, social, intellectual. AS Marc's parents en-
courage him to attempt new things, practice tasks already
mastered, and take growing responsibilities for his own care.
they are attuned to his needs and allow him freedom while giv-
ing him the support which enables him to expand his !earnings.
Specific ways of stimulating curiosity, extending concentration
span, and promoting concept formation and pictured. The film
shows Marc discovering new relationships, ways of adapting
and accommodating to new situations, and of applying newly
gained understandings of means - end and cause - -effect' rela-
tionships.

173908 -John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Ave., Ncw York. NY
10016 (212-867-9800) WYJ (S)S250 Achieving Sexual Maturity.
16mm optical color 21 min, 1973.

This film is designed to acquaint young children with the
concept of reproduction.

r 173913 'Guidance Associates, 41 Washington Ave., Pleasant-
ville, NY 10570 (914-RO-9-7755) GAS (S)S44 Growing Into
Manhood: A Middle School Approach. Growing Into Woman-
hood: A Middle School Approach. 16mm optical color 24 min.
1%8.

These films include a brief explanation of the respective
reproductive systems, the body changes-at puberty, material
on the endocrine glands and.hormones, and the role genes play
in ,determining physical traits and processes. In the girls' pro-
gram special attention -is given to menstruation, while the
boys' program helps them 'understand erections: ejaculations,

'-seminal smissions, add masturbation. The films deal with the
rarid growth and the attainment of sexual Maturity that
characterize the adolescent period in a simple, stralghtforwar'd
and reassuring manner.

This film portrays the problems of aggression, shyneSs,
lying, stealing and fear faced by every young child to a certain
degree. the film shows how to deal with customary problem qv,
behavior.

173903 Parents' Magazine Films. Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
New 'York. NY 10017 (212-MU-5-44001 PMF (s)siso Marc At
Six Months. 16mm optical color 12 min, 1974.

This filM shows 6- month -did Marc -- an exceptionally well
developed and coordinated infant -- living with his parents and
brother in an urban setting. Within his protective environment.
Marc is encouraged to explore and discover the ways ikwhich
persons react, respond, behave. While reaching out fortkjects
around him, he learns the nature of his own developing capaci-
ties., as well tiS of the objects within his surroundings. Marc's-
interactions with people and things demonstrate the myriad
ways in which children learn -- experimentation, maniNlation.
sensory impressions, instruction. modeling, imitation. Points of
view as held by Piagct are illustrated.

173904 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (05300 What Do
You Think? 16mm optical color 34 min, 1.974

This film demonstrates three major stages of cognitive
development in children ranging in age from 441 years Six
children reveal some of their concepts about the physical
world, the moral world, and the religious world - The narration
shows how these concepts exemplify the different stages of
mental growth_
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173915 Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Bitty., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657.5110) CHF (S)S130 How Close Can
You Get? 16mm optical color 10 min. 1971.

This film shows highschool students discussing the state-
ment: no matter how close you get to another person, you are
still alone, to an examination of what people expect from mar-
riage. Self-sacrifice, independence and growth, and husband -
wife roles are discussed.

173917 The Graphic Curriculum,, Inc.. P. 0. Box 565, Lenox
Hill Station, Ncw York, NY 10021 (212-249-1549) GCI(S)S300
The Importance of Mother, 16mm optical color 24 min, 1968.

This film shows how the child's relationship with his mother
is the all important foundation on which social relationships
seem to be based. The questions .of whether the success or
failure of this relationship affects the potential of all future
relationships and how this relationship. affects the child with
regard to forming social relations, care eliciting behavior, the
development of play and curiosity,, the development of sexual
relationships and love are considered.

173920 Sterling Educational Films, Inc.. 241 East 34th Street,
New York, NY 10016 (212-683.6300) SEF (S)S165 The Matur-
ing Female. 16mm optical color 14 min, 1970.

This film draws in direct terms the feelings and reactions of
a teenage girl and her parents, %niggling, and not always suc-
ceeding, to understand one another.
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173,22 Coronet Instructional Films, 65 East South Water
Street, Chicago, IL 60601 (312-DE-2-7676) COR (S)S245
Masculine or Feminine: Your Role in Societf. 16mm optical
color 18 min, 1970.

This film explores changing attitudes about gender role in
contemporary American society. It examines the opinions of
young people, the views of more traditional spokesmen and
the objective approach of a cultural anthropologist.

173926 Planned Parenthood Center of Seattle, 202 16th
Avenue South, Sande, WA 98144 (206-329-3625). PPC (R)S20
(S)S150 Old Enough to Know. 16mm optical color 22 min, 1972.

This film is designed to help parents, especially inner-city
parents, with childhood sexuality. It was filmed at a preschool
daycare center, and shows children at their day's activities,
while., parents relate the parents' own childhood concerns
about sex, and their failures and successes in dealing with
their children's sexual questions.

173927 Paulist Productions, 17575 Pacific Coast Highway,
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272 (2137454-0866). P -P (R)S17.95
(S)S270 The Party, 16mm optical color 27 min, 1971.

This film takes a value stance against teenage premarital
'sex, but bases it squarely on personal relationships, challeng-
ing young people to examine the meaning of their relationships
with the opposite sex..

173929 Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110). CHF (R)S60 Saturday Morn-
ing. 16mm optical color 88 min, 1972.

This is a film of the experience Hof a group of 20 teenagers,
mixet by race,"sex and cliss, who spent a week together in
the country exploring their thoughts and feelings about love,
sex, relations with their parents, and establishing personal
identity.

173932 Sterling Educational Films, Inc.. 241 East 34th St.,
New York, NY. 10016 (212-683-6300). SEF (S)S190 Teenage
Pregnancy, 16mm optical color 18 min, I968

This film is about a girl who is almost 3 months pregnant
'and has just told her, sister and parents. The role of each

4 member of the family is quickly and dramatically sketched as
is that of the family doctor.

173933 .Billy Budd Films, 235 East 57th Street. New York,
NY 10022 (212-755-3968). BBB (R)S20 (S)S200 To He a Parent,
16mm optical color 13.5 min, 1972.

Communication, or the lack of it, between teenagers and
their parents is the subject of this film.

173934 Billy Budd Films. 235 East 57th Street, New York,
NY 10022 (212-755-3968) BBB (R)S17.50 (S)5175 To Be
Man/To Bea Woman. 16mm optical color 13.5,min ea.. 1970.

These two films reflect the many questions young people
have about what it means to be a man or a woman in today's
world.

173935 Billy Budd Films. 235 East 57th Street. New York.
NY 10022 (212.755-3968) BBB (11,1517,50 (S)S175 To Be In
lave. 16mm optical color 13 min,1970.

This film attempts to define love through the language of
teenagers who express views ranging from the most idealistic
to the coldly cynical.
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173936 Billy Budd Films, 235 East 57th Street, New York, 1
NY 10022 (212-755-3968) BBB (R)S25 (S)S250 To Be a Person,
16mm optical color 23 min, 1972.

This film grapples with young people's seatrch for identity. It
raise questions about personal integrity, honesty in relation-
ships, and the need for love.

1739M Lawrcn Productions, Inc., P. 0. 'Box 1542, Burlin-
game', CA 94010 (415-697-2558) LAW (R)S25 (S)$225 Unwed
Mothers in Today's World, 16mm optical color 28 min, 1972.

This film gets in touch with the feelings, fears and loneliness
of four young women who discuss informally with a counselor
their experiences us unwed mothers. The film emphasizes the
need for sensitive counseling and sound prenatal cart, and
presents convincing evidence of the need for sex education.

173949 Mass*Media Associates, Inc.. 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S20 (S)S200 A &
B. 16mm optical color 15 Min, 1970.

In this film, a young boy and girl, suggestive of today's
super sensitive and sometimes flippantly agnostic youth are
faced with a world they eitnnot understand. .bast as they are
beginning later to express more of,,their deeper doubts and
find a common ground for mutual support, a rapacious society
intervenes and drives them to transfer affection from a camera
to a gun.

182958 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East -Superior Si,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312.943-1200) (S)S32.50 Primary Unit
for Young Hospital Patients, AT 17/8 IPS cassette, 1969.

This audiotapc teaches young students what a hospital is.
Miss Mooney offers stories, songs, riddles. and gamss that
delight children, individually or in groups.-The presentation
also includes an introduction to doctors, nurses, and hospitals
and an introduction to pets.

182969 Soundings. 2150 Concord Blvd., Concord, CA 94520,
(415. 687-5381) SND (R)S85,(S)S85 A Child Creates,16mm upti
cal color 7 min, 1971.

This film presents a philosophy of art education for young
children. In the film two kindergartners, Tina and Gayle are
seen touching and feeding many different animals at a chil-
dren's zoo, and then creating their impressions the next day at
school with paints, felt pens and crayons. The-role of the adult
in fostering creativity consists of providing enriching ex-
periences and a free environment, of listening, and answering
the child's questions. of allowing him to make mistakes, and,
above all, of recognizing him as a person in his own right. A
child will respond in proportion to the depth and warmth of
stimulation he receives.

182970' Soundings. 2150 Concord Blvd.. Concord, CA 94520
(415.687-5381) SND (R)$40 (S)S475 The Creative Kindergarten.
16mm optical color 40 nun, 1970.

This film shows an individualized program in which the ob-
jectives are to develop each child's creative potential and 1110-
iMiZe his chances for success in his later education. At the
beginning of the kindergarten year. diagnostic tests are given
on an individual basis. A prescriptive program is then prepared
for each child. Emphasis is placed on developmental tasks and
creative activities. Language and reading readiness are an in-
tegral part of the prescriptive program. The teacher or aide
works with individual children _or small groups, and indepen.
dent activities are provided, Each child works 8t his on pace
and at a task which is meaningful and interesting. Leaning is
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optimized and discipline problems arc less common. The free
environment which pervades the classroom and the outdoors
fosters creativity. Children are stimulated to explore, ask
qUestions..and express their self-concepts in art and other
media.

182971 Soundings, 2150 Concord Blvd., Concord, CA 94520
(415. 687-5381) SND (R)S25 (S)S325 Visualization - A Key to
Understanding. 16mm optical color 25 min, 1972.

This film shows innovative methods for testing and develop-
ing the visual skills required for reading. 'The 3.1) Test for the
Skill of Visualization' is administered at the beginning of the
schodl year to Brian - a 10-year-old boy who is in the fourth
grade - and not yet reading. From the test it is found that his
lack of skill with visual imagery is preventing him from learn-
ing to read. The developmental program which enables ;Brian
to learn to read is shown and described. This program consists
of motor-sensory experiences which entiente the curriculum.
integrate the sensory channels, and build positive self-concept.

-

182972 CCM Films, Inc., MacQuesten Parkway, South,
Mt. Vernon. STY 10550 914-664-5051) CCM (R)S25 (S)S425
Evan's Dialogue with Plage and Infielder. 16mm optical color
40 min, 1974.

In this film. Jean Piaget and Barbel Inhelder systematically
go through each of the important stages' of intellectual
(cognitive) development. The traditional notions in American
psychology of motivation, learning and perception arc
discussed. Als8 Piaget discusses his contact with Freud, his
views of various concepts of Freud's, his reaction to James
Jensea's report on Negro intelligence, an estimate of his most
important contributionh, reactions to criticisms or misuses of
his theories and future research directions.

182977 Vision Quest, Inc., Box 206, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
(609-896-1359) VIQ (R)S50 (S)S275 Who's Handicapped? 16mm
optical color 34 min. 1973.

This film is a British documentary account of three ap-
proaches to helping handicapped children (including the emo-
tionally disturbed and mentally retarded) develop to their full
potential. The film demonstfates an opportunity class where
handicapped and normal children learn from each other

182997 Contemporary/McGraw-Hill Films, Princeton Rd..
Hightstown. NJ 08520 (609-448-1700) MGH (R)S15 (S)$195
Teaching the Way They Learn, 16mm optical B&W 28 min,
1974.

This film presents,,a series of learning episodes Which illu-
minate a specific difficulty and portray a specific approach to
the remcdiation of that difficulty. A boy with inadequate body
knowledge and body control is asked to cut up a drawing of a
boy and then to reassemble the parts in order to learn his own
body structure. It becomes clear that the child may know his
own body by directly referring to it, but is unable to ap-
preciate a symbolic representation of it. He has no adequate
mental map of his body which permits him to think of bodies
in general. The keynote of educating children with learning
disabilities is precision. The basic operating principle is that, if
a child cannot do the job, figure out what level of functioning
he is on and start there with materials and procedures to help
him take the small next steps in the desired direction.

182998 Contemporary/MeGraw-Hill Films, Princeton Rd.:
Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609.448-1700) MGH (R)S15 (S)$195 Old
Enough but Not Ready. 16mm optical B&W 28 min, 1974.
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This film focuses on specific difficulties a child with a learn-
ing disability is apt to encounter and offers some general ad-
vice for parents and childrerron how to approach the problem.
The children in this film are old enough and bright enough to
go to regular school, but as early as the first grade they are
hiniing difficulty in learning; The problem for teachers and
parents is how to spot these learning problems early enough to
help the child with special training in order to avoid the
psychological damage and companion behavior problems
which arc so often the result in children who are different.
Professional workers may still behaving their own problems in
pinning down causes, expression, and specific remedjation
learning disabilities, but, to perceptive people in close and
continuous contact with the children, the signals of a child in
trouble arc there to be recognized.

182999 Contemporary/McGraw-Hill Films, Princeton Rdi.
Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700) MGH (R)S15 (S) S295'11
Feels Like You're Left Out of the World. 16mm optical B &W
28 min. 1974.

This film concerns the self-esteem of a child with a learning
disability. Low opinion of -self, and fear of failure can lead to
withdrawal from learning or active aggression. The frustration,
loneliness, feelings of rejection and worthlessness of the child
who is cdifferent because he does not learn easily and rapidly
are best expressed by the children themselves. The parents in
the film speak of their own frustration in getting help for their
children. They literally shop. around, looking for someone who
can work with their children and bring °Van results. Several
guidelines for a sensible approach to the children are given.

183000 Contemporary/McGraw-Hill Films, Princeton Rd.,
Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-170(1),MGH (R)S15 (S)S195 I'm
Not Too Famous At It. 16 opticaHl &W 28 min: 1974.

This film concerns itself with learning disabilities. A disa-
bled learner is a child who hat perceptual motor handicaps and
problems in attention and memory which show up in specific
learning difficulties. The children in this film exhibit the many
and varied behavioral, problems generally associated with
learning disability. There are great gaps in knowleage of the
body. This is a primary learning job. If a child does not know
himself in physical terms, how he is put together and func-
tions, he will be unable to attain coordination of his large
muscles, or of his eyes and hands, or to develop fine motor"
movements. Perceptual difficulties, recogni4Mi visually and by
touch similarities and differences in the form, size, and shapes
of objects are characteristic, as is being unable to go beyond
what is directly observable to a concept or principle.

183006 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation. -125 N.
Huron St., Ypsilanti, MI 48197 (313-485-2000) H-S (R)S30
(S)S180 Early Learning: An Introduction to the Stages of
'Development. 1/2 inch videocassette color 21 min, 1974.

In this film, a capsule account of the early stages of infant
development documented hy unrehearsed Mother - infant -

teacficr interactions in the home is presented. the program
shows babies of various ages involved in a sequence of activi
ties that illustrate Jcan Piaget's sensory - motor stages of
development

183007 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation.125 N.
Huron, Ypsilanti. MI 48197 013-485-2000) H-S (R)S30 (S)5180
Baby Language.'1/2 inch videocassette Color 19 min, 1974.

In this film, an explanation and unstated examples of the
beginning steps of language acquisition in infancy. and ways
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adults can help support this development are presented. The
language of babies is traced from the very early attempts to
make sounds through the successive steps that finally result in
the use of words and phrases.

113008 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, 125 N.
Huron St., Ypsilanti, MI 48197 (313-485-2000) H-S (R)S30
(S)S180 CANS A Learning Toy. 112 inch videocassette Color
17 min, 1974.

In this film a practical demonstration of using a household
object in the education of the young child is presented. Ordi-
nary cans become educational toys as children discover dif-
ferent ways to play with one kind of object. Unrehearsed
scenes show children in the natural process of spontaneous
discovery.

1113001 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, 125 N.
Huron St., Ypsilanti, MI 48197 (313.485-2000) H-S (R)S30
(S)S180 Babies Learn By Doing. 1/2 inch videocassette color 26
min, 1974.

In this film, a summary view of self-initiated learning (an
important part of cognitive development) is presented. The
program shows that children are curious, and thus learn effec-
tively tiltough active participation. Adults help children learn
by providing opportunities for exploration and iscovery in the
natural context of the home enyironment.

113010 High/Scope Educational Research Foundatinn, 125 N.
Huron St.., Ypsilanti, MI 48197 (313-485-2000) H-S (R)S30
(S)S180 A Special Kind of Mothey. 1/2 inch videocassette Color
14 min. 1974.

In this film, special emphasis is placed on the mothkr's im-
portant role in the education of her infant. The program
focuses on positive aspects of the mother-child relationship
that arc developed when a mother puts herself in the place of
the baby and looks at things from a baby's point of view.
Scenes of spontaneous interaction illustrate the mother's abili-
ty to understand, interpret, and act upon her child's wants and
needs.

183011 Hugh/Scope Educational ResearchiFoundation, 125 N.
Huron St.. Ypsilanti, MI 48197 (313-485-2000) H-S (R)S20
f(S)S175 0 The Daily Routine. 16mm optical color °I2 min. 1974.

This film presents the format of activities that is the daily
routine in cognitive curriculum of the child.

183012 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, 125 N.
Huron St., Ypsilanti. MI 48197 (313.485-2000) H-S (R)S20
(S)S150 Classroom Structure and Equipment. 16mm optical
color 8 min, 1974.

This film examines the area arrangement of the classroom
and the organization of materials supporting cognitive
processes.

183013 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation. 125 N.
Huron St.. Ypsilanti. MI 48197 (313-485-2000) HS (R)S20
(S)S150 A Trip to the Apple Orchard. 16mm optical color 7.
min. 1974.

This film examines the cognitive approach to field trips. in
eluding planning and followup activities.

183014 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation. 125 N.
Huron St.. Ypsilanti. MI 48197 (313-485-2000) H-S (R)S30
(S)$285 This Is the Way We Go to School. 16mm optical color
28 rein. 1974.
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This film shows the three classroMn programs of the Ypsi-
lanti Preschool Curriculum Demonstration Project and points
up the major con.lualer of this stOdy.

113015 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, 125 N.
Huron St.. Ypsilanti, MI 48197 (313.485-2000) H-S ,(R)S25-
(S)S200 Helping Children to flan. 16mm optical color 115 min,
1974.

This film is one of a series of multimedia materials introduc-
ingo,the High - Scope 'Cognitive Curriculum. This filets is
designed to motivate *School teachers to help children make
decisions, articulate .their choices, carry them out, and recall
what they have done.,

183020 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 1700 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-KI-5-1836) PCG (R)S70
Between You and Me. 1/2 inch videocassette color, 1974.

In this film, aspects of treatment of an adolescent anorectic
girl and her parents are presented. The film highlights how the
enmeshed family system is changed to permit the girl to func-
tion as a normal adolescent in the family and with peed'',

1113241 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400). PMF (S)S130 We're
Gonna Have Recess. 16mm optical color 9.3 min, 1974.

This film presents a view of the schoolyard during recess
when. within a space of fifteen minutes, hearts are broken,
scores are settled and problems are resolved. This portrait of
children at play without adult intervention is a collage of the
various personalities of young children and of their relation-
ships to one another.

183311 Association-Sterling Films. 2221 T. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)5300 Volume
VII, Part 2 - 'I'm sure she Is lonely...' 16mm optical B&W 60
min, 1969.

In this film about a divorced father and his children un-
dergoing psychotherapy the father's residual resentment from
the previous session is exposed and diverted first toward the
son. This is followed by a comical interlude in which the [ann.,
ly's confounded encountering is pursued to absurdity. Phase
three explores the loneliness which the father has projected on
to his daughter.

183313 Worthington, Hurst and Associates, '333 North
Michigari Avenue, Chicago. IL 60601 (312-332-1161) WHA
(R)S35 (S)S225 Here I Am. 16mm optical B&W 28.5 min, 1973.

The film shows how hou"sewives can be trained to employ
effective therapy techniques with the severly withdrawn
preschooler. The techniques which are demonstrated stress
holding and touching in an insistent involving manner.

05 COGNITION AND PERCEPTION

*24547 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio - Visual Ser-
vices. Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk.. PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S4.20 (S)S60 Perceptions of Words, The.
16mm silent B&W 12 mint 968.

This laboratory film studies the influence of word usage
frequency on perception. Wordrof three different frequencies
in English usage are shown: rare word*. middle frequency
words, and common words. Fifteen different words are used;
the word list is projected four times in a different order for a
total of 60 trials. With each successive time tite word list is
projected. the contrast changes to make the words casicio to
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see. The student has time to write his guess before a new trail
warns him of the next word. Class data computed shows
whether frequency of usage influences perceptual accuracy.
Instructions supplied separately with the film give the answers
and suggested ways ciranalysis. The film may be, projected at
either silent or sound speeds slightly different results.

12431r! University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460)-EMC
(R)S26 Dialogues: Dr. Jean Piaget, Part 1. 16mm optical color
41 min 1970.

First in a two part intcrvicy/ the film shows Dr. Jean Piagct
and his associate, Dr. Battier Inhelder, discussing the impor-
tant stages of cognitive development that characterize Piaget's
contribution to the study of child development. Puget also
discusses his views on some of the traditional notions in
American psychology of motivation, learning, and perception.
Their comments are translated from French.

124588 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC.
(R)126 Dialogues: Dr. Jean Rapt, Pin 2. 16mm optical color
39 min 1970.

Second in a two part interview, Piaget and Inhelder discuss
Piaget's contact with Freud, views on various Freudian con-
cepts such as the unconscious and psychosexual development.
reaction to the controversial report on Negro intelligence, esti-
mate of Piaget's most important contributions. reactions to '
criticisms of misuses of Piaget's theories, and future research
directions. Their comments are translated from French.

124617 Universiti, of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S21 Effective Decisions. 16mm optical color 25 min 1968.

A management i:.onsultantwho is also a teacher and author
investigates in practical detail the process of managerial deci-
sion- making. Noting that executive decision is at best a choice
between _ two alternatives. neither of which can be proved
right, he points out that the effective executive's job is to
discover the reasons behind alternative opinions. In this way
all Pertinent facts can be uncovered and brought to bear.

124633 University- of California. Extension Media Center,
-222.3 Fulton -St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S15 -Eyes and Seeing. 16mm optical color 20 niin 1968.

An understanding of the eye and its component structure is
provided with problems examined that -are involved, in deter-
mining how the brain evaluates and acts on visual information.
Pathologic macro and thicrocinematography, with Superimposed
symbols identify the various parts of a human cyc. Experi-
ments demonstrate electrochemical eye nerve impulses. How
the brain cells control the visual cortex is graphically show% in
experiments with the field of vision in animals. .11

124673 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Futon St.. Berkeley!, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460), EMC
(M43 Mind of man. 16mm optical color 119 min 1971.

Worldwide research report explores recent discoveries con-
cerning the powers and workings of the mind Documents ex-
periments in which people have cPoniciously controlled their
oxygen needs and blood pressure -- functions previously
thought to be involuntary,. Also covers latest findings on
development of mind in fetus and infarillrhow drugs. affect
mind; mysteries di' sleeping and dreaming; and brain structure..
including chemical changes occurring within it and electrical
energy it generates
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124736 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S27 DAV Jean Rapt: Memory and Intelligence. 16mm opti-
'cid color 45 min I971..'

Shows Jean Piaget presenting his new work on =miry and
intelligence at the International Congress of Preschool Educa-
tional §pecialists in Kyoto, Japan. Captures his personality
and presence as well as his ideas. English subtitles accompany
Piagct's French presentation.

124302 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)S15 Searching Eye. 16mm optical color 18 min 1968.

Scent, in its broadest dcfintion -- observation, perception.
.send- imagination is examined from the premise that seeing is
the tool 1hrough, which one perceives and learns. to know the
world. and that human'beings possess not only sight but in-
sight. A variety of seeing techniques are shown: aerial, un-
derwater, time-lapse, high-speed, and stroboscopic photog-
raphy, plus multi-image and dynaframe screen devices. A 10-
year -old boy is shown going to a &itch; one sees what he sees
ant) what he cannot see except in his mind's cyc.

123237 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Discovery apd Ex-
perience: How Do Children Think? 16mm optical B&W 30 min
1969.

Patterns of childhood thought processes are shown which
are becoming familiar to teachers and which can be a valuable
guide to their selection of material for the classroom. (1) In the
early Years, the child's thinking is egocentric and he is the
center of the world. Until about six or, seven reasoning is: a
description of what happens. (2) The child decenters through
socialization and discussion with other children. He can .still
not think in abstractions until he has enough experience trans-
planting external action into internal mental processes.
Meaningful activity must be geared to how children's minds
work, so that they learn to think for themselves. actively solv-
ing problems, inventing processes. and expanding ideas.

128233 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street. Ncw York. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (5)$250 Discovery and Ex-
perience; The Growing Mind. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

A study of the growth of a child's mind shows the kind'of
teaching situations which foster the growth of thinking at vari-
ous levels. introducing the theories of Piaget and others and
relating them to the need, for elementaFy education based on
activity. discussion, and the growth of ,social relationships.
The period of sensorimotor development(birth to 18 months)
establishes the concepts of space. time and permanence of ob-
jects. The preconceptual stage (18 months to 4.5years) begins
with the child pretending with hit toys or himself. The
dye stage (4.5to 7 years). the child's cohcepts arc. still im-
precise and his jtidgment still' depends on what he secs.
Workshop classroom discussion and activity can benefit_ The
concrete operations stage (7-12 years) secs concept formula-
tion and classification being made.

123241 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street. Ncw York. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)540 (S)S300 The Exceptional
Child: Some New Findings. 16mm optical B&W 51 min 1970.

Ncw findings on the exceptional child shows children who
are not quite average either in their natural abilities or in their
rate of learning and adapting. covering both the intellectually
gifted and the not so gifted A variety of recent medical and
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scientific.seseareh is Investigated. One study offers evidence
that mothers having difficult pregnancies and births may
produce delinquents or accident prone children. A study in
South Africa, where 4000 infant prodigies have been born.
shows that super intelligence is the direct result, of treating
pregnant women with oxygen. Research in Scotland showed
that some stammerers were children of perfectionist mothers
whose husbands were away most of the time.

128242 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (212101-2930) T-L'(R)S30 (S)S275 Eyes of a Child. Itimrar
optical B&W 30 min 1971.

The film follows children in -the primary grades through a
typical day at a special scHool for the blind in England. It
shows them in classes where they are taught the standard cur-
riculum and where they learn to replace the vital faculty of
sight with their fingertips and ears. One boy's Braille written
essay is entitled 'Why I dislike school.'The behavior of the
children is showii to be normal -- they solve complicated
logarithmic problems, run, jump, roller skate, climb trees,
make beds, wash and dress, play cricket. This report demon-
strates that it is possible for the blind to lead normal lives and
realize their full potential.

122248 Time -Life Films, 43 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (211.691 -2930) T-L (R)S35 (S)S350 The Gifted Child.
16mm optical color 35 min 1971. i

A study made in England shows new research into the ways
tilted children think and use their imagination a d new
techniques of education. The film shows the Ychb enuhin
School where young musicians arc selected and ueated; a
mathematic class at a London school where brilliant young
boys are working for scholarships to Oxford and Cambridge;
and an art center where children learn about, science through
art. At the beginning of the film, a 7-year-old child answers
math and genetics questions in a few seconds. Much informa-
tion is offered to help the teacher cope with the problems of
educatint the exceptionally bright or tssicined child.

128253. Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Strcct, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S40 (S)S250 More than Meets the
Efe: A Study of Man's Visual Perception. lamm optical B&W
40 min 1971.

Man's visual perception is studied from the viewpoints of
art, physics, and psychology, illustrating how artists have,
discovered ways to recreate on flat canvas the dimension'
world. The film shows the discovery and use of perspective,
foreshortening, light, and shadow. It demonstrates some of the
experiments performed by psychologists to explore the way
one sees, including optical illusions. The Ames room is shown.
which makes a man appear to shrink in size as he walks across
it.

130241 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S4.75 Am 1 Dependable?
16mm optical color 11'min 1900.

Three open-ended situations in which a certain amount of
maturity and dependability arc needed to perform a task
satisfecterily are examined. Focuses on doing a job, giving in-
formation, and using good judgment. Gives two endings to
each of the situations and invites one to choose the better
solution.

130258 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812. 337-80871 WV 110$12 Death -- Be Not Loud.
16mm optical color 26 min 1970
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A description is given of the noise pollution which the
American city dweller must endure and its effect on health.
Stresses the severe conditions of airports. heavy equipment
construction, ana popular music_ Indicates that the average
noise level increases one decibel per year and notes that as
sound approaches the 90 decibel level severe damage can
result. Presents -several quiet devices marketed and gives re-
marks from dactors regarding the damage done to human cars
and other physiological systems.

130271 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-80871 IUV 11(44.25 How Do We Know?
16mm optical B&W 10 nun 1968.

A discussion is presented of how the young child Uses his
five scnscs to learn about the world around him. Selects situa-
tions from both a city and a rural environment to illustrate that
what one sees, hears, smells, tastes. touches can be added to
his understanding. Focuses upon the many facets of sur-
roundings that contribute to a young child's knowledge about
the exterior world.

130286 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R44.75 Light. The Art of
Seeing Series. 16inin optical color I I min 1969_

The special effects that light can create on dicferent sur-
faces, textures, shapes and colors arc illustrated. Presents
colors, sharp, soft. mutts'', direct. and indirect light as they af-

,fect the senses. Contrasts frontal, side. and back lighting
techniques to dramatize how the perception of people and ob-
jects can be affected.

University Film Library, 26 Washington
NY l0003 (212-598t2251) NYU 110S20
for Perceptual LearnIngs. 16mm optical

134219 New York
Place, NeW York,
Blocks: A Medium
color 16 min 1969.

The film focuses 'on the perceptual learning, that arc in-
herent in block building and are derived from how the child
perceives the blocks with which he works and the space in
which he builds_ This is the second in a series of training films
for teachelis of early childhood education..

134252 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York. NY 1(7003 .A212-598.22511 NYU tR)S20
(S)S250 Spatial Relationships; AECOM Scales of Motorsensorl
Development Series. 16mm optical B&W 40 min 1971.

'Stages in early cognitive developmeht ace depicted in ac-
cordance with Piaget's definitions. The film reflects the
developmental changes concerning the capacity to adapt to
and comprehend properties of physical space from subjective
space within the child's visually perceived range of movement
to the stage of mental representations.

137535 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion. Inc.. 845 Main St., Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (2019947-4154) BST
tS3695 ea. A New Approach to Human Evolution. AT 17/8
IPS cassette 60 nun ca.. 1973. .

A new approach to the study of human evolutiOn is
presented in 12 parts in which concepts are carried beyond
simple biology into the areas of individual intelligence and so-
cial interaction The sciences of communication and genetics.
as well as an historical perspective are the main eontrib'utors
to this approach Topics include: (1) Introduction_ (2) Recent
Attitudes Toward Human F.Volution (31 The 'Instinct'
Problem. (4) The Biological Evolution of Intelligence_ (5) The.
Evolution of Within-Group Cooperation_ (6) Intergroup Com:
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petition and Primate Evolution. (7) The Evolution of Commu-
nication. (8) Genes and Intelligence. (9) Genes and Human
Evolution. (10) History and Human Evolution. (11) Biology.
Morality and Sixial Cohesion. (12) Summation and Cone lu-
sihns.

137572 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. do Sigma Informa-
tion. Inc:. 485 Main St.. Ft. Lcc NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(5)56.95 ca. Genius, Eminence, and Creative Behavior. AT I 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min ca.. 1973.

Dr. Albert. of Pitzcr College. discusses the elements of
genius, eminence. and creative behavior.

137584 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. do Sigma Informa-
tion. Inc.. 485 Main St.. Ft. Lcc. l'sD 07024 (201-9414154) BST
(5)36.95 What It Means to Be Intelligent. AT 17/8 IPS cassette
60 min. 1971."

Dr. J. P. Guilford. of the University of Southern California.
discusses what is meant by intelligence.

145165 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(10$17 Why Man Creates. 16mm optipal color 25 min 1969.

An exploration of human creativity ih presented. Eight
episodes (all humorous and some surrealistic) present the
process and result of inventiveness through the ages, thc
judgment of artists by the public, the dedication of scientists
to solving problems, and the celebration of the individual's
power to create. Employs animatioe, trick photography. and
symbolic dramatization.

15847 Guidance -Associates. Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)$37.50 the Adolescent Eiperience: Selling
Goals. FS 2,12 in LP color. 1972.

The adolescent experience of setting goals is discussed_ The
narrative first suggests key criteria for developing life commit-
ment; emphasizes awareness of potential, ability to examine
motivations, and willingness to make active choices. Students
evaluate the quality of decision-making in several case studies_
Audio also available in cassette.

173876 PsOhoeducational Center. Coney Island Hospital.
2601 Ocean Parkway. Brooklyn. NY 11235 (212 - 743. 4100).
CIH (RI 57.50 (Si 575 Let's Look At Sounding Out. 16mm opti-
cal B&W 11 min. 1973.

This film presents the highlights of an evaluation of the
phonic skills of a disabled 'reader. administered individually.
The evaluation of phonic skills is one part of a broad
psychoeducational battery that ism used for preiscriptiye
teaching.

173897 Parents' Magazine Films. Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
Ncw York. NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)S195 BlocksA
Medium for Perceptual LearnIngs. itimm optical color 17 min.
1969.

This is a training film for teachers of early childhood-educa-
tion. This film focuses on the perceptual learnings that are in-
herent in block building and are derived from how the child
perceives the blocks with which he works and the space in
which he builds.

06 COMMUNICATION

110232 Pyramid Film Productions. PO Box 1048. 317 Gem,
gina Ave. Santa Monica. CA 90406 PFP PR)515 (S)5120. *213-
828-7577 Acme tlit leinne optical B&W 12min. 1970
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DiscUsses man's attitude toward war and violence and his
loss of identity as he becomes absorbed iq an aimless world.
Takes place in a Parisian biStro, where no one feels or cern-
municatcs. Soqnds of the bistro are juxtaposed with the
sounds of war.

114223 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd. Orlando, FL
32833 (305-894-0921) ,AAP(5)515, Extra scripts 53.75 Body
Techniques: Two Interviews, No, 45 In series. At 3 3/4 IPS 7;
inch reel 195 min. 1969.

,
Dr. Henry Gum discusses. demonstrates. ond answers

.questions on the awareness and use of body techniques in
diagnosis and therapy. Good audio. Script for professional use
only in teaching or research.

114292 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk,, PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)$14.20 (5)5310 Impact of Teacher's
&lockers- tin Learners slid 'Learning, 16mm optical B&W 71
min. 1969.

Two instructional Modes are used to, emphasize impact of
verbal and nonverbal behaviors on learners. Guidelines for
systematic analysis of any type of teaching bchaviors are-
presented. Self-evaluation and discussion ate stressed and en-
couraged. t
114293 AAP Tape Library...4040 Wdodcock Rd., Orlando. FL
12803 (305-894-0921) AAP (5)312 Extra scripts 3.75 Individual
Gestalt Therapy: Interview with Dr. Frederick Peps. No. 31 In
series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7inch reel 35 min and 50 min, 1968.

On track one Dr. James Simkin ilhistmtes Gestalt therapy -
emphasis on the present, nonverbal communications leading ter
production of genetic material, use of the fantasy dialogue. --
with a 34-year-old actor. On track two Dr. Simldn interviews
Dr. Frederick Per's, who contributes historical and biographi-
cal material connected with the development of Gestalt
therapy and relates anecdotes of his contacts with Freud.
Marie Bonaparte. Karen Homey. Erich Fromm. and others.
Excellent audio. Script. For professional use only in teaching
Or research.

114313 University of California Extension Media Center. 2223
Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 415-642-0460 EMC (11)513
(5)51,75 VCR (R)57.40 Looking* for Me. 16mm optical B&W 29
min. 1969.

Janet Adler. dance therapist. shown working with' normal
children, autistic children, and adults. to demonstrate that
movement expUrience and awareness of one's body and body
parts are essential to normal development, that movement can
become a means of communication to nonverbal children.

114329 Time-Life Films. Time-Life Bldg.. Rockefeller Center;
New York. NY 10020 (212-556-4207) T-L (R)$23.50
PCR(R)$6.40 Movement and Time In Space. 16mm optical
B&W 30 min. 1968.

Children move and feel long before they think or talk, and
they understand concepts before they can express -them.
Teachers promote activity in 'drama and dance so that bodily
movement expresses the children's thoughts. The children

en
act.

out their fantasies. and thus make sense of experice. Desire
to learn is seen as great emotional need

124377 Psychological Cinema Register. AudidNisual Ser.
vices. Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802
(814. 865-6315) PCR (11)39.60 MOH (R)S18 (S)5325 The CoM-
munications Explosion. 16mm optical color 25 min 1968
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Technological developments such as computers. lasers, and
orbiting satellites are analyzed to lead toward an understanding
of how !emerging systems can possibly revolutionize man's
behavior patterns in daily life. The opinions of Marshall
McLuhan, John Diebold. and.cither-authorities arc,ipcluded.

1244% F'sychological Cinema Register. Audio.yisual Scr-.

vices. Pennsylvania State 'Univ.. University Pk.. PA 16802

(814.865.6315) PCR (R)S11.70 In the Company of Men. 16mm
optical B&W 52 min 1970. ",

Role playing and sensitivity training 'are shown for hardcoro
unemtiloyed Blacks and White foremen. The techniques are
implemented to establish communication between ,the two
groups in a large' autdmotive assembly plant in Gebrgia.

124342 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802
(814865.6311) PCR (R)S4.20 (S)S80 EMC (R)S9 (S)S80 Invisible
Walls. 16mm optical B&W 12 min 1969.

An experiment dealing with behavior patterns resulting from
the violation of the individual's personal space shows the de-
pendence of American social interhetion upon nonverbal tom-
municatiop. Focus is on the invisible barriers ericted by in-
dividuals approxiinately 18 inches from their bodiesiHidden
cameras record the- violation of these walls and they resulting
distress responses. Subliecitrent analysis reveitli the. patiertis
Which appear to be learned anti culturally derived. rather than
Being innate, The film observet that Americans may need to
learn new. notions about personal space as 'population pres-
sures increase.

124535 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser
vices, Pennsylvania' State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(8144365-6315) PCR (R)S4.90 (S)S87 No Cooperation. 16mm op-
tical colt)" 7 min 1969.

. Lack of communication and cooperation are showh ro leave
a supervisOr, his superiors, and those whose work he directs
dissatisfied with their work and each other. The result is frus-
tration an anger.

124012 University. of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415.642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 (S)S360 What Can We Do? 16mm optical color 30 min

1970.

Three different approaches to open communkation between
adults and the young and among the young themselves ---,arc
shown as they grope toward responsible decision-making about

drugs and life. In an eightii grade science class in Palos
Verdes. California. a teacher leads a discussion in which stu-
dents teach themselves as he moderates. Abe student teacher

Conference in San Francisco. a .child psychiatrist encourages
preteenagers to speak their minds. At an encounter session at

Damien House in San Mateo. California. college student
volunteer counselors rap with teenagers struggling to cope
with drug and family problems. The film emphasizes that

honest, unbiased avenues of communication are essential to
any effective drug abuse education program; all sides of the
drug controvcry must be Aired.

124615 Univeriity of California. Extension Media Center.

22;3 Fultiin St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S25 (S)S360 Education Gaming. l6mm optical I3&W 59 min

1970.

A televivon discussion is presented of two educational gam-
ing experts whose object has been to produce classroom
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games not merely educational but motivational beyond the
simulated world of the gam& The game discussed, played by
7-year-olds. called 'Manchester.' portrays a socioeconomic
microcosm in the English city in which specific roles are as-
signed to different individuals. The film also discusses ramifi-
cations such gimes will have in teaching, and the change this
portends in te.icher - student relationships.

121234 Tit:de-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York. NY
10011 (2$.691-2930) t -L (R)S40 (S)S400 Children Without
Words. 16mm optical color 40 min 1970.

Children who seem unable to comprehend language are stu-
died as it is shown that a surprising number of children find
the written word meaningless and are unable to decipher
Words-or numbers,. In other cases, speech.has no significance

d they react to the spoken word us if it were foreign. These
are apparently normal, bright, perceptive children. The film
reveals the problems encountered and shows c methods
being used to tench the children how to participate in a highly
literate society.

121254 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, Ne York, NY
10011 (212.691.2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Mother T gue: First
Fotindations. 16mm optical B &W 30 min 1971.

The first foundations of language are shown. B fore a child
is even able to speak, he communicates with his other, Later
only a small part of communication is verbalized.

128255 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, N w York; NY,'
10011 (212-691-2930) T-1., (R)S30 (S)S25(f Mother °nines Lan-
guage Building, 16mm optical B&W 30 min iv.

The film on language building shows the
building on the foundations laid in the home, h
to enlarge his vocabulary,, structure his sentenc
nicate his ideas.,

123256 Time-Life Filnis, 43 West 16th Street. cw York, NY
10011 412.691-29304 T-1.. (R)S30 (S)5250 Mot Tongue: Read-
ing and Writing. 16mm optical I3&W 30 min 1 1

Reading and writing are explored in a s udy of language
development. A. child.who turns to books/for pleasure-and in-
formation and who has ideas he wishes to communicate and
Make permanent in written form, is a child who learns natu-
rally to read and write.

128258 Time-Life Films, ibi West 16th Street, New York. NY

in 1971.m
10011 (212 - 691 -2930) T-L (R)S30 (Sr() Mother Tongue: The
Sensitive Tool. lernin optical B&W 3

In a study of language development, children arc shown
hecoming skilled in selecting the form of expression an.
Propriatc to the ideas they wish to express. Art, music. and
poetry bring experiences which require subtle distinction of
ti,caning: Scientific observations must be recorded in precise
a d ordered language.

1 .3274 Video Nursing Inc.. 2834 Central Street. Evanston: IL
61
i201

t312-866-64661 VNR IR313 The Generation Gap. 16mm
optical B&W 30'min 1970

,Part of a course in growth and development in the adult
years. the film studies the generation gap. Guests from widely
varied age groups discuss themselves and their beliefs. giving
insights into the communication breakdown between genera-
tions and examples of ways in which people of different age
groups respond to change.

nfant teacher
Iping the child

and commit-
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12029! Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312g866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 Communication In
the Nurse - Patient Retatiosuihip. 1 inch videotape fampex) B&W
44 Mill 1968.

An applicatkin of the problem solving approach in the study
of communications is shown in the nurse - patient relationship.
The interviewing process between a nurse and -patient is also
shown.

126307 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S10 (S)S150 Communication:
Concept and the Skill. 1 inch videotape (ampox) B&W 44 niin
1968. °

The film shows how basic concepts of communication'are
utilized by the nurse to understand behavior and to increase
skills in using herself therapeutically.

1211311 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)5150 The Suspicious Pa-
dant. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&A' 44 min 1968.

The communicational value of the suspicious patient's-
behavior with regard to his need for and capacity to profit
from a therapeutic relationship is discussed.

120312 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312466-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)$150 The Depressed Pa-
tient. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The film shows how the behavior of the depressed patient
communicates to the nurse about the patient's psychodynam-
ics and his need for interventions in the context of the nurse-
patient relationship. I

130247 University f In lane, Audiovis Center4108 s, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (81 337 7) IUV (R)SI .50 liartleby by Her-
nias Melville. H ties Series. 16mm optical color 27 min
1969.

Observations con rning Herman elville's short story.
Bartleby,' are presen cone the considerations one
man owes another as a fe man being: Portrays an em-
ployee who refuses both to w and to leave the office, and
his employer's attempts to he him. Illustrates that even when
one's rights arc being infri ed upon, one cannot escape feel-
ins compassion for others.

134232 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S20
(S)S295 Inferable Communications: Psychodrama in Group
Processes Series. 16mm optical B&W 42 min 1970.

A condensation of a two hour, spontaneous workshop ses-
sion is shown that demonstrates` the use of psychodramatic
technique to facilitate interstaft communications. The theme
concerns the working through of a.work centered relationship .
problem between the psychiatrist in charge of a psychiatric
unit and his chief resident.

135013 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ-08520 (609.448-17q) x559I) MGH (R)118
(S)S350 Circle of Love. 16mm optical color 25 min 1969.

An, encounter group is observed. °showing communication
and relating among people. The methods and problems in--
volved in the use of the encounter group technique are illus-
trated as- a means of improving interpersonal understanding
and relations.
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137535 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library,.c /o Sigma Informa;
tion, Inc., 845 Main St., Ft: Lee, NJ 07024 (201 - 947.4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ea. A New Approach. to Human Evolution. AT 17/8
IPS cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

A new approac*h to the Study Of human evolution is
presented in 12 parts in which concepts are carried beyond
simple biology into the areas of individual intelligence and so-
cial interaction. The sciences of communication and genetics,
as well as an historical perspective are the main contributors
to this approach. Topics include: (I) Introduction. (2) Recent
Attitudes Toward Human Evolution. (3) The 'Instinct'
Problem. (4) The Biological Evolution of Intelligence. (5) The
Evolution of Within-Group Cooperation. (6)Intergroup Com-
petition and Primate Evolution. (7) The Evolution of Commu-
nication. (8) Genes and Intelligence. (9) Genes and Human
Evolution. (10) History and Human Evolution. (11) Biology,
Morality and Social Cohesion. (12) Summation and Conclu-
sions.

137590, Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Verbal Communication Vents Acting Out In Group
Therapy, AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Abse; of the University of Virginia Medical Center.
discusses observations of verbs) communication versus acting
out in group therapy.

137618 Churchill Films,. 662 N. Robectson Blvd., Los An-
geles. CA 90069 (213.657-5110) CHF (S)S150 Mom, Why Won't
"'You Listen. 16mm optical color 13 min, 1971.

Problems related to parent - child communication are ex-
amined in a series of role playing episodes, stressing the na-
ture of such interpersonal relations during adolescence.
Emphasis is on ways that young people can get parents to
listen and respond to them, and the matter of picking the right
approach and moment is treated, along with the deeper aspects
of communication and understanding in the family.

137621 ChurchillFilms, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles. CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF' (S)S155 Ivan and His
Father. 16mm optical color 13 1/2 min, 1971.

The, problem -of developing a meaningful relationship
between father and son after years of lack of communication
between them is examined in a role playing episode. Stress is
on the difficulty encountered in trying to change attitudes and
habits in the parent - child relationship and the manner in
which the ad6lescent son loos about making contact with his
father. It is suggested that children and parents hold bAck their
true feelings fora variety of reasons and often only commu-
nicate on a superficial level. a habit which is difficult to break.

137700 Films Incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette. IL
60091 (312-256-47301 FIX (S)S280 Marriage. 16mm optical 25
min, 1969.

Using two, married couples, demonstrates the Gestalt
method 'if achieving a more honest communication in marriage
is demonstrated.

148936 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton SC. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S13 Capture of a Smile. 16mm optical color 13 min1969.

Shows capture of a dolphin grid studies its physical charac-
teristics and intelligence. The use of blowhole fur communica-
tion, effective sonar mechanism, behavior patterns, and
vyillingness to work with people is demonstrated.
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144271 Network for Continuing Medickl Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-5414088) VIS
(FL) Cenummications Perihelia and Progress. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 20 min, 1972:

The film examines the basis of scientific interest in the com-
munication of emotional expression in this interview. It
discusses Darwin's photographic recording of facial ewes-
sions of psychotic patients made 100 years ago, and points to
the present day uswof inexpensive sound film for permanently
recording a patient's history and treatment and the use of the
computer. For physicians' use only. Also available in other
video formats.

17008 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A; Camarillo, CA 93010
(805.4824671 x2804) TCL (R)525 (S)S115 Teaching the Un-
touchable #1. 1-inch videotape (=pea) B&W 30 min 1972.

An orientation and demonstration of total communication
-techniques in teaching the deaf retarded is presented.

170500 Telecommunications Center Library, Department- of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-424671 x.2804) TCL (R)$25 (S)315 'reaching the Ua-
l. #3., 1-inch videotape (ampex)B4y 35 min 1972.

In this film the alphabet using sign la ilgUsine is shown in ad-
dition to 100 whisk signs most commonly needed.

170904 Telecommunications center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 .x2$04) TCL (R)$25 (S)135 Total Conumaricatiom,
Wag cm Unit #34. 1 -inch videotape (*minx) B&W 20 min
1973.

An experimental project for the deaf retarded which focused
on total communications living is documented.

170507 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital. Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)$25 (S)$85 Bask Communication
Skills. 1 -inch videotape (ampex) B&W 58 min 1973.

Basic sign language vocabulary is presented. Examples of
various signs for single words are shown.

1738110 Mats Media Associates. Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)S25 (S)$350
Tnumactions. 16mm optical color 30 Min. 1974.

This film teaches how to analyze transaction to understand
not just what Is being said, but what is happening when two
people communicate. Parallel or complimentary trimmed*
proceed when the message from the parent, adult or child c
one person receives the expected response from the ego state
of another person. In parallel transactions, communication
lines are open and transactions continue. Crossed transactions
disrupt communication and occur when the transactional
response it addressed to an ego state different from the one
which-gave tlq) stimulus. A covert or ulterior transaction takes
place when a person .says dna' thing but meant, another. The
hidden messages in ulterior transactions provide the basis for
game playing.

173933 Billy Budd Films, 235 East 57th Street. New York,
NY 10022 (212-755-3968). BBB (R)S20 (S)$200 To Be a Parent.
16mm optical color 13.5 min. 1972.

Communication. or the lack of it, between teenagers and
their.parents is the subject of this film.
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173951 Mas Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St..
Baltimore. MD 2121$ (301-727-3270) MMA (R)$5 (S)S50 New
Farce. 16mm optical color I min, 1972.

This film considers the public's preoccupation with violence.
The adverse effects of commercialized media are explored...

173%1 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N: Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270),MMA (it)S15 (S)$150 Post
Ns Bilk. 16crim optical color 9 rain. 1970.

This film is a satirical apology of modern media saturated
world as it deals in mom entary fads and thereby. causes com-
plications for those dedicated to reform. A man wages a per-
sonal war against billboards. destroying them as an act of civil
disobedience, with the assistance of an old model car, a tow
chain, kerosene to start a fire, and a hatchet. He willingly goes
to jail, only to become a hero overnight. The fame his new fol-
lowing bring' trim soon turns him into an exploitable public
personality.

173%4 dais Media Associates. Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MI) 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)$10 (S)S100
MIseramundeatiMs. 16mm optical color 4 min, 1972.

This film discusses the confusion in terms between in-
dividuals confronting each other. A White hunter begs
something to eat from a cannibal and the cannibal mistakenly
thinks he wants to be something to eat. Moral; when COrnMII*
nicating, be precise in grammar. A acif- involved man con-
descends to a squeaky midget, only to find that the shattering
of his own ear has resulted in a peculiar biologicatmutation.
Moral: when communicating, be on the level. Two men share
the discovery and care pf a beautiful rose, only one does not
realize that the other intends to' eat it. Moral: Oihen cooperat-
ing. communicate first. A man with a wrapped-gift is trying to
Pain entrance to a_house and learns slowly that there is more
than one entrance, and the house turns into3t"revolving door.
Moral: when communicating, don't stop.

175714 Mass Media Associates, Inc.. 2116 N. Charles
Baltimore. MD 21218 (301-727-327,0) MMA (R)S15 (S)S135

16mm optical color 10 min, 1970.

In this film about
over

power of the critic, the power of com-
munications media over public images is considered. The issue
in turn brings up the dialectical tension between the opposing
extremes of censorship and self-indulgent editorialism.

1112%41 Instructional Dynamics Inc.. 166 East Superior St.
Chicago, IL 60611 (312. 943-1200), IDI (S)S59.50 Carl Rogers'on
Tape. AT 1.7/8 IPS cassette, 1910.

this audioupe, Dr. Carl Foots 'discusses counseling. ef.
interpersonal communication, encounter group and

self-image. Dr. Rogers also talks with Or. Paul 'Mich.

182963 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Supellor St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312. 943-1200) ID] (S)$19.50 Gewalt) Refs,
tionshlp improvement Prograrit. Al 1 7/8 IPS cassette, 1969.

GRIP (the General Relationship improvement Program)
which is a counie of sessions for two people is presented. The
tv.to people involved discover what it means to show ac-
ceptance, tespect feelings, share and respond to feelings. in-
ternalize concepts. and communicate more directly. `Phis basic
experience has the unique qualities of the one to ono relation.
ship that may be lost in the group setting.
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124312 E. R. Squibb & Sons. P. O. Box 4000. Princeton, NJ
08540 (609021-4000) SQB (FL) A Way Out. 16mm optical
color 25 min 1972.

Documents a community residential treatment program. The
program, designed for the chronic mental patient, is a hybrid
of foster family care and independent aptuent tiring. With a
minimum of supervision, small groups ofillEng-term patients
live cooperatively in three and bedroom apartments.
keeping them clean, cooking, and tilizing; in some cases
they even go out to gainful employment. A key figure in the
program is the landlord supervisor, who receives 0 sqbstantial
amount of supportive counseling from the hospital cliff. Also
important is the administration of a long acting antipsychotic
drug, for which the patients return to the hospital `twice a
month.

a

124011 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berl ley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
4R)59 Role of the Neighborhood Worker. Neighborhood Worker
Training Film Series. 16mm optical color 20 min 1968.

The activities of a model neighborhood worker arc followed
as he helps several residents obtain jobs, medical aid: and
school counseling. When a street accident demonstrates' the
need for adequate recreation areas, the worker helps residents
organize an independent community grourrtb get action from
the city government.

1..

124182 University of California...Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA '94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Working with People. Neighborhood Worker Training
Film Series. 16mm optical color 20 min 1968.

Shows font heighborhood Workers -- two demonstrating the
correct manner in which Lo approach residents and two show-
ing the wrong way_ Urges that the worker employ canunon
sense, counesy, and genuine resilect for the people he encoun-
tern.

124883 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Resident Participition. Neighborhood Worker. Training
FlJm Serici.'16mrn optical color 20 min 1968.

Demonstrates how the neighborhood worker can promote
!active involvement in agencies affecting the neighborhood. en-
roll residents in crpportuitity programs. tell them how they may
attain policy making positions, and help them form their own
action organizations. Stresses that the neighborhood worker's
role is mainly advisory.

124884 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Knowing your Neighborhood. Neighborhood Worker
Training Film Series. 16mm optical color 20 min 1968.

Shows how a neighborhood worker can obtain an intimate
knowledge of his area, its physical resources, and the
problems of its residents. Follows a worker as lie gains infor-
mation from the many sources at his disposal- Stresses know-
ing as many residents as possible, not only the spokesmen and
keymetnbers of the community, but children,, shoppers, clinic
outpatients, and parkbench sitters

124914 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R.1$9 People and Power. Organizing for Power: Minsky Ap-
proach Series:16mm optical B&W 17 min 116n.

,o

An introduction is given to Saul Alinsky's work views, his
social philosophy, and some of the dynamics if organizing
communities to enhance or estbblish participatory democracy.
intiudes discussion with a church Conference, a group' of
Canadian Indians. and a filmmaker

Soloctoil Audiovisuals

124915 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA )4720 (415.642-0460) EMC
(R)512 Deciding to Organize. Organizing for Power: Alinsky Ar
proach Series. 16mm optical B&W 34 min 1968. -

A disciission with Saul Alinsky is pretented, in t.thich he ex-
plains his methods to a group of concerned citizens, both
Black and White, who arc interested in enhancing participato-
ry democratiy in their area. Discussed are contnictual rterange-
ments. the creation' of issues, the role and importance of an
enemy to organize against, the need to break down rationalize-
dons, and hnw to recognize and develop local leaders, In-
cludes description of his testIng,the group for its willingness to.
accept the ethical and tactical consequences of his approach to
orgtnizing. and members struggling to decide if they want to
accept his help

124916 'University of California. Extension- Media Center,
2223 Fulton %t.. Berkeley. CA-94720 (415-642-0460) FIMC
(R)S13 Building an Organization. Organizing for Power: Aliiaky
Approach Series.' lamm optical B&W 38 min 1968 -

Shows the obstacles encountered by 1U ILD, a Black, coin-
munitylirganizatioa in Boffaio. and the methods suggested by
Saul A inky for solving them_ Discusses the tactics /of the
first contacts with the power structure, and Aliiiskls sug-
gestion that such groups ,cannot accept equality) iit take
deliberate steps to achieve it tin their own,

124918 Universi0 of California. Extension Med Center,
2223 Fulton St . Berkeley. CA' 94720 (415. 642-0, ) EMC
(R)515 Continuing Responsibility. Organizing for Power: Alin-
sky Approach Series. 16mm optical B&W 43 min 1968 t

Observations are presented on the Woodlawn Organization
(rw in Chicago as evidence that ongoing organizations
firmly rooted in the local establishment can be created Three
years after Saul Ahnsky and his Organizers have left. strong
local leaders continue to mobilize grassroots participation.
Some broad questions arc raised and discussed' whether there
has bcen,-any real change in the taco: whether a community
based organization 'can make a significant impact on such
problems as unemeloyment; if the conflict generated by the
group's organizers was really necessary-, and whether there are
other approaches to organizing communities for participatory
democracy.

127747 University, of Indiana. Auditxvisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812.337-8087) WV (R)S3,35 (S)575 Roosevelt
City. 16mm optical B&W 9 mitt 1968

Describes the, program of selfdtheratination in Roosevelt
City which is a newly-incoporated all 'Back city in Mpbra.

'Because the city has very little mo . all government dB-,
calls and thocc providing community services. such as the po-
lice. etc unpaid It is stressed that there is an attcprit. to' make
all "people desire to be involved in the operation of city
government.

128304 Video Nursinginc . 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (112-866-6460) VNR (R)520 tS)5150 The Nurse InCom-
munity Psychiatry. I inch videotape (=pet) B&W 44 min
1968
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Current trends in, preventive, therapeutic, and rehabilitation
mental health programs for the nurse at the community level
are discussed.

'
128305 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (M-2-866-6460) VNR (R)$20 (S)5150 The Nurse's Role in
Changing Mental Health Programs. 1 inch videotape (ampex)
11/tW 44 min 1968.

Specific community mental. health programs are discussed in
terms of the nurse's role, such as in\risis intervention and fol-
lownp care.

130270 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming -
ton, 1N47401 (812-337-808.7) JUV (R)$7.75 Horizon House. To
Save Tomorrow Series. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969.

A description is presented of Horizon House, a rehabilita-
tion center Wising to help former mental patients whl volun-
tarily stay in. hospitals because they fear loneliness. Shows
how the program uses the community resources, staff, and ex-
patienti to help them overcome this fear. Emphasizes the ac-
tive, part; a community must play in the reintegration process
and includes description of community teams visiting patients
in their homes and a community 'worker as ombudsman
between the patient and the community.

145135 University of California,. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton' St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 VD: A Call to Action. can to Action Series. 16mm opti-
cal color 27 nun 1969.

Documents a typical workday' of an epidemiologist as she
(trek, down venereal disease carriers through interviews and

- police files: Provides factual information on syphilis Ind
gonorrhea, and shows how one community works to control

t' these diseases.

. .0 145173 University of California,' Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) AMC
(R)$35 Year ol the Conununes. 16mm optical color 54 min 1970.

Reveals the lifestyles found on different kinds of communes
in America. Traces the history of communal settlements from
the Pilgrims to the present. Reviews the seasons for their sues

.. cess or failure, and comments on how many utopian en-
deavors have resulted in idealistic demise. Includes a wide
variety of communities of the 1970s that stress sensitivity
training, n.y, sticism, group marriage, religious messianism,
family closeness, drug orientation, or grassroots idealism.
Points out that commune dwellers are not limited to longhairs
or people under 30, and documents the widespread urge of
many Americans from different backgrounds to create al-
ternateand more satisfying lifestyles.

158383 Association Films, 600 Grand Ave., Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201-943-8200) RCH (FL)
Troubled Kills: the Mental Hospital School and the Community.
23 min B&W, 1970.

The curriculum for disturbed children and adolescents of the
Winterode School of Crownsville (MD) is described. A fully
accredited 12 grade school, Winterode educates problem chil-
dren from the surrounding community as well as its own,
young hospital patients. The teachers are part of the ttierapeu,
,tic team, meeting freqUently with pie professional staff. The
interplay between hospital, community, 'and school is

described.
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158385 Association Films, 600 Grand Ave., Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201-943-8200) RCH (FL)
Changing the Boundaries ci the Mental Hospital. 28 min B&W,
1970.

A documantary reports on Bronx (NY) State Hospital's pro-
gram of providing continuity care to people who might or-
dinarily get lost betiween state hospitals and coma runty agen-
cies. Examples of solutions to psoblerms include geriatric pa-
tients living independently in an apartment house; group'
discussions in aftercare clinics; staff socializing with Spanish
speaking patients, making home visits in teams, and working
with the police to prevent needless hospitalization.

158395 American Psychiatric Association, 1700 18th St.,
Washington, DC 20009 (201-943-8200) RCH FL Maintaining
Mental Health through the, Community Health Center. 29 min
B&W,'1971.

The use of the community mental health center to aid in
maintaining mental health is discussed. Exactly how the total
health program is woven into the life of the community is
demonstrated. Aspects of the program include physical and
dental examinations`, baby sitting servicesoraining of ancillary
personnel, screening for emotional problems, and participation
of community leaders and members. .

158'40. 0 Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, Hanover, NJ 07936 (201 -386-
1000) SAN (FL) The State Hospital and Mental Delivery Facili-
ties in the Community. 20 min color, 1971. -

An introducation to some aspects of community psychiatry
is presented. A tour of the various services provided by the
Cleveland Psychiatric Institute is presented. Intended primarily
for professional audiences.

158401 Applied Human Service SVstems, Heller Graduate
School, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02154 617-647-
2944 AHS (S)$210 (R)$50 Whither or Wither Mental Health.,:30
min color, 1971.

The application of systems. technology to community mental
health is discussed. The ways in which human Systems, such
as prisonS, welfare, and education, are interrelated is
described. Human service systems Are also fragmented, creat-
ing new problems and aggravating others.

158420 Association Films, 600 Grand AVe., Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201-943-8200) RCH (FL)
Partnerships with Patients and the Community. 25 mkt B&W,
1973.

A program at Seattle's Harborview Community Mental
Health Center, whereby-partnerships are formed between pa-
tients and mental health workers, is discussed. Patients are
represented at staff meetings by a patient board and all of the
&enter's programs are developed according to the way the pa-
*Ms perceive theii needs. Aspects of the program include
family development, aftercare help, a day nursery for patients'
children, and a system whereby patients pay for their care
through service rather than money.

160052 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.75 To Live and MovE
According to Your Nature Is called Love. To Save Tomorrow
'Series. 16mm optical B&W 29 min (969.

The leader of the Southern Christian Leadership Conferefice
and the coordinalor of an experimental project in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania are featured; as they attempt to organize re-
sidents to cope with community problems. Theorizes that so
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cial problems contribute to mental health and indicates that the
problems must be identified and solutions foreseen before real
inroads to mental health can begin. Points out that widespread
interest and organization are necessary to begin finding solu-
tions.

164257 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(FL) Nyeldatrie Day Hospital in ii General Hospital. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 15 min, 1972.

The activities of the day hospital are described. Patients
receive psychiatric care while they maintain their Dimity rela-
tionships. The techniques used to accomplish this and the
manner in which the hospital provides the care with minimum
funds and staff are revealed. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other video formats.

st
164241 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 11
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-54141088) VIS
(FL) Creating a New Image /or Mental Hospitals. 3/4 inch

`videocassette B&W 27iirtim, 1972.

Eradication of, the snake pit'image of the. state hospital is
discussed. Scenes of Mental Health Week activities at the
hospital show a patient fashion show and a dance number.
Operation Friendship, a program providing people in the com-

nity with an opportunity to invite patients into their 'homes
as guests for a day is described. The program covers other
subjects such as Mglischool volunteers who db projects with
the patients, and a speaker phut providing panels,of patients

talk to hie school and service *ratans. For physicians' use
Aisit available in other video formats.

164265 Network for Continuing Medical Education,
Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(FL) Maintaining Mental Health Through the Community
Health Center. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 26 min, 1972.

The Film describes a total health care program being run in
Southeast Philadelphia, putting psychiatry and medicine into
the mainstream of health care. By offering the service of a
neighborhood health center to treat patients with physical dis-
ease, they ale also providing training programs for lab teclun-
clans and other allied health positions. Those with emotional
problems are referred ,to the day hospital at the communit,
mental health center for treatment. 'The program illustrates
how the neighborhood health center operates its outreach ser-
vice, nursery, and referral system. A group session at the
community mental health center is included. For physicians'
use only. Also available in other video formats.

144266 Network - for Contintfing Medical Education, -15
Columbus Circle, New York, 'NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(FL) Man Must Work. 3/4 inch videocassette color 15 min.
1972.

The work therapy program called CHIRP (Community
Hospital Industrial Rehabilitation Program), being conducted
at the Veterans Administration Hospital ins Brockton, Mast
sactusetts is described. It shows hoW patients are assigned to
jobs which enable them to participate in one of society's basic
economic functions -- productive work: For physicians' use
only. Also available in ()their video formats.

164275 Network for Continuing Medical Education, .15,
/Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-80118) VIS
(FL) Changing the Boundaries of the Mentle Hospital. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 29 min. 1972

;I 1i
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The film explores the interrelationships between the State
Mental Hospital and the community mental health centers.
These centers, staffed by specially trained personnel, are
shown actively fulfilling important roles in the mental health
services of the community. For physicians use only. Also
available in other video formats.

06 CRIME AND DELINQUENCY

114390 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212-CI4-8300) NBC (R)S25 (S)S500
This Child is Rated X. 16mm optical cohir 52 min, 1971.

Predicates abuse of child's rights in court and inequities in
juvenile justice. Focus on two situations: the serious offender
and the minor offender. Shows how children from bOth
categories usually wind up in the same facilities. Suggests new
awareness will lead to reform.

124711 %University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) ,,EMC

,SR)S8 RJV (R)S3.35 (S)S75 Life on Death Row. 16mm optical
B&W 9 min 1968.

The experience of living in a cell on Death Row in Cantor-
.-ma s San Quentin prison is presented. Prisoners give their

views on life while forced to confront, themselves with the
constant awareness of impending execution. Most are in-
trospective. witipptementS cogent and tinted with fatalism.

1247M University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94120 (45-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Revolving Door. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1968.

A well-documented, look is taken at America's treatment of
the petty offender, the mechanism of the lower courts, and
conditions in Jocal lairs. The kind of production' line justice
necessary to get people through the lower courts is
along with how local jails serve as schools for crime. Tradi-
tional, punitive jail conditions are graphically contrasted with
more modern jails. Work release programs are depicted, show-
ing on the job training of offenders. A strong and effective
probation system and diagnostic clinics that would help judges
make more constructive decisions are 2,±..-_,cated.

12.41106 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223' Fulton St.. Berkeley; trA. 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 Shotgun Joe. Portrait Series. 16mm optical. color 25 min
1970.

A White teenager in a refuthiatOry talks flippantly in street
language about his crimes, his early life, problems with his
family, his fierce devotion to his sister, and his future. He
reveals himself with openness as he tells of being nicknamed
'Shotgun Joe because of his tendency to club people with a
sawed-off shotgun. He serves as an altar boy, is satisfied with
reformatory life, and dreams of becoming a successful
criminal upon rfelease. Interviews with psychiatrist, warden,
guard. his mother, and his sister attest to his rebelliousness,
good humor, quick wit, outgoing nature, and leadership quali-
ties.'-

124889 University of California. Extension Media Center.
,,,,2223 Fulton Berkeley, C.4ti, 94720 (415-64I,0460) -EMC

(0$20 No Gun Towers, No Fences. 16mm optical color 30 min
1970.

A description is presented of the Robert F. Kennedy Youth-
Center in Morgantown, West Virginia. a minimum security
federal institution that seeks to change its students' behavior
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by stressing freedom and responsibility. Glass walls replace
Iron bars and mountains substitute forsYences. Demonstrates
how responsibility is rewarded with bonus points -- the

center's currency and how students with similar behavioral
problems are classifieil and grouped in living quarters or cot-
tages.

124891 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 (S)S180 No Jail Can Change Me. 16mm optical B&W 30
min 1969.

.. -
An interview is presented with'a 21-year-old Black man,

who has spent all but a few scattered months of his life since
the age of 10 in correctional institutions, and a counselor from
a nonsectarian agency that provides counseling to inmates and
their families. The interview data, following, six months of
regular interviews, is gathered in a county jail preparatory to
the inmate's reletse.lt deals with his childhood in a San Fran-
cisco ghetto, the problems arising from the lightness of his
skin. Experiences at school and in penal institutions', problems
with his wife, his search for masculine identity and for control
of his life, and his view of acceptable behavior after release
from jail.

124936 University of California: Extenpion Media Center,
2223 Illton St., Berkeley, CA* 94720 (485-642-0460) EMC
(R)$14 Play It Cool: Question of Control. 16mm optical color
15 min 1970.

Methods of training policemen toward a better rapport with
local citizens are described, stressing that the policeman's at-
titude or apparent attitude toward people he is confronting on
the street can increase or decrease their hostility, particularly
in a crowd. Dramatizations are given of three typicid situa-
tions, showing two ways of handling each: one in which the-
officer is belligerent and aggressive, the other in which he is
relaxed, not threatening. When the officer seems-to be avoid-
ing a subjective reaction, the outcome is smoother, less tense.
and hostility is dissipated.

124933 University of California, Extension Media Center.
'2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S17 Polk* and the Community. 16mm optical color 24 Min
1969.

A look at the problems law enforcement officers face in
dealing with th e! community is-presented from a policeman's

kpoint of yiew. The film is devoted in large measure to recruit-
ment, especially of young Blacks. Discusses the policeman's
role in the ghetto and the dangers of., an arrest in a hostile
neighborhood. Examples are given of types of work available.
including crime lab, maintenance, and detective work.

124941 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$15 Police Unit. 16mm optical color 24 min 1968.

The working of two young policemen -- one Black and one
White -- who patrol a .28 mile area of Los Angeles is

described. Portrays, an eight hour .=+.ift in which the two of-
ficers investigate 17 calls- and make one arrest: Tells about
their motivation to become policemen, and their in- Service in-
centives. study and promotion, detailing routine and rare dan-

pfous moments.

124953 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC
(R)$18 Prison. 16mm optical B&W 58 min 1971

!.,
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Conditions and life in a large county jail and rehabilitation
center in Pennsylvania are documented. The warden is shown
to be concerned, with conditions and treatment of prisoners.
Shows some of the warden's improvements. Reviews the mag-
nitude of the prison problem in the United States and shows
the increase of White middle class prisoners, while most of the
remaining inmates ate poor and Black.

123231 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S50 (S)$400 The Chair. 16mm op-
tical B&W 54 Min 1969.

A young attorney questions whether a murderer becomes
rehabilitated sitting in the Death House for nine years awaiting
electrocution and, if so whether his sentence should bc com-
muted to life. The attorney answers each affirmatively, then
undergoes the proceedings of a successful plea to the Parole
Board wjth Louis Nizer at his side.

123239 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)$35 (S)$350 The Eqintion of
Murder. 16mm optical color 32 min 1969.

In an examination of the causes of murder, three murderers
tell their stories' and the subject is discussed by psychologists,
psychiatrists, criminologists°, sociologists, geneticists, and'
economists. It is shown that only one-third of all murderers
are insane, that the rest are normal but kill when the situation
is extreme, that social factors (poVerty, racial conflicts,
etc.)colint in the percentage of murders in society, and that, no
actual murder takes place until it has been committed in t
tasy. The experts state the equation of murder: heredity
experience + circumstances of the moment. The question is
asked if, knowing the equation, whether murder can be
prevented. A number of experts in the study believe that it
can.

128250 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10091 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S25 (S)S250 A Man Apart The
Murderer. 16mm optical B&W 35 min 1971.

Murder. is explored in a film which shows interviews of ac-
tual murderers as well as families and friends of both mur-
derers and victims. The viewpoint of convicted murderers who
have been,paroled is also shown. Facts are given about mur-
derers in general: one third commit suicide, one third are
found insane, and one sixth have their crime reduced to man-
slaughter on the grounds of mental incompetence. More than
half of all murderers kill someone in their own family, and in
many other cases the murderer and the victim know each
other.

130236 'University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.25 Achievement Place.
16mm optical B&W 29 min 1970.

The function of Achievement Place, a foster home for
delinquent boys. is explained. Demonstrates how behavioral
science techniques are used -via point and merit systems to
enable the boys to achieve a measure of self-control.
Emphasizes the importance' of' academic achievement in a
boy's success at the home. Notes that after a period of time,
the boy and parents become more receptive to each other
thrbugh a series of weekend visits to the family home.

130283 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-80871 IUYAR)S13.50 Justice? 16mm op-
tical B&W 59 min 1971.
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Using interviews with prisoners, students, defense attor.
neys, ands others, the emblem of insuring Black justice in
American courts and prisons is examined. Presents the views.
of prisoners in San Quentin and Soledad on the racist and
dehumanizing conditions 'within both prisons. Emphasizes the
cases of Angela Davis and The Soledad Brothers.

1302SI3, University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S11 New Weapons Against
Crime. Twenty-first Century Seriel. 16mm optical color 25 min
1968.

A discussion is presented on law enforcement and civil
liberties, along with illustration of many new weapons added
to the modem 'police armament supply. These include use of
computers, 'voice print spectrographs, olfactronics (the new
science of chemical signatures), neutron activation procedures
for fingerprint analysis, electronic bugging devices, MACE.
riot control foam, and others. Several exampleS are included
to show their Me.

130309 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton,-IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S8 Search and 1Prcvacy.
Bill of Rights Series. 16mm optical color 22 min 1969.

Three episodes are presented to highlight 'the dual role of
police in apprehending criminals and at the samo time protect
an individual's rights from unreasonable search and invasion
of privacy. Focuses on a suspected narcotics peddler and ef-
forts by police to make an arrest. Questions. the reasonable-

% ness of search methods and the use of electronic surveillances

0.

135002 McGraw Hill Book Co.. College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown4 NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MOH (R)S14
(S)S200 Little White Crimes. 16mm optical B&W 28 min 1968.

An illustration of little white crimes depicts a successful
young businessman who overextends his financial resources
and then, in order to extricate himself from them, finds he
must turn to questionable methods to solve his financial
problems. The films deals with questions of ethics and the
pressures that can affect one's overall attitude, not only in
business but in life in general.

137550 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201. 9474154) BST
(S)$6.95 ca. Practical Consideration of Psychiatry and Law. AT
1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

Some practical considentans regarding the role of
psychiatry in criminology and law' enforcement arc examined
in six parts. Focus is on preservation of confidentiality, pre-
dicting criminality, courtroom procedure. the process of com-
mitting the juvenile . offender, and therapeutic abortion.
Specific topics include: (1) Introduction to Psychiatry and
Law: The Psychiatrist as Consultant in Civil and Criminal
Law. (2) The Psychiatric Interview in Forensic Psychiatry:
The Psychiatrist in the Courtroom. (3) Competency and
Responsibility: Mental Illness and the Criminal Process. (4)
Psychiatr)c Predictions' or Violent and Criminal Behavior:
Myths Regarding the Sex Offender. (5) The Role of Psychiatry
in Civil Legal. Proceedings: Commitment Procedures. (6) The
Psychiatrist as Consultant in Juvenile Criminal Proceedings
and Therapeutic Abortion: Confidentiality and Privilege Mal-
practicepractice Considerations.

1376011 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
IR)S24 (5)$395 I'm O.K. 16mm optical color 33 min, 1973,

ss
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A report is presented on the Stockton (California) Communi-*
ty Parqle Center's intensive treatment

rigors
program pilot

study. The physical and psychological rigors of .a 26 day, 100
mile wilderness survival program for delinquent boys art
recorded. The program participants were eight wards of the
state (volUnteers primarily from inner city environments, agett.
16 to 1). two parole center staff members, and technical per-
sonne . n addition to description of the expedition, biographi-
cal notes on the members are included, as well as self-reports
on the experience by the participants. The group experience
included learning about rock climbing and rappelling,,, first aid
training, and learning to. collect forage foods. Ss also learned

.to conduct evening transactional analysis group therapy ses-
sions, and at the end of the program thcy had to endure a
rigorous three day solo survival test.

137630 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza,, New York. NY 10020 (212-C10-8300) NBC (R)S13
(S)$275 The.Great Store War. 16mm optical color 25 min, 1971.

Discusses shtiplifting in American business today. The
tional average, for losses used to be .5% and today it is closer
to 2.5%. Merthants in large urban areas estimate thc pilfering
of 85 to 150 million dollars worth of merchandise each year.
Some is stolen by employees, sonic by customers. In many
stores, hoses have risen as high as 8 Retailers arc trying to
counter the invasion of lioplifters by bolstering security
staffs, using complex electronic equipment and taking a hard
line on arrests and prosecutions.

137635 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7;83001 NBC (R)513,.
(S)$2:75 Super Cop. 16inm optical color 25 min, 1970.

Frank Rizzo discusses police - community relations in
Philadelphia. Rizzo, often eescribed as a general, commands
his force of 7.000' men with strength and conviction. He uses
any device from guard dogs and mobile arsenal trucks to files
on demonstrators and sensitivity training to keep the commu-
nity within the bounds of law and order

137660 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. New York, NY 10020 1212-CI-7-8300) NBC 112413
(5)5275 The Insiders. Hanni.optical colo4.2.2 min. 1970.,

A convict filmmaker at the Missouri State Penitentiary
documents the unique society of a pri.o.is The members of
this society try to make their fives a little more endurable by

, having hustles or jots to earn the extras that help camouflage
the reality of their situations. Lonely and bored, the prisoners'
conversations center around drugs. sex and plans to escape
Very rarely do their thoughts or activities in prison lead
toward a constructive rehabilitation. .
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137661 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. .30 Rockefeller
Plaza. New York. NY 10020 (212-C1-7-8300) NBC tRi$10
iiSt$180 In the Name of theLLaw. l(inpn optical color 14 min.
1968_

.

Discusses the etiology of the breakdown of law and order in
our cities_ Lhwabiding people are now saying that they no
longer feel safe in the streets, their own neighborhoods,
Many see urban America as a sot ty of Blacks against Whites
where each sees what happens differently; neither understands
the other. The people of the slums sec the police as an army
of occupation. The police are caught in an angry crossfire
between Black rage and White fear.
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137666 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)$19
(S)S400 Dark Corner of Justice. 16mm optical color 38 min,

1970.

Points out that many prisoners in county jails are innocent.
They are people who have not yet had a trial. In the American
justice system, people are not guilty until proven so by a court
of law. Yet these prisoners, suffer under the worst of condi-
tions while availing trial. They are held in buildings that are
old, overcrowded, and badly designed. They have few decent
facilities for the basic necessities of life, let alone for recrea-
tion and rehabilitation. They are kept in a caged environment.
For those who le proved guilty, what could be the beginning
of a Constructive path to readjusted attitudes and a better life
becomes a place where frustration and hostility build.

137736 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw -Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd

Street, New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(S)S11 Crime, Law and Order. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 42 min,

1970.

The problems of law enforcement in. the' cities and their Im-
provement through modernization of police departments and

of techniques.

145127 University of California. Extension Media Canter,

2223 Fulton St. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$23 Trial: City and County of Denver Versus Luren R. Wat-
Was. Fourth and Final Day. 16n)m optical B&W 90 min 1970.

In a documentary of .an actual courtroom trial (Lauren R.

Watson, former deputy minister of defense of the Black
Panther Party being tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice officer) the closing arg(iments for both sides and judge's
instructions to jury, 'which deliberates for two hours arc
presented. During dcliberatiod judge, arresting officer, both at-

torneys, and defendant are interviewed. Watson states that,
win.or lose, verdict means nothing because jury was not com-
posed of his peers, and that if he wins it is only because he
had a good lawyer an advantage denied to most poor people.
After verdict of acquittal is returned, some jury members are
also interviewed to determine why they voted as they did.

145129 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$23 trial: City and County of Denver Versus Lauren St.

Viasson.b Second Day. 16mm optical B&W 90 min 1970. 4.

In a documentary of an actual courtroom trial (Lauren R.
Watson, former deputy minister of defense of the Black
Panther Party being tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice officer) the examination and cross-examination of arrest-
ing officer and a fellow patrolman the only prosecution wit-
nesses is shown. Defense attorney fidds conflicting statements
in the two officers' testimony and tries to prove that Watson

was not resisting because he twice stopped his- ear and talked
with police prior to his arrest. Discusses amount of force po-
lice have right to use during arrests.

145140 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S18 Voices Insides. First Tuesday Series. 16mm optical color

22 min 1969.

Voices of men and women in US prisons express their
feelings as they show how they live in abject degradation and
humiliation. Comments by Dr. Karl Menninger are presented

as he speaks to the National Council on Crime and Dclinquen-
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cy. Within the 'prisons it is shown that brutality and filth per-
petuate hate, that poor food, inadequate medical care, sexual

frustration and lack of mental stinlulation dehumanize people,
and that solitary confinement leads to warped thinking.

148901 University of California, Extension Media 'Cete`'13'
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-04691AMC .

(R)S9 Black ,Cop. Black Journal Film Series. 16titm optical
B&W 15 min 1969.

Explores relationship of Black policemen to Black communi-
ty in Harlem and Los Angeles. Interviews reveal hosthity
toward Black police, who are seen as protecting a White
system badly in need of change or as seeking the instant
authority of a badge. Shows two Black polidemen on routine
patrol, as well as during some tense arrests. Includes,inter-
views with Black police.

148960 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Enka; St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S29 Besieged Majority. 16mm optical color 53 min 1970.

Deals with issue of urban crime from point of view of those
who have been robbed, assaulted, and burglarized. Examines a
Philadelphia neighborhood where such crimes ate Increasing at
an alarming rate, and sugfests political consequences of the
growing fears of-large numbers of people.

149164 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S23. Trial: City and County of Denver Versus Laren R. Wat-
son. Third Day. 16mm optical B&W 90 min 1970.

In a documentary of an actual courtroom trial (Lauren R:
Watson, former deputy minister of defence of the Black
Panther Party being tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice officer) the defense presents witnesses after making mo-
tion for judgmeht of acquittal, which calms interference
charge to be dropped for lack of evidence. Defense witnesses,
including defendant, try to show that, he was being harassed
and did not resist arrest. In post trial interview defense attor-
ney states that trial has political as well as judicial significance
and that class justice must be eliminated.

158379 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
Ncw York, NY 10020 (212-247-8300) NBC (S)S275 (R)S12.75
Voices'Inside. 22 min color. 1970.

A brief look at the American penal system is presented,
consisting of prison scenes and interviews interspersed with
shots of Dr. Karl Menninger addressing the annual banquet of
the National Council on Crime and Delinquency. Dr. Men-
ningher's views on the dehumanizing effects of contemporary

1,prisons arc given heightened emphasis when placed side by
side with the prisoners' comments about filthy cells, guards'
brutaltiy. inadequate food, sexual frustration, and lack of
anything meaningful to do.

158398 Association Films. 600 Grand Ave., Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Libraiy (201. 943-8200) RCH (FL) In-
stead of Prisons: Rehabilitating Offenders. 26 min B&W. 1971.

The unique rehabilitation program for criminal offenders and
juvenile delinquents at Rochester State Hospital in Minnesota
is described. The program is called PORT. which stands for
Probationcd Offenders Rehabilitation and Training, and is a
community based and sponsored treatment plogram that has
been designed as an analogue in the corrections field to the
mentai,hcalth center in the field of psychiatry. The core of the

PORT program is theoroup,process and the pressure it exerts
;) 1
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on each. member. One result is a decrease in acting out
behavior and* increase in internal ccmtrOl.

1411115 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S50 (S)S400 Pete and Johnny.
16mm optical B&W 54 din 1969.

'A reformed Harlem' hood agonizes in his efforts td reha-
bilitate present day juvenile gangs. His patticular challenge is
Johnny, who must resolve the dilemma: to relinquish his role
as gang leaderand go, straight, or to continue his present in-
evitable course.

. 144363 Network' for Continuing Medical Education, 15
r. Columbus Circle, New York, NY' 10023. (212341-8088) VIS

(FL) Instead of Prim*: Rehabilitating Offenders. 3/4 latch
videocassette B&W 27 on, 1972.

The film describes the PORT program (Probation Offenders
Rehabilitationbimd Training) which has been instituted at the
Rochester...State Hospital. It is felt that criminal behavior is
brought about by feelings of hopelessness and helplessness,
and the PORT program tries to ovcrvcome these attitudes. The
PORT program facility is almost totally governed by the in-
mates themselves. They select who should be accelerated into
the progtrun and are responsible for enforcing their own rules.
The clients of the PORT program keep their jobs, pay for
room and board, support their families and pay taxes while
they are in this program. For physicians' use only. Also availa-
ble in other video formats.

164317 International Film Bureau Inc., 332 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604 (312-4274545) IFB
(R)$17.50(S)S325 Two Years or More. 16mm optical color 27
min, 1973.

The penitentiary system on the local and federal level is
preknted and the difference between the old penitentiaries-
which' still exist and the more modern structures which pro-
vide better physical facilities, and programs designed to aid in
prisoner rehabilitation are explained. -The film follows a typical
prisoner through reception and incarceration and gives the
basic facts about prison life. Since a large percentage of
prisoners becqmc repeaters, the problems a prisoner'fices on
release are presented: society's-reluctance to take him back,
an employer's unwillingness to hire him, and his own disorien-
tation toward the demands of daily life and work.

164323 International Film Bureau Inc., 332 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604 (312-427-4545) IFS (R)S12.50
(S)2165 Inmate Training -- Part 1, 16mm optical B&W 30 min,
1968.

The exhibit of carnest'efforts by prison personnel to fathom
the problems of the inmates in adjusting to confinement and
institution routine, and to provide alternate activities for reha-
bilitation is shown.-

164324 International Film Bureau Inc., 332 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, 'IL 60604 (312-427-4545) IFB (11)512.50
(S)5165 Pre-release. 16mm optical B&W 26 min. 1968.

The procedures for preparing inmates -psychologically for
release arc described. Clothing, family, and jobs are con-
sidered, as well as temptations that might affect the decision
do live within the law. tp

164325 International Film Bureau Inc., 332 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604 (312-427-4545) IFB (R)$12.50
(S)$165 The Prison Community. 16mm optical B&W 29 min.
1968.
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A window on an inmate community is given, showing the in-
mates' relationship to the staff as well as among themselves.

164324 International Film Bureau Inc., 332 &nth Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604 (312-427-4545) IFB (R)312.50
(S)$165 Ilacepdom 16mm optical B&W 28 min, 196$.

ProCedures for receiving new inmates at. regional centers for
examination and alloc.sition among the various institutions arc
illustrated. Differences'in character, intelligence and training.
of prisoners are shown, as well as in attitudes of prison staff.

164327 International Film Bureau Inc., 332 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604 (312-427-4545) IFB (R)512.50
(S)$165 Types of Inmates. 16mm optical B&W 31 min, 1968.

Some of the basic types-of priminal personality which a
penitentiary officer is likely to encounter among inmates is
shown and an attempt is made to impart an understanding of
these classifications.

164326 International Film Bureau Inc., 332 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604 (312-427-4545) IFS 1R)S12.50
(S)$165 Swasrejolun. 16nUrt optical B&W 28 min, 1968.

Efforts of a parole officer in helping paroled prisoneks ad-
just to the outside world are shown. The film follows the ad,
justment of an aging and tired man more in need of protection
than supervision, and a younger man, more demanding of ilk
and so more tempted. Difficulties which are considered in-
clude returning to the family, dealing with the prison record
stigma, and living within the terms of the parole.

165715 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MOH (S)SI I Crime and
the Criminal. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 26 min, 1970.

An analysis of the major causes of crime, in order to gain
an understanding of criminal behavior and methods of preven-
tion.

170564 Department of Motion Picture Productiods, MPS,
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602 BYU (R)S15.90
(S)$265 Four Gray Walls. 16mm optical color 29 min 1973. --

Four Gray Walls is a film about a program that has been
called one of the most significant advancements to be made in
prison reform in the last 200 years. At the Utah State Nikon,
160 convicts participating in the program have been released in
a period of over 4 years with only two returning. This recidiv-
ism rate of less than 2% compared to, 80% nationally has
gained the attention of penologists and sociologists world
wide. ..

17056, ABC' Media Concepts, 1330 Avenue of the Americas.
New York, NY 10019 (212-581-7777) ABC (R)S35 (5)5350
Young Convicts: Prison In the Streets, 16mm optical color 36
min 1972.

This film fakes a look at some alternatives 10 prison in,
operation .in California and Massachusetts, two states that are
attempting to implement such alternatives. Arguments for and
against this philosophy are presented by articulate officials.
Examples include homes where group therapy sessions arc an
integral part of house activity, halfway houses, foster homes,
intensive probation programs, and parole programs using
volunteers. The financial and rehabilitative advantages of such
programs are discussed by officials from the two states. The
film talks about close community agency ties and the possibili-
ties of implementing a system of coordinated services within
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the community to avoid imprisonment if at all possible. It
shows counselors, psychiatrists, social workers. and volun-
teers working to help the offender while keeping him in his

` own or a near normal environment.

273941 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St..
Baltimore; MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)125 iSiSZOO
Teach listg and learning In a particular world. 16mm pptical
color 50 min. 1972.

This film considers the possibilities for chango within and
outside the educational system. One advocate believes the
system workable with inherent .changes. another thinks the

system is destructive. An experimental program, for *former
prison inmates and drug addicts is shown. 1

.182956 Instructions) Dynamics Inc.. 166 East Superior St..
Chicago.UL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)S390 Help, I'm a Cop.
16mm optical color 28 min, 1969.

This film shows the world as the policeman often ex-
periences it. In a society often torn by social change. tremen-
dous hostility can be generated towards the law and those
hired to enforce it. The film presents the policeman in the
course of carrying out his job.

09 CULTURAL STUDIES

124382 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., UniV.ersity Pic., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)512.10 HRW Co** of Dolo Kem Paye,
The. 16mm optical color 32 min 1%9.

Unique documentation is provided of dispute settlement
among the Kpelle of Liberia. A cow foraging' in a rice field is
woun'de by a farmer. The ensuing dispute reveals the role of
the hot knife Ordeal in adjudication. The ihcident is shown by
historical documentation to be rooted in the complex relation-
shilis between the prosperous cattle owning chiefs and their
cattleless constituents.

124400 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
Vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814165-6315) PCR (R)59.60- EMC (R)121 FIX (S)$500 Dr.
'Leakey and ihe'Dawn of Man. 16mm optical B&W 26 min 1968.

Dr. Leakey's discovery of the fragments of East Africa
Man, Zinjanthropus,, and its implications on the fossil record
of man's 'development in Europe and Phis are discussed.
Specific discoveries made by the Leakey expedition at Olduvai
Gorge in Africa are shown. The film is a shortened versionof
the National GeOgraphic Society's production.

124437 Psychological_Oinerua, Register, Audio-Visual Set-.
vices. Pennsylvania. State Univ.. University' Pk . PA 16802

(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S12 WV (R)S13 (5)S240 Appalachia:
Rich Land, Poor People. Ibnun optical B&W 59 min 1968.

The nation's number one poverty area is shown rich in coal.
yet with residents lacking adequate food, housing, and medicid

care. In eastern Kentucky where Machines are replacing peo-
ple. the lack of education and job skills chains people to the

land while hostility of mine owners to outside help complicates

the problem.

124473 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Set-

,vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk.. PA 16802

(814-865. 6315) PCR (R)511.10 The Feast. 16mm optical color 29

min 1968.

to.
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The formation of an alliance is shoWn betwien hostile
Yanomamo Indian villages of northern Brazil and southern
Venezuela through feasting, trading, dancing.] and chanting.
Tht film recounts the feast and its preparation ; by using only
sights and natural sound with occasional superirnposed transla-
tionsof the recorded dialogue.

124487 Psychological. Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865.6315) PCR (R)$7.60 (S)S225 Gurkha Country. 16mm
tYptical color 29 min 1968.

Photographed in the Gurkha country of Neptil.' the film
shows a cultural anthropologiSt at work in the BhUji River Val-
ley, on a five month expedition in a remote section .of the
Himalayas, and taking part in village activities.

124504' Psychological Cinema Register, `Audioisual Ser-
vices. Pennsylvania State Univ., University Plc., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S10.10 MGH (R)S25 (S)S300 Journey to-

16nun optical color 25 min 1969

The story of a journey to Chinalc shows an Indian family,
the only survivors of a typhus epidemic, who leavethek:vil-
laic in Brazil and voyage down unknown river to join kin-
smen in Surinam. Many aspects of life o1 the Carib-speaking
Oyanas are covered: canoe anti house building, hunting, fish-
ing with bow and arrow, pottery making, weaving, shamanistic
chanting, and healing. The efeast and ritual ordeal of the
Marake in which sting ants arc Pre'ssed against the bodies of
initiates is also included.

124525 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-

vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA '16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)113.30 (S)S340 Microcultnial Iiwcldents
in Ten Zoos. 16mm optical color 34 thin 4971.

Microcultural incidents ire recorded in 10 zoos, li'ased on a
lecture demonstrating the context control method for compara-
tive analysis of cross:cultural situations: The short film ex-
cerpts illustrate the interaction of members of families with
each other and with animals in zoos in England, France, Hong
Kong, India. Japan. and the U.S. An epilogue reveals'observer
and especially cameraman biases in recording interactional
data.

124530 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-

vices, Pennsylva44;44 State Univ., University Plc., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)510.10 The Mulga Seed Ceremony.
16mm optical color 25 min 1968.

In an illustration of the Mulga Seed Ceremony, Pitjantjara
cerembnies are perforated in the Petermann Range. Episodes
in a myth are enacted, including a symbolic killing, thc climb-
ing of Kikinkura, and the culminating dance of the Mulga Seed
Men_

124531 Psychological Ciiicina,,Register. Audio-Visual Or-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802
(814. 865-6315) PCR (R)S9 10 Nau:I. 16mm optical color 22 min
1969

Preparation for and the cattle drive to dn., season camps.
called nawi, by the Jic of northeastern Uganda are shown.
Conversations are translated in subtitles Activities shown in-
clude men talking and making leather objects, children playing
and imitating adults. The importance of cattle to the pastoral
he is stressed.

4
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124333 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vicea, Pennsylvania State Univ., .University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865n63151 PCR (R)56.40 The New Africa: Peoples and
Leaders. 16mm optical color 15 min 1968.

Nation building in Africa is shown along with how some
*African leaders handle the problem. A number of leaders are
introduced a_nd the different ways in which each worked to
develop his nation are examined. Outside support and its in-
fluence on the policies of African nations are also considered.

124581 Uniyersity of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fultott St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 Desert People. 16mm optical 13&W 51 min 1968.

The Aborigines of Australia's Western Desert, many of
whom have migrated to federal campgrounds, cities, or large
cattle ranches, are shown in their traditional way of life, wan-
dering from water source to water source and gathering food
on the way. The film is an eloquent picture of a people. cap-
turing the essence as well as the activities of the Aborigine
culture before it dies out completely.

174S80) University of California, Extension Mcdia Center,
2223. Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 Dim Oisesed. 16mm optical color 33 min 1970:

A sympathetic view is shown of the Pit River" Indians' strug-
gle to regain lands in Northern California taken from them in
1853 and now controlled by Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E) and other corporations. The Indians' impoverished
living conditions arc shown and descriptions arc given of how
dams built without consulting the Indians destroyed salmon
runs on which they depended. The legal history of land
disputes arc traced back to broken treaties of thc nineteenth
century. The film includes an interview with a PG&E lawyer,
and ends with Mass arrests of Indians occupying the land.

124613 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$19 Easter Island: PLIT2le of the Pacific. 16mm optical color
28 min 1970.

The culture and art of Easter Island's mysterious ancient
people 4IC shown. The film speculates on their disappearance
and probes thc secret of thc huge stone statues, someTor,c 30
feet tall and weighing 80 tons, that wcrc erected witho4 tal
tools or the wheel.

124621 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S25 (S)$430 Emu Ritual at Rugurl. 16mm optical color 33
min 1969.

A Walbiri tribal ceremony is Mown that takes place in an
elaborately painted cave of the Australian Aborigines. Besides
initiation, the ritual is intended to promote the fertility of
emus. once an important item in Walbiri diet. Two groups per-
form the rites. One, the managers, makes a large ground paint-
ing (this is the only known film record of such an event),
builds sacred emblems and ornaments. .and decorates the
owners -- the.rra.a.: of the other group. The owners sing songs
belonging to the legendary site. instruct novices in the meaning
of the cave designs, and enact a series of dramatic dances.

124646 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$18 Forgotten American. 16mm optical color 25 min 1968.'

Filmed in the Navajo. Hopi. Pueblo. and Zuni country of
the Southwest and in the urban Indian communities of Los
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Angeles and Chicago, the film examines the Indian's alienation
from the rest of American society., It shows the continued
economic exploitation of Indians by White store owners
licensed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the boarding
schools where Indian children are encouraged to' forget their
tribal heritage and language. Statistics prove that the percept-
ages,of malnutrition, infant mortality, impoverished families.
mental disorders, suicides, dropouts, and juvenile delinquency
are abnormally high in the federally created ghettos of the
reservation, and possible ways of improving the Situation are
suggested. Thelbstification of the boarding school educatiion
program i; questioned.

124668 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA' 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 (S)S360 Gunabibi An Aboriginal Fertility Cult. 16mm
optical color V min 1971.

Gunabibi..an-Australian aborigine fertility cult, is described
with the events of the last climactic night and the following
morning shown. They take place Mainly around a curved' pit
said to be the womb of the fertility mother Gunabibi. The
symbolism is strongly sexual throughout: phallic possum
dances arc performed and* two towering p141lic emblems ate
built. These serpent emblems arc finally flung down across the
pit, and this union of symbols expresses the duality of sexual
life. Young men are initiated into the mysteries of the cult and
arc then said to be born again. This is draniatized physically
by the men painting themselves with blood to symbolize
rebirth.

124672 University of California, E:ftension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-6424460) EMC
(R)S23 Heritage in Black. 16mm optical color 17 min 1969.

An overview of Black history in the U.S. from the colonial
period to the present time is given. Military, legal, scientific,
medical, and political contributions of Black individuals are
exainined, including their role in taking the West. and the
struggle for civil rights and freedom led by Dr. Martin Luther
King. Jr..and Malcolm X.

124687 University of California. Extension Media tenter.
2221 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-6424460) EMC
U1422 EBF Medieval Mind. Humanities Series. 16mm optical
color 26 thin 1969.

Focuses on the uneasy' balance of opposing forces charac-
teristic of medieval life and thought: the city of man versus
the city of dod: the attraction of this Yiiorld, the promise of
the next; the Crusades' violence, and the peaceful St. Francis.
Shows cathedral of Amiens. book illustrations, and paintings,
with commentary from notable writings of the time.

124695 *University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-6424460) EMC
(11)$30 IUV (10$23 (S)$510 Margaret Meat's New Guinea Jour-
nal, 16mm optical color 90 min 1969.

Follows anthropologist Margaret Mead during 1967 visit to
village of Peri. on Manus Island in Ncw Guinea. She'describes
changes that have occurred since her %kits in 1928 and 1953,
as Pen leaped from Stone Agc to tbetwentieth century. and
she documents personal and cultural factors that made this
possible. Shows her discussing problem of rebellious youth
with village elders:whose views have changed since they were
young.
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.12.46911 University of California, Extension Media Center,
° 2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)S14 Man /Woman on Q Street. 16mm optical color 20 min
1968. s

Problems of American protest, racism, and intercultural
relations are discussed focusing on the° opinions of a. young
Hindu who has recently arrived, in the U.S He discusses the
importance of finding Americans who can be helpful and
tolerant of others. Includes flashbacks to riot scenes and ghet-
to violence, as it follows the story of the Hindu's stay in
America, his marriage to an Oriental girl who is CatholiC, and

the birth of thcir child.

124709 University of California, Extension Media Center'
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94.720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)S32 Long Walk. 16romroptical color 60 min 1970. .

Recollection of the forced' wink. march in 1864 of 6000
starving Navajo Indians to a concentration cant reservation in
New Mexico is provided. Many died or were shot by members
of Kit Carson's mercenary army cn route, and many more
starved to death once there...Covers other, similar aspects of
Navajo history as told by old tribe members, illustrated with
historical photographs and current reservation scenes. Ends
with look it Indian Controlled Rough Rock School, which
emphasizes Nato cultne and language (though English is

also taught) -- a4 t hope for the survival of Navajo culture.

124730 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S7 (S)S70 Kalogcros. 16mm optical B&W 12 min 1969.

Documents contemporary observance. in a village in
northern Greece, of ancient Dionysian fertility ritual held an-
nually on the Greek Orthodox Cheese Monday. The ritual has
an archetypal cast of characters: the High Priest. who mist at-
tain a state of ectasy before the ritual can begin; Kalogcros
(Good Old Man), who wears a long hairy sack and phallic
symbols on his belt and head; the King, who is chosen from
the leading members of the village3 and the Prince, a boy sym-

bolizing and ensuring prosperity for the corning year.
Kalogcros leads a procession from house to house. gesturing
lewdly and leaping about to make his bells ring. The King and
Prince offer wine, women throw seeds, and the villagers gaily
shout obscene expressions. In the village square there is a
ritualistic tug-of-whr between young bachelors and married
Inerr(the youths always winning to ensure feriility), and boys
representing calves pull a plow, falling to the ground to sym-
bolize union with the earth. Finally. Kalogcros eats typical vil-
lage food.' (dins death, and is resurrected -- the 'eternal tri-
umph of life and fertility over death.

124737 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fallon St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)S31 CAF Japanese, The. 16mm optical color 52 Mill 1969.

A view of Japan since World War 2 is presented which ex-
plores daily lives of merchants, their wives, and the poor,
emphasizing combination of Eastern and Western influences.
Presents some cultural activities, from Kabuki Theater and
puppet shows to American and Japanese movies. Tours super-
markets. drug stores, and department stores, which are among
the most modern in the world. Stresses similarity of social
goals between Japan and the US.

124749 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)S19 RFA In Search of A Past. 01 Black America Series.
16mm optical B&W 53 min 1968.
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Documents the cri'perierite of three Black American students
sent toGharia in 1968 by CBS News to spend a month explor-
ing their cultural heritage. They travel throughout the country
and talk with native students but decide that their own
heritage lies in America - the country bf their forebears.,

124792 University. of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)S8 (S)S85 Rock Engravings. 16mm optical color 7 min 1969.

Rock engravings of early Australian Aborigines reveal class
concerning their environment imd beliefs, and vignettes of
their everyday life are shown: animals they hunted or 'wor-
shipped, foods they ate. and weapons they used. Pictures arc
seen of emu; of eggs, berries, and fruit; of hunter and speared

.kangaroo; of hunter with shield and boomerang; and of sym-
bols that are thought to havo ritualistic connotations. 'the film
shows how an archeologist from the Australian Museum stu-
dies the engravings by chalk dusting.

124817 University of California, Erktension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)S26 (S)S450 Snaketown. Karim optical color' 40 min 1969:

Important for its laircheolbgical interests as well as its sig.
nificanue to southwestern American history, this study of the
Snaketown excavation explores the previously little known

Hohokam Indian culture in Arizona. Particular attention is
,paid to excavation techniques with a chronological following
of the recovery of information and artifacts. The significance
of the findings is explained, showing their relationship to
Hohokam society and to surrounding cultures, past and
present. Aerial shots present the original layout of the 300 acre
site, continuously inhabited from about 300 B.C. into the
twelfth century A.13..and artist's recreations depict village life.
Artifacts recovered show trends in craftsmanship of pottery
bnd jtallsrnansoas weft as information on rituals, customs, and
social activity,

124859 University of California, Extension Media Center,

2223 Fulton St.,> Berkeley. CA 94120 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S13 (S)S180 TIJeHna. 16mm Optical OW 30 min 1969.

A speech in1968 by Me -can- American leader Reles Lopez

Tijerina. a spokesman for theMexican-American struggle for
Prance and equality and a one time candidate for governor-of
New Mexico. is shown. His message isconveyed both by his

words which call for 'radical change in edUcation and
economics, had for unification againitt31e Anglo power ktrut-
turc - and by the strength of -hi; He.calls for a return
of the communal Spanish pueblo system and for the building
of cities, ehurchts, and schools; speaks of the emergence,of
La Raza Neuva; and demands that schools.conduct classes in
Spanish to give Hispano children the same starting chance as
Angros and to stop the erosion of ail entire culture.

124864 University of California, Extension Media Coter,
2223 Fulton St., ,Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC,
(14414 (9)5200 To Make the Balance. 16mm optimal B&W 33

min 1970

An unwritten village legal systeni with few formalities,
literally translated In make the balance,' in Oaxaca, Mexico is
desdribcd. The system resolves conflict by minimizing the
sense ofinjustice felt by the parties to a case; there is no gap
between legal professionals and the average man, nor is there
any mechanical application of rules. The law is a style of coin-
promise, equality, dc- escalation. Candid photography shows

the presidents (elected court official) handling five disputes as
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a narrator interprets the presidente scolding. 'Whig ad,Iice,
and rattling short discourses on fluty, marriage, and property
rights. He attempts to make the balance between the two sides
and arrive at a settlement acceptable to both.
adtptability to the village needs is shown.

124880 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642.0460) .EMC
(R)$13 Nista Kingtans of Africa's Golden Age. 16mm optical
color 17 min 1968.

The influence of Africa's ancient kingdoms of Sanghal,
Mali, and Ghana upon the present states is viewed. Examples
of African art are included in various forms to illustrate the
sophistication and life styles of modern and ancient African
peoples. The rise and fall of the ancient empires is depicted as
well as examples of tools and weapons, the kinds of work pur-
sued,.and sources of wealth. Discusses the effect of the slave
trade and European colonization on the geography and society
.of the old kingdoms.

124694 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)$P/ Treaties Made and Treaties Broken. North American
Indian Trilov Sates. 16mm optical color 18 min 1970.

Documents how the state of Washington nude and broke a
treaty guaranteeing the Nisqually Indians their age-old hunting
and fishing rights. The ensuing hariassment, arrests, and
criminal prosecutions of tribesmen is described by Indian wit-
nesses and illustrated in a clash between4Nisqually demonstra-
tors and a force of Game and Fisheries wardens.

124095 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton- St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415- 642.0460) EMC
(R)$19 How the West Was Won and Honor Lost. North
American Indian Trilogy Series. 16mm Optical color 25 min
1970.

Describes how the American-Indians, once 12 million
strong, have been decimated by dispersion, terror, massacre.
and near genoZide to a present population of about 600,000
confined to barren reservations. Recalls the bravery of Indian
resistance leaders such as Sitting Bull. Chief Joseph. and
Geronimo. Documents the massacre of Indians by the Seventh
Cavalry at Wounded Knee. "
. -

1240% University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223.. Vtilton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415. 642 -0460) EMC
(R)S19 Unseal of the Reservation. North American Indian
Trilogy Series. 16mm optical color 24 min 1970.

Examines the blight of modern Indian reservations. Focuses
on two cases: a man supporting 12 people on $41 a Neck wel-
fare and a woman forced to live with her children and her
sister's family (14 altogether) in a one room shack. Notes that
Indian infant mortality rate is twice the national average, and
that average reservation income is $30 per week during_the
summer; when there are jobs.

124901 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton SI., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-M2-0460) EMC
(R)S34 Nuer. 16mm optical color 75 min 1971.

The harmony and rhythm of the present day dry season life
ok.the Nuer tribe, a people native to Ethiopia and the Sudan,
are described. Includes methods for caring foetheir cattle and
training their young warriors, along with their subtle patterns
of collective interaction in work. play. and ritual.

Selectid Audiovituals

.124922 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA.94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$35 (S)5385 Out There, a Lone Island. 16mm optkal B&W
67 min 1971.

A semidocumentary impression of life on a remote Korean
island in the Sea of Japan is presented, where the Eastern
philosophy of subordination of sell to oneness with nature is
lived daily. Man persists on Ullue,g-do, no matter what the
hardships, as life changes rhythmichlly with the seasons. One
family is featured: the father is dead; the mother worries
about providing for her two seam; ',the grandfather, who now
represents the family's 'stability and tradition, ponders the fu-
ture and perpetuation of the family name. Suffering and sur-
vival are accompanied by pleasure, however. Island men /fish
for squid by night, tend fields and,cattle by day, help the
women with the seaweed harvest,',, and transport cattle to the
city for sale, where they briefly enjoy urban.pleasures.

124934 University of .California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, ,CA 9170 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$23 (S)1885 Pintubi Revisit Yurniari. Australian Institute of

, Aboriginal Studies Series. 16mm optiOial color 32 thin 1971.

AnAn initiatibn ritual Of the Yumari tribe is describell which
takes place at sunset, when a dozen tall churinga (sacred
boards) are stood on end beside the red rock of Yumari. When
the ancestors represented by the churinga are ready, a smoke'
signal announces that the initiates should be brought to meet
them. The initiates young men with spears then race
across the, sand and spinifex to press themselves against the
emblems of the tribal past.' At night revenge party dances are
held for entertainment. On the second day two hair string
totems are constructed; twd dancers arc elaborately decorated;
and the concluding'rites are. performed.

124935 University of California. Extension Media Center,*
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA , 94720° (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 (S)5110 Pizza Pizza Daddy-0. 16mm optical 13&W 18 min
1969

A record of eight singing games played by fourth grade
Afro-American girls on the playifound of a school in a Los
Angeles ghetto ispresented. The work is based on the essen-
tial structure and characteristics handed down from one
generation of school children to the next. The primary game
form, the ring. is demonstrated. The other principal plreforrn.
parallel lines of players facing each other, is also &eluded.'
The major stylistic feature is call and response; almost every
phrase is echoed both in singing and movement patterns. The
body empathy the children share shows that they enjoy group
blend to a degree that Whitc society seems to achieve only
under. the strictest discipline.

127741 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337.8087) IUV (R)$11.75 Other Side of
Paradise. 16mm optical B&W 55 min 1968.

A study of the political, economical, cultural. and racial
problems facing the Fiji Islands today. Following a brief histo-
ry of the Mends. various customs of the East Indians, who are
now a majority, a c reviewed. The Indians dominate the
islands' small busin ses while major industries are in the
hands of Australian polies. Attempth to alleviate the
plight of the native Fijian Inc b a proportional representation
of races in the legislative council, improvements in education.
and attempts to broaden the economic base
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127829 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV TR)S10 (S)1240 Bryan
Ilers: A Moving Portrait. 16nun optical color 30 mitt 1969.

Bryan Beavers is a Maidu Indian living in a log coabin.
which he built by himself, in the wilderness area of Plumes
County. California. He is a man who has experienced two
distinct cultures which combined give him a unique personali-
ty. As Beavers is talking about his pain Indian Spirits, his
ancestral history, and his life the camera is following him
about his daily tasks such as taking care of -hii animals, mak-
ing a snowshoe, and eating.

28222 Tune-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
. 10011 (212-691-2930) T.L. (R)S25 (S)$250 The Pride and the
Shame. 16mm optical B&W 39 min 1970.

Focusing on the Siowt Indians of the Black Hills of North
Dakota, the film is representative of the 500,000 American In-
dians across. the country still living on reservations. The Indi-
ans are seen in abject poverty, haunted by chronic unempkty-

r ment, demthenness, and appalling living conditions.Their war
dances at night are shown, staged Tor passing tourists who
never look beyond the ceremony to the true picture. of the
degrading life of an oppressed, neglected people. =

1211223 Tune- Life - Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930)* T-L (R)125 (S)$250 Some of My 'Best
Friends Are White: 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1968.

A face to face social study. this film looks at the middle-
class Negro's attitudes, values, and approach to the achieve-
ment of racial equality. Middle-class Blacks are shown who
are weleducated, well-off financially, successful in their
careers, who have everything American society requires as the
credentials of acceptance. They have left the ghetto, but the
film questions whether they arc accepted, whether their
problems are different, and how their children are affected
growing up in White suburbia. Questions are asked and frank
answers are given in, interviewer with successful middle-class
Negroes, including photographer, author, and filni maker, Gor-
don Parks.

128225 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, Ncw York.
10011 (212.691 -2930) T-L (R)S25 (S)5250 Black Muslims Speak
front America. 16mm optical B&W 33 min 1970.

An interview with seven young Black Muslims shows their
belief in the total destruction of America and in the White man
as the devil himself the source of all evil. They take pride in
being Black, because they feel that, there is strength in pig-
ment. and they are strongly opposed to integration, favoring a
separate Black state. They believe that leader Elijah Muham-
mad receives his teachings directly from God, who is alive and
on earth today in human form. They also belive all Whites.
g ood and bad, as well as wicked Negroes* who have learned
from Whites td be evil, will perish. The question is raised con-
cerning the influence that the Muslims may have on the hopes
for ultimate integnition in America.

128243 Time -Lift Films, 43 West16th Street, New York. NY
10011 (212-691.2930) T-L (R)S45 (S)S450 The Family of Man
Series: Married Life. 16mm optical color 45 min 1968.

Five different marriages in five.different places are shown:
a wife with three husbands in the Himalayas; a couple in an
affluent English community; a ,man with three wives in New
Guinea; another with two wives in Botswana; and a young
couple in Lancashire. Some of the questions raised concern
what all these marriages have in common, whether people are
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any happier with MOW than one spouse, whether divorce is
more likely in the Western World and how a Hambukushu
woman pleases her husband or a Melpa man makes love to his
wife.

128244 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2t430) T-L' (R)$45 (S)$450 The Family of Man
Series: Children. 16mm optical color 45 Min 1968.

A comparison of the way people in different societies bring
up children is shown. Methods of teaching children tebehave
well are examined, and several questions are raised: concern-
in. whether children are happier in the Botswana bush, In the
forest of New Guinea, or at an English boarding school; also
whether it does any real harm for children to know all about
sex and whether it is vital fair mothers to spend all their wak-
ing hours with their children. -

128245 Tune-Life Films, 43 West 16th street, New York, NY
30011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S45 (S)S450 The Family of Man
Series: Birth 16mm optical color 45 min 1968.

A film tells how women from different cultures react to
pregnancy and birth. It shows why women in more primitive
places seem to have babies so much more easily than they do
in civilized society. It asks whether it is common for women
everywhere to have cravings during the first few months of
pregnancy, and whether they all get tired towards the end and
need to refit afterward.

128246 Time-Life.Films; 43 West 16th Street, (Vow York, NY
10011 (212-69i-2930) T-L (R)S45 (S)S450 The Family of Man
Series: Old Age. 16mm optical color 45 min 1968.

A film examines the way people in various countries cope
with old age. It is shown that old age does not have to be mis-
erable. Hard work anti lots of grandchildren seem to be essen-
tial ingredients for a happy decline, and this holds true from
New Guinea to England. The conclusion is that there is no
need to be lonely or destitute provided that the family is
around to help.

128247 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16thrStreet, New York, -NY-
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S45 (S)S450 The Family of Man
Series: Death. 16mm optical color 45 min 1960

Ways that different societies deal with death are shown. On
a hillside in North India a corpse cooks slowly on an open
fire. At a Surrey crematorium the nasty side` of death is tucked
out of sight behind the rose bushes in the.garden of remem-
brance. In Botswana a witch doctor dances. In Ncw Guinea a
sorcerer fights a duel with a ghost. In Hong Kong paper
money and incense are burned to help the departed on his
way.
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128241 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212.691-2930) 1-44, (R)S25 (S)S225 1Pocomania: A ,Little
Madam. 16nun optical B&W 22 min 1968.

A strange Jamaican colt is studied: Pocomanin. named cen-
turies ago by Spaniards who observed the rites of the cult and
decided that everyone was mad. The Pocomanlacs arc one of
the strongest cult grotfps on Jamaica. conducting secret night
ceremonies in which strangers are not welcome. Part of their
ritual is shown: theirenzy, hypnotic drumming and tromping,
trances, the unreal hithbub as spirits take possession and they
speak in tongues. Even a small miracle is performed.

128270 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (212.691-2930) T-L (R)$30 (S)$300 The Witch Doctor,
16mm optical B&W 35 min 1971
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The social and cultural environment in which both men and
women witch doctors practice is examined. The film shows
some of the methods they use: patients in chains and shackles;
a boy nailed to a log for three months to prevent his escape.
Bizarre medicines are seen: cow's urine to prevent convul-
sions; a salve containing radioactive potassium to heal a fatal
cancer. The witch doctor prospers in underdeveloped countries
because of the scarcity of medical doctors, His fees are high,
his treatment secret, and, in his `opinion, he never fails.

130238 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$8 An Aft- lean Communi-
ty: The Masai. I6nun optical color°16 min 1970.

The social, and political structure, life styles and modes of
the nomadic Masai people of Tanzania and Kenya are de-
picted. Focuses upon -one group of Masai in Tanzania's-
Ngorongoro Crater, pointing out the significance of their in-
teraction with their environment and the importance of the
cattle culture in Masai society. Describes the Masai,' depen-
dence on the land, their adaptation to the envirorunent, and
their family and tribal interdependence.

. 130251 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming.
ton, IN 47401 (812- 337 -8087) IUV (R)S11.50 Children of the
World; Brazil, 16mm optical color 28 min 1968.

The story of a 13-year-old Brazilian boy who is traveling
across Brazil in search of his father is told. Describes him
receiving food and riding from different cultural and ethnic`
groups and learning more about his country's heritage from
them. Emphasizes how he finds new meaning in life after
being placed in an agency for homeless boys in Rio de.Janeiro.

130252 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)SI 1.50 Children of the
World: Guatemala. 16mm optical color 28 min 1969.

A description is presented of two Indian girls of the
aternala higWands, pointing out how their (Nisi' of life reflects
the traditional Indian culture of their country. Notes the girls'
concern that they have,plenty to cat while `othersin the village
are starving.' Observes 'their reaction to a school where tyadi-
done! Indian dress it not worn and follows them as they ex-
plore the ruins of the old city of lximche.

130253 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Mourning-
, ton, .IN 47401 (812-33/-8087) IUV (R)511.50 Children of the

World: Nepal. 16mm optical color 28 min 1969.

The country of Nepal, located on the slopes of the
Himalayas between India and China is described and a 14-
year -old Vey whose family lives in a one room hotise by/the
river is introdliced. Presents a religious fCstiyal and shows the
boy as he is caught in conflict between his religious beliefs
and the laws of science.

130254' University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blobrning-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337:8087) IUV (R)5II.50 Children of the
World: Sonsalia. 16mm optical color 28 min 1969.

A visit to an II-year-old boy whose people arc nomadic
Camel herders in Sonialia. Africa, is described. Depicts the
boy and his family as they continuously search for pasture for
the camels. Discusses Islamic culture and religion and shows
the women building a house and the camels being milked.

130255 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337.8087) IUV (R)511.50 Children of the
World: Tludland. 16mm optical color 29 min 1969.
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The activities of a 12-year-old Thai boy are followed asahe
lives, works, and plays on a barge carrying rice several hun-
dred miles down river to Bangkok. The boy, who has never
lived on land, speaks df the culture, religiqn, and history. of
his country. Reveals that almost every man in Thailand
becomes a Buddhist monk for part of his life.

130266 University sof Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$13.50 Gandhi's India.
16mm-optical B&W 58 min 1969. .

An examination, is made of the life of Mohandas
Karcmehand (Mahatma) Gandhi (1869-1948) and his influence
on present day India. Tells how Gandhi, the prophet of non-
violence, believed in the goodness and equality of all men.
Presents Gandhi's strategy of civil disobedience to accomplish
peaceful change and eliminate the gap between classes .in
society. Follows Gandhi from law school in London to jail in
South Africa in 1908, including his struggle against the British
government in India. Includes interviews with Gandhi, his as-
sociates. followers, and others.

130272 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$9 The lee People. 16mm
optical color 23 min 1970.

The origins and early life of the nosthern inhabitants of
Canada. Alaska, and Greenland are sumnuiri le. along with
the changes which have occurred as a mil*

d
oaf the White

mains arrival. Portrays the change from, personal freedom and,
individuality to dependency and welfare. Describes the options
open to these people in the torn 'of urban life, education,
jobs, and unemployment and their consequential frustrations.

130274 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (10$16.25 In the Name of
Allah. 16rnm optical B&W 76 min 1969.

The -cultural, vision, %tory and scriptures of Islam are ex-
amined by describing life in the comfnunity of Fez. Morocco.
Explains that the Koran, as brought forth by Mohammed, is
tpe guide to all human experience and value. States that along
with other religions, Islam is suffering contradictions in a
modern. materialistic world. Captures the ceremony and ritual'
surrounding the events of circumcision. bargaining for a wife,
confirmation, and marriage.

130291 University of Indiana, Audiovisual (enter, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)SI 1.50 New Harmony: An
Example and a Beacon. Itrrun optical color 29 min 1971.

The history and significance of Ncw Harmony, Indiana is
traced kern its communal origins to its contemporary renais-
sance as an historic landmark Explains that when the (tar-
monists moved from Indiana to Pennsylvania, Robert Owen
purchased their holdings and recruited many educators M an
effort to create a new social movement emphasizing intellec-
tual freedom. Observes that even though his experiment did
not meet his expectations, many of his group remained in New
Harmony making valuable contributions to the Midwest and
the nation during the frontier and pioneer era.

130298 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337.9087) IUV (R) $9 The Orange and the
Green, First TuesdaySeries. 16mm optical 22 min. 1969

The irrational hatred and brutality existing between
Catholics and ProteStants in Ulster. Northern Ireland is
'described, showing prejudice caused by a lack of understand-
ing. Political social division and strife is seen as the result of

a
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a perpetuated religious hatred and mistrust. Provides historical
and recent background information on the causes; of these.
crises of the late 1960's in this area.

130306 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-

ton IN 47401 (812.3378087) 111V (R)54 Real ,Self. 16mm opti-
calB&W 14 min 1970.

, From the perspective of Blacks and Chicanos, some of the
cultural uniquenesP which they feel is being ignored or
minimized by the White culture is discussed. Argues that
schools and teachers need to recognize. understand, and in-

spire a pride of culture. DescAbes contcmporpry living cOndi
dolls among these groups as well, to emphasize the nature of

their problem.

1342$ New York University Filth Library, 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York, NY 10003 (212598.2251) NIOU (R)56.50 A
Camera Visit to Los Nktps Kindergarten: Cathera Visits to
Preschools for Children of Poverty Series. Itimin optical B&W

25 min 1971.

The film shows a predominately Mexican-American
neighborhood anli a public school kindergar?en, the Los Nictos
Kindergarten. rand briefly a first grade) in which children had

earlier participated in a summer program similar to Head Start.

The directors and bilingual teacher discuss differinces
between these children and those without such preparation for

school.

134231 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212598.2251) NYU (R)S30 The

Indians: Exploring the American Peat Series, ,16min optical
color 31 min 1972.

The conflict between the Indians and the White ripm...in the

; -early days Of the ColoradoTerritory is shown. when two ways
of life and of using the land faced irreconcilable differences.
The impact of the Wine man on the Indian is presented. in
cidding early attempts to share land. failure of these agree,
ment's, resulting battles, and eventuallonfinement on reserve-'

dons.

134234 New York Univer sity Film Library. 26 Washington
Mee. Ncw York, NY 10003 (212.598.2251) NYU (10523 Lesiv-
Int Home Blues. 16mm optical color 53 min 1971

America's rural to urban migration, a phenomenon that is at

the heart of the erosion of the cities. is examined. The film"
describes the technological and economic changes In the
south, such as the mechanization of the tobacco industry and

the growth of agri-conglomerates, which directly affect mil-
lions of' Negroes.

134235 New York University Film Library. 26 Washiugton
''Place, Ncw York.a.NY 10003 (212598.2251) NYU (R)516

Maharishi Maiksh: Jet Age Vogl: Faces of India feria. 16mm
oPtical color 28 min 1972.

TranscendentV meditation and the Spiritual Regeneration
Movement are shown as the Maharishi Mahe:ill comes home
by helicopter to the foothills of the Himalayas. An interview at

his Ashram is presented.

134236 New York University Film 'Library. 26 Washington
Place. Ncw York. NY 10003 (212.598-2251) NYU (R)S16 Mar-

' "- if* in Motion. 16mm optical color Ill mitt 1969.

The movement of style used by the Mitring. horticuituralists
living on the slopes of the Binrnark Mountains 9f New Guinea.
is analyzed. By allowing observation of the details of bodily
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movement, as well a; of the more macroscopic patterns of
group formation and land use, the film 'howl how'Maring
'dance utilizes and emphasizes movement patterns that occur fn

woyk, and that play aCtivities frequently echo dance patterns.

134987 McGraw Hill Book Co.. Collete and University Divi-
sion: Hightstov.t. NJ 08520 (609-448-IA0 x591) MGH (R)510
(S)S80 The ballad of Crowfoot. 16n*n optical B&W 10 min
1970.

This graphic history of the Canadian West. created by a film

crew of Canadian Indians, reflects the traditions, attitudes,
and problems of their people. Throughout the filip.runs a bal-
lad which surveys the broken treaties and speculates on the

future..

134909 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and UgiVersity Divi-
sion. Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448.1700 x5591) MGH (R)529, .

(S)5350 Chicano. 161nm optical color 27 min 1970.

This documentary is a state spent by four San Diego' Mcx;
scan- Americans who proudly call themselves Chicano to ex-
press how they feel about th4r Mexican heritage and (heir col

perlences in the U.S. Interviews with poets. teachers, and

labor organizers reveal this problems faced.by a proud people
who seek to retain their cultural identity in American society.

134993 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and university Divi-
sion. Hightstown, NJ 085'20 (609-448-1700 x55911 MOH (R)S24
(S)S275 The Soviet Union: Life In Moscow. 16mm optical color

20 min 1970.

Moscow's new urban society is shown one which was for-

merly oriented toward development of heavy industrial goods
but now is concerned mainly with consumer products. The
film follows one weekend in 'the -11Ves of st:vcral Actaeon-re-
sidents, examing the city's housing and transivrtation..as well
US its cultural and industrial situations.

134994 McGraW Hill Book Co.. College and University Divi-
sion. Hightstown, Ni 08520 (609448-1700 x5591) MOH (R/511
(S)5260 The Problem Is Life. 16mm optical color 29 mit) 1969.

. India's vast birth control program, supported by the United
Nitres is described. The film focuses on a village where (ice
40ntruccptivc infOrmation is supplied, and shows a vasectomy.

the method of contraceptitth that has proven most successful

in Indketo date.

135003 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown. NJ 08520 (609-448-4700 x5591) MOH (R)S25

(S)5285 Man and the Rise of Civilization..16nun optical color 19

Min 1970.

The importance of abundant water and fertile soil to the rise

of all early civilization is illustrated. The film shows that the
agricultural revolution was a prerequisite for civilization, but

not all agricultural peoples developed along the same lines.

1350% McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609448-1700 x5591) MGH (R)S17
(S)5175 Family of the River: The River, My Home. 16mm opti

cal color 12 min 1970.

A nineyearold girl narrate i this film about her life, family,
and the river on which she lives. Her family kens salt and
other goods to people who live along the Chao Phrara River in
Thailand. On a boat trip back from Bangkok, she is shown
working with her' family as a unit, sharing the responsibilities
of housework and earning their living at home on their boat.
Her family is contrasted with those in urban, technological
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societies where the father goes %way to work, children go to
school, and the mother is often left home alone with the
housework. -.

135007 McGraw Hill Book Co.,'Collegeand University Div%
,, sion, Hightstown. NJ 08520 (609- 448 -1700 x5591) MOH (R)SI

(S)S160 Family..of the Island: Her Name Is Wasarnatha. 16mm
optical color 11 min 1970.

A 10-year-old Fiji Island girl is shown learning an important
lesson in Epaponsibility. The film focuses on the role of each
family member. the mother's work in the fields and food
preparation; the father's fishing and the girl's care of the baby,
while her mother works. It shows that each member of the les
group must carry his own share of responsibility if the family
is to survive.

13.506: McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi.
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-4484 70il x5591) MO11 (R)S19
(5)5190 Family Life In Malaysia: We Live Ina Kampong. 16mint
optical color 13 min 1970.

3

Family life in Malaysia is shown in a film which encourages
children to examine family life in another country and to com-
pare it with their own by following a day in the life of a-Malay
family living in a kainpong (farm) village. The father tends.' the
rice fields as the children go to school anti his wife works at
processing rubber. Other tasks -- launderiffg clothes. preparing

. dinner, washing the -buffalo arc shared by alj members of
the family. The contrast bctwccn the two cultures of Malaysia

primitive and modern is shown. asore other basic' human
activities: producing, and consuming, pitecting, transporting,
communicating. orgaidzing. playing. learning, and worshipping.

,135009' McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion. Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MOH (R)$I0
(5)5145 Family Life In Japan: Remember, I'm Me. 16mm opti-
cal color II min 1969.

Japanese urban life is examined.as it is experienced by a
family of four, Japan's similarities and differences with Amer-
ican technological society emerge as the film shows the father
at work, the mother cleaning hoot°. and the children at
school. The film also foeusis on the struggle of one of the
young daughters to establish and maintain her identity

133010 McGraw Hill Book Co, College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstowd, NJ Q8520 (609-448.1700 x559I) MOH 00$16
(S)5160 Family Life in India: Ten of Us. 16mm optical color 12
min 1969.

The extended fam)ly one in which several people live and
work together as a single unit z- is shown as it exists in India.
Ten,,rpeople live together: the narrator, his brothers and two
sisters, father sand mother, grandmother, uncle, and cousin.
The adults arc seen supporting themselves and growing food.
the children attending school, and the entire family journeying
into the village to buy supplies. The film illustrates how a
family of this size and of such varied ago groups is able to
work, play, and worship together.

1375115 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa:
tion, Inc., 485 Main St.. Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201447-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Geographic Factors In the Evolution of Rock Music.
AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Larry Ford, of the California State University. San
Diego, discusses geographic factors involved in the evolution
of rock music.
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137592 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-94.7-41511) BST
(S)S6.95 Effeedve Cross Cultural 'attraction. AT 1 7/8 IPS cap
!cite 60 min, 1973.

C. C. Chace, of tfic Battelle Memorial Institute, discusses
factors that are effective in cross-cultural interaction..

137606 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton §t Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$11 Hopis: Guardians of the Land. 16mm optical color 10
min, 1971.

.;

The life and philosophy of the Hopi Indilns of did
Southwestern U.S. are documented, shbwing that their religion
and philosophy are based on a deco love and respect for the
sanctity of the liind. It is shown that he Hopis' land, as well
as their life .style. are now threatened by strip mining and the
operations of oil refineries.

137609 University of California, Este on Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720*(4 442.0460) EMC
(R)521 (S)5350 Liebalala (Sweetheart). Ifinun optical B&W-58
mho. 1972.

The life of the Lozi people of Barotscland. (now part of
Zambia) is ethnographically documented. Included arc scenes
from daily life, portraying all aspects of a courtship and con-
cluding with the wedding ritual. Described arc the male's ini-
tial wooing; his plea for.ald from the witckdoctor, who uses
'divination and medicine to ensure a successful marriage; the
community eldgrs settling a dispute between the hero and his
rival for the bride; presentation of cattle and money to the
Bride's father: re-enaction of marriage by capture; cutting of
the, bride's hair to married woman fashion; and a wedding
celebration in which masked dancers perform on a high wire'
and bathe in fire. Other aspects of Lozi culture depicted are
mining, smelting, and shaping of iron by miners and craftsmen
and a cooperative fish hunt on the part of several villages.

137613 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St Berkeley, CA 94720. (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S29 Spend It All. Ifatim optical color 41 min..1970

A beautifully photogr phed document is presented of the
culture of the .Caiun ople of southwest Louisiana. The in
tense bravado and vitality of their lives as well as the energy
of the music that is part of their lifestyle is depicted.

137629 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York," NY 10020 (242-C1-7-8300) NBCI (R)$25
(S)S500 The Find'Americans. 16mm optical color 53 min, 1969.

The exe9vated remains of a mammoth bone house in Siberia
,serve as the starting point for mu-tieing early man's migratiod.
He crosseji Vie Bering Land Bridge intoAlasioroin pursuit of
game where he became the first American. It was the sillillari- .
tie; of tool making and use .that led anthrtipologists to
hypothesize the relationship boween the prehistoric central
Asian .and those who were to becOme the American Indians.
These early hunters left remains throughout North and South
America. Their path can be scientificallY traced to its end at
Tierra Del Fuego. 16,000 miles from its tcginnings in Asia.

13763'7 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
P107-8, Now York. NY 10020 (212-CI. 7-8300) NBC (R)S13
(S)5275 Japan: Mantled Parenthood / Planned Nationhood...
16mm optical color 24 min. 1971 .

Discusses Japan as a military power. The change from con.'
stitutional pinfifism is hosed on several factors, but it is &route

t
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in Japan's economy. In the period since World War II Japan
has achieved political stability and controlled its most pressing
'social problem, overpopqlation. Population planning has

worked so well that developing labor shortage and fewer
consumers threaten to slow the 'growth of Japan's heretofore
expanding economy. Japan's%concimic planners,are turning to
%creased military production as the answer. A new emphasis
on a mare powerful self[- defense force requires a selling job to
change attitudes of the Japanese people.toward war. Yet, since
the Japanese were sold on birth control, they could probably
be resold on war.

137650 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S15

. (S)S330 The Remnant - Part II. 16nun optical color 28 min,
1969.

,Presents the story of the remnant of the Jewish community
in Europe after World War II. Shows the Jews in eastern Eu-
rope attempting to preserve their heritage in the face of
govertunent.opposition and discusses the activities of western
European communities. Also probes the mystion'of the mean-
ing of Israel to the European Jews.

137651 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 1212-C1-7-8300) NBC (R)S15
(S)S330 The Remnant - Part I. 16mm optical color 28 min,

1969.

Traces the history ca Jewish settlers in various communities
in Europe. It documents the concerns and involvements of the
Jews in the surrounding gentile societies.

137665 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc._ 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S25
(S)$500 Dream on Monkey Mountain. 16mm optical color 53
min, 1970.

Presents an original play, filmed in Trinidad, which concerns
an old man, lonely and doubtful, who has a dream of returning
to Afrita to become a powerful chief. His quest, a mixture of
hallucinations and reality, begins with a mental journey to
Africa, and ends-ale withdraws to his mountain retreat, pu-
rified by his expertence. In his hope for a new world the
aspirations of Blacki in man). r lands are evident.

4.

137733 New 40:4113riceting Manager College and Universi-

ty Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West ,42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x.5591) MGH
(S)S11 India's Population Crisis: The Battle joined. AT 1 7/8
IPS cassette 28 min, 1968.

Details the strategy and program of the government of India
in meeting the challenge of a burgeoning population.

145069 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, HightstoWn, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (R)S15
(S)S275 Kenya: 'The Multi-Racial Experiment. 16mm optical
color 19 min 1968.

The different, onns of Black - White Flations in Africa are
studied by exaniing in turn the Atlantic slave trade, the posi-
tion-of' White settlers in Kenya, and Kenya's current racial

policies.

145000 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)$25 (S)S295 Our
Totem is the Raven. 16mm optical color 21 min 1971.

Shows 15-year-old David, an Urban Indian boy who has little
interest in his cultural heritage. His grandfather takes David
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into the forest to give him an understanding of the ways of his
forefathers. Drama of. a boy's ordeal of endurance and ritual
ascent to manhood underscores the problems of the Indian
when his customs clash with twentieth century values. David
learns not only the meanings of his ancestors' customs but
also an appreciation of their purposes. David must'call on all
of his newfound maturity to accept yet another tribal tradition,
the passing of the old.

1450111 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)S25 (S)S175 The
Treasure. (Another Indian Heritage Film). 16mm- optical color

13 min 1970.

In this contemporary study of cultural values in conflict,
two teenage Indian brothers,. impatient with their father's in-
sistence on traditional ways, barter Indian artifacts to
purchase a machine made canoe. Only when their father is ar-
rested leading a defense of tribal fishing rights, do the boys
begin to weigh the worth of their heritage against today's com-
mercial consideptions.

145009 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3,5.55) KNG (R)S15 (S)S125 Grand-
ma-Lives in Our House. 16mm optical color 9.5 min 1910. _

Documentary portrayal of a- family that bridges the gaps
three genera sbetween three blends the values of Eastern

and 'Western cultures' del one roof. seven-year-old Nina
Egashirkintroduces he six brothers and sisters, her parents,
and her grandmother -- who replies in Japanese and sleeps on
A traditional floor mat. Follows Nina's .happy narrative of
events from'a traditional dance rehearsal through it Thanksgiv-

ing gathering.

145121 Wombat Productions, Inc., 77 Tarrytown Road, White
Plains, NY 10607 (914-428-6220) WOM (R)S19.50 (S)S195 Mils
23: Simian's World. 16mm optical color 15 min 1972.

Shows Mila 23, a village in the midst of miles and miles of
reed covered marshes at the mouth of the Danube - a distinc-
tive environment in, which dwell a distinctive people. Poses
questions regarding life values and goals that human beings

can ignore only at the expense of their own humanness.

145137 University of California, Extension .Media Center,
2223; Raton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S25 (S)$400 The Village; 16mm optical B&W 70 min 1969.

Study of the slow paced diurnal round of activity in
Dunquin, County Kerry, one of the last Gaelic speaking com-
munities in Ireland is presented. The portrait was made at a
time when acculturation by urban tourists waS beginning. The
language, customs,- and subsistence techniques of the past are
presented. The village is seen depleted by emigration,
boisterous from a Saturday night at the pub,'and triumphant
during the annual canoe race.

145141 University of California, Extension Media Center,

.2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC ,
-(R)S20 Water is. so Clear that a Blind 'Man could See. Our
Vanishing Wilderness Series. 16mm optical color 30 min1970.

Presents daily life of , Mos Indians of New Mexico,
stressing their harmony with nature, their respect for all plants

and animals, and their total utilization of
been killed. Focuses on Blue Lake, w
destroyed when their land reverts
1983.

h animal once it has
h Indians fear will be
lumber companies in
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1015/ University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(10$12 Where Are You Going? Real Revolution: Talks by
1Krishnamurti Series. 16mm optical B&W 29 Min 1969.

Shows Krishnamutti. Indian spiritual leader, who believes
the world crisis is a result of the breakdown of traditional
'values. He asks the people to listen to others without building
up defenses, and to overcome their attachment to faith- and

"hope, a% these only.d,etraig; from awareness of the present. He
adds that to espouse these ideas requires a radical transforma-
tion of the mjnd.

145172 University of California, Extension Media Center,.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 You Are On Indian Land. Challenge for Change Pro-
gram. 16mm optical B&W 37 min 1969.

Report on a winter protest demonstration by Mohawk Indi-
ans on the international bridge between Canada and the U.S.
dear Cornwall, Ontaiio. Shows Indians blocking the bridge,
which is on their St. Regis Reserve, causing large traffic jams
and drawing public attention to their grievances. Indians say

- they were prohibited by Canadian authorities. from duty-free
passage of goods across border a right established by Jay
Treaty of 1794. Records confrontation with police, eventual ar-
rests, and aftermath of demonstration.

148780 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, -NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S15
(S)$330 The Trouble With Chinatown. 16mm optical color 26

.min, 1969. ih,

Confronted by a massive wave of immigration and a restless
and westernized younger generation, many Chinese are
beginning to look again at their traditional isolation. This
ethnic group is finding ways to deal with the new problems of
a rapidly changing social structure.

Selectocaudiovisucils

148832 New Medii Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Ur-
banization in Developing Countries. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 40
min, 1970.

The world-wide phenomenon of urban growth, immigration
and squatter settlements.

148868 University of California, Extebsion Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 Bushmen of the Kalahari. ABC Documentary on Africa

16nun optical color 12 min 1968.

Observes the nomadic Bushmen in the Kalahari desert, of
Botswana who still live off the land. The Bushman live in a
harmonious self-contained community whose existence is de-
pendent upon women finding roots, and men tracking and
killing game with bow and arrow. Many aspects of the Bush-
men's daily life are seen including sequences of the men
tracking' animals with skill.

148872 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

Ball Today. 16mm optical color 17 min 1968.

A commentary on the religion, art, tual culture of Bali,
reveals the daily routines of the villagers and. their devotion to
artistic endeavor (to harmony in life and art). Explains how
the islands have absorbed successive waves of foreign in-
fluence and.become a melting pot of many ideas and religions
_though Bali itself has remained Hindu. Wedding ceremonies
and the ritual of cremation are shown.

148905 University of California, Extension Media -Center,
222,3 . Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC_
(R)$11 Daily Life of the Bozo People. African Village Life in
Mali Series. 16mm optical color 15 min 1968.

The daily activities of the Bozo people are recorded. The
148785 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-- Bozo live near the Niger River in Mali. West Africa.-They are
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 West 42nd Street. a Sudanic population whose ancient semisedentary way of life
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)$11 Secu- it'possibly a link with the survivals of a preagricultural type of
larization. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 59 min, 1968. .Neiro culture.

A seminar which is part of a symposium discussing man in a
man made world. Uses certain sociological concepts in analyz-
ing. the modern world and its characteristics.

148793 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, MCGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street.
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 The
Psychological Basis of American Attitudes._ AT 1 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 28 min,'1969.

Discussion of the evolution of basic American traits.

148808 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw -Hill Bbok Cot. 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11
Anthropological Contributioni to the Study of Personality. AT 1
7/8 IPS cassette 27 min, 1968.

Outlines anthropological contributiqns to the study of per-
sonality.

148831 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street.
New York, NY 10036 -448- 00 x5591) MGH (S)$11 New
dais and New Towns. AT 1 S cassette 47 min, 1970.

New towns as an alternative to living in cong
discussing the British experience.

148945 University of California, ExtensiOn Media Center.'
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$19 (S)$300 Camels and the Pitjantjara (Short Version). Aus-
tralian Institute of Aboriginal Studies Series. 16mm optical
color 27 min 1971.

A party of Aboriginal stockmen (Pitjantjara) shows how
wild camels in the Australian desert used to be rounded up
and broken in,

148950a University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415i-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 (S)5100 Armstenaria. 16n)m optical 8&W 17 min 1969.

Documents annual fire dancing, and sacrificial ceremony
commemorating St. Constantine and his mother, St. Helen, as
practiced in the village of StrIVS, in ndtthern Greece. Village
high priest presides over the ceremonies, and also acts as
prophet and healer. An animal is selected, sacrificed, and di-
vided equally among the villagers. Initiates dance to"drums and
bouzouki as they proceed to the high priest's house. Icons are
blessed and then distributed to each village household to 'en-
sure good fortune. Procession returns to the priehes house,
where the dancing becomes frenzied and ecstatic. Holding
icons, dancers repeatedly. walk across burning embers until ill
fortune is symbolically consigned to the dying cinders. Dan-
cers feel nd pain and their, feet are unmarked.
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159960 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company. 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Population
Pressures in Africa. AT 1 '7/8 IPS cassette 24 min, 1968.

The Causes and consequences of Africa's population growth
ate considered, and the need for population control suggested.
Family planning prospects are then appraised in the light of
recent research in sub-Saharan Africa. ,

159962 New Media Marketing-Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company. 330 West 42nd
4treet,*NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)$11 Wanted: -
Fewer, Better Babies. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 22 min, 1968.

Describes the need of a typically poor family in Asia for
birth control and xplan to help them with this critical problem.

159963 NeW Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McQraw-Hill took Company, 330 West 42nd
Street,' NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH iSlil 1 What is
Asia Doing About Family Planning. AT 1 7/8 IA cassette 20
min, 1968.

The story dp to 1968 of how the main countries of Asia

have launched the largest birth control programs in the 'world.
Korea and Taiwan are cited as countries which have reduced
their birth rates by one third over a ten year period:

159965 New Media MarketingManager, College and Univer-
sity Division. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S1/ India's
Population Crisis: The Battleground. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 19

min, 1968. b.
Describes in detail the enormous challenge facej, by India in

5 patrolling a population explosion that threatens To doUble the
/present population in 27 years and further strain the Country's

limited food resources and social. economic and political sta-
.

bility.

150972 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company. 330 West 42nd

Street, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (5)111 The Func-
tion andfflistory of Cities. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 45 min. 1970.

The 'historic development of the functions of cities: the cut-
_

ture of cities and their architectural form.

159999 Univeisity of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)112 (S)S1'60 lyomande: The Ainu Bear Festival. 16mm opti-

cal B&W 26 min 1970.

A description is presented of the Ainu people of Northern
Japan as, they existed a generation ago, emphasizing lyo-

mandet or the annual Bear Festival. For these believer in
animism, the Bear Festival is the most important ceremony of
the year. separating the deity of the bear from its visible body

so that it can return to its home country_ The'ceremony is a
gift of the Ainu to the bear_ In return, they pray to the bear's
spirit to bring them more meat and hide. Before the ritual, spe-
cial'food and sake are prepared. Around the altar, dancing and
singing. An elder prays for the bear's spirit. A bear cub is shot

with decorated arrows, killed, butchered, and cooked. A
buoyant feast held in a typical Ainu house concludes the three t
day ceremony. Also shows aspects of Ainu daily life -- houses,
boats, ornate swords, lacquered bowls, religious artifacts, and
the elaborately tattooed mouths of the older women.
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160045 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812- 337,8087) IUV (R)S11.50 Children of the
World: Dahomey. 16mm optical color 29 min 1969.

The political and economic systems, culture, religion,
hisuiry of Dahomey in West Africa are discussed through

eyes of an II- year -old boy. Explains that, although a man's
tribe was once all-important to him, fighting between tribes
has stopped, tribal scars are no longer 'allowed, and everyone
works for the common good. Reports that the boy's father has
four wives, and that the whole family4lives together.

170547 Wombat Productions, Inc., 77 Tarrytown Road, White ,
Plains, NY 10607 (914-428-6220) WOM (R)S21 (S)5210 The
Parting. 16mm optical color 16 min 1972.

An account of the ritual surrounding death in a Montenegro
mountain village is presented.

182976 Vision Quest, Inc., 389 Ethel Ave., Mill Valley, CA
94941 (415-388-9094) VIQ (R)150 (S)S250 Tununeremiut (People
of Tununak). 16mm optical color 33 min,,1973.

This fikii is about the people of Tununak, Alaska. The peo-
ple,of this' community decided what should be in the film, and
how it should be presented. The film shows four separate
events that occurred during a 2 month period. The first event
is the evacuation of the village during the Amchitka Island

for fear of a possible tidal wave.,The second is a
fishing trip, where a party of men cross the tundra to set their
blackfish nets under the ice. The third event is a sudden ocean
storm that hits the village: The fourth event is when the people
gather in the community hall to dance.

10 DEATH AND SUICIDE

114301 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando. FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)510 Extra scripts 1.50 Jim. No. 14
in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 35 min 1969.

An example of direct analysis by Dr. John Rosen with a su-
icidal male in a treatment center. A brief introduction is fol-
lowed by the complete interview. Good audio. Script. For
prOfessional use only in teaching or research.

124583 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, 'CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
1R1$19 Death. 16mm optical B&W 42 min 1968.

The film reveals how ill-prepared most people are for the
terror and isolation of dying, by following a 52-year-old ter-
minal cancer patient through his last days in a city hospital.
Both a personal portrait of a man who .faces death without
deception and a study of the responses of family. doctors,
nurses, hospital attendants, and other patients are shown. The
psychological defenses used by the patient and whether they
help or betray him in his last moments are discussed, along
with the part religion plays. Doctors discuss the psychology of
dying and the manner used with the dying patient.

124663 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415- 642 -0460) EMC

(12)S9 Gift of Life/Right to Die. 16mm optical B&W 15 min

1968.

Medical ethics and situations in which one patient must die
if another is to have a needed organ transplant are discussed.
Medical personnel and laymen give their ideas on euthanasia
for malformed infants and persons suffering from incurable
disease. The generally accepted definition of death -- cessation
of brain waves -- is explained. Statistics and legal aspects are
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%examined to help clarify some of the challenges that face doc-
tors, scientists, and hospital personnel.

124711 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S8 IUV (R)$3.35 (51175 Life on Death Row. 16mm optical
B&W 9 min 1968.

The experience of living in a cell on Death Row in Califor-
nia's San Quentin prison is presented. Prisoners give their
views on life while forced to confront themselves with the
constant awareness of impending execution. Most are in-
trospective, with statements cogent and tinged with fatalism.

123247 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street,'New York, NY
10011 (212-691-7930) T-L (R)S45 (5)1450 The Family of Man
Series: Death. 16mm optical color 45 min 1968.

Ways different societies deal with death are shown. On
a hillside in North India a corpse cooks slowly on an open
fire. At a Surrey crematorium the nasty side of death is tuckitd
out of sight behind the rose bushes in the garden of remem-
brance. In Botiwana a witch doctor dances. In New Guinea a
sorcerer fights a duel wills_ a ghost. In Hong Kong paper
money and incense are burned to help the departed on his
way.

130210 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
is ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S4 My Turtle Died Today.

linun optical Color 8 min 1968.

A story is presented in, which a boy finds a turtle and cares
for it, only for it to get sick and die. Intertwines the turtle's
death and the birth of kittens to point out the inevitability of
death and the continuity of life. Draws a parallel between this
story and human life, birth, and death.

134290 Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3684) UMA (S)S15 Dialogue on Death. At 3 3/4
IPS 5 inch reel 59 min, 1970.

An informal dialogue deals with contemporary American at-
titudes toviard death as well as such specific issues as the fu-
neral, grief, and mourning.

134291 Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Budding, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3683) UMA (S)S15 Stages of Dying. At 3 3/4 IPS
5 inch ree 32 min, 1971.

A first xpesience of learning about death from the dying is
recalled y Dr. 'Elizabeth Kubler-Ross. She describes her
theory 5if the five stages of dying and the symbolic verbal lan-
guage hat dying patients often use an attempt to conunu-
nicat their feelings. The problems and fears of families of
dyi patients, nurses and doctors, and all who must face their

imminent deaths or the deaths of others are discussed.

Center foi Death Education and Research:1 167 Social
:Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

55455 (612-373'-3683) UMA (S)S15 Death and the Family: From
the Caring Professions' Point of View. At 3 3/4 IPS 5 inch reel
30 min..1971.

Children's attitudes toward death are discussed by Delplue
Fredlund, emphasiting the need for children to be made aware
of death and for them to learn to accept loss in a realistic and
healthy manner.
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134293 Center for Death Education and Researcg:1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3683) UMA (S)S15 Social Reconstruction after
Death. At 3 3/4 IPS 5 inch reel 21 min, 1971.

Dr. leanneite Folta discusses whether grief is due to the loss
of the dead or to the loss to the living, commenting on the ina-
bility of the living to shift rcial relations and to reintegrate
the separate roles the deceased had filled in his lifetime. The
consequences are also considered of the fact that society
makes inadequate provisions for the psychological replacement
of a member of a group as well as for the changes in status
and role of the survivors following a death.

134294 Center for Deady Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota. Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3683). UMA (S)S15 The Meaning of Death in
American Society. At 3 314 IPS 5 inch reel 29 min, 1970.

't
The general proposition that .society has vulgarized death

out of common experience is discussed by Dr. Herman Feifel,
considering the implications of this modern development, both
for the individual and for society.

134295 Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN I
55455 (612-373-3683) UMA (5)115 Today's Funeral Director
His Responsibilities and eruillenges. At 3 3/4 IPS 5 inch reel 25
min, 1971.

The contemporary Arriticantfuneral is characterized by a
funeral director as an organized, purposeful, group centered
response to death. The role of the modern funeral director is
examined in terms of his actual and potential service to sur-
vivors.

1342% Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3683) UMA (S)S15 A Psycho-Social Aspect of
Terminal Care: Anticipatory Grief. At 3 3/4 IPS 5 inch reel 32
min, 1970.

Present day social and medical practices in America are sur-
veyed by Dr. Robert Fulton, focusing on how they affect the
chronically ill or dying person. He speculates on the implica-
tions of their disengagement from society for the individual as
well as for family and community life.

134297 Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3683) UMA (5)115 Death and the Self. At 3 3/4
IPS 5 inch reel 28 min, 1970.

Dr. John Brantner observes that even in the absence of
anything that can be called education for death, people
manage, from early childhood on, to learn 'certain attitudes
toward death. It is his premise that individuals rarely examine
or question these attitudes which today present serious dif-
ficulties for many. He discusses the changes necessary in such
attitudes that could make possible more fully developed lives.

1342911 Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

,55455 (612-373-3683) UMA (S)S15 Facing Death with the Pa-
tient -- An On-Going Contract. At 3 3/4 IPS 5 inch reel 30 min,
1971.

The general principles found effective when dealing with
dying patients are outlined by Dr. Vincent Hunt, who then
comments on the major areas of concep. He explores the
myth of the all powerful, all knowing physician and tests this
myth against a physician's actual attitudes and feelings.
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134299 Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3683) UMA (S)S15 Religious Faith and Death:
lap Hendon. in Work with the Dying Patient and Family. AT 3
3/4 IPS 5 inch reel 32 min, 1971.,

Dying is discussed by Reverend Carl Nighswonger as the
possible source of a rich, personal, and social experience, par-
ticularly if one is allowed to participate in all of its appropriate
,emotions and feelings. He stresses the need to acknowledge
openly to the dying and to their families the fears and emo-
tions_assotiated with a death.

134300 Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social

Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3683) UMA (S)S15 Thg Role of the Schools In
Death Education. AT 3 3/4 IPS 5 inch reel 27 min, 1970,..

Dr. Daniel Leviton expresses his views on a need for formal
death education in the schoolsr comparing such education with
seat education and stressing the value of an academic context.
Discussion of the formal classroom situation, teacher and
parent education, and the prospect of crisis intervention facili-
ties are also considered.

. e137529 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ea. Suicide and Suicide Prevention. AT 1 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ea., 1973.

Reviews of the current knowledge of suicide and its preven-
tion are presented in 12 parts. Included are a survey of the or-
ganization, philosophy, and daily operations of a suicide
prevention center. Topics include: (I) Suicide An Overview.
(2) Alsessment of Suicidal Risk. (3) Suicide, Suicide Attempts
and Self-Mutilation. (4) Family Survivors of Suicide. .(5) Sui-
cide and the Terminally Th. (6) Suicide in Prison. (7) Manage-
ment of the S4icidal Person. (8) Examples Discussidn of
Suicide Calls (in two parts). (9) Suicide d Violence. (10)
How to Establish a Suicide Prevention Propam. (11) Current
Issues and Problems in Suicide Prevention.

.137555 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(S)36.95 ea. Suicide: Current Research and Prevention Efforts.
AT 17/8 IPS cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

A three-part discussion is presented on current research and
prevention efforts as related to the suicidal individual. In-
cluded are all aspects of suicide -- sociological, psychological,
psychiatric, and j7iolotical, Topics include: (I) The Taxonomy
of Suicide and Factors Which Predispose to-Suicide. (2) The
Personality of Suicidal Individual and Behavior Prior to Sui-
cide. (3) The Suicide Prevention Center and The Effectiveness
of Suicide Prevention.

137575 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(S)S6.95 On King Lear's IMpending Death. AT 1 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Grinstein, of the Wayne State University School of
Medicine, discusses some psychological interpretations of
King Lear's impending death, as described in the Shakespeare-
an play.

137626 Central Office Film Library 037B1 Audiovisual Ser-
vice, Veterans Administration Central Office, Washington, DC
20420 (2W-DU-9-2793) V-A (S)S52 &dekko Prevention in

Hospitals. 16mm optical B&W 30 min, 1968.
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Research conducted by the Veterans A 'stration's Unit
for the Study of Unpredicted Death is re rted. Emphasis is
on how hospital personnel can anticipate an revent suicide
attempts.

137646 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC ,(R)S26
($)$530 What Man Shall Lire and Not See Death? 16mm optical

color 57 min, 1971.

Considers the silence surrounding the subject of death.
Presents conversations with doctors, clergymen, terminally ill
patients and bereaved people.

137675 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-3774) NIT (S)$150 In My
Memory. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

When her grandmother dies, Linda is bewildered and upset.
She tries to understand what the death means to her own life
and how to accept the event as a natural part of the human
condition. Designed to help students deal with the kaki's
brought about by the death of a person or pet they love.

145087 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
SeattleWA 96109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)S15 (S)S150 The Day
Grandpa Died. 16mm optical-color 11.5 min 1970.

Vignette of it boy's first experience with the death of a
loved one, shows David's struggle with the reality, from
°Uri& denial of the fact toradual acceptance of death as a
part of life. In sepia flashbacks David relives his memories of
a kindly man and pleasant times. In the end, he begins to un-
derstand the words of the rabbi at the burial ceremony:
'People only die when we forget them.' -

148892 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Btrkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC,
(R)S16 Case of Suicide. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1968.

Study of a 17-year-old wife and mother who committed sui-
cide. Examines the causes of her action, interviews those
close to her, and discusses what cold have been done to help
her.

158415 Mental Health Training Film Progrtun, 33 Fentvood
Road, Boston, MA 02115 (617-734-1300) Miff (S)$240 (R)S25
Widows. 43 min B&W. 1972.

-

Some of the emotions and problems suffered by women
who have hitands who have died are presented. The reac-
tions of the women and their children during this time of
stress and crisis are discussed.

158423 The Eccentric C e, Cinema Workshop Ltd, P. 0.
Box 126, Old Greenwich, 06870 ECC (S)S350 (1()535 How
Could I Not Be Among Yon. 28 min color,,1970.

An interpretation of a man's feelings about death and life 4s
presented. The man, a 31-year7old poet suffering from leu-
kemia. talks about his reaction to the strong' possibility of
dying and his feelings when he learned that his condition has
been halted and he would live.

159967 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw:Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Suicide.
AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 26 min, 1970.

Case histories are used to highlight "the economic, demo-
graphic, cultural, and sociostructural clues to suicide.
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160046 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47461 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$9.50 Psychoaocial
Aspects of Death. 16mm optical B&W 39 min 1971.

The psychosocial aspects of death are examined by present-
ing the case of a leukemia patient, his wife, and a nursing stu-
dent facing a patient's death for the first time. Indicates that
the patient continually, looked to the ftiture and his unborn
child, even though his ,disease was terminal. Emphasizes how
the nurse must conceal her emotions and helf the family
prepare for and. receive death.

164256 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus circle. New York, NY 10023_ (212-541.8088) VIS

.(R)S25 Suicide Practical Diagnostic Clues. 3/4 inch videocas-
sette B&W 13.111111, 1972.

Some signs that will help the practicing physician to spot the
potential suicide'are described. For physicians' use only; Also
available in other video formats.

164270 Netwo'& for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(1()525 Suicide Prevention: the Physician's ROle. 3/4 inch
videocassette B4W 20 min, 1972.

In five authentic-case histories (including that of a practicing
physician) ways in which the physician can recognize suicidal
tendencies in the patient are demonstrated. The film begins
with a women's:, suicidal death, and asks, what could haves
been done to avert this tragedy. A summary- of the growing
problem of suicide, as -it relates to practicing physician. is
made by Dr. Karl Menninger. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other video formats.

164272 Network _ for Continuing Medical Education. 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541.8088) VIS
(R)S25 The Threat of Suicide. 3/4 inch videocassette color 27
min. 1972. ,

!Two medical students discuss the issue of how physicians
can be sensitive to suicide warnings. open orcovert. How the
patient can be helped onc.his attentions arc known .is ex-
plored. For physicians',use only_ Also available in other video
formats.

164298 Network for Continuing MediCal Education. 15
Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Management of the Terminally III: The Family. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 16 min, 1972.

Elizabeth- Kubler-Ross offers practical help to physicians in
dealing with the dying patient and his family. For physicians!
use only. Also-available in other video formats_

164301 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15
Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Dealing With the Terminally III Patient. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 15 min. 1972 -

The stages a patient goes through once he becomes aware
he is dying are demonstrated. The reactions of people around
the patient arc also presented. For physicians' use only. Also
available in Other video formats.

164302 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023: (212-514-8088) VIS
(R)$25 Death of the Sibling. 3/4 inch videocassette color 19
ipin, 1972.
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The film explores the death of a sibling. In a time of crisis
fin parents and surviving children. the family physician can
alsume an essential role in support of both. Specific problems
that result from the death of a sibling are focused on:
questions to expect: points to emphasize; emotionit to look
!for; and how the physician can use medical authority. to
smooth the way, For physicians' use only. Also available in
other video formats.

164339 Central Office Film Library, 037B1, Audiovisual Ser-
vice, Veterans Administration Central Office. Washington. DC
20420 (202-DU-9-27931 V-A (FL) Suicide Prevention in the
Hospital. 16mm optical B&W 20 min. 1968.

Based on a research study of unpredicted deaths by suicide
in hospital settings, several types of patients who are potential
suicides are presented. A helpful list of verbal and behavioral
clues is given which shows that the means to kill one's self are
within easy reach ommost hospital wards, and stresses the im-
portance of psychological safeguards. Watching day to day
morale, allowing patients to talk out fears, and sharing obser-
vations and hunches with other staff members arc three ways
in which hospital staff can help prevent suicide.

165733 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S7.75 The Sulfide Clink-
A Cry for Help. 16mm optical B&W 28 min 1969.

A discussion is presented to indicate that a suicide atterapt
is a cry for help, sympathy, and understandipg -- all of which
$,an be handled by the suicide Clinic_ Shows that most attemp(s
are the result of a crisis which passes leaving the person fully
recovered. ,Stresses that suicides cross all socioeconomic
levels and that these individuals are not necessarily emo-
tionally unstable. Links most suicides with long-term depres-
sion involving love, work, or physical illness. Looks at the
need for recognition and therapy of persons with suicidal ten-
dencies.

170547 Wombat Productions, Inc., 77 Tarrytown Road. White
Plains, NY 10607 (914-428-6220) WOM (14)521 (S)S210 The
Parting. 16min optical color 16 min 1972_

`An'account of the ritual surrounding death in a Montenegro
mountain village iii.presented.

170550 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10022 (212-C1.7-8300i NBC Come and Take
My Hand. 16mm optical color 30 nun 1972.

The work of a religious' home for the ,Dying is presented_
The provision of dignified and sympathetic cure is stressed.

170552 Pyramid Films, Box 1048, Santa Monica. CA 90406
(213-828-7577) PYR (Ri$25 (S)$325 Though I Walk Through the
Valley. 16mm optical color 30 nun 1972.

This film is a document about the last 6 months in the life of
a middle-aged college professor who faced the fears and pains
of terminal cancer. His wife and daughter echo his belief in
God_ The professor talks about his struggle-to eat, his fears of
dying, and about making funeral arrangements_ Only when he
admits his wife will miss him is a brief show of emotion wit-
nessed.

170553 Eccentric Circle Cinema Workshop. P. O. Box 126,
Old Greenwich. CT 06870 (203-661-2278) FCC (R)$24 (S)S240
You See, I've Had a Life Too. 16mm Optical B&W 30 nun 1972.

In this film Paul, a 13-year-old boy who developed leukemia
is followed through his final months. Encouraged to live as

9.
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normal a life as possible until he had to be hospitalized. Paul
shared and faced the experience together with his parents.

170554 Office of Medical Education. University of California.
Irvine, CA 92664 (714-833-5991) OME (R)$50 (5)5250 The
Dying Patient. 16mm optical B&W 60 min 1971.

This film is an actual interview with a dying patient. In the
second half of the film the psychiatrist interviewer discusses
with another doctor the dynamics of the interview and the
concerns of dying patients.

170555 Me of Greatness,'1032 33rd St., N. W., Washing-

ton, DC 2 7 MOG (R)S20 (S)5240 Who Should Survive?
16mm optical color 26 min 1972.

In this film the issue of euthanasia is considered. It contains
a sequence in which a mongoloid infant is allowed to die; fol-
lowing this a panel of experts opens up the discussion of ethi-
cal, legal and scientific issues.

170557 Learning Corp Corporation of America. 711 Fifth
Ave., New York, NY 10022 (212-PL-1-4400) LRN (R)S150
(5)$1195 Brian's Song. 16mm optical color 75 min 1972.

The contemporary true story of Brian Piccolo, the profes-
sional football player who died of cancer at 26 and the story
of his friendship with a Black teammate is presented.

170559 Filmmakers Library, Inc., 290 W. End Avenue, New
York, NY 10023 (212-877-4486) FLM (R)S35 (S)5275 To Die
Today, 16mm optical B7W B&W 50 min 1971.

.
In this film abOut the conspiracy of silence around the dying

patient, the widespread fear of death is discussed and the, five
emotional stages prior to death are described. A live interview
with a patient just told he has a fatal disease and a seminar
with medical student4 who were observing is included.

170560 Video Nursing, Inc., 2834 Central St., Evanston, IL
602(11 (312-866-6460) VNR (R1$24 (S)5225 Until 1 Die. 16mm
optical color 30 min 1970.

In a film about the widespread fear of death. referenceslo
childrens' reactions to death are included. An open dealing
with .patients and staff, and the-exploration and utilization of
gut feelings are advocated.;

'173952 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-7273270) MMA (R)S15 iSt$1511

Death of *Peasant. 16nim optical color 10 min, 1972.

This 'film is a true short story depicting an incident that
highlighted the last few minutes in the life of an actual Yu,

',inlay peasant farmer who had to face a German firing squad
in September of 1941. The scene is a farm and what ensues
after a brooding opening shot of fainiland is a firing squad. As
one peasant after another is being shot-like sheep, our man
does not wait his turn. He makes a running escape through a
coin field, which leads to a very exhilarating chase sequence.
.made so by some excellent mobile photography. The( chase
ends when the peasant has snatched the tether rope from the
neck of a cow, fitted the noose around his own neck, and tied
the other end to the back of a horse drawn wagon. As the
mounted Germans approach, the peasant yells at the horses
and they 'bash forth. strangling him to death and dragging him
behind thrdugh the mud The soldiers arc forced to observe

helpteisly.

173965 Mass Media Associates. 14.. 2116 N. Charles 'St..
Baltimore, MD 21218 'MI-727-3270) MMA (R)S15 (S)S150
Between the Cup and the Lip: 16mm optical color 11 min. 1971.

The theme of this film is death. Life is visualized as a very
slow moving but never ending procession, seen itself as a fu-
neral cortege in black, in which everybody is making his
solemn pilgrimage in the same direction, moving away from
the procession only for brief respites to attend to such
transient concerns as pleasure, love. youth. rebellion, and am-

bition. Death is considered the intruder into marriage, the
curse that keeps man from soaring like a bird, and is com-
pared to the master card player who holds the one and only
ace of spades

183310 Churchill Films. 662 No. Robertson Blvd.. Los An.
geles. CA 900,69 (213-657-5110) air (S)S130 Soon There Will
Be No More of Me. 16mm optical color 10 min 1972.

In this film, a young mother facing death speaks of her
doubts and fears and even her wish to be cradled Quin.

11 DEPRESSION

114300 Psychological Cincina Register, Audio-Visual Serl
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)$9.30 (S)S170 Jane. 16mm optical B&W

37 min. 1969.
Demonstrates normal child's reaction to placement, in a

foster home for 10 days. In spite of visits before separation.
child sliMvs symptoms of stress manifested by increased ag-
gressiveness, tearfulness, and irritability. Effects reduced by
foster /mother's warm, supportive care. Subject is 17-months-
old.

114302 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vic4. Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)510.70 (51$235 John 16mm optical
B&W 45 min, 1969.

uments reactions of 17-month-old child to separation
fr, m mother for nine days. This period is spent in a residental
Mirsery where system of generalized group.care provides no
Mother substitute. Daily increasing distress and deterioration

/are seen in child's failure to compete with more aggressive,
/ acclimatized children. Child rejects mother when she returns.

114304 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-

vices. Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk,. 16802 (814-

865- 6315) PCR (R)S8.10 (5)$170 Kate. 16mm optical B&W 33

min 1969.

Reactions of a child to separation from parents when cared
for in another family setting that she was frunilirir with. Kate,
aged two yeas and five months, reveals gradual lowering of
frustration tolerance, conflicting feelings of grief and anger
towards parents, and breakdown of self-control. Stress is

reduced by warm, supportive care, and the child's reunion
with her mother was not traumatic_

114337 Psychological Cinema. Register. Audio-Visual Ser-

vices. Pennsylvania State. Univ.,. University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (10$6,40 (51$145 Neurotic Child, The.
16mm optical B&W 28 min, 1968_

Shows seven-year-old boy diagnosed as psychoneurutic nn
clinical interview situation. Shows the defensive mechanisms
involved in his struggle'tetorclatelo the world as he perceives

it. Illustrates reactions to reality testing, attitudes toward
father, and fantasies of relative size to fath6r. Aggressive
feelings inhibited by fear, Restricted to use of medical profes-
sionals and their students_
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114366 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio- Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
16802 (814-865-315) PCR (R)S8.70 (S)$120 Separations and Reu-
nions: Parts I-IV. 16mm optical B&W 36 min 1968.

Documents reactions' of four children age 14 to 20 months,
hospitalized for from 5 to 24 days. In these separations from
parents, complicated by illness, the child shows apathy,
withdrawal, self-comforting, acute misery, dull unresponsive-
ness, and other symptoms. Mixed emotions at reunion with
parents. Live-in and frequent visits by parents suggested to
reduce separation anxieties inkthildren.

114375 McGraw-Hill Text Edit Division, 330 W. 42d St., New
York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700) (x5853) 'MGH (R)$15 (S)$195
PCR (R)S6.40 Strad: Parents with a Handicapped Child. 16mm
optical B&W 28 min, 1968.

Problems of bringing up handicapped children are shown.
The home life in five families having handicapped children
shows emotional strains due to lack of adequate welfare and
medical services and the severe financial burden. Sound track
is unclear at times.

121268 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
1011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S35 (S)$350 Stress - A Disease of
Nr Time. lOmm optical color 35 min 1970.

rt
tress is examined as a disease of the times. It is noted that

st ss contributes to ulcers, migraine, asthma, and mental dis-
orders. Rats are shown developing Ulcers in a laboratory under
stress. In a Swedish experiment, soldiers who fire non stop at
targets for three days have hallucinations and their blood
chemistry changes. In an overcrowded classroom, a psycholo-
gist observes predictable patterns of behavior emerging. The
extroverts fight more frequently; introverts tend to play alone.
Children seem to have an inherent mechanism which prevents
them from overreacting with others. It is noted that even
primitive tribes have their own special metho$ for dealing
with anxiety and depression.

128300 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The Concept of Anx-
iety. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

Anxiety is examined as a universal subjective experience
that can be observed in its manifestations and has meaning in
terms of present and past interpersonal experiences.

124312 Video Nursing-Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-64601 VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The Depressed Pa-
tient. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The film shows how the behavior of the depressed patient
communicates to the nurse about the patient's psychodynam-,
ics and his need for interventions in the context of the nurse-
patient relationship,

124313' Video Nursing Inc.. 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The Rltualhaie Pa-
tient. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968!

The message character of ritualistic behavior is discussed
with regard to anxiety and conflict, with -implications for

. nutting intervention.

`124314 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)$20 ('S)S150 The Anxious Patient

)Ind Common Defensive Patierns. 1 inch videotape (iimpeX)
113&W 44.rnin 1968. 4
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Behaviors are discussed that characterize the neurotic pa-
tient's defensive patterns (phobias, somatization, hysteria,
depression), the function of these patterns, and the nurse's
role in supporting change.

130313 University of Indiana, Audiovisual'Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.50 Stain on His Con-
science. 16mm optical color 15 jnin 1969.

The, mental anguish experienced by a man tormented by
guilt is described. Focuses on his feelings as he is chased,
trapped, teased, and haunted by a black blob representing his
conscience. Personifies his unsuccessful imaginary defense
tactics of shooting, hurling, poiioning, burying, and hiding
from the ubiquitous dark mass.

134241 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S9
Psychological Hat/lids in Infancy: Films on Islancy. 16mm opti-
cal B&W 22 min 1972.

Psychological hazards in infancy are discussed, noting that
in group care and at home, the vital experiences and learnings
of infancy may be hampered by inadequate stimulation, insuf-
ficient warm attention from adults, or inappropriate handling
that is not geared to changing developmental needs. The film
shows both mild and severe psychological damage And sug-
gests means of prevention.

135026 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)411.60 (S)5311.50 Behavioral Therapf
Demonstration. 16mm optical color '32 min 1969.

The behavioral method of therapy is demoristrated: A young
woman who suffers from nervousness and extreme feelings of
anxiety is interviewed, with situations 'eliciting anxiety
identified and their relative effects assessed. The subject is
given initial training in deep muscle .relaxation, during which.
her reactions are tested to some imaginary anxiety eliciting
situations. (Restricted.4o professional use only.)

137537 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigina Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. Identities and Affinities: The Problem of Justice in
Marriage and Other Unions. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min ca.,
1973.

Problems faced in modern marriages are examined in 12
parts stressing the many problematical sex-linked anxieties be-
hind today's neuroses. Workable solutions arc suggested to
help avoi. chaos for the sexually, fiberated female who often
finds herself confused and somewhat oppressed by her new
status of equality. In addition, new perspectives regarding
shifts of sexual mores and moralities in current American
society arc examined. Specific topics include: (1) Introduction.
(2) Is Marriage Moral? (3)' Beyond Sexual Identity. (4) The
Oedipus Complex and Sexism. (5) Can Love and Sex Survive
the Elimination of Sexism? (6) Affinities Out of Desperation:
the 'Mrs. Robinson' Syndrome. (7) StIil- Unacceptable Affini-
ties: Older Women Younger Mcn Liaisons. (8) Uprooting and
Role - Transference: Issues of Identity Crises in Wives. (10)
Gay Affinities 'and the Helping Professions. (II) Existential
Aspects of Sexual Jealousy. (12) The State of the Union,
Present and Future. r
137563 Behavioral Sciences Tape library, c/a Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St. ,'Ft. Lee, NJ07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(5)5.6.95 Interpretation of Marital Neurtisis. AT 1 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min, l9734
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Dr. Titchner, of the University of Cincinnati School of
hfedicine, discusses the processes involved in interpretation of

marital neurosis.

137569 Behavioral Sciences. Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)36.95 Emotional Casualties of Vietnam (part 1). AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Solomon, of the Stamford University School of
-hfedicine, disctiNses topics relevant to emotionainasualties in

veterans of the Vietnam War.

137570 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informs-
"on, Inc.. 485 Mahr St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(S)S6.95 Emotional Casualties of Vietnam (part 2). AT 17/8 IPS
cassette 60 min, 1973.

tiDr. Solomon, of the Stamford University School of
edicine, discusses topics relevant tt1 emotional casualties in

v terans tif the Vietnam War.

137576 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, do Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S06.95 An Outline of Current Research on School Phobia. AT
1 /8 IPS'cassette 60 min, 1973.,

1pr. Ian Berg discusses current research on problems of
school phobia and their solutions.

.:
445077 DuArt, Film Laboratories, 245 W. 55th Street, New
York, NY 10019 (212:757.4580) DUA (R)$35 (S)S300 The
Mane. 16mm optical color 30 min 1971.

An artist talkie candidly about his depression, hospitaliza-
tion, and recovery, while we arc shown examples of his work
during these periods. Comments by his wife, parents, and vari-
ous therapists amplify the story.

145115 Roche Film Library, c/o Association-Sterling Films.

, Inc., 600 Grand Avenue, Ridgefield, NJ 07657 (201 -235-5000)

RCH (FL) Group Psychotherapy? The Dynamics of Change.
16mm optical color 30 min 1971. ,

Based upon a portion of a psychoanalytically oriented group
therapy session with neurotic patients, a convincing portrayal
of some of the dynamics operative in the group process is pro-
vided. Topics include: transference reactions, resistance, act-

ing out, therapeutic intervention, confrontation, development
of insight and working through. '' -

155378 Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, Hanover, NJ 07936 (201 -386-

7676) SAN (FL) The Hod.. 40 min color, 1969.

A dramatization of a short story by Guy de Maupassant
describes the onset of a psychotic episode. Alone in country

house; the
becomes ob sessed

hero imagines a ghostly visitor (la rla) and
osessed with plans to trap the intruder Its chief

educational be with the general public. yo illustrate
something of th nature of mental illness.

155309 Lakeside Laboratories, Inc,`., 1707 East Nerth Avenue.
Milwaukee, WI 53201 (414-271-9400) x233 LLI tFL) Depres-
sion. 30 min color, 1970. -

Depression is studied to advance the idea that it is a medical
rather than a psychiatric diagnosis and to advocate its manage-

ment by the physician in general practice The film shows how
some physical symptoms may mask depression and suggests
lines of questioning that will help the doctor make a. more ac-

curate diagnosis. As for treatment of choice. counsel*. an-
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tidepressant drugs, electroshock, and hospitaliza.dcin are con-

sidered.

151399 Education Through Communication, Inc., 15354

Weddington Street, Van Nuys, CA 9140;1 ETQ (R) The Inner
Revolution, 80 min B&W, 1971.

The highlights of a 3 week session in primal therapy are
presented. The patient is a 35-year-old college teacher trying to
free himself from a neurotic lifestyle that has resulted in *
broken marriage and feelings of inadequacy. The nature of his
illness and treatment are discussed.

160006 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S15 (S)$150 Phobias. 16mm optical
B&W 17 min.1970. ,

Two psychiatrists explain why people get phobias and show
the latest methods used to treat them. Phobias include fears of
open place, spiders and heights. Some people are so intensely
frightened, suffering from panic, faintness or palpitations, that
their whole lives are handicapped.

164259 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS".

(FL) Signs of Anxiety. 3/4 inch videocassette color 22 min.
1972. -

Verbal and nonverbal signs of anxiety in three patients seen
in a doctor's waiting riven and in consultation are illustrated.%

Seen through the physician's eyes, method actors effectively
demonstrate and relate their experiences with acute anxiety,
chronic anxiety associated with somatic complaints .and anx-
iety as it relates to interprsonal behavior in a geriatric patient.
For physicians' use only. Also available in other video for-
mats.

164273 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)$25 Treating the Depressed Patient. 3/4 inch videocassette
color 19 min, 1972.

The film demonstrates with three patients, hfiw normal and
some neurotic depressions can be treated by the faitely
physican. It describes the approach to take with the patient
and his family, when the patient require hospitalization. For
physicians' use only. Also available in other video formats.

164287 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Obesity -- the Difficult Patient. 3/4 inch videocassette
B&W 20 min, 1972.

The film discusies a tolerant attitude towards levels of ex-
pectation of weight loss as a method of increasing the effec-
tiveness, of the practicing physician in dealing with the obese
patient. The use of drugs and effectiveness of lay groups are
also considered. For physicians' use only. Also available in
other video formats.

164305 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS

(R1525 Differential Diagnosis of Depression. 3/4 inch videocas-
sette color 23 min, 1972.

Three patients are used to classify three types of depression.
It is suggested that two of the three types can be managed in
the physician's office providing the correct diagnosis is made.
For physicians' use only. Also available in other video for-
mats.
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170525 Telecommunications Center Library, Department), of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Modeling and Operant

. Conditioning. -inch videotape (ampetq B&W 42 min 1970.

This tape discusses practiCal applications in the use of
operant conditioning especially in the area of fear reduction.

170584 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los _An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)S300 Volume XI
- The Power, 16mm optical TAW 60 min, 1970.

This is a single, crisis intervention interview. Mother is due
to be hospitalized for withdrawal and treatment for a diet pill
(amphetamine) addiction Of seventeen years* duration. At the
last minute she balks. Het three adolescent daughters and the
community social worker are stymied. Mother's chronic
prickly depression is momentarily converted to acute sadness
'but it is insufficient to Motivate her. The therapist then turns
to the children. When the alliance with the real power in the
family the youngest daughter is disrupted, mother con-
cedes.

173940 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St..
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S15 (S)S135
Sisyphus. 16mm optical color 10 min, 1970.

This entire film takes plate in one room, the interior of a
man's house. The man is becoming neurotically distressed by
all his many possessions, his creeping neurosis shared with the
viewer as the objeCts in the room begin to take on animate
force and slowly drive him out of his mind. A window shade
that will not stay pit, a door that demands to be kept open, an
Ornery chest of drawers, and pieces of clothing that nag and
tease him when touched all driVe him to hurl his possessions
out the window, and himself along with them. The picture of
self-destructive tension and anxiety that all of this creates is
enough to reduce Ow definition of materialism -- a belief that
ultimate fulfillment is the equivalent of material acquisition
to a la ghablc uniferstatement.

182995 Medical' Film Department, Lakeside Laboratories,
Inc., 1 East North Avenue, Milwaukee. WI 52301 (414-271 -
9400 x 233) LLI FL The Measurement of Depression. 16mm op-
tical color 22 min. 1974.

This is a film depicting the development, validation, and use
of a'scale for the quantitative measurement of depression. The
scale readily lends itself to the general practice of medicine
where most depressions are first encountered. The scale con-
sists of a list of 20 statements expressed in the common lan-
guage of the patient. The statements comprehensively
delineate widely recognized symptoms of depression including
disturbances of mood, biological and psychological function.

'Testing and scoring patients ,usually requires less than five
minutes. Statistical studicsbindicate that measurements so ob-
`mined- correlate reliably with other more time consuming
depression.-rating scales in current use. Use of the scale in a
variety of patients with physical complaints without apparent
Airganic basis rney uncover and measure depression in so-
called hidden depressions saving valuable time in the clinic
and several sessions of probing interviews. In patients in
whom depression is suspected, but is obscured by anxiety or
by normal grief, the scale can be used to provide a quantita-
tive index of depression which may be compared with depres-
sion ratings obtained in hospitalized and, office patients with a
variety of emotional disturbances.

1'

SoloctIrd Audiovisuals

183016 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 1700 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-KI-5-1836) PCG (R)S70 A
Modern Little Hans. 1/2 inch videocassette color. 1974.

The film gives a series a excerpts and an analysis of an en-
tire treatment sequence where the presenting problem is a boy
with a fear of dogs. Commentary highlights the sequence of
stages through which therapy progresses. The film demon.
mimics the engagement of the parents with the boy in treating
the problem, work with the marital dyad. and the therapist's
disengagement from the changed family.

183017 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic. 1700 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-KI-5-1836 PCG (R)S70 Af-
finity. 1/2 inch videocassette color, 1974.

In this film, Dr-Carl Whitaker conducts a consultative inter-
view with a family who has an encopretic child. An analysis is
made of how the consultant joins the family's verbal and non-
verbal patt4ros, enhancing possibilities that as he steps out of
pattern, the family will move with him.

183018 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 1700 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-1U-5-18361 PCG (R)S70 1
Think it's Me Difference Display as Contextual Event. 1/2
inch vidoccassette color. 1974.

This film presents an analysis of an initial family interview
in which the family consisted of husband (the identified pa-
tient), his wife, their son and the wife's father The husband
exhibited severe paranoid compulsive behavior- He had been
hospitalized several times and he was in individual treatment
The interview unravels a deviation amplifying system with
strong hidden coalitions that maintained the husband's sympto.
matology.

183019 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 1700 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia, PA, 19146 (215-K1.5-1836) PCG (R)S70 A
Family with a Little Fire. 1/2 inch videocassette color. 1974.

This film shows a therapy session with a one parent family
consisting of a mother, son and two daughters where the
presenting problem was the eider daughter who set fires The
sessions roveal a repetitive series of sequences in which cer-
tain interactions between mother and daughter were prevented
from coining into existence through intervention of the son
functioning as a parent - child. The commentary highlights the
process through whick,the therapist joins the flow of family
patterns in such a way that previously ,prohibited sequences
can come intoistence to resolve the problem.

183020 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clink, 17110 Bainbridge
Street. Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-K1.5-1836) PCG (R)S70
Between Vou and Me. 1/2 inch videocassette color, 1974.

In this film, aspects of treatment of an adolescent anorectic
girl and her parents arc presented. The film highlights how the
enmeshed family system is changed to permit the girl to func-
tion as a normal adolescent in the family and with peers.

183021 'Philadelphia' Child Guidance Clinic. 1700 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-K1.5-1836i PCG (R)570

.Cosas de Brujas (Things of Witches). 1/2 inch videocassette

70

color. 1974.

In this film, an analysis and excerpts are presented from the
complete 'treatment of a 10-year-old Puerto Rican boy. the
identified patient. and his family. The patient had night terrors
and heard voices. The therapist is a student at the Institute. of
FaMily Counseling. The students at the Institute are mature
persons who have not obtained traditional academic cre.
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dentials and who are recruited with special reference to ethnic

minority groups.

12 EDUCATION

114232 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-74300) NBC (R)S10 (S)S240
Closes to Learn, A. 16mm optical color 17 min, 1968.

Takes the position that there is ,a crisis in education due to

the breakdown of standards in education in the inner cities.
Comment on who shall control the schools, who shall decide
who teaches in them, and who shall decide what is taught.

114234 Davidson Films, 3701 Buchinan St., San Francisco,
CA 94123 (415-567-2974) DAV (S)$170 PCR(R)$6.90 Classifica-

tion (flaget's Developmental Theory). 16mm optical color
17min, 1969.

Children shown at several developmental stages responding

to tasks designed to highlight a different mental operation es-

senilel to classification, such as multiple classification, class
inclusion,.and hierarchical classification.

114363 McGraw-Hill Text FilinDivisitin, 330 W 42 St., New

York, NY 10036 (609-4484 700) (x5853) MOH (R)S40 (5)5610

PCR From Cradle to Chuaroom. 16mm, optical, color, 25 min,

1968.

Shows how preschool education aids the very young. New

processes are shown toteach from 1-year-of age. Toys and as-

sociation drills fro younger groups, reading and logic for two-
year-old, three-year-old, and fouryearold groups. Controver-
sial issue of early education is discussed.

11420 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York, NY 10020 (212-CI7-8300) NBC (R)S32 (S)$675 Give

Us the Children. 16mm optical B&W 29 min, 1970.

Takes the position that education is* undergoing a crisis
Which is particularly acute within the sinner cities. Some posi-

tive alternatives aro suggested. Innovative pilot projects are
shown. The Parkway experiment in Philadelphia and the Forty
Ninth Street School in Los Angeles are given as examples.

114292 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-

vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865.6315) PCR (R)S14.20 (S)$310 Impact o4 a Teacher's

Behaviors on Learners and Learning, 16mm optical B&W 71

min, 1969.

Two instructional modes are used to emphasize impact,of

verbal 'and nonverbal 'behaviors on learners. Guidelines for
systematic analysis of any type of teaching behaviors are
presented. Self-evaluation and discussion are stressed and en-

couraged.

1143118 Educational Development Center, 39 Chapel St., New-

ton, MA 02160 (617-969-7100) EDS (R)S15 (S)S170 PCR
(R)$6.90 They Can Do It. 16mm optical B&W 33 min, 1968.

One year survey of Open plan primary classroom. Pupil cen-

tered approach leaps to varied activities occurring simultane-
ously, individually, arid in small groups, with emphasis on in-
teraction, cooperation, and free enquiry,.

12443$ Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State UniV., University Pk., PA 16802
(811-865-6315) PCR (R)S5.90 AIX Approaches to Early Child-
hood Curriculum. 16mm optical B&W 25 min 1968.
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Three short Sequences at prekindergarten are used to ex-

plain the Institute *for Developmental Studies' methods for
teaching abstract concepts, self-image development, and how

games can be adapted to reinforce learning. The teacher's
techniques, successes and failures arc examined. The projector
can be stopped after each sequence for discussion.

124440 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-8654315) PCR (R)S5.90 EMC (R)S11 As the Twig is Bent.

16mm optical B&W 27 min 1968.

Two different approaches to education are examined: the
traditional curriculum centered program and the Montessori

learning process centered method. Focus is on two kindergar-

ten classrooms in Greenwich, Connecticut where these

methods arc tried out and discussed.

124479 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices; Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814. 865-6315) PCR (R)S7.40 EMC (R)S13 (S)S175 For All My
Student*. 16mm optical B&W 36 min 1968.

Particular problems and rewards of teaching Negro high
school students effectively arc shown. The film demonstrates

both poor and effective teaching in difficult classroom situa-

tions and suggests ways of providing special help for disad-
vantaged students. Both students and teachers give candid

views.

124610 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 V-64244601 EMC
(R)$22 (S)S360 Need for Dialogue, The, 16mm optical color 30

min 1970.

A day-long conference is reported in which San Francisco
Bay Area intermediate and junior high school students, a child
psychiatrist, a minister, two school administrators, a teacher

who conducts in-service training in drug education, and
several teachers who arc not experts on drugs seek to commu-

nicate with one another. Initial attempts are unsuccessful: chil-
dren and adults arc wary, the teachers taking refuge _behind

their roles, the children reticent. Assessing the discussion. ex-

perts declare that much misinformation about drugs was
evident. Unexpectedly, the students ask fora special session
with the child psychiatrist as discussion leader. His sym-
pathetic skill allows the children to unblock, and a free. easy,

-open exchange of ideas follows. What emerges is a picture of
modern childhood as complicated and frustrating as adulthood.
The Inevitability of young people turning to drugs for escape
and pleasure, as adults do, is suggested.

124615 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)S25 (S)$360 Education Ganting. 16mm optical B&W 59 min

1970: ,

A television discussion is presented of two educational gam-
ing experts whose object has been to produce classroom
games not merely educational but motivational, beyond the
simulated world of the game. Thc game discussed. Played by

7-year-olds. called 'Manchester.' portrays a socioeconomic

microcosm in the English city in which *specific roles are as-
signed to different individuals. Thc film also discusses ramifi-

cations such games will have in teaching, and the change this

portends in teacher student relationships. 4!

A

124616 University of California, Extensimi Media Center,
'-2223 Fulton 'St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415:642-0460) EMC
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124641 .
(R)S21 (S)S340 Education and the, Mexican-Amerlealvel6rnm Op-
tical B&W 57 min 1969.

The struggle of Mexican-Americans to effect changes die
Los Angeles School system to gain more control over who
teaches and what is taught in the neighborhood schools -- is
examined? During a week in 1968 thousands of students in the
barrio of gait Los Angeles staged walkouts to protest inferior
education, resulting in alist of 36 demands being presented to
'the school board. The dopumentary first half of the film
presents representative views, mainly from the vocal, Mex-

Jcan-American point of view. Included are opinions voiced
after the walkouts and also nearly three months later, when.
the Chicano 13 were arrested on Grand Jury, indictments
charging conspiracy. Others comment on the arrests and their
political implications. The second half of the, film is a panel
discussion of some of the issues raised in the first half, par-
ticularly from points of view not already expressed.

124648 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 (S)S215 Free Growth. 16mm optical B&W 36 min 1971.

A' documentary essay extolls freedom for children and other
growing things. It is composed of significant fiagments of life
in a Hopi Indian community, in an urban 'ghetto, among the
middle-class, and in the hip counterculture. These examples
vividly contra3t free growth and alternate education with the
painful effects of regimentation and structure imposed by
parents, schools, and society. A Black youth, a White girl, and
a Hopi grandfather discuss the ways traditional education
seems to have prevented them from growing naturally and
learning enthusiastically. Scenes at a nonschool, the Los An-
geles Free School, give the feeling of groWing and living treely
as people attempt to be closer to nature, less competitive, atid
free to discover themselves. Four adults stopped on the street
are asked whether education should be compulsory. Various
people talk emotionally about failures of traditional schools
and the personal effects of them.

124651 University of 'California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 44720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 Frustrated Campus. 16mm optical B&W 47 min 1968.

Students, faculty members, and administrators from several
large universities confront one another in a debate that covers
the many vital issues associated with unrest on the 'American
campus: racism, civil rights, Vietnam, the university's role in
the social structure of the community. The film asks if the
university can provide a student with all of the social, politic
cal, cultural, and artistic tools he needs in order to live in a
complex society.

124682 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460). EMC
(R)S22 Methods of Teaching Art to the Mentally Retarded.
16mm optical color 34 min 1968.

Demonstrates that art, as a basic medium of communication,
proves an excellefit means to stimulate the development of the
retarded child. Outlines six basic steps in the planning and
presentation of an art lesson, each step illustrated by class-
room situations. The motivation step, for example, is provided
by guitarist Stephen Turner. He sings for the children, in
volves them in the music, and promises to return when the
children have made their own musical instruments.

124690 University ..of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-(642-0460) EMC
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(R)S16 (S)S250 Maths with Estrything. 16mm optical B&W 21
min 1971.

Demonstrates new British child-centered methods Tof
teaching mathematics to children aged five, to seven. Teachers
are observed at a conference having' fun astthey learn to in-
tegrate mathematical concepts into the entire curriculum as
well as hoe, to make the learning process eqjoyable for the
children. Then shows a teacher applying these methods in the
classroom, working closely: with individial students 'and dis-
playing great skill in knowing when to help and when to
remain silent. Reveals how a teacher can help children
discover the excitement of learning and extend the discoveries
they make into a network of understanding, depending on their
ability. Illustrates ways to use concepts such as matching (one-
to-one correspondence), invariance of number of elements in a
set, sorting sizes of two objects, number of objects in two
sets, inclusion, ordering, neighborhood, distance, and length).
There are glimpses of ch4dren recording, counting, and calcu-
lating, but the point is that mathematics includes all activities
if teachers know where to look for opportunities to teach it,
using experiences that interest and totally involve the children.

124775 University of California, Extension 'Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S8 Rapping (Rev- Jesse James). 16mm optical fi&W
1969.

In an interview with Rev. Jesse James, the controversial
leader of San Francisco's Mission Rebels describes his own at-
tempt to support a hard drug habit, his subsequent experience
on parole, and how ghetto youth come to him for guidance lar-
gely because of his background.'His theories of education are
ghetto bscd. He objects to the same teaching techniques being
used for disadvantaged children as are used in suburban
schools, the idea of integrated schbols without tha proper
background materials, including Black history courses, good
texts, and trained teachers. He calls the present school'system
tragic and believes that a child is aware he is losing time from
his real education. He determines that his son will not grow up
in a world of drugs

124779 University of Calllornia, Extension Media Center,
Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415642-0460) EMC

20 (S)S320 Report. 16mm optical B&W 53 min 1969.

A fantasy documentary report is-presented of trying to teach
an experimental political science course at the University of
California at Berkeley called 'Toward the Expression of the
Idea of Freedom' during the year of acute crisis on the cam-
pus. The filmed report deals chaotically with chaos, raising
questions for discussion about teachers without answers, stu-
dents without restraint, and freedom 'without understanding.
The film within a course within a film tries through both form
and content, to show how it feels to teach and learn in the

cmidst of a onfusing time of change in higher education. It is
intended for teachers and their students dealing with problems
of education and learning, designed to make 1.iewers uneasy.

124857 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S18 IUV (R)$13 -50 (S)S265 Three0119s and Sex Education.
16mm optical B&W 60 min 1971.

Many opposing views, on sex education in schools are ex-
plored. A Pennsylvania Quaker school is shown that believes
sex education helps students make moral and ethical decisions.
Arguments against sex education are given by Dr. Billy James
Hargis. head of Christian Cruiade, as well as by John Birch
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§ociety members and others. The campaign against sex educa-

tion in. Cedar Rapids, Iowa is followed. including confronta-
tions (during PTA and school board meetings. Teachers are
also shown being trained to teach sex cducatlop classes.

124571 University- of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415442.0460) EMC
(R)S15 IS)S230 My4Ar3,1s Me. 16mm optical color 21 min 1969.

The process of.' childhood learning, and dqclopment of
creativity is described using a racially and socioeconomically
integrated group of four and five-year-olds absorbed-in an ex-
perimental nursery school program's, art activities. Describes
children working with a variety of materials -- painting, dra -
ing, sewing. mixing playdough, manipulating clay. constructing
wood scrap sculptures. and includes sang accompaniment
along with comments about the work and a brief commentary
by a teacher The children are shown to enjoy their ex-.
periences while they also Learn and verbalize about what they
sire doing. 'Shows teachers howl to encourage children by
providing a conducive environment, freedom, and support
rather than specific direction. Also illustrates ways for
teachers to set up materials- so-that children can partielpate fe
all aspects of an activity, including preparation and cleanup

and suggests basic, easy to control art materials that allow
them to develop competence.

128236 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street. Ncw York. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30' (S)5250 DiscoVery and Ex-
perience: City Infanta. 16mm optical .B&W 30 min 1959.

The problems of the teacher in overcrowded urban schools

are shown, emphasizing that the freer activity methods ad-
vocated for elementary schools need not be restricted to
schools in more affluent neighborhoods. Situations are seen in
which imaginative teachers have expanded coatrooms and cor-

ridors, and used washbasins for painting and water play. A
staggered admissions system is also shown that makes more
time available for interviewing, enabling children and parents

to get to know the teacher as someone who links home with
school.

128237 :rime-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (212 -691 -2930) T-L (R)530 (S)$250 Illecovery and, Ex-

perience: flow Do Children Think? 16mm optical B&W 30 min

1969.

Patterns of childhood thought processes arc shown which

arc becoming familiar to teachers and which can be a valuable
Ode to their selection of material for the classroom. (I) In the

early .years. the child's thinking is egocentric and he is the
center of the world. Until about six or seven reasoning is a

description of what happens. (2) The child decentersAhrough
socialization and discussion with other children. He can still

not think in' abstractions until he has enough experience trans-

planting external action into internal mental processes.

Meaningful activity must be geared to how children's minds
work. so that they learn to think for themselves, actively solv;
ing problems. inventing processes. and expanding ideas.

128235 Time-Life Filme43 West 16th Street. New Yorg. NY
10011 p12-691,1930) TL (R)$30 (S4250 Discovery and Ex-
perienceThe Growing Mind. 16mm optical) B&W 30 min 1969

A study of the grilwth of a child:s mind shows the kind of
teaching situations which foster the growth of thinking at-vari-

ous levels. introducing the theories of fsiagot. and others and
relating them to the need for elementary education based on
activity, discussion, and the growth of social relationships.

12
134214

The period of sensorimotor development (birth to 18 months)
establishes the concepts of space. time and perrnancrice of ob-
jects. The preconceptual stage (18 months to 4.5years) begins

with the 'child pretending with his toys or himself. The intui-
tive stage (4 5to 7 years).- the child's concepts arc still im-
precise anti his judgment still depends on what he secs.
Workshop classroom discussion and activity can benefit, The
concrete operations stage (7-12 years) secs concept formula-
tion and classification being made.

128242' Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street, New York. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)$30 (S)$275 Eyes of Child. 16mm
optical B&W 30 Min 1971.

The film follows children in the primary grades through* a
typical day at a special school for the blind in England:ft
slis43% them in classes where they are taught the standard cur-
riUdoin and where they learn to replace the vital faculty of

° sight with their fingertips and cars. One boy's Braille written'
essay is entitled 'Why I, dislike school:Ile 'behavior of the
-children is shOwn to be ()amid they solvedcomplicated
logarithmic problems. run. lump, roller skate. trees,

make beds. wash and dress, play cricket. This Maori demon-
strates that it is possitle for the bliild*to lead nonni4 lives and

realize their full potential. ¢

128248 Time-Life Films. 43 'West 16th Street, Ncw York. RY
10011 211-691-2930) T-L (R)S35 (S)$350 The Gifted Child.
16mm optical color 35 min 1971.

A study made in England shows new research into the ways

gifted children think and use their imagination and new
techniques of education. The film shows the Yehudi Mcnuhin
School where young musicians are selected and educated; a

mathematic class at a London school whets brilliant young
boys are working for schblarships to Oxford and Cambridge;

and an art center who' ddren learn about science through

art At the beginning of -le film. a 7-year-old child answers
math an genetics question; in a few seconds. Much ififorma-
tion is Mimed to help the teacher cope with the problems of

educating the excepti bright or talented child.

1.30282 Universiti, of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-3.37-8087) WV (R)$5 Jowl a Simple Misun-
derstanding. Critical Moments In Teaching Series. 16mm optical

color II min 1970.

A discussion is presented showing how tnisunqerstanding
and misinterpretation in the teaching profession can result in a
chain of unexpected events. Describes a mother who becomes
disturbed when her son's attitude toward lifebchanges because

of his English teacher's influence. Presents tae mother's visit
with the teacher whose explanation results in yet another mis-

understanding.

73

130310 University of Indiana. -Audiovisual 'Center. Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (812.337-8087) !UV (1054.50 Some Courses Don't
Count. Critical Momenta In Teaching; Series. 16ninoptical color

9 min 1970.

The mental conflict that a high setooi student mit:minters_
when trying to decide whether tt takeli shop class which in.
wrests him or a math class which might be beneficial liter in
college is described Shows influences from the'shopreacher.
math teacher, and counselor in his attempts to makeT choice

134214 New York University Film Library, 26'ilkashirrgton
Place. Nev.' York. NY 10003 1212- 598 -225I) (R)$9 Aides
Make the Difference. 16mm optical ii&W 30 min 1971

4
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The importance of paid assistant teachers to Head Start
preschool programs is shown along with how the aides benefit
vocationally from their participation. Unlike the teachers, most
aides lack previous schooling for this work and must learn on
the job.

A34220 Ncw York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York, NY 10003 (212-54-2251) NYU (R)56.50 A
Camera Visit to Los Nieto. Kindergarten: Camera Visits to
Preschools for Children of Poverty Serker 16mm optical B&W
25 min 1971.

The film shows a predominately Mexican-American
neighborhood and a public school kindeigarten. the Los Nictos
Kindergarten, d briefly a first grade) in which children had
earlier participated in a summer program sin tar to Head Start.
The directors and bilingual teacher di cuss differences
between these children and those without such preparatiOn Col
school.

134221 Ncw York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212:598-2251) NYU (R)S6.50
VAS A Camera Visit to Vassar College Nursery -School:
Camera ,Vislts to Preschools (or Children Of 'Poverty Series.
16mm optical B&W 35 min 1971.

The Vassar College Nursery School. a two afternoons a
week program for aisadvdmagcd children, using the facilities
of the regutlar nursery school, is shown. In the discussion there
is some comphrison of the grouph of children. comments on
progress in a few weeks, and opportunity to sec a well
equipped preschool.

134222 Ncw York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York, NY. 10003 (212. 598-2251) NYU (R)S16
Classroom Management. 16mm optical color 18 min 1969.

The rap portrays the techniques teachers use to manage
children's behavior, focusing on the kinds of problems that
naturally 'Viso in any elementary classroom, It *cities
concrete teacher behavior that correlates with wdrk involve-
ment and freedom from misbehavior in classroom activities

134227 New York University Filrn Library^. 26 Washington
Place. Ncw York. NY 10003 (212.598-2251) NYU (R)S12.50
(S)5125 Guidance Office. 16mm optical color 10 min 1970.

Using the technique of role-playing, a roup of Black high
scitool students take the parts of a Wh counselor -and,stu.
dents to demonstrate in candid and forceful terms what they
perceive to be the insensitive and diserirainatory guidance they
receive in urban public schools.

134228 New York University Film
frLibniry.-26

Walliington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212.598-2251) NYU tRIS7 Head'
Start to Confidence: Illead. Start Training Series. 16mm optical
B&W 17 min 1968.

The role of Head Start and other programs in devCloping a
child's confidence is presented. Many children begin such pro-
grams apathetic. fearful, licsitaht., upset, or frustrated to the
point of rage or despair. Teachers are shown to reach out and
begin the task of convincing them that they are worthwhile
and capable. The film demonstrates how teach6rs, beginning in
the first day of school, accomplish this in a number of Head
Start and Similar settings in, :inch a way that children realized
that teachers like them and, help them to learn.

134244 New York Unviersity Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, New York. NY 10003 (212. 598-2251) NYU (R)16
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(S)S175 The Opportunity Clam. 16mm optical color 22 min
1972.

The origin, development, and activities of a special nursery
class for both handicapped and normal children under age
seven are documented. The Opportunity Class plays a useful
role in preparing the physically or nrntrilly handicapped child
.for 'entrantellhto a formal. clasirooth setting. Mothers also
benefit from social contact with other parents.

131245 Ncw York University Film Librilry, 26 Washington
Place, New York., NY 10003 (212-59i:2,1251) NYU (R)S7. 0r-
patting Free Play: Head Start Training Series. 16mm optical
B&W 22 min 1968.

Free play in nursery school is shown to be neither helter-
skelter chaos nor regimented uniformity, but asrucially impor-
tant segment of the day, when children may choose among,
variety of carefully prepared activities. Scenes from a dead:
Head Start and other preschool centers show how the teacher
organize, and supervises such a program and what it means to
children as a curriculum of discovery.

134253 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place. New York NY 10003 (212.598-2251) NYU (R)S11 Tense
Imperfect: Critical Moments In Teaching Series. 16mrrk optical
color 12 min 1968.

Despite her good intentions, a middle-class teacher who
tefichel culturally deps'ved students finds herself constantly
criticizing the students' tack of initiative. When one of them
reaches out to her awkwardly for help, she makes him the
scApegoat fOr all her frustrations and finally loses her self-Zon.
trot. The film poses the question: is there anything she can do
to establish a positive atmosphere-in the class? The solution is
left to the viewer.

134254 New York University Filrn-Library, 26 Washington
New. York, NY 16003 (211;598-22.51) NYU (R)S9.50

What Do I Know Aboot Benny? Critical Moments In Teaching
Series. 16mm optical color 40 min)968

A ,teacher tries to explain to a child's mot cr why he has not
done well in school by referring to his cu ulative elementary
record: especially his test score. Failing_ aderstand. 'his
mother accuses the teacher of calling the child dumb. The
teacher's answer to-the problcinis left to the viewer.

134263 American Personnefland Guidance Association 1607_
New Hampshire Ave. N.W Washington. D.0 20009 (202483.
4633) APO (14)S25 (S)S250 Carl Rogers on &location, Part 1.
16mm optical color 30 min 1973'.

Carl Rogers' distussion on education describes how people
acquire significant learning and indicates the directions in
which thc educational system must change if it is to have a
real impact oii students. The film covers such topic1 as: the
role of the student in formulating his own curriculuiethe
cuinstanceshicli learning will be a most lasting and
meaningful ',process:the activities a teacher should engage in
to be a facilitator of learning;-aa the qualities in the interper.
sonal relationship between facilitator and students which
foster and encourage the learning process.0

134280 American Personnel' and Guidance Association. 1607
Ncw Hampshire -Ave N.W . Washington, D. C 20009 (202.
483-4633) APO (R)S25 (S)5250 Guidance turd the Role of the
Counsego. (E. J. Shoben, Jr.). lamni optical color 25 min 1970.

Guidance and the role of the sounselor are discassed by B.
.1 Shoben. who comments that the schools serve to reinforce
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the components of the dominant culture instead of encourag-
ing the diversity toward which he hopes counselors can help
young people. He feels the school counselor should facilitate
individual growth while serving as a constructive critic of 'the
school as, an organization.- He defines the role of counseling
theory as a corollary' to his explanation of how a counselor
should choose= a theory, and why such a choice should be
made as it relates to personal traits. The future of guidance is
. -

assessed.

134300 Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3010) UMA (S)$15 The Role of the Schools In
Death Education. AT 3 3/4 IPS 5 inch reel 27 miii, 1970.

Di. Daniel Leviton expresses his views on a need for formal
death education in the schools, comparing such educationwith
sex education and stressing the value of an academic context.
Discussion of the formal classrothi situation, teacher and

4
parent education, and the prospect of Crisis intervention facili-

ties are also considered.

134302 Grove Press- 16 Film Library, 80 University
Place, New York, .3 (212-6774100) GRO (R)$50
(S4195 School. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1972. -

The learning +process at the Warrendale treatment center is
shown to strip away the traditional contrivances of educational

--Structures and encourage the children to express" their natural
curiosity in their own ways and at their own speed. The suc-
cesstof the method is apparent in the film. Children considered
unteacbable by conventional modes of judgment are shown to
be fully engaged in the leuning process, because the ex-
periences offered are meaningful to theni and emerge out of
mutual respect and warmth-between student andLeacher.

137602 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, 'CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC,
(R)S27 Children Are People. 16mm optical color 42 min,.1972.

A description is provided on the successful, child centered
British approach to elementary education. Advantages of verti-
cal integration in the classroom, which involves combining stu-
dents of different grades, are pointed out, as 'well as those of
the open- classroom, the integrated day, and individualized
teaching based on the needs of each child.

137670 National Instructional Television tenter, '13Ox A,
Bloomington; IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)5135 In-Service

Program for Teachers. 16nuri optical color 30 -min, 1973.,

Presents the range of emotional experiences that teachers
may expect to encounter: Explores the ideas and methods that
underlie the, series and, through classroom sceifes of teachers
and students; working together, illustrates how the affective.
approach to'health education can be applied to various topics.

14605**New York University Film Llbrary. 26- Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)$12 A
This for 9eorgla. 16mm optical B&W 14min,1971.

The filni describes the Pre-Schooler's Workshop, a special
nursery kindergarten school for the very, your)* child whose
level of social, emotional, and intellectual functioning is im-
paired. It documents a 4-year-old autistic child's struggles and
triumphs in her classroom world and shows her progress
Within a six month period.

Fk_
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4633) APG (R)$25 (S)$250'1, F. Skinner on Education ((1'art.1).

16mm optical color 25 min' 1972.

B. F. Skinner discusses rucation, dealing with such issues
es; how his concettts on freedom and control are related to the
claisrbour tkperience; the defective learning' environment in
school today; some consequences and alternatives; what
values are impliCit in his technology of a behavioral change;
hbvi., the educatiOnal philosophies and psycholOgies espousing
freedom actuallyare inimical to the improvement of teaching;
'given the current status of our educational system, how ,and
where-the process of effecting change will begin.

145054 American Personnel. end Guidance Association 1607

New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202-483-
4633) APG (R)$25 (S)$250 B. r. Skinner on Education (Part II).
16 mm optical color 25 min 1972.

In a continuing discussion. B. F. Skinner explores such is-
sues as: what the implications are for our educational system
of the increased leisure time provided by the, technological
society; why the educational system is nseffectual in develop-
ing enduring pursuits _such as reading lo'r enjoyment; whether
schools should help develop people who will be deeply con-
cerned about the welling of the felloi-v4miuil and who' will
work -tore the better:1cm of other human beings; why hu-
manistic education is less effective in riemoting philanthropic
.behavior than is operant analysis and the use of contingencies
of reinforcement.

145153 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$29 S)1320 Whit Does It Need to Grow? 16mm optical

color 29 min 1968.

Observes three contrasting preschool programs, conducted
at the University of California Child Study Center in Berkeley,
that were part of +a preschool demonstration project with chil-

dren from wide variety of social classes and ethnic
backgrounds. Follows the activities of 'two teachers, pointing
out some of the pressures that may lead them to overlook or

, overshadow the child's efforts, and showing their increasing
ability to adapt their programs in ways that respect the chil-
dren's individual ideas and interests. Suggests that as teachers
gain competente in this approach, the ehildren are helped to
develop the confidence in their own powers that is needed to
sustain learning in the face of difficulties.

1411113 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univei-
sky Division, McGraw-Hill Book-Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x 5591) MGH (S)S11 Col-
leges Behind the Barricades. AT i 7/8 IPS cassette 28 ,min,

1969.

145053 American Personnel ind Guidance Association, 1607
New ilanipshire-Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202483-

.v

75

4r

.4

. Fundamental principles that should govern university ref6rm
and the, behavior of members in college and university commu-
nities. -,,.

14$l5 New Media Marketing Manager, College Ind Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (6094484700 x5591) MGH (S)111 The
Challenge of Student Rebrion. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 29 min,

1969.

Discusses how, eclucitors Can work with the rebel to bogs
about meaingful change in the schools. 4

138464 Guidance Associates' Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-

769 -7751) GAS (S)$49.50 IVO Effective Teacher: Family Life
Ind Sex FAlucadon. FS 3 12 in LP color, 1979.

A
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The role of* the effective teacher in relation to family life
wind sex education is discussed. The need for'sixeducgion at
all levels of school is Stressed and the geed for teach= to
build mastery Of all facts, self-awareness, professional objec-

Aries and realistic contmunication with students is etnphasized.
Audio also available in cassette.

104468 Guidance Aesociates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914 -
769 -7751) GAS.-(S)S45 Sex Education In America. FS 3 12 in LP
color, 1972. .

Parent and community understanding of the role sex pliys in
society today is`discussed. The value of sex education for
admits asp well 4.3 children is stressed. Audio also ,available in
cassette.

.

159994 University of California, Extensiorilt.Meclia Center,
c, 2223 Fulton. St.,. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) ,IEMC

(E)S1S4flear Us 0 Lace Idhun optical B&W 51 min 1969.

Reaction is shown in Cook County, Illinois as the nation's
first incorporated suburb is ordered to desegregate its schools
by.busing. Focus is on a White fangly, their two children, and
theirmeighbors. The fathesodoes not his -children to so to
school witIkBlack children because they are different. White
parents are shown petitioning to keep schools closecrphile
awaiting appeals to -a dish 'ct court. When this fails, busing
begins, and parents give in. -

most - University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) lUV (R)S8.50 Up and Over: Ex-

'ploring on the Stegel. 16mm optical color 20,min 1969.

A description is piesented of a new physical exercise, called
the Stegel, which. is designed to, develop skills in crawling,
hanging, climbing, jumping, swinging, _vaulting, and balancing.
Indicates' that physical education is developing new equipment

.for the development of the basic motor skills. Emphasizes that
children receive therapeutic valid' from Isuccest- in physical
education, since it helps develop self-confidence and the total
individual: Points out the proper techniques and methods for
the most effective use of the Stegel.

164260 .Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Troubled Kids the Mental Iloapilal School and the Cor$
Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023. n1'441-8068) VI

3/4 inch videocassette B&W 30 min, 1972.

The, ptirpose and workings of a mental hospital 'school
established to teach hospitalized, as well as nonhospitalized,
adOlescent students with behavioral problems are explored.
Each child is evaluated individually and a special teaching pro-
gram is established to meet his needs. Scenes 'in the %classroom
illustrate teaching techniquesand crisis intervention by an edu-
catiqnal psychologist. The progratn covers a family, session;
strident dance and staff meeting. Methods used to reach
into the community 'to prevent hospitalization by ,send
representatives to evaluate and deal with troublesome studen s
in the ptiblic' schools are described. For physicians' use onl
Also available in other video formats.

165732 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Cefiter, Bloomi -
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S5.25 Welcosad to
Third Grade. Critical Moments In Teaching Series. 16mm opti-
cal color 12 min 1970.

o.
The Rroblemi a boy encountets when transferring from one

school to another where the backgrounds differ considerably
are described. Illustrates the teacher's (efforts including-Parent
- teacher conferences, tutoring, pretesting, and postiesting.

t.

Welded Audiovisuals

Concludes with the boy's retention in the third grade and his
reaction to being held back.

170533 telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, CaMarilIGState Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Introduction to Marian
Craig School. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 20 min 1973.

This tape discusses a total educational prograM for the
mildly, moderately and severely mentally retarded.

170585 Film Collection, National Audiovisual Center
(GSA), W hington, DC 20409 NMH (R)S7.50 (S)$44.75 A
Teacher Reflection. 16mm optical color 10.5 min, 1973.

This i a methodology film about a grade school teacher
who u class meetings to help work Ofrough students' per-
sonal classroom problems. In this documentary, the
teache talks about her teaching style, and her succeptes and
failu in accomplishing the classrOom environment she
seeks

17 6 Psychoeducational Center, Coney Island Hospital,
260 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235 (212-743-4100).
CI (R) $7.541 (S) S75 Let's Look At Sounding Out. 16nun opti-
cal B&W II min, 1973.

film presents the highlights of, tri evaluation of the
p rare skills of a disabled reader, administered individually.

evaluation of phonic skills is one part of a broad
p ychoeducabonal battery that is used for prescriptive
t aching.

Psychoeducational Center, Coney Island Hospital,
2601 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235 (211- 743- 4100).
CIH (10$10 (S)S125 All for Onei Tutorial Highlights. 16mm op-
tical B&W 11 min, 1973,

This film presents highlights of educatiOnal therapy em-
ployed in individual tutorial sessions. Aft individualized mul-
tisensory approach is demonstrated, with emphasis on the
therapeutic relationship that rebuilds the student's self-esteem,
while providing him with the specific skills which he lacks.

173S8S Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400)., PMF (S)S216 School
for Fours. 16mm optical B&W 27 min, 1974.

/

This film:was designed as a teaching tool for students in' stu-
dent teaching. Topics include: 1) stories and transitions; 2) eat-
ing is a social time; 3) let's play grown up; 4) rainy friday; 5)
music is more-than singing; and 6) learning about nature.

173897 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York; NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)S195 BlocksA
Medium for Perceptual Learning. 16mm optical color 17 min,
1969.

This, is a training film for teachers of early childhood educa-
tion. This film focuses on the perceptual learnings that are in-
herent in block building and are derived from how the child
.perceives the blocks with which he works and the space in
which he builds.

173941 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S25 (S)S200
Teaching and learning in a particular world. 16mm optical
color 50 min, 1972.

This film' considers the possibilities for change within and
outside the educational system. One advocate believes theif76
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system workable with inherent changes, another thinks the
system is destructive. An experimental program for former
prison inmates and drug addicts is shown.

182971 Soundings, 2150 Concord Blvd., Coktord, CA 94520
(415-687-5381) SND (R)S25 (S)$325 Visualizalion - A Key to
Understanding. 16mm optical color 25 min, 1972.

This film shows innovative methods for testing and develop-
ing the visual skills required for reading. 'The 3-1) Test for the
Skill of Visualization' is administered at the beginning of the
school year ,to Brian - a 10-year-old boy who is in the fourth
grade - and not yet reading. From the test it is found that his
lack of skill with visual imagery is preventing him from learn-
ing to read. The developmental program which enables Brian
to learn to read is shown and described. This program consists
of motor-sensory experiences which enhance the currictilum,
integrate the sensory channels, and build positive self-concept.

1829% Contemporary/McGraw-Hill Films, Princeton Rd.,
flightstown, NJ 08520 (609-48-1700) MGH (R)S18 (S)$325 The
Remarkable Schoolhouse. 16mm optical color 25 mm, 1974.

In this film, viewers see how educational methods in the fu-
r) ture *ill shape the school of tomorrow. Revolutionary designs,

.
4 creative games, personalized computers and closed circuit TV

are some of the innovations -observed. Other possibilities in-
clude resource centers, teachers working in teams, and classes
withoultigrades. Whatever the final approach, concludes narra-
tor Walter Cronlcite, the school of tomorrow has one vital aiin

to givq the student not only facts but also the ability to use
them thoughtfully and creatively.

482997 Contemporary/Mc6raw-Hill Films, Princeton Rd.,
Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700) MGH (R)S15 (S)5495
Teaching the Way They Learn. 16mm, optical B&W 28 min,
1974.

This film presents a series of learning episodes which illu-
minate a specific difficulty and portray a specific approach to
the remediation of that difficulty. A boy with inadequate body
knowledge and body control is asked to cut up a drawing of a..
boy and then to reassemble the parts in order to learn his own
body structure. It becomes clear that the child may know his
own body by directly referring to it, but is unable to ap-
preciate a symbolic representation of it. He has no adequate
mental map of his body which permits him to think of bodies
in general. The keynote of educating children' with learning
disabilities is precision. The basic operating principle is that if
a child cannot do the job, figure out 'what level of functioning,
tie is on and start there with materials and procedures tti help
him take the small next steps in the desired direction.

183001 Contemporary/McGraw-Hill %Films, Princeton a.
Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1702) MGH (R) $18 (S)$325
The Clan of '01: The College of Tombrrow. 16mm optical color
25,min, 1974.

In this film, viewers are given a glimpse of what the univer-
aides of the future will be like. New multimedia methods such
as computerized control centers and closed circuit TV are ex-
amined, and community colleges and the possible bottling in

4filM of great profesSnrs explained. As advanced methods of
teacher training and new educational techniques are shown,
the question of, what will, happen to the creative process in the
classrporni of tomorrow is explored.

183012 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, 125 N."
Huron St.. Ypsilanti. Mr 48197 (313-485-2000) H-S (R)$20

77
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(S)S150 Classroom Structure and Equipment. 16mm optical
color 8 min, 1974.

This film examines' the aria arrangement of the classroom
and the organization of materials supporting- cognitive
processes.

'183014 High/Scope Educiltional Research Foundation, 125 N.
Huron St., Ypsilanti, MI 48197 (313-485-2000) H-S (R)S3
(S)S285 This is the Way We Go to School. 16mln optical,
28 min, 1974.

This film shows the three classroonkprograme the Ypsi-
lanti Pre.1)1.-Gun'itaiiin DemonstrationProjettancl--points
up the major conclusions of this study.

1830A5 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, 125 N.
Huron $t., -Ytisilanti, MI 48197. (313-485-2000) H-S (R)S25
(S)$200 Helping Children to Plan. 16mm optical color 13.5 min,
1974.

This film is one of a series of multimedia materials introduc-
ing the High -' Scope Cognitive Curriculum. This film is
designed to motivate preschool teachers to help children make
decisions, articulate their choices, carry them ont, and recall
what they have done.

13 FAMILY

114222 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd, Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP(S)S12 Extra scripts SI Betterlys,
The, No 24 in series. At 3 314 IPS 7 inch reel 105 min, 1968.

Dr. Russell Becker counsels a family in which unrealistic
and diScrepant role expectations and parentril,pressgres for
success through the achievement of a daughter have led to the
girl's apathy and underachievement. AAP offers a script, but a
more complete version with interpretations of role interactions
may be found in Dr. Becker's book 'Family Pastoral Care'
(Fortress Press, paperbound). Fair audio improves. For profes-
sional use only in teaching or research.

114318 Indiana University Audiovisual' Center,, Bloomington,
IN 47401 812-337.8087 RN (R)$6.15 (S)$150 PCR (R)56.75
(S)8125 Low View From A DarkShadow. 16mm optical B&W
30 min, 1968

Case study of foster child after family breakup due to strife,
physical. violence, and lack of money. Shows child's reaction
to temporary placement in a foster home illustrating his sub-
jectite view of the events during this period of adjustment,

a

11424 ,AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
328b3 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S10 Extra scriptt S.50 Mr. and
Mrs. Navnor. No 23 in 'aeries. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 54 nun,
1968

A demonstration interview of actual marital counseling
(initial'interview) on a conjoint basis before a naval chaplains'
in-service training course. Dr. Russell Becker's approach is
Rogerian. Fair audio Script. For professional use "only in'
teaching or research.

114328 -AAP Tape Library' 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando. FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (5)815 Extra scripts $1.75 Mothers
and Daughters. No. 50 in series. Al' 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 104
min. 1969.

Members of five families participate in these excerpts from
a 17 hour nonstop marathon conducted by Dr Mark Goldstein,
but interaction centers on the classic problems and universal

Alb
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themes in the mother - daughter relationship. Good audio.
Script. For professional use only in teaching or research.

114330 AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd , Orlando. FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S12 Extra' scripts S.75 Multiple
Therapy with a Couple. No 21 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch
'reel 80 min. 1968.

Drs. Carl Whitaker and Richard Felder in a demonstration
of multiple therapy with a former hospital inmate and his wife
at an AAP workshop. The ,interview is followed by a discus-
sion of the material and processes involved. Fair to good
audio. Script. For-- professional use only in teaching or
research.

114357 AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd:, 'Otlando, 'FL
32803 (305-894-0921) Aii.P (S)S10 Extra Scripts $.75Hicky. Nd.
19 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 45 min 1969_

Dr. Irving Hahn conducts an initial interview evaluating a
preschizophrenie. highly verbal, and intelligent boy of 10
years. The tape illustrates problems of initial encounter, fan-
tasy - avoidance dynamics, and pereeptual distortions regard-
ing parents and school as well as the usual parent - child
pathology. Fair to good audio. Script. For professional use
only in teaching or research.

114375 McGraw-Hill Text Film Division, 330 W. 42d St., New
York. NY 10036 (609-448-1700) (x5853) MGH (R)S15 (S)S195
PCR (R)S6.40 Stress: Parents with a Handicapped Child. 16mm
optical B&W 28 min, 1968.

Problems of bringing up handicapped children are shown.
The home life in five families, having handicapped children
shows emotional strains due to lark of adequate welfare and
medical services and the severe financial burden. Sound track
is unclear at times.

114392 NBC Educational Enterprises.' 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S10 (S)$180
Troubles. lanm optical color 13 Min. 1972.

Three boys, Jimmy. Michael and Paul. from three different
'families. decide to play' in the park after school. They lose
track of time and. after getting covered in mud, realize that
they are late for supper_ The two elements of mud and late-
ness set the stage for a small crisis in each of the boy's
homes. Each family reaps to the situation in a different Way,
and from this, the dynamics of varied family relationships arc
evident.

.124368 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices., Pennsylvania State LlniV., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S12, IUV (R)$5:50 (S)5125 EMC (R)S10
Diary of a Harlem Family. '16mm optical B&W 20 min 1968.

Photographs reveal one 'destitute family living in New
York's Black Hartefh. The lad( of food and proper heating and
restricted job opportunities are among the.farnily's.insoluable
problems encountered by poverty agencies.

124525 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices-,' Pennsylvania State Univ'., University 'Pk., PA 16802
(814-865^ -6315) PCR (R)$13.30 (S)5340 Microcultural Incidents
in Ten Zoos. 16mm optical color 34 min 1971.

Microcultural incidents are recorded in 10 zoos, based on a
lecture demonstrating the-context control inethod,for compara-
tive an alysis of cross-cultural situations. The short film ex-
cerpts illustrate the interaction of members 6f families with
each,Other and with animals in `zoos in England, France. Hong

r
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Kong, India. Japan, and the U.S. An epilogue reveals observer
and especially cameraman biases in recording interactional
data.

124637 if.Iniversity of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton' St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S12 Fathers and Sons. 16mm optical B&W 29 min1969.

Two families are shown in which song. are at odds with their
fathers. The first family is Black, from a Brooklyn ghetto. The
son, who works with minority children. describes pressures on
Blacks from, Blacks and Whites, and dis ses values learned
from his parents. In the second family W,son, an SDS
tivist, has refused induction into the army and faces prison.
His father, an officer in World War II: finds it difficult to ac-
cept his son's concept of patriotism, but through discussion
comes clover to understanding. <

.
124771 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton Si.. Berkeley, CA 947.20 (415,642-0460) EMC
(R)S23 CAF Pull the House Down. 16mm optical color 38 min
1968.

A
The generition gap is illustrated by a debate between father

and son as they discuss such topics as 'drugs, sexual
promiscuity in suburbia, racisin, greed, campus revolt, and
Vietnam. At the center of their dialogue is the antagonism the
establiihmer4 feels toward its young and the overt hostility
with which the young rebels react. Rock-usic is included in

. the film.

124797 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St,. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-64230460) EMC
(10$8 (S)S85 Salazar Family: A Look at Poverty. 16mm optical
B&W 14 min 1970.

A documentary describes the effects of poverty and the
failure of social institutions -- schools. courts. jails, and reha-
bditation agencies -- to relate to a large Mexican-American

Facts about the family and analyses of its members are
*cad from reports by psychologists. teachers, probation of-
ficers, and social workers:The educational background of the
eight children includes training schools for the retarded, public
schools, industrial schools for delinquents, Neighborhood
Youth Corps job training programs. mental hospitals, juvenile
court, county jail, and state prison. Yet five of them cannot
read, and one was sterilized at age 4..6 while institutionalized. A
glimpse of the family one year later is also shown'

127775 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-0087) IUV tRi$7.2'k (S)115001Inte on
in flaming, 16mm optical B &W 29 mirr 1969_

The different types of social interaction that arisillturing the '
school years are presented, along with the importance of this
type of contact in giving a more positive self-concept. Stu-
dents are seen iminformal group discu§sions, in class presenta-
tions, and interacting with their teachers. Conflicts of values
between home and school can be altered by interaction, which
exposes children to a variety of viewpoints -- an outcome
which has special significance for the disadvantaged child.

128241 Time-Life Falk 43 West 16th Street, New Virk, NY
10011 (212-691-293() (R)S40 (S)S300 The Exceptional
child: Some New Findings. 16nun optical B&W 51 thin 1970._

New findings on the exceptional child shows children wn0
are not quite average either in their natural abilities or in their
rate of learning, and adapting, covering both the intellectually'
gifted and the not so gifted. A variety of recent Medical and

76
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scientific research is investigated...One study offers' evidence
that mothers _having difficult pregnancies and births may
produce delinquents or iccident prone children. A study in
South Africa, where 4000 infant prodigies have been born,
shows that super intelligence is the direct result of treating
pregnant women with oxygen. Research in Scotland showed
that sonlmstammerers were children of perfectionist mothers
whose !Wands were away most of the time.

128243 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street. New York. NY
.10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S45 (S)S450 The Family of Man
Series: Married Life. 16mm optical color 45 min 1968.

Five different marriages ih five different' places are shown:
a wife with three husbands in the Himalayas; a couple in art
affluent English community.; a man with three wives in New,
Guinea: another with two wives in Botswanh; and a young

" couple in Lancashire. 'Some of the questions raised concern
what all these marriages have in common, whether people are
any happier with more than one spouse, whether divorce is
more likely in the Western World and how a Hambukushu
woman pleases her husband or a Melpa man makes love to his
wife.

128244, Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street.- New York, NV
10011 ,(212-691-29301 T-L (R445 1S15450 The Family of Man
Series: Children. 16mm optical color 45 min 1968.

A comparison' of the way peoples in different societies bring
up children is'Shown. Methods d teaching children to behave
well are examined, and several questions are raised: concern-
ing whether children are happier in the Botswana bush, in the
forest of New Guinea, or at arp English boarding school: also
whether it does any real haini for children to know all about
sex and whether it is vital for mothers to spend all-their wide--
MA4 ours with their children.,

128245 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (212-691-29301 T-L (Ri$45 (S4450 The Family of Man
Series: Birth 16mm optical color 45 min 1968.

A film 'tells how women frOm .different cultures react to
pregnancy and birth_ It shows why., women in more primitive
places seem to have babies so much more easily-than they. do
in civilized society. It-asks whether it iS'common for women
everywhere to have cravings during the first few months of
pregnancy. and whether they all get tired towards the end and
need to rest afterward. -

128246 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street., New York. NY
10011 012-691-29301 T-L (10$45 (S3450 ylic Family of Man
Series: Old Age. 16n/rm optical color 45 min 1968.

A' film examines the way people in various .countries cope
with old age. It is shown that old age does not have to be mis-
dable. Hard Work and lots of grandchildren seem, to be essen-
tial:ingredients for a happy decline, and this holds true from
New Guinea to England- The clinclUsion is that there is no
'need to be lonely or destitute, Orovided that the family is
around, to help_

128247 Time: Life Films. 43 West 14 Street. New York, NY
10011"V (212. 691-2930i T-L (R)$45 (St$450 The Family of Man
Series: Death. Itilani optical color 45 min 1%8,

Ways that different societies deal with death are shown_ On
a hillside ,,ip North India a corpse cooks slowly on an open
fire. At a Surrey'crematorium the nasty side of death is tucked'
out of sight behind the rose bushes in the garden of remem-
brance. In Botswana a witch doZior dances. In New Guinea a
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sorcerer fights a duel with a ghost. In filing Kong paper
money and incenseare burned to help- the departed on his
way.

128251 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th §treet. New York. NY
10011 (212-691 -29301 T-L (R1S35 (S)$350 Marriage Under
Stress. 16mm optical B&W 40-min 1070.

Xlie pressures that force a couple to consider divorce am
examined. The study shows that it is not always the other
woman, and that it does notuecessarily: happen in the seventh
year of marriage. It pojnts out that often the first real stress of,
marriage comes with the arrival of children, since couples may
be able to cope with economic uncertainty, emotional insecuri-
ty. and sexual incompatibdity but cannot rear children. It
discusses what happens when a marriage is-finally over, show-
ing that marrying agaip does not always eliminate problems
and that the aftermath of bitterness may cause the children to
be a battleground between parted parents.

128252 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street. New York. NY
10011 1212-691-29301 T-L (R)S30 (S4300 Mixed Marriages.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1971.

Several couples involve(' in mixed marriages -- marriages
between a man and woman of different races - are shown.
with focus on accompanying trouble and problems. Attitudes
of families are revealed_ Each of the five couples studied are
working out a different solution. needing more than normal
strength, love, and loyalty to survive, indignities. especially
when they have children. The film shows families who must
make a special adjustment to avoid alienating their own child
as well as their child's mate_ It questions the success of future
elimination of bigolq and racial discrimination.

130237, University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337.8087) WV (10$12.25 The Advocates: On
Abortion at Will 'in the First Twelve Weeks. 16mm optical-
B&W 57 min 1970.

The overall object of legalized abortion during the first 12
weeks orpreirianitY is treated including both favorable and un-
favorable points of view_ Points out that increased accessibili-
ty of abortion_would decrease the number of unwanted chil
dren, manr of svhom presently become socially maladjusted or
mentally ill. Opposes legalized abortion in that the embryo is a
human being. even though it cannot independently sustain life.
and that -often women only think they want an abortion,
Emphasizes that most abortions are sought by, married women-

"

130273 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 1812-337-8087i WV (10$6.75 4'11 Never.Get Her
Back. 16mm optical B&W 23 min 1969.

The-feelings and impressions of a young unwed mother who
is giving her baby up for adoption are documented_ Reveals
her involvement with Ole father of the child, her adjustment to
her temporary residence in a home for unwed mothers, her
awareness of the child's prenatal development, social scorn.
and the loneliness of bearing a child which must he given
away_

134238 New York University Film LibiUry. 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 ;212. 598-2251i NYV iRi$12
(S3185 Mother-Infant interaction No 2: Forms of interaction at
Six Months. 16mm optical B&W 42 nun 1968_

The relationships between infantile,,experience during feed-
ing at six months and the development of tension tolerance are
shOwn, The film is made uji of selected cases from research
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fOotage illustrating ways in which, the nt is helped to wait
. fur. food, the wayi in whichothe mother notes his wish to taie

the initiative and responds to it, and the ways he can be
satisfied or frustrated by his feeding.

134239 N York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, irk. NY 10003 (212-503-2251) NYU (R)S12
(S)S18 anfant Interaction No, 3: Feeding and Object
Relations at One Year. 161im optical B&W 40 min 1969.

Connections between modes of infant expedence with their
mothers are shown along with the infants' relationships to per-
sons and things St 12 months. This is demonstrated in the
quality of independence the mothers allow their infants and
How the infaiils strive to enjoy feedings,

134240 New York University Kim Library, 26 Washington
Place; New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S12
(S)S185 Mother-Infant ,Interictioet No. 41 Feeding and Function-
Pleasure in the First Year of Life. ,16mm optiiial B&W 42 min

974).

This film is a small longitudinal study in the feeding situa-
- tion taken at six week., tax months. slid one year. Seven types

of mother - infant behavior and its relation to [Unction plea-
sure are illustrated through seven mother-infant pairs.

134241 Ncw York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. New, York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S12
(S)S185 Mother-Infant Interaction No. SI Maternal Behavior and
the Infant's Catheids In the First Year of Life. 16mrn optical
VW 4r min 1970.

This film illustrates the itlationship between the way an in-
fant is mothered' (fed) and the development of his object
cathexis: the quality and quantity of investment in the outer
world. Seven types of mother - infant interaction are shown at
six weeks, six months. year, followed by selectiiMs
from the infants' test performances.

grk.

134242 Ncw York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York. NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)512
(5)51 5 Mother-Infant Interaction No. 6: Resemblances In Ex-

lye Behavior. 16mm optical B&W 41 min 1972.

Selected Audiovisuals

134262 American Personnel and Guidance Association., 1601
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202-481:
4633) APG (R)S30 (S)S300 On Being an EffectiVg Ptrent
(Thomas Gordon). 16mm optical color 45 mM 1973. ,

The Parent Effectiveness Training (PET) prilgram,
developed by Thomas Gordon and which applies bask coun-
seling skills and human relations- techniques to parent - child
relationthips is demonstrated. PET provides a basis for
promoting mutual understanding and communication. In the
first reel, Dr. Gordon teaches parents the skill of active listen-

' ing and how,to accurately communicate their own C'oncerns
and nee0s. Role play Jemonstrations of effective and ineffec-
tive cOmmunicatiiiii illustrate the concepts. followed by discus-
slim of the dynamics end utility of PET. Reel two presents the
no loss'~ method of conflict resolution as parents are taught

''how to reach sollitions to conflicts which meet the needs of
both parent and child, providing parents with constructive al-
ternatives to 'authontarianissi) or permissiveness. Role play
demonstrations illustrate this method.

134267 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20009 (202-483 -

- 4633) APO (R)525 (S)S250 Carl Rogers on Mardagei. Persons, as
Partners. 16mm optical color 28 min 1973.

Carl Rogers explores maniage and whether there are any
fiktors in partnerships between men and women which distin-
guish between those which are satisfying. enriching,
growthful, and permanent from those relationships which are
uncithancing and do not work. ending in unhappiness, separa-
tion. or divorce. He describes the threads he has observed that
are inherent in successful and fulfilling partnerships and out-'
lines learning-experiences which arc essential preparation for
enriching partnerships.

134268 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W.. Washington. D C. 20009 (202 -483-
4633) APG (R)S30 (S)$300 Carl Rogers on Marriage: An Inter-
view with Ilai and Jane. 16mm optical color 44 min 1973.

Carl Rogers examines marriage in an interview' with a couple
from different backgrounds - Catholic and Jewish. Their rela-
tionship over 15 years is traced. including: the problems in the
early years which Jane feltAmost acutely; the strain Hal has
felt in the last several year, as Jane has become involved in
training for a profession 'aild baji grown more independent
from him: the sources of enrichment and fulfillment in their-
relationship; the experience of constructing aiamily unit and
culture comfortable and %Undying to them both. In a.commen-
tary after the interview. Rogers shares what it observed and
learned from the couplei partnership:,

134269 American Personnel and Guidance Association. 1607
New Hampshire Ave.. Washington, D.C. 20009 (202
4834633) APO (R)S30 (S)S300 Carl Rogers on MArriage: An In-°
tervlew with Bob ma-Carol. 16mm optical color 44 min 1973.

Carl Rogers examineVmarriage in an interview with a couple
who relate the circumstances surrounding a dramatic change in
the nitwit of their six year =triage. they indicate that one
major source of stress had been their lack of separateness as
individuals, their 'belief that they had to do everything
together. and that they both, stopped growing as people when
they married. Thcy now have an open relationship. each free
to date and pursue other interests. They describe their per-
sonal growth -experiences both within and outside the mat-
riage;and the stresses and enrichment which Italic developed;
as a result. Rogers discusses what he observed from the, cos.

A variety of examples are shown of mother infant interac-
tion in which particular modes of maternal behavior have been
repeatedly available to the infant's 9kperienee during feeding.
The typical interaction suggests that the expressive behavior
of.the infant is derived largely from the maternal behavior to
which he has become accustomed.

134243 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York! NY 10003 (212-598-22511 NYU (R)S18
(S)S200 Nursery School Child-Mother Interaction: Three Head
Start Children and Their Mothers. 16naii optical B&W 41 min
1971.

Thrcc Head Start children and their mothers arc shown in a
demonstration of nursery school child-mother interaction. In
the first, part, three Negro mothers arc shown alone with their.
4-year-dld bon; two of the children are. difficult and the third

) well adjusted. The mother's influence and child's attachment
to her are emphifsized. Three thildiren are then shown in their
Head Stilrtt school emphasizifig social attitudes with scents of
mealtime behaviot, preferred activities; and goal pursuit:Dif-
ferences in, interaction patterns and maternal attitudes are ob--
smed. plc's partnership

(ts
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134270 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington. D. C. 20009 (202-
483 -4633) APG (Ft)S30 (S)S300 Carl Rogers on Marriage: An In-
terview with Nancy and John. 16mm optical color 42 mm 1973.

Marriage is discussed by Carl Rogers, based on an interview
with a couple, who had lived together before marrying. Their
attitudes are described, and they discuss issues on Which they
differ, how they restilve differences between them, and what
have been crises for them particularly as they related to rela-
tionships outside the marriage. Rogers comments on what he
has observed and learned from the couple's relationship.

434271 American Personnel' and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202-483-
4633) APG (R)S30-(S)5300 Carl, Rogers on Marriage: An linter-
view with Jane and Jerry. 16mm optical color 44 min 1913.

Cali Rogers discusses marriage, based on an interview with
ircouple married for 17 years whosq early years were stress-
ful. After rearming to school' and completing her education,
the wife indicated her plans to return to a former home and
take a professional position, which was a 'blockbuster' for the
husband. After extended discussion, the family is rribving with
her and the husbalid` is chanting jobs. They also candidly
discuss conflicts over money and their sexual relationship.
Rogers offers Commentary on what he -has observed and
learned 'from the couple's partnership.

1342A Center for Death Education and Research, 1167 Social
Sciences Building,-University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612473-3683) UMA (S)515 Religious Faith and Death:
Implications in Work with the Dying Patient and Family. AT 3
'3/4 IPS 5 inch reel 12 min, 1971.

Dying is discussed by Reverend Carl, Nighswonger as the
possible source Of a rich, personal, and'incial experience, par-
ticularly if one is allowed to participate in all of its appropriate
emotions add feelings. He stresses the need to acknowledge
openly to the dying and to their43milles the ears. and emo-
tions associated with a death.

134306 Magus Films, inc.. 777 Third Ave., New York. NY
10017 (212-758-3670) MFI (S)S125 Crisis Intervention: Ru-
naway. 16mm optical B&W 10 min 1972.

Crisis intervention is shown in the case of a runaway. A
teenager tired of being-a pawn between her separated parents,
.considers running away as the only solution. The hotline
listener ides to assist her in thinking out other alternatives.

135006 McGraw Hill Book Co.. College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x559,1) MGH (R)S17
(S)S175 Family of the River: The River, My Herne. 16mm opti-
cal color 12 min 1970.

A nine-year-old girl narrates this film about her life, family,
and the river on which she lives. Her family sells salt and
other goods to people who live along the Chao Phrara River in
Thailand. On a boat trip back from Bangkok, she is shown
working with her family as a unit, sharing the responsibilities
of housework and earning their living at home on their boat.
Her family is contrasted with those in urban, technological
societies where the father goes away to work. children go to
school. and the mother is often left home alone with the
housework.

135007 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Div14

sion. Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x559I) MGH (R)S16
(S)5160 Family of the Island: Her Name Is Wasamatha. 16mm
optical color )1 min 1970.
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A 11)-year-old Fiji Island girlis shoWn learning an important
lessog in responsibility. The film focuses On the role of each
family member: the mother's work in the fields and food
preparation; the: father's fishing and the girl's care of the baby
while Per mother works. It shows that each member of the"
group muit carry his owp share of responsibility if the family
is to survive.

135006 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08529 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (R)S19
(S)S190 Family Life In Malaysia: We Live In a Kampong. 16mm
optical color 13 min 1970.;"

Family life in Malaysia is shown in a film which encourages
children to examine gamily life in another country and to com-
pare it with their o by following a day in the life of a Malay
family living in a mpong (farm) villirge. The father tends the
rice fields as the ldren go to school and his wife works at
proceIsing rubber Other tasks laundering clothes, preparing
dinner, washing buffalo are shared by all members of
the family. The c st between the two cultures of Malaysia

primitive and m is shown, as are other basic human
activities: producing and consuming, protecting, transporting,
communicating, organizing, playing, learning, and worshipping.

135009 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1/00 x5591) MGH (R)S10
(S)S145 Family Life le Japan: Remember, I'm Me. 16mm opti-
cal color I I min 1969.

Japanese urban life is examined as it is experienced by a
faintly of four. Japan's similarities and differences with Amer-
ican technological society emerge as the film shows the father
at work. the m'Other cleaning house, and the children -at
school. The film' also focuses on the struggle of one of the
young daughters to establish and maintain her identity.

135010 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609448-1700 x559I) MGH (R)S16
(S)3160 Family Life in India: Ten of Us. 16mm optical color 12
min 1969.

The extended family -- one in which several people live and
.work together as a single unit is shown as it exists in India.,
Ten people live together: the narrator, his brothers and two
sisters, father and mother, grandmother, uncle, and cousin.
The adults are seen supporting themselves and growing food,
the children attending school, and the entire family journeying
into_the village to buy supplies. Thb. film illustrates how a
family of this size and of such varied age groups is able to
work, play. and worship together.

137544 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, Ni 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ca. Marital and Sexual Counseling. AT I 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ca.. 1973.

Underlying 'considerations involved in marital and sexual
counseling are discussed in 12 parts. Topics include: (1) An In-
troduction to Marital and Sexual Counseling and the Intake In-
terview. (2) A Psychiatrist and a Marriage Counselor Col-
laborate in the Treatment of Couples with Marital Problems.
(3) A Marriage Counselor Consults a Psychiatrist about Treat-
ment of Infidelity: Heterosexual and Bi-sexual and A Marriage
Counselor Consults a Psychiatrist about Involvement in Treat-
ment. the Abreactive Experience and Traumatic Psychic Inju-
ry. (4) Sexual Disorders in Marriage. (5) Therapy for Sexual
Maladjustment and Sensate-focused Sexual Therapy' An
Adapatation of the Masters and Johnson Technique. (6) Al-
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Coholism: The Nature of the Problem and the Alcoholic Mu-
llane. (7) The use; of Psychological., Testing in Marriage Coun-
seling. (8) The Control of Fertility:',!Considerations Pertinent to
Marriage Counselors and Uncontrolled Fertility. (9) Premen-
strual Tensaon, Menopause, Hysterectratny: Considerations"
Pertinent to Marriage Counselors and Practical Suggestions for
Marriage Counseling. (10) Divorce Counseling: General
Questions About Divorce and Some Answers and Differences
in the Lawyer - Client and the Marriage Counselor - Client
Relationship during a Divorce. (11) Remarriage. (12) Prenurntal
Counseling and Training in and Referrals for Marriage Colin-
sang.

137547 !Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201- 947.4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ea. Famines and Family Therapy. AT 1 7/1 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ea., 1973.

Family structure and dynamics are analyzed in six parts as
they form the basis for rational therapy. Techniques of effec-
tive family therapy are treated, along with the relation of fami-
ly therapy to individual therapy and the relaticrn of the family
to society. Topics include: (1) Introductiim to Family Therapy.
(2) Family Homeostatic Mechanisms (in two parts). (3) Family
Role Relationships. (4) Family Therapy. (5) Family Therapy
and Individual Therapy and Social Homeostasis: Individual,
Family and Social Interactions.

137563 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main §tt, Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Inaerpretadna of Marital Nemesis. AT 1 741 IPS cas-
sette 60min, 19731

Dr Titchner, If the University of Cincipnett School of
Medicine, discusses the processes &volved in interpretation of
marital neurosis.

137510 Behavioral Sciewes Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-9474154) BST
(S)S6.95 lames In Family Therapy. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60
min, 1973.

Dr. G. H. Zuk, of the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric In-
stitute, discusses current issues in four* therapy.

137581 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, do Sigma Informs;
(ion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201 - 947.4154) BST
(S)S6.95 Frilly Therapy with Adlow-up. AT 17/8 IPS cassette
60 min, 1973.

Dr. G. H. Zuk of the Eastern Pennsylvania Paychialric In-
!dilute, disaasses the processes involved in family therapy and
its followup.

° 137512 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
4 lion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201.047-454)'BST

(S)56.95 ladieatioasod Contraindications for Fetidly Therapy.
AT 171$ IPS cassette 60 min, 1973. -

Dr. Ira D. Glick discusses some indications and contraindi-
cations to be considered for family therapy.

1375116 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St.,,Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201 - 947.4154) BST
(S)S6.95 Developing the Concept of Family Health. AT 1 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Gordon Shipman, of the Wisconsin State University,
discusses factors important in the development of the concept
of family health.

;
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137617 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., LoiNain-
pies, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHE (S4134/ I Owe ,WOG
Nothing. 16mm optical color 10 min, 1971. ts

A series of role playing episodes is presented to illustrate
what children, particularly adolescents, owe their parents and
the responsibilities of the parents to them: The importance of
mutual understanding and respect is stressed, as illustrated by
the issue of controlling the car radio and implicalioni of a
mother's reading her daughter's private diary. It is concluded
that members of -the family must agree upon what is ilk or
unfair behavior, and ways by which they can teach common
agreement on various issues that come up in family life are
treated.

076111 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S150 Mom, Why Won't .

You Linton. 16mm optical color 13 min, 1971.

Problems related to parent - child communication are ex-
amined in a series of role playing episodes, stressing the na-
ture of such interpersonal relations during niolescence.

r'Emphasis is on ways that young people can get parents to
listen and respond to them, and the matter of picking the right
approach and moment is treated, along with the deeper aspects
of Communication and understanding in the `family,

137619 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S130 Welt Until Your
* Father Gets Home. 16nuroptical color 11 min, 1971.

The subiect of male and female roles within the family are
examined, particularly the issues of dominance and submis-
siveness on the part of the mother and father. The question as
to who should manage the family's affairs, the father or the
mother, is treated, along with the suggestion that they should
share the power of decision making. The impact of the male
Versus female supremacy issue on the adoleAent child's
opinions is illustrated in a role playing episode,"and an episode,
is also presented depicting the decision process shared by a
mother and father as to whether or riot their son should be al-
lowed to take a trip to another city.

137620 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S135 ClustiA Parent lie
Human? 16mm optical color 11 min, 1971. .

Methods oCeffective contact between parents and their chil-
dren are examined in a series of role playing episodes, com-
paring ways parents frighten children and ways that they make
successful contact. Emphasis is on the adolescent's conception
of the ideal parent and on one father's attempt to establish
communication with his son after having distant rations with
him for years.

137621 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robei-tson Blvd.. Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S155 Ivan and His
Father, 16mm optical color 13 1/2 min, 1971.

The problem of developing a meaningful relationship
between father and son after years of lack of communication
between them is examined in a role playing episode. Stress is
on the difficulty encountered in trying to change Attitudes and.
habits in the parent - child relationship and the manner in
which the adolescent soh goes about making contact with his
father. It is suggested that children and parents hold back their
true feelings for a/variety of reasons and often only commu-
nicate on a superficial level, a habit which is - difficult to break.
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137673 Niitional Instructional Television Center, Boic A.
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-3774) NIT (S)S150 Living
With Love. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Dorothy Smith and the children who live with
her in a foster home through a day in their jives, revealing the
countless ways that hive brings them all together as a family.
Designed to help students realize the benefits ,that love
produces, help them recognize bow love can be expressed,

e and help them cope with a lack of love in their lives.

137678 Nitioned Instructional Television Center, Box A.
Bkromington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT -(S)S150 Home
Sweet Home. 16mm optical cola 15 min, 1973.

Eddie, whose parents neglect and'abuse him, and his friend
Steve, whose parents arc loving but strict, decide to run away
from home. Their intense feelings illustrate how emotional
abuse, whether real or imagined, can affect a child. Designed
to help students cope with feelings of rnistrcatmcd itself.

1,701 New Media 'Marketing Manager, College and Univer..,
sity Division, McGravieHill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Strict. New . York, NY 10036 (609448-1700 x5591) MGH
(S)S11 Children in the One-Parent UMW. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette

min, 1970.

Presents suggestions for the single parent, stressing some of
the advantages of the one parent hale.

137695 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette.
60091 (312-256-4730 FIX (S)S270 The Gestalt Prayer. 16mm
optical color 24 min. 1969.

Uses the relations of married couples to develop the basic
statement of Gestalt therapy regarding responsibility. 'I am I
and you are you. I am not in this world to live up to your ez-
'pectatlons and.you are not in this world to live up to mine.'

137700 Films Incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
6009t (312-256-4730) FIX (S)S280 Marriage. 16imir optical 25
min. 1969.

Using two married couples, demonstrates the Gestalt
method of achieving a more honest communication in marriage
is demonstrated.

137703 Films Incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette. IL
60091 (312. 2564730) FIX (S)5300 Rose, The. 16mm optiO
color 25 m, 1968.

Presents a record of the psychological reactions of u woman
during pregnancy and childbirth.

137716 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657.5110) CHF (S)S130 Dating and Mar-
riage/ A Series. 16mm optical color 10 min, 1973.

A discussion of marriage. Some people expect total involve.
ment *tub both partners_ Otheri feel this is impossible to ex-
pect.

145062 King Scree+ Product1lmil320 Aurora Avenue North.
Salute, WA 48109 (206-682-1133T KNG (R)S10 (S)S110 Parent
Protriemi. 16mm optical color 7J min 1970.

Prisents a, dilemma in teenage etilics and then asks the
viewer to try to resolve It. Mary's mother disapproves of her
daughter's best friend, Jenny. because of a 'shoplifting in
Jenny's past. Mary is forced to choose between parental loyal-

. ty and friendship.
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145065 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North;
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)S15 (S)S150 New
Kld on the Block. 16mm optical color 11 Min 1971.

Traces families' who move and their children who have to
enter new, unfamiliar worlds. Alone, the new kid has to meet
the other kids on the block, make some kind of initial ap-
proach to them. The prospect of dealing with new peers can
be a bit unsettling. Shows these first tentative, painful forays
'to the point where some kind of beginning adjustment takes
place.

145066 King Screen Productions. 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)S15 (S)$150 The
Family In the Purple Howie. ,16nurs optical color 13 min 1970.

Documents the daily life of the ''Morris family, both the rou-
tine apd the unusual, as Johnny Morris, age seven, comments
on family lifewithout a father. Once, family automatically
connoted a group consisting of children and two parents.
Today, the single parent family cannot be igilored in the cross
section of American "community life. Broadens a child's un-
derstanding and ,appreciation of different life styles of family
units.

145087 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurorii Avenue North.
Seattle WA 98109 (206-682.3555) KNG (R)S15 (S)S150 The Day
Grandpa Died. 16mm optical color 41.5 min 1970.

Vignette of a ttoy's first experience with the death of a
loved one. shows David's struggle with the reality, from
outright denial of the fact to gradual acceptance of'ieath as a
part of life. In sepia flashbacks David relives his memories of
a kindly man and pleasant dines. In the end, he begins to un-
derstand the words of the rabbi at the burial ceremony:
'Peoplp only die when we forget them.'

145068 King Screen Productions' 320 Aurdhs,Avenue North,
Seattle WA 98109 (2(-682.3555) KNG (R)S15 (S)S150 Dad and
Me. 16mm optical color It min 1971

Shows tha)'a warm family life and a loving father son reh
tionship are not the exclusive province of any racial stereo-
type. Seven year -old Darret looks up to his father, wants to be
like him when he grows up. kis father has a good job, excels
at sports, does things with his family, and makes sure' that
Darrett feels his love and understanding at all times -- even
when discipline is called for. This is a Black family, living and'
working in a mixed, low income apartment complex.

145102 Perennial Education, Inc,. 1825 Willow Road,
Northfield, IL 60093 (3124464153) PER (10512,50 (S)5125
Dating Series. George and Betty: Career Versiis Marriage.
16rnm optical color 10 min 1969.

Shows George and Betty, a Negro couple who have a good
relationship, but George is graduating from high school and
wants to get away to attend an out-of-town college and must
consider a career versus marriage. Although quite fond of
Betty. he is not sure about perpetuating the relationship. He
watns to broaden his experiences and horizons. He apparently
has educational and vocational aspirations in addition to being
fond of Betty, Betty. on tht other hand, is reluctant to sec
George go, perhaps fearful that she may lose him.

145105 Perennial Education. Inc , 1825 Willow Road.
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER tIOS14-(S)S140 Fami-
lies. 16mm optical color 9.5 min 1970

Deals with the interdependence of all human beings
everywhere. Leads to the acceptance of the concept the family

a
tr
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of man. Develops such ideas 'as: individual,families are essen-
tial to children; parents have helpers in raising children (older
children, relatives. etc.); some of the education and care tak-
ing fobs are delegated to nonrelatives (teaChers, doctors. etc.):
each -child needs to have his own identity; a person. through
heredity, is part of the extended family ratheethan exclusively
of the isolated nuclear family.

145107 Perennial Education, Inc., 182.5 Willow 'Road.
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)S30 (S)S300 Thule.
No Time for Romanee. 16mm optical color 28 min 1969.-

Considers a woman's dream of romance after she marries
#rid has a growing family to cafe Itii day by day. Sugge,sts that
(Or some women. the dream doer not end, t y t in fact it may
take-more urgent form as the years gd by . with them, her
dream of an idea) mate. The family shown is a French speak-
ing one in Montreal. ,

(

145109 perennial Education, Inc_. 1825 Willow Road.
Northfie10. 'IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)S20 (S)S200 Fami-
ly Douse. 16mm optical color 16 min 1971.

.
'resents what constitutes a change in the philosophy of

housing. Contrasts the traditional romantic image of the home
Ai domicile from cradle to grave with' the needs of today's
More transient population.

148835 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street.
New York, NY 10036 (6419-448-1°7001x55911 MGH (S)511 Mar-
ried Couple Group Therapy. AT h 718 IPS cassette 40 min.
1968. o

..-

Explores the causes of marital conflict and demonstrates
techniques for work with couples or groups of couples by
which such conflicts may be resoWed.

1411843 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division. McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-148.1700 )(5591) MGH (S)S11 Fami-
ly Dynamics and Schizophrenia. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 18 min.
1968. ,

Examines how family configuration is related to 'the
'schizophrenic and the differential development of the child
contingent upon the type or family organization.

148882 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA, 94720 (415,642-0460) EMC
(R)SI9 Birth. 16mm optical Bk.W 72 min 1968.

Doeumentary*of a young couple. Bruce -and Debbie, who
arc about to have their first child. Shows the couple at work.
he as an artist, she as an illustrator, and follows them to
Debbie's natural childbirth class. records her last prenatal ex.
aminatiOt, and reveals the couple's hopes and expectations
abou parenthood and family. Includes a 20 minute sequence
of 'Debbie's labor and delivery, with Bruce helping, Docu
mentS a universal experience without being overly clinical, and,
aff 3 the synthesis of sex and love. ,,
1 161 Perennial Education. Inc . 1825 Willem; Road.

rthfield. IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER 3R1$23 (8)$230 Mar-
io. 16mm optiCal -color 17 min 1971

Considers the subject of marriage -- from the
ggolden anniversary.

166411 Time-Life Films, 43 -West 16th Street, New-York. NY
10011 (2112-691-2930) T-I, (S)5301 Rock- -bye Baby. 30 min
color. 1971.

edding to the

64
yl

An examination of current knowledge about mothering and
the importance of .the Mother - Child relationship and a review
of recent research are presented. The possible links between
maternal deprivation and the later development of emotional
problems in the child are pointed put. The need for further
;research is emphasized.

158415 Mental Health Training Film Program, 33 Fenwood
Road,' )3Oston, MA 02115 (617434-1300) MHT (S)$240 (R)S25
Wiclos.a. 43 min B&W, 1972.

SOme of the emotion and problems suffered by Women
who have husbands whia have died arc presented. The reac-
tions of the women and their children during this (lime of
stress and crisis are discussed.

158417 Insight Films, Box 1057. Pacific Palisades,.CA 90272
(212-454-0688) p-r, (S)5270 The War 6f the Eggs. 27 min color.
1971.

A look at a marriage in serious trouble is presented_ The
personalty conflicts that caused problems and the ways in
which the couple resolves Their differences are discussed.

158429 Guidance Aisociatess, Pleasantville, N' 10570 (914
769-7751) GAS (S)S37.50 The,Adoleseentsixperienee: Interper-
sonal Relationships: FS'2 12 in LP color. 1972.

Interpersonal relationships arc dealt' with - from the
adolescent viewpoint. The topic binliscussed in a one act play
followed by comment. A difficultotress situation within a basi-
cally sound family is dramatized (airtime play's company ar-
ticulates insights structured to help students appreciatt
problems parents must solve within themselves. Audio, also
available in cassette.

t.
158432 Guidance Associates. Ileasantville, NY 105711 (914-
%9'4751) GAS (S1537.50 Young, Single and Pregnant: 2 12
in LP color. 1973.

Relationships which 'lead to pregnancy and uncOiscious
motivations are discussed- Birth control methods dire '3a-lso
reviewed. Young couples discuis the frequent need trig profes:-
smonai guidance and a broath range of family reaction is
desenbei Young people describe social presstirei endured
during a pregnancy. and advilntages and disadvantages of
forced marriage, and single parenthood are discussed_ Adop-
bon. abortion, and readiness for parenthood are discussed_
Audio also available in cassette.

158439 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769.7751) GAS (S)S37.50 The Future of the Validly. I 2 12 in
LI' color. 1973

Past and present trends in family living are examined and
projected into -,.he future.° Structure. dynamics and function of
nuclear. extended. communal and cluster families are ex-
amined. Modern social and economic factors influencing fami
ly in concept and practice arc discussed- The impact of
women's liberation. immediate implications of overpopulation,
problems and pressures associated with urban and suburban
living are discussed Audio also available in cassette r'

158440 Guidance Associates. Pleasant'ifle. NY 10570 (914
769-7751) GAS tS1S37.50 Parenthood: Myths and Realities. FS z
'312 in LP color. 1973

The myths and realities 'of parenthood are examined_ Daily
parent child interaCbons are depicted from the child's view.
point. The -need for responsibility and,conimitment in parental
behavior Is demonstrated_ The importance or understanding

,
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child development is emphasized. The ways in which couples
are pressured into having children by family and friends are
discussed and the motivations fur having children are ex-
amined. Audio also available in cassette.

15M41 Guidance AssOciates, Pleasantville. NY 105711 't914-
7d9 -7751) GAS (S)S37.50 What Is Marriage? FS 2 12 in LP
color., 1971.

The history of marriage is traced. The U.S. is described as
one of the most married and divoread societies. The reasons
why marriages succeed or fail, dating patterns, and alternative
form of marriage are examined. Audio also available in cas-
sette. .

158442 Guidance Associates, Pleasantii lle, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)$37._50 Love and Marriage. FS 2 12 in LP
color. 1969.

Love and marriage are discussed. Three couples trying to
understand love in their lives are described: thighschool stu-
dents going steady, an engaged couple, and a couple.living
together as if married. The second part introduces a young
couple married for 3 years. another divorced after 9 years. and
a third married for 20 years. A profesiional counselor helps re-
late their experience to realistic concepts of love and married
life, independence and flexibility, self-awareness, personal
maturity, ability to adjust in matters of sex, money, inlaws,
and parenthood. Audio also available in cassette

158444 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914 -
769 -7;51) GAS (S)537.50 Understanding Your Parents': FS 2 12
in LP color. 1973.

...P In depth interviews develop insight into factors affecting
parent-child relationships and explore misconeeptions, double
standards, and how and why some relationships function well.
Adults discuss envy 'of freedom of youth today, how much
authority to, exeriise. the toMptatioh to be overindulgent, and
insecurity ing communication with youth Audio also
available in cas tte

<,
.

- 159962 New Media Minketing Manager. College and niver-
`sity Division% McGraw-Hill Book Company. 330 Wet 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609448.1700 x5591) MGH (S)$,11 *anted:
Fewer, Better Babies. AT 1 768 IPS cassette 22 min. I%8.

Desetabes the need of a typically poor family in Asia for
...birth ci.introl and a plan to help them with this critical problem.

159963 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer'
sitr Division. McGraw-Hill Book Company. 330 West 42nd
Street. NY 10036 (609-448.1706 x55911NIGH (S)S11 What Is`
Asia Doing About Family Planning. AT 1 768 IPS cassette 20
min. 1968. ' .-

The story up to 1968 of how the main countries of Asia
have launched the largest birth control programs in the world.
Korea and Taiwan are cited as countries which have reduced
their birth rates by one third over a ten year period.

.. ,
164258 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15

Columbus Circle. New York. NY 10023 .(212-5418088) VIS
(FL) Second Chance. 3/4 inch videocaisette color 12 min. 1972

The use of a mother - bank program in the treatment tit
maternal deprivation syndrome is described A deprived 22-
month-old child is seen through the period of hospitalization at
the Children's Memorial ,Hospitalin Chicago The profound ef-
fects of the lack of emotional care, the child's defensive reac
tions to 'maltreatment and her improvement after therapy arc

.7 a
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illustrated and eXplored. For physicians' use only. Also availa-
ble in other video 'formats.

164273 Network for Continuing Medical Educatidn. 15

Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023. (212-54 -8088) VIS
(R)S25 Treating the Depressed Patient. 3/4 inch videocassette
color 19 min, 1972.

The film demonstrates with three patients, how normal and
some neurotic depressions can be treated by the family
phystan. It describes the approach to take with the patient
and his family. wign the patient requires hospitalization. For
physicians' useora. Also available in other video formats.

1,64297 Network for Continuing Mfdical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, Ncw York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) V,1S
(.17425 Management of the Battered Child Syndrome. 3/4 inch
videocassette color 18 nun. 1972.

The reasons for child abuse are demonstrated in an un-
rehearsed conversation with the mother of a patient. Three ex-
perts offer some practical advice on coping with parents once
child abuse has been diagnosed and the underlying problems
identified. For physicians', use only. Also available in other
video formats_ 1/4

164298 Network for Continuing Medical Edagation,' 15

Columbus Circle, New YOrk. NY 10023. (212-541.8088) VIS
(R)S25 Managetrient otthe TerMinally III: The Family. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W I6 nun, 1972.

Elizabeth Kubler-Ross offers practical help to physicians in
dealing with the dying patient and his family. For 'physicians'
use only Also available in other video fOrinats,

164301 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15

Columbus-Circle. Ncw York. NY 10023. (212.541-8088) VIS
(10525 Dealing with the Terminally Ill Mien.. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 15 nun. 1972.

.-

The stages a patient goes through once he becomes aware,
lie is dying arc demonstruted.'The reactions of people around
the patient are also presented. For physicians' use only. Also
available inother video ftirmats

164302. Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle. New York. NY. 10023. (212.5144088) VIS
' (111525 Death of the Sibling. 3/4 inch videocassette color 19

min. 1972

The film explores the death of a sibling. In a, time of crisis
for parents and surviving children. the family physician can
assume an essential role in support of both_ Specific problems
that result from the death of a sibling are focused. on'
questions to expect; points to emphasize: emotions to look
for. and how the physician can Use, medical authority to
smooth. the way For physicians' use only- Also available in
other video formats.

85

164311 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15

Columbus Circle. New York. NY 10023. (212.541.8088) VIS
(121$25 Atter the Spontaneous Abortion: Counseling by the
Family Physician. 3/4 inch videocassette, color 19 Min, 1972_

Using an actual case of spontaneous abortion in a much
wanted pregnancy. and areas in which the physician can sup,
port and reassure his patient in ,the time of crisis arc shown_
For physicians' use only Also available.in other video for-
mats
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164328 International Film Bureau Inc., 332 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago. IL 60604 (312-427-4545) IFB (R)S12.50
(S)S165 Squarejohna. )6mm optical B&W 28 Min, 1968.

Efforts of 'a parole officer. in helping paroled prisoners ad-
just to die outside world arc shown. The film follows the ad-
justment of an aging and tired man more in need of protection
than supervision, and a younger man, more denInding of life
and so more tempted. Difficulties which arc considered in-
clude returning to the family. defiling with the prison record
stigma, and living within the terms of the parole. ,
165644 Continuing Education Media Division. Eastern
Pennsylvania .Psychiatric Institute. Henry Ave, and Abbott-
sford Road, Phila. PA 19129 (215-VI8-6000) EPP tRISI5 Fami-
ly Therapy with Fallow -up 62 min B&W. 197),

EXcepts from family therapy ;sessions are presented. The
problems nL family interaction are demonstrated and methods
of treatment are diScussed.

170521" jelecommunicatiOns Center Library. Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital. Box A, Camarillo. CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x1804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Contingency Contract-
ing. I-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 27 min 1971.

The technique called contingency contracting is explatned.
There arc scenes with a therapist and a family to demonstrate
the principles involved. The purpose of this type of therapy is
to aid in family rebuilding.

170572 Association-Sterling Films. 2221 S. Olive St.. Los Ant
geles. CA 90007 (243- 749 -0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)5300yVolume

Part The Family Is the Patient. 16mm optical B&W 60
milt. 1968.

In Ns film about a family undergoing therapy,the fullest
possible impact by the therapist is brought to the encounter.
Though mother labels thi$ younger son patient the therapist
moves on. consequently revealing a totally unsatisfactory
family milieu, a depressed mother, a remote father, and two
unhappy children.

170573 Association-Sterling Films. 2221 S Olive St.. Los An-
geles. CA 90007 (213-749-03371 ASF (10535 (S)S300 Volume

Part 2 - Breaking Through. 16mm optical B&W 60 min.
1968.

In this film about a family in therapy. a father's stoney
aloofness is confronted by the therapist and thereby converts
into anxiety. As the encounter becomes too painfed for father.
the therapist makes use of the patient's return to an a histori-
cal scene and them helps him to rechannel these feelings into
the present. Experiintially the father learns there is greater
pain in the distance.

170574 AssociatiOn-Sterling Films. 2221 S. Olive St.. Los An-
geles. CA 90007 (213-749-0337) 4ST (R)S35 (S)S300 Volume V,
Part 1 Sweet and Gentle. 16mm optical B&W 60 mM. 1969.

In this first family session, a mother who has had years of
individual supportive psychotherapy and drug therapy el-
sewhere, after presenting with hysterieal and paralyzing fed
that she may harm her children if left alone, is vigorously
challenged by the therapist and then removRit,from the sick
list_

170575 Association-Sterling Films.1.221 S. Olive St Los An.
gcics. CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ,ASF (R)S35 t,S)S300 Volume V.
Part 2 - The Court Jester Gels, a Traniplann 16mm optical
B&W 60 min. 1969

$6
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In this film about a family undergoing therapy, until now.
work with the mother has been central although her husband
has been encouraged to participate. In this interview the wife.
not seeking constant affirmation any longer, shows clearly her
new assertive and confident behavior. Now her husband's
behavior is the predominant obstacle to enriched encountering.
His characterological stance is challenged and transformation
begins.

170576 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles. CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)S300 Volume
VII, Part 1 - 'I know how they feel...' 16mm optical B&W 60
min, 1969

A divorced father, fearful of his daughter's delinquency.
brings his two hippie children, a son 8 and daughter 13, ill;
search of an alternative to placing daughter, in the protective
custody of a foster home. This initial interview exposes how
the father converts his own existential fears into mistrust of
hiS children, and it begins the work of father's much needed
self-awareness. Also, imprOved negOtiations between father
and children are begun.

170577 Association-Sterling Films. 2221 S.,,Olive St.. Los An-
geles. CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF(R)S35 (S)S300 Volume
VII, Part 3 - 'I still want her but...' 16mm optical B&W- 60,
min, 1969.

In this film about a father undergoing therapy. the father is
finally able to get in touch with his own loneliness and longing
for his estranged wife. In this last session the therapist es-
plums the possibility*of a, reconciliation rather than move on
to a different course.

170578 'Association- Sterling Films. 2221 S. Olive St.. Los An-
geles. CA 90007 (213.749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)S300 Volume
VIII Bi;ond His Many Words; Sadness and Loneliness, 16mm
optical B&W 60 min. 1969.

A bewildered. depressed wife and a suspicious. Verbose
husband sick help in therapy, They begin at a most pfiessing
practical level, concern with impending financial bankruptcy.
By focusing on his own 'current whereabouts, the therapist
breaks through the husband's vertosity which had obstructed
effective- negotiation during the early part of the interview. He
also succeeds in unleashing the sadness and loneliness that
have plagued this man's life and caused his current financial
crisis.

170579 Association-Sterling Films. 2221 S Olive St.. Los An.
geles. CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASP (R)S50 Volume IX, Part 1

A Madonna Smile. 16mm optical Il&W 60 mir(, 1970.

Impending surgery for an asthmatic child, unemployment
and sudden facial paralysis of father, and the urging of (heir
minister combine to motivate this family to therapy. Mother is
the family spokesman and leader, and her smiling through at-
titude contrasts sharply with father's paralytic grimace and of
(lest son's sad exliression Challenging mother$s posture brings
out the defenders -- first the asthmatic boy, then father . and
is the beginning of this faintly's reconstruction. The boy in-
cidentally, gets his first experience fighting dragons- and wins
over a- develdping phobic reaction.

170580 Association-Sterling Films. 2221 S. Olive St.. Los An-
licks. CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S50 (S)S300 Volume
IX, Part 2 - The Smile Vanishes. 16rnm optical B&W 60 min,
1'970.
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In this film about a family undergoing psychotherapy, im-
pending surgery for an asthmatic child and unemployment for
the father arc the central problems. Mother's smile is gone as
she now tries to bring herself more directly to her husband.
Sho begins and gets an experience instead.

170581 Association,Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0330 ASF (R)S35 (S)S300 Volume
IX, Part 3 - Negotiation. 16mrn optical B&W 60 min, 1970.

In this film of a f,amily in therapy, after 3 weeks of treat-
ment the family is beginning to talk to each other about their
lives together

170582 Association:Sterling Films. 2221 S. Olive Si. Los An-
geles. CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)$35 (S)S300 Volume X,
Part t - A Disturbed Family. 16mm optical B&W 60'min, 1969.

A disturbed teenager brings attention to a disturbing [tinily
weft by running away_ In this first interview the reasons why
a daughter chose to leave the family became clear.
mother's earlier emotional departure is described and
'reasons for her retreat to bottle and bed arc presented,

170583 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St.. Los An-

. Pies. CA 90007 (213-749-0331) ASF (1)S55 (S)S300 Volume X,
Part 2 The Family Progresses. 16mm optical B&W 60 min;
1969.

In this third theraptutic far ly interview, the mother is
clearly coming back inip the family and Symbolically has
finally gotten tier own key to the horse. Now the work of
bringing father track hoine is begun.

170584 Association - Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St.. Lo4i An-
geles. CA 90007 (313-749-0331) ASF (R)S35.(S)S300 Volume XI
- The Power. 16mm optical B&W 60 min. 1970_

This is a single, crisis intervention interview. Mother is due
to be hospitalized for withdrawal and treatment for a diet pill
(amphetamine) addiction of seventeen years' duration. At the
last minute she balks. Her three adolescent daughters and the
coMmunity social worker are stymied. Mother's chronic
'prickly depression is momentarily converted tolscute 'sadness
but it is insufficfent to motivate her. The therapist then turns
to the children_ When the alliance with the real piiv.er in the

family tlitq youngest daughter - is disrupted, mother con-
cedes

170595 APOE% Publications, 1607 New Hampshire, Avenue.
N.W., Washington. DC 20009 (202-483-4633) APO (R)S25
(S)S250 Assertive Training for- Women: Part I. 16mm opticp1
color 17 min 1974. _

Ten vignettes deal WiAlt simple interpersonal, adolescent
situations facing female "'s borrowing class notes, refusing

dates:dealing with bends, ''a physician. a pushy waitress and
* a job interview More complex situations involving parents

who are overly protective and controlling or critical orfriends
and grades in school are also considered.

173900 Parents' Magazine Films. Inc ,,2 Vanderbilt Ave .
New York, NY 10017 (2,12MU-5.4400) PMF (S))S100 Mailers
and Toddlers: Humanizing the Cirowth Extier' fence. 16mrn
cal il&W 17 5 min..1974

'This fill; documents the toddlers lab initiated,by a Black so-
cial agency. A growth experience for the toddlers. and the
mothers and tar as well. .the fundamental theory is that
parents must experience a sense of competence before they
can encourage their children to invest themselves in the risky
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business Of learning. First of all theAmust have confidence in
themselves.

173909 United Catholic Social Service. Archdiocese of
Omaha, 2132 South 42nd Street, Omaha, NB 64105 (402 -742-
2100) UCS (S)S100 Attitudinal Aspects of Sexuality. 16mm opti-
cal B&W 30 min. 1972.

In this film attitudinal and personality qualities that lead to
marital conflict are discussed. Three attitudes arc identified:

'perfectionism*. neglect; and overcaution - their roots in child-
hood are shown. The film then illustrates how these attitudes
operate destructively in marriage and sexual relationships. The
film offers a valid approach to premarital education.

173910 Lawren Productions, Inc., P. 0. Box 1542, Burlin-
game, CA 94010 (415-697-2558) LAW (R)S20 (S)S295 Birth
Day. 16mm optical color 30`min. 1972.

p In, this film the labor and delivery rooms, nurses and doc-
tors, and the birth itself arc all seen from the visual perspec-
tive of the mother, who is informed at all times about what is
going on and is fully involved in the process. The film-is help-
ful in relieving fear and anxiety about childbirth. -

173911 BFA Educational Media, 221 Michigan Avenue, Santa
Monica, CA 90404 (213-829-2901) BFA-(11,)$30 (S)S295 A Child
is Born. 16mnf optical color 22 min, 1971.

This film takes a young couple through the whole process of
pregnancy and childbirth. The photographs of Lennart Mitsson
depict the development of fetus and embryo. The treatment is
forthright and tender. The film shows the eager anticipation of
both-partners. their planning for the child, their involvement
during pregnancy and labor and their delight and interaction

Ai the baby is delivered.

12 A-V Corporation, 2518 North Blvd., It Os Box 66824.
H stun, TX 77006 (713-523-6701) A-V (S)S126.50 A Concept
of family Life lEducatlim.'16mm optical col& 1'7_5 Min. 1968.

This film is a general overview of the process of family life
education. It is a plea to parents and communities to un-
derstand and 'support the goals arid methodologies needed for
sound family life and sex education,

173915 Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Bldv., Los An-
gcles, CA 90069 (213-651-5110) CHI" (S)5130 How Close Can
'You Get? 16mm optical color 10 min, 1971_

This film shows highschool students discussing the state-
.

ment no matter, how close you get to another person, yots are
still alone, to an examination of what people expect 4rom mar-
tinge Self-sacrifice, independence and growth, and husband
wife roles arc discussed(,

173920 Sterling EAucational Films, Inc.. 241 East
New York. (212-6)33-6300) SEF (S)S16
Mg Female. Iliinin optical color 14, min. 1970.

This firm-drawl(' in Direct terms the feelings and reactions of
a teenage girl and -her piirents, struggling, and not always ntle
ceeding. to understand one another.

173923 Polymorph Films. Inc .. 331 Newbury Stredt, Boston,
MA 02115 (617.262-5960) PLY (R)520 (S)S195 Not Me Alone.
16=1-Optical color 31 min, 1972.

This film shows a tender and supportive relationship
between a young husband/ad wife us they progress through
the educational program,, f natural childbirth, following them
from breathing and relaxation exercises to the actual birth

4th Street,
The Mater'.

57
14 ,
t-r,
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173931 Coronet Instructional Films, 65 East South Water
Street. Chicago. IL 60601 (312-DE-2-7676). COR (R)MTP
(S)5135 The Story dl Our New Baby. 16mm optical colOr 11
min, MI.

ThP young couple in this film and their 8-year-old daughter,
Jane, await the arrival .of the new baby; Jane is told that a
`baby is expected and, with the help'of arrillustrated book, her
parents explain hos.? the baby grows from a ,singlp cell into a
baby. While intended for piimary and interrhediate grades, this
film could also be used witikparent

the
as a model of good

pracilecs to follow when a new.haby

182919 Vision Quest, Inc., 7715 North 'Sheridan Road,
Chicago, IL 60626 (312-338-1116) ,VIQ (R)S25 151$201) gam-
land. 16mm optical color 12.5 min) 1973.

'this'll a film about Rose Oliver, a frinklY fat, White wel-
fare mother ofqous, living.in the projects in Chicago. In the
WM Rose gives birth to a.Willd, tams squarely into the camera
about her life and being a mother, makes herself attractiVe.
and she prepares a Thanksgiving meal, feeding and nurturing
her family. ,Thu closing shot is of Rose and her family at this
meaL food spread out before them,, her children eating and
wattling her nursing the baby, determinedly pushing and
heaving die wheel of life along.

'182991 Orosonic Recording Services, P. 0. Box 1517, Silver
Spring, MD 20902 (301.949.5650). ORO (S)S7.50 Changing
Lifestyles toe *oaten Their Significance In Families. AT 1 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min, 1970r

In this film, sociologiit Jessie Bernard answers questions on
the population outlook and the new sexual revolution. The
questions of why single women are happier than married
womcn, whether is is psychologically better for a.small child
to have two working parents and whether daycare centers are
more detrimental than helpful to small children are considered.

183010 High/Scope Educational Research Foundation. 125 N.
Huron St., Ypsilanti, MI 48197 (313-485.2000) H-S (R)S30
(S)S180 A Special Kind of Mother, 1/2 inch videocassette Color
14 min, 1974.

In this film. special emphasis is placed on the mother's lin-
portant role- in the education of her infant. The program

-focuses on positive aspects of the Other-child relationship
that aro developed when a mother puts hersellin the place p1
the baby and looks. et things from a baby's point of. iriew.
Scenes of spontaneous interaction. illustrate the mother.* abili-
ty to Understand, interpret, and act upon her child's wants and
needi. .or

183017 Philadelphia- Child Guidance Clinic. 1100 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia. PA 19146 (2L5-KI-5-1836) PCG (R)S70 Af-
Unity. 1/2 inch videocassette color...1974.

lirthis film. Dr. Carl Whitaker conducts a consultative inter-
view with a family who has an encopretic child. An analysis is
made of how the consultant joins the family't verbal and non-
verbal patterns, enhancing possibilities that as he steps out of
pattern, the family will move with him.

183018 Philadelphia Child guidance Clinic. 1700 Bainbridge
Street. Philadelphia, PA 191461215-KI-5.1836) PCO (R)S70 I
Think It's Me Difference Display as a Contextual Event. 1/2
inch vidoecassette coins.. 1974.

This film presents an analysis of an initial family interview
in which the family consisted of husband (the identified pa.
ticnt), his wife. their son and the wife's father. The husband

tit

,14

;exhibited severe paranoid, Compulsive behaviort' He had been
hospitalized several times and he,was in individual treatment.
'The interview unravelt a deviation' amplifying. aystern with
`strong hidden coalitions That maintained the husband's sympto-
matology. e)

18300 Philadelphia Child Odidance Clinic, 1700 Bainbridgd.
- Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-KI-5-1836)71PCG (R)S70 A

.. Family with a Little Fire. 1/2 inch videocassette color, 1974.

BB

sholl a therapy-session with a one parenttamily
consisting, of a vihther, son and two daughters where the
presenting problem-was the elder di ughter who set fires. The
sessions reveal 'a repetitive series of sequences in which cer-
tain interacUonkbetween motheritind daughter were prevented
from coming into existent el through invention of son
functioning as a parent - child. The commentary highliihts the
process through which the, therapist coins the flow of fpmlly
patterns -in inch a way that previously" prohibited sequences
can conic into existence to resolve the problem.

183021 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 1700cdbridge
Street. Philadelphia, PA 19146 A215-K.1-5'.1836) 'PCO tR)S70
Come' de Bruise, (Thing. tit Witches). 112 inch videocassette
color, Ir4.

in this film, adanalysis and excerpts are presorttalrom the
complete treatment of a 10:year-old Puerto Rican boy, the
identified patient, and his tinnily' The patient hadltighe terrors
and heard voices. The tberapita is a student (luta, Institute of
Family Counseling. The students at the Institute ire mature
persons 19110 have not obtained traditional academic cm-

who tire recruited with special reference to ethnic
A f

sr-minority groups.

183240 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 10017 (212-MU5.4400) I'MP (S)S350 Joyce at
34. 16mm optical color 28 min. 1974. .

This film reveals the convictions, desires, feeliggs and
doubts of a woman who values both her career and her family,
and strives for a workable balance beireen liberation and
motherhood.'

183311 Association-Sterling Vilms. 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles. CA 90007 (213-749.0337ASF (R)S35 (S)S300 Volume
VII, Part 2 'I'm sure she Is lonely...' 16mm optical B&W 60
min, 196,9.

in this film about a divorced father and his children un-
dergoing psychotherapy the father's residua) resentment from
the previous session is exposed and diverted first toward, the
son. This is followed by a comical interlude in which the fami-
ly's confounded encountering is pursued to absurdity Phase
,three explores the loneliness which the father has projected on
to his daughter

14 GROUP PROCESSES

114284 Classroom Film Distributors Inc., 5610 Hollywood
Blvd . li011ywood, CA .90028' (213-462-3249) CFI) (R)S12
Human Heredity. 16mm optical color 21 min, 1969

About bservable physical differences in boys and girls, in-
cluding he genetics of sex determination, the importance of
carry 1,tronment in shaping sex roles, and, the improved
'tans of girls in contemporary society Ends on a note of
toter nee for minority groups that may suffer discrimination
solely- on the basis of appearance For junior high school and
elementary grade use
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114295 AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando. FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S10 Extra scripts $1 Intensive'
Adolescent Group. No. 25 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 45
min. 1968.

A composite tape of a weekend of intensive psychotherapy
with a group of adolescent wards of the court in a residential
treatment home. Ann Dreyfu'ss and cotherapist use many
techniques including psythodrama to reach jut feelings with

- intensely moving results. Fair audio. Script. For professional
use only in teaching or research.

1142% AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Orlando. FIL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)$10 Extra scripts $1.10 Introduc-
tion to Psychodrama. No. 43 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS cassette 30
min 1969.

Dr. James Sacks demonstrates with a group basic techniques
of psychodrama including the empty chair. use of the double,
etc. Excellent audio. Script. This tape available on cassette
only. For professional use only in teaching or research.

114328 AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Orlando. FL
32803 (305-894-09211 AAP (S)S15 Extra scripts $1.75 Mothers
and Daughters. No. 50 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 104
min. 1969.

Members of five families participate in these excerpts from
a 17 hour nonstop marathon conducted by Dr. Mark Goldstein.
but interaction centers on the classic problems and universal
themes in the mother - daughter relationship. Good audio_
Script. For professional use only in teaching or research.

114330 AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock, Rd.. Orkuoio, FL
32803 (.305-894-0921) AAP (S1$12 Extra scripts $.75 Multiple
Therapy with a Couple. No 21 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS '7 inch
reel 80 min, 1968.

Drs. Carl Whitaker and Richard Felder in a demonstration
of multiple therapy with a former hospital inmate and his wife
at an AAP workshop. The interview is followed by a discus-
sion of the material and processes involved: Fair to good
audio. Script. For professional use only in teaching' or
research. -`"

114365 AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Orlando. FL,
32803;43(154944921.1 AAP .(S)$12 Extra. Script4:t $1 SeltAe:''
ionizing Group. No. 32 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 90
min 1968.

In this group of pastoral counselors in training under the
direction of Dr. Ward Knights. Jr.the group process centers
on the passive - ,aggressive defenses of one member and the
attempts to break away from intellectual verbalization of in-
sight toa freer exptgssion of impulses and feelings. This leads
to an authority confrontation which develops into a wrestling
match and_ a discharge of accumulated tensions in positive
directions. Audio fair to good. Script. For professional use
only` in teaching or research.

114393 t AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Orlando. FL
32803 (305- 894 -0921 -AAP ISIS'S Extra scripts $1 Two Group
Sessions. No. 20 in Series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 Inc eel 120 nun.
149.

This tape b. .Dr- Verda Heisler contains the major. portions
of two group sessions which have an interesting thread of con-
tinuity although they- occur four months apart. The central
theme is the cracking of a woman's rigid and brittle defenses
via transference to her group and the group process. Good
audio. Script. For professional use only in teaching or
research.

14
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114403 AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock !U. Orlando. FL
32803 (305 - 894 -0921) AAP iSi$15 Extra scripts $1 When Stran-
giro, Meet. No. 40 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 98 min.
I 968.

Asst encounter in group psychotherapy. this is a yalua-.
-ble listening experience. Dr. Jules Barron guides four women
and two men with varying amounts of previous psychotherapy
through art initial explication of problems. goals. and reactions
to one another and to the group. Go7od audio. Script. For
professional use only in teaching or research.

124388 Psychologilal Cinenta Register. :Audio - Visual Ser-
viCes. Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk.. PA 16802
0314-865-63151 TCR tR/$12-1UV (1)$5_50 (S)$125 EMC 181$10
Diary of a Harlem Family. 16mm ()Neal B&W 20 min-1968.

Photographi reveal one destitute family living in New
ork's Flack Harlem. The lack of food and proper heating and

meted job opportunities arc among the family's insoluable
problems encounteted by poverty agencies.

124448 PsyChological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices. Pennsylvania State Univ... University Pk:, PA 16802
(814-865-63151 PCR (Ri$10.70 CAF tSi$250 EMC Battle, of East
St. Louis. 16mm optical B&V` 46 nun 1969_

Fear of raiSal violence causes"Fast St. Loins to attempt to
bring opposing groups Jtogether to discuss 'grievinices. En-
counter group and sensitivity training with Black militants and
White police results in greater understanding and hope for the
community. The film is reconunended for police community
action groupS: management personnel relations. church.. and
other organizations.

124455 Psychological Cinema tegister, Audio' JVisual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-63151 PCR 1R1$13 504BFA tit 635 iSi$420 EMC Black
and White -- Upt,ight. 16inin optical color 35 nun

Myths wh' ,. perpetuate prejudice and the subtle ways in
which",ha leaded are shown- Social and economic' dif-
ferences sting between Blacks and Whites are caused by
historkal inequalities in education and opportunity_ Riots in
Atherkan*atieS force issues to the surface. Although these are
no easy solutions; Blacks and Vtlutts are forced to work
together in some areas to bring about changes.

121456 PsychOlogical Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices. Pennsylvania State, Univ University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-631.5) PCR (Ri$11 131-A tRi$35 0S4575 EMC Black
History:` Lust, Stolen or Strayed. 16min optical. B&V' 54 nun
1%8

The history of attitudes of both Black and White people are
reviewed along with the effect these views have on the Black 'Colic
American. Soirre.of the things that happen to an American if
he.is Black are pointed out and acluevineents of Black Amer-
icans..which have never been recognized are reviewed.

124457 Psychological -Cinema Register: Audw-Visual.'Ser-
vices. Perinsylvarmy State Univ , University Pk.. PA 16802
0314-865-63151 Ptlt (10$5 90 BFA (10$15 iSi$170 The- Black
Soldier. 16mm optical B&W 26 nun 1968-

The history' of Black Ai-tient:an participation in America's
armed forces is narrated.. Paintings. drawings, cartoons. and
etchings. t famous battles are shown along with rare silent
news f96tage of World War I. Film of World War II, the
Korean War and this War in Vietnam are also shown.
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124458 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Vistial Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk,. PA 16802'
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)$11 BFA (R)$15 (S)$170 EMC Black
World. 16mm optical B&W 53 min 1968.

An international round robin conversation about the Black
man's position in the world today is moderated by Mike Wal-
lace. Panelists Rep. John Conyers. Jr.,in Washington. D.C.:the
Hon. Thomas Mboya of. Kenya in Nairobi; Floyd McKissick
of the Congress of Racial Equality in New York; and Dr. Ale?t
Swapong in Ghana talk about the civil rights movement in
'America and how it looks to Africans.

124461 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk.. PA* ,16802
(814465 -6315) PCR (R)S5.40 BFA (R)$20 (S)$300 EMC iR1$12
Body and Soul -- Body, Part 1. 16mm optical 13&W 25 min
1968,

The contributions to sports in America by Black Americans
are reported by tarry Reasoner, who interviews leading Black
athletes. Harry Edwards, Tommie Smith, Lee Ek>ans, Charlie
Greene. Jim Hines. and Ralph Boston are included.

124479 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio - Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802
(814465-6315) PCR (R)57.40 EMC (R)$13 (S)$175 For AIL My
Students..I6mm tiptiCal B&W 36 min 1968.

Particular problems and rewards of teaching Negro high
school students effectively are shown_ The film demonstrates
bothpooi: and effec,tive teaching in difficult classrootn situa-
tions and suggests ways of providing special help for disad-
vantaged students. Both students and teachers give candid
view

1244% Psychological Cinema -Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R311.70 In the Company of Men. 16mm
optical B&W 52 min 1970. 4P

Role playing and sensitivity training are shown for hardcore
-unemployed Pjlacks and White -foremen. The techrhques are
implemented to establish communication between the twu
groups in a large_ automotive assembly plant in Georgia.

124584 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223. Fulton St., Berkeley. CA- 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(10$23 Decision at aklano. 16Thm optical color 26 min 1968.

1.114. study of the grape strike led by the Chicano leader Cesar
Chavez, in California's San foaquin Valley looks at all points
of view thoji of the growers, the strikers, the nonstriking
farm workers. clergymen, police, and political leadersAt is ob-
vious that there is almost no communication between the dif-
ferent groups. The growerisay the farm workers are happy;
yet strikers claim that they are inadequately paid and that the
rowers have hired strikebreakers and-have violently broken

up picket lines. Sequences show conditions in a migrant'
worker camp Old a play at the Luis yaldez Theater. where
worker actors create their own_ mime and theatrical produc-
tions_

124589 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 0215-642-04601 EMC
(10$22,Dispossessed. 16mm optical color 33 min 1970.

A sympathetic view is shown of the Pit River Indians' strug-
gle to regaikt lac ibt in Northern California taken from them in
1453 and now controlled-Cy Pacific Gas and Electric Company
'PG&E) and other corporations.Jhe Indiarkse ;impoverished

t 7.. -1
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living conditions are shown and descriptions are given of how
dams built withotit consulting the Indians destroyed salmon
runs on which they depended; The legal history of land
disputes are traced back to broken treaties bf the nineteenth
century. The film includes an interview with a PG&E lawyer:
and ends with mass arrests of Indians occupying the land.

124616 University of California. Extension k Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$21 (S)$340 Education and the Mexican-American. 16mm op-
tical 13&W 57 min 1969.

The .struggle of Mexican-Americans to effect changes in the
Los Angeles school system to gain more control over who
teaches and what is taught in the neighborhood schools -- is
examined. During a week in 1968 thousands of students in the
barrio of East Los Angeles staged walkout` to protest inferior
education, resulting in a list of 36 demands being presented to
the school board. The documentary first half of the film
presents representative views, mainly from the vocal. Mex-
icamAmerican point of view. Included are opinions voiced
after the walkouts and also nearly three months later, when
the Chicano 13 'were artested on Grand Jury indictments
charging conspiracy. Others comment on 'the arrests and their
political implications.. The second half of the film is a panel
discussion of some of the issues raised in the first half, par-
ticularly from points of view not already expressed.

12418 University, of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 1415-642.04601 EMC
(R)$12 (S1$160 Effective Leadership. 16mm optical B&W 12
min 1968.

A behavioral scientist lectures on the characteristics of ef-
fective leadership, noting that relationships that threaten or
embarrass, or that create hostility or anxiety-due to misun-
derstanding, have to be met by effective responses. An effec-
tive leader must have social sensitivity. which comes through
trying to understand how another person 'views his problems.
He must also-possess action flexibility. the ability to behave
tropriately in response to one's perceptions, and to commu-

te that respdrise to another The only tool an indiVidual
can use in a leadership' role is himself. It is concluded that
considerable personal learning and development is the princi-
ple way to effective leadership.

124624 University of California. Ex nslon Media Center.
2223 Fulto3n St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 15-64244601 .EMC
IR)$1O Equality imd the Law: California 1. Housing Cases.
16mm optical B&W 20 min 1969.

'1\4
California fair housing cases are discussed in stut4 of

equality and the law. In 1964 California voters passed the con-
troversial Proposition 14. designed to prohibit open housing
legislation, which was later overrulediw the Supreme Court.
The film ,shows campaign turmoil, prAents arguments' of op-
ponents and proponents, examines conflict of human rights,
and property rights, and analyzes tht: Court's majority and
minority opinions.

124637 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)$12 Fathers and Sons. 16mm optical B&W 29 nun 1%9.

TWN:to mikes are shown in which sons are aliodds with their
fathers. The first family is Black. from a Brooklyn ghetto. Thp
son, who works with minority children, describes pressures on
Blacks from Blacks and Whites, and discusses values learned
from his parents In the second, family the son. an SDS ac-
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tiv' t, has refused induction into the army and faces prison.
Hit father, an officer in World War II, finds it difficult to ac-

e'cast his son's concept of patrtotism, bpt.through discussion
s closer to understanding.

1 University of California, Extension Media Ce r.
23 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA_ 94720 (415-642-0460) MC.
418 Forgotten American. 16mm optical color 2.5 min

i . P Filmed in the Navajo, Hopi, Pueblo, and Zuni untry of

rom the rest of Amcrienn society. It shay'

t e Southwest and in the urban Indian commuhl s of ,Los
. ngeles and Chicago, the film examines the India, s alienation

/"the continued.
* economic exploitation of Indians by Whi store owners

censed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs,/and the boarding
/schools where Indian children are encouraged to forget their
tribal heritagetimLlariguage. Statistics prove that the percent-

/ ages of .malmitrition, infant mortality/ impoverished families,
/ mental diSord rs, suicides, dropouts 'and juvenile delinquency

,I are abnormall high in the federally created ghettos of, the
, i reservation. and possible ways of improving the situation are

suggested. The justification of the boarding school education
program is questioned.

124648 University of California,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA
(R)S14 (S)$215 Free Growth. 16mm

A documentary essay extolls fr
growing things. It is composed of
in a Hopi Indian community, in
middle-class', and in the hip coo

t,' vividly con cast free growth and alternate education with the
painful eff Os of regimentatibn and structure imposed by
parents. Schools, and society. 4 Black youth, a White girt, and
a -Hopi grandfather discuss the ways traditional education
seems to have prevented thdm from growing naturally and
learning elathusiastically. Scenes at a nonschool, the Los An-
geles Free School. giv.e the feeling of growing and living freely
as people attempt to be tloser to nature, less competitive, and
free to discover themselves. Four adults stopped on the street
arc askeil whither educatio should be,compulsory. Various
people talk emotionally ab t failures of traditional schools
and the ,,Personal effects,of t em.

124664 1 University of Cali ornia. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S11,1 Goodbye Mid Good uck.- 16mm optical B&W 30 min
1968. I

..

Reqetions of a Black V etnarn veterap to racial prejudice
wherd he comes home to unt for a job arc documented. He

. has tICCOMC accustomed o living with Whites and having
shared experiences, but at home in Chicago he is approached
by rttilitant Blacks who tell him that he was duped into fighting
the , hite man's war. His growing bewilderment and concern
is seen as' he watches a draft protest march. and he wonders
where he owes "s allegiance.

124672 University of California. Extension Media Center. .

2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC/
(R)$23 Heritage in Black. 16mm optical color 17 mm 1969.

I An overview of Black history in the U.S. from the colohial
period to the present time is given. Military, legal, scientific.'
Medical, and political contributions of Black individtials are
Examined. including their role in taking the West:- and the
struggle for civil rights an freedom led by Dr. Martin Luthe
'King, Jr..and Malcolm X.

Extension Media Center.
720 (415-642-0460) EMC

optical B&W 36 min 1971.

glom for childien'and other
significant fragments of life
n urban ghetto, among the
terculture. These examples
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73 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton SN Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(WSJ 9 Heritage of Slavery. 16nart optical B&W 53 min 1968.

The story of slavery is intereut 1vith the eutrent racial scene,
with parallels demonstrated of past and present prejudice. In-
terviews with descendants of slave owners, readings from ac-
counts of the period, and graphics give a dramatic, complex
picture of the heritageof slavery.'The lady of a large estate
speaks wistfully of her curly years when Black and White chil-
dren grew up together and remained friends, thoutfi master

04and servant. Plans for slave ) hblds reflect the p coccupa-.
tion withWedging in as much human merchandise as possible.
Other prints reconstruct the barbarism of the auction block,
the division of families, and the punishments that paved the
way for the racial crisis Of today. Southern Whites stress the
need for gradual changes: Black activists say the time is now.r
124679 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton .'t., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S29 Migrant, NBC White Paper Series. 16mm optical B&W
53 thin 1970.

Documents conditions of migrant workers the underprO-
tected, undereducated, underclothed. and underfed in
Florida citrus groves. Interviews with workers reveal their ex-
ploitation, suffering, and despair. Points out that migrants lack
unemployment insurance and coverage under minimum wage
and 'child labor laws. Includes interviews with growers and
Spi)kesman for citrus industry_

91

124681 University of California. Extension Mediv Cinter.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)SI3 'UV (R49.25 0)5180 Mexican Americans Invisible
Minority.16mm optical B&W 38 min 1969.

Documents econowie poverty of majority of- five million
Mexican-Americans. moist of whom are in the Southwest.
Notes that nearly 8W' of those employed are unskilled
laborers. many in agriculture, and shows 'how Chicano chil-
dren fall behind in schools designed for White Englishspeak-
ing students. Argues that understanding the Mexitan-American
struggle requires sympathy [dr minority aspiratihns, which in-
clude retaining cultural identity.

124691 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. 'Berkeley, *CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC'
(R)520 IUV (R)517 (S)$325 Martin Luther King: The Man and
the March. 16inni optical B&W 83 nun 1968.

Activities related to the Poor People's Witch on Washington
in 1968 and the efforts of Martin Luther King in organizing it
are presented. Opens with his efforts to organize it -; fund
raising speeches, staff conferences. and travels throughout
Mississippi to gain support from the poor. Attempts to stress
his ability to comprehend fully the need for dignity in the most
inarticulate and disadvantaged. Technical quality poor

124'701 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 1415-642-0460) EMC
iR1$18 Management Motivation and the New Minority Worker.
16mm optical,B&W 43 nun 069,

Explores the relationship of industrial supervisors to the
hard-core unemployed_ Focus is on the individual problems of
a supervisor with such an,employee. a nunority group worker_
A psychodrama is enacted between.the worker and the super-
visor to bring out the frustration. apathy. and Hostility of the
'newly employed worker toward supervision Practical
problems of motivating a minority worker are also discussed.
Restncted to use by educational institutions only.
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12470, University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton t St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S32 Loin alk. 16mm optical color 60 min 1970.

Recollticti n of the forced winter march in 1864 of 6000
starving NaV jo Indians to a concentration camp reservation in
New Maxie is,provided. Many died or were shot by members
ofkiKit :Carson's mercenary army cn route, and many more
started to death once there. Covers other, similar aspects of
Navajo history as told by old tribe members, illustrated with
historical photographs and current reservation leenes. Ends
with look at Indian controlled Rough Rock School, which
emphasizes Navajo culture and language (though English is
also taught) a last hope for the survival of Navajo culture.

124725 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (4151642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 Landmark Spiritual Temple. 16mm optical B&W 25 min
1968.

A Black church, service in San Francisco is presented,
emphasizing the human sentiments involved. Begins with sung
and builds in intensity to shouting and chanting. Several mem-
bers are seized with spasms. Poor technical quality.

124733 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 -Fuld% St., Berkeley, cikA 94720 (415-6112-0460) EMC
(R)S16 Journey into Self. 16mm aptical B&W 47 min 1968.

1 .
Documentary highlights arc presented oT an intensive 16

hour encounter group session among eight adults, all total
strangers to one another. focuses on four grout) members,
recording the most emotional moments of their interaction.

124735 University of California, Extension Media Center,
n23 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (416-642-0460) EMC
-(R)S7 Jenny Is a Good Thing. 16mm opticil color 18 min 1969.

Shows how nutrition' is an integral, part of Head Start pro-
grams. Group bf children examine a pea pod to discover*
shape, size, color, taste; help prepare foods; and-visit a fartn
and a supermarket. Discusses how nutrition relates to a child's
total development; his 1nental and physical well-being,Aocial
adjustment, and self-in/age.

124739 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642:0460) EMC
(R)S10 I Wish I Knetlr How It Would Feel to Be Free. 16mm op-
neat B&W 20 min 1

Interviews are presented with some of the Black people liv-
ing in an urban ghetto. They describe their .ambitions and tell
how they haVe met with conditions they could not overcome.
Black Power ativOcates, Black law enforcement officers, and a
young man disciouraged from entering police training are
among them to /symbolize the frustrations, fears, and power
struggle within Such an environment:It is felt that racism has
done muds, harin but that in the long run there is hope that
Whites and Blukks can assimilate tritally,

124749 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton Ist.. Berkeley. ,,'CA 94720 (415-642.0460) 'EMC
(R)S19 BFA In Search of A Past. Of Black America Series.
16mm optical B &W 53 mid 1968.

Documents the experience of three Black American students
sent 'to Ghana in ,l968 by CBS News to spend a month explor-
ing their cultural heritage. They travel throughout the country
and talk , /with ..native students but decide that their own
heritage lies in Anterica the country & their forebears.

c
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124756 University of California, Extinsion Media eenter,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-64241460) EMC
(R)S31 CAF Hunger in America. 16mm optical color 54 min
1968.

A description is provided of the problem of hunger and
poverty in America and examples given of the more than ten
million Americans who live under such conditions: The film
blends personal interviews and narrated on the scene
sequences for a thorough examination of America's poverty
program -slid the poverty stricken who often receive little or
no aid from it. Examines four groups in depth: Negro
sharecroppers in Alabama; Navajo Indians in Arizona; tenant
farmers only 25 miles from Washington, DC; and Mexican-
Americans near San Antonio.

124757 University of California; Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. OA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 I Am Joaquin. 16mm#cal color 20 min .1969.

A ,dramatization is press of 'I Am Joaquin'. Corky Gon-
zalesy historical poem oc,< c Chicano people's experience and
achievements. Include Conquest of Mexico and revolutionary
struggles thcrc, the farm workers' movement led by Cesar
Chavez, and Chicart6 students and community grotips organiz-
ing for equality and civil rights.

.124758 Univeratty of California, Extension Media Ccntcr.
2223 Fulton,At., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S12 Hui* Heredity. Understanding Ourselves Series. 16mm
optical;cohSr 21 min 1969.

A preSentation is given concerning observable physical dif-
ferenOs in boys and girls, including the genetics of sex deter-
mination, the importance of early environment in shaping sex,
rotlis, and the improved status of girls in contemporary
Soiety. Ends on a note of tolerance for minority groups that

!may suffer discrimination solely on the basis orappeartince.

124775 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)S8 Rapping (Rev. Jehae James). 16mm optical B&W 14 min
1929f

In an interview with Rev. Jesse James, the controversial
,leader of San Francisco's MissiOn Rebels describes his own at-
tempt to support a hard drug habit, h7s subsequent experience
on parole, and how ghetto youth come to him for guidance lar-
gely because of his background. His theories of education are
ghetto bred. He objects to the sate teaching techniques being
used for. disadvantaged children as are used in -suburban
schools, the idea of integrated schools without the proper
background materials, including Black history courses, good
texts, and trained teachers. He calls the present school system
tragic and believes that a child is aware he is losing time from
his real education. He determines that his son will not grow up

. in a world of drugs.

124778 University of California, Extension. Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA, 94720 (415-642.0460) EM(
(R)S14`CAF Remedy for Riot. 16mm optical B&W 37 min 196g.

The Report of the President's iptv isory _Commission
Civil Disorders outlines the causes of the massive ghotketiots
of 1967 and shows some of -the emotional responses of both

`Blacks and Whites. The new approach in Detroit. which is fail-
ing. is shown, along with the successful one used by police in
Atlanta. The film claims that racism as an issue is.dead; the
current choice is war or peace between the races, and the time
for action is now.

a
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124797 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton., St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(()$8 (S)S85 Salazar Family: A Look at Poverty. 6mm
B&W 14 min- 1970.

A documentary describes), the effects of poverty and the

failure of social institutionsSo schools. courts, jails, and rcha-
, bilitation agencies -- to relate to a large Mexican- American

family. Facts aboin the fondly and analyses of its members arc
read from reports by psychologists. teacherf. probation of-
ficers. and 'social workers. The educational background of the
eight childreill includes.,Training schools for the retarded. public
schools. industrial schools for delinquents. Neighborhood
You tlf Corps job :ruining progranis, mental hospitals, juvenile
court, county jail. ,and state prison, Yet five of them cannot
read, and one was sterilized at age 15 while institutionalized. A
glimpse of the flintily one year later is also shown_

124844 Univetiity of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton Si. Berkeley. CA 94720 :415. 642-04601 EMC
(14)519 Ten Thousand Beads for Navaho Sam. 16atm optical
color 25 miU 1971

The family life, work, and environment are Ascumented of a
Navaho Who has been encouraged to leave the reservation and
integrate into the white establishment, accepting government
training, that resulted in a mechanic's job in Chicago His wife
,prefers city life and the man is willing to stay until he can
retire and return to the reservation and the natural environ
mcnt he loves. He is shown revisiting his partnits on the reser-

"vation, and the full realization of his own unique identity, his
frustrations, and his feeling' of alienation in the city are

revealed. He values hisearning power but also the old ways of
his own culture

1241450 Uni.versitss" of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton Ms:* Berkeley .1 CA 94720 i415-642-0460) EMC.
tRiS9 1.S495 pinking Seienteen. 16mm optical B&W 16 mm
1969-

Asstudys-of the mind of a 17-year-old Black boy presents a
(airtime:2,61-y of his views on life, including Black militants. ra-
ciiim.,...college. jobs, his ovip .tuspicions and hopes. and what it
all Oasis. He talks about the suspicious side of his personality
Opting to take over his brotherly loving side, and he warns
}Fiat love is slow in coming while hate is quick. He envisions a

/unified Africa where Black people command respect and fear
He 'also maps out the robbery of a store. tilling kiosk his could
do it if he wanted to lb contrast, he also wants to go to col-
lege; study history, get a good job. and make a lot of money_
He is bitter but likable and perceptive,

124/159 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St,. Berkeley, CA 94720 i4154 42-0460) EMC

iSi$180 Tijerins, Ibmin optical li&W 30 nun 1969.

A speech in 1.968 by Mexican-American leader Roes Lopes
Tijerina, a spokesman for the Mexican-American struggle for
justice anti equality and a one time candidate hit governor of
New Mexico. is shown. His message is conveyed both by his
words -- which Call for radical change in education and
economics. and for unification against the Anglo power struc-
ture and by the strength of his delivery He calls for a return
of the communal Spanish pueblo system and for the building
of cities, churches, and schools: speaks of the emergence of
La Raza Neuva: and demands that schools conduct classes in

Spanish to`give Hispano children the same starting chance as
Anglos and to stop the erosion of an entire culture
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124869 University -of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. 'Berkeley. CA 94720 1415. 64241460) EMC
itttl$23 WV 00518 (S360 Trial: City and County of Denver
Versus Lauren It. Watson -- First Day. 16mm optical B&W 90
min 1970.-

The seleaion of it White middle class jury is-shown in a
television, documentary of an actual courtroom trial of a
former Black Panther Party leader, accused of 'interfering with
a police officer and resisting arrest. Because the defendant is
Black, he and'his lawyer doubt that he can receive a fair trial
without a jury of his peers A maim% is made, then denied. to
quash the jury Interviews with the principle figures in the
ease-are included

12a1880 UniveMs, of 044m-ilia. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton. St . Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-W2.0460i EMC
(11/513 Negro thigdoms of Africa's Golden Age. 16mm optical-
color 17 min 1968

The influence of nica-s ancient kingdoms of Sanghal.
Mali. and Ghana upon t present states is viewed_ Examples
of African art are include in various forms to illustrate the
sophistication and hfe stylesssuk modern and ancient African
peoples.The me and fall of the ancient empires is depicted as
well as example% of tools and weapons. the kinds of work par-
sued, and sources of wealth Discusses the effect of the slave
trade and European eolonitation on the geography and soeietN,
of the old kingdoms

124891 Universtk .4 California. Extension Media Cent .

2223 Fulton St : Berkeley, CA 94720 1415-6424460i ,J MC
(12r$13 151$180 No Jail Can Change Me. Itimm optical New 30
nun 1969.

An interview as presented with a 21-year-old Black man.
who has spent all but a lets scattered months ash's life since
the age of 10 in correctional institutams. and ar 'ounselor from r
a nonseetarian .agency that provides Aounsell 1, to inmates and

their families Hie -interview data 'folios ng sari months of
regular interviews. is pilfered illja sou jail preparatory to
the inmate's release 'It k his s ldhood in as San Fran-
cisco ghetto. the problems arising t m the .lightness of his
skin, Experiences at t,chool and in nal institutions. problems
with his wife. his search for nyirsc me identity and for control
of his life, and his tress of ass ptable asshaviot after _release
from jail I
124894 University of Cali n-ma. Estension Media Center.
2223 Fulton At., Aerkci CA 94720 (412 -642-0 W1 FM('
tRi$17 Treaties Made -- nil 'Treaties Milken. North American'
Indian Trilogy Series. le san opucal solo! 18 nun 1070

Documents how th state of Washington made and broke a
treaty guaranteeing, c Nisonalls InthatIs then-age-JO-Id hunting
and fishing right/ The ensuing hapossment. arrestor. and
criminal mosecusfoos of timesiarr-r. described by Indian wit
nesses and illusjived In a1 4Ish between Nisqualis demonstra-
tors and a for,k of (Jame --and Fisheries wardens

124895 lIngSersisid California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fultsin freilefo. CA 94720 i415442-04610 FMC
1.11419 flow the West Was Won -- and Honor Lust. North
American Indian Trilogy Series, Ihnun optical color 5 min
1970.

Descrasos Imo the Amensan-Inibuns. once 12 million
strong, haSe been decimated by dispersion. terror. massacre.
and neat genocide, to a present population of. about 600.1,XS1
confined to barren resemations Recalls the bra'very of Indian

it
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resistance leaders such as Sitting Bull, Chief Joseph, and
,..geronimo. Documents the massacre of Indians by the Seventh

Cavalry at Wqunded Knee.

12406 University of California. Extension dia Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415" 2-0460) EMC
(11'9519 Lament 04 the Reservation. North American Indian
Trilogy Series. I6nun optical color 24 min 1970.

Examines the blight of Modern Indian reservations. Focuses
on two,cases: a man supperting 12 people on 541 a week wel-
t and a woman forced to live with her children ang her
ti er's family (14 altogotheri in a one room shack. Notes that
1 ian infant mortality rate iS twice the national average, and
that average reservation incotpte is 530 per week during the
summer, when there arc jobs.

124099 University of Conform*. Extension Mcdl; Center.
2223 Fulton `St., Berkeley, CA\94720 (415 -642.' ) EMC
1R)S14 Now Is the Thor. 16mm optical B&W 36 1968.

A variety of sources are cited to demon ac the feeling
among many Negroes that the Black ma will not wait for
Whites to grant them their civil rights. account is given of
early myths about the Negro. and as scription of a gospel
preacher. leading a Sunday mornin servide emphasizes the
stereotype of the good Negro in c auk to the protesters who
receive beatings at lunch count sit-ins and police clubbingS
in the streets. The plight of ghetto children is also stressed.

124900 University(' of California, 'Extension Medi Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-- ) EMC
(R)S15 Nude 1141trallion. 16mm optical B&W 25 min 1970.

Actual weeketaidhcounter group activities are documented.
emphasizing role,Fimi., possibilities of nudity in group therapy.
Participants begin. fully clothed and physically isolated and
progress to total nudity and body contact in a heated pool.

124907 University of Califo;iia. Extension Media Center.
2223 Potion St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$25 Operation Bootstrap. 16mivaiptical 13&W 58 min 1968

Documents successes and failures of a self-help program in.
.itiated and sustained by residents of Watts in the aftermath of
now there. Includes heated discussion between Blacks and
Whiles which reveal underlying hostilities and mistrust.
Unedited street language used.

124913 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642.046()) EMC
(10522 (S)S360 Organizational avelopaient. Management
Development Series. 16min optical color 30 min I%8

The application of behavioral science principles to the com-
plex social stricture found in eery large organization, such as
business: industry. government, and institutions is described
Stress is on the new approaches developed to create lasting
cultural changes within organizations. allowing groups to
become more productive and their work experience more
meaningful, A fresh perspective is given on how the use of
sensitivity training, grid labs, or T-groups can.help to turn tli
energy usually devoted to intergroup fighting into eon
action on the.job_ It is emphasized that comna nse or in-
tuition is ndt always enough to produce actory interper-
sonal relations and that actual tee gy is needed to produce
lasting cultural changes arid-ferults in the form of written ac-
tion items -- definite plans need to be implemented It is con-
cluded that the use of tools such as sensitivity training is only
a means' to an end and that the real developmental changes-
occur in the daily environment of the job

,
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124916 University of California. Extension Mediu Center.
2233 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642-0460) AMC
(R)S13 Building an Organization. Organizing for Power; Allnsky
Approach Series. 16mm optical B&W 38 min 1968.

Shows the obstacles encountered by BUILD. a ill( s k com-
munity organization in Buffalo, and the methods srigg .ted by
Saul Alinsky for solving them. Discusses the tlictR! tof the
first contacts with the power stricture, and Alinsia''s 'sug-
gestion that such groups cannot accept equalrlf but take
deliberate steps to'achieve it on their own. 1,4.
124917 thiiversity of California. Extension Idedia. tenter.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley,, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(10515 Through Conflict to 'Negotiation. Organizing (or Power;
Allnsky Approach Series. 16mm optical B&W 45 min 1968

Discussion is presented on the actions of the Alinsky?or-
ganization FIGHT, a militant Black group in Rochester. New
York. on the issue of minority group ernploymiint in a large
local industry. Emphasis, is on Alinsky's-tactics use of rhe-
toric to legitimate the battl . and the frequent parallels he
draws between their cause e and the American ittvolutton
Stress is on the tactics used to build morale and the threats
and bluffs employed to enhance the groups bargaining post-
don.

124933 University o( California, Extension Media Cetter.
2223 PAW' St., Berkeley. CA 94/20 (415-642.046) EMC
(R)S16 Piece of pie Cake. 16mm optical B&W 58 min 1969

The JOBS progr m. initiated by, the National Alliance of
Businessmen for
implemented at an
vania. it is reporte

c hard tore unemployed. is described as
ndustrial plant in East Pittsburgh. Pennsyl.
that 90q, of those thus employed stay on

the job after a six mdrith probationary period_

124935 University of CaliforniaExtension Media Center.
22;1 Fulton St. ficrikeley, CA 94720 1415-642-04601 FMC
(1059 (S)$110 Pizza Pizza Daddy -O. 16mm optical B&W 18 min
1969.

A record of eight singing games played by fourth grade
Afro-American girls on the playground of a school in a_Los
Angeles ghetto is presented. The work is based on the essen
tial structure and, characteristics handed down from one
generation of school children to the next The primaty game
form, the ring, is demonstrated. The other principal play form.
parallel lines of players facing each other, is also included.
The major stylistic feature is call and response. almost every
phrase is echoed both in singing and movement patterns. The
body empathy the children share shos.,.4i that they enjoy group
blend to a degree that White s1 y,t'ety seems to achieve only
untie). the strictest discipline

124950 University of California. Extension Medu Center.
2223 Fulton Si. Berkeley. CA 9 ... 601 EMC
(16519 Portrait in 111 e. Of Slick America Series.
Itimm optica 4 min 1968

resists of a liationwide poll conducted by a major
broadcasting system to find out what Blacks oral Whites think
of each other are reported_ F=igures from earlier polls. dating
back to 1936. are correlated to trace patterns of ownion.
showing -how attitudes have changed on both sides Vie poll,
questioned the tenacity with which beliefs arc held and sought'
to pumomt the sources. fro which they derive personal
knowledge. hearsay. the n ws media. and fear Voices of
Blacks and Whites appeared to be bitter. friendly. angry. con-
cerned. but always involved Finally. three Black psychiatrists
offer interpretations of the )11.
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12n47 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming,
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$3.35 (S)ST5 Roosevelt
City. 16mm optical B&W 9 min 1968.

Describes the program of self- determination in Roosevelt
City which is a newly incoporatcd all Black city in Alabama. .

Becatise the city has very little money, all government offi-
cials Ind those providing community services, such as the po-
lice, arc unpaid. It is stressed that there is an attempt to make

government.

.-
all people desire to be involved in the operations of

127757 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 7401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)S13 (S)S240 Howard E.
NUtchall. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.

Prern s scenes illustrative of the problems of the inner city
and a pr file of a professor of urbanism and human resources.
The prof sor who orking toward solutions for many of
these prob couragcs his students to become community
activists and they are seen and heard not only in seminars but
at ghetto rallies' and community projects and discusses the
Negro's plight, the needs of .the poor, and several rehabilita-
tion projects.

127772 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S7.25 (S)S150 Casework
With Groups. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

Social work goals cannot agvaya be best achieved by helping
the individual within an individual seating. The group setting -
may help eliminate a person's feeling of isolation and.
friendlessness. Looks at how the elements of social casework
with individuals arc also applicable to a group. 6

127775 University of !Milano: Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S7.25, (S)S150 Interaction
In Learning. lerrun optical B&W 29 min 1%9.

The different types of social interaction that arise during the
school years are presented, along with the importance of this
type of contact in shaping a more positive self-concept. Stu-
dents are seen in informal group discussions, in class presenta-
tions, and interacting with their teachers. Conflicts of values
between home and school can be alteretrby interaction, which
exposes children to a variety of viewpoints an outcome
which has special significance for the disadvantaged child.

127828 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337.8087) IUV (R)S13 (S)S240 Black and
White Togelher716rqr optical B&W 58 min 1%9.,

Interracial understanding between high school students in
AtIalitic City, New Jersey, was promoted by conducting two
six week sessions of living .and learning together at a local
hotel. Dissension occurs when one of the staff *members
become disilusioned about the projects for racial harmony
under pre=ducational values, and challenges the previse
of the cxp t. Called Project: WILL and supported by
federal funds, the project was .written by adults under the
pretense of letting the students make their own decisions, but
in effect the students had no control over their own project.

127829 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
, ton. IN 47401 (812- 337.8087) IUV (11410 (S)S240 Bryan

Beavers: A Moving Portrait. 16mm optical color 30 min 1969.

Bryan Beavers is a Maidu Indian living in a log coabin.
1. which he built by himself. in the wildernes; area of Plumas

County. 'California. He tar a man who has experienced two
distinct cultures which combined give him a unique personali-
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ty. As Beavers is talking about his past -- Indian Spirits, his
ancestral history, and his life the camera is following him
about his daily tasks such as taking care of his aniinals, mak-
ing a snowshoe, and eating.

127834Univcrsity of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337.8087) WV (R)S13 (S)$240 No Hiding
Place. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968

A %bitty, of the tensions which divideothe Negro and White
communities in a typical American suburban town. Represen-
tative citizens including ghetto youths, housewives, the local
NAACP president, in alderman, and others, both White and
Blask, are interviewed to reveal their opinions concernin&the
racial problems itrAheir town. The need for and the difficulty
of achieving a better understanding between the community's
Negroes and Whites is the common concern of all thorsc inter-
viewed. .

178222 'limp -Life Films. 43 West 16th Street. Ncw York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L '01425 (S)$250 The Pride and the
Shame. 16mm optical B&W 31) min 1970.

Flcusing on the Sioux Indians of the Black Hills of North
Dakota, the film is representative of the 500,000 American In-
dians across the country still living on reservations. The Indi-
ans are seen in abject poverty, hauriled by chronic unemploy-
ment, drunkenness, and appalling living conditions. Their war
dances night are shown, staged for passing tourists whe
never look beyond the ceremony to the true picture of the
degrading life of an oppressed. neglected people

pup T' -Life Films. 43 Wcst 16th Street, New fork. NY
10011 (212 1-2930) T-L (R)S25 (S)S250 Some of My Best
Friends Are White. 16mm optical B &W 30 Min 1968.

A face to face social study. This film looks at the middle-
class Negro's attitudes, values, and approach to the achieve-

, ment of racial equality. Middlg-class Blacks arc shown who
are well-educated, well-off financially. successful . in their
careers, who have everything American society ;Nukes as the
credentials of acceptance. They hat* left the ghetto, but the
film questions whether they arc accepted, whether their
problems are different. and how their children are affected
growing up in White suburbia. Questions are asked and frank
answers ate given in interviews with successful middle-class
Negroes, including photographer, author, and film maker, Gor-
don Parks.

128225 Time-Lite Films, 43 West 16th Street. New York. NY
1001 (212-691-2930) 'r -L (R)S25 (S)S250 BIB k Muslims Speak
from America. 16mm optical B&W 33 min 1970.

An interview with seven young Black Muslims shows their
belief in the total destruction of America and M the White man
as the devil himself the source of all evil. They take tide in
being Black, because they feel that there is strength in pig-
ment, and they are strongly opposed to integration, fa oring a
separate plat* state. They believe that leader Elijah uham-
mad receives his teachings directly from God, who is live and
on earth today in human form. They also belive a Whites.
good and bad, as well as wicked Negroes. who ha e learned
from Whites to be evil, will perish. The question is iscd con-
cerning the influence that the) Muslims may have o the hives
for ultimate integration in America,'

128233 Time -Life Films. 43. West 16th Street, NeW York. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)$200 The Children wear
VVatchIng. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969,
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A six-year-old Negro girl enters the first integrated school in
New Orleans. The child's point of vieW unfolds in the film
essaY.

128232 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (2,12-691.2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)1300 Mixed Maniages.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1971.

° Several couples involved in mixed marriages marriages
between a man and woman of different races arc shown,
with focus on accompanying trouble and problems. Attitudes
of families arc tevealed. Each of the five couples studied are
working out a different solution, needing More than normal
strength, love, and loyalty to survive indignities, especially
when they have children. The film shows families who must
make a special adjustnicnt to avoid alienating their own.child
as well as their child's mate. It questions the success of future
elimination of bigotry and racial discrimination.

1211301 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-64) VNR (R)S20.(S)S150, The Nurse In Group
Work. 1 inch vide&ape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The evolving role of the nurse in group work is diseased, in
both formally structured and informal groups.

130244 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center`, Blooming-
. ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S20.50 ...And the Meek

Shall. Inherit the Earth. 16mm optical color 59 min 1971. .

An examination is .made of the plight of the American Indi-
ans of Menominee County, Wisconsin. the only Indian
governed county in the U.S.,which shows that they arc losing
In their struggle for local control and self-sufficiency. Points
out that in the 1950's, when the Menominees were terminated
as a tribe under the Bureau of Indian Affairs' supervision,
they had accumulated S10.Smillion in their treasury. Today,
however, 70% of the people arc under the $3000 poverty level.
Explains that Mei the Bureau's supervision ended; each fami-
ly had to purchase the land they had lived on for generations,
and that the present local tax base cannot support all ptiblk
services. Records that since the Menominees arc forced by
economicallpressures to sell land to outsiders there is thc pos-
sibility that they may lose control to the new White residents.

130248 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) !UV (R)112.25 'The Black Woman.
16mm optical B&W 52 min 1970.

&discussion is presented by several noted Black.women, in-
cluding Nikki Giovanni, Lena Horne, Bibi Amine Baraku. and
others, concerning their role in contemporary society and the
groblems they confront. Focuses on thc relationship of Black
women to Black men, White society, and the liberatiorvstrug-
'lc. The problem is further illustrated by singer Roberta Flack.
dancer Loretta Abbott, and poetess Nikki Giovanni. .

13024, University of Indiana, Audipvispal Center, Blooming-
ton, In 47401 (812-337-8087) !LTV (R)17 The Blue Dashiki: Jef-
fery and his City Neighbors. 16mm optical color 14 min 1969.

The adventures of a young Black boy seeking to earn
enough money to buy- a dashiki he has seen in a local African
import shop arc followed. Illustrates a variety of small jobs
which a.nine or ten-year-old is capable of doing to corn spend-
ing money. Emphasizes the boy's pride in himself and the ar-
tifticts associated with his race.

130260 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)S13.50 El Teatro Com-
mits°. 16mm optical B&W 61 min 1970.
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4;A history of El Tcatro Campesino (the theater of the farm-
workers) is presented from its beginning in the fields by boost-
ing the morale of. striking Mexican-American farmworkcrs and
winning 'over non-strikers, to its present role as theater com-
mitted to social change on a broad front. Explains that the
theater presents plays and music stressing the relationship
hetween`cconornic advancement and the politkal solidarity of
the Chicanos. Includes examples of the group performing
musical numbers, a satirical skit, a puppet show, and an ex'-
ccrpt from a full-length play.

130262 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S9.50 Evan's Cornet:.
16mm optical color 23 min 1969.

A description is given of how a young Negro boy copes with
a need for privacy in an overcrowded ghetto home by claiming
a corner for his own. Reveals his feelings when he realizes
that he cannot live alone in a corner, but has to be willing to
step out and help others.

130272 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-)
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) Wit (R)S9 The Ice People. 16mm
optical color 23 min 1970.

The origins and early life of the northern inhabitants of
Canada, riPaska, and Greenland arc summarized, along with
the changes which have occurred as a result of the White
man's arrival. Portrays the change from *tonal freedom and
individuality to dependency and 'welfare. Describes the options
open to these people in the form of prban life, education,
jobs, and unemployment and, their consequential frustrations.

130277 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812.3374087) WV (R)S6 It's Nation Time.
16mM optical B&W 21 min 1970.

The themes of nationalism and Pan-Africanism arc examined
as they appear in present day American society. Suggestions
and opinions are offered by protest movement leaders such as
Leroi Jones, Julian Bond, Richard Hatcher, Jesse Jackson,-
and Louis Fairakitan; Describes workshops on Black political
liberation, creativity, education, and history. Presents._ per.
formancc by several well known Black musical groups.

130279 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) !UV (R)58.75 Jamaicans In Lon-
don. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

The feelings and reactions of the people in a racially tense
area of London upon encountering a Black Jamaican girl with
a White boy companion, whose father is an anti-'Negro or-
ganizer, are contrasted, Describes the near tragic results this
friendship has oil the children's parents. Shows the children's
acceptance of each other, which ultimately causes the parents
to reexamine their racial attitudes_

130283 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-137-8087) IUV (R)S13.50 Justke? 16mm op-
tical B&W 59 min 1971.

Using Interviews with prisoners, studenti, defense attor
ne'ys, and others, the problem of insuring Black justice in
American courts'and prisons is examined. Presents the views
of prisoners in San Quentin and Soledad =on the racist and
dehumanizing conditions within both prisons. Emphasizes the
cases of Angela Davis and the Solcdtid Brothers.

,
130285 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S6 let the Rain Setilii It.
Itimm optical color 13 min 1970.
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The experiences of a White man and his 11-year-Old son are
presented as 'ear- trouble forces 'them into a rural SoUthern
Negro fainily environment. Describes the boy's reactions, ex-
periences, and attitudes during his stay, and relates his
feelings to those of the Negro boy and his grandparents. Por-

trays a Southern White's reaction to the situation and the.
boy's reaction to the Southerner's comments.,

a
130287 University of Indiana, Audiovisqal Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S7.75 Martin Luther
King, Jr.; From Montgomery to Memphis. 1iimrn optical B&W
26 min 1969.

The career of Dr. Martin Lather King, Jr. and the an-
tiviolcnt Civil Rights Movement under his leadership is sur-
veyed from the 1955-56 MR boycott in Montgomery, Alabama
to Dr. King's nsi4sinatkon in Memphis, Tennessee. Uses ex-
cerpts from Dr. King's speeches and describes major civil
rights marches in'. Montgomery, Birmingham, Washington,
Selma, Chicago, and Memphis to convey the essence of the
tnan and the movement. Points out that Dr. King's philosophy
was based on brotherly love, national reconciliation, and ful-
fillment. Reveals that the object of his efforts was to save
both Blacks and Whites from the tragic consequences of racial

hate.

130288 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WY (R)S9 Maybe Tomorrow.
16mm optical color 19 min 1969.

A romance between a Black, eighth grade girl and a White
high school boy is explored in terms of its implications in the

Black community. Reveals that the girl feels intimidated by
youths her own age and finally decides that she is no longer

free to see the boy

130292 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-.
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) TIN (R)S11,50 The New South.
16mm optical B&W 58 min 1972.

A survey of opinions of both Black and White Georgian -

citizens are presented on such topics as racism. pollution, edu-

cation, Black electoral struggles, and poverty. Reports that

people are being forced from rural areas into cities where they

arc unable earn a decent wage and living conditions are deteii-
orating. Examines students' views on school integration and

presents the views of a civil rights leader as related to the
goali of voter registration.

1302% University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming.

ton, IN 47401 (812.337-808% WV tit) $6 The $100,000.00 Mis-
understanding. 16mm optical B&W 19 min 1971

A descriptionis provided of the activities of the Inner City
Business IMprovement FOrum (ICHIEkof Detroit. a nonprofit.
Black controlled economic development 'group, which, has

aided over 100 medium and large manufacturing bu4inesses.
Indicates that ICBIF requires the businesses it aids to reinvest
their profits in Blatk and poor communities. Relates that the
ICBIF was established following the Detroit civil disorders in
1967, when a group of Black leaders were refused S400,000 in

aid. charging that there were too many strings attached.
a

130302 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
.

ton, IN 47401 (812-337.8087) WV (R)S7 Protest: Black Power.
16mm optical color IS min 1969.

Excerpts from apterhes and interviM,Vs of leading Black ac-
..
tivists are .presented o exerpplify the various components of

'Black PoWer., Rang from discuksionof Black sejaration
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and violence to nonviolent integration. Interview Adam
Clayton Powell. Stokely Carmichael, Mohammed Ali, Floyd
McKissick, Malcolm X, Martin Luther Jr.,Whitney
Young, H. Rap Brown, Dick Gregory. and Eldridge Cleaver.

130304 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN .47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S5.25 Rank and File
16mm optical B&W 15 min 1970.

Discrimination within the rank and file membership of labor
unions toward minority groups is reported. Stresses that
through this practice the existing power structure is perpetu-
ated. Notes that minorities in the New York tocsin[ the -

Transport Workers Union arelrying to overcome *icrimina-
lion by forming their own uniiin. Indicates that although the
TWU organizes on Transit Authority property,, otheF groups
are not allowed to do so. .

130306 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S4 Real Sell. 16mm opti-

cal B&WJ4 min 1970.

From the perspective of Blacks and Chicanos, some of the
Cultural uniqueness which they feel is being ignored" or
minimized by the White culture iS discussed. Argues that
schools and teachers need to reCognize. understand, and in-
spire a pride of culture. Describes conteniporary living condi-
tions among these groups as well, to emphasize the nature of
their problem.

230308 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-

-ton, 114 47401 (812.337-8087) IUV (R)S11.50 Roberta Flack.
Artists In America Series. 16mm optical color.30 min 1971.

A. discussion of the works and creative philosophy or Black
singer and pianist Roberta Flack is presented. Shows Miss
Flack and her husband discussing the problems of a Mixed

marriage and 'dual careers. Includes her singihg appearances at
the Newport Jazz Festival and at Mr_ Henry's in Walshington.

D.C.
1,

130311 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, 1400ining-

ton, IN 47401 (812-3374087) WV (1144.80 Soul Chg. 16mm
.optical B&W 13 min 1971

Foctising on Soul City, a Black controlled community in
Warren County. North Carolina, the efforts of the developer
and residents to make a success of the venture are described.
Explains that all residents are participating in its growth and

development. Observes that this experiment is taking place

because Blacks found that moving into large cities in an at-
tempt to escape the conditions of the South did not allow them
to control their own lives.

134227 _New Ir'ork University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. New York. NY 10003 (212-598.2251) NYU (R)$12.50
(S)S125 Guidance Office. 16mm optical color 10 min 1970.

Using the technique of ,role-playing, a group of Black high
school- students take the parts of a White couuselor and stu-
dents to demonstrate in candid and forceful terms What they

perceive to be the insensitive and discriminatory guidance they
receive in urban public schools.

134231 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. New York. NY 10003 1212.598-2251) NYU 140$30 The

Indians: Exploring the American Past Series, 16mm optical..

-color 31 thin 1972

. The conflict between the Indians and the White i'etan in the
early days of the Colorado Territory is shown, when two ways

s
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of life and of using the land faced irreconcilable differences.
The impact of the White man orr the Inlian is presented, t=

eluding early attempts to share, land, failure of these agree-
ments, resulting battles, and eventual confinement on reserva-
tions.

134232 Ncw York University FilmLibrary. 26 Washing n
Place, New Yorks) NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R ..0
(S)S295 Interstaff Communications: Psychodrama In ' tip
Processes Series. 16mm optical B&W 42 min,1970.

A condensation of a two hour, spontaneous workshop ses-
sion is shown that demonstrates the use of psychodramatic
technique to facilitate intcrstaff communications. The theme
concerns the working through of a work centered relationship
problem between the psychiatrist in charge of a psychiatric
unit and his chief resident.

134247 Ncw York University Film, Library, 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NY1 (R)S20
(S)$295 A Problem of Acceptance: Psychodrama In Group
PrOceases Series. 16mm optital B&W 47 min 1971.

The film is a condensation of a two hour therapy session
with patients of the psychiatric ward of the University of
Oregon Medical School. The theme is a psychodramatic ex-
ploration of a 17-year-old &hiss attempt to deal with her

.problem of homosexuality a% it affects herself, her family, and
the psychotherapy group.

134245 Arnhrican Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
...Ncw Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202.483-

4633) APO (R)S25 (S)S250 Cart Rogers on Facilitating a Group.
ft= optical color 30 min 1973. .

Carl Rogers dist:vacs the factors he feels are important in
facilitating a group, including: the role the group leader or
facilitator should play; the levels on which a group should
operate; the importance 'of honest expression of feelings by
the facilitator as well as the group members; and physical con-
tact In the group. The film provides a viespof Rogers the, man.
how he relates to a group, and the quality of his personal in-
teraction with people.

1342k American. Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
Ncw Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202-483-

4e4633) APO (R)S40 (S)S400 Carl Rogers. Conductssan Encounter
Group. 16mm optical cold min 1973. .

This film of Carl Rogers conducting an encounter group
demonstrates the various phases of group process, from super-
ficial expression at the binning, through %illative explora-
tions of feelings, to free emotional encounterogers narrates
the process as it develops, and commentary is provided on
what he is trying to accomplish as the group facilitator.

134279 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
Ncw Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington "D.C. 20009 (202.483-
4633) APO- (R)$25 (S)S295 Behavioral Group Counseling (Carl
E . Thoiresen). 16mm optical color 28 min 1973. .

Carl Thorcsen demonstrates the use of behavioral counsel-
ing techniques with highschool students in a group setting.
Dramatized during the first session are the development of in-
dividualized goals and the establishment of a basis from which
behavior change is made. Additional sequences emphasize the
use of the group as a safe and positive environment for stu-
dents to model and practice behaviors and to receive en-
couragement and feedback. Between sessions, group members
are. encouraged to rehearse the new behaviors to be learned

Selected Audiovisuals

outside the group as a positive step toward helping each
member achieve his own goal. The final session emphasizes
the process of assessing behavior change to date and the im-
portance of maintaining the changes.

134304 Grove Press-Cinema 16 Film Library, 80 Universit.
Plate, New York, NY- 10003 (212-677.2400) GRO (R)S50
(S)S295 Group Thera*. 16mm optical B 1972.&W 60 min 197

The film is a record of a group therapy session held by a
group of staff members at the Warrendale treatment center,
where group psychotherapy is a corapuls'ory part of the staff's
training. The sessions help (he' members understand them-
selves and each other. and improve the work with the chil-
dren. The group discusses its 'reactions to being filmed, but
moves to other issues: aggression, fear of rejeLlion, displaced
anger, sibling rivalries, love relationships, sexual roles, and re-
sistance to the therapeutic process. The. film reproduces the
social, psyithologica l. and interpersonal aspects of a group ses-
sion and illuminates its dynamics.

S
l34987 McGraw Hill Book Co.. College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700x55911 MGH (low
(s)s8o The Ballad of Crowfoot. 16nup Inca' B&W 10 min
1970.

This graphic history of the Canadian West. created by a film
crew of Canadian Indians, reflects the traditions, attitudes..
and problems of their people. Throughout the,. film runs a bal-
lad which surveys the broken treaties and 4ieculates on the
(mere.

134989 McGraw Hill Book Co.. College and` University Divi-'
sion. Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5;591),MGH (R)S29
(S)S350 Chicano. 16mm optical color 2:7 min 1970_

This documentary is a statement by four San Diego Mex-
ican-Americans who proudly' call themselves Chicano to ex-
press how they feel about their Mexican heritage and thew ex-
periences in the -U_S_ Interviews with poets, teachers, and
labor orgairitere reveal the problems faced by a proud people
who seek to rethin their cultural identity in American society

' 135013 McGraw Hill Boa Co -. College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown. NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH tRiS18
(S)S3750 Circle of Love. !ban optical color 25 ruin 1%9.

An encounter group is observed, showing communication
and relating among people. .1lie methods and problems in-
volved in the use of the encounter group technique are illus-
trated as a means of improving interpersonal understanding
and relatipns,

135027 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk.. PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (8)S6.40 (S)S145 Broad Spectrum Behavior

.Therapy. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969.

Some of the active behavioral methods used by, Dr Arnold
Lazariis in.groups are shown. with the common ground and
points of departure between conventional group psychotherapy
and Lazarus' approach ,noted Dour principal sequences depict
Lazarus and his co-therapist. Lawrence Kander', dealing with
hostility in the group: employing behavior rehearsal and
modeling techniques: applying group desensitization: and using
assertive training to replace aggressive behavior The overall
framework is the broad base of specific interpersonal skills
and other social behaviors, rather than the stimulus- response
models which have become associated with behavior therapy
(Showings restricted to professionals only ,)
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137537 Behavidral Sciences Tape Libraryt,c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, 10e., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ea. Group Relations and Psychotherapy. AT 17/8 IPS
cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

The processes of discovery and decision in group,
psychotherapy are examined in three parts, along with
problemul professionals and nonprofessionals working in the
field, methods of teaching and training students in
Psychotherapy.. and the grwp supervision of psychotherapy.
Topics include, (1) The Tavistock A. K. Rice Group Rela-
tions Conferences and Concepts of Organization Derived from
OA. x. Rice. (2) The Experience of a Conference and Sume Is-
sues Concerning Professionals and Non-Professionals, in the
Mental Health Field. (3) Teaching and Training Graduate Stu,
dents in Psychotherapy and Supervision.

137560 Behavioral SCiences TapAibrary. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947.4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ea. Group-analytk Psychotherapy. AT 17/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ca., 1973.

The clinical aspects of group analytic psychotherapy are ex-
attuned in three parts. Focus is on the honesty and precision
existing in the present status of the field, and the preparation
which is needed by such psychotherapists in order to gain the
competence necessary to treat patients with this treatment
modality. Topics include: (I) Group-analytic Psychotherapy:
Principles and Orientation. (2) Group-analytic Situation and
Therapeutic Process. (3) The Group-Analyst and His Training:
Method and Technique.

1375119 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, do Sigma Informa-
- lion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201.947-4154) BST

(S)56.95 An Introduction to Group Psychotherapy. AT 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Sadock, of the No;:v York Medical College, presents an
introduction to the use of group psychotherapy. -

137590 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, inc., 485 Main St., Ft Lee, NJ 07024 (201.947-4154) BST
(S)56.95 Verbal Communkation Versus Acting Out In Group
Therapy.'/XT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min. 1973. ,

Dr. Abst, of the University of Virginia Medical Center,
discusses observations of verbal communication versus acting
out in group therapy.

137598 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St., Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (201-947-4154)' BsT
(S)56.95 Current Developments in Group Psychotherapy. At I
7/8`IPS cassette 60 min, )973.

Dr. Max Rosenbaum discusses current developments in
group psychotherapy.

137880 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. do Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (201-947.4154) 1}5.8

(S)56.95 My Experiences with Psychoanalytic Group
Psychotherapy. AT 17/8 IPScassette 60 min. 1973_

Dr, Vartiri Grotjahn discusses personal experiences with
psychoanalytic group psychotherapy.

137606 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-6420460) EMC
CRIS!! Honk: Guardians of the Land. 16mm optical color 10
min, 1971.
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The life and philosophy of the Hopi Indians of the
Southwestern U.S. are documented, showing that their religion
and jahil ophy are based on a deep love and respect for the
sanctity pf the land. It is shown that the Hopis' land, aswell
as their life style:arc now threatened by strip Mining and the
'operations of oil refineries.

137616 `University of California, Extension Mcdia' Center,
2223 Fulton St., Derkeley, CA 94720 (415-6424460) EMC
(R)$22 What' the Matter with Alice? 16mm optical color 25
min, 1972.

The issues of career advancement, upward mobility, and
equal opportunity for minorities and women arc examined. An
office situation is described in which a bright young Blatk
woman who is,,an excellent worker decides to quit as well as
how her supervisor, when he tries to determine her motives
for leaving, learns that his Own unconscious refusal to advance
her to a more,challenging and rewarding position has caused
her to seek work elsewhere.

137639 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc-, 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, Ncw York. NY 10020 (212-CI-7.8300) NBC (R)S13
(S)5275 The Angry Prophet: Frederick Douglass 16mm optical
color 24 min, 1970,

Discusses Frederick Douglass who was perhaps the leading
Black spokesman of his time. Freed from slavery in the years
before the Civil War, he soon became an eloquent spokesman
for the abolitionist movement. He continued his campaign for_
equal rights until his death in 1894.

137648 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc_ 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, Ncw York, NY 10020 (212-C1-7-8300)- NBC (R)S10
($)S135 Tumult, Turmoil, and Turbulence. 16mm optical B&W
13 min, 1969.

Considers the civil rights movement with its prithar,,- enipha-
sis on nonviolence. The movement gave way to militant unrest
during the 1960's. The change from Birmingham in 1963 to
Cornell in 1969 is noted and predittfons for the future are
made.

1$7650 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza.- New York. NY 10020 (212-CI-7.8300) NBC (R)S15
(S)$330 The Remnant Part II. 16mm optical color 28 min,
1969.

Presents thc story of the remnant of the Jewish community
in Barone after World War II. Shows the Jews in eastern Eu-
rope attempting to preserve their heritage in the face of
government opposition and diicusses the activities of western
European communities. Also probes the question of the mean-
ing of Israel to the European Jews:

137651 .NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 RoCkefeller
Plaza. New York, NY 1002-0 (212-C1-7-8300) NBC (10$15
(S)5330 The Remnant -- Pan I. 16mm optical color 28 min,
1969 ,

Traces the history of Jewish settlers in various communities:
in Europe. It documents tilt concerns and involvements of the
Jews in the surrounding gentile Societies

137654 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Robkcfcller
Plain, New York. N' 10020 (212:CI.7-8300) NBC (R)510
(S)5240 A Piece of the Action, 16inni optical color 17 min. 1968.

Considers the problem of poverty in the Black ghettos of
Detroit. where 43 Aincricans were killed and 386 injured in the
rioting that compIttely shut down the gity. The riot generated
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response from; industry and government spawned actual,
concrete programs fore training workers, creating jobs ma
business opportunities.

1376511 NBC Educational, Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI.7-8300) NBC (11)515
(S)S330 The Moat Mated Min In' New Mexico. lantm optical
color 29 min, 1969.

Presents Real Tijdrina, originally a migrant farm worker and
itinerant preacher who has become a sp3kesman for the
southwest poor. Rio Arriba County in northern New Mexico is
a rural ghetto and a cultural backwater. There, Mexican-Amer-
ican people who are proud yet shockingly poor live on food
Stamps, welfare, and dreams. The man who fosters these
dreams and brings hope to these desperate people is Reis
Tijerina. Tijerina has, moved from obscurity to prominence
among those interested in liberal causes. Yet, the people of
Rio Arriba County, arc still poor and landless, and their dreams
arc still only dreams.

13761541 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-0-7-8300,4/1)141C (R)S10
(S)S180 In the Name of the Law. 16mm opricril color 14^min.
1968.

<4'
Discusses the etiology of the breakdown of law and order in

our -cities. awabidink people are now saying that they no
longer feel safe- In tit streets of their own neighborhoods
Many see urban Arne a as a society of Blacks against Whites
*here each secs ' happenit4lifferently; neither understands
the other. The people of the slums see the police as, an army
of occupation. The police arc caught in an angry crossfire
between Black rage and White fear

137665 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaia, Now York, NY 10020 (24C1-7-8300) NBC (R)S25
(S)S500 Dream' on Monkey Mountain. 16mm optical color 53
min, 1970.

Preients an original'play, filmed in Trinidad. which concerns
an old man, Idnely and doubtful. who has a dream of returning
to Africa to become a powerful chief His miest, a mixture of
hallucinations and reality. begins with ti mental journey to
Afifccand inils-as he wittittfiUr to bit mountain reti-etit. pa-
Wick' by his experience In his hope for, a new world sthe

,4.
aspirations of Blacks in many lands arc evident

0

137669 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza.- New York, NY 10020 (212-CI.7-6300) NBC (R)S15
(S)S330 A Bank Coiled Freedotni Haim% optical color 7,6 flan.

1
1968.

A report-on the founding and day to day operation of the
Black owned ,Freedom National Hank in Harlem and
Brooklyn's BcdforaStuyvesant area With loans to business-
men. mortgage help, and advances- to purchase cooperatives.
this bank plays a oniquc -role in helping to build the confidence
of the community.

t 137676 National Instructional _Television Center, Box A.
Bloomington. IN 47401 (817.337-8774) NIT (S)S110 I Dare You.
16mm optical color 15 min, 1973

Clarissa, wanting to be accePted as a member of the

neighborhood gang, has to decide whether or not she should
take a potentially dangerous dare. Designed to help students
consider choices that involve rid and safety, personal belief
and group pressure.
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137679 National Instructional 'Television Ceister, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 Getting
Even. 16mrn optical oolor 15 Min, 1973.

Three children form their own secret club and build a club-
house, but in doing So exclude some of their friends. When the
friends try to even the score, feelings harden on both sides,
and a fight breaks out.-Designed to help students understand
what acceptance or rejection by a group means and what
causes people to act vengefully

137696 Films-Incorporate'd, 1144 Wilmctic Ave.. Wilmette. IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)S290 Alamos. 16mm optical
color 27 min, 1969

Shows four members of the group as examples of the
Gestalt method as a learning process. Indicates how one can
begin to increase one's potential and understand the idea of
suffering.

1

137702 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmcdre Ave, Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)S270 What Is GvitaitZ 16mm opti-
cal color 24 min, 1969.

Explains the basic principles of Gestalt Therapy to a group
of twenty people in a living room setting. One person beconies
the subject for an introduction to Awareness Training.

137708 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312.256-4730) FIX (S)S510 Negroes Next Door. 16mm`
optical color 53 min, 1969.

Presents a story of what happens when Negro family
moves into a White neighborhood. actions of thr
neighbors when a house in an all White neighborhood is sold
to a Negro family.the for sale signs that -go up all over the
block, the problems of the Negro boy in an all White school.
present a case study on segregation_ Hypocrisies are exposed
and problems brought to light,

137740 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York. NY 10036 (609-448.1700 x5591) Mal
(SI511 City Government. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 36 mini 070..

Mr, Xrank-Bui-ney discusses economics. HUD, metropolitan
planning and other new techniques. decentralization efforts
and racialsroblenis

137741 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, New 'York, NY 10036 (609446.17(X) x55911 Mai
(S)SI I Social Stress and Urban Violence. AT°1 7/18 IPS cassette
22 lain. 1968

An analysis of the psychosociological stresses felt, by
Neggies in urban ghettos relating this issue to rioting-11nd a
consideration of remedial measures_

145080 King Screen Productions. 320 Aurora Avenue North,
-Seattle, WA 98109 (20682-3555) KNG (11325 (S)S295 Our
Totem Is the Raven. 16nun optical color 21 min 1971

' Shows 15year-old David, an-urban Indian boy who has little
interest in his cultural heritage_ His grandfather takes David
into the forest to give him an understanding of the ways.of his
forefathers Drama of a boy's ordeal of endurance and ritual
ascent to manhood underscores the problems of the Indian
when his customs 'Clash with twentieth century valiicit David
karnii not only the meanings of his ancestors' cust'om;t but
also tin appreciation of their- purposes David must call on all

P.1
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of his newfound maturity to accept yet another tribal traditioh,
the passing of the old. f
145461 King Screen Productfons, 320 Aurora Avenue, North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (20602-3555) KNG (R)$25 (S)5175 The
Treasure. (Another Indian Heritage Film). 16mm optical color
13 min 1970.

In this- .Contemporary study of dultural values in conflict,
two teenage Indian brothers, impatient with thdir father's in-

sistence on traditional ways, barter Indian artifacts to
purchase a machine made canoe. Only when their father is ar-
rested leading a defense of tribal fishing rights, do the boys
begin ''to weigh the worth of their heritage against today''S com-

mercial considerations.

14500 King Screen Productions, 320 Auriga Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) !ONG (1$10 (S)S110 Black
Thumb. 16mm optical color 6 min 1970.

Shows the ,contrasting fabric of working worlds of a Black
man and a White man. A Black man tends the garden behind a

, suburban home. A White, salesman begins another, working
day. The White salesman assumes the Black man is a hired
handythan when in fact, he owns the home.

145088 King Screen'Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)$15 (S)S150 Dad and
Me. 16mm optical color 11 min 1971.

Shows that a warm family life and a loving father - son rela-
tionship are not the exclusive prOvince of any racial stereo-
type. Seven-year-old Darret looks up to his father, wants to be
like him when he grows up. His father has a good job, excels
at sports, does things with his family, and makes sure that
Darren feels his love and understanding at all times even
when discipline is called for. This is a Black family, living and
working in a mixed, low income aparrinent complex.

145089" King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555)KNG (R)$15 (S)$125 "Grand-
ma Lives in Our House. 16mm optical color 9.5 min 1970. r

Documentary portrayal of a family that bridges the gaps
between three generations and blends the values of Eastern
and Western cultures under one roof. Seven-year-old Nina
Egashira introduces her six brothers

in
sisters, her parents,

and her grandmother who replies in Japanese and sleeps on
a traditional floor mat. Follows Nina's happy narrative of
events from a traditional dance rehearsal through a Thanksgiv-
ing gathering.

145090 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)S25 (S)$220 220
Blues. 16mm optical color 18 min 1970.

A study of awakening racial awareness. Sonny is a star high

school track man. prime candidate for a college -athietic.
scholarship, and a p omising future architect. He hai a loyal
girlfriend, a good buchir:Itnd the widespread admiration of his

peers. He's making it very well. indeed for a Black. Enter
the new student. Larry. who is also Black, and also Afro mod,
militant, and determined to make Sonny choose a side.

Delineates the dilemma confronting,the gifted young Black in

a society structured by White men's rules.

145091 King ,Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North.
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682;3555) KNG (R)$15 (515140 Hey,
Cab x 16mm _optical color 10.5 min 1970.
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A dramatization of a true experience of Black journalist
who describes some of the pragmatics of racism. A cab
deliberately bypasses the Black min stranded on the rainswept
curb. Another goes by within splashing distance. A third cab is
finally stopped by a traffic light. The cabbie doesn't want to
chance the ghetto at night; the Black nian needs a cab.

145102 Perennial Education, liid., 1825 Willow Road,
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)512.50 (S)$125
Dating Series. George and Betty: Career, Versus Marriage.
16mm optical color 10 min 1969.

Shows George and Betty, a Negro couple who have a goOd

relationship, but George is graduating from high school and
wants to get away to attend an Out-of-town college and must
consider a career versus marriage. Although quite fond of
Betty, he is not sure about .perpetuating the relationship. He
watns to broaden his experiences and horizons. He apparently
has educational and vocational aspirations in addition to being
fond of Betty. Betty, on the other hand, is reluctant to see ts
George'go, perhaps fearful that she may-lose him.

145115 Roche Film Library,,,c/n Association-Sterling Films,
Inc., 600 Grand Avenue, Ridgefield, NJ 07657 (201-2'35-5000)
RCH (FL) Group Irsychotherapy? The Dynamics of Change.
16mm optical color 30 thin 1971.

Based upon a portion of a psychoanalyticallyoriented group
therapy session with neurotic patients, a convincing portrayal
of some of the dynamics operative in the group process is pro-
vided. Topics include: transference reactions, resistance, act-
ing out, therapeutic, intervention, confrontation, development
of insight and working through.

145127 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$23 Trial: City,and County of Denver Versus Luren R. Wat-
son. Fosulh and Final Day. 16mm olifical B&W 90 min 1970.

In a documentary of an actual courtroom trial (Lauren R.
Watson, former deputy minister of defense of the Black
Panther Party being tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice officer) the closing arguments for both sides and judge's
instructions to jury. which deliberates, for two hours are
presented. During deliberation judge, arresting officer. both at-
torneys, and defendant are interviewed. Watson states that.
win or lose, ve 'rdict means, nothing because jury was not com-
posed of his peers. and that if"he wins it is only because he
had a good lawyer -- an advantage denied to most poor people.
After verdict of acquittal is returned. some jury members are
also interviewed to determine why they voted as they did_

145130 University of California, gXtension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94726 (415 2-0460) EMC
(1059 Tribute to Malcomb X. Black Journal dm Series. 16mm
optical B&W 15 min 1970.

Examines the influence of Malcomb X on the present Black
liberation movement. Interviews his widow, Betty Shabazzy,
who discusses her memories of him. Traces his life from'child-
hood through his ministry with the Black Muslims to his assas-
sination in 1965.

145166 University o0alifornia, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fultea St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) ,EMC
(R)$8 World of Julian Bond. Black Journal Film Series. 16mm
optical B&W 11 mia-1969.

Reviews recent career of Julian Bond, member of Georgia
state legislature, following his protest candidargt. at 1968

)
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Democratic convention as first Black to be nominated for Vice'
Presidency. In interviews and at rallies Bond discusses integra-
tion, educational reform. Black capitalism, community control,
and his reasons for working within the system. Shows him
campaigning in New York for Paul O'Dwyer. a White liberal,
then returning to his political work in Atlanta.

145171 University of California. Extension Media, Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-044) EMC
(R)S12 You Dig It. 16mm optical B&W 28 min 1969.

An autobiographical dramatization of gang life in the Black
ghetto by Leon Williams. 17, who wrote and-plays the leading
role. Dissatisfied with, living at home, Leon prefers the
camaraderie of the gang he leads. They meet a White rival
gang and a fight begins. Afterwards the gang members decide
they need guns, so they steal money for one. Leon's choice of

. loyalties lead ironically to his death on the White gang's turf
after they had invited him to join them.

145172 University df California, Extensidth .Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720,(415 -642 -0460) EMC
(R)S16 You Are On Indian Land. Challenge for Chinge Pro-
gram. 16mm optical B&W 37 min 1969.

Report on a winter protest demonstration by Mohawk Indi-
ans on the international bridge between Canada and the U.S.
near Cornwall, Ontario. Shows Indians, blocking the bridge,
which is on their St. Regis Reserve, causing large traffic jams
and drawing public attention to their grievances. Indians say
they were prohibited by Canadian authorities from duty-free
passage of goods across border -- a ,right established by Jay
Treaty of 1794. Records confrontation with police, eventual ar-
rests, and aftermath of demonstration.

148781 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)S600 Operation Breadbasket 16mm
optical color 65 min, 1969.

A report of Operation" Breadbasket which has obtained
many jobs for 'Blacks and supported small business men in its
community. Traces the history of Breadbasket since its incep-
tion in . by the Reverend Martin Luther King, who ap-
pointed he Reverend Jesse Jackson as $ne national director.
Revere d Jackson speaks at the meetinss and infortnaily,,with
friends, about nonviolence, and what

i.,:,
the SCLC htiperto. ,,achieve.

1,
*.

148790 New Adia Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Roles
in Leadership. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 25 min, 1970.

When leading, various roles come into play and the focus
will be on the interaction among individuals.

148799 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 West 42nd Street,
Ncw York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 The
T-Group Movement: Its Past and Future. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette
22 min, 1968.

Describes the various laboratory methods and the use of
group thinking as a'tool after diagnosis. but not as an end in it-

' self.

148833 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 West 42nd Street.
New York, NY 10036 (609-4484700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Race
Relations and Community. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 45 min, 1970.

Soloctod Audiovisuals

Mr. Whitney Young discusses segregation in the context of
housing jobs and education in cities.

148835 New Media Marketibg Manager, &liege and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY'10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Mar-
ried Couple Group Therapy. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 40 min.
1968.

Explores the causes of 'marital conflict and demonstrates
techniques for work with couples or groups of couples by
which such conflicts may be resolved.

148863 ,University of California. Extension Media .Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)SIONAV Day in the Death of Donnie B. 16mm optical B&W
15 mitt-1970.

Looks at a typical day in the life of a young poverty
stricken Black herqin addict, Donnie B. Intercuts scenes of
Harlem slums with comments by other ghetto dwellers, his
mother, and police, who all foretell" his death. Shows Donnie
hustling for money for his fix. He panhandles without success:
snatches a purse and finds it is empty, and tries to steal' hub-
caps but is too weak to remove them. He wins a dice game
and finally makes his buy.- Folk song lyrics comment on his
dreary day.

1411864 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fitilton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S11 Daniel Watts. Dissenters Series. 16mm optical B&W 30
min 1968.

Daniel H. Watts, editor of 'Liberator' and one of the leading
theoreticians of Black nationalism in America,,is interviewed.
The subjects of the urban rjo1s, the racist revolution, anti -
Semitism, the origins of leaders for the Black power move-
ment, the meaning of Black power, and the role of religion in
the Afro-American community are discussed.

148884 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fupon St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

t(R)S18 Black G. I. Black Journal Film Series. 16mm optical
B&W 55 min 1970

Studies discrimination against Black servicemen both on and
off military bases. Briefly traces tole of Blacks in past wars,
then focuses on Vietnam and disproportionate, percentage of
frontline Black, troops and casualties_ Interviews with Black
soldiers reveal that Whites have taught some Vietnamese to
call Blacks niggers, that certain parts of Saigon are closed to
them, and that although White soldiers can I wboy
clothes and listen to country and western music. das Ikis are
often illegal and recorded soul music can start a barracks
brawl. Includes interview with first Black combat general in
US Army history, and with Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Civil Rights_
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148901 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R1$9 Black Cop. Black Journal Film Series. 16mm optical
B&W 15, min 1969_ .

Explores relationship'of Black policemen to Black communi-
ty in Harlem. and Lus Angeles, Interviews reveal hostility
toward Black police, who are seen as protecting a White
system badly in need of change or as seeking the instant
authority of a badge. Shows two- Black polieettien
patrol, as well as during some tense arrests. Includes inter-
views with Black police.
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14812 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(19$16 Confronted. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.

Shows the confrontation of several Northern communities
with the issue of Negro integration in schools, jobs, and hous-
ing. In Queens. New York, Negroes demonstrate for jobs' in
construction work. In Long Island, New York, White citizens
oppose the steal. conunissioner's effort to prevent any school
from having more than 50% Negro enrollment'. In Chicago, Il-
linois a barber vows he will go out of business if he is required
to cut Negroes' hair, and Whites organize to oppose an open
occupancy ordinance. Violence is recorded at Folcroft.
Pennsylvania when a Negro family moves into a previously all
White housing area.

148916 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 Color Us 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.

The Black man's struggle for his own identity underlies this
documentary, which covers the student take over of the ad-
ministration building at predominately Black Howard-Universi-
ty in Washington. DC. The four day revolt centers around stu-
dent demands for a more relevant curriculum and one that
does not just reflect the White norm. Followup shows settle,-
ment of the rebellion, and includes a short film, produced by
students as part of the new program, depicting a Black - White
romantic triangle.

148924 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Civil Disorder: The Kerner Report, Part II. 16mm optical
B&W 25 min 1968.

Discusses civil disorder as presented by the Kerner report.
Opens with examples of efforts to relieve Black unemploy-
ment. The report as a social document is reviewed. Describes
how the Opportunities Industrialization Center works. The
Urban League's Whitney Young is seen in several excerpted
speeches discussing the group's efforts to find answers to the
problems and frustrations of ghetto life_

148924 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Civil Disorder: The Kerner Report, part I. 16mm optical
B&W 31 min 1968.

The Kerner Report, the result of the Presidential commis-
sion appointed to investigate the bloody ghetto riots that swept
the country in 1967 is presented. Part I begins with several ex-
amples of the polarization of the American community. In-
cluded is a statement of the goals of the Black revolution by
Black militants, and stenes of White housewiv s learning to
shoot to kill. Stresses the need for enough mo y to eliminate
the discrepancy betw&n what the poverty rogram delivers
afld what the poor expect. Ends with scenes of the Bedford-
Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn, where private enterprise,
renovated decaying tenements.

14/1949 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642:0460) EMC
(10S19 Al Stacey Hayes. Portrait Serks. 16mm optilal color 25
min 1970.

Presents a portrait of a 17-year-old Black youth who lives In
a Mississippi Delta town. Portrays his awareness of his peo-
ple's needs and the importance of political action, especially
voting. Shows him working in Black community. trying to per-
uside_lieopy to_y_ote_for their eandidateand in doing so learn-

ing how, far the people are from mall-zing their potential.
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1491b4 'University of 'California; Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S23 Trial: City and /County of Denver Versus Laren R.litat-
son. Third Day. 16mrn?optical B&W 90 min 1970.

In a documentary ,a an actual courtroom trial (Lauren R.
Watson, former. deputy minister of defence of the Black
Panther Party being tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice officer) the defense presents witnesses after making mo-
tion for judgment of acquittal, which causes interference
charge to be dropped for lack of evidence. Defense witnesses.
including defendant. try to show that he was being harassed
and did not resist arrest. In post trial interview defense attor-
ney states that trial has political as well as judicial significance
and that class justice must be eliminated.

158388 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York. NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (S)S275
(R)S20 Psychodrains in Group Processes. 110 min B&W, 1970.

Tie first film in this two part package is a demonstration of
the use of psychodrama to work out a conflict between an ad-
ministrative psychiatrist in a medical school and his chief re-
sident. In the second -part, psychodrama is used to explore a
17-year-old girl's attempts to handle her homosexuality. In
both films, psychodrama is carefully explained through narra-
tion and subtitles.

158393 ACI Films, Inc., 35 West 45th Street, New York. NY
10036 (212-582-1918) ACI (S)S110 (R)S15 Joshua. 15 min B&W,
1968.

The story of a young Black boy in Harlem who has won an
athletic scholarship to a Texas 'College is presented and the dif-
ficulties he faces when interacting with Whites and the
knowledge and feelings these experiences engender are por-
trayed.

158402 Mental Health Film Board, 8 East 93rd Street, New
York. NY 10028 (212-427-3172) MFB(S)S650 (R)$60 Hitch. 90
min color. 1971. .

The story of a Black teenager from the South who encoun-
ters the exciting and dangerous challenge of Harlem's ghetto
life is presented. This world is seen through the teenager's
eyes: the pointless, waste of young. people's promise, the
emphasis on material things. the frustration over tryiing to get
a relevant education, the chaotic quality of family life, and the
all pervasive ugliness of daily life.

159990 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC
() )S8 Cicero March. New Militants and the Urban Crises Series.
16mm optical B&W 8 min 1968.

A lesson in race hatred and law enforcement through obser-
vation of a bitter confrontation in Cicero, an industrial suburb
of Chicago is presented. Weeks before the march there were
public threats of violence ' "nst the marchers, and what
began as a demonstration protest discrimination in housing
became a test of the righ to march at all. When civil rights
leader Robert Lucas led 350 Black anti White marchers
through the streets of the all White suburb they were met by a
spitting. jeering, rock throwing mob.

159994 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC
(R)S15 Heir Us 0 Lord. 16mm optical B&W 51 min 1969.

Reaction is shown in Cook County. Mind's as the nation's
first incorporated suburb is ordered to desegregate its schools



by busing. Focus is on a White family, their two children, and
their neighbors. The father does not want his children to go to
school with Black children because they are different. White
parents are shown petitioning to keep schools closed while
awaiting appeals to a district court. When this fails, biasing
begins, and parents give in.

153395 University of California, Extension Media Center;
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S12 Henry: Boy of the Barrio. 16mm optical B&W 35 min
1968.

t ns in a Los Angeles ghetto neighborhood. His late
A year study is shown of a young Chicano boy entering

14
father served a prison term for rape; his Indian mother is an 164281 NetwOrk for Continuing Medical Education, 15

alcoholic. Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (21,2-541-8088) VISlic. He is seen at home, -in school, and playing
friends, but hisoneliness is evident as are the, effects of his (R)S25 Psychodrama the Play Part H. 3/4 inch

29 min, 1972.
videocas-

Vi/environment on him. Outsiders attempt to helpolut the results sotto B8r.

are inconclusive In his *frustration and loneliness, hi wanders t The film shows psychiatric patients at Hennepin County
through the freight yard, through ruined buildings, and at 14, General Hospital participating in an actual,. psychodrama. The

- he is arrested for auto theft. patients act out inner conflicts, impossible to express in their
daily lives, and the reactions of the other patients in the au-
dience are shown. For physicians.' use only. Also available in
other video formats.

Selected Auch visuals

interest and organization are necessary to begin finding solu-
tions.

164280 Network fgt. Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, lie* York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25. Psychodrama the, Prologue part 1. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 26 min, 1972..

The film shows a workshop in psychodrama, with patients
and staff of the Hennepin, County General Hospital, Min-
neapolis and demonstrates the methods used to. initiate and
stage psychodrama. For physicians' use only. Also available in
other video formats.

1549911 University of California, %Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415- 642 -0460) EMC

- (R)$10 CHF Jungle, The, 16mm optical .B&W 22 min 1968.

Black ghetto youths present their version of life in theii
areas, as depicted by a gang in Philadelphia. Includes descrip-'
tions of gang warfare, drinking, and fraternity among ghetto
people. A final streerbattle sequence is also included in which
one member of the gang dies. Emphasis is on the style, values,
and code of ethics of young Blacks in the city streets.

160005 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L ( )S50 (S)$400 Pete and Johnny.
l',rrun optical B&W 54 min 1969.

reformed Harlem hood agonizes in his efforts to reha-
te present day juvenile gangs. His particular challenge is

o ny, who must resolt)e the dilemma: to relinquish his role
as leader and go straight, or to continue his present in-
evita/k course.,
160014 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-"' ton, 47401 (812.337-8087) IUV (R)S79 Trails of Tears.
16mm Optical B&W 100 min 1970. t.

The historical events surrounding the exploitation and op-
pression \cif the CherokeeJndians in the 1830's are described,
including
earlier t
state of
Cherokee I
tried nor co
harassment,
journey to
hospitals, and

he Cherokee's appeal to Andrew Jackson based on
ties and his refusal to uphold them. Shows how she
eorgia acquired all Cherokee land by nullifying
ws and decreeing that Indians could neither be

d they testify in court. Explains that after much
he Cherokee Nation moved on a death filled
Iciahoma. Reveals that in 1907, all schools.
hillier facilities were taken from them.

160052 Unive ity of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming.
ton, IN 47401 12-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.75 To Live and Move
According to Y r Nature Is called Love. To Save Tomorrow
Serfs. 16mm op al fidcW 29 min 1969.

The leader a . Southern Christian Leadership Conference
and the coordinator of an experimIntal project in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania are featured as they attempt to Organize re-
sidents to cope with community problems. Theorizes that so-
cial problems contribtne to mental health and indicates that the
problems must Widen tied and solutions foreseen before real

neat- heal In.-P-oints_out _that widespread

I
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164282 Network for Continuing Medical Education; 15
Coluntbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Psychodrama the Critique -- Part III. 3/4 inch,
videocassette B&W 14 miri, 1972.

Members of the medical and nursing staffs discuss their im-
pressions after having observed and participated in a
psychodrama. For physicians' use only Also available in other
video formats.

164312 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, Ncw York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Clarifying Encounter Therapy. 3/4 inch videocassette
color 19 min, 1972.

The dynamics of an encounter group`are demonstrated by
showing an actual session in progress. Characteristics of the
session as they develop are explained. The general physician is
offered enough information to respond to patients who ask
questions about encounter therapy_ For physicians' use only.
Also available in other video formats.

164313 Network for Continuing4 Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, Ncw York, NY\10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Clarifying Group Therapy. 3T4 inch videocassette color
16 min. 1972.

The dynamics of group therapy are explained in comments
running between the videotaping of an actual session in
progress. The nonpsychiatric physician is aided in answering
his patient's questions about a currently popular subject. or
physicians' use only. Also available in other video formats.

164338 Roche Film Library, Association Films, 6(8) Grand
Ave.. Richfield. NJ 07657 (201.843-8200) RCM (FL) Psychiatric
Day Hospital In General Hospital. 16mm optical B&W 13
min. 1969.

A tour through the Hennepin County General Hospitrual
facilities is given. It is shown how groups .nre used therapeuti
rally - large groups for community discussion. occupational
therapy. sports, charades, psychodrama, music, and singing:
small groups for such specialized activities as making
videotape recordings to show patients how they look to others
A summary meeting at the close, of each day helps each pa-
tient clarify what he learned about himself that day.
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170523, Telecommunications Center Library. Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)$85 Gestalt Therapy. f-
inch videotape (ampex) B&W 56 min 1970.

Gestalt therapy techniques are demonstrated. Gestalt
therapy is an intensive, form of therapy for individuals in a
group setting. Several staff people participate in this therapy
session. It is concerned with the total person as he is. feels -

and acts in the here and-now and is not concerned with the
past or future.

172678 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15

Columbus Circle. New York. NY 10023. (212)541-8088) VIS
(FL) Group Psychotherapy. 3/4 inch videocassette color 30
min, l9-1.

The film shows a portion of a psychoanalytically oriental
group therapy session with neurdtic patients. It provides a por-
trayal of some of the dynamics operative in the group process:
transference reactions, resistance, acting out, therapeutic in-
tervention, confrontation, development of insight and working
through. For physicians' use only. Also available in other
videctierats.

173114 Mass Media Associates, Inc.. 2116 N. Charles St..
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)S25 (S)$350
Games. 16mm optical color 30 min, 1.974.

In this film a recurring series of ulterior transactions results
in a predictable pay off which reaffirms the not O.K. life
scripts of the persons involved. In this film a participant plays
the role of victim and seeks help concerning a problem from
members of tile group. His game playing becomes evident
when he refuses to accept their valid offers of assistance.
There is always a switch in Toles (victim, lescuer, persecutor)
during a game so that the victim eventually becomes the per-
secutor.

1731185 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). )(MA (R)$25 (SS350
Acquiring Life Scripts. 16mm optical color 30 min, 1974.

In this film. lifescripts, patterns or positions are explored by
members of the group in this program to see how these pat-
terns affect their present attitudes and actions. When one con-
sciously examines and understands one's individual life
scripts, one can begin to make changes instead of uncon-
sciously acting them out.

173900 Parents' Magazine, Films. Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave..
Ncw York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)5100 Mothers
and Toddlers: Humanising the Growth Experience.. 16mm opti-
cal B&W 17.5 min. 1974. 4

This film documents the toddlers Jab initiated by a Black so-
cial agency. A growth experience fbr the toddlers, and the
mothers and staff as well, the fundamental theory is that
parents mutt experience a sense of competence before they
can encourage their children to invest themselves in the risky
businets of learning. First of all they must have confidence in

themstigeo.

173929 Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles. CA 90069 (213-657-5110). CHF (R)560 Saturday Mani-
ins. 16mm optical color 88 min. 1972.

This is a film of the experience of a group of 20 teenagers.
mixed by race, sex and class, who spent a week together in
the country exploring their thoughts and feelings about love.
sex, relations with their parents, and {establishing personal
identity.

'173954 Mass Med
Baltimore, MD 212
There Weren't Any
optical B&W 58 mi

In this film, the
unenlightened self
sidered. The plot c
the first time. He
ferior. His accuser
ous persuasion t
placent, dad pass(
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Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St
8 (301- 727 -3270) MMA (R)S30 (S)S300 If
Black You'd Have to Invent Them. 16mm
, 1969.

onspiracy that between bigotry, hypocrisy,
interest, fear, and indifference is con-
nters upon a young man joining society for
s accused of being a Black, that is, an in-
is a bigotted blind man who is imle by devi-
enlist the -support of a shut eyed, corn-

bor (the silent majority), an army of-
ficer and his serv' e soldier (the military), a priest and a vicar
(religion), a dock, (progressivd liberalism). an undertaker (the
commercial cab 'siunent), a judge (the political -establish-

..
men°, and an Wit rate sexton (the working class) in the young
man's systematic onquest, humiliation, and destruction.

-Lt.54 105

173968 Mass Media Associates. Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (11)$7.50 (S)S75 The
Fifth One. 16mm optical color 3 min, `1971.

This film describes the attitude of four string musicians
playing in their own_pttle quartet and nettled by a runty little

tuba player who warns in. Three times they knock him over
the head, stuff him into the bell of his horn, and kick him out.
The fourth time they carry him off; a 'shot is heard. followed
by the fall of a body. But once again the tuba player comes
back, with only a bandage on his head. The sight of him again
makes the string musicians (slat, but they are brought back to
consciousness by the raucous sound of the tuba. They rise to
render him accompaniment: An ironic power play takes place
here, one that reflects upon what often happens in life. So
called harmony between persons is achieved only When
someone is so aggressive that not even through the extremest
measures is he or his vested interest to be denied..

182953 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, It, 60611 (312-943-12%)) IDl (S)$350 The Way Out -
Extended. No mm optical color 4 min, 1970.

This film clip shows two White workers reacting to the
thought of having Blacks working in their plant. Their hostile
attitudes quickly come to the surface. A second film clip
showi a supervisor and Black worked,who have come to a
fairly successful relationship. The two arn clips are designed
to help viewers focus on work problems in order to think
about and discuss solutions..

44
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182954 Instructional Iftnamaics Inc.. 166 -East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)$250 The Way Out.
16mm optical color 33 Min, 1970.

4 ,

This film portrays fnur ethnic groups in America: Black-
Americans, Spanish sOcaking Americans. American-Indians,
and Appalachian White Americans. It gives a picture of the
environments in which many individuals from these groups
live in poverty and hopelessness. It focuses on the problems

182955 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago. IL 60611 (312. 943-1200) IDI (S)S2511 I'm Not Too 4

Ptd Anymore. 16mai optical color 20 min. 1970.

this film, a southern Appalachian White describes his
struggles and existence in his world of substandard education,
poverty, and discrimination. This film touches on many facets
of life in America, including the unemployment problems of-
the.economically disadvantaged.

1
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162957 Instructional Dynics Inc., 166 East Superior St..
Chicago: IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)$350 Black Anger,
16mm optical color 30 inip1969.

Ito
In this film, a group of Black-Americans and Spanish speak-

ing Americans tell about their successses and failures, hopes
and disappointments in the White world of work. The feelings
of hostility, and hopelessness generated by ghetto life arc
openly revealed.

162960 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St..
Chicago. IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)$59.50 Carl Rogers on
Tape. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette, 1970.

In this audiotape, Dr. Carl Rogers discusses counseling. ef-
fective interpersonal communication, encounter group and
self-image. Dr. Rogers also talks with Dr. PautTillich.

182%1 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St..
Chicago. IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI1(S)$25 Bask Interper-
sonal Re Indeed. AT 1 7/8 cassette, 1970,

In this audiotape, basic interpersonal relations are con-
sidered. The _texts direct participants through a series of inter-
personal exercises, group discussions, and interaction activi-
ties:

162964 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicato, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) MI (S) $164.95 How to Use
Encounter Groups. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette. 1969. '

In these audiotapes 'about encounter, Dr. Rogers introduces/
the basic processes, describes different kinds of groups, tallot"
about how to be a facilitator and indicates what to expectrin
the way of results. It Series U, Dr. Roger! continues wilt a
discussion of current research and future plans, training of
facilitators, and concludes with a two part lecture on' ack -
White encounter groups. In Series III, Dr. Rogers cov s such
topics as psychodrama, family meeting and enc rite, groups,
Use of the encounter approach in schools. and th°e klevance of
encounter techniqtries to drug problems. These iseries IOC
available separately for $64.95, $64.95, and $38.95, in that
order.

Selected Audiovisuals

In this film, an analysis and excerpts are presented from the
complete treatment of a 10-year-old Puerto Rican boy, the
identified patient, and his family. The patient had night terrors
arid heard voices. The therapist is a student at the Institute of
Family Counseling. The students at the Institute are mature
persons who have not obtained traditional academic cre-
dentials and who are tecruited with special reference to ethnic
minority groups.

IS LEARNING

114220 kppleton-Century-Crofts, 440 Park Ave. Sguth. New
":iYork, NY010016 (212-689-5700) ACC (R)140 (S)S475 PCR
4,;(R)$14.90 Behavior Modification -- Teaching Language

Psychotic Children. 16mm optical color 43 min. 1969.. e-'4';'/°.
1 11 t,Examines the steps used to teach psychotic t'hildren the0uSeci."4

of speech, and the need for correction of negativelehavior
before learning can begin. Reward and punishment techniques
are illustrated. Imitation of sounds, labeling of objects, dis-
crimination"among alternatives, recall of experienced,:and the
development of a degree of spontaneity are covered..; , t ,.

11422r AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd, o, ii.
328Q' (305-894-0921) AAP(S)S12 Extra scripts 1 havioral
Tp atment of Stuttering. No. 3$ in series. AT 3 7 inch

el 78 min. 1968. t-, -6.0

. -

.., Dr. John Paul Brady demonstrates the decpnditioning,f
stuttering using the Pacemaster, a miniaturized electionie
metronome. There are three interviews with the (finale patient

lrwith before and after samples of speech and . Brady's
Complete routine. Good audio. Script plus theoreti al material.
For professional use only in teaching or research. 0 ,

1112965 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior Street,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)$300 Encountertapes
for Personal Growth Groups. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette. 1970.

In these encountertapes for personal growth groups, the
group evolves into a communitry, members develop the
capacity to risk tying new behaviors in the accepting at-
mosphere of the group. This program is designed to give each
group participant a broad and meaningful personal growth ex-
perience.

1112966 Initructional Dynamics Inc.. 166 East Superior Street,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)$49.50 Understanding
Human Relatkina. AT 1 718 IPS cassette. 1969.

This audiotape shows several encountertapes for personal
growth and a lecture by Carl Rogers on the basic encounter
group and its processes. A group is given about 5 hours of ex-
perience in processes to which Rogers' concepts can then be
applied as a means of beginning to focus on the dynamics of
the small group experience.

183021 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic. 1700 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215,KI-5.1836) PCG (R)$70
Cow de Bruins (Things of Witches). 112 Inch videocassette
color, 1974.

114224 Appleton-Century-Crofts. 440 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10016 (212-689-5700) ACC (R)$55 (S)$700 Born to
Succeed. 16mm optical color 60 min;19'70.

Shows methOds of teaching designed to accelerate learning
in retarded children. The concept of number and arithmetic
principles are taught using stimulus finding techniques, with
the child choosing the reinforcer. Illustrates h9w these
techniques can be used for teaching.areas as. diverse as dance
and creative writing.

114226 University of California Extension Media Center. 2223
Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC (R)S11
(S)$145 Behavior Modification in the Classroom. 16mm optical
B&W 24 min. 1970.

Operant conditioning and modeling procedurals are used to
increase children's task orientation. Demonstrates need for
determining appropriate rewards and illustrates verbal and
nonverbal reinforcement. Details methods used in training
teachers to use these techniques. Illustrates oral modifi-
cation.

114227 University of California Extension Media Center. 2223
Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC (R)$167
(S)$240 Behavior Modification in the Classroom. 16mm opti
color 24 min. 1970.

Operant conditioning and modeling procedures are use to
increase children's task orientation, demonstrates need for
determining appropriate rewards, and illustrates verb and
nonverbaj reinforcement. Details methods used in training
teachers to use these techniques. Illustrates behavioral modifi-
cation.

%.
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114372 NBC Educational Enterpriset,/lie Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212- CI- 7 -830Q) NBC (R)S26.00 (5)$530

Sit Down, Shut lip, or Get Out. 16min optical color 58 Inhi,
1972.

Dramatization of exceptional child of high intelligence who
showi behavior problems. Not fitting iri to the standard pat-
terns of activity cause conflict between this bright child and,
his peers, teachers, and parents.

124486 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State klniv.-University Pk., PA 16802
(814-863 -6315) PCR (R)$9.10 (S)S220 Guessing Behavior. 16mm
silent color 22 Min 1968.

Acquisition, extinction, and spontaneous recovery of con-
tinuous as,,, comparedto partial reinforcement are shown in a
filnii for laboratory or classroom demonstration. gn each trial
the student .guesses whether a red bulb will light.'He is given
time to make a guess beforehand. Group 1, which secs the
fjkist half of the film, gets continuous reinforcement (24 trials).
`Group 2, the partial reinforcement group, has the same
procedure except that the light comes on only 10 times in the
first 24 trials. Separatt instructions with the film:explain the
data analysis. G

124503 Psychological Cinetna Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk.; PA 16802
(814-865-6330) PCR (R)S6.40 (S)S180 Irregularly Delayed Ex-
periential Closure in the Rhesus Monkey. 16mm optical color 17
min 1969.1

Laboratory apparatus and experimental procedure are
shown for irregularly delayed experiential closure in the rhesus
monkey The animals are trained to a stimulus sequence that
consists of a low brightness warning light, a bright safe light,
and a bright shock light. A response during the bright safe
period by pushing a lever produces a food reward and,
prevents a shock. Groups arc tested under Carious conditions,
some of which involve unpredictable violations in the stimulus
sequence. The effects on animal behavior are shown. Results
indicate that if an unpredictable situation exceods an organ-
ism's experiential capacities for control, it induces aberrations
of behavior that range in intensity, diversity. and persistence
which in humans would be called neurotic to psychotic.

124561 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices. Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)54.10 Reinforcement Control of s'Young.
Child's Behavior. 16mm optical B&W 15 min 1968.

A 16-month-old child is trained to lever press for, snack rein-
forcers under the influence of several schedules of reinforce-
ment: fixed ratio, variable radio, and the differential reinforce-
ment of low rates (DRL). The behavioral adjustments necessa-
ry to meet the DRL reqinrements after a history of high rate
responding are emphasized.

124736 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) FMC

q. (R)S27 DAV jean Nagel: Memory and Intelligence. 16mm opti-
cal, color 45 min 1971

Shows Jean Piagct presenting his new work on memory and

intelligence at the 'International Congress of Preschool Educa-
tional Specialists in Kyoto. Japan. Captures his personality
and presence as well as his ideas. English subtitles accompany,
Piagct's French presentation.

4407
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124329 University of Collin Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley* A 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 IUV Spruce Home. To Sam Tomorrow Series. 16mm
optical B&W 29 min 1971.

Spruce House, a mental institution in central Philadelphia
that intercepts patients bound for state mental hospitals, is
showd. The film describes how patients are helped there by re-
warding and reinforcing,good work and normal social behavior
and by ignoring abnormal and unsocial behavior.

.0 <4
124389 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S20 No Gun Towers, No Fences. 16mm optical color 30 min
1970.

A description is pielentecOf the Robert F. Kennedy Youth
Center, in Morgantown, WO Virginia, a' minimum security
federal institution that seeks to change itt4tudents' behAvior
by stressing freedom and responsibility:::ehtss walls replace
iron bars and mountains substitute fir fences. Demonstrates
how responsibility is rewarded with bonus points the
center's cuirrency and how students with similar behavioral
problems arc classified and grouped in lisittg quarters or dot-
tages. '643

127746 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Bloiltnitg-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)57.25 Classifying Informa-
tion About Voter Behavior. 16mm optical B&W 25 min 1970.

A political science lesson is used to demonstrate the prociss
of how students can apply what has been learned in previous
lessons. By classifying information from descriptions of vari-
ous factions of the voter population, the students hyppthesize
as to the influence and cross pressures.exerted by primary
groups upon voting behavior., Along with being able to make
tentative statements about voter behaVidir the students can
judge the limitations of analysis and Whether they have
mastered previously studied materials.

127810 University of Indiana, Audiovisual tenter, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) [UV (R)S7.25 (S)S150 Rewards
and Reinforcements. 16mm optical B&W 26 min 1969.

Economically underprivileged children must often be pro-
vided with motives for learning. Because the value system of
these children may differ from the economically satisfied
child, behavior may need to be reinforced with rewards such
as candy. money, clothes, or other material objects. This.ptin-
ciple of reinforcement is based upon operant conditioning
theory and involves the application of immediate rewards to
shape gradually more difficult tasks.

128236 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, Ncw York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Discovery and Ex-
perience: City Infants. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

The problems of the teacher in overcrowded urban schools
art shown, -emphasizing that the freer activity methods ad-
vocated for cletnentary schools need not be restricted to
schools in more affluent neighborhoods. Situations are seen in
which imaginative teachers have expanded coatrooms ana cor-
ridors, and used washbasins for painting and water play. A
staggered admissions system is also shown that makes more
time available for interviewing, enabling children and parents
to get to know the teacher as someone who links home with
school.

128257 Ti Films, 43 West 16th Street, Ncw York, NY
10011 ( -691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)3250 Mother Tongue:
Problernalnd Remtdks. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1971.

its
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Problems and remedies of language development are ex-
plored. The limit.of reading ability is set by genrcal language
proficiency. Children must learn to decsode the printed word.
but concentratione-on this alone will not make a poor reader
literate.

120.300 Video NuOing Inc.. 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
'60201 (312-866-646014IR (R)$20 (S)S150 Behavioral Change
and Learning. 1 ineh,Videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The interrelationship between experiential learning and the
therapeutic golf of behavioral change are shown to hold impli-
cations for the nurse's provision of useful learning experiences
for the liatiertt.

130299 University 'of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812:337-8087) 'IUV (R) $7.50 P. E.-.Lever to
Learning. 16mm optital color 21 min 1969.

Mentally retarded children are shown to be capable of learn-
ing as they gO4through a physical education program designed
to facilitat# learning processes. Activities which aid the
development-of self-confidence and skills ipmotor activity are
illustrated. Demonstrates the relationship between the activity
and mental development of exceptional children.

130300 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 41401 (812-337-8087) ..11.1V (1054.50 The Poetry In Paul.
Critical Moments In Teaching Series. 16mm optical color 10
min 1970.

The efforts bf a teacher to get a passive student involved
arc described. Points out the effective and ineffective methods
of reinforcement to stimulate the student's response.
DescAbes the student committing plagiarism and leaves one to
make an open ended judgment as to the best way of reacting
to it on the part of the teacher. -

130305 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S9.50 Reaching Out: The
Library and -the Exceptional Child. 16mm optical color 25 min
1968.

Services, provided by the Cincinnati Public Library for han-
dicapped children are demonstrated, emphasizing how this
program can contribute to their development. Presents the
library's projects for reaching out to the handicapped with
various ,services to the community_ Shows. how the librarians
Work with these children and the childrall positive response
to books and the materials provided.

134219 Now York University Film. Library. 26 Washington
Place, Now York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S20
Blacks: A Medium for Perceptual Learnlnnr. 16mm optical
color 16 min 1969.

The film focuses on thC perceptual [earnings that arc in-
herent in block building and are derived from how the child
perceives the blocks with which he works and the space in
which he builds. This is the s9rond in ir scribe of training films
for teachers of early childhtf& education.

134225 New York University Film ibrary. 26 Washington
Place, New York. NY 10003 (212-598.2 51) NYU (R)S10 Early
Recognition riling Disabilities. 16mm optical color 30 min
1972.

o early recognition of learning disabilities is stressed in
this film which shows the daily activities of children in kin-
dergarten and the first twti grades and whieli paints out these
with learning disabilities and the problems they cause The
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need is emphasized to recognize and accept learning disabili-
ties early enough to provide fur the extra teaching required to
enable the children to achieve their educcotional,potential.

134233 New York University' film Library,, 26 Washington
Place, New York. NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S11
Learning to Learn in InfanenTilme on Infancy. 16mm optical
B&W 30 min 1972.

The essential role of curiosity and explorations in infant
learning are stresse(1, and the kinds of experience that cul-
tivate and stimulate an eager tkiproach to the world are shown.
The film also points out the cumulative nature of :learning.
Ways, are suggested in which adults can help infants make ap-
proaches, differentiate between objects, and develop thc earli-
est communication skills.

134249 Ncw York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)$7.50
Reinforcement Therapy.16mm optical B&W 45 min 1970.

Three experimental programs are described that apply learn-
ing theory to the treatment of mentally and emotionally
disturbed children and adults, and to the teaching of the men-
tally retarded. The Ulm shows how reinforcement therapy
(also called operant conditioning or behavior therapy) can be
used to create an environment leading patients toward normal,
socially desirable behavior.
.1

134263 American-Personnel and Guidance Association 1607 1

Now Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, DEC. 20009 (202-483:
4633) APO (R)S25 (S)S250 Carl Rogers on Education, Part I.
16mm optical color 30 min 1973.

Carl Rogers' discussitin on education describes how people
acquire significant learning and indicates the directions in
which the educational system must change if it is to have a
real impact on students. The film avers such topics as: the
role of the student in formulating his own curriculum; thc cir-
cumstances under which learning will be a most lasting and
meaningful process; the activities a teacher should engage in
to be a facilitator of leamink. and the qualities in the interper-
sonal relationship between facilitator and students which
foster and encourage the learning process,-

134279 American Personnel and Guidance Association. 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W..:Washington, D.C. 20009 (202 -483-
4633) APO (11)S25 (S)S295 Behavioral Group Counseling (Carl
R. Thoreau). 16mm optical color 28 min 1973.

Carl Thomsen demonstrates the use of behavioral counsel-
ing techniques with higliSchool students in a group setting.
Dramatitht during the first session are the development of in-
dividualized goals and the establishment of a basis from which
behavior change is made. Additional sequences emphasize the
use. of the group as a safe and positive environment for stu-
dents to model and practice .behaviors and to receive en;
couragement and feedback. Between sessions, group members
are encouraged to rehearse the new behaviors to be learned
outside the group as a positlVe step toward helping each
member achieve his own goal. The final session emphasizes
the process of assessing behavior change to date and the im-
portance of maintaining the changes.

134302 ,Grove Press-Cinema 16 Film Library. 80 University
Place. New York, NY 10003 (212. 677-2400) GRO (10$50
(S)5195 School. 16mm optical B&W 30 win 1972.

108
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structures and encourage the children to express their natural
curiosity in their own ways and at their own speed. The suc-
cess of the method is apparent in the film. Children considered
unteachable by conventional modes of judgment are shown to
be fully engaged in the learning process because the ex-
periences offered are meaningful to them and emerge out of
mutual respect and warmth between student, and teacher.

134998 McGraw Hill Book Co.. College and Uhiversity Divi-
sion; Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (R$18
(5)5350 the Child Watchers. 16mm optical color 30 min 1969.

Since children learn more and faster than most parents real-

ize, this film shows unrehearsed situations to point up some of
the new techniques, psychologists arc using to measure early

child development./

139016 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices. Penntylvinia State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802

(814-865-6315). PCR (R)Sl 1.60 (S)S311.50 Behavioral Therapy
Demonstration. 16mm optical color 32 min 1969.

Thebehavioral method of therapy is demohstrated. A young
woman who suffers from nervousness and extreme feelings of
anxiety is interviewed, with situations eliciting anxiety

identified and their relative effects assessed. The subject is
given initial training in deep muscle relaxation, during which
her reactions are tested to some imaginary anxiety eliciting

. situations. (Restrioted to professional use only.)

137539 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma ,Iptorma-
don, Inc., 485 Main St.. Ft. Lee, NJ 079241(201-947-4154) BST

(S)$6.95 ea. Behavior Modification Strategies for Child
Psychotherapists. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min ca., 1973.

.

Behavior modification strategies for use 16 child
o4psychotherapy arc described in 12 parts. Means for enlisting

parents, teachers, peers and the child - patient himself as allies
toshastcn the therapeutic process are stressed. Topics include:

(I) The Goals for Behavior Therapy with Children. (2) As-
sessing foibelutvior Change. (3) Basic Strategies for Modify-
in; Children's Behavior. (4) Acceleration Techniques. (5)
Deceleration Techniques. (6) Contingency Management. (7)
Observational Learning. (8) Miscellaneous Techniques. (9)
Parents as Therapeutic Agents. (10) Teachers as Therapeutic
Agents. (11) Child Peers as Therapeutic Agents. (12) Self-ad-
ministered Behavior Therapy for Children.

137549 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Leo, NJ 07024 (201. 947-4154) BST

(5)56.95 ea. Multi -modal Behavior Therapy. AT I 718 IftS cas-

sette 60 min ca., 1973. \-

Concepts pertinent to multi-modal behavior therapy aro 'ex-

amined in six /parts. Topics include: (1) Some Free Associa-
tions Upon Blood Spectrum Behavior Therapy. (2) Aspects of
Broad Spectrum Behavior Therapy in Groups. (3) Modality
Therapy: An Introduction. (4) The Relation of Theory to Prac-

tice with Special Reference to 'Technical Eclecticism'. (5)
Two Important Issues in Behavior Therapy: Symptom Sub-
stitution; Transference and Relationship Factors. (6) Training

Broad-Spectrum llehavloi- TherapiVs4.Trejnees' iSairkineVitt

on Training. \,41--140-°
"''''':'137t56 ±Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-

lion, Inc., 485 Main St.. rt. Leo, NJ 07024 (201. 947-4154) BST

(S)56.95 ca. Children with Learniig Disabilities. AT I 7/8 IPS,
cassette 60 min ca., 1973
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. Psychological interpretations of the many fa6eted problems
of children with teaming disabilities are presented in three
parts, suggesting means of meeting such- difficulties' with
unique instructional metilds. Topics include: (I) The Nature
of Discouragement in*Children with Learning Disabilities: The

Case of Bobby. (2) Teaching* as Therapy. (3) Functional
Problems of Chili:ken with Learning Disabilities.

137574 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St. Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201. 947-415,4) BST

(S)56.95 The Present and Future of Behavior Therapy. AT I 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Eyscnck, of the Institute of Psychiatry in London,
discusses.the present and future of behaviar therapy.

191396 Appleton-Century-Crofts Film Library, 267 West 25th
Street, New York, NY 10001 (212-689-5700) ACC (S)$350

(R)$30 A Demonstration of Belmvforal Processes. 28 min color,

1970.

If. F. Skinner explains operant conditioning to a group of

college students. The association of reinforcement with
behavior modification, behavior extinction, ald superstitious
behavior is demonstrated.

158406 National Children's Center, 6200 2nd Street, N. W.;
Washington. DC 20011 (202-RA6-1090) NCC (R)S10 The Gentle

Chain. 15 min B&W,/ 1971.

Behavior modification of eating skills of retarded children is
discussed. The instructors break down the eating process into

child 'successfully completes each step, his behavior is rein-
forced

of steps in order-to aid the children in learning. As a

forced with a treat and approval from the staff member.

158408 Peach Enterprises, 4649 Gerald Street, Wan-en. 1111

48092 (313-751-7730) P-E (S)$185 Through Different Eyes. 15
min coloi. 1972.

A flay training program for mental retardates is presented.
The children are shown applying themselves tb- learning basic
self-care, motor skills. speech. and how to listen.

158416 University of California Extension Media Center,
Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC (S)S170 (R)S12 Janet

Le sr Little Girl 28 min B&W. 1972. -

An enrichment program for a group of severely retarded
mongoloid children at Salome State Hospital in Eldridge.

,California is presented. The chief objective of this program Is

to expand the intellectual capacity of the children by teaching
them speaking and reading skills. After a year of intensive in-
struction, all 10 children were able to read 200 or more words.

158425 Research Press Company, 2612 North Mattis Avenue,
Champaign, IL 61820 217-352-3272 RPC (S)S195 Who Did

What to Whom? ReeognIsingtpour Batavioral Principles In Ae-

...Sion. 16 1/2 min color. 1972. se".
Forty stagetj, scenes of typical eventsentiturO, in school. or

on thy jqh Ire .princiftettiiillustrate some basic psychological
principles of behavior, positive and negative reinforcement,
punishment. and extinction.

170508 Telecommunications Center Library. Department of
Health. CaMarillo'State Hospital, Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)$25 (S)S85 Broken Bridge. I-inch
videotape (ampex) B&W 60 min 1969.
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Behavior modfiction is demonstrated with disturbed chil-
dren, Six particular children are discussed. Their progress and
the therapist's technique are documented.

170509 Telecommunications Center Library. Department of
Health, Camarillo State HOspital. Box A. Camarillo. CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Giving and Getting
Positive Behavior. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 50 'min 1969.

The theory of behavior modification is explained. Interesting
case histories are cited.

170510 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital. Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Operative Condition-
ing With the Autistic Child. 1-inch videotape (an}pex) B&W 45
min 1969.

The methodology of using opirant conditio rig techniques
in the treatment of the autistic child is describ d. Practical ap-
plications are demonstrated.

170522 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital. Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Pottl. 1-inch videotape
(ampex) B&W 59 min 1973.

A method of training mentally retarded patients in bladder
control is shown and explained.

170524 Telecommunications Center Library, Department or
Health, Camarillo State Hospital. Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)$25 (S)S85 Operant Conditioning-
Token Economy. 1-inch videotape4ainpex) B&W 45 min 1970.

This film was made at the Camarillo State Hospital to show
operant conditioning in action in the nentttlly retarded units. It
also explains the token economy system as a method of rein-
forcing positive behavior.

170525 Telecommunications Center Library,e0Departinit of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-4824671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Modeling and Operant
Conditioning. I-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 42 min 1970.

This tape discusses practical- applications in the use of
operant conditioning especially in the area of fear reduction.

470524 Telecommunications Center Library, Dephrtment of
Health. Camarillo State HOspital, Box A. Camarilla, CA 93010
(805-4824671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Learning Theory and
Sensory Motor Training. 1-inch videotape' (ampex) B&W 50
min 1972.

An actual demonstration with two patients in the practice of,.
sensory motor techniques in a frame of refelencAdotteaming'
theory is presented.

.1705- Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital. Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(8054082-4671 x28()4) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Acquisition of Social
Behavior Through Modeling. 1-inch videotape ( ampex) B&W
52 min 1970.

This tape discusses operant conditioning especially as it per'
tuna to imitation. It is designed especially for use with the re-
tarded but principles are also applicable for use with children
or regressed mentally ill patients.

170544 Telecommunications -Center Library, Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital. Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010

Solactod Audiovisuals

(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Lookx Listen"( I'm
Learning) Series. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 1970.

This tape helps the c to learn to ide9fify his hands, the
difference between rig and left. The identification of various
objects and the conce of same and different arc included.

170545 Teleconununic ions Center Library. Department of
Health.tamarillb State !pita Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Looks( Listens( I'm
Learning...To Tell Timex' 1-inch videotape (8nme4) B&W r .
1973.

This tape helps the child learn` to tell time.

173819 Parents' Magazine Films. lnc.. 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
Ncw York, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400). PMF (S)S295 repar-
ing the Child foteLearning. 16mm optical color 45 Min. 1974.

This filth delves into how children learn, and how parents
and others working with children can encourage and guide the
learning experience for young children. The film portrays dra-
matic situations whicti demonstrate how adults can take ad-
vantage of teaching moments to help the young child learn. It
also illustrates a child's capacity.for learning at various stages
of growth and deVelopment, and shows bow the child can be
aided in learning language, solving problems. and in concepts
of time, number and space through the normal everyday in-
teraction with adults.

10
173897 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
Ncw Ytirk, NY 10017 (212-MU-5-4400) PMF (S)S195 Blocks--A
Medium for Perceptual Leaniinv. 16mm optical color 17 min,

.1969.

This is a training film for teachers of early childhood educa-
tion. This film focuses on the perceptual Icarnings that are in-
herent in block building and are derived from how the child
perceives the blocks with which he works and the space in
which he builds.
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182972 CCM Films, Inc., 34' MacQuesten Parkway; 'South,
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 (914-664-5051) CCM (k)S25 (S)S425
Evans's Dialogue with Plaget and Inhelder. 16mm optical color
40 min, 1974.

In this film, Jean Piaget and Barbel Inhelder systimatically
go through each of the important stages of intellectual
(cognitive) development. The traditional notions in American
psychology of motivation, learning and perception are
discussed. Also Piaget discusses his contact with Freud, his
views of various concepts of Freud's. his reac n toJames
Jensen' s ,r on Negro,,knelllgepeg, Nn eitima of his most
important potions,:?eirctlens to criticisms or misuses of
ids theo a future research directions.

182997 Contemporary /McGraw -Hill Films, Princeton Rd.,
Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700) MOH (R)S15 (S)3195_,)
Teaching the Way They Learn. 16mm optical B&W 28 min,
1974.

This film presents a series of learning episodes which Wu-
minate a specific difficulty and portray a specific approach to
the remediation of that difficulty. A boy with inadequate body
knowledge and body control is asked to cut up a drawing of a
bby and then to reassemble the parts in order to learn his own
body structure. It becomes clear that the child may know his
own body by directly referring to it, but is unable to ap-
preciate a symbolic representation of it. He has no adequate
mental map of his body which permits him to think of bodies,
in general. The keynote of educating children with learning
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disabilities is precision. The basic, operating Oriticiple is that, if

a child cannot do the job, figure out WhaWevel of functioning
he is on and start there with materials arid.procedures to help

him take the small next steps in the desired direction.

1829141 Contemporary/McGraw-Hill Films, Princeton Rd.,

Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700) MGH (R)S15 (S)5195

Enough but.Not Ready. 16mm optical B&W 28 min, 1974.

This film focuses on specific difficulties a child with a learn-
ing disability is apt to encounter and offers some general ad-

vice for parents and children on how to approach the problem.
The children in this film are old enough and bright enough to

go to regular school, but as early as the first grade they arc
having difficulty in learning. The problem for teachers and

parents is how to spot these learning problems early enough to
help the child with special training in order to avoid the
psychological damage and companion behavior prnblems
which arc so often the result in children who are diffeient.
Professional workers may still be having their own problems in
pinning down causes, expression, and specific remediation of
learning disabilities, but, to perceptive people in close and
continuous contact with the children; the signals of a child in

. trouble are there to be recognized.

a 182999 Contemporary /McGraw-Hill Films; .Princeton Rd.,

Hightstown, NJ 08520.(609-448-1700) MGH (R)S15 (S) $295 It
Feels Like You're Left Out of the World: 16mm optical B&W
28 min, 1974.

This film concerns the self - esteem of a child with a learning
disability. Low opinion of self, and fear of failure can lead to
withdrawal from learning or active aggression. The frustration,
loneliness, feelings-of rejection and worthlessness of the child
who is different because he does not learn/easily and rapidly
are best expressed by the children themselves. The parents in

the film speak of their own frustration in getting help for their
children. They literally shop' around,,looking for someone who

can work with their children and bring about results. Several
guidelines for a sensible approach to the children are given.
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education, student protests, and controversial issues in con-
temporary psychology, such as action versus research. Rogers

also evaluates his contributions.to psychology.

124587 University of California, Extension Media Center,
,2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (414642-0460),-EMC

(R)S26 Dialogues: Dr. Jean Plaget, Part I. 16mm optical color,

41 min 1970.

First in a two part interview, the film shows Dr. Jeah Plaget

and his associate. Dr. Barbel Infielder, discussing the impor-

tant stages of cognitive development that characterize Piaget's
contribution to the study of child development. Piaget Ylso
discusses his vieiya on some of the traditional notions. in

American psychology of motiVation, learning, and pere4ption.

Their comments are translated from French.

124588 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkiley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(RIS26 Dialogues: Dr. Jean Plaget, Part 2. 16mm optiegl color
39 min 1970. .

Second in a two part interview, Plaget- and Inhclaertiiscuss
Piaget's contact with Freud, views on various Vreudian con-

cepts such as the unconscious and psychosexual development,"

reaction to the controversial report on Negro intelligence, esti-

mate of Piaget's most important contributions, reactions to
criticisms of misuses of Piaget's theories, and future research
directions. Their comments are translated from French.

124598 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S15 fir. Erich Fromm, Part 1. 16mm optical B&W 50 min

1968.

Dr. Erich Fromm informaity dischsses his work in depth in
the first part of -a filmed interview and talks about approaches

to understanding personality. Some of the subjects treated are:

2 productive and nonproductive character orientations in con-
temporary society; mechanisms of escape; and individuation.

124599 'University of California Extension -.Met* "Cin4r,
2223 Fulton Sy, eA 94720 (415-642-0460)

MC(R)S15 Dr. Erich Fromm, Part 2. 16mm optical B&W 50

min 1968.

In a continuation of Fromm's talks about his approach to
psychotherapy. Fromm discusses his theories and techniques,

including the use of drugs and group therapyr anal speculates

about the future and his own plans.

124717 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-04V) EMC
(R)S7 Later Years of the Woodier. 16mm optical B&W krinhi

The manner in whiqh a social worker cart meet some of the

, `needs of the community's older citizen* who lure ill is

described. Included are one couple's psychological responses

to physical Incapacity: ebonies in the husband - wife relation-
ship, insecurity, with the social worker and continuity of con-
tact. For first year graduate student, and caseworkers inex-
perienced in the problem., of the elderly. 4,

124727 International Film BUreau, 332 S. Michigan AVenue,
Chicago, IL 60604 (312-427-4545) 1FB (R)S12.50 (S)S150

Behavior Game. 16mm optical color 8 min 1971.

Shows that behavior is infectious. Opens with an example of

how one bank employee's ill-natured behavior sets off a chain .

reaction affecting many others. Shows how a manager's

183000 Contemporary /McGraw -Hill Films, Princeton

Hightstown. NJ 08520 (609-4484700) MGH (R)S15 (S)$.195y.mo.a

Not Too Famous At It. 16 optical)3&W 28tmin.19V4.-

This film-tor erne with learning disabilities. A disa-
bled learner is a child who has perceptual motor handicaps and

problems in attention and memory which show up in specific
learning difficulties. The children in thisfilm exhibit the many

and varied behavioral problems generally associated with
learning disability. There arc great gaps in knowledge of the
body. This is a primary learning job. If a child does not know

himself in physical terms:how he is put together and func-

tions, he will be unable' to attain coordination of his large
muscles, or of his.eyes and hande,i or to develop fine motor"

'movements. Perceptual difficulties. recognizing visually and by

touch *Minorities and differences in the form, size, and shapes

of objects are characteristic, as is being unable to go beyond
what is directly observable to a concept or principle.

16 MANPOWER AND TRAINING

124586 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC

(R)S26 Dialogues: Dr, Carl Rogers, Part 1. 16mm optical color

51 min 1971. ,

A continuation of an interview with psychologist Carl
Rogers, the film focuses on contemporttry issues: American

1969.
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pleasant manner in delegating authority leads to pleasant
events. Desighed to train bank employees on the customer is
always right approach. Makes its point about:the effect of at-
titudes on bebavior and is a useful tool in training psychiatric
nurses, aides, and mentalliospital staff

124905 University of California, Extension Media Center,
:72.3 euiton Si., fierkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(1)528 (S)$490 On Becoming a Ntirse-Psychotheia.phil. 16mm
optical color 42 min 1970.

A case study is presented of the experiences df a young
nursing student with some previous introductory psychiatric
nursing knowledge and training, as she learns to assume the
role of nurse - psychotherapist. Follows her first case involv-
ing a college giudent from initial interview .until termination a
few months later. Using the method of individual relationship
therapy, her instructor introduces her to the new role. Shows
the development of two Imra Ilel relationships - nurse with pa-
tient and nurse with instructor. Emphasizes therapeutic tools'W
developed by the nurse, showing her failures of intervention,
as well as her successes; her growing understanding of the
rea;ons for success or failure as she and her instructor discuss
her difficdlty in accepting her role and maintaining her con-
fidence throughout therapy; and her gradual awareness of her-

- self as a psychotherapist as she begins to see signs of im-
provement in the patient.

127772 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812.337-80871 Illy (R)S7.25 (S4150 Casework
With Groupe. Itirrint optical B&W 30 min 1969.

.k. Social work goals cannot always be best achieved by helping
the individual within an individual setting. The grpqR setting,..s
may help .elininate a person's O'sKling,.o.f,-isbralan arid"-
friendlessnep.'448 aLholor iheeTjiiients of social casework
wilit Jaili*.ii(ltatts-"eli-also applicable to a group.lit.i.,---;

:- *

127777 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Illooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812.337-8087) IUV (10$7.25 (S)S150 Keys to
Casework. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1%9

Examines six common factors causing breakdowns in client
problem-solving. It is an obstacle such as lack of material

has brought the client within the (ran work of social
items, emotional reaction, or lacking abilit d ;opacity that

casework. The public welfare casbworker 1ra Vie responsibili-
ty of recognizing and 'eliminating these barriera to client
problem-solving.

127792 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (10$7.25 (S)8150 Program)
and Retrogression. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

The public welfare caseworker will probably, within a given
set of cases, experience both progress and retrogression with
clients. Looks at the ultimate goal (enhancing client social
functioning) as the standard 'against which progress and
retrogression should be measured.

127814 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812. 337-8087) IUV (8)57 -25 (S)S150 Doing
Casework. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969

Discusses the problem-solving that must take place jointly
between client and caseworker The. steps of problem-solving
arc outlined as: getting and adjusting to the facts; identifying
and assessing available alternatives; and making and acting
upon-choices or &aeons.

IF
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Selected Audiovisuals

127815 University of Indiana, AudiovisUal Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.25 (S)8150 Creating
Specialized Relationships. 16mm optical I?&W 30 min 1969.

Looks intti the problem of creating client relationships that
allow for problem-solving to occur. Three types of specialized
relationships discussed are: the stabilizing, stimulating, and
synthesizing relationships for clients.

127817 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-157-8087) IUV (R)S7.25 (5)5150 Patterns of
Behavior. 16mm optical B&W-30 min 1969.

Caseworkers for the Cook diunty (Illinois) Department of
Public Aid discuss the need to examine hostile clients as a
group, for the purpose of identifying common patterns of
behavior which may exist among them.

127818 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.25 (S)5150 Paradox
and a Point of View. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

A source of frustration in public welfare work is that the
caseworker operates under a set of rules and regulations which
categorize people, and 4.et must sce the client as an individual
with individual needs and wants. The caseworker must
develop a point of view and recognize his responsibilities
towards both public welfare and the individual.-

127819 University of Indiana, Audiovisual C r, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 C812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.25 111111t150 Ste --,.
Step. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969. ,

Some of the elenvidsoatiictrmtelt possible to tio public
sLisewarlortfetialidned. The ultimate value of any if the ele-
ments of casework, however, lies in their cUectiven ss in aid-
ing the caseworker to achieve the results and satisfactions he
seeks.

127820 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.25 (S)5150 Behind
Client Behavior. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

Looks into the causes of social service client behavior. This
behavior may develop from a need to capture a sense of
safety or security or it could be designed to avoid sonirthing,
such as a fear of failure or inadequacy.

127821 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Bloomkig-
ton, IN 47401 (812. 337-8087) [UV (R)S7.25 (S)S150 Calm Out
of Chaos. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

Emphasizes the need to establish a casework relationship
which aids the client to think and plan logically. It is also
recognized that the caseworker, becituse he first sees the
problem in tempi of the client. may react with the same emo-
tionalism as the

127822 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (811. 337-8087) WV (8)57.25 (S)S150 Casework
and the Community. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

Emphasizes the need for caseworkers to recognize their Mk
in identifying gaps in public welfare services. Discusses the
necessity for the caseworker to stimulate clients and groups or
ea to the attention of supervisors and administrators the divi-
sions which exist between essential resources and services.

127827 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337.8087) lUV (10$7.25 (S)S150 Behavior is
Caused. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.
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Discusses the need tp rect;gnize undetitand.. and cope with

Obviods emotional reactio by the cunt of a caseworker. bi
responding to client emo onal reaction the caseworker should
react; not to the outw rd emotion 'but to the real problem
confronting the client. /
12520 Time -Life Films, 43 Westlerth Street, -New York. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)$2.5 (S)S200 Carl GUstml Jung.
16nun optical. &W 38 min 1966. ,

Psychiatrist Carl Jung plks about his life, ,sworic and
philosophy in an intervieW. He discusses his friodship. and
later differences with Freud. and alsO reminisces about his
childhood and the inflhentes that led him ,,to become a
psychiatrist. The total ipan of his life and wOit arc covered.-
right up to his view li . death and his idea of the on going of
the psyche. The flint is useful to students in psychology.
medicine. anthropokgy, religion, and social work, to staffs of
mental health facilities, and to laymen concerned With mental

health.,

172253 VidetAzi4rstri. g Inc.. 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312 -
16mm

A nu
rei.eMbe
the history in developing a meaningful nursing care platn.

123255 Video Nursing Inc.. 2834Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312-8606460) VNR (R)S13 Nursing Care of the Aged.

16trun optical 13&W 30 min 1970.

A nursing cane conference' illustrates the way in which a
nursing staff, can share information about 'aged patients in'
order to provide for care that is more closely suited to the
needs of the old people.

1222116 Video-Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312466-6460) VNR (R)S13 The Homebound At 16mm
optical B&W 30 min 1970. (

k 't
The special problems of the old whol`s homebound

and the ways in which nurses can to meet those needs

are shown.

1222117 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Centrtil Street. Evanston, IL
60201 (312 - 886.6460) VNR (R)S13 The Health Team and the
'And. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

The film illustrates the neell for nurses to work with the al-

lied medical fields in order to provide comprehensive care for

old patients. The physical therapist is used as an example.

12/291 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street. Evanston, IL
60201 (312466-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 Psychiatric Nursing:
Past and Present. 1 inch video tape (ampex) B&.W 44 min 1968.

A review of psychiatric nursing shows how it has evolved,
wit) changing views of mental illness, to the present day con-

.a.% with the therapeuticaurse - patient relationship.

124297 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central erect, Evanston. IL
60201 (312. 866-6460) VNR- fit)S20 (S)S150 The Elements of the
Nurse-Patient Relationship. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44

min 1968.

The significance of the nurse - patient relationship is
discussed as the primary therapeutic vehicle in giving care to
the patient whose primary health problem is his relationship

with others.

) VNR (R)S13 Planning care for the Aged.

al B&W 30 min 1970. ... .-k,.* a ..i ' e .

obtains a nursing history 'front an old woman
minted tha nursing home. 'land shows how to use
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122296 Video Nursing.Inc., 2834 Central Street; Evanston. IL

602W , (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The One to One
Nurse-Patient Relationship. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44

min 1968.
.

The one to one relationship between the nurse and patient is

discussed in regard to the role of the nurse as a patient coun- (,'
actor.

172299 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)5150 Conununicadon In

the Nurse-Patient Relationship. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W
44 min 1968.

An application of the problem solving approach in the study
of communications is shown in the nurse - patient relationship.
The interviewing process between a nurse and patient is also

shown.

125301 Video Nunling Inc.. 2834 Central Street. Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The Nurse'. Role
and Sksources in Providing Therapelak Care to' Psyddatric "-
dents: tinth videotape (ampe4 ;B&W 44 min 1968.

responsibility in definingsher role and functions
in the arias of patient care and interdisciplinary relationships,
and the resources available to her are discussed.
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1211302 co Nursing Inc.. 2834 Central Street, Evanston. IL

60201 (312 ) VNR (R)S20 (S)$150 The Nurse In Group
Work. 1 inch videotape (ampex) 13&W 44 min 1968.

Thti evolving role of the nurse in group work is.discu d, in

both formally structured and informal groups.

125304 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Ev ton, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The Nurse in Com-

munity Psychiatry. 1 inch videotape (ampei) B&W 44 min
1968.

Current trends in preventive, therapeutic, and rehabilitation
mental health programs for the nurse at the community level

are discussed.

128305 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312-8646460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The Nurse's Role In
Changing Mental Health Programs. I inch videotape ,(ampex)

B&W 44 min 1968.

Specific community mental health programs arc discuised in

terms of the nurse's role, such as in crisis intervention and fol-
lowup care.

125306 Video`Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The Symptom as Ex-

prevision of Anxiety. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min
1968.

Ways in which the nurse utilizes concepts of anxiety and
psychodynamics to understand a patient's behavior and imple-

ment her underitanding, in order to plan both immediate and
long-range nursing interventions, are discussed.

125307 Videt6 Nursing Inc.. 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312466-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 Communication: The

Concept and the Skill. I inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min

1968.

,,The film shows how basic concepts of communication are
utilized by the nurse to understand behavior and to increase
skills in using herself therapeutically.
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134286 American Personnel and Guidance Association. ,1607
New Hampshire Avc. NM.. Washington.-D.C. 20009 (2.02 -483-
4633) APO (R)S25 (S)S250 The Contemporary Counselor (C.
Gilbert Wrenn). 16mm optical:color 35 min 1970 -

C. Gilbert Wrenn uses a wide ranging interview to examine
the role and function of counselors. especially in the schools.
in an age of rapid social, economic and technical change. He
comments An the relative importance of the personal relation-

Ihip between the counselor and the client, and techniques
based on different theories such as behavioral counseling and
client- centered counseling. Other topics discussed include: the
client versus. the institution. counselor values and ethics. role
conflict in the schools. how the counselor can help the institu-
tion become more sensitive to individual differences, growth
tasks for counselors, and central commitments of the coun-
selor.

C-
14/12/0 American Personnel and Guidance Association. 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W ; Washington. D.C. 20009 (202 -483-

°4633) APO (R)S20 (S)S225 11 You Really Like People. 16mm
optical color 20 min. 1969.

A live action documentary shows two kinds of counselors.
one in a large suburban high school and the other in an an-
tipoverty agency. The film shows what they do and how they's
work with people in a variety of situations.

134304 Grove Press-Cinema 16 Film Library. 80 University
Place, New Vor, NY 10003 M2-677.2400) ORO (R)00
(S)S295 Group Tberljey. 16mm optical B&W 60 min 1972 .

The film is a record of a group therapy session held by a
group of staff members at the Warrendale treatment center.
where group psychotherapy is a compulsory part of the staff's
training. The sessions help the members und1rstand them-
selves and each other. and improve their work with the chil-
dren. The group discusses its ,reactions to being filmed. but
moves to other issues: aggression, fear of rejection, displaced
anger. sibling rivalries. love relationships, sexual roles. and re-
sistance to the therapeutic process. The filth reproduces tlio
social, psychological. and interpersonal aspects of a gibup ses-
sion and illuminates its dynamics.

137528 Behavioral Sciences Tape - Library. 'EGO Sigma Informa-
tion. Inc.. 485 Main St.. Et Lee. NJ 07024 (201.947-4154) BST
(S)56,95 ca. Prepktration for Certification by the American
Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. AT 1 718 IPS cassette 60
min ca.. 1973.

Information and concepts basic to the informed practice of
psychiatry arc preltented in 12 parts as an aid to preparation
for certification by the American Board of Psychiatry and
Neurology (ABNP) The manner in which the data arc applica-
ble to the examinations of the ABNP is covered. and a.
detailed analysis of sample questions from these examinations
is included. its addition. crucial historical contributions as well
as current innovations in the field arc treated. Topics include.

-(1) Information for Candidatesthe Format of Written, and
Oral ExaminationsHow to Take 'the Examinations (2)
BibliographyHow to Study for Boards -- Sample Examina-
tions_ (3) Sample Examinations (Continued)--The Concept of
Schizophrenia. (4) Schizophrenia (Contintied)--The Concept of
Neurosis and PsychosisSpecific Neuroses (5) Specific Neu.
roses (ContinuediSpecific Psychoses--The Concept of
Depression_ ,(6) SuicitleHomicideThe Concept of
Psychophysiologic Disorders (7) Psychiatry and the LawAl- .

_coholis_mr-D_rug Abuse, Oi) Dnag Abuse (Coniintied)--Somata:
Theraples--Psychiatric Osorders of Childhood_ :4) Psychiatric

Solottitd Audiovisuals

Disorders of Childhood (Continued)--Child 13sychotherapy -
Marital Maladjustment and Couples Therapy. (10) Family
TherapyGroup Therapyt-Community Psychiatry. (II-)
EpidemiologyEtiologyPsychological TestingSchools of
Psychodynamic Theory (12) Schools of 'Psychodynamic
Theory (Continued)The History of Psychiatry

137549 kdavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St., Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (201.947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ca. Multi-modal Behavior Therapy. AT 1 718 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ca.. 1973.

Concepts pertinent to multi-Et.dal,bg viatitherapy arc ex-
amined in six parts. Topitss fic7ride. time Free Associa-
tions Upon Broad Spectrum Behavior Therapy_ (2) Aspects of
Broad Spectrum Behavior Therapy iii Groups. (3) Modality
Therapy: An Introduction. (4) The Relation of Theory to Prac-
tice with Special Reference to 'Technical Eclecticism'. (5)
Two Important Issues in Behayior Therapy: Symptom Sub-
stitution: Transference and Relatibniltip Pastors. (6) Training
'Broad-Spectrum Behavior Therapists Trainees' Comments
on Training. ±
137557 Behavioral Sciences Tape Ubrary, cio Sigma Inform -'
tion. inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (201.947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ca. Group Relations and Psichotherapy. AT 1 708 IPS
cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

*4-1teprocesses of discovery land decision in group
psychotherapy., arc examined in three ,along with
problems of professionals and nonprofessionals working in the
field. methods of teaching and *training students in
psychotherapy, and the group supervision of psychotherapy.
Topics include. (1) The Tavistock A. K. Rice Group Rela-'
Cons Conferences and Concepts of Organitation Derived from
A. K. Rice (2) The Experience of a Conference and Some-Is-
sues Concerning Professidnals and Non-Professionals in the
Mental Health Field (3) Teaching and Tr fining Graduate Stu-

'dents in Psychotherapy and Supervision_

137560 Behaviorid.Sciences Tape Lihniry. coo Sigma Informa-
' tion. Inc.. 485 Main St.. Fr.Lec. NJ 07024 (20.947-4154) BST

(S)S6.95 ca Groupsuudyik Psychdtherapj. AT 17/8 ill)! cas-
sette 60.man ea., 1973

The clinical aspects of group analytic psychotherapy are ex-
aniinedin three parts. Focui is on the honesty and precision
existing in the present status of the field, Sind the preparation
which is needed by such psychotherapists in order to gain the
competence necessary to treat patients with this treatment
modality Topics include= (I) Group-analytic Psychotherapy:
Principles and Orientation (2) Group-analytic Situation and
Therapeutic Process. (31 The Group-Analyst and-I-Bs Training:
Method and Technique.

145113 Roche Film Library. -c /o Association-Sterling Films.
Inc . 6(X) Grand Avenue. Ridgefield. NJ 07657 (201. 235-5000)
RCH (FI.) Fr(mtkrs of Psychiatry on Camera: Psychiatric Con-
sultation at the Nursing Home of the Aged. 16mm optical B&W
12 min 1168,

114

Explores how psychiatrists can help in a con-Suiting role at
nursing homes for the aged Sonic of the Ionics discussed arc
ecaling with difficult patients. coping, with staff frustration,
anger. and depression. establishing greater rupport
staff,Ailiysiehuusund -psychirdebit, find haniiimpihe paticapHs
family
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148995 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The Acting-Out Pa-
tient. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The knowledge, skills and attitudes needed in therapeutic
nursing care to the acting-out patient are shown.

148996., Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 Directions for the Fu-
ture in Psychiatric Nursing. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44

min 1968.

'Current problems in meeting mental health needs of society
and attendant implications for nursing education and nursing
services are discussed. Experts in the fields of mental health,
public health, and medical - surgical nursing are shown.

158418 University of Michigan Audio-Visual Education
Center, 416 4th Street, Ann* Arbor, MI 48103 (313-764-5361\
UMN (S)885 Developing a Therapeutic Conimunity4 A Staff \
Tridnfig Series. FS color, 1972.

A series of four filmstrips on the materials necessary for,a 5
day workshop for teaching hospital staff about the process of
implementing an intensive treatment program in milieu therapy
is presented. The filmstrips cover the basic theory and on-

cepts of the therapeutic community and illustrate screehing
procedures, staff roles, techniques for motivating geriatric pa-
tients, work therapy, social therapy, a model release program,
and other aspects of therapy are included.

458464 Guidance Asiociates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-

769 -7751) GAS (S)S49.50 The Effective Teacher: Family Life
and Sex Education. FS 3 12 in LP color, 1970.

The role of the effective teacher in relation to- family ilk
-an&sex education is discussed. The need for sex education at
all levels of school is stressed and the need for teachers to
build mastery of all facts, self-awareness, professional objec-
tives and realistic communication with students is emphasized.
Audio also available in cissette.

159992 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S26 Dialogues: Dr. Carl Rogers, Part 1. 16mm optical color
49 min 111,,

A wide-ranging interview with noted psychologist Carl
Rogers, developer of client oriented therapy and a founder of
the human potential movement, is shown. Motivation, learn-

ing, Freudian concepts, historical development of client
oriented therapy, roles of the client and therapist, and en-
counter groups are covered.

160046 Universityof Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (812-337.8087) IUV (R)S9.50 Psychosocial
Aspects of Death. liSinm optical B&W 39 min 1971.

The psychosocial aspects of death are examined by present-
ing the case of a leukemia patient, his wife, and a nursing stu-
dent facing a patient's death for the first time. Indicates that
the patient continually looked to the future and his unborn
child, even though his disease was terminal. Etriphasizes how
the nurse must conceal her emollons and helf " the family
prepare for and receive death.

170538 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Hfalth, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Hospital Accreditation
Oakland. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 50 min 1973.

17
114347

These tapes were recorded at a workshop conducted to train
hospital administratnrs'in the methods by which hospitals can
be in compliance with accreditation requirements.

170539 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010

(805-482-4671 x2804), TCL (R)825 (S)S85 1973 Staffing Stan-
dards Survey. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 42 min 1973.

A videotaped discussion of the methods of 'completing the
staffing standards sur'y is presented. It is used as a staff in-
formation document. if

115

183002 The Dow ChemiCal Company, 1200 Madison Ave., In-
dianapolis, IN 46225 (317-638-2521) DOW Attendant: The Role
of the Psychiatric Aide. 16mm optical 1973.

This film presents a model for the psychiatric aide. It "ihowi

his usefulness as an interpersonal therapeutic agent, a role that
has never before been fully acknowledged. The psychiatric
Aide can be a vital link between patient and therapist. He
knows the therapist's plans for treatment and the patient's
everyday response to that treatment. The film considers how
the psychiatric 'aide can serve, at the same time, as an objec-
tive observer and an active participant and how he can learn
to translate therapeutic plans into patient progress.

17 MENTAL RETARDATION

114224 Appleton - Century- Crofts, 440 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10016 (212-6895700) ACC .(R)S55 (S)S700 Born to
Succeed. 16mm optical color 60 min, 1970.

Shows n+ -thods of teaching designed to accelerate learning
in retarded children. The concept of number and arithmetic
principles are taught using stimulus finding techniques, with

the child choosing the reinforcer. Illustrates how these
techniques can be used for teaching areas as diverse as dance
and creative writing.

114236 Indiana University Audiovisual Center, Bloomington.

IN 47401 (817-337-808'7) IUV (R)S6 (S)$140 Color Her
Sunshine. 16mm optical B&W 21 min. 1970.

Shows Mary, a trainable mongoloid, in various task and play
situations. Shows how special education techniques can be

used to make many monogoloids useful and self-sufficicnt.

114273 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, New York, ..NY 10036 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S7.50
(S)S80 PCR (R43.40 Growth and Development of a multiply-
handicapped infant. 16mm optical B&W 10 min, 1969.

Documents first three and one-half years of life of a
profoundly retarded blind infant. Clinical examination. and
typical day at home at 72 months reveal regression from earli-

er motor levels. Showings restricted to use of `Medical profes-
sionals and their students.

114347 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, Ni 10020 (212-M-7;8300) NBC (R)S15 (S)S330
Place Among Us, A. 16mm optical colpr 27 min 1970.

Two innovative projects in mental retardation are shown.
Mansfield training school is- site of projects. One project con-
sists of research into the nature of, and best procedures to
help, the retarded. The other project uses intensive'vorational
training and supportive peers to return the mildly retarded to
the community.
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124375 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk.. PA 16802
(814-865n6315) PCR (R)S11 NBC (R)S25 (S)$500 Cities Have No
Limits. 16mm optical B&W 53 min 1969.

Poverty amid affluence, social unrest, riots, and crime
plaguing U.S. cities are shown. Problems and possible solu-
tions are discussed 'by Daniel P. Moynihan, director of MIT -
Harvard Joint CenteOlur Urban Studies, and Charles V.
Hamilton. professor ofvpolitical science at Roosevelt Universi-
ty. and coauthor of 'Black Power.'

124388 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814865-6315) PCR (R)S12 IUV (R)S5.50 (S)$125 EMC (R)$10
Diary of a Harlem Family. 16mm optical B&W 20 min 1968.

- Photographs reveal one destitute family living in New
York's Black Harlem. The lack ,qf food and proper heating and
restricted job opportunitiA are among the family's insoluable
problems encountered by poverty agencies. .

124496 Psychological Cinema Register, ;,Audio- Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)511.70 In the Company of Men. 16mm
optical B&W 52 min 1970.

Role playing and sensitivity training are shown for hardcore
Unemployed Blacks and White foremen. The techniques are
implemented to establish communication between the two
groups in'a large automotive assembly plant in Georgia.

124535 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., Univei-sity Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)$4.90 (5)587 No Cooperation. 16mm op-
tical color 7 min 1969.

Lack of communication and cooperation are shown to leave
a supervisor, his superiors, and those whose-Isla:it he directs
dissatisfied with their work and each other. The ri t is frus-
tration an anger.

'124582 E. R. Sqllitt 80,Sons, P. 0. Box 4000, Princeton. NJ
085411 (609-921-404.0 SOB (FL) A Way Out. 16mm optical
color 25 ruin 1972.

Documents a community residential treatment program. The
program, designed for the chronic mental patient, is a hybrid
of foster family care and independent apartment living. With a
minimum of supervision, small groups of long-term patients
liver cooperatively in three and four bedroom apartments,
keeping them clean, cooking, and socializing: in some cases
they even go out to gainful employtheta. A key figure in the
program is the landlord supervisor, who receives a substantial
amount of supportive counseling from the hospital staff. Also
important is the administration of a long acting antipsychotic
drug, for which the patients return to the hospital twice a
month.

.. _.

124584 University of Californi, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)523 Decision at Delano. 16mm optical color 26 min 1968.

A study of the grape strike led by the Chicano leader Cesar
Chavez, in California's San Joaquin Valley looks at all points
of view -- those of the growers, the strikers, the nonstriking
farm workers, clergymen. police, and political leaders. It is ob-
vious that there is almost no communication between the dif-
ferent groups. The growers say the farm workers are happy;farm

strikers claim that they are inadequate paid and that the
growers have hired strikebreakers an ve violently. broken

Selected Audiovisuals

up picket lines. Sequences show conditions, in a migrant
worker camp and a play at the Luis Valdez Theater, where
worker actors create their own mime and theatrical produc-
tions.

4t

124670 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.._ Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)518 Hard Times in the Country. 16mm optical B&W 58 min
1971.

Examines effects on farmers and consumers of increasing
monopolization in the food industry. Shows that prices food
producers receive have remained relatively stable for 20 years,
while food costs have multiplied because_ processers and dis-
tributors, in setting prices. realize 20% profit and also spend
heavily on advertising. Shows how largest farm owners recdive

I most government subsidies. while nearly a third of small and
medium farmers have been forced off' the land since 1960. Ex-
amines misleading advertising and packaging, and interviews
industry spokesmen.
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124679 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S29 Migrant, NBC White Paper Series. 16mm optical B&W
53 min 1970.

Documents conditions of migrant workers -- the underpro-
tected. undereducated, underclothed, and underfed in
Florida citrus groves4 Interviews with workers reveal their ex-
ploitation, suffering, and despair. Points out that migrants lack
unemployment insurance and coverage under minimum wage
and child labor laws. Includes interviews with growers and
spokesman for citrus industry.

124682 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
TR)S22 Methods of Teaching Art to the Mentally Retarded.
16mm optical color 34 min 1968.

Demonstrates that art, as abasic medium of communication.
proves an excellent means to stimulate the development of the
retarded child. Outlines six basic steps in the planning and
presentation of an art lesson, each step illustrated by class-
room situations. The motivation step, for example, is provided
by guitarist Stephen Turner. He sings for the children, in-
volves them in the music, and promises to return when the
children have made their own musical instruments.

124700 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMG
(R)S15 (5)5215 Management of Creativity. Ibmin optical B&W
36 min 1970.

A discussion is presented involving senior engineering stu-
dents at a large university, who vocalize their misgivings as
they approach employment in industry. They doubt whether
management is receptive to new ideas and fear that their
creativity will be stifled by business routine. Their comments
are juxtaposed with those of working engineers and managerial
staff, who view the questions raised primarily in terms of
profitability and the mechanics of production. Attempts to put
in perspective the problem of ensuring both individual creativi-
ty and efficient organizational operations.

124701 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S18 Management Motivation and the New Minority Worker.
16mm optical B&W 43 min 1969.
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Explores the relationship of industrial supervisors to the
hard-core unemployed. Focus is on the individual problems of
a supervispr with such an employee, a minority group worker.
A psychtria is enacted between the worker and the super-
visor to bling out the frustration, apathy, and hostility of the
newly employed worker toward supervision. Practical.
problemsoof motivating a minority worker are also discussed.
Restricted to use by educational institutions only.

124754 University of California,' Extension Media Ceder,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$22 AST Idea of the City. 16mm optical color 35 min 1968.

The nature and problems of modern American cities arc
analyzed, emphasizing the inadequacy of the city as presently
conceived and the historical context of its ugliness and
violence. It is argued that a new, organic conception of the
modern city is developing, and its radical implications for mu-
nicipal politics, government and public administration, minori- .

ty group status, and intergroup relations, education, housing
welfare, health, environmental control, city planning, and so-
cial qrganization are examined.

124788 University California, Extension Media Center,tf
2223 Fulton St.. B rkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-b460) EMC
(R)$23. EBF Rise of the American City. The Rise of Industrial
America Series. 16mm optical color 32 min 197%

Problems of health, poverty,. and violence in-Bute American

cities are presented. Mayor John Lindsay ind comedian
Godfrey Cambridge are interviewed, discussirirsolutions to
New York City's problems. Old and new footage is used to
demonstrate changes id New York. Chicago, and the Pitt:
sburgh industrial complex.

124844 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)S195 Ten Thousand Beads for Navaho Sam. 16mm optical
color 25 Alin 1971. lJ

The family life, work, and environment are documented of a
Navaho who has been encouraged to leave the reservation and
integrate into the white establishment, accepting government
training,that resulted in a mechanic's job' in Chicago. His wife
prefers city life and the man is willing to stay until hc
retire and return to the ieservation and the natural' environ-

ment he loves. He is shown revisiting his parents on the reser-
vation, and the full realization of his own unique identity, his
frustrations, and his feeling of alienation in the city are
revealed. He values his earning power but also the old ways of

his own culture.

124847 University of California, Extension" Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)$20 BNA (R)S50 (S)S350 Theory X and Theory Y, Part 1:
Description. Motivation and Productivity Series. 16mm optical
color 25 min 1969.

Three colleagues of behavioral scientist bouglas McGregor
discuss and illustrate his theories on managment assumptions
concerning employees. Two sets of assumptions are compared
and exemplified. The first. Theory X, assumes that humhn
capabilities are potentially static. unimprov le, and not very
impressive, and that management must cum ensate for these
deficiencies. Theory Y stresses the potenti for opportunity.
achievement, and human development.

124848 University of California, ExtensioiA Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415't642-0460) EMC

1121520 BNA 1,121$50 (S)5350 Theory X and Theory Y, Part 2:
Application and Combination Rate. Motivation and Productivity
Series. 16mm optical color 25 nun 1969.

Three colleagues of behavioral scientist Douglas McGregor
discuss- and illustrate his- theories on management assumptions
concerning employees. In a continuation of a previous discus-
sion, they show why a manager using Theory Y assumptions
(focusing on the potentials for opportunity, achievement, and
human development) is likely to slicit greater productivity
from his employees.

12462 University- of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (414642-0460) EMC
(R)S32 MOH To Feed the Hungry. 16mm optical color 45 min

1969.

The extent of urban hunger caused by poverty in Chicago is
documented, with the effects of hunger on the health of chil-
dren, adults, and the elderly described. Various institutions
and agencies trying to deal with the problem are examined,
and the failure of a political promise that no one would go
hungry in the city is shown.

124868 University of California, Extension *ilia Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA. 4472a 1)15..642 A460) EMC

, (A)$19 Tragedy of the Commons. j16mm optical color 23 min

1971.

Crowded and uncrowded environments are contrasted, dm,
inatizing scenes of"the eighteenth 'century English commons
(shared pasture lands), which became overcrowded, and
discussing the unequal distribution of resources in rich sock',
ties. The congested metropolis is contrasted with open
ranchland. Attitudes and valves resulting from overcrowded
are compared, with New Yorkers giving their reasons rot liv-
ing in a large city. Militants refuse to be concerned because of
their long time domination by majorities. Natural selection
among birds is compared lila man's technological population
control. and populatioq itontrol by individual choice is

debated. Solutions provided ',by technolog\y. education. and law
are examined. The film is divided int6 fotm sections with
breaks for discussion.
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124881 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Rule of the Neighborhood Worker. Neighborhood Worker
Training Film Series. 16nun optical color 20 min 1968.

The activities of a model neighborhood worker, are followed
as he helps several residents obtain jobs:, medical aid, and
school counseling. When a street accident demonstrates the
need for adequate recreation areas, the worker helps` residents
organize an independent community group to get action front
the city government.

124882 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC
(R)$9 Working with People. Neighborhood Worker Training
Film Series. 16mm optical color 20ma 1968.

Shows four neighborhood workers two demonstrating the
correct manner in which to approach residents and two show-
ing the wrong way. Urges that the worker employ common
sense, courtesy, and genuine respect for the people he encoun-
ters.

124883 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$9 Resident Participation. Neighborhood Worker Training
Film Series. 16mm optical color 20 min 1968.
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Demonstrates how the neighbcifhhod worker can promote
active involvement in agencies atfecting the neighborhood, en-
roll residents in opportunity programs, tell them how May may
attain policy making positions, and help them form their own
action organizations. Stresses Jhat the neighborhood worker's
role is mainly advisory.

1248114 University eif Ctlifornia. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Knowing your Neighborhood. Neighborhood Worker
Training Film Series. 16mm optical color.20 min 1968.

Waded Audiovisuals

12,4916 University of 'California, ENtension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 Building an Organization'. Organizing for Power: Alinsky
Approach Series. 16mm optical B&W 3S min 1968.

Shows the obstacles encountered by BUILD, a Black com-
munity organization in Buffalo, and the methods suggested by
Saul Alinsky for solving them. Discusses. tactics of the
first contacts with the power structure, and Alinsky's jug-
gestion that suet)* groups cannot accept equality but take
deliberate steps to achieve it on their own.

Shows how a neighborhood worker can obtain = intimate
18 Aknowledge of his area, its physical resource's, and the 124923

Sl.
University of California.

V47
xtension

problems of its residents. Follows a worker as he gains infor- 2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, 0 *0Media
tenter,

"EMC
mation from the many sources at his disposal. Stresses know- (R)S15 ContlijnimuReeponsialii. Orienizing for Power: Alin-
ing as many residents as possible, not only the spokes Alrirdich Seeks, t6nun optical B&W 43 min 1968.*

../kernembers. of the community, but children, shoppers, clinic Observations are presented on the .Woodlawn .Organization
outpatients, and! paftench.sitters.

-...e.a,
$2 *,13 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223- "Fultear.-St.,. .Berkley," CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$22 (S)$360 Organizational. Development. -Management
Development Series. 16mm optical color 30 min 1968.

The application of behavioral science principles to the com-
plex social structure foupd in every large organization, such as
business, industry, government; and institutions is described.
Stress is on the new approaches developed to create lasting
cultural changes within organizations, allowing groups to
become more productive and their work experience more
meaningful. A fresh perspective is given on how the use of
sensitivity training, grid labs, or T-groups can help to turn the
energy usually devoted to intergroup fighting into constructive
action on the job. It is emphasized that common sense or in-
tuition is not always enough to produce satisfactory interper-
sonal relations and that actual technology is needed to produce
lasting cultural changes and results in the form of written ac-
tion items definite plans need to be implemented. It is con-
cluded that the use of tools such as sensitivity training is only
a means to an end and that the real developmental changes
occur in the daily environment of the job.

124914 University of California, Extension Media Center,'
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-A47-n460) EMC
(R $9 People and tower. Organizing for Power: Alinsky Ap-
proach Series. 16min optical B&W 17 min 1968.

An introduction is given to Saul Alinsky's work views, his
social philosophy, and some of the dynamics of organizing
communities to enhance or establish participatory democracy.
Includes discussion with a church conference, a group of
Canadian Indians, and a filmmaker.

124915 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642 -0460) EMC
(R)S12 Deciding to Organise. Organizing for Power: Minsky Ap-
proach Series. 16inm optical B&W 34 min 1968.

A discussion with Saul Alinsky is presented. in which he ex-
plains his methods to a group of concerned citizens, both
Black and White, who are interested in enhancing participato-
ry democracy in their area. Discussed are contractual arrange-
ments, the creation of issues, the role and importance of an
enemy to organize against, the need to break down rationaliza-
tions, and how to recognize and develop local leaderli., In-
cludes description of his testing the group for its willingness to
accept the ethical and tactical consequences of his approach to
organizing, and members struggling to decide they want to
accept hift help. -

.
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(TWO) in Chicago as evidence that ongoing organizations
firmly rooted in the local establishment can be created. Three
Years after Saul Minsky and his organizers have left, strong
local leaders continue to mobilize grassroots participition.
Some broad questions are raised and discussed: whether there
has been any real change in the area; whether a community
based organization can make a significant impact nn such
problems as unemployment; if the conflict generated by the
group's organizers was really necessary; and whether there are
other approaches to organizing communities for participatory
democracy.

124933 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 Piece the Cake. 16mm optical B&W, 58 min 1969.

The JOBS program, initiated by the National Alliance of
Businessmen for the hard core unemployed, is described as
implemented at an industrial plaint in East Pittsburgh. Pennsyl-
vania. It is reported that 90% of those thus employed stay on
the job after a six month probationary period.

124936 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeljt, ')-1741) (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 Play It Cool: Question of Control. 16mm optical color
15 min 197(1.

Methods of training policemen toward a better rapport with
local citizens are described. stressing that the policeman's at-
titude or apparent attitude toward people he is confronting on
the street oan increase or decrease their hostility, particularly
in a crowd. Dramatizations are given of three typical situa-
tions, showing two ways of handling eachi one in which the
officer is belligerent and aggressive, the other in which he is
relaxed, not threatening. When the officer seems to be avoid-
ing a subjcctive,reaction, the outcome is sthoother, less tense.
and hostility is dissipated.

124938 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) P.MC
(R)S17 Police and the Community. 16mm optical color 24 min
1969.

A look at the problems law enforcement officers face-in
dealing with 'the community is presented from a policeman's
point of view. The film is devoted in large measure to recruit-
ment, especially of young Blacks. Discusses the policeman's
role in the ghetto and the dangers of an arrest in a hostile
neighborhood. Examples are given of types of work available,
including crime lab, maintenance, and detective work.
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127747 ditniversity of Indiahai Audiovi Center, Blooming-
ton, IN A740 (812-337-8087) IUV (R ,13.35 (S)S75 Roosevelt
City. 1 optical B&W 9 min 1968.

Alabama.
De 'bes the program of self-d;

Black city in Alabti
nninaon in Roosevelt

City hich is a newly incoporated
Bee se the city has very little money.. all govent oft;-.
cial and thou royididg eonununity serkespitchiirtfir po-

ll It is ahisaetr&ri5ie ii an attempt to make
jeep sire to be involved) in the operations Of city
erhmert .

57 UniVersity of Indiana, Atudiovisual Center, Blooming-
47401 (812-337-8087) IIN (R)$13 (S)S240 Howard E.

II. 16mm optical B&W 59,min-1968.

Presents scenes illustrative o? the problems of
i

the inner city
and a,profile Of a professor of urbanists and human resources.
The./Professor who is work* toward solutions for many of
these problems encourages his students to become community
Activists and they are seen and heard not only in seminars but

/ at ghetto rallies and community projects, and discusses the
Negro's plight, the needs (it the poor, and several rehabilita-
tion projects.

127760 University of Ind; nos, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337 7) IVY (R)$13.50 (S)$270 Multiply
'... And Subdue the Earth. 1 nun optical B&W 67 min 1969.

,
Our cities are overcrowded, much of the air we breathe is

polluted, and the sauce i"of our future supply of food and
water is in danger. cse problems caused, in part, by un-
planned use of our nat environment. Surburban develop-
ments are being built wi little regard for the natural life sur-
rounding them. Eighty two percent of midtown Manhattan's
population has been foudil to exhibit various degrees of mental
illness which is thought,to be partially caused by overcrowd-
ing. The central message of this film is that man must use
ecological planning and seek not a conquest of nature but
unity with nature. Also available in color.

121229 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S45 (S)$500 Botton Village, 16mm

optical color 35 min 1968.
Yorkshire, England's Botton Village is shown -,- a town

.where nearly 100 mentally handicapped adults work on the
land and in shops, Called 'villagers,' they work with 40 cowor-
kers and their cpdren in a community of 18 households. No
one receives wises. They make wooden toys, dolls, beeswax
candles, and other products which are sold on the open mar-
ket. On three anvil', nearby farms they .grow much of their
own food. ,

.

128299 Time'lLife Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-611 -2930) T-L (R)g15 Child In Hun -

dred. 16mm Optical B&W 20 min 1970.

The filmAhows that one child out of every hundred born
today will /be mentally handicapped and may never become

fully independent or self-supporting. It discusses what

techniques can used to develop these children to the max-
imum of , their 'tinted capabilities, what can be ex-
pected d whether they should be cared for home or in an

instituti . It also discusses the problems of adjusting to and

living th a mentally handicapped child.

Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
(312-866-6460) VNR (R)520 (S)5150 The Nurse in Com-

mu ty Psychiatry. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min

1 17
13021

Current trend; in preventive, therapeutic, and rehabilitati
mental health programs for the nurse at the community lc
are discussed. / 10,

1211305 Video Nursing.Inc..Z8.34 Ceilltal'Sirect, Evanston IL
60201 (312-40-440) VNR (R)$20 (g)S150 The Nuree's.Ro e in
Changing °Mental Health- Program 1 inch videotape (a x)

B&W 44 mitt 1968.

Specific community mentakcalth programs are discus d in
terms of the nurse's role, such as in crisis intervention a fol-

lowup care!

13025$ University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. BI ming-

ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$12 Death Re Not Loud.
16mm optical color 26 min 1970.

A description is given of the noise pollution wh' h the
American city dweller must endure and its effect on health.
Stresses the severe conditions of airports, heaVi eqiiipment
construction, and popular music. Indicates that the 'average
noise level increases one decibel pet year and notes that as
sound approaches. the 90 decibel level severe damage can
result. Presents several quiet devices marketed and gives re-
marks from doctors regarding the damage done to human cars
and other physiological systems.

130263 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) KW 92)510.50 Focus 'on Tomor-
row. The Effective Executive Series. 16mm optical color 21 min
1968.

A combination of comments and analyses by a business con-
sultant are presented to point out the importance of emphasiz-
ing future -opportunities rather than past problems and suc-
cesses. Advises against minimizing risks instead of maximizing
opportunity, trying to recapture a last competitive moment, or
considering products which are only an investment in

managerial ego. Points out the dangers of utting a man on a
ng

t
job he dislikes or feels incompetent toward as well as splitting
people between concern for today and for tomorrow.

130270 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S7.75 Horizon House. To
Save Tomorrow Series. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969.

A description is presented of Horizon House, a rehabilita-
tion center striving to help former mental patients who volun-
tarily stay .in hospitals because they fear' loneliness. Shows
how the program uses the community resources, staff, and ex-
patients to help them overcome this fear. Emphasizes the ac-
tive part a community must play in the reintegration process
and includes description of community teams visiting patients
in their homes- and a community worker as ombudsman
between the patient and the community.

130275 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S10 Inner City Dweller:
Health Care. 16mm optical color 23 min 1971.

A record °is presented of the long periods of waiting and
dehumanizing procedures a young mother from an inner-city
must contend with to receive routine medical treatment for her
child through welfare. Shows the woman being offered a job
as an aide with a neighborhood health clinic, making home
visits, and acting as a liaison between the community and the
professional staff of the clinic. Stresses that although the
urban center of a city is the most densely populated, it is the
outlying and suburban areas which have most of the health
care facilities.
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130200 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47101 (812-337-8087) ItlV (1viroaments:

en the Job. World of-Wo Series. 16mm optical
0$;25 Jobs sad Their En-

color 14 min 1969. .

Factors essential to ((We's in the bus
discussed by showing the activities of a
first days as a sales clerk in the cosm
large store. Discus MI the rules she mu

4 that relationships With othCr people
gettitig along in tr new job. Uses ex
with customers to illustrate that there
to do a job.

.

1302111 University of Indiana, A iovisual Center. Blooming,
ton, IN 47401 (812-3374087) I (R)S6.75 Jobs In the World
al Work: A Good Place to Be. orld of Work Series. 16mm Op-
tical color 13 mid 1969.

ness environment are
young girl during her
tics department of a
t follow and stresses

very important in
Its of the girl dealing

right and wrong way

The usual :effects of
rotmeY, waning, and dr
worker's opinions of w
self-expression. Desert
the job. States that
more satisfied than

u mployment loitering, licking
ng are compared with various

t work means money status, and
s white and blue-collar workers on
c who work tend to be happier and
who do not.

13021 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (' 2-337-8087) IUV (R) $7.50 P. E. Lever to
Leafing. 16mm optical color 21 min 1969.

Mentally retarded children are shown to be capable of learn-
ing as they through a physical education program designed
to facilita learning processes. Activities which aid the
develop nt of self-confidence and skills in motor activity are
illustra . Demonstrates the relationship between the activity
and 'ntal development of exceptional children.

12 University of Indiana, kitcliovisual Center, Blooming-
, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.75 The South: Roots of
Urban Crials. 16mm optical B&W 26 min 1969.

An illustration is presented of how the cyclical pattern
which links poverty to violence has many of Sits roots in the
American South. Describes how increased industrialization has
resulted in fewer agricultural jobs and a continuing deprivation
in housing and education. ShoWs complex problems encoun-
tered when poor Southerners migrate North and discusses the
need for job training in the South.

134234 'New York University Film Library, 26' Washington
Place. NmeiTork. NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYC) (R)S25 Leav-
ing Home Mimi, 16mm optical color 53 min 1971

America's rural to urban migration, a phenomenon that is at
*e heart of the erosion of cities, is examined. The filmdr
describes the technological d economic changes in the
south, such as the mechanizatiJn of the tobacco industry and
the growth of agri-conglomerates, which directly affect mil-
lions of Negroes.

134272
-
darrerican Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607

New Hampshire Ave N.W., Washington. D.C.-20009 (202 -483-
4633) APO (R)$25 (S)S250 A Dialogue on Vocational Develop-
mad Theory, Part 1 (John Holland and Donald Super). 16mm
optical color 25 min 1970.

Two leading vocational development theorists seek answers
to questions in a dialogue which gives each an opportunity to
define the central components bf their theories, and to com-
ment on the similarities and differences between them.
Questions include: Is vocational development theory a special

1 '

Saloctod Audiovisuals

. case of general development theory? la grOwth continaous and
irreversible? The film ends with a clarification of some of the
terms used by vocational development theorists, including the
difference betwcen.carcer and occupation.

134273 American Personnel and Guidance Association. 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 2g009, (202-
483 -4633) APO (MI5 (S)$255Q A*11:11.1avie on Vacationer
Development Theory, Part H (Jarful Holland and Donald Super).
16mm optical color 25 min 1970.

A dialogue between John Holland and Donald Holland and
Donald Super deals with the importance of the relationship
between social stresses and vocational development theory.
Questions discussed include: How can counselors encourage
career development in normal personalities? What can parents
and, teachers do to help? What is the relative importance of
coalitions and thinking in determining vocational behavior? Do
their theories have utilitefor predicting the career patterns of
individuals? Comment is offered on the necessary advance-
ments needed in vocational development theory to help the
counseling profession provide as high a quality of service as
possible to young pet° 20 years from now.

137601 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)530 Blue-Collar Trap. 16mm optical color 51 min, 1972.

The life styles, politics, views, and frustrations of young
blue collar workers in the U.S. arc examined.

137603 University of California. EXtension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S18 Downtown for People. 16mm optical color 25 min.
1971.

The stress imposed on inner city residents and visitors by
automobile traffic and congestion that are characteristic of
most city centers is demonstrated. A description is then given
of several projects designed to minimize such stress and to
create downtown areas which can be enjoyed by the people.

137604 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 51 Percent. 16mm optical color 25 min, 1972.

Three episodes are presented, each portraying a different
aspect of prejudice toward women in business. They are
designed to convince management (presumably men) that
women should be given equal opportunity to attain managerial
positions.

137612 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC
(R)S20 (S)5300 Somebody Waiting. 16mm optic$color 24 min.
1972.

Methods used in caring for hospitalized children who have
severe cerebral dysfunction and who are totally dependent on
hospital staff members for all physical, nutritional, and per-
sonal needs are described. It is shown that these hopeless
cases can be helped and that further handicapping can be
prevented by appropriate environmental stimulation and
therapeutic handling. In addition, some are able, as a result of
subtle and intensive treatment, to lift their heads, eat, smile.
or respond to being held for the first time. The vast improve-
ment in the staff's morale al a result of their success is often
reported, showing how their decision to act on their own in-
itiative to revise traditional custodial care had positive results.
Much of the success is related to appropriate use of the skills
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of a wide variety of professional and technical child care per-
sonnel and of volunteers such as relatives and local students.0

137632 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S23
(S)$470 Down on the Farm. 16mm optical color 50 min, 1968.

Shows that the fiercely independent way of life that made
the farmer the backbone of America still exists even though
that life has changed., The old farming life with its isolation
and back breaking work has given way to greater sophistica-

tion and computerized complexity. Today's mechanized busi-

nessman - farmer is on his way to becoming an agriscientist at
the head of a farm factory.

137661 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, Now York. NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S10

(S)S180 In the Name of the Law. 16mm optical color 14 min,

1968.

Discusses the etiology of the breakdown of law and order in

our cities. Lawabiding people are now saying that they no
longer feel safe in the streets of their own neighborhoods.

Many see urban America as a society of Blacks against Whites

where each sees what happens differently: neither understands

the other. The people of the slums see the'police as an army
of occupation. The police are caught in an angry crossfire
between Black rage and White fear.

137737 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Divisitn. Mc Oraw-Hill Book Compitny, 330 West 42nd

Street, NOW York. NY 10036 009.448-1700 x559I) MOH
(S)S11 Urban Systems. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 41 min. 1970.

Insight into the nature IA urban systems: continual change.

complexit and problems.

137739 Nc Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-

sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd

Street, New "fork. NY 10036 (609.448-1700 x55911 MOH
(S)S11 Transportation. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 46 min. 1970.

Travel problems and their elimination with respect to arint:.

densities and living paltPrns.

1I7743 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-

sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd

Street. New York. NY 10036 (609-448.1700 x5591) MOH
(S)S11 Health Can and the City. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 38 min.

1970.

Many aspects of city health service arc discussed. Medicare.

Medicaid, preventive medicine)and problems of finance in

health care.

145443 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNO 00510 (S)S110 Black
Thumb. 16mm optical color 6 min 1970.

Shows the contrasting fabric of working worlds of a Black

man and a White man. A Black man tends the garden behind a
suburban home. A White salesman begins another working
day. The White salesman assumes the Black man is a hired
handyman when in fact, he owns the home.

145093 University of California, Extension Media Center.
7223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)SI I (S)5145 Management:. The New Challenges. 16mm opti-

cal B&W 24 min 1970.
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Prominent executives and behavioral scientists outline

present challenges and future requirements of administrators:
to provide management that will stay alive and prosper in a
fast-changing, complex environment. They reinforce the view

that the challenge is not simply technical and organization but
involves sensitivity to social values. They discuss the need to

sacrifice structure occasionally to achieve organizational
change; the necessity of respect, security, and freedom for the

individual; the influence of youth militant and otherwise; the
effect of the growing Black population of major cities; and the

impact of computers.

145095 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415.642-0460) EMC

(R)S12 (5)5160 Emergent Management. 16rnm optical B&W 29

min 1968.

The central problem in management is developing conditions

of mutual trust. Defensive management is characterized by a
low level of trust and a high level of fear, tight controls, im-
positional methods, and manipulation of extrinsic rewards,
which impede the efficient functioning of an organization by

producing dependency and arousing latent suspicion, re-

sistance, and counter strategies designed to beat the system. It
is concluded that when workers are given more freedom they

respond with higher productivity; a lessoning of control esca-

lates trust.

10096 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642-0460) EMC

(R)S13 (S)S175 Human Considerations In Management. 16mm

optical B&W 29 min 1%9

A lecture stressing the simple but often neglected fact that

managers are actually human beings. Considers the problems

of morale, productivity, and turnover that cannot be

negotiated, contracted, or manipulated. Sugjests that

managers, as well as their employees, hide belting conven
tional patterns of behavior that alienate others and actually in-
terfere with the goals of management. When people break
through depersonalized responses and express their true

feelings, even if these feelings are frustration or irritation. the
result can be a welcome relief and may clear the air for future

cooperation.

145135 University of California, Extension Media Center,

2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-6424460) EMC
(R)S19 VD: A Call to Action. Call to Action Series. 16mm opti-

cal color 27 min 1%9.
Documents a typical workday of an epidemiologist as she

tracks down venereal disease carriers through interviews and

police files. Provides factual information on syphilis and

gonorrhea. and shows how one community works to control

these diseases. C.

145152 University of California, Eatcnsion Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., llukcIcy. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 What Harvest for the Reaper? 16mm optical B&W 59

min 1968.

Follows a group of farm workers who become caught in a

system that keeps them perpetually in debt to their employer.
Shows them in Arkansas as a labor recruiter promises good

pay and living conditions and then follows them to upstate
New York The fare for their bus trip is to be deducted from
their wages and this begins a systematic bond of debt that con-
tinues as long as they stay on the farm. Interviews show their
frustration Growers and processors present their side. their
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arguments are refuted by the county human relations commis-
sion,

1451/3 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (4l5--642-0460) EMC
4R)535 Year of the Communes. 16mm optical color 54 min 1970.

Reveals the lifestyles found on different kinds of communes
in America. Traces the history of communal settlements from
the Pilgrims to the present. Reviews the reasons for their suc-
cess or failure, and comments on how many utopian -en-
deavors have resulted in idealistic demise. Includes a wide
variety of communities of the 1970s that stress sensitivity
training, mysticism, group marriage, religious messianism,
family close ss, drug orientation, or grassroots idealism.
Points out th t commune dwellers are not limited to longhairs
or ticople u cr 30, and documents the widespread urge of

y Amc cans from different backgrounds to create al-
tema more satisfying lifestyles.

148832 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co, 330 West 42nd Street,
Ncw York, NY 10036 (609448-1'700 x5591) MOH (S)SI I Ur-
bonbadon In Developing Countries. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 40
min, 1970.

The world-wide phenomenon of urban growth, immigration
and squatter settlements.

148865 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(10517 Claes In Crisis: What's Ibmpening. 16mm optical color
22 min 1968.

Observes urban sprawl, unplanned growth, and the frenetic
pace of city living and presents a collage of automobile
highways, pulsing neon sigds, house smashing bulldozers,
drag-strip drivers, and caper aspects of city life. Looks at the

tt ghetto poor, the flight Oahe suburbs, and air pollution, show-
ing the Beauty and ugliness of the urban environment.

146874 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton. St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0440) EMC
(R)515 But What Do We Do? 16mm optical color 22 min 1969.

The true story of how one Stanford research analyst work-
ing on militia), projects became conscientiously opposed to his
work, quit his job, and joined the Peace Corps. Scenes that in-
fluence the worker's growinginpposition to the war in Vietnam
such as peace rallies, a psychodrama about draft resistance,
pictures of wounded Vietnamese children, and confrontations
between Stanford students and Stanford Research Institute of-
ficials are presented. A statement by the engineer tells why he
chose to join the Peace Corps.

149140 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., .Berkeley, CA 94 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S25 (S)S420 Grid Organisational D+, lopment. 16mm optical
color 35 min 1970.

Pioneers of the gild organizational development concept,
discuss management developments of the past twenty years.
Using the grid approach, they present current thinking about
the development and management of people and organizations.
explaining research findings directly applicable to improving
organization effectiveness. Some of the issues discussed:
'participation - involvement and commitment to goals form a
sound replacement for outmoded authority - obedience; 2)
conflict resolution.for problem-solving is the goal of human
development. 3) learning to reject outmoded transitions.
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precedents, and past practices is central to corporate excel-
lence; 4) to develop the organization, its climate and culture,
and to educate individuals for effectiveness within a sound
culture are primary goals; 5) management by objectives sup-
ports the participation - involvement approach as a key for
sound leadership. Sound business logic dolls not csist in most
organizations. slit fan be developed and applied.

-.A
156381 Harris County Center for the Retarded, P. 0. Box
13403, Houston, TX 77019 (713-528-6371) HCC (S)S85
Teachings,. Good Conduct and Personal Hygiene to Retarded
Teen-agers. FS color, 1970.

A scricsiof 10 filmstrips on teaching good conduct and per-
sonal hygiene to mentally retarded teens is presented. The set
consists of one group of filmstrips for boys and one for. girls, '
with one filmstrip on proper clothing that may be shown to
both. They deal with such Matters as bathing, washing of face
and hands, care of hair, shaving, menstruation, and behavior
in public, as well as such concerns as masturbation, marriage.
and driving a car. Two guides, for teachers accompany the
filmstrips, describing maximum effective use and presenting a
step by step outline for each lesson. .

158383 Association Films, 606 Grand Ave., Richfield, NJ-
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201-943.8200) RCH (FL)
Troubled Kids; the Mental Haspital School and the Community.
23 min B&W, '1970.

T itihe curriculum for disturbed chi ren and adolescents of the
Winterode School of Crownsville MD) is described. A fully
accredited 12 grade school, Wintertide educates problem chil-
dren from the surrounding commitnity as 'well as its own
young hospital patients. The teacher are part of the therlipeu-
tic' team, meeting frequently with t professional staff. The
interplay between hospital, corn tunity, and school is
described.

158385 Association Films. 600 Grand Ave.. Ai chfield. NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201. 943-8200) ROH (FL)
Changing the Boundaries of the Menial V0541121. 28 min B&W,
1970.

-c..

A documantary reports on Bronx (NY) State Hospital's pro-
gram of providing continuity care tO people who might or-
dinarily get lost between state hospitals and community agen-
cies. Examples of solutions to problems Include geriatric pa-
tients living independently in an apartment house; group
discussions in aftercare clinic's:, staff socializing with Spanish
speaking patients. making home visits in teams, and working
with the police to prevent needless hospitalization.

158386 NET Film Service, Audio-Visual Center, Indiana
University, Bloomington, IN 47405 (812 - 337 -86:7) IUV (S)S125
(R)$5.25 Mentally Retarded » Trainable. 30 min B&W, 1969.

A dramatization of family and community relationships of
children with limited capabilities is presented. Problems are
defined, methods of managing them are illustrated, and posi-
tive ways in which the general public can help are suggested.
Useful for orienting or instructing new employees in institu-
tions or services for mentally handicapped children, or in com-
munity education programs for the general public.

1.58395 American Psychiatric Association, 1700 18th St.,
Washington, DC 20009 (201. 943-8200) RCH FL Maintaining
Mental Health through the Community Health Center. 29 min
13&W, 1971.
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The use of the community mental health Center to aid in
maintaining mental health is discussed. Exactly how the total
health program is woven into the life of the community is
demonstrated. Aspects of the program include physical and
dental examinations, baby sitting services, training of ancillary
personnel, screening for emotional problems, and participation
of community leaders and members.

181401 Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, Hanover, NJ 07936 (201-386.
1000) SAN (FL) Tie State Hospital and Meats' Delivery Fecal-

ties In the Commodly. 20 min color, 1971.

An introducation to some aspects of community psychiatry
is presented. A tour of the various services prOvided by the
Cleveland Psychiatric Institute is presented. Intended primarily

for professional audiences.

138461 Applied Human Service ystems, Heller Graduate
School, Brandeis University, W , MA ,02154 617.647-

2944 AHS (S)$210 (R)$50 Whither Wither Mental !kolas. 30
min color, 1971.

The application of systems tee ology to community mental
health is discussed. The ways in which hunlan systems, such

as prisons, welfare, and ed tion, are interrelated is

described. Human service syste are also fragmented, creat-
ing new problems and aggreva others.

1564112 Mental Health Film ard. 8 East 93rd Street, New
York, NY 10028 (212-427-31 ) MFB(S)S650 (R)S60 Hitch. 90
min color, 1971.

The story of a Black teenager from the South who encoun-
ters thb exciting and dangerous challenge of Harlem's ghetto
life is presented. This world is seen through the teenager's
eyes: the pointless waste of young people's promise, the
emphasis material things, the frustration over tryiing to get
a relevant ucation, the chaotic quality of family life, and the
all pervesi ugliness of daily life.

15114116 National Children's Center, 6200 2nd Street, N. W.,
Washington, DC 20011 (2021tA6-1090) NCC (R)S10 The Gentle

Chain. 15 min B&W, 1971.
Behavior modification of eating skills of retarded children is

discussed. The instructors break down the eating process into

a series of steps in order to aid the children in learning. As a
child successfully completes each step, his behavior is rein.
forced with a treat and approval from the staff member.

151407 -Australian News and Information Bureau, 636 Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10020 (212-C15.4000) ANI (S)S250
(R)S7.50 Sheltered Worksimps. 26 min B&W, 1972

Volunteer orsanizationi in Australia that have created spe-

cial workshops for training and employing the physically and
mentally handicapped are discussed. Pandits are shown going

about their daily routines $n the workshop and working ors a
farm. A group with a wide /;range of handicaps is shown taking
tests to measure intelligence and motor coordination.

151488 Peach Enterprises, 4649 Gerald Street, Warren, MI
48092 (313. 751-7730) P-E ( 15185 Through Different Eyes. 15

min color, 1972.

A day training program f
ren are shown app ying themselves to le

r mental retardates is presented.
The children basic

self-care, motor skills, speec , and how to listen.

156416 University of California Extension Media Center,
Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC (S)S170 (R)S12 Janet

is a Little Girl 28 min B&W, 1972.
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An enrichment program for a group of severely retarded

mongoloid children at Sohoma State Hospital in Eldridge,
California is presented. The chief objective of this program is

to expand the intellectual capacity of the children by teaching
them. speaking and reading skills. After a year of intensive in-
struction, all 10 children were able to read 200 or more words.

138420 Association Films, 600 Grand Ave., Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201-943-8200) RCH (FL)
-Partnerships with retinas and the Ceaunassity.'25 min B&W,

1973.

A program at Seattle's Harborview Community Meinal
Health Center, whereby partnerships are formed between pa.

tients and mental health workers, is discussed.Patknts are
represented at staff meetings by a patient board and all of the
center's programs are developed according to the way the pa-
tients perceive their needs. Aspects of the program include
family development, aftercare help, a day nursery for patients'
children, and a system whereby patients pay for their card
through service rather than money.

158446 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-

769 -7751) GAS (S)537:50 People Who Help Others. FS 4 10 in

LP color, 1972.

The variety of occupations devoted to helping individuals

and groups ere shown and this work is relined CO qualities of
commitment, compassion and empathy. Audio.also available in

cassette.

155447 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-

769 -7751) GAS (S)$37.50 Trouble at Work. FS 2 12 in LP
color, 1970.

Typical on the job conflicts are explored, including tension

between apprentice and master, family problems, excessive

absences, mistakes, and ambition. Audio also available in cas-

sette.
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1584411 Gui e Associates, PleasantvWe, NY 10570 (914-

769 -7751) G (S)S37.50 Liking Your Job and Your Life. FS 2
12 in LP col 1970.

Students are introduced to several individuals who enjoy

their occupation, including a Black skilled construction

worker, a female factory worker, a community worker, and a
self-employed repairman. Audio also available in cassette.

158449 Guidance Associates,- Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914 -
`l619 -7751) GAS (S)537.56 A job that Goes Someplace. FS 2 12 in

LP color, 1970,

Understanding the concept of the career lattice is discussed
and how prejob planning and on the job attitude directly affect
career progress is stressed. Actively involves students in vari-
ous decision-making situations, Audio also available in cas-
sette.

158450 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (5)519.50 Why Work At All? FS 1 12 in LP
color, 1970.

Young people discuss their feelings about job satisfaction,

material rewards, work and personal growth. They emphasize
their own experiences while discussing work as an outlet for
psychological drives; consequences of jobs which frustrate
these drives, and factors in job satisfaction, such as self-
discipline, patience. openmindedness, and enthusiasin. Audio
also available in cassette.
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158466 Greenberg-May Production%, Inc.. 148 Virginia Street.
Buffalo, NY 14201 (716-856.5438) GMP IS)S150 (R425 The
in the Beat. 18 min B&W, 1973.

Music therapy with mentally retarded children is discussed.
Thirteen primary educable mentally ietarded children ages 6-10
are shown exploring theiallipative pOtential through music.

158473 .Center for Mass Communication of Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 562 West 113th Street, New York, NY 10025 212-
865.2000 CMC (5)5120 Little 'Man, Big City. 10 rain color.
1971.

The plight of today's urbarildweller is dramatized. The city's
relentless assault orilhe health of its inhabitants is 'shown. The
man in the film IlVes in- / typical urban center where poor
planning, haphazard des' n and inadequate health controls
have depleted hirn emo natty and physically. In his daily liv-
ing he is besieged bye ercrowding, noise, air pollution, lack
of privacy, lack of opt spices and recreational facilities, and
the hectic and uniform pacle of living.

159970 Neg.: Media Markbting Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 40036 (609-448-1700 x559I) NIGH (5)511 Planning
and Urban Renewal. AT 17 /£j IPS cassette 37 min, 1970.

A discussion of the improvements of urban life through
planning and urban renewal.

159971 Ncw Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609-448.1700 x5591) MOH (S)SI I A New
Approach to the Urban Future by Richard Buckrninister Fuller;
AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 37 min, 1970.

Discussion of Allier's 'World Game concept in relation to
cities and future urban development.

159972 Now Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, MeGraiv-Hill Book Company. 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MOH (8)511 The Func-
tion and History of Cities. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 4,5 min, 1470.

The historic development of the functions of eines; the cul-
ture of cities and their architectural form.

160052 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV 00$7.75 To Live and Move
Aciording to Your Nature Is culled Love. To Save Tomorrow
&dee. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969.

The leader of the Southern Christian Leadership Conferente
and the coordinator of an experimental project in Philadelphia,.
Pennsylvania are featured ag t attempt to organizq re-
sidents to cope with community problems. Theorizes that Al.
dal problems contribute to mental health and indicates that the
problems awl be idintified and solutions foteiecn before real
inroads to mental health can begin. Points out that widespread
interest and organization are necessary to begin finding -solu-
tions.

160058 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center,' Blow=
ton, IN 47401 (812-337.8087) IVY (R)S12 Up to Gut Necks: The
Garbage Problem. 16mm optical color 25'miri 1969:

A discussion is presented on the new iiad increasing
problem of solid waste disposal in New York itity. emphasiz-
ing the inadequacy of present facilities and pointing out that
an effective sanitation program when developed would take 10
years to implement, Surveys what is and is not being done rc-
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garding short and long-term solutions. Notes that the economy
adds to the problem by obsolescence in packaging innovations,
that present technology had methods arc inadequate, and that
the problem will be solved only when current disposal
tayahotis arc updated throug 'nerease financial investment in
this area.

160059 University of Ind' na, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812,337- 7) IUV (R)S7.50 Urban Sprawl vs.
Planned Growth. 16mm tical color 22 min 1968.

The differences between, developing cities that had proper
planning and those which began with no prior planning are
discussed. Describes /two specialized remedies for urban
sprawl and a new cort.ept suitable for widespread application.
Portrays actual develpment in Rock Creek Valley, Maryland,
Resift', Virginia, and hestcr County, Pennsylvania.

164243 Network or Continuing Medical Education, 15'
Columbus Circle New York, NY 10021 (212-541-
VIS(R)S2.5 Inside h e Door: A Free Clinic. 3/4 inch videoca

,

wile Br&W color ,i3 rain, 1972.

Tice Door, a /free clinic in New York City, that offeles
adolescents full/medical care as well as legal, so_cial and
cational counse ing, Is shown. Medical student." and p
at The boor 1 about how they believe flee clinics ca help
humanize me ical treatment. For physiciime use only- Also
available in other video formats.

164257 NetWurk for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, Now York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(Fl.) Psychiatric Day Hospital In I General Hospital. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 15 min, 1972.

The adivitics of the day hospital are described. Patients
'receive 'psychiatric care while they maintain their family rela-
tionships. The techniques used to accomplish this and the
manner in which the hospital provides the care with minimum
funds and staff are revealed. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other video formats.

164261 Network' for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(l' Li Creating a New Image for Mental Hospitals. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 27 min. 1972. .

Eradication of tbe snake pit image of the state hospital is
discussed. Scenes of Mental Health Week activities at the
hospital show a patient fashion show and a dance number.
Operation Friendship, a program 'providing people in the
triunity with an opportunity to invite patients into their homes
as guests for a day is described. The program covers other
subjects such as highschool volunteers who do projects with
the patients. and a speaker plan providing panels of patients
who talk to highschool and service groups. For physicians' use
only Also available in other video formats.

164265 Netwoik for Continuing Medicar'Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (..12-54-8088) VIS
(FL) Maintaining Mental Health Through the Community
Health Center. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 26 min, 1972.

The Film describes a total iinalth care program being ran in
Southeast Philadelphia, putting psychiatry and medicine into
the mainstream of health care. By offering the service of a
neighborhood health center to treat patients with physical dis-
ease, they are aisb providing training programs for lab tedmi-
dans and other allied health positions. Those-with emotional
prohIenia are re errett to the day hospital at the community
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mental health center for treatment. The program illustrates
how the neighborhood health center operates its outreach ser-
vice; nursery, and referral system. A group session at the
community mental health center is included. For physicians'
use only. Also available in other video frirmats.

1142f4 Network for Continuing Medical, Education, 15

Columbus*Circje, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(FL.) Man Must Work. 3/4 inch videocassette color (5 min,
1972.

The work therapy program called CHIRP -(Community
Hospitll Industrial Rehabilitation Program), being conducted
at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Brockton, Mas-
sachusetts is described. It shows how patients arc assigned to
jobs which enable them to participate in one of society's basic
economic functions productive work. For physicials' use
only. Al vailable in other-video formats.

16427,5 etwork for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Colum s Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(FL) aging the Boundaries of the Mental Hospital. 3/4inch
videocarkette B&W 29 min, 1972.

The film explores the interrelationships between 'the State
Mental Hospital and the community mental health centers.
These centers, staffed by specially trained personnel, are
show? actively fulfilling important roles in the mental health
services of the community. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other video formats.

16427$ Nctwork for. Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Psychiatric Illness on Skid Row: Part 1. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 14 min, 1972.

The film presents results of the psychiatric testing of re-
sidents of skid row hotels. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other video formats.

17007 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
'Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Orli Schuiwerk. f-
inch videotape (;ampex) B&W 32 min 1970.

A technique, developed originally for use in schools by Cal
Orff which has been developed and adapted for treatment of
the mentally retarded is presented. It has proven valuable as a
developmental technique.

1704911 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo. CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Teaching the Un-
teadiable #1. I-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 30 min 1972.

An orientation and demonstration of total communication
techniques in teaching the deaf retarded is presented.

17009 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805482-4671 x 2804) TCL (R)$25 (S)S85 Teaching the Un
teachable #2. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 25 min 1972.

The needs of the deaf retarded arc discussed. Teaching
techniques used by unit personnel are demonstrated.

170502 Telecommunleations Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo? State Hospital. Box A, Cainarillo. CA
93010 (805 - 482. 4671.x280) TCL (R)S25 (S) 5 Seiiss Orienta-
tion to Organic Causes el Mental Retardat n. 1-inch videotape
(ampex) B&W 25 min 1-971.

/ 1 I
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These five tapes cover the causes of mental retardation:
prenatal causes; postnatal Causes; neurological factors; and
chromosome abnormalities. The prevention of mental retarda-
lion is discussed and the treatment of the defects is con-1

sidered.

170506 Telecommunications Center Library. Department of
Health,,Clunarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Total Communications
Living on Unit #36, 1-incli videotape (ampex) B&W 20 min

1973.

An experimental project for the deaf retarded whiFh focused
on total communications living is documented.

00522 Tekcontmunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 43010

(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S8S Patti. 1-inch videsitape
(ampex) B&W 59 min 1973.

A method of training mentally retarded patients in bladder
control shown and explained.

170524 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of

', Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010

(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)$25 (S)585 Operant Conditioning-
'Men Economy. 1-incil videotape (ampex) B&W 45 min 1970.

This film was made at the Camarillo State Hospital to show
operant conditioning in action in the mentally retarded units. It
also explains the token economy system as a method of rein-
forcing positive behavior.

170526 Telectmniunications Cent-er Library, Department hi
Health,Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671,,,x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Series - Basic Skins 5
Tapes. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 30 min 1972.

Psyc attic technician trainees and group leaders training .
mentally retarded residents in luisic skills are shown. Tapes in-
dlude: 11 pigs fine motor; 2) toiletina and handwashing; 3)
bcdmaking and Off - Schulwerk; 4) co-ed and girls grooming;
and 5) courtyard activities.

170533 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Heigh, Camarillo Staid Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Introduction to Marian
Craig School. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 20 min 1973.

This tape _discusses a total educational program for the
mildly, moderately and severely mentally retarded. "

170534 'telecommunications Center Library, DCpartMent of '
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010 .
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Road to Normalization.
1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 16 min 1972.

A composite videotape showing some of the range of nor' -
malizing experiences available to residents in California's men-
tal retardation facilities is presented.
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170535 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Accreditation 'of Re-
sidential Facilities falthe Retarded. 1-inch videotape (ampex)
B&W 54 min 1?72.

The Work of a task force from Chicago and their findings re-
lated to residences for the mentally retarded lire discussed.
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170541 Telecommunications Center Libraq. Department of

(c Million of SocialHealth, Camarillo State Hospital. Box A. Clllario, CA 93010
805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 A

Behavior Through Modeling. 1-inch videotape (anIpcx).B&W
52 min 1970.

This tape discusses operant conditioni csaecially as it per-
tains to 'imitation. It is designed especiall forOse with the re-
tarded buf principles are also applicable or use with children
or regressed mentally ill patients.

170543 Telecommunications Center Li
Health, Camarillo State Hospita1,43ox A,
(805-481-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85
1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 28 min 1

A documentary intended for use as an introduction to the
treatment of the blind retarded is presen ed. The emotional
problems involved are emphasized.

VOW Division of Continuing Educati n. Oregon State
University, Audio-Visual Instruction. 113 sill Coliseum, Cor-
vallis, OR 97331 (503-75+2911) ORE (R 7.75 (S)$150 The
Springtime of Autiann. 16mm optical color min 1972.

In this documentary film about the foster randparents pro-
gram the Fairview Hospital and Training Cc ter in Salem, the
senior citizens employed in the program ell in their. own
words what it is like to work with mentally retarded children.
The children obviously enjoy the extra rote lion. and most of
them have started progressing toward so measure of self-
sufficiency. The foster grandparents have changed too, as they
find new happiness in their unique contribution to society.

Department of
Camarillo. CA 93010

y Name is Human.

173922 Planned Parenthood of Southeastern PennsylVania,
1402 Spruce Si. Philadelphia, PA 19102 (215. 732-5880) PPP
(R)S5 (S)S20 Mental Retardition and Human Sexually. FS op-
tical color Z0 min, 1972.

This filmstrip orients pamnts. teachers and institutional staff
to the need for sex education for the retarded. It discusses the
emotional needs of retarded individuals and deals forthrightly
with the issues of contracepflonfrateriliz.ation, abortion and the
right to marry as they apply to the mentally retarded.

tF
1112977 Vision Quest. Inc., Box 2010, Lawrenceville. NJ 08648
(609-8964359) VI@ (R)$50 (S)S275 Vila's Handicapped? 16mm
optical color 34 min, 1973. ,

This film is a British documentary account of three ap-
proaches to helping handicapped children (including the emo-
tionally disturbed and mentally retarded) develop to their full
potential. The film demonstrates an opportonity class where
handicapped and normal children learn from each other.

18 MINORITY GROUPS

1142114 Classroom 'Film Distributors Inc.. 5610 Hollywood.
Blvd.. Hollywood, CA 90028 (213-462-3249) CFD (R)S12
Human Heredity. 16mm optical color 21 min, 1969.

About observable physical differences in boys and girls, in-
cluding, the genetics of sex determination, the importance of
early environment in shaping sex roles. and the improved
status of girls in contemporary society. Ends on a note of
tolerance for minority groups that may suffer discrimination
solely on the basis of appearence. For junior high school and
elementary grade use

124388 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
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(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S12 lUV (R)$5.50 (S)S125 EMC (R)S10
Diary of a Harltir. Fatally. 16mm optical B&W 20 min 1968.

Photographs reveal one destitute family living in New
York's Black Harlem. The lack of food and proper heating and
restricted job opportunities are among the family's insoluablc
problems encountered by poverty agencies.

124448 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices. Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S10.70 CAF (S)S250 EMC Battle of East
St. Louis. 16mm optical B&W 46 min 1969.

Fear of racial violence causes East St. Louis to attempt to
bring opposing groups together to discuss grievances. En-
counter group and sensitivity training with Black militants and
White police results in greater understanding and hope for the
community, The film is recommended for police - community
action groups. management- personnel relations, church, and
other organizations.

124455 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices. Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S13.50 BFA (R)S35 (S)$420 EMC Black
and White Uptight. 16mm optical color 35 min 1970.

Myths which perpetuate prejudice and the subtle ways in
which hate i% learned are shown. Social and economic dif-
ferences existing between Blacks and Whites are caused by
historical inequalities in education and opportunity. Riots in
American cities force issues to the surface. Although there arc
no easy solutions, Blacks and Whites are forced to work
together in some areas to bring about changes.

124456 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, PennsyNania State Univ., University Pk., PA- 16802
(814. 865-6315) PCR (R)S11 BFA (R)S35 (S)S575 EMC Black
History: Lost, Stolen or Strayed. 16mm optical, B&W 54 min
1968

The history of attitudes of both Black and White people arc
reviewed along with the effect these views have on the Black
American. Some of the things that happen to an American if
he islilack are pointed' out and achicvmeents of Black Amer-
icans which have never been recognized are reviewed.

124457 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814. 865-6315) PCR (R)$5.90 BFA (R)S15 (S)S170 The Black
Soldier. 16mm optical B&W 26 min 1968.

The history of Black AMerican participation in America's
armed forces is narrated. Paintings. drawings. cartoons. and
etchings of famous battles are shown along with rare silent
news footage of World War I. Film of World War II. the
Korean War and the war in Vietnam are also shown.

124458 Psychological Cinema lagister. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S11 BFA (R)S15 (S)5170 EMC Black
World. 16mm optical B&W 53 min 1908.

An international round robin conversation about the Black
man's position in the world today is moderated by Mike Wal-
lace. Panelists Rep. John Conyers. Jr.,in Washington. D C.:the
Hon. `Thomas Mboya of Kenya in Nairobi; Floyd McKissick
of the Congress of Racial Equality in New York; and Dr. Alex
Swapong in Ghana talk about the civil rights movement in
America and how it looks to Africans.
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12)1461 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA I6802,
(814-86506315) PCR (R)S5.40 BFA (R)S20 (S)S300 EMC (R)S12
Body and Soul - Body, Part I. 16mm optical B&W 25 min
4968.

The contributions to sports in America by Black Americans
arc reported by Harry Reasoner, who interviews leading Black
athletes. Harry Edwards, Tommie Smith. Lcc Evans, Charlie
Greene, Jim Hines, and Ralph Boston are included.

124479 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Pk.. PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S7.40 AMC (R)S13 (S)S175 For All My
Students. 16mm optical B&W 36 min 1968.

Particular problems and rewards of teaching Negro high
school students effectively are shown. The film demonstrates
both poor and effective teaching in diffieu classroom situa-
tions and suggests ways of providing *al help for disad-
vantaged students. Both students an cachers give candid
views.

124496 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk.. PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)SI 1.70 In the Company of Men. 16mm.
optical B&W 52 min 1970.

Role playingand sensitivity training are shown fonhardcore.
unemployed Blacks and White foremen. The techniques are
implemented to 'establish communication between the two
groups in a large automotive assembly plant in Georgiii:

174584 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S23 Decision at Delano. 16mm optical color 26 min 1968.

A study of the grape strike led by the Chicano leader Cesar
Chavez, in California's San Joaquin Valley looks at all points
of view -- those of the growers, the strikers, the nonstriking
farm workers; clergymen, police, and political leaders. It is ob-
vious ,that the is almost no communication between the dif-
ferent groups. The growers say the farm workers are happy;
yet strikers &din that they are inadequately paid and that the
growers have hired strikebreakers and have violently broken
up picket lines. Sequences show conditions* in a migrant
worker camp and a play at the Luis Valdez Theater, where
worker actors create their own mime and theatrical produc-
tions.

124589 University of 044ornia, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

l(R)S22 Dispossessed. 16mm optical color 33 min 1970.

A sympathetic view is shown of the Pit River Indians' strug-
gle to regain lands in Northern California taken from them in

1853 and now controlled by Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E) and other corporations. The Indians' impoverished
living conditions are shown and descriptions are given of how
dams built without consulting the Indians destroyed salmon
runs on which they depended. The legal history of land
disputes are traced back to broken treaties of the nineteenth
century. The film includes aq interview with a'PG&E lawyer,
and ends with mass arrests of Indians occupying the land.

124616 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S21 (S)S340 Education and the Mexican-American. 16mm op-
tical B&W 57 min 1969. -
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The struggle of Mexican-Americans to effect chantei in the
Los Angeles school system - to gain more control over-who
teaches and what is taught in the neighborhood schools -- is
examined. During a week in 1968 thousands of students in the
barrio of East Los staged wallouts to protest inferior
education, resulting i t of 36 demands tieing presented to
the school board. The documentary first half of the film
presents representative views, mainly from the vocal, Mex-
ican-American point of view. Included are opinions voiced
after the walkouts and also nearly three months later, when
the Chicano 13 were arrested .on. Grand Jury indictments
charging conspittwy. Others comment on the arrests and their
political implications. The second half of the film is a panel
discussion of some of the issues raised in the first half, par:
ticularly from points of view not already expressed:

Mc is Center,
EMC

mg Cases.

124624 University of California, Extensi
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 9472
(R)S10 Equality and the Law: Calif
16mm optical B&W 20 min 1969.

California fair housing cases are discussed in a study of
equality and the law. In 1964 California voters passed the con-
troversial Proposition 14, designed to prohibit open housing
legislation, which was later overruled by the Supreme Court.
The film shows campaign turmoil. presents arguments of op-
ponents and proponents. examines conflict of- human rights
and property rights, and analyzes the Court's majority and
minority opinions. .
124637 University` of California,. Extension Media IKVIder.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S12 Fathers and Sons, 16mm optical B&W 29 miry 1469.

Two families are shown in which sods areidodds with their
fathers. The first family is Black, Iran a Brooklyn ghetto. The
son. who works with minority children, describes pressures on
Blacks from Blacks and Whites, and discusses values learned
from his parents. In the second family the son. an SDS ac-
tivist, has refused induction into the army and faces prison.
His father, an officer in World War II, finds it difficult to ac-
cept his son's concept of patriotism, but throtrOi discussion
comes closer to understanding.

124646. University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642-0460) AMC
(R)S18 Forgotten American. 16mm optical color 25 min 1968.

Filmed in the Navajo. HOpi, Pueblo, and Zuni country of
the Southwest and in the urban Indian communities of Los
Angeles and Chicago, the film examines the Indian's alienation
from the rest of American society. It shows the continued
economic exploitation of Indians by White store -uvulas
licensed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. and the boarding
schools where Indian children arc encouraged to forget their
tribal heritage and language. Statistics prove that the, percent-
ages of malnutrition, infant mortality, impoverished families,
mental disorders. suicides, dropouts, and juvenile delinquency
arc abnormally high in the federally created ghettos of the
reservation. and possible ways of improving the situation arc
suggested. The instillation' of the boarding school education
program is questioned.

124648 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., 1Icrkcley, CA 9472a (415 642 11460) EMC
(R)514 (S)5215 Free Growth. 16rnm optical B&W 36-min 1971.

A docunientary essay extolls freedom, for children and other
growing things It is composed of significant fragments of life

o
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in a Hopi Indian community, in an urban shear,, amoni the
middle-class, and in the hip counterculture. These examples
vividly contrast flee growth and alternate Cducata with the
painful effects of regimentation and structure imposed 913,,
parents, schools, and society. A Black youth.oa White girl, jnd
a Hopi grandfather discuss the ways traditional education
seems to have prevented' them frbm growing naturally and
learnina enthusiastically. Scenes at a nonsehool, the Los An-
geles Free School, give the feeling of growing and living freely
as people attempt to be closer to nature, less competitive, and
free to discover themselves. Four adults' stopped on the street
are asked whethel education should be compulsory. Various
people talk emotionally about failures of traditional schools
and the personal effects of them.

124664 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S11 Gnodbye and Good Luck. 16mm optical .B&W 30 min
1968.

Reactions of a Black Vietnam veteran to racial prejudice
when he comes home to hunt for a job are documented. He
has become accustomed to living with Whites and having
shared experiences, but at home in Chicago hi is 'approached
by militant Blacks who tell him that he was duped tnto fighting
the White man's war. His grutviag bewilderment and concern
is seed as he watches a draft protest march, and he wonders
where he owes his allegiance.

124672 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 514720' (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)$23 Heritage in NV. 16mm optical color 17 min 1969.

Soloreted Audiovisual,.

a
124681 University, of California, Extension Media tenter.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642-0460) F,MC

IUV (1059.25 (S)S180 Mexican Americans Invisible(R)S13
Mlno

Doc
Mode
Notes
lobo
dren

16mm optical B&W 38 min 1969.

merits economic poverty of majority of five million
n-Atnericans. most of whom arc in the Southwest.
that nearly 80% of those employed are unskilled

rs, many in tigriculturc, and shows how Chicano chit-
all behind in schools designed for White English-speak-

. ing students. Argues that understanding the Mexican-American
struggle requires sympathy for minority aspirations, which in-
clude retaining cultural identity.

1241iP1 University of California, Extension Media center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S20 IUV IR)S17 (S)S125 Martin Luther King: The Man and
the Mardi. 16mm optical B&W 83 min 1968. swat

Activities rchited to the Poor People's March on Washington
in 1968 andsithc efforts of Martin Luther King'in organizing it
are presented. Opens with hr's efforts to organize it fund
raising speeches, staff conferences, and travels throughout
Mississippi to gain support from the Nor. Attempts to stress
his libDity to comprehend fully the need for dignity in the most
inarticulate and disadvantaged. Technical quality poor.

t

124701 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S18 Management Motivation mid the New Minority Worker,
16mm optical B&W 43 min 1969.

An overview of Black history is the U.S. from the colonial
period to the present time is given. Military, legal, scientific,
medical, and political contributions of Black individuals are
examined, including thcir role in taking the West, and the
struggle for civil rights and freedom led by Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.,and Malcolm X.

124673 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642- EMC
(R)S19 Heritice of Shivery. 16mm optical Il&W 53 mi

The story of slat.::-/ ss intercut with the current racial scene,
with parallels demonstrated of past and present prejudice. In-
terviews with descendants of slave owners, readings from .41c.
counts of the period,' and graphics give a dramatic, complex
picture of the heritage of slavery. The lady of a large estate
speaks wistfully of her early years when Black and White chil-
dren grew up together and remained friends, though master
and servant:Wiens for slave ship holds reflect the preoccupa-
tion with wedging in asmuch human merchandise as possible.
Other prints reconstruct the barbarism of the auction block,

-the division of families, and the punishments that paved the
way for the racial crisis of today. Southern Whites stress the
need for gradual changes; Black activists say the time is now,

124478 University of 'California, Extension Media Ccnicr,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)529 Migrant, NBC White Paper Series. f6mm optical.B&W
53 min 1970.

Documehts conditions of migrant workcis the undcrpro-
,. tected,. undereducated, undcrclothed. and underfed -- in

Florida citrus groves Interviews with workers reveal their ex-.
ploitation, suffering, and despair. Points out that migrants lack
unemployment insurance and coverage under minimum wage
and child labor laws. Includes interviews with growers and
spokesman for citrus industry.

Explores the relationship of indu al supervisors to lite
hard-core unemployed. Focupis on e individual problems or
a supervisor with such an employee, a minority group worker.
A psychodrama is enacted between the worker and the super-
visor to bring out the frustration. apathy, and hostility of the
newly employed worker toward supervision. Praitical
problems of motivating a minority worker are also discussed.
Restricted to use by educational institutions only.

124709 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460)- EMC
(R)S32 Long Walk, 16mm optical color 60 min 1970.

Recollection of the forced winter march in 1864,4of 6000
starving Navajo Indians to a concentration camp reservation in
New Mexico is provided. Many died or were shot by members
of Kit Carson's mercenary array cn route, and many more
starved to death once there rovers- other, similar aspects of
Navajo history as told by old tribe members, illustrated with
historical photography and current reservation Acmes. Ends */
with look at Indian controlled Rough Rock School, which
emphasizes Navajo culture and language' (though English is
also taught) a last hope for the survivatof Navajo culture.

124725 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 Landmark Spiritual Temple. 16mm optical B&W 25 min.

.1968.

A Black church service in San Francisco is presented,
emphasizing the human sentiments involved Begins with song
and builds in intensity to shouting and chanting. Several mem.
berm arc seized with spasms. Poor technical quality

124735 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 FultA Si. Berkeley. CA 94720 (416-642.0460) EMC
(R)S7 Jenny Is a Good Thing. 16inni optical color 18 min 1969.
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Shows how nutrition is an integral part of He d Start pro-
grams. Group of children examine a pea od to discover
shape, size,color, taste: help prepare foods; and visit a farm
and a. supermarket. Discusses how nutrition relates to a child's
total deTelopment; his mental and physical well-being. social
adjuitmem, and self-image.

124739 Unsisity of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.;-----Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$10 I Wish I Knew How It Would Feel to Be Free. 16mm op-
tical B&W 20 min 1968.

Ilerviews are presented with some of the Black people lk-
ing in an urban ghetto. They describe their ambitions and tell
how they have met with conditions they c,uld not overcome.
Black Power advocates. Black law enforcement officers, and a
young man discouraged from entering police training are

. among them to symbolize the frustrations, fears, and power
struggle within such an environment. It is felt that racism has
done much harm but that in the long run there is hope that
Whites and Blacks can assimilate totally.

124749 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 BFA In Search of A Past. Of Black America Series.
16nun optical B&W 53 min 1968.

Documents the experience of three Black American students
sent to Ghana in 1968 by Ca News to spend a month explor-
ing their cultural heritage. They travel throughout the country
and talk with native students but decide that their own
heritage lies in America the country of their forebears.

124756 University of California, "Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 9470 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$31 CAF Hunger in America. 16nta,optical color 54 min
1968.

A description is provided of the problem of hunger and
poverty in America and examples given of the more than ten
million Americans who live under -.such conditions. The film
blends personal interviews and narrated on the scene
sequences for a thorough examination of America's rsiverty
program and the poverty stricken who often receive little or
no aid froth it. Examines four groups in depth: Negro
sharecroppers in Alabama: Navajo Indians in Arizona: tenant
farmers only 25 miles from Washington. DC; and Mexican-
Americans Rear San Antonio.

124757 University of California. Extension Media Centel.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$19 I Am Joaquin. 16mm optical color 20 min 1969.

A dramatization is presented of 'I Am Joaquin', Corky (ion-
tales' historical poem of the Chicano people's experience and
achievements. Includes conquest of Mexico and revolutionary;
struggles there, the farm workers' movement led by Cesar
Chavez. and Chicano students and community group's organiz-
ing for equality and civil rights.

124758 University of California, Extension Medial Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC
(R)S12 Human Heredity. Understanding Ourselves Series. 16mm
optical color 21 min 1969.

A presentation is given concerning observable physical dif-
ferences in boys and girls. including the genetics of sex deter-

...mination, the importance of early environment in shaping sex
roles. and the improved status of girls in contemporary
society. Ends on a note of tolerance for minority groups that
may suffer discrimination solely on the basis of appearance.
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124775 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$8 Rapping (Rev. Jesse James). 16mm optical B&W 14 min

, 1969.

In an interview with Rev. Jesse Jame's, the controversial
leader of San Francisco's Mission Rebels describes his own at-
tempt to support a hard drug habit, his subsequent experience
on parole, and how ghetto 'youth come to, him for guidance lar-
gely because of his background. His theories of education are
ghetto bred. He objects to the same teaching techniques being
used for disadvantaged children as are used in Suburban
schools, the idea of integrated school without the proper
background materials, including Black history courses good
texts. and trained teachers. He calls the present school system
tragic and believes that a child is. aware he is losing time from
his real education. He determines that hi- son will not grow up
in a world of drugs.

c/124778 University of California. Ext -nsion Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 9472 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$14 CAF Remedy for Riot. 16mr1 opti al B&W 37 min 1968.

The Report of the President's Adv sort' Commission on
Civil Disorders outlines the causes of t e massive ghetto riots

andof 1967 d shows some of the emotio al responses of both
Blacks and Whites. The new approach in Detroit, which is fail-
ing, is shown. along with the successful one used by police in
Atlanta. ,The film claims that racism as an issue is dead; the
current choice is war or peace between the races, and the time
for action is now.

124797 University of California, ExtOision Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$8 (S)$85 Sala!tar Family: A Look at Poverty. 16mm optical
B &W 14 nun 1970- ..

1 A documentary describes the effects of pin/arty and The
\ failure of social institutions schools, courts, jails, and reha-
\ bilitAion 'agencies-,7 to relate to a large Mexican-American
\ family. Facts about the faintly and analyses of its members are

read from reports by psychologists. tetchers, probation of-
ficers, and ;oda! v:orkers. The educational background of the
right children includes training schools for the retarded, public
Schools, industrial schools for delinquents. Neighborhood
Youth Corps job training programs, mental hospitals, juvenile
court, county jail, and state prison_ Yet five of them cannot
read, and one was sterilized at age 15 while institutionalized. A
glimpse of the family one year later is also shown.

1:
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124844 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Pulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$19 Ten ThoUsand Beads for Navaho Sam. 16mm optical,
color 25 mM 1971. ,.

The family life, work. and environment are documented of a
Navaho who has been encouraged to leave, the reservation and
inuirate into the white establishment. accepting government
training that resulted in a mechanic's job in Chicago- His wife
prefers city life and the man is willing to stay until he can
retire and return to the reservation and the natural environ-
ment he loves_ He is shown revisiting his parents on the reser-
vation, and the full realization of his own unique identity, his
frustrations, and his feeling of alienation in the citty are

,revealed. He values his earning power but also the old ways of
his own culture_
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(R)S9 (S)$95 Thinking Seventeen. 16mm optical B&W 16 min
1969.

A study of the mind of a 17-year-old Black boy presents a
commentary of his views on life, including Black militants, ra-
cism, college, jobs, his own suspicions and hopes, and what it
all means. He talks about the 'suspicious side of his personality
fighting to take over his brotherly loving side, and he warns
that love is slow in coming while hate is quick. He envisions a
unified Africa where Black people command respect and fear.
He also maps out the robbery of a store, telling how he could

'do it if he wanted to. In contrast, he also wants to go to col-
lege, study history, get a good job, and make a lot of money.
He is bitter but likable and perceptive.

124699 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton Nt., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$t9 (S)$180 Naha. 16mm optical 13ktf 30 min 1969.

A speech in 1968 by Mexican-Americah fader Reins Lopez
Tijerina, a spokesman for the Mexican-American struggle for

- justice and equality and a one time candidate for governor of
New Mexico, is shown. His message is, conveyed both by his
words -- which call for radical change in education and
economics, and for unification against the Anglo poWer struc-
ture - and by the strength of his delivery. He calls ter a return
of the communal Spanish pueblo system and for the building
of cities, churches, and schools; speaks of the emergence of
La Raza Neuva; and demands that schools conduct classes in
Spanish to give Biome* children the same starting chance as
Anglos and to stop the erosion of an entire culture.

124869 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, -CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S231UV (R)Slg (S)$360 Trial: City and County of Denver
Versus Lauren R. Watson - rirst Day. 16mm optical B&W 90
min 1970.

The selection of -a White middle class jury is shown in a
television documentary of an actual courtroom trial of a
former Black Panther Party leader, accused of interfering with
a police officer and resisting arrest. Because the defendant is
Black, he and his lawyer doubt th)t he can receive a fair trial
without a jury of his peers. A motion is made, then denied, to
quash the jury. Interviews with the principle figures in the
case are included.

124110 University of California, Extension Media Center,
'2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 Negro Kingdoms of Africa'a Golden Aso. 16mm optical
color 17 min 1968.'

The influence of Africa's ancient kingdoms of Sanghai;
Mali, and Ghana upon the present stales is viewed. Examples
of African art are included in various forms to illustrate the
sophistication and life styles of modern and ancient African
peoples. The rise and fall of the ancient empires is depicted as
well as examples of tools and weapons, the kinds of work pur-
sued, and sources of wealth. Discusses the effect of the slave
Made and European colonization on the geography and society
dill= old kingdoms.

124891 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 (S)$180 No Jail Can Change Me. 16mm optical B&W 30
min 1969.

An interview is presented with a 21-year-old Black man,
who has spent all but a few scattered months' of his life since
the age of 10 in correctional institutions, and a counselor from
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a nonsectarian agency that provides counseling to inmates and
their families. The interview data, following six months of
regular interviews, is gathered in a county jail preparatory to
the inmate's release. It deals with his childhood in a an Fran-
cisco ghetto, the problems arising from the lightness of his
skin. Experiences at school and in penal institutions, problems
with his wife, his search for masculine identity and for control
of his life, and ,his view of acceptable behavior after release
from jail.

124894 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94'720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S17 Treaties Made -- and Treaties Broken. North American
Indian Trilogy Series: 16mm optical color 18 min 1970.

Documents how the state of Washington made and broke a
treaty guaranteeing the Nisqually Indians their age-old hunting
and fishing rights. The ensuing harrassment, arrests, and
criminal prosecutions of tribesmen is described by Indian wit-
nesses and illustrated in a clash between Nisqually demonstra-
tors and a force of Game and Fisheries wardens.

124895 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720' (415.642-0460) EMC
(R)$19 How the West Was Woo - and Honor Lost. North
American Indian Trilogy Series, 16mm optical color 25 min
1970.

Describes how; the American-Indians, once 12 million
strong, have been decimated by dispersion, terror, massacre,
and near genocide to a present population of about 600,000
confined to barren reservations. Recalls the bravery of Indian
resistance leaders such as Sitting Bull, Chief Joseph; and
Geronimo. Documents the massacre of Indians by the Seventh
Cavalry at Wounded Knee.

124896 University of" California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94/20 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 Lament of the Reservation. North American Indian
Trilogy Series. 16mm optical color 24.min 1970.

Examines the blight of modern Indian reservations. Focuses
on two cases: a man supporting 12 people on S41 a week wel-
fare and a woman forced to live with her children and ,her
sister's family (14 altogether) in a one room shack. Notes that
Indian infant mortality.rate is twice the national average, and
that average reservation income is $30 per week during the
simmer: when there are jobs.

124899 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 Now Is the Time. 16mm optical B&W 36 min 1968.

A variety of sources are cited to demonstrate the feeling
among many Negroes that the Black man will not wait for
Whites to grant them their civil rights. An account is given of
early myths about the Negro, and a description of a gospel
preacher leading a Sunday morning service emphasizes the
stereotype of the good Negro in contrast, to the piotesters who
receive beatings at lunch counter sit-ins and police clubbings
in the streets. The plight of ghetto children is also stressed.

124907 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) Emer
(R)S25 Operation Bootstrap. 16mm optical B&W 58 min 1968.

Documents successes and failures of a self-help program in-
itiated and sustained by residents of Watts in the aftermath of
riots there. Includes heated discussion between Blacks and
Whites which' reveal underlying hostilities and mistrust.
Unedited street language used.
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12491f University of California, F.Y.tension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$13 Building an Organization. Organizing for Power: Alinsky
Approach Series. 16mm optical ,B&W 38 min 1968.

Shows the obstacles encountered by BUILD, -a Black com-
munity organization in Buffalo, and the methods suggested by
Saul Alinsky for solying them. Discusses the tactics of the
first contacts with the power structure, and Alinsky's sug-
gestion that such groups cannot accept equality but take
deliberate steps to achieve it on their own. -

:124i17 University',of ExVnsion- Medi4, Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA/ 94720 (415-642-04&) EMC
(R)S15 Through Conflict to Negotiation. Organizing for Power:
Alinsky Approach Series. 16min'optical B&W 45 min 1968.

Discussion is presented on the actions of the Alinsky or-
ganization FIGHT, a militant Black group in Rochester, New
York, on the issue of minority group employment in a large
local industry. Emphasis is on Alinsky's tactics Re of rhe-
toric to legitimate the 'tail , and the frequent pdallels he
draws between their cause e and the American Revolution.
Stress is on the tactics used to build morale and the threats
and bluffs employed to enhance the groups bargaining posi-
tion.

124933 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$16 Piece of the Cake. 16mm optical B&W 58 min 1969.

The JOBS program, initiated by the National Alliance of
Busmetsmen for the hard core unemployed, is descri1ed as
implemented at an industrial plant in East Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania.,It is reported that 90% of those thus employed stay on
the job after a six month probationary period_

124935 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton. St., Berkeley, CA 947 0 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$9 (S)5110 Pizza PizzaDaddy-0. m optical B&W 18 min
1969.

A record of eight singing gam played by fourth grade
Afro-American girls on the playground ofd school in a Los
Angeles ghetto is presented. The wqrk is based on the essen-
tial structure and characteristics handed down from one
generation of school children to the next. The primary game
form, the ring, is demonstrated. The other principal play form,
parallel lines of players facing each other, is also included.
The major stylistic feature is call and response; almost every
phrase is cdhoed both in singing and movement patterns. The
body empathy the children share shows that they enjoygroup
blend to a degree that White society seems to achieve only
under the strictest discipline.

124950 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 Portrait in Black and White. Of Black America Series.
16mm optical B&W 54 min 1968.

The results of a ationwide poll conducted by a major
broadcasting system to find out what Blacks and Whites think
of each other are reported. Figures from earlier polls, dating
back to 1936, are correlated to trace patterns of opinion.
showing how attitudes have changed on, both sides. The poll
questioned the tenacity with which beliefs are held, and sought
to pinpoint the sources from which they derive personal
knowledge, hearsay, the news media, and fear. Voices of
Blacks and Whites appeared to be bitter, friendly, angry, con-
cerned, but always involved. Finally, three Black psychiatrists
offer interpretations of the poll.

a
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127747 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$3.35 (S)$75 Roosevelt
City. 16mm optical B&W 9 min 1968.

Describes the program of self-determination in Roosevelt
City which is a newly iricoporated all Black city in Alabama.
Because the city has very little .money, all government offi-
cials and those providing community services, such as the po-
lice, are unpaid. It is stressed that there is an attempt to make
all people, desire to be involved in the operations of city
government.-- - -

127757. "Universlil of fildiana; A'udiiivisuaftenter, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812- 337 -8087) IUV (R)513 (S)$240 Howard E.
Mitchell. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.

Presents scenes illustrative of the problems of the inner city
and a profile of a professor of urbanism and human resources.
The professor who is working toward solutions for many of
these problems encourages his students to become community
activists and they are seen and heard not only in seminars but
at ghetto rallies and community projects and discusses the
Negro's plight, the needs of the poor, and several rehabilita-
tion projects.

127828 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton,' IN 47401 (812-337-8087r IUV '(R)S13 1S)S240 Black and
White Together? 16nuti optical B&W 58 min 1969.

Interracial understanding between high school students in
Atlantic City, New Jersey, was promoted by conducting two
six week sessions of living and learning together tit a local
hotel. Dissension occurs when one No the staff members
become disilusioned about the projects for racial harmony
under prevalent educational values, and challenges the previse
of the experiment. Called Project WILL and supported by,
federal funds, the project was written by adults under the
pretense of letting the students make their own decisions, but
in effect the students had no Control over their osvn project.

127829 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S10 (S)$240 Bryan
Beavers: A Moving Portrait. 16mm optical color 30 min 1969

Bryan Beavers is a Maidu Indian living in a log coabin,
which he built by himself, in the wilderness area of Plumas
County, California. He is a man who has exprienced two
distinct cultures which combined give him a unique personali-
ty. As Beavers is talking about his past -- Indian Spirits, his
ancestral history, and his life -- the camera is following him
about his daily tasks such as taking care of his animals, mak-
ing a snowshoe, and eating.

127832 University of 'Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming.
tors, IN 47401 (812-337-80137) IUV (R)513 (S)S240 No Hiding
Plate. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.

`A study of the tensions which divide the Negro and White
communities in a typical American suburban town. Represen-
tative citizens including ghetto youths. housewives, the local
NAACP president, an alderman, and others, both White and
Black, are interviewed to reveal their opinions concerning the
racial problems. in their town. Tfit need for and the difficulty
of achieving a bettelr understanding between the community's
Negroes and Whites is the common concern of all those inter-
viewed.
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128222 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S25 (S)5250 The Pride and the
Shame. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.
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Focusing on othe Sioux Indians of the Black Hills of North
Dakota, the film is representative of the 500,000 American In-
dians across the country still living on reservations. The Indi-
ans are seen ill abject poverty, haunted by chronic unemploy-
ment, drunkenness, and appalling living conditions. Their war
dances at night are shown, staged for passing tourists who
never look beyond the ceremony to the true picture of the
degrading life 6f an oppressed, neglected people.

12/223 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S25 (S)$250 Some of My Best
Friends Are White. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1968.

A face to face social study, this film looks at the middle-
class Negto's attitudes, values, and approach to the achieve-
ment of ,racial equality. Middle-class Blacks arc shown who
are well-educated, well-off fin=y, successful in their
careers, who have everything American society requires as the
credentials of acceptance. They have left the ghetto, but the
film questions whether they are accepted, whether their
problems are different, and how their children are affected
growing up in White suburbia, Questions are asked and frank
answers are given in interviews with successful middle-class
Negroes, including photographer, author, and film maker, Gor-
don Parks.

128225 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New rk. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S25 (S1S250 Black Musli Speak
front America. 16mm optical B&W 33 min 1970.

An interview with seven young 13Iack Muslims shows their
belief in the total destruction of America and in the White man
as the devil himself the source of all evil. They take pride in
being Black, because they feel that there is strength in pig-
ment, and they are strongly opposed to integration, favoring a
separate Black state. They believe that leader Elijah Muham-
mad receives his teachings directly from God, mho is alive and
on earth today in human form. They also belive all Whites,
good and bad, as well as wicked Negroes, who have learned
from Whites to be evil, will perish. The question is raised con-
cerning the influence that the Muslin's may have on the hopes

for ultimate integration in America.

128233 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S200 The Children Were
Watching, 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

A six-year-old Negro girl enters the first integrated school in
New Orleans. The child's point of view unfolds in the film
essay.

128252 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th-Strect, New York, NY
-10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S300 Mixed Marriages.
'16mm optical B&W 30 min 1971.

Several couples involved in miiied marriages marriages
between a man and woman of different races -- arc shown,
with focus on accompanying trouble and problems_ Attitudes
of families arc revealed. Each of the five couples studied are
working out a different solution. needing more than normal
strength, love, and loyalty to survive indignities, especially

' when they have childrenThe film shows families MI., must
make a special adjustment to avoid alienating their own child
as well as their child's mate. It questions the success of future
elimination of bigotry and racial discrimination.

130244 University of Indiana, AudiovisualTenter, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-317-8087) IUV (R)S20 50 ...And the Meek
Shall Inherit the Earth. 16mm optical color 59 nun 1971.
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" An examination is made of the plight of the American Indi-
ans of Menominee County, Wisconsin, the only Indian
governed county in the U.S.,which shows that they are Ding
ill their struggle for local control and self-sufficiency. Feints
out that in the 1950's, when the Menominees were terminated'
as a tribe under the Bureau of Indian Afftssupeniision,
they had accumulated $10.5million in their ury,.
however, 70% of the people are under the $3000 pover level.
Explains that after the Bureau's supervision ended, ea eh fami-
ly had to purchase the land.they had lived on for generations,'
and that the present local tax base cannot support All public
services. Records that since the Mcnominees are forced by
economical pressurfs to sell land to outsiders therelis the pos-
sibi3ity that they may lose control to the new Whi residents.

130248 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Cent , Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$12.25 The lack Woman.
16mm optical B&W 52`min 1970.

A discussion i3 presented by severill noted BlaCk Women, in-
cluding Nikki Giovanni, Lena Home, Bibi Arnina Baiaka, and
others, concerning their role in contemporary/society and the
problems they confront. Focuses on the relationship of Black
women to Black men, White society, and liberation struj-
gle. The problem is further illustrated by sin r Roberta Flack,
dancer Loretta Abbott, and poetess Nikki iovanni.

130249 University of Indiana, Audiovistial Center, Blooming-
ton, In 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)57 The Blue Dashiki: Jef-
fery and his City Neighbors. 16mm optical color 14 min 1969.

4:The adventures of -a young Bla earnc boy seeking to ea
enough money to buy a dashiki he h seen in a local African
import shop arc followed. Illustrate a variety of small jobs
which a nine or ten-year-old is capab of doing to earn spend-
ing money. Emphasizes the boy's pri c in himself and the ar-
tifacts associated with his race.'

130260 University of Indiana, Audio Visual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-3374087) IUV (R)S13.50 El Teatro CaM-
pesIno. 16mm optical B&W 61 min 1970;

A history of El Tcatro Campesino (t e theater of the farm-
workers) is presented from its beginning n the fields by boost-
ing the morale of striking Mexican-Ame -an farmworkers and
winning over non-strikers, to its present role as theater com-
mitted to social change on a broad fro t. Explains that the
theater presents plays and music stress ng the relationship
between economic advancement and the riolitical solidarity of
the Chicanos. Includes examples of t* group performing
musical numbers, a satirical skit, a puppet show, and an ex-

4erpt from a full-length play.

130262 University of Indiana, Audiovisual enter, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)59.5 Evan's Corner.
16mm optical color 23 nun 1969 i

A description is given of how a young Ncgrd boy copes with
a need for privacy in an overcrowded ghetto hqme by claiming
a corner for his own, Reveals his feelings when he- realizes
that he cannot live alone in a corner, but has to be willing to
step out and help others. )

i

130272 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S9 The Ice peep- le. 16mm
optical color 23 min 1970.

. :

The origins and early life of the northern inhabitants of
Canada, Alaska. and Greenland are summarized, along with
the changes which have occurred as a result of the White
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man's air'
individuali
open 'to tl
jobs, and

al. Portrays the change from personal freedom and
y to dependency and welfare. Describes the options
se people in the form of urban life, education,
employment and their consequential frustrations..

130277 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-

ton. IN 41 1 (812-337-8087) 'UV (R)S6' It's Nation 'Time.
16mm optic B&W 21 min 1970.

The them s of nationalism and Pan-Africanism are examined
as they ap ar in present day American society. Suggestions
and opinions are offered by protest movement leaders such as
Leroi Jones, Julian Bond. Richard Hatcher. Jesse Jackson,
and Louis F an. Describes workshops on Black political
liberation. cr ativity, education, and history. Presents per-
formance by veral well known Black musical groups.

130279 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)58.75 Jamaicans in Lon-
don. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

The feelings and reactions of the people in a racially tense
area of London upon encountering a Black Jamaican girl with
a White boy companion, whose father is an anti-Negro or-
ganizer, are contrasted. Describes the near tragic results, this
friendship has on the children's parents. Shows the children's
acceptance of each othe#' which ultimately causes the parents -
to reexamine their racial attitudes.

130233 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$13.50 Justice? 16mm op-
tical B&W 59 min 1971.

Using interviews with prisoners, students, defense attor-
neys, and, others, the problem of insuring Black justice in
American courts and prisons is examined. Presents the views
of prisoners in San. Quentin and Soledad 9n the racist and
dehumanizing conditions within both prisons. Emphasizes the
cases of Angela Davis and the Soledad Brothers.

130285 University of Indiana, - Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (81t-337-8087) IUV (R)S6 Let the Rain Settle It.
16mm optical color 13 min 1970.

The experiences of a White man and his I I -year-old son are
presented as car trouble forces them into a ruralSouthern
Negro family environment. Describes the boy's reactions, ex-
periences, and attitudes' during his -stay, and relates his
feelings to those of the Negro boy and his grandparents. Poi.=
trays' a Southern White's reaction to the situation and the
boy's reaction to the Southerner's comments.

130237 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-137-8087) ILTV (B)57.75 Martin Luther
King, Jr.: From Montgomery to Memphis. 16mm optical fl&W

26 min 1969.'--

The career of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the pn-
tiviolent Civil Rights Movement under his leadership is sur-
veyed from the 1955-56 bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama
to Dr. King's assassination in Memphis. Tennessee. Uses ex-
cerpts from Dr. King's sweeties and describes major civil

rights marches in Montgomery, Birmingham, Washington,
Selma, Chicago. and yeinphis to convey the essence of the

man and the movement. Points out that Dr. King's philosophy
was based on brotherly love, national reconciliation, and ful-
fillment. Reveals Mat the object of 10 efforts was to save
both Blacks and Whites from the tragic corisequences of racial
hate.
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130238 University Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton IN 47401 -337-8087) IUV (R)S9 Maybe Tomorrow.
16mm optical co r 19 min 1969.

A romance twecn a Black, eighth grade girl and a White
high school y is explored in terms of its implications in the
Black community. Reveals that the girl feels intimidated by
youths her oWn age and finally decides that she is no longer
free to see thgboy.

130292 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S13.50 The New South.
16mm optical B&W 58 Min 1972.

A survey of opinions of both Black and White Georgian
citizens are presented on such topics as racism, pollution, edu-
cation. Black electoral struggleS, and poverty. Reports that
people are being forced from rural areas into cities where they
are unable earn a decent wage.atid living conditions arc deteri-
orating. Examines students' views on school integration and
presents the views of a civil rights leader as related to the
goals of voter registration.

130296 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812.t337-8087) !UV (R) S6 The S100,000.00 Mis-
understanding. 16rrun optical B&W 19 min 1971.

A description is provided of the activities of the Inner City
Business Improvement Forum (ICBIF) of Detroit, a nonprofit,
Block controlled economic development group, which has
aided over 100 ,medium and large manufacturing businesses.
Indicates that ICBIF reqnires the 'businesses it aids to reinvest
their profits in Black and poor communities. Relates that the
ICBIF was established following the Detroit civil disorders in
1967, when a group of Black leaders were refused $100,000 in
aid. charging that there were too many strings attached.

130302 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S7 Protest: Black Power,

Vomm optical color 15 min 1969.

Excerpts from speeches and interviews of leading Black ac-
tivists arc presented to exemplify the various components of
'Black Power'. Ranges from discussion of Black separation
and violence to nonviolent integration. Interview Adam
Clayton Powell, Stokely Carmichael. Mohammed Ali, Floyd
McKissick, Malcolm X-, Martin Luther King, Jr.,Whitney
Young, H. Rap Brown. Dick Gregory, and Eldridge Cleaver.

130304 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Cente'r, Blooming.
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$5.25 Rank and File
16mm optical B&W 15' min 1970.

0 Discrimination within the rank and file membership of labor
unions toward minority groups is reported. Stresses that

'through this practice'the existing power structure is perpetu-
ated. Notes that minorities in the New York local of the
Transport Workers Union are trying to overcome discrimina-
tion by form* their own union. Indicates that although the
TWU organizes on Transit Authority property, other groups
are not allowed to do so

130306 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S4 Real Self. 16mm opti-
cal B&W 14 min 1970.

From the perspecSivc of Blacks and Chicanos, some of the
cultural uniqueness which they feel is being ignored or
minimized by the White culture is discussed. Alm, that
schools and teachers need to recognize, tmderstantr. and in-
spire a pride of culture. Describes contemporary living condi-
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tions among these groups as well, to emphasize the nature of
their problem,

130300 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$11.10 Roberta Flack.
Artists in America Series. 16mm optical color 30 min 1971.

A discussion of the works and creative philosophy of Black
singer and .pianist Roberta Flack is presented. Shows Miss
Flack 'and her husband discussing the problems of a mixed
marriage and dual careers. Includes her singing appearances at
the Newport Jaiz Festival and at Mr. Henry's in Washington,
D.C.

130311 University of Indiana, Audiovisuld Center, Blqpniing-
ton, IN 47401 (812-33Z-80811) IUV ,(R)S4.80 Soul City. 16mm
optical B&W 13 min 1971.

Focusing on Soul City, a Black controlled community in
Warren County, North Carolina, the efforts of the developer
and residents to make a success of the venture are described.
Explains that all residents are participating in its growth and
development. Observes that this experiment is taking place
because Blacks found that moving into large cities in an at-
tempt to escape the conditions of the South did not allow them
to control their own lives.

134227 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212598-2251) NYU (R)$12.59
(S)S125 Guidance Offke. 16mm optical color' 10 min 1970.

Using the technique of role-playing, a group of Black high
school students take the parts of a White counselor and stu-
dents to demonstrate in candid and forceful terms what they
perceive to be the insensitive and discriminatory andance they
receive in urban public schools.

134231 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, NeW York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S30 The
Indians: Exploring the American Past Series. 16mm optical
color 31 min 1972.

The conflict between the Indians and the White man in the
early days of the Colorado Territory is shown, when two ways
of life and of using the land faced irreconcilable differences.
The impact of the White man on the Indian is presented, in-
cluding early attempts to share land, failurel of these agree -
mepts, resulting battles, and eventual confinement on reserva-
tions.

134907 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University
Hightstown, NI 08520 (609 - 448 - 1700x5591) MGH (R)S10

(S)$80 The Ballad ci Crowfoot. 16mm optical B&W 10 min
1970.

Thiigraphic history of the Canadian West, created by a film
crew of Canadian Indians. reflects the traditions, attitudes,
and problems of their- people. Throughout the film runs a bat
lad which surveys the broken treaties and speculates on the
future.

134909 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (R)S29
(S)S350 Chicano. 16mm optical color 27 min 1970.

This documentary is a statement by four San Diego Mex-
ican-Americans who proudly call themselves Chicano to ex-
press how they feel about their Mexican heritage and their ex-
periences in the U.S. Interviews with poets, teachers, and
labor organizers reveal the problems faced by a proud people
who seek to retain their cultural identity in American society.

Solotiod Audiovisuals

137606 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton §t., Berkeley; CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S11 Hopis: Guardians ci the Lank, 16mm optical color 10
min, 1971.

The life and philosophy of the Hopi Indians of the
Southwestern U.S. are documented, showing that their religion
and philosophy are based on a deep love and respect for the
"sanctity of the land. It is shown that the Hopis' land, as well
as their life style, are now threatened by strip mining and the
operatiods of oil refineries.

137616 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 What's the Matter with Mice? 16mm optical color 25
min, 1972.

The issues of career advancement, upward mobility, and
equal opportunity for minorities and women.are examined. An
office situation is described in which a bright young. Black
woman who is an excellent worker, decides to quit as well as
how her supervisor, when he tries to determine her motives
for leaving, learns that his own unconscious refusal to advance
her to a more challenging and rewarding position has caused
her to seek work elsewhere. ,

137639 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc, 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S13
(S)S275 The Angry Prophet: Frederick Douglass 16mm optical
color 24 min, 1970. .

Discusses Frederick Douglass who was perhaps the leading
Black spokesman of his time. Freed from slavery in the years
before the Civil War, he soon became an eloquent spokesman
for the abolitionist movement. He continued his campaign for
equal rights until his death in 1894.

13764$ NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI.7-8300) NBC (R)S10
(S)S135 Tiimult, Turmoil, and Turbulence. 16mm optical B&W
13 min, 1969.

Considers the civil rights movement with its primary empha-
sis on nonviolence. The movement gave way to militant unrest
during the 1960's. The change from Birmingham in 1963 to
Cornell in 1969 is noted and predictions for the future are
made.

137650 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rocket-Wier
Pliiza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S15
(S)S330 The Remnant Part II. 16mm optical color 28 min,
1969.

Presents the story of the remnant of the' Jewish community
in Europe after World War II. Shows the Jews in eastern Eu-
rope attempting to preserve their heritage in the face of
government opposition and discusses the activities of western
European communities. Also probes the question of the mean-
ing of Israel to the European Jews.

137651 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, Ncw York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S15
(S)S330 The Remnant Part L 16mm optical color 28 min,
1969.

Traces the history of Jewish settleri in various communities
in Europe. It documents the.concerns and involvements of the
Jews in the surrounding gentile societies.

137654 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, Ncw York. NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC- (R)S10
(S)S240 A Piece of the Action. 16mm optical color 17 min. 1968.
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Considers the problem of poverty in the Black ghettos of
Detroit, where 43 Americans were killed and 386 injured in the
rioting that completely shut down the city. The riot generated
response from industry and government spawned actual,
concrete programs for training workers, creating jobs and
business opportunities.

137658 NBC Educational Enterprises Int., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-74300) NBC (R)$15
(S)S330 The Most Hated Man In New Menke. 16mm optical
color 29 min, 1969.

Presents Reis Tijerina, originally a migrant farm worker and
itinerant preacher who has become a spokesman for the
southwest poor. Rio Arriba County in northern New Mexico is
a rural ghetto and a cultural backwater. There, Mexican-Amer-
ican people who are proud yet shockingly poor live on food
stamps, welfare, and dreams. The man who fosters these
dreams and brings hope to these 'desperate people is Reis
Tijerina. Tijerina has moved from obscurity to prominence
among those interested in liberal causes. Yet, the people of
Rio Arriba County are still poor and landless, and their dreams
are still only dreams.

137661 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)$10
(S)$180 In the Niune of the Law. 16mm optical color 14 min,
1968.

Discusses the etiology of the breakdown of law and order in
our cities. Lawabiding people are now saying that they no
longer feel safe in the streets of their own neighborhoods.
Many sec urban America as a society of Blacks against Whites
where each sees what happens differently; neither understands
the other. The people of the slums see the police as an army
of occupation. Tim polite are caught in an angry crossfire
between Black rap and/white fear.

137665 NBC Ecit!ational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S25
(5)5500 Dream en 11 oakey Mountain. 16mm optical color 53
min, 1970.

Presents an gi al play, filmed in Trinidad, which concerns
an old man. 1 nely and doubtful, who has a dream of returning
to Africa to eto e a powerful chief. His quest, a mixture of
hallucination an reality. begins with a mental journey to
Africa, and rids s he withdraws to his mountain retreat, pu-
rified by hi ex riencc. In his hope for a new world the
aspirations o Bla ks in many lands are evident.

137669 NB
Plaza. New
(S)5330 A
1968.

cational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S15
ailed Freedom. 16mm optical color 26 min,

A report on lie founding and day to day operation of the
Black ow ed ,Frccdorq National Bank in Hiwlem and

. Brooklyn'V Be4ford- Stuyvesant area. With loans to busincss-
mcn, mortgag help, and advances to purchase cooperatives.
this bank/play a unique role in helping to build the confidence
of the cOmm nity.

137708/ Filtris Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave.. Wilmette, IL
60091 "(312 256.4730) FIX (S)$510 Negroei Next Door- 16mm
optical co r 53 min, 1969.

Pr sen a,. story of what *happens when a Negro family
mo to a White neighborhood. The reactions of the
nc 6o s when a house in an all White neighborhood is sold
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to a Negro family, the for sale signs that go up all over the
block, the problems of the Negro boy in an all White school,
present a case study olgsetregation. Hypocrisies are exposed
and problems brought to IWt.

137740 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(5)511 City Government. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 36 min, 1970.

Mr. Frank Barney discusses economics, HUD, metropolitan
planning end other new techniques, decentralization efforts
and racial problems.

137741 New Media Marketing Mm' iager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x$591) MGH
(S)511 Social Stress and Urban Violence. AT 1 718 IPS cassette
22 min, 1968.

An analysis of the psyehosociologicid stresses felt by
Negroes in urban ghettos relating this issue to rioting and a
consideration of remedial measures.

145080 King Screen Productions, 3 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) G (R)525 (5)5295 Our 0

Totem is the Raven. 16mm optical co 21 min 1971.

Shows 15-year-old DavidNan urban Indian boy who has little
interest in his cultural heritage. His grandfather takes David
into the forest to give him an understanding of the ways of his
forefathers. Drama of a boy's ordeal of endurance and ritual
ascent to manhood underscores the problems of the Indian
when his customs clash with twentieth century values. David
!mulls not only the meanings of his ancestors' customs but
also an appreciation of their purposes. David must call On all
of his newfOund maturity to accept yet another tribal tradition,
the passing of the old.

145061 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North;
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) -KNG (R)525` (5)$175 The
Treasure. (Another Indian Heritage Film). 16mm optical color
13 min 1970.

In this contemporary study of cultural values in conflict,
two teenage Indian brothers, impatient with their father's in-
sistence on traditional ways, barter Indian artifacts to
purchase a machine made canoe. Only when their father is ar-
rested leading a, defense of tribal fishing rights, do the boys
begin to weigh the worth of their heritage against today's com-
mercial considerations.

145063" King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North.
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)S10 (5)5110 Black
Thumb, 16mm optical color 6 min 1970.

allays the contrasting fabric of working worlds of a Black
man and a White man. A Black man tends the garden behind a
suburban home. A White sirlesman begins another working
day: The White salesman assumes the Black man is a hired
handyman when in fact, he our the home.

145088 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)$15 (S)$150 Dad said
Me. 16mm optical color I I min 1971.

Shows that a warm family life and a loving father - son rela-
tionship arc not the exclusive province of any racial stereo-
type. Seven-year-old Darret looks up tOitls father, wants to be
like him when he grows up. His father has a good job. excels
at sports, does things with his family, and makes sure that

14
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Darrett' feels his love and understanding at'all times -- even
whcn discipline is called for. This is a Black family, living and
working in a mixed, low income apartment complex.

145009 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)S15 (S)S125 Grand-
ma Lives in Our House. 16mm optical color 9.5 :min 197Q.

Documentary portrayal of a family that bridges the gaps
between three generations and blends the values of 'Eastern
and Western cultures under one roof. Seven-year-Old Nina
Hgashira introduces her six brothers and sisters, herparents,

1and her grandmother who replies in Japanese and leeps on
a traditional floor mat. Follows Nina's happy mar ative of
events from a traditional dance rehearsal through a Thanksgiv-
ing gathering.

145090 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)525 (5)5220 220
Blues, 16mm optical color 18 min 1970.

A study of awakening racial awareness. Sonny is a star high
school track man, a prime candidate for a college athletic
scholarship, and a promising future architect. He has a loyal
girlfriend, a good buddy, and the widespread admiration of his
peers. He's making it very well, indeed for a Black. Enter
the new student, Larry, who is also Black, and also Afro mod,
militant, and determined to make Sonny choose a side,

.2' Delineates the dilemma confronting the gifted young Black in
a society structured by White men's rules.

145091 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
. Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)S15 (S)5140 Hey,

Cabx 16mm optical color`10.5 min 1970.

A dramatization of a true experience of Black journalist
who describes some of the pragmatics of racism. A cab
deliberately bypasses,the black man Stranded on the rainswept
curb. Another goes by within splashing distance. A third cab is
finally stopped by a traffic light. The cabbie doesn't want to
chit* the ghetto at night; the Black man needs a cab.

)
102 Perennial Education, Inc., 1825 Willov. Road,

orthfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)$12.50 (S)$125
Dating Series. George and Betty: Career Versus :Marriage.
16mm optical color 10 min 1969.

Shows George and Deny. a Negio couple who have it good
relationship, but George is graduating from high school and
wants to get away to attend an out-of-town college and must
consider a career versus marriage. Although quite fond of
Betty, he is not sure about perpetuating the relationship, He
watns to broaden his experiences and horizons. He apparently
has educational and vocational aspirations in addition to being
fond of Betty. Betty, on the other hand, is reluctant to see
George go, perhaps fearful that she may lose him.

145127 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0160) EMC
(R)523 Trial: City and County of Deliver Versus Luren R. Wat-
son. Fourth and Final Day. 16mm optical B&W 90 min 1970

In a documentary of an iktual courtrodm trial (Lauren R.
Watson, former deputy minister of defense of the Black
Panther Party being tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice officer) the closing arguments for both sides and judge's
instructions to jury, which deliberates for two hours are
presented. During ddlibcration judge. arresting officer. both at-
torneys, and defendant are interviewed. Watson states that.
win or lose, verdict means nothing because jur(,, was not com-
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posed of his peers, and that if he wins it is only because he
had a good lawyer -- an advantage denied to most poor people.
After verdict of acquittal is returned, some jury members are
also interviewed to deterfnine why they voted as they did.

145130 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-(44240460) EMC
(R)59 Tribute to Malcomb X. Black Journal 'Film/Series. 16mm
optical B&W IS min 1970.

Examines the influence of Malcomb X on the present Black
liberation movement. Interviews his widow, Betty Shabazzy.
who discusses her memories of him. Traces his life from child-
hood through his ministry with the Blac Muslims to his assas-
sination in 1965.

145166 University of California, Ext nsion Media Ccntcr.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
110$8 World of Julian Bond. Black Jou I Film Series. 16mm
optical B&W 11 min 1969.

Reviews recent career of Julian Bond, member of Georgia
state legislature, following his protest ,candidacy at 1968
Democratic convention as first Black to bemorninated for Vice
Presidency. In interviews and at rallies Bo discusses integra-
tion, educational reform, Black capitalism, ommunity control.
and his reasons for working within the s stem. Shows him
campaigning in New York for Paul O'Dwy a White liberal,
then returning to his political work in Atlan

145171 University of California, Extensio Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415'1-642-046(1) EMC
(R)S12 You Dig It. Imm optical B&W. 28 min "l969.

An autobiographical dramatization of gang life in the Black
ghetto by Leon Williams. 17, Whoawrote and plays the leading
role. Dissatisfisyl with living at home, Leon prefers the
camaraderie of the gang he leads. They meet a -White rival
gang and a fight beglids. Afterwards the gang Members decide
they need guns, so thdy steal money for o e. Leon's choice of
loyalties lead ironically to his death on the White gang's turf
after they had invited him to join them.

145172 University of California, Extensi n Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (4 5-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 You Are On Indian Land. Challeng kr Change Pro-
gram. 16nwn optical B&W 37 min 1%9.

Report on a winter protest demonstration by Mohawk Indi-
ans on the internattonal bridge between Canite a and the U.S.
near Cornwall. Ontario. Shows Indians block ng the bridge.
which is on their St. Regis Reserve. causing Inge traffic jams
and drawing public attention to their grielvandes. Indians say
they were prohibited by Canadian authorities from duty-free
passage of goods across border a right' established by Jay
Treaty (..)f 1794. Records confrontation with police, eventual cat
rests. and aftermath of demonstration.

148781 Films Incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Aye.. Wilmette. IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)$600 Operation Breadbasket 16mm
optical color 65 min. 1%9.

A report of Operation Breadbasket which has obtained
many jobs for Blacks and supported small business men in its
community. Traces the history of Breadbasket since its incep-
Lion in 1%6 by the Reverend Martin Luther King, who ap-
pointed the Reveiend Jesse Jackson as the national director.
Reverend Jackson speaks at the meetings and informally, with
friends. about nonviolence and what the SCLC hopes to
achieve



On Mantel NRaith

148133 New Media Marketing Manager, College and 'Univer-
sky Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 1003'6 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S1 r Race
Relations, and Community. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 45 min, 1970.

Mr. Whitney Young diseu3ses segregation in the context of
housing, jobs and education in cities.

148863 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (40-642-0460) EMC
(R)S10 NAV Day In the oeath of Donnie B. 16mm optical B&W
15 min 1970-

Looks at a typical day in the life of s. Young., poverty
stricken Black heroin addict, Donnie B. Intercuts scenes of
Harlem slums with comments by other ghetto dwellers, his
mother, and police, who all foretell his death. Shows Donnie
hustling for money for his fix. He panhandles without success.
snatches a purse and finds it is empty, and tries to steal hub-
caps but is too weak to remove them. He wins a dice game
and finally makes his buy. Folk song lyrics comment on his
dreary day!

1411864 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$11 Daniel Watts. Dissenters Series. 16mm optical B&W 30
min 1968. .

Daniel H. Watts, editor of 'Liberator' and one of the leading
theoreticians of Black nationalism in Americas is interviewed.
The subjects of the urban riots. the racist revolution, anti-
Semitism, the origins of loaders for the Black power move-
ment, 'the meaning of Black power. and the role of religion in
the Afro-American community arc discussed.

148884 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S18 Black G. I. Black Journal Film Series. 16nun optical
B&W 55 min 1970.

Studies discrimination against Black servicemen both on and
off military bases. Briefly traces role of Blacks in past wars,
then focuses on Vietnam and disproportionate percentage of
frontline Black\ troops and casualties. Interviews with Black
soldiers reveal that Whites have taught some Vietnamese to
call Blacks niggers, that certain parts of Saigon are closed to
them, and tht .although White soldiers can wear cowboy
clothes and listen to country and western music. dashikis arc
often illegal and recorded soul music can start a barracks
brawl.. Includes interview with first Black combat general in
US Army history, and with Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Civil Rights.

148901 University of California. Extension- Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC
(R)S9 Black top. Black Journal Film Series. 16mm optical
B&W 15 min 1969.

Explores relationship of Black policemen to Brack communi-
ty in Harlem and Los Angeles. Intervicwg reveal hostility
toward Black police. who are sccn as proteOting a White
system badly in need of change or as seeking the instant
authority of a badge. Shows two Black policemen on routine
.patrol, as well as during some tense arrests. Includes inter-
views with Black police.

148912 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S16 Confronted. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968
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Shows the confrontation of several Northern communities
with the issue of Negro integration in schools, jobs, and hous-
ing. In Qucens,,New York, Negroes demonstrate for jobs in
construction. work. In Long Island, New York, White citizens
oppose the state, commissioner's effort to prevent any school
from having more than 5041 Negro enrollment. In Chicago. Il-
linois a barber vows he will go out of business if he is required
to cut Negroes' hair, and Whites organize to oppose an open
occupancy ordinance. Violence is recorded at Folcroft.
Pennsylvania when a Negro family moves into a previously all
White housing area.

148916 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-(642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 Color Us Black'- 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968_

The Black man's struggle for his own- identity underlies this
documentary, which covers the student take over of the ad-
ministration building at predominately Black Howard Universi-
ty in Washington, DC. The four day revolt centers around stu-
dent demands for a more relevant curriculum and one that
does not just reflect thebWhite norm. Followutp shows settle-
ment of the rebellion, and includes a short film, produced by
students as part of the new program, depicting a Black White
romantic triangle.

148924 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton Si, Berkeley. CA 94720 (415412-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Clvll Disorder: The. Kerner Report, Part II. 16nun optical
B &W 25 mm 1968.

Discusses civil disorder 'as. presented by the Kerner report.
Opens with examples of efforts to relieve Black unemploy-
ment. The report as a-social document is reviewed. Describes
how the Opportunities Industrialization Center works. The
Urban League's Whitney Young is sccn in several excerpted
speeches discussing the group's efforts to find answers to the
problems and frustrations orighetto life.

148925 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S9 Civil Disorder: The Kerner Report. Part 1. 16mm optical
113&W 31 min 1968_

The Kerner Report. the result'of the Presidential commis-
sion appointed to investigate the bloody ghetto riots that swept
the country in 1967 is presented. lOirt I begins with several ex
amples of the polarization of the' American community In-
cluded is a statement of the goals of the Black revolution by
Black militants. and scenes of White housewives learning to
shoot to kill_ Stresses the need for enough money to eliminate
the discrepancy between what the poverty program delivers
and -what the poor expect_ Fnds with scenes of the Bcdford-
Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn. where private enterprise
renovated decaying tenements_

148949 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA '94720 (415.642-0460) EMC
(R)519 Al Stacey Hayes. Portrait Series. I6nn optical color 25
min 1970.

Presents a portrait of a 17-year-old Black south who lives in
a Mississippi Delta town. Portrays his awareness of his peo-
ple's needs and the importance of political action, especially
voting. Shows him working in Black community. trying to per.
manic people to vote for their candidate. and in doing so learn-,
ing how far the people are from realizing-their potential
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149164 University of
2223 Fulton St.. Ber
(R)S23 Trial: City and

/
alifornia. Extension Media Center.
Icy, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
ounty of Denver Versus Laren R. Wat-

son. Third Day. 16mmfoptical B&W 90 min 1970.

In a documentary of an actual courtroom trial (Lauren R.
Watson, former d uty minister of defence of The Black
Panther Party bei tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice. officer) the d ense presents witnesses after making mo-
tion for judgme of acquittal, which causes interference
charge to be d for lack of evidence. Defense witnesses,
including defen t, try to show thsd he was being haral sed
and did not res arrest. In post trial interview defense at or-
ney states that has political as well as judicial signific
and that class

1583013 ACI Rms, Inc.. 35 West 45th Street, New York, NY
10036 (212-5 -1918) ACT (S)S110 91)515 Joshua. 15 min B&W,
1968.

The sto
athletic' sc
ficulties
knowled
trayed.

1511402 ental Health Filth Board, 8 East 93rd Street, New
York. 10028 (212. 427-3172) MFB(S)5650 (R)$60 Hitch. 90
min c or, 1971.

The story of a Black teenager from the South who encoun-
ters e exciting and dangerous chall.enge of Harlem's ghetto
life presented. This world is seen through the teenager's
eyes the pointless waste of young people's promise, the
cm asis on material things, the frustration over tryiing to get
a re cvant education, the chaotic quality of family life, and the
all rvasive ugliness of daily life.

159990 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-64;-0460) EMC
(R)S8 Cicero March. New Militants and the Urban Crises Series.
16mm optical B&W s\ min 1968.

A lemon in race hiStred and law enforcement through obser-
vation of a bitter con rontation in Cicero, an industrial suburb'
of Chicago is ,present d. Weeks before the march there were

bile threats of violence against the marchers, and what
gan as a demonstration to protest discrirniaation in housing
came a test of the right to march at all. When civil rights

'leader Robert Lucas' led 350 Black and White marchers
through the streets of the all White suburb they were met by a
spitting, jeering, rock throwing mob.

159994 University Of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EM
(R)S15 Hear Us 0 Lord. 16mm optical B&W 51 min 1969. ,

Reaction is shown in Cook County. Illinois as the natiob's
first incorporated suburb is ordered to desegregate its scholols
by busing. Focus is on a White family, their, two children, arid
their neighbors. The father does not want his children to go to
school with Black children because they are different. White
parents ate shown petitioning to keep schools closed while
awaiting appeals to a district court. When this fails, busing
begins. and parents give in.

,--

159995 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S12 Henry: Boy of the Barrio. 16mm optical B&W 35 min
1968.

lice must be eliminated.

of a young Black boy in Harlem who haS won an
larship to a Texas college is presented and the dif-
faces when interacting with Whites and the

and feelings these experiences engender are por-

&platted Audiovisuals

_ A two year study-is shown of a young Chicano boy entering
his teens in a Los Angeles ghetto neighborhood. His late
father served a prison term for rape; his Indian mother is an
alcoholic. He is seen at home, in school, and playing with
friends, but his loneliness is evident as are the effects of his
environment on him. Outsiders attempt to help, but the results
are.inconclusive. In his-frustration and loneliness, 'he wanders
through the freight yard, through ruined buildings, and at 14,
he is arrested for auto theft.

159994 Univer ity of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton S Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)S10 CHF .1 le, The. 16mm optical B&W, 22 min 1968.

Black ghetto youths present their version of life in their
areas, as depicted by a gang in Philadelphia. Includes descrip-
tions of gang warfare, drinking, and fraternity among ghetto
people. Alfinal street battle sequence is also included in which
one member of the gang dies. Emphasis is on the style, values,
and code of ethics of young Blacks in the city streets.

1600111 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) lUV (R)$79 Trails of Tears.
16mm optical B&W 100 min 1970.

The historical events surrounding the exploitation and op-
pression of the Cherokee Indians in the 1830's are described,
including the Cherokee's appeal to 'Andrew Jackson based on
earlier treaties and his refusal to uphold them. Shows how the
state of Ociirgia acquired all Cherokee land by nullifying
Cherokee laws and decreeing that Indians could neither be
tried nor could they testify in court. Explains that after much
harassment, the Cherokee Nation moved on a death filled
journey to Oklahoma. Reveals that in 1907, all schtiols,
hospitals, and similar facilities were taken from them.

160052[University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) !UV (R)$7.'75 To Live and Move
According to Your Nature Is called 1.4ive. To Save Tomorrow
Series. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969.

The leader of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
and the coordinator of an experimental project in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania are featured as they attempt to organize re-
sidents to cope with community problems, Theorizes that so-
cial problems contribute to mental health and indicates that the-
problems must be identified and solutions foreseen before real
inroads to mental health can begin. Points out that widespread
interest and organization are necessary to begin finding solu-
tions.

173900 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Mk.,
New York, NY 10017 (212--MU-5-4400) PMF (S)S100 Mothers
and Toddlers: Humanizing the Growth Experience. 16,mm opti-
cal B&W 17.5 min, 1974.

This film documents the toddlers lab initiated by a Black so-
cial agency. A growth experience for the toddlers, and the
Mothers and staff as well. the fundamental theory, is that
parents must experience a sense of competence before they
can encourage their children to invest themselves in the risky
business of learning. First of all they must have confidence in
themselves.

173954 Mass Media Associates. Inc.. "P N. Charles St..
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301.727-3270) MMA (R)S30 (S)S300 ft
There Weren't Any Black You'd Have to.Invent Them. 16mm
optical B&W 58 min. 1969.
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In this film, theconspiracy that betw en bigotry, hypocrisy,
unenlightened self-interest, leer, an indifference is. con-
sidered. The plot centers upon a you man joining society for
the first time. He is accused of bei a Black, that is, an in-
ferior. His accuser Is a bigotted blip man who is able by devi-
ous ;persuasion to enlist the sup rt oP a shut eyed, com-
placent, and, passive neighbor (the ilent majority), an army of-
ficer and his servile soldier (the tary), a priest and a vicar
(religion), a doctor ( regressive ralism), an undertaker (the
commercial qstablis nt). a judge (the political establish-
ment), and an illiterate sexton (theworking class) in the young
man's systematic conquest, humiliation, and destruction.

112953 Instructional Dynamics Inc.. 166 East Superior St..
Chic co, IL 60611 (312-943-1200 1151 (S)S350 The Way Out

/%Io mm O'Neal color 45 min, 1970.

This film shows two White workers reacting to the
thought Of having,Blacks working in their plant. Their hostile
attitudes quickly come to the surface. A second film clip
shows a supervisor and Black worker who have come to a
fairly sirccessful relationship /The two film clips are designed
to help viewers focus on work problems in order to think
about and discuss solutions.

182954 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) (S)S250 The Way Out.
16rnrn optical, color 33 min. 1970.

Thls film -portrays four ethnic groups *in Amirica: Black-
Americans, Spanish speaking Americans, American-Indians,
And Appalachian, White Americans. It gives a picture of the
environments in which many individuals from these groups
Jive in poverty anti hopelessness. It focuses on the problems

182955 Instructanal Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1300) IDI (S)3250 I'm Not Too
Proud Anymore. 16mm optical color 20 min. 1970.

In this film, a southern Appalachian White describes his
strUules and existence in his world of substandard education,
poverty, and discrimination. This film touches on many facets
of life in America, including the unemployment problems of
the economically disadvantaged.

182937 Instructional Dynamics Inc.. 166 East Superior St..,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312. 943-1200) IDI (S)S350 Black Anger.
16mm'optical color 30 min, 1969.

In this film, a group of Black-Americans and Spanish speak-
ing Americans tell about their successses and failures, hopes
and disappointments in the White world of work. The feelings
of. hostility and hopelessness generated 'by ghetto life are

openly revealed.

183021 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 1700 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-K1-5-1836) PCG (R)S70
Comas de Bruins, (Things of Witches). 1/2 inch videocassette
color, 1974.

In this film, an analysis and excerpts are presented from the
complete treatment of a 10-year-old Puerto Rican boy. the
-identified patient, andiiis family. The patient had night terrors
and heard voices. The therapist is a student at the Institute of
Family Counseling. The students at the Institute are mature
persons who have not obtained traditional academic cre-
dentials and who are recruited with special reference to ethnic
minority groups.
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124434 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA, 16802
(814:865-6315) Pat (R)510.60 MGH (R)S18 (S)S350 Animal
War -- Animal Peace. 16mm optical color 28 min 1968.

Comparisons are drawn between animal and human socie-
ties. In both, conflict between aggression and fear exists, as
does proclaiming and defending of territorial rights. The
question of why animals resolve disputes with a minimum of
bloodshed, and man often fights to death is asked. Examples
of species resolving conflicts include stickleback fish, gulls,
and Squirrel monkeys. The conclusion is reached that Er better
understanding of animals may lead to a better understanding
of man.

1245311 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814 .865.6315) PCR(R)310.70 Obedience. 16mm optical B&W
44 min 1969.

Subjects of a Yale University experiment on obedience tri
authority are instructed to administer electric shocks of in-
creasing severity to another person.

124701 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 -Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)31,8 Management Motivation and the New Minority Worker.
16mm optical B&W 43 min 1969.

Explores the relationship of industrial supervisors to the
hard-core unemployed. Focus is on the individual problems of
a supervisor with such an employee, a minority group worker.
A psychodrama is enacted between the worker and the super-
visor to bring out the frustration, apathy, and hostility of the
newly employed worker toward supervision. Practical
problems of motivating a minority worker are also discussed.
Restricted to use by educational institutions only.

124720 Psychological Films. 201 West Twentieth Street. Santa
Ana, CA 92706 (714-639-4646) PFL (R)S30 (S)1500 Self-Self
Encounter and Self-Other Encounter. 16mm optical color 30
min 1972.

Rollo May describes man's dilemma as having to sec himself
as both subject and object in life. As an object, he is manipu-
lated and. used; and as a subject, he has freedom and choice.
Dr. May also discusses the four elements of human encounter:
empathy; cros; friendship; and agape. He maintains that if any
of the four elements is absent, humap encounter does not
exist.

124847 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S20 BNA (R)S50 (S)$350 Theory X and Theory V. Part 1:
Description. Motivalkm and Productivity Series, 16mm optical
color 25 min 1969.

Three colleagues of behavioral scientist Douglas McGregor
discuss and illustrate his theories on management assumptions
concerning employees. Two sets of assumptions are compared
and exemplified. The first. Theory X. assumes that human
capabilities ate potentially static. unimprovable. and not very
impressive. and that management must compensate for these
deficiencies.; Theory Y stresses the potential for opportunity.
achievement, and human development

1241148 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St _ Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-04W EMC
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(R)320 BNA (R)S50 (S)$350 Theory X and Theory Y, Part 2:
Application and Combination Rate. Motivation and Productivity
Series. 16mm optical color 25 min 1969.

Three colleagues of behavioral scientist Douglas Medregor
discuss and illustrate his theories on management assumptions
concerning employees. In a continuation of a previous discus-
sion, they show why a manager using Theory Y assumptions
(focusing on the potentials for opportunity, achievement, and
human development) is likely to elicit greater productivity
from his employees.

1211306 Video Nursing file.. 2834 Central Street. Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 The Symptom as Ex-
pression of Anxiety. I inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min
1968.

Ways in which the nurse utilizes concepts of anxiety and
psychodynamics to understand a patient's behavior and imple-
ment her understanding, in order to plan both immediate and
long-range nursing interventions, are discussed.

130241 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S7.75 The End of Con-
flict 16min optical B&W 29 min 1968.

A discussion by an Indian spiritual leader speaking of the
personal discontent suffered because people compare what
they are with an ideal of what they should be is presented. Ex-
plains that this comparison takes place because they accumu-
late emotions, such as hatred and aggression, in their memory
which limit their freedom to be aware of life. Suggests that
people must become totally attentive to and aware of their
present environment without interference from memory and
past experience to end the conflict.

134226 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S7.50
Emotional Ties in Infancy: Films on Infancy. 16mm optical
B&W 12 min 1972.

The film shows the importance of strong emotional ties
between infant and adult by comparing four 8;11)-month-old in-
fants; a home raised girl with strong attachment to her mother;
another institutional baby who is indiscriminate in his at-
tachment to any adult; still another institutional baby who has
fqnned no attachment and appears withdrawn and uninterested
in his surroundings.

134250 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, NeU< York, NY 10003 '(212- 598 -2251) NYU (R)S17
Robin, Peter\ and Darryl: Three to the Hospital. 16mm optical
B&W 53 min 1968.

Three children's reactions to hospitalization for minor sur-
gery are portrayed. The effect of maternal separation and
reaction to hospitalization of the children, aged 2 years 10
months. is illustrated. The film involves the viewer in the frus-
trations, fears, and tears of the children.

135011 higGraw Hill Book Co.. College and University Divi-
sion. Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MOH (R)S25
(S)S350 Donna and Gall: A Study In Friendship. 16mm optical
B&W 49m1n 1968.

A case Study is shown of the lonclines%s of two post-
highsebool girls in a large city who form a fric dship through
desperation. They Meet at work, become friends. and share an
apartment. The problems thin arise because of an emotional
attachment and differences in personality arc revealed. The
story is told by an observer trained In counseling who gives in-
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sightful interpretations into the motives for the establishment
of the friendship as well as the personality patterns which
cause it to dissolve.

137577 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 The Biology of Social Aggression. AT 1. 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. J. P. Scott discusses the biological aspects of social ag-
gression.

II137601 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. fferkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S30 Blue-Collar Trap. 16rnm optical color 51 min, 1972:

The, life styles, politics, views, and frustrations of young
blue collar workers in the U.S. are examined.

137673 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-3774) NIT (S)Sl50 .living
With Low. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Follows Mrs. Dorothy Smith and the children who live with
her in a foster home through a day in their lives, revealing the
countless ways that love brings them all together as family.
Designed to help students realize the benefits that love
produces, help them recognize how love can be expressed,
and help them cope with a lack of love in their lives.

137677 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 How Do
You Show? 16mm optical color 15"min. 1973.

Three boys express or withhold their feelings about various
things that happened to them in the course of an afternoon.
Designed to help students understand the many ways that
feelings can be expressed.

137684 Nfitional Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 Strong
Feelings. 16mm optical color 15 min. 1973.

In a Sequence of dreams, Edgar discovers how love, fright,
embarrassment, confusion, and disappointment can affect the
body. Designed to help students understand the effects of
strong emotions and to lessen their fear of such reactions

137714 Churchill Films, .662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S120 What Do Girls
Want From Boys? 16mm optical color 9 min. 1973.

Considers why girls often,prefer older boys and why some
boys resent girls their own age.. .

137715 Churchill Films; 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An.
geles.'cA 90069 (213.657-5110) CHF (S)S150 One on Many?
16mm optical color 13 min, 1973.

Considers dating in the 9th and 10th grades. Exa
.

incs the
nature of a Serious relationship and the question of th number
of people with whom one can have a relationship at the same
time.

145107 Perennial t Education, Inc.. 4825 Willav Road,
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)S30 (S)S300 This Is
No Time for Romance. 16mm optical color 28 min 1969

Considers a woman's dream of romance after she marries
and has a growing family to care for Jay tfy day. Suggests that
for some women the dream does not Ind. that in fact it may
take more urgent form as the years go by and. with them, her
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dream of an ideal mate. The family shown is a French speak-
ing one in Montreal.

145112 Perennial Education, Inc., 1825 Willow Road,
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)S28 .(S)S280 Sex-
uality and the Teenager Part 1. 16mm optical color 28 min
1968.

Deals with individual differences in the timing of the matur-
ing process, differences in male and female sexual response,
the fundavutal need to love and be Joved using a combina-
tion of 'dnatic viviettes and classom sequences together
with a roundtable discussion. A series of scenes presenting
situations from infancy through the teenage period demon-
strate how attitudes and feelings are developed towards
masculinity and ferninity, and towards the opposite sex.
Covered also are the development of feelings of self-worth,
trust and the abilityto love. The importance of open communi-
cation between parents and children is indicated.

145143 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton Si, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)SII Wbo Cops Out? 16mm optical color 10 min 1970.

Five teenagers talk about their reasons for cox:tin:ling or
quitting high school. They include a pregnant girl who may be
asked to leave school, a dropout working at a gas station,ea
football star with: academic problems, a runaway drug user,
and a student who feels at home in the system..

145171 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415 -442 -0460) EMC
(R)S12 You Dig It. 16mm optical B&W 28 min 1969..

An autobibgraphical dramatization of gang life in the Black
ghetto by Leon Williams, 17. who wrote and plays the leading
role. Dissatisfied witp living at home, Leon prefers the

camaraderie of the gang he leads. y meet a White rival
gang and a fight begins. Afterwards tlibNiang members decide
they need guns, so they steal money for one. Leon's choice of
loyalties lead ironically to his death on the White gang's turf
after they had invited him to join them.

148798 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division? McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,,
Ncw York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)SI I
%%knee. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 43 min, 1970.

Dr. John Spiegel discusses psychological motivations and
background of violence.,

.

.148910 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton Si, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-6(2-0460) EMC
(R)S17 (S)S265 Constructive Use of the Emotions. Menagement
Development Series. 16mm optical color 22 min 1970.

biscussejs the constructive use of the emotions and three
responses to anxiety and suggests fighting, lovinglactive), and
arithdrawing (passive) concludes that if learning is the game
then pissivity is the enemy. Feeling is part' of an integrated
growth pattern. Reviews the classic putdowns parents

reon children, resulting in inhibitions and emotional disorl -

lion. Growing up in such an enviro(iment causes blockage of
constructive emotional feeling; this gives rise tp anxiety. Typi-
cally, the response to anxiety is first to attempt to move
toward a relattonship and finally to move away, Results of ex-
periments to determine how the learning process affects these
responses are presented.
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158428 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S37.50 The Adolescent Experience, Un-
derstanding Emotions. FS 2,12 in LP color, 1972.

The adolescent experience of understanding emotions is
discussed. The first part explores the psychological, physical
and motivational aspects of emotion, discusses emotional com-
plexity, immediate and developmental influences on emotional
structure and reaction, and explains how emotional responses
are learned. The second part concentrates on coping effective-
ly with emotions, deals with emotional 'stress widely as-
sociated with adolescence. and demonstrates the value of
being able to express emotions which arc appropriate to given
situations in meaningful ways. Audio also available in cassette.

-158432 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S37.50 Young, Single and Pregnant. FS 2 12.,
in LP color, 1973.

Relationships which lead to pregnancy and unconscious
motivations are discussed. Birth control methods are also
reviewed. Young couples discuss the frequent need for profes-
sional guidance and a broad range of family reaction is
described. Young people describe social. pressures endured
during a pregnancy, and advantages and disadvantages of
forced marriage, and single parenthood are discussed. Adop-
tion, abortion, and readiness for _parenthood are discussed.
Audio also available in cassette.

158435 Guidance AssociatesPleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) (MS (S)S37.50 Teenage Rebellion: Challenge to
Authority. FS 2'12 in LP color, 1971.

Discrepancies between U.S. social ideals and realities are
examined by young pc6ple. The difficulty of changing older
people's attitudes towards social probleMs are discussed. Per-
sonal motivations are cid:mined and the youth culture is
discussed as a means of self-expreston. Audio also available
in cassette.

158440 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769.7751) GAS (S)S37.50 Parenthood: Myth. and Realities. FS 2,
12 in LP color. 1973.

The myths and realities of parenthood are examined. Daily
parent-child interactions are depicted from the child's view-
point. The need for responsibility and commitment in parental
behavior is demonstrated. The importance of understanding
child development is emphasized: The ways in which couples
arc pressured into having children by family and friends are
discussed and the motivations for having children are ex-
amined. Audio also available in cassette.

158450 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769- 7751) GAS (S)S19.50 Why Work At All? FS 1 12 in LP
color, 1970.

Young peigIle discuss their feelings about job satisfaction.
material rewarA, work and personal growth. They emphasize
their own experiences while discussing work as in outlet for
psychologiCal drives, _consequences of jobs which frustrate
these drives, and factors in job satisfaction, -such as self-
discipline, patience. openmindedness. and enthusiasm. Audio
also available in cassette.

15846; Guidance Associates. Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914 -
769.1751) GAS (S)S19.50 You Got Mad: Arc You Glad? FS I
12 in LP color, 1970.

p

A program is presented to help children explore causes and
effects of hostility by discussing their personal experiences.
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The fact that behavioral chokes are available in every situa-
tion is stressed. Least harmful forms of hostile behavior are
discussed. Concepts of mediation, third party judgment and
compromise are expressed as ways to resolve conflict with
minimal hostility. Audio also available in cassette.

160047 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Bloomihg-
ton, IN 47401 (02-33740.7) IUV (R)$4.75 The Question.
16mm optical color 8 min 1969.

A demonstration is presented to illustrate hdli* each in-
dividual's knowledge and experiences influence his interprets-.
tion of.-a problem. Eiplains that each member of society -
minister, businessman, doctor, scientist, politician and ser-
vicensan - solves problems according to his purpose in life.
Implies that each individual's answer to the challenge nfust be
found through self-reflection and suggests that love for man-
kind is the best answer for all.

1642113 Network for Continuing Edutation, IS
-Columbus Circle, New York,INY 10023. (212. 541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Meriumhm el Migraine ant Muscle Contraction
Hawkehes: Pad IL 'The Maack Contraction Headache.' 3/4
inch videocassette B&W 11 min, 1972.

The film explores the me m of migraine and muscle
contraction headaches. The ttluscle contraction headache can
be precipitated by a number o diseases or disturbance.s, but
most often it is in response to tenskon and stress. For physi-
cians' use only. Also available in other\video formats.

164204 Network for Continuing Medical Education, IS
Columbus Circle, New York. NY 10023, (212-5414088) VIS
(R)$25 Mechanisms of Defense. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 17
min, 1972. .

The film explores various mechanisms of defense. For
physicians' use only. Also available in other video formats.

164295 Network fo;. Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus circle, New-York. NY. 10023. (21 541-8088) VIS
(R)325 hdlnesice of Emotions on the Outcome of Cardiac Sur-

'gory: Diagnosis and Decision. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 20
min, 1972.

The influence of emotions on the outcome of cardiac sur-
fer), is discussed. Eight distinct emotional stages have been
observedlin 148 cardiac surgery patients in a 9 year study. The
anxieties and reactions of patients are shown for cash of these
stages. For physicians' use only. Also available in other video
formats..

164296 Network for Continuing' Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541.8088) VIS
(R)$25 Influence oUshe Emotions on the Outcome of Cardiac
Surreys Psychological Categories. 3/4, inch videocassette B&W
24 min, 1972.

The influence of emotions on the outcome of cardiac sur-
gery are presented in light of psychological categories. Cardiac
surgery patients are classified into six groups withothiir distin-
guishing defense characteristics. It is suggested that un-,
deritanding These gioupings during an interview with a patient,
can aid in predicting how the patient will 'be affected by, sur-
gery, and whether he.will accept surgery, survive it. and avail
himself of the benefits of restored cardiac function. For physi-
cians' use only. Also available in other video iormats,

170901 TelecOmmunicationt Center Library. Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital. Box A. Catnarillo. CA 93010

's.

Selected Audiovisual,

(805- 482.4671 x2804)TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Excerdse in Trust. I.
inch videotape (ampex) B&W 60 min 1969.

This tape deals with how people can learn to relinquish their
defenses once they have established-trust in others. It shows
some of the processes of establishing trust.

170552 Pyramid Films, Box 1048. giant Monica, CA 90406
(213. 828-75'77) PYR (R)S25 (S)S325 Though 1 Walk Through the
Valley. 16mm optical color 30 min 1972.

- This film is a document aboill the last 6 months in the life of
a middle-aged college professor who faced the fears and pains
of terminal cancer. His wife and daughter echo his belief in
God. The professor talks about his struggle to cat, his fears of
dying, and about making funeral artlangements. Only when he
admits his wife will miss, WM is a brief' show of emotion wit
nessed.

.1705811 Long Island Film Studios, kilt Office Box P.
Erightwaters, NY '11718 (516665 -4 43) (R)S10 (5)5150.1
Feel...Loving. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973. .

In this film the young viewer learns about love. Love is
defined as mutual satisfaction: It is suggested that one loves
those that satisfy ones needs, that loVe is help each other, and
that love gives one pleasure.

1705119 Long Island Film Studios., Post Office Box P,
Brightwaters. NY 11718 (516465-4343) LW (R)S10 (S)S150 1
Feel...Angry. 16mm optical color 11 min, 1973.

In this film series, the child is helped to accept the emotion
of anger most positively and openly. It answers in a most af-
firmative way the often unvoiced question of whether anger
results in lass'of love. It indicates that though feelings often
cannot be controlled, behavior can. It showcs that angry

,,feelings can be dissolved by their recognition and acceptance.

170590 Long Island Film Studios. Post Office Box P.
Btightwiders, NY 11718 (516665.4343) LIF (R)510 (S)S150 1
Feel,..Scai.ed. 16mm optical color 10 min, 1973.

This film shows the child that everyone has fears, and
because one has fears does not mean one is weak. It explores
both reasonable and unreasonable fears.

170596 APGA Publications. 1607 New Hampshire Avenue,
N.W., Washington, DC 20009 (202-483.4633) APO (R)S23
(S)S250 Assertive Training for Women; Part II. 16mm optical
color 18 min 1974.

Eleven vignettes begin with simple interpersonal siutations
in which women might find themselves - someone cutting into
line, dealing with a demanding employer and an unpleasant
garage mechanic( being asked to canvass for charity. A series
of more complex situations involving a passive husband,`a flir-
tatious man, an qureasonably ampf friend and a highly
opinionated male are also presented.

170597 APGA 'Publications. 1607 Ncw Hampshire Avenue.
N.W Washington. DC 20009 (202-481;4633) APO (R)S25
(S)S250.Rack to School, Back ,to Work. 16mm optical color 20'
min 1974.

Increased numbers of women are reaching decisions to un-
dertake the duill role of housewife/student or
housewife/working woman. Ten vigneues which confront
problems related to the working or student wife are presented.
Self-doubts women may experience and posiible negative
responses of significant others to a worlian's plans to return to
school or start a new career are considered.
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63881 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301 - 727 - 3270).' MMA (R)S25 (S)S350
Strokes. 16mm optical color 30 mill, 1974.

. This film teaches that strokes messages that tell us we're
0. K. are necessary for healthy existence. A stroke is some
form- of recognition or appreciation which acknowledges our
existence. Strokes niay be physical (a touch, a smile, a hug, a

- look) or verbal (praise, understanding). This hunger for recog-
nition is a basic human need. Without stroking, human beings
do not develop the self-esteem necessary for physical and
psychological well-being. Unfortunately, many people grow up
with a taboo against acknowledging warm, positive thoughts
and feelings about themselves. As a result they remain emo-
tionally undernourished and alienated from their true selves.
This film 'Cxpkires ways in which One can develop more
freedom in both giving and receiving strokes.

17311112 -Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218, (301-727-3270). MMA (R)S25 (S)S350
Time Structures. 16mm optical color 30 min, 1974.

This film illusttates how time structures affect relationships
(the wife wants ,intimacy, the husband wants to watch the
football game on 4v). Time structures are defined and illusr,
trated: (1) withdrawal may mean reading a book, taking a nap
or walk; (2) rituals are the stylized or preset exchanges which
are always familiar and predictable; (3) activities may involve
work or hobbies and are productive or creative; intimate in-
volvement with other people may take place'during activities
or activities may
games are the coy
psycholsipeal Rey
exchange tof strok
exploitation, derrj

e used at a way of avoiding intimacy; (4)
it or ultrioi transactions which result in a
off; (5) intimacy an,drien and dive&
s between, two people. Free df games- and
ids and defenses, intimacy arouses O.K.

- feelings of 'tenderness and affection. In iptimatrelatidriships
one is free to let one's real selves be seen, and to see other
persons as they really are.

173810 Mass Media Associates, inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)S25 (S)5350
Feelingsel6nun optical color 30 min, 1974.

This film discusses ways to develop authentic relationships
and avoid playing games by learning to own and experience
ones- feelings as they arise. When feelings are consciously
recogniked and accepted, one doesn't act them out on an un-
conscious level. This program shows that what one does With
ones feelings is up. to the person -- not other people.

173935 Billy Budd FilMs, 235 East 57th Street, New York,
NY 10022 (212-755-3968) BBB (R)$17.50 (S)S175 To Be in
Love. 16mm optical color 13 min,'1970.

This film atteopts to define love through the language of
teenagers who express views ranging from the most idealistic
to the coldly cynical.

173966 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)$30 (S)$350
Journey Into Love, 16mm optical color 43 min, 1972.

This film is a tribute to love. Many shades of thought and
emotion about love's uials and rewards are reflected in the
performances of a rock - folk ensemble. The material follows
in succession the themes of love's innocent glories, its tragic
losses and pains, its exploitation and misuse, and the rebirth
of which -it is capable when one fipally becomes real to him-
self. Sexuality plays a great part in the film.
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173972 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S15 (S)5150 1 +
1 = 3 16mm optical color 10 min, 1970. -

In this film, animation is used to make speculation on.the
problem of power. A midget 'espies a sign reading 1 + 1+ = 3
and self - confidently changes it to read 1 +-1 = 2; only to be-
met by a giant who makes: him change it back. The midget
tries reasoning with the giant, using apples to take the princi-
ple of addition out of the abstract into the concrete, but the
giant can only comprehend how delicious the apples taste. The
3 goes back up. When the midget produces books by the
world's great minds as evidence, the giant almost burns the
"midget up with them. The two protagonists are gradually
drawn into a farcical game of cat. and mouse, the sign dans-
ing back and forth between 2 and 3 as each takes tun's out-
witting the other. Muscle eventually wins .out over intellect,
however, and trio little loser is shipped off to outer space..But
the victorious giant immediately faces a new foe -- another
giant; bigger than himself, who forcefully propo that 1 + 1
= 4. The power game goes on.

175715 Mass `Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. C les St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S1 (S)V35
Decoration. 16mm optical color 7 min, 1970.

In this film about the basic question of morality the Good
Samaritan develops the habit of rescuing bodies of pe'ople
presumed to be sick and/or and rushing them off to a
hospital somewhere over the horizon. At first he does it in-
stinctively; it is the humanitarian thing to do. Soon, however,

'be is doing it frantically for the approval it brings him. Even-,
tually, he adds so many medals of approval fo his chest that
they weighhim down and tom the metal coffin in which he is
interred. Workmen then feed the coffin into a compressor. Out
of it come more medals, of all shapes and colors, manufac-
tured to inspire the next person ready for good works.

182959 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)534.95 (2) Daily Liv-
ing; Coping with Tensions and Anxieties. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette,
1970.

In this audiotape, Dr. Lazarus, explains- how one can learn
to cope with tensions and anxieties. He, discussed emotional
freedom, controlling what one feels about what one thinks and
relaxation techniques.'

182961 Instruetior.a: Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, ,IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)$25,, Basic Interper-
sonal Relations. AT 1 7/8 cassette, 1970.

In this audiotape, basic interpersonal' relations are con-
sidered. The texts-direct participants through a series of inter--

*personal exercises, group discussions, and interaction activi-
ties.

182962 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (5) $64.95 Personal Ad-
justment. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette, 1970.

In this audiotape Dr. Carl Rogers shares his insights and his
exprience. He discusses feelings of -loneliness, the generation
gap, 'the goals of life, and everyone's struggle to become a
person. Topics include: sharing something of yourself; the
place of feelings and emotions; to Me yourself; the struggle to
became a person; the goals of life; what it means to be mar-
ried; relationships with your children; the generation gap; the
lonely person; and the person of tomorrow.
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1$2%7 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior Street,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-9434200) IDI (S)134.95 Myself and
Others: A Tough and Tender Dialog, AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette,
1971.

In this audiotape, Dr. Kopp talks to listeners informally
about feelings and values and how we waste ourselves on
some issues and how we fail to face others. He encourages us
to reveal ourselves and take our chances. 11;helps us get rid
of the struggle in life and leave more room for satisfaction. He
emphasizes that so much of our anguish comes from insisting
that life be more than it appears to be.

18297$, Quest, Inc., 389 Ethel Ave., Mill Valley, CA
94941 (415-388-9094) VIQ Here Comes Everybody. 16mm opti-
cal color 95 min, 1973,

This film explores the new awareness of the body which has
been-discovered through encounter in order to reveal the inti-
mate connections that exist between bodily expression and
one's manner of thinking. Both are considered in terms of
one's self- awareness and of one's relations with other people.

132979 Vision Quest, Inc., 7715 North Sheridan Road,
Chicago, IL 6062613122338-1116) VIQ (R)S25 (S)S200 Rose-
land. 16mm optical color 12.5 min, 1973.

This if a film about Rose Oliver, a frankly fat, White wel-
fare mother four, living in the projects in Chicago. In the
film Rose givei birth to a chil, talks squarely into the camera
about her life and being It mother, makes herself attractive,
and she prepares a Thanksgiving meal, feeding and nurturing,
her fungi. The closing shot is of Rose and her family at this
meal,"lood spread out before them, her children eating and
watching her nursing the baby, determinedly pushing and
heaving the wheel of life along.

13331b Churchill Filmi, 662 No. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S130 Soon There Will
Be No More of Me. 16mm optical color 10 min 1972.

In this film, a young mother facing death 'speaks of her
doubts and fears awl even her wish to be cradled again.

20 NEUROSCIENCES

124499 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S8.60 the Inner World of Aphasia.
16mm optical color 24 min 1968.

A dramatization is shown of the psychological, perceptual,
and family problems of the person who has aphasia following
a stroke or brain injury. The patient's impaired speech pat-
!erns are seen and heard, and his +inner thought processes are
also heard by means of voice-over techniques.

124506 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University' Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S9.60 (S)1248 Hypothalamic Reward In
Feeding, Running, and Mating Behavior. 16mm optical colbr 26

19ott.,

Hypothalamic reward is shown in the feeding. running. and
mating behavior of rats. Electrodes are planted in different
parts of the hypothalamus. The animals can obtain electrical
self-ftimulation by pressing a lever, or stimulation can be auto-
matically applied. The effects of brain stimulation are shown
under a variety of conditions. ,

I. )
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V
124633 University of California, Extension Media Center,:
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)115 Eyes and Seeing, 16mm optical color 20 min 1968.

An understanding of the eye and its component structure is
provided with problems examined that are involved in deter-
IMning how the brain evaluates and acts on visual information.
Pathologic macro and microcinematography with superimposed
symbols identify the various parts of a human eye. Experi-
ments demonstrate electrochemical eye nerve impulses. How
the brain cells control the visual cortex is graphically shown iii
experiments with the field of vision in animals.

124673 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$43 Mind of man, 16mm optical color 119 min 1971.

Worldwide research report explores recent discoveries con-
cerning the powers and workings of the mind. Documents ex-
periments in which people have consciously controlled their
oxygen needs and blood pressure -- functions previously
thopght to be involuntary. Also covers latest findings on
development of mind ire fetus -and infant; how drugs affect
mind:, mysteries of sleeping and dreaming; and brain structure,
including chemical Changes occurring within it and electrical
energy it generates.

124885 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S17 Nerve Impulse, Biolosv Series, 16nun optical color 22
min 1970.

A review is presented of the history of scientific investiga-
tion into nerve impulse conduction and transmission from the
classical experiments that began in the late 17110s. Galvani's
frog nerve- experiments, Du Bois-Reymond's research into
electrical potential, Helmholtz' measurements of nerve im-
pulse speed, Bernstein's theory on the presence of ions,
Ramon y Cajal's discovery of disconnected nerve cells,
Loewi's demonstration of impulse behavior effected by chemi-
cal balance, and the Hodgkin - Huxley discovery of resting
potential are included. In addition, chemical experiments
showing the extremely delicate balance of chemicals within the
nervous system are given.

130290 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S8,ZIervous Systems in
Animals. Animal Systems Series. 16mm optical color 17 min
1971.

The nervous systems of hydra, planaria-, 'earthworms, and
grasshoppers are illustrated, along with the response of a
paramecium, euglena. amoeba, hydra; and - planaria to stimuli.
Points out the spinal cord, spinal 'nerves and parts of the brain
in a freshly dissected pig and makes comparisons between the
parts of the brain in frogs, birds, cats and humans. Illustrates
the basic elements of the neuron and the pathway of the nerve
impulse during a reflex arc.

134303. Grove Press-Cinema 16 Film Library, 80 University
Place, New York. NY 10003 (212-677-2400) GRO (R)150
(S)$195 A Talk with Irene. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1972.

A conversation at the Warrendale treatment center for
disturbed children between a staff worker -and a 15-year-old
epileptic who is subject to violent and uncontrollable outbursts
is shown. Her deep fears of retrogression to the period when
she was totally unable to control her seizures are revealed,
along with her anxiety about her future development. In the
atmosphere of physical and emotional warmth created by the
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stgf worker, the girl gives vent to her fears of aggression,
retaliation, separation, and loss.

134999 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown,10 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (R)S18
(S)S325 Miracle the Mind. 16nun optical color 26 min 190.

The research being conducted into the nature of the brain
and means of improving its functional capabilities are shown.

,Through the discussion of chemical' and electronic means of
stimulating and directing the mind, the feasibility is seen of
both increasing and decreasing emotional attitudes, motivation,
competitiveness, and even 19 lever. Transfer of 'certain sub-
stances from one brain to another may be the forerunner of
'smart pills' which some scientists say may do- away with
much formal education.

164267 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(FL) Pain. 3/4 inch videocassette color 18 min, 1972.

The program depicts the changing concepts of pain during
the pre-Christian era, the Middle Ages and the present. Fetish,
fancy and neurologic fact are brought to the attention of the
audience, as are ancient tribal customs of sacrifice and atone-
ment. For physicians' use only. Also available ,in other video
formats.

164249 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088)
VIS(R)S25 Single Patient-Oriented Neuro-Psychopharmacology.
3/4 inch videocassette B&W 15 min, 1972.

The f. presents an objective method of evaluating the ef-
fects of drug therapy in neuropsychiatric disease. For physi-
cians' use only. Also available in other video formats.

164283 Network for Continuing Medical Eduction, 15,
Columbus Circle, New York. NY 10023. (212-.541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Mechanism of Migraine and Muscle Contraction
Headaches: Part II. 'The Muscle Contraction Headache.' 3/4
inch videocassette B&W 11 min. 1972.

The film.' explores the mechanism of migraine and muscle
contraction headaches. The muscle contraction headache can
be precipitated by a number of diseases or disturbances. but
most often it is in response to tension and stress. For physi-
cians' use only. Also available in other video formats.

164235 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15
Columbus Circle, New York. NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(10S25 Multiple Tics. 3/4 inch videocassette 13&W 34 min.
1972.

The film presents three patients and discusses multiple tics
(Tourett's Disease) in childhood. For physicians' use only.
All available in other video formats.

164206 Network for Continuing Medical. Education. 15

Columbus Circle. New York. NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(11)$254 Migraine: Differential Diagnosis. 3/4 inch. videocassette
color 12 mini 1972. '

The film examines nine disorders. some of tikm potentially
fatal, which mimic migraine. It also demonstrates anatomical
clues to their differential diagnosis. For physicians' use only.
Also available in other video formats.

164209 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15

Columbus Circle. New York. NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)$25 Headache: Migraine and Histainink Cephalgia. 3/4 inch
videocassette color 60 min. 1972.
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The film deals predominatly with the management of the
more chronic forms of migraine, emphasizing ph'ar-
macothsrapeutic techniques and touching on those aspects of
psychotherapy that night be useful to internists. Histaminic'
Cephalgia (alsb known as cluster headache, cycle headache, of ,
migraine variant) and methods of managing it are discussed.
For physicians' use only. Also available in other video for-
mats.

164299 Network for Continuing Medical Bducation, 15'
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Mechanism of Migraine and Muack Contraction
Headaches: Part 1. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 14 min, 1972.

The mechanism of migraine and muscle contraction
headaches are examined. Tt a migraine is divided into different
stages on the basis of the pathophysiologic features. For
physicians' use only. Also available in other video formats.

164303 Network for Continuing Medical Education. 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-5148088) VIS
(R)S25 Diagnosis and Differential Diagnosis of Migraine and
Muscle Contraction Headaches Part I 'The Migraine
Headache.' 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 11 min, 1972.

The diagnosis and differential diagnosis of migraine and
muscle contraction headaches are discussed. For physicians'.
use onry. Also available in other video formats.

164304 Network for Continuing Medical Education, .15
Columbus Circle, New 'Auk, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Diagnosts and Differential Diagnpsis of Migraine and
'Muscle Contraction Headaches Part U 'Muscle Contraction
and Other Headaches that Mimic Migraine.' 3/4 inch videocas-
sette B&W 14 min. 1972.

DiamoSsis and differential diagnosis of migraine. muscle con-
traction headaches are discussed along with other headaches
that mimic migraine. For physicians' use only. Also available
in other video formats.

170505 Teleconimunications. Center Library. DePartment- of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital, Box A. Camarillo. CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Cerebral Palsy Part 1
and Part.2. 1-ineh videotape (an,rwir) B&W 59 min 1953.. .

This film gives an introduction to Cerebral palsy and covers
definitions. explanations and demonstrations. The role of ab-
normal reflexes in cerebral palsy is considered. The problems
the child experiences iOmotor development are demonstrated.

182985 Visual Infortnation SysteMs. 15 Columbus Circle,
New York, NY 10023 (212-541-8080). VIS (R)S Intracranial
Operations on the Pituitary. 3/4 inch videocassette color 25
min, 1974.

In this film the intiacranial procedure for the removal of the
normal pituitary glaiid and pituitary tumor is presented. Dr.
Ray has used the tr nsfrontal approach satisfactorily in more
than 1000 hypophysectomies for palliation of cancer of the
breast and prostrate and in more than 300 operations for pitui-
tary tumor
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1.82986 Visual Information Systems. 15 Columbus Circle,
New York. NY 10023 (212-541-8080). VIS (R)$ Transaphe-
noidal Operations on the Pituitary. 3/4 inch videocassette color
30 min, 1974.

In this film. Dr. Hardy demonstrates his transphenalal
procedure for the 'removal of the normal gland and excision of
a pituitary tumor. including a tiny intraseilar lesion.
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1112937 Visual Information Systems, 15 Columbus Circle,
New York. NY 10023 (212-541-8080). VIS CPS Cranlo Spinal,
Surgery for Pain.'3/4 inch videocassette color 30 min, 1974.

This film shows cervical rhizotomy, open cordotOmy and
posterior fossa rhizotomy. The system covers preoperative
considerations including indications for surgery when various
body parts die involved, possible complications and contrain-
dications and also a correlation of complete operative results
with postmortem findings. The operative technique is 'covered
in detail and emphasizes the following: correct placement of
the Incision, proper positioning of the patient for the opera-
tions, the prevention of air embolism by spotting and elec-
trocoagulation, correct use of wake up anesthesia, the use of
bipolar electrodes for stimulation in the awakened patient,
misplacement of the lesion due to faulty use of the dentate
ligament as landmark, and procedures to improve accuracy of
percutaneous,corciotomy.

13291111 Visual Information Systems, 15 Coltimbus Circle,
New York, NY 10023 (212-541-8080). VIS (R)S Acoutitic Tu-
mors. 3/4 inch videocassette color 1974.

This film provides a detailed study of the removal of a
highly invasive acoustic neuron's'. In addition to prOviding a
demonstration of all major steps in the preparation of the pa-
tient and removal of the tumor with the preservation of the 7th
Cranial Nerve, the system contains specific instructional
points including: reasons for positioning of the patient, unpre
dictability of tumor size and neural involvement in relation to
plain X-rays, angiograms, and other preliminary tests; necessi-
ty for ability to forecast possible variations in positions of
cranial nerves and configuration of blood .vessels; ,necessity
for weighing positive factois against negative factors in as-
sessing, the probability of success in each of the many deci-
sions required throughout the procedure, and the realization
that each decision is a factor in Succeeding decisions.

132939 Visual Information Systems, 15 Columbus Circle,
New York, i)IY 10023 (212-541-8080). VIS (R)S Cerebral Aneu-
rysms, Part 1. 3/4 inoh videocassette color 1974.

This film is directed to, the general principles of surgical
treatment applicable to many types of ara.urysms. The system

'foyers the following: preoperative factors, including analog-
ropily and time of last hemorrhage, selection of optimal time
for surgery, the role of arterial spasm, and treatment while

ng for surgery. Integrated with the procedure will be
di ussions on anesthesia, blood pressure control, the necessi-
ties or magnification of the operative- field, type of clips and
ligatu used, acrylic encasement, and special instruments
specifically.

132990 Visual Information Systems, 15 Columbus Circle,
New York, NY 10023 (212-541-8080). VIS (R)$ Cerebral
Aneurtyrnt, Part II. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W color 1974

The film shows aneurysmal procedures, directing itself to
management of specific aneurysms. These include the subfron-
tal approach, subtemporal approach and the posterior fossa
approach: General principles dealing with the management of
aneurysms is briefly reemphasized and the occasidtlal necessi-
ty to change planned management procedures during the
operations because of unexpected anatomical problems or the
condition of the patient is demonstrated.

Soloc4d Audiovisual:
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124496 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S11.70 In the Company of Men. 16mm
optical B&W 52 min 1970.

Role playing and sensitivity training are shown for hardcore
unemployed Blacks and White foremen. The techniques are
implimented to establish communication between the two
groups in a large automotive assembly plant in Georgia.

124535 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State 'Univ.., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)$4.90 (S)S87 No Cooperation. 16mm op-
tical color 7 min 1969.

Lack of communication and cooperation are shown to leave
a supervisor, his superiors, and those whose work he directs
dissatisfied with thcir work and each other. The result is frus-
tration an anger.

124584 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2323 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

1 (R)S23 Decision at Delano.16mm optical color 26 min 1968.

A study Of the grape strike led by the Chicano leader, Cesar
Chavez, in California's San Joaquin Valley looks at all points
of view those of the growers, the strikers, the nonstriking
farm workers, clergymen, police, and political leaders. It is ob-
vious that there is almost no communication between the dif-
ferent groups. The rowers say the farm'workers are happy;
yct strikers claim tEat they are inadequately paid and that the
arOwers have' hired strikebreakers and have violently broken
up picket lines. Sequendes show conditions in a migrant
worker camp and a play at the Luis Valdez Theater, where
worker actors create their own mime and theatrical produc-
tions.

124679 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton Si, Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-6424)4601 EMC
(R)$29 Migrant, NBC White Paper Series. 16mm optical B&W
53 min 1970.

Document( onnditions of migrant workers -- the underpro-
tected. undereducated. underclothed, and underfed in
Florida citrus groves. Interviews with workers reveal thcir ex-
ploitation. suffering, and despair. Points out that migrants lack
unemployment insurance and coverage under minimum wage
and child labor laws. Includes interviews with growers and
spokesman for citrus industry.

124700 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94721) (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S15 (S)$215 Management of Creativity. 16mm optical B&W
306 min 1970.

146

A discussion is presented involving senior engineering stu-
dents at a large university. who vocalize their nusgivideiias
they approach ,employment in industry. They doubt whether
management is receptive to new ideas and fear that thcir
creativity will be stifled by business routine. Their comments
are juxtaposed with those of working engineers and managerial
staff. who view the questions raised primarily in terms of
profitability and the mechanics of producVn. Attempts to put
in perspective the problem of ensuring bdaindividual creativi-
ty and efficient organizational op.:rations_

124701 University of California. Extension Media Centel-,
2223 Fulton St Berkeley . CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
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(R)S18 Management Motivation ant the New Minor4 Worker. e
16mm optical' B&W 43 min 1969.

Explores the relationship of industrial supervisors to the
hard-core unemployed. Focus is on the individual problems of
a supervisor with such an employee, a minority grow st worker.
A psychodrama is enacted between the worker and die super-
visor to bring out the frustration, apathy, and hostility of the
newly employed worker toward supervisions Practical
problems of motivating a minority worker are also discussed.
Restricted to use by education'al institutions only.

124647 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$20 BNA (R)S50 (S)S350 Theory X and Theory Y, Part 1:
Description. Motivation and Productivity Series. 16mm optical
color 25 min 1969.

Three colleagues of behavioral scientist Douglas McGregor
discuss and illustrate his theories on management assumptions
concerning employees. Two sets of assumptions are compared
and exemplified. The first, Theory, X, assumes that human
capabilities are potentially static, ununprovable, and not very
impressive, and that management must compensate for these
deficiencies. Theory Y stresses the potential for opportunity,
achievement, and human development.

124641 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720* (415-642-0460) EMC
'(R)S20 BNA (R)S50 (S)$350 Theory 10 and Theory Y, Part. 2:
Application and Combination Rate. Motivation and Productivity
Series. 16mm optical color 25 min 1969.

Three colleagues of behavioral scientist Douglas McGregor
discuss and illustrate his theories on management 'assumptions
concerning employees: In a continuation of a previous discus-
sion, they show why a manager using Theory Y assumptions
(focusing on the potentials for -opportunity. achievement, and
human development) is likely to elicit greater productivity
from his employees.

124813 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$22 (S)S360 Organizational Development, Management
Development Series. 16mm optical color 30 min 1968.

The application of behavioral science principles to the com-
plex social structure found in every large organization, such as
business. industry, government, and institutions is described.
Stress is on the new approaches developed %o *ate lasting
cultural changes within organizations. allowinkAroups to
become more productive and their work experience more
meaningful. A fresh perspective is given on how "he use of
sensitivity training, grid labs, or T-groups can help to turn the
energy usually devoted to intergroup fighting into constructive
action on the job. It is emphasized that commonsense or in'-
tuition is not always enough to produce satisfactdry interper-
sonal relations and that actual technology is needed to produce
lasting cultural changes and ',sults in the form of written ac-
tion items definite plans need to be implemented. It is con-
cluded that the use of tools such as sensitivity training is only
a means to an end and that the real developmental Changes
occur in the daily environment of the job.

12033 University of California, Extension Media Center*,

2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 Piece of the Cake. 16mm optical B&W 58 min 1969.

The JOBS program, initiated by the Natibnal Alliance of
Businessmen for the hard core unemployed, is described as.
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implemented at an industrial plant in East Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania. It is reported that 90% of those thus employed stay on
the job after a six month probationary period.

130243 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)510.50 Focus on Tomor-
row. The Effective Executive Series. 16mm optical color 21 min
1968.

A combination of comments and analyses by a business-con-
sultant are presented to point out the importance of emphasiz-
ing future opportunities rather than`past problems and suc-
cesses. Advises against minimizing risks instead of maximizing
opportunity, trying to recapture a last competitive moment, or
considering products which are only an investment in
managerial ego. Points out the dangers of putting a man on a
job he dislikes or feels incompetent toward, as well as splitting
people between concern for today and for tomorrow.

130210 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) RJV (R)S7.25 Jobs and Their En-
vironments: On the Job. World of Work Series. 16mm optical
color 14 min 1969. -

Factors essential to success in the business environment are
discussed by showing the activities of a young girl during her
first days as a sales dirk in the cosmttica department of a
large store. Discusses the rules side must follow and stresses
that relationships with other people are very important in
getting along in a new. job. Uses examples of the girl dealing
with customers to illustrate that there is a right and wrong way
to do a job.

130281 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S6.75 Jobs in the World
of Work: A Good Place to Be. World of Work Series. 16mm op-
tical color 13 -min 1969

The usual effects of unemployment loitering, lacking
money, waiting, and dreaming are, compared with various
worker's opinions of what' work means money status, and
self:expression. Describes white and blue-collar workers on
the job. States that people who work tend to be happier and,
more satisfied than those who do not

134272 American personnel and Guidance ASsociltion, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202.483-
4433) APG (R)S25 (S)S250 A Dialogue -on Vocational Develop-
ment Theory, tart I (John Holland and Donald Super). 16mm.

optical 't olor.2t min 1970.

leadinigNocationalsidevielopment theorists seek annoyers
to questions in a dialogue which gives each an opportunity to
define the central components of their theories, and to com-
ment on the similarities J. differences between them.
Questillis include: Is vocational development theory a special
case of general development theory? Is growth continuous and
irreversible? The film ends with a clarification of some of the
terms used by vocational developnient theorists, including the
difference between career and occupation.

134273 American Petsonnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202-

' 483-4633) APG (R)S25. (S)S250 A Dialogue on Vocational
Development Theory, Part II (John Holland and Donald Super).
16mm optical color 25 min 1970.

A dialogue between John Holland and Donald Holland and
Donald Super deals with the importance of the relationship

' between social stresses and vocational development .theory.
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Questions discussed include: How can counselors encourage
career development in normal personalities? What cin-parents
and teachers do to help? What is the relative importance -of-
emotions and thinking in determining vocational behavior? DQ
their 'theories have utility for predicting the career patterns of
individuals? Comment is offered on the necessary advance-
ments needed in vocational development theory to help the
counseling profession provide as high a quality of service as
possible to young people 20 years from now.

137601 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642 -0460) EMC
(R)$30 Rine-Colla Trap. 16mm optical color 51 min, 1972.

The life styles, politics, views, and frustrations of young
blue collar workers in the U.S. arc examined.

137604 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 51 Percent. 16mm optical color 25 min, 1972.

Three episodes are presented, each portraying a different
aspect of prejudice toward women in business,. They are
designed to convince management (presumably men) that
*omen should be given equal opportunity to attain managerial
positions.

137616 Unbiersity of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 What's the Matter with Alice? 16mm optical color 25
min, 1972.

The issues of career advancement, upward mobility,. and
equal opportunity, for minoritiesand women arc examined. An
office situation is described in which a bright young Black
won= who is an excellent worker decides to quit as' well as
how' her supervisor, when he tries to determine her motives
for leaving, learns tharhis own 'unconscious refusal to advance
her to a more challenging and rewarding position has caused
her to seek work elsewhere.

145003 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA°98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)$10 (S)S110 Black
Thumb: 16mm optical color 6 min 1970. .

Shows the contrasting fabric of working worlds of a Black
man and a White man. A Black man tends the garden behind a

. suburban home. A White salesman begir another working
day. The White salesman assumes the 'Slack man is a hired
handyman when in fact, ho owns the home.

145093 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415- 642.0460) EMC
(R)S11 (S)S145 Management: The New Challenges. 16mm opti-
cal B&W 24:min 1970.

41

Prominent executive and behavioral scientists outline
present chalk s a uturc requirements of administrators:
to provide ma t that will stay alive and prosper in a

teme
fast-changing, complex environment. They reinforce the view
that the challenge is dot simply tEchnidal and organization but
involves sensitivity to .social values. They discuss the need to
sacrifice structure occasionally to achieve organizational
change; the necessity of respect, security, and freedom for the

. individual; the influence of youth militant and otheiwise; the
effect of the growing Black population of major cities; and the
impact of computers.

145095 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
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Selected Audiovisual'

(R)S12 (S)S160 Emergent Management. 16mm optical B&W 29
min 1968.

The central problem in management is developing conditions
of trust. Defensive management is characterized by a
low level-of trust and a high level of fear, tight controls, im-
posidorfal ynetliddr,7sind- manipulation of extrinsic rewards,
which impede the, efficient functioning of an organization by
producing depenclericyand arousing latent suspicion, re-
sistance, and counter strategies designed to beat the system. It
is concluded that when worker,/ are given more freedom they
respond with higher productivity; a lessening Of control esca-
lates trust.

145096 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415:642-046d) EMC
(R)S13 (S)S175 Human Considerations in Management.-16mm
optical B&W 29 min 1969.

A lecture stressing the simple but often neglected fact that
managers are actually human beings. Considers the problems
of morale, productivity, and turnover that cannot be
negotiated, cOntratted, or manipulated.' Suggests that
managers, as Well as their employee's, hide behing conven-
tional patterns r:d behavior that alienate others and actually in-
terfere with the goals of management. When people break
through depersonalized responses and express their true
feelings, oven if these feelings are frustration or irritation, the
'result can be a welcome relief and may clear the air for future
cooperation.

145152 University of California4 Extension Media Center,
2223 FultOn St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$16 What Harvest for the Reaper? 16mm optical B&W 59
min 1968.

Follows a group of farm workers who become caught In a
system that keeps them perpetually in debt to their employer.
Shows them in Arkansas as a labor recruiter promises good
pay and living conditions and then follows them to upstate
New York. The fare for their bus trip is to be deducted from
their wages and this begins a systematic bond of debt that con-
tinues as long as they stay on the farm. Interviews show their
frustration. Growers and processors present their side; their
arguments are refuted by the county human relations commis-
sion.

14$

148874 University of California, Extension Media Center,.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 MIS-642-0460) EMC
(R)S15 But Whin ,u We Do? 16mm optical color 22 min 1969.

The true story of how one Stanfqd research analyst work-
ing on military projects became conscientiously opposed to his
work, quit his job, and joined the Peace Coml. Scenes that in-
fluence the worker's growiniLopposition to the war in Vietnam
such as peace raid,. a psychodrama about draft resistance,
pictures of woundid Vietnamese children, and confrontations
between Stanford students and Stanford Research Institute of-
ficials are presented. A statement by the engineer tells why he
chose to join the Peace Corps.

149160 University of -California, Extension Media Center,
223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94/20 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S25 1,S)S420 Grid Organizational Development. 16mm optical
color 33 min 1970.

Pioneers of the grid organizational development concept,
discuss management developments- of the past twenty years.
Using the grid approach, they' present current thinking about
the development and management of people and organizations.
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explaining research findings directly applicable to improving
organization effectiveness. Some of the issues discussed:
'participation - involvement and commitment to goals forma
sound replacement for outmoded authority obedience; 2)
conflict resolution for problem-solving is the goal of human
development. 3) learning to reject outmoded transitions,
precedents, and past practices is central to corporate excel-
lence; 4) to develop the organization, its climate and culture,
and to educate' individuals for eftectivenest within a sound
culture are primary goals; 5) management by objectives sup-

ports the participation - involvement approach as a key for
sound leadership. Sound business logic does not exist in most
organizations, but it can be- developed and applied.

15$444 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S37.50 People Who Help Others. Fl 4 10 in
LP colot, 1972.

The variety of occupations devoted to helping individuals
,groups are shown and this work is related to qualities of

nunitment, compassion and empathy. Audio also available in
smite.

Guidance Associates. Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
7151) GAS (S)$37.50 Trouble at Work. FS 2 12 in LP

or, 1970.

pical on the job conflicts are explored, including tension
'ten apprentice and master, family problems, excessive
tees, mistakes, and ambition. Audio also available in cas-

Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
,511) GAS (S)S37.50 Liking Your Job and Your Life. FS 2

in tof color: 1970.

Students are ,introducea to several individuals who enjoy
their occupaiion, including a Black skil(cd construction
worker, a female factory worker, a community worker, and a
self-employed repairean. Audio also available in cassette.

158449 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville. NY ,10570 (914-,
769-7751) GAS (S)S37.50 A job that Goes Someplace. FS 2 12 in
LP color, 1970.

Understanding the concept of the career lattice is discussed
and h-., prejob planning and on the job attitude directly affect
career progress is stressed. Actively involves students in vari-
ous decision-making situations. Audio also available in cas-
sette.

158450 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 1057' (914-
769-7751) GAS (S)S19.50 Why Work At All? FS 1 12 in LP
color, 1970.

Young people discuss their feelings about job satisfaction,
material rewards, work and personal growth. They emphasize
their own experiences while discussing work as an outlet for
psychological drives, consequences of jobs which frustrate
these drives, and tam*, in job satisfaction, such as self-
discipline, patience, openmindedness, and enthusiasm. Audio
also available in cassette.

164366 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541.8088) VlS
(FLA Man Must Work. 3/4 inch videocassette color 15 min,
1972.

The work therapy program called CHIRP (Community
Hospital Industrial Rehabilitation Program), being conducted
at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Brockton., Ws-
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sachusetts is described. It shows how patients are assigned to
jobs which enable them to participate in one of society's basic
economic functions productive work. For physicians' use
only. Also availahle in other video formats.

22 PERSONALITY

124502 Psychological Qinema Register, Audio-Visual Seir-

vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR, (R)S4.20 (S)S80 EMC (R)S9 (S)S80 Invisible
Walls. 16mm optical B&W 12 min 1969.

An experiment dealing with behavior patterns resulting from
the violation of -the individual's personal space shows the de-
pendence of American social interaction upon nonverbal com-
munication. Focus is on the invisible barriers erected by in-
dividuals approximately 18 inches from their bodies. Hidden
cameras record the violationof these walls and the resulting
distress responses. Suhsequent analysis reveals the patterns
which appear *6 be (calmed and culturally_ derived, rather than
being innate. The film observes that Americans may need to
learn new notions about personal space as population pres-
sures increase.

124534 Psychological Cinema Register, Auido-Visuall 'Ser-
vices. Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-863-6315) PCR (R)S9.30 EMC (R)$18 (S)$250 Nke Kid
Like You, A. 16nun optical B&W 39 min 1969.

Four interrelated parts are presented as college students talk
informally about their use of drugs, attitudes toward c6Ilege,
love and sex, and the generation gap. The film is designed to
present some significant expressions of contemporary student
attitudes in a perspective which may lead to greater, un-
derstanding of the college student, his parents, and his world.

124538 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University pc PA 16802
(814.865-6315) PCR(R)S10.70 Obedience. 16mm optical B&W
44 min 1969_

Subjects of a Yale University experiment on obedience to
authority are instructed to administer electric shucles of in-
creasing severity to another person_ '

(

l4593 University of California, Extension _media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC

(R)S2-,I Doll's How, Part 2: Ibsen's Themes. 16mm optical
color 28 min 1968.

Second of a two-part study of lbsen's 'Doll's House,' set in
a modern American home, the film examines the play's
themes. Several questidits emerge: Which of Nora's illusions
about herself and her family have been shattered, and how?
Has she betrayed her duty .10 her and herself? What
elamats of an apparently idyllic life cannot be trusted? Recur-
ring themes 'examined in commentary are the supreme im-
portance of the individual personality and the difficulty of
establishing right and wrong when there is a serious conflict of
ideas.
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1245;6 Univ&sity of California, Extvgion Media Center,
2223 Fulton. St., Berkeley, CA 94720 5415.642-0460) EMC
(R)S1S Dr. Erich Fromm, Part 1. 16mm optical B&W 50 mill
1968.

Dr. Erich Phamm informally discusses his work in depth in
the first part of a filmed interview and .talks about approaches
to understanding personality. Some of the subjects treated are:
productive and nonproductive character orientations in con -
tempotary society: mechanisms of escape: and individuation:

)
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12461 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S12 (S)S160 Effective leadership. 16mm optical' B&W 32
min 1968.

A behavioral scientist lectures im the characteristics of ef-
fective leadership, noting that relationships that threaten or
embarrass, or that create hostility or. anxiety due to misun-
derstanding, have to be met by effective responses. An effec-
tive leader must have social sensitivity, which comes through
trying to understand how another person views his problems.
He must also possess action flexibility, the ability to behave
appropriately in response to one's perceptions, and to commu-
nicate that response to another. The only tool an individual
can use in -It leadership role is himself: It is concluded that
considerable personal learning and development is,, the princi-
ple way to'effectivc leadership.

124720 Psychological Films, 205*est Twentieth Street, Santa
Ana, CA 92706 (714-639-4646) PFL (R)S30 (S)S500 Self-Self
Encounter and Self-Other Encounter. 16min optical color 30
min 1972.

Rollo May describes man's dilemma as having to see himself
as both subject and object in life. As an object, he is manipu-
lated and used; and as a subject, he has freedom and choice.
Dr. May also discusses the four cleinents of human encounter:
empathy; cros; friendship; and agape, He maintains that if any
of the four elements is absent, human encounter does not
exist.

124727 International Film Bbreau, 332 S. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60604 (312-427-4545) IFB (R)$12.50 (S)$150 The
Behavior Game, 1.6mm optical color 8 min r971.

Shows that behavior is infectious. Opens with an example of
how one bank employee's ill-natured behavior sets off a chain
reaction affecting many others. Shows how a manager)!
pleasant manner in delegating authority leads to pleasant
events. Designed to train bank employees on the customer is
always right approach. Makes its point about the effect of at.
titudes on behavior and is a useful tool in training psychiatric
nurses, aides, and mental hospital staff.

127829 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S10 (S)$240 Bryan
Beaver's A Moving Portrait. 16mm optical color 30 min 1969.

Bryan Beavers is a Maldu Indian living in a log eoabin.
which he built by himself, in the wilderness area of Plumas
County. California. He is a man who has experienced two
distinct cultures which combined give him a unique personali-
ty. As Beavers is talking about his past Indian Spirits. his
ancestral history, and his life the camera is following him
about his daily tasks such as taking care of his animals, mak-
ing a snowshoe, and eating.

1282ir Video Nursing Inc.. 2834 Central Street, Evanston. IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S13 The Continual Change.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

The film is an introduction to a course on the adult years.
explaining the basic concepts of continuing growth and
development in human beings in their later years. The three
major areas in which change occurs. psychblogical.
cal. and interactional, are introduced.

128272 Video Nursing Inc . 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312. 866-6460) VNR (R)S13 The Adjustment Equation.
16mm optical' B&W 30 min 1970.

Selected Audiovisuals

Part of a course on growth and developinent i th adult
years, the film presents the mechanisms involved 'n the func-
tioning of the intrapsychic processes and the rel thins ip of
the defense mechanisms.

.s

60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R 13 I, Me, and the Self 16mm
128273 Video Nursing Inc., 34 Central Street, Evan ton. IL

optical B&W 30 min 1970.

Part of a course on growth \and development in thi a adult
years. the film studies the self, giving insights into thd com-
plexities of the many facets of adult behavior.

,128279 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanst
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S13 Life Space and Life
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

Part of a course on growth and development in the
years, the film sh s the effect of life space and life
upon the aging indi idual and the way in which he functio
society.
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130241 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Bloo
ton, SIN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$4.75 Am I Depend
16mm optical color 11 min 1970.

IL
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Three open-ended sit dons in which. a certain amoun of
maturity and depends ity are needed to perform a sk
satisfactorily arc exa fled. Focuses on doing a job, giving in
formation, and using/ good judgment. Gives two endings to
each of the siouitioris and invites one to choose the be ter
solution.

1:
130259 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. B10010 g-
ton,'IN 47401 (812.337-8087) IUV (R)54.75 Developing Reillpn-
'Wilily. 16mm optical color 11 min 1970.

A description is given of some of the ways by which chil-
dren can grow in the ability to take- on responsibilities for
themselves and as members of a group_ Presents four children
trying to develdp greater self-reliance: one prepares dinner;
another buys himself a, new. jacket; a third prepares a school
exhibit; and the last becomes secretary of her club. Stresses
the, personal satisfactions that come from successful ex-
periences with responsibility and points out the value of past
experiences in handling new duties.

13061 University of Indiana. Audiovisdril Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812.337-8087) IUV (R)S7.75 The End of Co
flkt. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1968.

.,
A discussion by an Indian spiritual )cader speaking of Ott

personal discontent suffered because people compare %fiat\
they arc with an ideal of what they should be is presented.*:x *.-.,

plains that this comparison takes place because they accOtnu-
late emotions, inch as hatred and'aggression, in their me, lory
which limit their freedom to be aware of life. Suggests that
people must become totally attentive to and aware of &iheir
present environment without interference from memory and
past experience to end the conflict.

4 .;
130265 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blioming
ton, IN 47401 (812.337-8087) IUV (R)S12.50 Freud: ThOlidden
Nature of Man. Western Civilization: Majesty and Magness Se.
rIca. 16mm optical color29 min 1970.

.,
An analysis is presented of Freud's revolutionary:theories of

the power of the unconscious. the Oedipus conOcx, dream
analysis, ego, superego. and id components of the human per.
sonality. Freud's background and personal ,struggles are
brought out. as well as the impact of his ideaii on man's at.

..I
...
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titude toward himself, particularly Victorian man's approach
to sexuality.

130278 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812 - 337 -8087) IUV (R)S3.15 It's Your Move:
Dachione for Disausion. 16mm optical B&W 11 min 1969.

A discussion is presented regarding value conflict problems
for the viewer to resolve regarding morality, duty, and per-
sonal freedom. Includes situations where a teenagei- faces dif-
ficult decisions betwlebn personal goals and group goals; per-
sonal wishes and parents expectations, civic and mortal respon-
sibilities and danger of personal punishment.

130303 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (812-3374067) IUV (R)S10.50 Psychological Ad-
justment to College. 16mm optical B&W43 min 1971.

Five major psychological developmental tasks college stu-
dents encounter are described. Examines the areas of resolv-
ing parent - child relationships, establishing a sexual identity,
creating a value system, establishing true intimacy outside of
the family, and choosing a life Work. Notes that this can be a
difficult time, since college students are Confronted with many
different value systems which may complicate psychological
development and social adjustment.

130313 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S7.50 Stain on His Coe-

, science. 16mm optical color 15 min 1.969.

The mental, anguish_ experienced by a man tormented by
guilt is described. Focuses on his feelings as he is chased,
trapped, teased, and haunted by a black blob representing his
conscience. Personifies his unsuccessful imaginary defense
tactics of shooting, hurling, poisoning, burying, and hiding
from the ubiquitous dark mass.

134223 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place. New York. NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S9
Disdpilne and Self-Control: Head Start Training Series. 16mm

optical B&W 24 min 1968.

The film on discipline and self-control suggests how to
prevent discipline problems and how to deal with them when
they arise. Such problems arc minimized if the teacher
established a warm but firm relationship with the chillreb.
When problems do occur, teachers must deal with diem
directly and clearly but without being trapped.tither in harsh
punitiveness or in lax permissiveness. The _film discussed
adequate supervision and shows how to help a child accept
control.

134224 New York University fain Library, 26' Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S9 Divor-
cots. 16mm optical B&W 9 min 1968.

This semidocumentary film presents a divorcee talking about
her life and the ways in which she avoids boredom.

134229 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251y NYU (R)S19
(S)$300 I See Village. 16mm optical color 28 Min 1968.

A portrait is presented of Dr. Arthur E. Morgan, former pre-
sident of Antioch College as well as an educator, engineer,
and social innovator. This film biography depicts his rural
origins, his emphasis lin building personal strength and
character, his reliance on democratic processes, and his ef-
forts to create small, self-sufficient communities.
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134243 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY ,10003 (212;598-2251) NYU (R)S18

(S)$200 Nursery School Child-Mother Interaction: Three Head
Start Children, and Their Mothers. 16mm optical B&W 41 min

1971.

Three Head Start children and their mothers are shown in a
demonstration of nursery school child-mother interaction' In
the first part, three Negro mothers are shown alone ,with their
4-year-old boys 4 two of the children are difficult and`the third
well adjusted. The mother's influence and child's attachment
to her are emphasized. Three children are then shown in their
Head Start school emphasizing social attitudes with scenes of
mealtime behavior, preferred activities, and goal pursuit. Dif-

fe nces in Interaction patterns ,and maternal attitudes are ob-
serWed.

1 New York University Fdm Library, 26 Washington
New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S9 Person

to In Infancy: Films on Infancy. 16mm optical B&W 22

min 1972.

e importance of'the human relationships between infant
and ult are stressed, and the film shows that in grofip care
as 11 as at 'home there can be 'a considerable range of

.w th and adequacy of relationship. The impact of this rela-

tion p on the infant's readiness and eagerness for new ex-
peridhcei are suggested.

r4 '
134241 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place New York, NY 10003 (212. 598-2251) NYU (R)$9
Psychological Hazards In Infancy' Films on Infancy. 16mm opti-
cal BilkW 22 min 1972.

Psychological hazards in infancy arc discussed, noting that
in group care and at home, the vital experiences and leantinp

. of infancy may be hampered by inadequate stimulation, insuf-
ficie t warm attentionofrom adults, or inappropriate handling
that' s not geared to changing developmental needs. The film
sho s both mild and severe psychological damage and sug-
gest means of prevention.

134 1 New York University "Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251( NYU (R)S14
(S)S210 Song for My Sider. 16mm optical B&W 45 min 1969.

A 'teeny- hopper' and her brother are shown in their wan-
derings through Ncw York City. The film is useful for
sociological study and understanding of the alienated. .1

134253 New York University Film LibrirY, 26 Washington'
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212.59&2251) NYU (R)S11 Tense
Imperfect Critical Moments in Teaching Series. 16mm optical
color 12 min 1968.

Despite her good intentions, a middle-clads teacher who
teaches culturally deprived students finds herself constantly
criticizing the students' lack of initiative, When one of them
reaches out to her awliwardly for help./ she makes him the
scapegoat for all her frustrations and finally loses her self-con-
trol. The film poses the question: is there anything she can do
to establish a positive atmosphere in the class? The solution is, .

left to the viewer.

134265 American Personnel and Guidance Association. 1607
New Hampihire Ave. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20009 (202.483-
4633) APO (R)S25 (S)S250 Carl Rogers on Facilitating a Group.
16mm optical color 30 train 1973.

Carl Rogers discloses the factors he feels are important in
facilitating a group, including: the role the group leader or
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facilitator should play; the levels on which a group should
operate; the importance of honest expression of feel s by
the facilitator as well as the group members; and physical con-
tact in the group. The film provides a view of Rogers the man,
how he relates to a group, and the quality of his personal in-
teraction with ,people.

1342113 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave..N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202-
483.4633) APO '(R)S25 (S)$25,0 Individual Psychology in Cotm-
adios and Education, Part 11/(Rndolph Dream's) 16mm optical
color 35 min 1970.

Rudolph Dreikurs examines the background and basic con-
cepts of individual psychOlogy and emphasizes that the term

`individual stands not on1)1 for the uniqueness of the individtial
but for his indivisibility. He provides an overview of the cen,
tral Adlerian concepts,'discusses the role of emotions and the
relationship of emotion's to personal intentions, and presents
the optimism of the Adlerian position, specifically that they
see in every human Wing the immediate potential ot_being dif-

herent.
1342114 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire 'Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202 -483-
4633) APO (R)S25 (S)S250 hdpvidual Psychology In COunseling
sod Education, Port U (Rudolph DrelEurs). 16mm optical color
35 min 1970.

Rudolph Dreikurs explores some trfrAliter's contributions
the concept of holism, use of early recollections, and the idea
of sbcial interest or the feeling of belonging. He compares in-
dividual psychology with other theoretical approaches and
stresses educating teachers, counselors, and parents in per-
sonality development and understanding children.

134237 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
Ncw Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202-
483.4633) APO (R)S25 (S)S200 This Student Generation: Con-
Met and Commitment, Part I (Kenneth Kenlaton). 16mm optical
B&W 25 min 1969.

In an examination of problems and conflicts of the student
generation, Kenneth Keniston states that campus activists' be-
liefs result from their relationship to the larger society. He
discusses the student in relation to today's society: the values,
interests, and philosophy underlying student unrest.

1342%7 Center for Death Education-and Research, 1167 SoCial
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
554550(612-373-36831 UMA (S)S15 Death and the Self, At 3 3/4
1E15 5 inch reel 28 min, 1970.

, Dr. John Brantner observes that even in the absence of
anything' that can be called education for death, people
manage, from early childhood on, to learn certain attitudes
toward death. It is his premise that individuals rarely examine
or question these attitudes which today present serious dif-
lkulties for many, He discusses the changes necessary in such
attitudes that could make possible more fully developed lives.

134254 Center for Death Education and Research. 1167 Social
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3683) UMA (S)S15 Fadng Death with the Pa-
tient An -On-Going Contract. At 3 3/4 IPS 5 inch reel 30 min.
1971.

The general principles found effective When dealing with
dying patients are outlined by Dr. Yjncerit Hunt, who then
comments on the major areas of concern. He explores the

SOloctod Audiovisuals

Myth of the all powerful, all knowing physician and tests this
myth against a physician's actual attitudes and feelings.

1349118 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520609 -418 -1700 x5591) MGH (R)S30
(S)S300 Boy with Glasses (Japan). 16mm optical B&W 45 min
1970.

The Story Of i shy Japanese boy who has trouble adjusting
to his new glasses is shown. The roles played by his parents
and teacher in helping reduce his self-consciousness are seen.
His classmates are sympathetic when the teacher discusses the
problem with them.

134991 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and Ul/versity Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MG/1
(R)S12.50 (S)S135 A Child's Eyes. 16mm optical color 9 min
1968.

The reactions of children are shown as an expressive gauge
of strictly emotional response to a cataclysmic event. Several
hundred crayon drawings of the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy as imagined by a class of 40 five and six-
year-old children arc seen. The children themselves mutate the
film, providing, a complement to the visual peesentation.

135011 McOnimv Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MG1i1R)S25
(S)S150 Doom( and Gail: A Study in Friendship. 16mm optical:
B&W 494tiln 1968.
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A case study is shown of the loneliness of two post-
highschool girls in a tarp city who form a friendship through
tiespennion. They meet at work, become friends, and share an
apartment. The problems that arise because of an emotional
attachment and differences in personality %re revealed. The
story is told by an observer trained in counseling who gives in-
sightful interpretations into the motives for the establishment
of the friendship as well as the personality patterns which
cause it to dissolve.

137537 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201. 947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ca. Identities and Affinities: The Problem of Justice In
Marriage and Other Unions. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 60 min ca.,
1973.

Problems faced in modern marriages are examined in 12
parts stressing the many problematical sex-linked anxieties be-
hind today's neuroses. Workable solutions arc suggested to
help avoid chaos for the sexually liberated female who'often
finds herself confused and somewhat oppressed by her new
status of equality. In addition, new perspectives regarding
shifts of sexual mores and moralities in current American
society arc examined. Specific topics include: (1) Introduction.
(2) Is Marriage Moral? (3) Beyond Sexual Identity. (4) The
Oedipus Complex and Sexism. (5) Can Love and Sex Survive
the Elimination pf Sexism? (6) Affinities Out of Desperation:
the 'Mrs. Robinson' Syndrome, (7) Still - Unacceptable Affini-
ties: Older Women - Younger Men Liaisons. (8) Uprooting and
Role Transference: Issues of Identity Crises in Wives. (10)
Gay Affinities and the Helping Professions. (II) Existential
Aspects of Sexual Jealousy. (12) The State of the Union,
Present and Future.

137538 Behavioral SeienarTape Library, c/o Sigma Informs-,
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201. 947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. Compassion: Toward Science of Value. AT 1 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min ea., 1973.
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The role Of compassion in philosophy and religion and the
function of /value systems in sinificant and diverse areas of
modern society are examined in 12 parts. Topics include: (I)

Introduction Compassion in Great Philosophies and Reli-
gions, (2) PhiIbsphies of Man and Value - Scientific Methods.
(IX Humanistic and Positivist Philosophies of Science. (4)
VNgreAnalysei of Political Ideologies. (5) Existence Theory of
Personality - Empirical Studies of the Self Concept. (6) Ex-
traversion and Neuroticism Origins of Personality Innis and
Social Attitudes. (7) Behaviorism and Psychoanalysis - Cogni-
tive Styles, Contents, and Origins. (8)ICnowledge of Values
Authoritarian Personality. (9) Military 4 Industrial/Personality -
- Compassion vs. Compulsion. (10) Coaservative versus Radii.
cal:Behaviors - Militarists vs. Pacifist Ilehaviors. (11) Crigni-

Consistency - Psychosocial Isoinorphiam. (12) Facts,
es, Theories, and Values - A Valtie Theory of Truth.

ioral Sciences Tape LibrarY, o/o Sigma Informs -
Inc., St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201- 947.4154) BST

Abnormal &Wrier of Adolescence.
n ea., 1972.

137542 Be
lion, 485
(S)S6.95 ea. N
AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette

lkwrna.1 and abnormal be
in 12 parts. Emphasis is on the
menu of developmental disorders, as
rent trends in the adolescent subculture.

of adolescence is examined
logy, diagnosis, and treat-

ell as analysli of cue-
opics include: (1)

Developmental Crises in Black Adolescents, 2) Patterns of
Drug Abuse Among Middle-Class Adolescent. (3) The
Hospital Management of Disturbed Adoleicents (in two parts).
(4) Psychological Development During Adolescence :A.5)
Adolescents and Adults. (6) Sociologic Perspectives of the,
Marihuana Controversy. (7) The Management of g Abuse
in the OMpatient Psychothpmpy of Adolescent . (8) The
Severely Neurotic and the Psychotic Ado scent. (9)

Psychological Functions of the Counter Culture. (10) The
Adolescent with a Communication Disorder. (ll) Innovative
Services for Youth.

I: 1-

137532 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o S Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (2018 7-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. Aggression, Hostility and Violence. 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

The psychodynamics of aggression, hostility, and violence
are examined in three parts and case histori material
presented. Toplessinclude: (1) A Tape-Recor ed Murder and
Psyclualynamics - Part I. (2) Psychodynamics Parts 2 and 3.
(3) Psychodynamics - Part 4 and Case Illustrations and

Reconunen lions.

137554 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea,Soicide: Currant Research and Prevention Efforts.
AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

A three-part discussion is presented on current research and
prevention efforts as related to the suicidal individual. In-

cluded are all aspects of. suicide - sociological, psycholbgical,
psychiatric, and biological. Topics include: (I) The Taxonomy
of Suicide-and Factors Which Predispose to Suicide. (2) The
Personality of Suicidal Individual and Behavior Prior to Sui-
cide. (3) The Suicide Prevention Center and The Effectiveness
of Suicide Prevention.

137554 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S) $6.95 ea. Emotions and Immunity. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 60

min ea., 1973.
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The relationship between pafchological processes and cellu-
lar behavior and the emotional factors influencing physiologi-
eal disease and immunity arc examined in three parts. Topics
include: (1) Emotional Factors in the Onset, and Course of
Rheumatoid Arthritii and Research Findings our Personality
Factors In Rheumatoid Arthritis. (2) The Course of Rheuma-
toid Patients - Rheumatoid Factors in Family Members and
Emotional FaCtors in Non-Rheumatic Autoinunime Diseases.
(3) Emotions, Immunity and Cancer - The CNS andlnununity
and Mental Illness lual Immunity - Summary.

137564 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Infonlia-
tion, Inc., 495 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Primitive Object Relationships in Psychotherapy. Af I
7/8 IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Volkan, of the University of Virginia Hospital, discusses
primitive object relationships found in psychotherapy.

137565 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 Coerelates of High Morale In the Priesthood. AT I :7/8
IPS cassette 60 Min, 1973.

Dr. Carey, of the Lutheran General Hospital, discusses
some correlates of high morale in the priesthood.

137564 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-94'7-4154) BST
(S)S695 Emotional Casualties of Vietnam (part 1). AT 1 7/8 112$
cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Solomon, of the Stririd ord University School, of
divine, discusses topics relevant to emotional casualties in

veterami of the Vietnam War.

137570 Bita.Kioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informs-
,

tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201417.4154) BST

1 3. -
(S)S6.95 Emotional of Vietnam (part 2). AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min,

Dr. Solomon, Of the Stamford University School of
Medidine, discusses topics relevant to emotional casualties in
veterans of the Vietnam War.

137572 Behavioral Sciences Tape LibMry,s/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Ind., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee NJ 07024 (201-947.4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ca. Genius, Eminence, and Creative Behavior. AT 1 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min ca., 1973. 0

Di'. Albert; of Pitzer College, discusses the elements of
genius, eminence, and creative behavior.

137591 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Infortna-
lion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201447-4154) tiST
(S)S6.95 Ego Functions - A Dialogue. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60
min, 1973.

Doctors Bellak and Huvich, of le New York UniVersity,
present a dialogue on human ego functions.

137597 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St.,Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 On Sadism. AT I 7/8 WS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. D. W. Abse, of the University of Virginia Medical
Center, discusses the basic characteristics of the sadistic per-
sonality.

137605 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
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(R)S47 Gartnais Skin: Wben_lltis You See, Remember Me.
16mna optical color 89 min, 1972.

Still photographs, paintings, rue home movies, newsreels,
radio recordings, scenes from operas for, which she wrote
libretti, and interviews with some of her noted acquaintances
are presented to give a narrative of Gertrude Stein's life. A
description of her development as a writer and her influence
on many forms of art in the early Twentieth century is also in-
cluded. .

137615 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 `(415- 642.0460) EMC
(R)$12 Virginia Woolf: The Moment Whole. 16mm optical color
10 min, 1972.

Selected pasiages from Virginia Woolf's writings are
analyzed to convey her concept of Woman and to articulate
the problems and pressures of being a women writer. The per-
sonality of the artist is also examined, including her feminist.
ideas.

13760 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-01-7-8300) 'NBC (R)S13
(S)$275 The Insiders. 16mm optical color 22 min. 1970.

A convict fBinntaker at the Missouri State Penitentiary
documents the unique society of a prison. The members of
this society try to make their lives a little more endurable by
hiving hustles or jobs to earn the extras that help camouflage
the reality of their Situations. Lonely and bored, the prisoners'
conversations center around drugs, sex and plans to escape

, Very rarely do their thoughts or activities in prison lead
toward a constructive rehabilitation..

137664 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. New York NY 10020 (212-CI-74100) NBC (R)S25
(5)5500 Hon, Country, U.S.A. 16mm optical color 53 min,
1968.

Looks at the people. in American life who have stayed close
to their roots and found fulfillment. In it, people whose life
styles are very dherte -- from a family of boatbuildets in
Maine, to cowboys in Montana, to a school-teacher in Califor-
nia discuss their attitudes, on the good life.

137665 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. Novo York. NY 10020 (212-CI.7-8300) NBC (R)S25
(S)$500 Dream on Monkey Mountain. 16mm optical color 53
min, 1970.

Presents an origintd play, filmed in Trinidad, which concerns
an old man, lonely and doubtful, who has a dream oPreturning
to Africa to become: a powerful chief. Hit quest, a mixture of
hallUcinations and reality, begins with a mental -journey to
Africa, and ends as he withdraws to his mountain retreat, pu-
rified by his experience. In, his hope for a new world the
aipirations of Blacks in many lands are evident.

137672 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 Yes, I Can
16mm optical color 15 min. 1973.

Nine-year-old David insists that he is ready to go out on his
own for overnight at summer, camp. He gets his chance, but
comes up against problems he hadn t counted on. Designed to
help studemi consider the limits of independent action and to
help them recognize the prudence of thorough preparation.

137676 Nationtd Initructional Television Center, Box A.
Bloomington IN 47401 (817. 337-8774) NIT (S)S150 I Dare Vim
16mm optical-color 15 min. 1973.

re
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Clarissa, wanting to be accepted as a member of the
neighborhood gang, has to decide whether or not she should
takea potentialli dangerous dare. Designed to help students
consider choices that involve risk and safe y, personal belief
and poqp pressure.

137677 National Instructional Television Center, Box 'A,
Bloomington. I/4'4.7401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 Hew Do
You Show? 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Three boys express or withhold their feelings about various
things that happened to them in-tht course of an afternoon.
Designed to help students understand the many ways that
feelings can be expressed.
- S.

1376711 National. Instructional Television Center, Box A,
BloomingtOn, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (5)5150 Haan
Sweet Home. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Eddie, whose parents neglect and abuse him, and his fni end
Steve, whose parents are loving but strict, decide to run 'Way
from home. Their intense feelings illustrate how emotional
abuse, whither real or imagined4can affect a child. Designed
to help students cope with feetirt0 of mistreatment itself.

137679 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (5)5150 Getting
Even. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Three children farm their own secret club and build a club-
house, but in doing so exclude some of their friends. When the
friends try to even the score, feelings harden on both sides,
and a fight breaks out. Designed to help students understand
what acceptance or rejection by a group means and what
causes people to act vengefully.

137680 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150
Names Will Never Hurt. 16mm optical color 15 min, 19/3.

Helps students recognize and deal with incidents of preju-
dice and 'discrimination. An English-Canadian boy; in sudden
anger, calls a young French-Canadian a dirty French frog and
then comes to realize how prejudice separates one person
from another and affects the feelings of everyone involved.

137681 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN:47401 (817-337.8774) NIT (S)S150 Because It's
Fun. 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

Explores the good feelings produced by skillfully engaging
in physical activity. Bill thinks that winning is the only thing
that really counts, and he can't understand why others enjoy
themselves just playing for the fun of it.

137682 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774)' NIT (S)S150 When Is
Help. 16mm optical' color 15 min,I973.

KarCn. Roger, and their friends have decidedly different no-
tions abbot giving and receiving help, and their misadventures
show the advantages and disadvantages of their varied at-
titudes. Designed to make students aware of the 'consequences
of helping either too mdchor too little.,

137683 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (5)5150 Trevino
Shoes. 16mm optical color 15411111. 1973.

Explores the experience of moving and the many emotions
that this event arouses. Stuart Billups doesn't want to move
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from his twine inithe country to Washington; D.c..where his
father is taking the fatuity to live. Members of the family react
to the coming move with mixed feelings of jcry, remorse, and

anticipation.

137654 National Instructional Television Center, Box A,
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (5)5150 Strong
Palings. 16mmoptical color 15 min, 1973.

.In a sequence of dreams. Edgar discovers how lOve,
embarrassment, confusion, and disappointment can affect the
body. Designed to help students understand the effects of
strong emotions and to lessen their fear of such reactions.

137615 National Instructional -Television Center. Box A,
Bloemington; IN 47401 (817-337-8774) NIT (S)S150 Must J/May
1. 16mm Optical color 15 min, 1973.

In Wallet episodes, Debbie and Bobby try to ileal with
situation; that give thCm too much or not enough responsibili-
4y. Designet to help students cope with feelings caused by the
tension between freedoM and responsibility.

137686 New Media Marketing Managei, Cdilege and Uni9er-
sity Division. ,McGraw-Hill Book Company. 330 west 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x559I) MOH
(S)S11 Dating amen Adult. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 25 min, 1970.

Discusses questions frequently asked by single again adults:
how one gets dates; Where one goes; and how far should one
V.
137690 Ncw Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, Ncw York: NY 10036 )609448-1700 x5591) MGH
(S)511 Masculinity and Femininity. AT 1 718 1PS cassette 2E i

.min. 1969.

A discussion with Christine Jorgen sen about her book antA
some of her personal experiences.

137695 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Vyilmette. IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)5270The Gestalt Prayer. 16mm

optical color 24 min. 1969. .

Uses the relations a married couples to develop the basic

statement of Gestalt theroy regarding` responsibility. '1 am 1
and you are you. 1 am not in this world to liVe up to your ex-
pectations and you are not in this world to live up to mine.'

137697 Films incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Ave.,-Wilmette., IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)S280 The Philosophy of the Obv
OWL 16mm oplieal color 25 min, 1969.

IntrodOces to thp use of dreams in Gestalt therapy, connect-
ing the Gestalt in the fantasy with the Gestalt in the real
world. This method is utilized to examine our two levels of ex-
istence, the inner world and the outer world.

141

137694 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4731)). FIX (5)5270, Memory and Pride. 16mm
optical color 24 min, 1969.

Shows a. basic outline to the Gestalt appioach to -anxiety

with a young 'woman who is self-conscious about her height.
and then with a man troubled by an ugly memory of the war.

137699 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256:4730) FIX (S)5240 Madellnels Dream. 16mm op-

. tie& color k0 min. 1969

I
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A startling breakthrough in self discovery as a young girl
relives ;a repetitive dream using the Gestaltrnethod and

discovers some basic truths about herself.

137701 Films Incorpotated, 1144 Wilmetie Ave., Wilmette, h.,
6(0914312-256-473'0) FIX (S)S290 Everything is Aware Process.
l'6mm opticel.color 28 min, 1969.

gonsidep the dimensions of existence. duratioh'a'ral aware-
ness, using a vivid dream experienced tby a middle-aged

women. Demonstrates. the Gestalt therapy approach as It
means of unifying one's concept of total existence.

137714 Churchill Filtns, 662 N. Robertson Blvd.;'" Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S120 What Do Girls
Want From Baja? 16mm optical color 9 min, 1973.

Considers Why girls often prefer older boys and why some
boys resent girls their own mgt.

137715 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson 1319d., Los An-
geles. CA 90069 (213.657-5110) CHF (S)5150 Obe on Many?'
Minna opticai,color 13 min, 1973. -

Considers dating in the 9th and 10th grades. Examines the
nature of a serious relstionshipnd the question ot the ramber
of people with whom, one can have a relationship at the sink
time.
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137720 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF Parents' Voices. 16mm
optical 13&W 13 min, 1973.

Mike- and Sally role-play their, feelings after sex; other,.
young people in the group portray parents voices. Shows how
parental influences affect seNuatbehasiior.

145051 Ncw York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S17
(5)$210 This Is Robert (Aim.). 16mm optical B&W 45 niin 1970.

This now classic lorieltudinal study traces the- growth of
Robert an aggressive but appealing child -- from nursery
school at two to public school at seven. First released in 1943,
at film has been, re-edited and abridged without ....hanging the
essential content, (Rept:ices the original 80-minute v)erldon).

14$07/ Du.%rt Film Laboratories, 245 W. 55th Street, Ncw
York, NY 10019 (212 - 757 -4580) MA' tR/S35/(S)S300 The
Maze. 16mm optical color 30 min 1971. A

artist talks candidly about his depressPon, hospitaliz.a-
don, and recovery, while we are shown examples of his work
during these periods. Comments by his wife, parents, and vari-
ous therapists amplify the story.

145015 King Screen Productions, 120 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (R)515 (S)$150 New
Kid on the Block. 16mm optical.color I Prnin 1971.

Trates families who move and their children who have to
enter new, unfamiliar worlds. Mont, the new kid has to-meet
the other kids on the block, make some kind of initial ap-
proach to them. The prospect.o, dealing with new peers can
be a bit unsettling. Shows these first tentative", painful forays
to the point where some kind of beginning adjustment takes

place.

145090 King Screen Productions, 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682.355'5) KNG (R)S25 (S)5220 220
Ban. 16mm optical color 18 min 1970.

4
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A study of awakening racial awareness. Sonny is a star high
school track man, a prime candidate for a college athletic
scholarship, and a promising future architect. He has a loyal
girlfriend, a good buddy, and the widespread admiration of his
peers. He's making it yery well, indeed for a BladetEnter
the new strident, Larry, who is also Black, and also Afro mod,
militant, and determined., to make Soliny choose a side.
Delineates the dilemma confronting the gifted 'young Black in
a society structured by White men's rules.

1450% University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 1415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 (S)S175 Human Consideration In Management. 16Mm
optical B&W 29 min 1969.

A lecture stressing the simple but often neglected fact:that
managers arc actually ,human beings. Considers the proirierns
of morale, productivity, and turnover that cannot be
negotiated, contracted, or manipulated. Suggests that

,managers, as well as. their employees, hide behing'clinven-
tional patterns of behavior that alienate others and actually in-
terfere with the goals of management. When people break
through depersonalized responses and exhress their true
feelings, even if these feelings arc frustration or in-nation, the
result can be a welcome relief and may clear the airVor future
cooperation.

145100 Perennial Education. Inc., 1825 Willow Road,.
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PE) (R)S124 (S)S125
Dating Series.;Tom and Anne: Making Out. 16mm optical color
13.5 min 1969.

Tom is turned down for a date by Olivia, but Anne. less at-
tractive, is quite interested in him. Questions whether Tom's
interest in Anne is limited to !nuking out with her. Anne's date
with Tom leaves her upset and with mixed feelings. Anne's ap-
parently poor relationship with her mother might be adverselsL
affect her itlationsitips, in turn, with Tom and other boys.
Questions whose job is it to maintain acceptable standards on
a date.

.

145101 Perennial Education. Inc.. 1825 Willow ko:td.
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-4464153) PER (R)130 (S)S325 Dating
Saks Three Nov -Girl Dating Relationship Film Coordinated
by Dr. Evelyn Millis Duvall. 16rnm optical color 34.5 mia, 969

*, Shows modern teenagers in dating situations with which
young people today can Identify. In each situation. types Of
*onduct, feelings, attitudes.. relationships, and points of view
%re presented kr ways that.can be recognized by today's youth
of birth sexes. Each situation suggests a number of an
tecedents and precipitating causes.

145102 Perehnial Education; Inc.. 1825 Willow Road.
'Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)S12.50 (S)S125
Dating Series. Gehrge and Betty: Career Vertu! Marriage.
16mm optical color 10 min 1969.

Shows George and Betty. a Negro couple who have a Rood
relationship. but George is graduating from high school and
wants to get Away to attend an out-oftown college hind must
consider a career versus marriage. Although- Auite fond of
Betty, he is not sure aboUt perpetuating the rein ijonship He
watns to broaden his experiences and horizons He scpparentiv
has edhcational and vocational aspirations'in addition to tieing
fond of Betty Betty. on the other hand, is reluctant toisce
George go.perhaps fearful that she may lose him

.Ar

Soloctod Audiovisual'

146103 Perennial Education, Inc., 1825 Willow Road,
florthfield,_IL 60093 (312-446-4153) fER (R)S1(2t50 (S)S17.5
Dating Series. Steve and Kathy: Going Steady, 16mm optical
color II min 1969.

Considers the problems of a couple, Kathy.and Steve, who
have been going steady for, some time and are not getting
along very well. They are frustrated, confused, and uncertain:,
about each other. Kathy seems more interested in Steve than
he does in her. In this boy girl dating relationship, the boy's

. interest seems lukeWarm, while the girl appears to be deeply
involved and even somewhat possessive. After a dance where
Steve is quite neglectful of Kathy she suggests that they try
not to see each other for a while. Suggests alit breaking off -
when the dine comes is an art to be developed by anyone who

. dates and Nov it !hood be done.

145105 Perennial Education, Inc., 1825 Willow Road,
Northfield, IL 60093 (312. 446-4153) PER (R)S14 (S)S140 Fatui-
ties. 16mm optical color 9.5 Min 1970.

Deals with the interdependence of all human beings
every's...tern, Leads to the acceptance of the-concept the family
of man. Develops such ideas as: individual families are mien-
tial to children; parents have helpers in raising children (older
children, relatives, etc.); some of the Education and care tak-
ing jobs arc delegated to nonrclatives (teacher,, doctors. etc.):
each child needs to have his own identity; a person, through
heredity, is part of the extended family rather than exclusively
of the isolated nuclear family_

145106 Perennial Education. Inc., 1825 Willow Road.
Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER (R)S17.50 (S)S175 The
Invention (tithe Adolescent. 16mm optical B&W 28 min 1949.

Traces the development of the adolescent and shows
something of the real problems of this ago. Much of what is
shown of the children of earlier times is taken.from portraits
of families of the tirne. It was the defense of the young; the
protection afforded hy reformers and educators, that gradually
created the idea of special rights of childhood, and, sub-
sequently, adolescence_ What children and adolescents gained
and lost from this more states before adulthood is
dearly illustrated_

145124 Wombat Productions, Inc., 77 Tarrytown 'Road, White
Plains, NY 10607 (914-428-6220) WOM (R)S23 (S)S230 '1
Think'. 16mm optical color 19rnin 1971

Discusses the Influence of a child's peers and the point at
which a child, must make a stand and assert what he believes
even though it is in oppositlim to. -his peers_ SugAestk that
though ayoungstek lives under many pressures, possibly her
most significant act may well be on the day she listens r6 the
voice within her that asserts: this is what I think.

145125 Wombat Productions. Inc . 77 Tarrytown Road. White
Plains. NY 10607 (914-428-6220) WOM (1101,4 50 (S)S185 '1
Am'. 16mm upw.al color 14 min t972-

Deals with One buy's quest for answers to the questions re-
garding his own identity Suggests that introspection, fantasy,
and attempts to form meaningful rcUtioriships arc. legitimate
personal adventures which arc necessary to the development
of individual identity_ Recognizes the factors involved in this
development the pain of rejections. the poignancy of near
misses in developing relationships. and the satisfactions of
recognition and response
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145130 University of California, ExtensionMedia Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley," CA ,94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$9 Tjibute to Malcom') X. Black Journal Film Series. 16mm

optical &.W 15.min 1970.

.Examines the influence of Sfalcomb X on the present Black
liberation movement. Interviews hit widow, Betty Shabazzy,
who discusses her memories of him. Traces his life from child-
hood through his ministry witirthe Black Muslims to his assas-
sination in 1965.

145162 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.,' Berkeley, `CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 Where is Prejudice? 16mm optical B&W 60 min 1968.

Twelve college students of different races and faiths are
shown participating in a weeklong workshop arranged to test
their common avowal that they are not prejudiced. As they
become involved in discussions prejudices begin to show.
Sequences taken throughout the week provide evidence that as
the days pass the students lose much of their composure. The
seminar atmosphere turns to confrontation rand withdrawal,
demonstrating that convictions color one's outlook.on the con-
victions of others.

145171 University of California; Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley 7- C,A 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)812 You Dig It. 16mm optical B&W 28 min 1969.

An autobiographical draniatization of gang life in the Black
ghetto by Leon Williams, 17, who wrote and plays the leading
role. Dissatisfied with living at home, Leon prefers the
camaraderie of the gang he leads. They meet a White rival
gang and alight begins. Afterwards the gang members decide
they need guns, so they steal money for one. Leon's choice of
loyalties lead ironically to his death on the White gang's turf
after they had invited him to join them.

145173 University of California,,,, Extension Media Center,
2223- Fultbn St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S35 Year otthe Communes. 16mm optical color 54 min 1970.

Reveals the lifestyles found on different kinds of communes
in America. Traces the history of communal settlements from
tliebPilgrims to the present. Reviews the reasons for their suc-
cess or failure, and comments on how many utopian en-
deavors have resulted in idealistic demise. Includes a. wide
variety of communities of the 1970s that stress sensitivity
training, mysticism, grip marriage, religious messianism,
family, closeness, drug orientation, or grassroots idealism.
Points out that commune dwellers are not limited to longhairs
or people under 30, and documents the widespread urge of
many Americans from different backgrounds to create al-
ternate and more (Satisfying lifestyles.

148719 New Media Marketing Manager, &liege and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11
Hardening of the Categories. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 20 min,
1969.

The labeling and categorizing we do in our everyday activi-
ties can influence our relations with people, our thoughts and
feelings about ourselves, and the rigidity of our prejudices.

1481108 New Media Marketing Manager, College and LIniVer-
sky Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1100 x5591) MGH (S)S11
Anthropological Contributions to the Study of Personality. AT 1 -

7/8 IPS cassette 27 min, 1968.
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Outlines anthropological contributions to the study of per-
sonality.

148827 New Media Marketing Manager, College and. Univer-
sity Division, McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-17000591) MGH (S)S11 From
LSD to Meditation. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 28 min, 1968.

An interview with a hippie who has stopped taking LSD and
turned to meditation.

148878 Liane Brandon, 2 1/2 Douglass Street, Cambridge,
MA 02139 LIB (R)S15 (S)S100 Anything You Want To Be.
16mm optical color 8 min 1971.

Reveals the experience of growing up (male in a male
dominated world. The heroine is a bright highschool girl who
is told she can be anything she wants to be. But when she tries
to run for class president, she is deflected toward the office of
class secretary; she tells the guidance counselor of her ambi-
tion to become a doctor, she is gently urged to become a nurse
instead. She fantasizes about her future life, her dreams
become nightmares peopled by the stereotypes created by tile
mass media. Can be used as consciousness raising tool for the
women's movement as well as an aid in staff development and
insenice training programs in mental health facilities.

148930 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S21 Circle: An Approach to Drug Addiction. 16mm optical
B&W 57 min 1968.

Cinema yerite account of a drug addict's encounter with the
uncompromising, self - imposed disciplines of Daytop Village on
Staten Island, a rehabilitation center where addicts learn to
live without narcotics. Shows Daytop's encounter form of
group therapy, which encourages members to release their
hostility (though no physical fighting is allowed) and get to the
bottom of one another's. self-deceptions and protective bar-
riers. Out of it all comes a growing awareness of self, a
strengthening of the person, and a gradual emergence from
fear and withdrawal. Through these encounters, the viewer
sees the honesty, urgency, and genuine concern that exist
among the residents of Dayton, and how important,they are to
the success of its program.

148937 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., 'Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$26 Boys In Conflict. 16mm optical B&W 72 min 1969.

Shows efforts of summer camp counselor (a college student)
to relate to highly emotional and disturbed boys. Document of
personal growth of both counselor and boys. Provides in depth
case history observations. Uses street language.

148949 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 Al Stacey Hayes:Portrait Series. 16nun,optical color 25

min 1970.
!''resents a portrait of a 17-year-old Black youth who lives ,in,

a Mississippi Delta town. Portrays his awareness of his peo-
ple's needs and the importance of political action, especially
voting. Shows him working in Black community, trying, to per-.

suade people to vote for their candidate, sort in doing so learn-
ing how far the people are from realizing their potential.

148994 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)520 (S)$150 Pat)ents with

ulative and Acting-Out Behaviors. 1. inch ' videotape
(am x) B&W..44 min 1968.
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Fatients with manipulative and acting-out behaviors are
discussed. social and theoretical issues surrounding the treat-

. ment are also examined.

, 148195 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)2150 The Acting-Out Pa-

- ' tient. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The knowledgeskills and attitudes needed in therapeutic
nursing are to the acting-out patient are shown.

HOW Perennial' Education, Inc., . 1825 Willow Road,
orthfield; IL 60093 (312-446-4153)' PER (R)$13 (S)$130 The

. Encounter. 16mm optical I3&W 10 min 1970.

A comedy about a shy young man attempting to acquaint
himself with ashy young woman in a bookstore. The resulting
fantasies both teenagers he about the potential encounter is
the basis for many amusing sequences.

149163 Wombat Productions, Inc., 77 Tarrytown Road, White
Plains, 10607 (914-428.6220) WOM (R)$27.50 (S)$275
Styles. 16nuu optical color 22 min 1972.

Presents the lifestyles orthree teenagers, who in their own
words tell what they are into. Lifestyle is defined as the way a
person thinks, acts, dreams and even dresses. The choiFes
these young people-have made and the consequences which
have become part of the fabric of the lives they lead are
discussed. Whether it's the joy of thaking something with
one's own hands, or doing drugs or trying to become an artise

each direction reflects a commitment made.

158403 McGraw-Hill Films, 330 West 42nd Street, New Xotk,
NY" 10036 (609-448-1700) MGH (S)$90 (R)$10 The Following
Sea. 11 min B&W, 1972.

The differences inb way of life between a simple fisherman
who believed in old fashioned virtues and his educated, so-
phisticated son who finds his world to ,be ugly and empty are
illustrated.

158417 Insight Filme, Box 1057, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
-(212- 454-0688) P-P (S)$270 The War el the Eggs. 27 Miffcolor,

1971.

A look at -a marriage in serious trouble is presented. The
persontdty conflicts that caused problems and the ways in
which the couple resolves.their differences are discussed.

158423 The Eccentric Circle, Cinema Workshop td, P. 0.
Box 126; Old. Greenwich, CT 068'70 ECC (S)S350'(R)S35 How
Could I Not lie Among You. 28 min color. 1970.

,
An'interprettation of a'man's feelings abbut death and life is

presented. The man, a 31-year-old Poet suffering from leu-
kemia, talks about his reaction to the strong possibility :of.
dying and his feelings when he learned that his condition has
been !LIMO and he would live.

158426 Guidance Association, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
. 769-7751) GAS (S),$37.50 The Adolescent Experience: Shaping
'Identity. FS 2 12 in LP color_1972. .t

Two filmstrips are presented regarding the adolescents ex-
perience of shapilip identity. The first part helps students re-

, late the many faceted concept of identity to their lives, deal
with feelings about selfimag 'yid ality and 'integrity,
discover connections between real sfaction, wise goal
Setting,, and the life long process of self-examination. The
second part focuses on interaction between heredity and en:

&Worded Audiovisuals

vironment, examines influences of family, and di'scussed peer
relations. Audio also available in cassette.

158428 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)$37.50 The Adolescent Experience: Un-
derstanding Emotions. FS 2 12 in LP color, 1972.

The adolescent experience of understanding emotions is
. discussed. The first part explores the psychological, physical
and motivational aspects of emotion, discusses emotional com-
plexity, immediate and developmental influences on emotional
structure and reaction, and explains how emotional responses
are learned. The second part concentrates on coping effective-
ly with emotions, deals with emotional stress widely as-
sociated with adolescence, and demonstrates the vaInc of
being able to express emotions which are appropriate to given
situations in meaningful ways. Audio also available in cassette.

158430 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 40570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (5)237.50 The Adolescent Experience: Forming
Beliefs. FS 2.12 in LP color, 1972.

The individual search for personal development
is related to mankind's ongoing quest for understanding of his
universe. Narrative, literary excerpts, .and art invite students
to "pare their own reflections with those Of ancient,

Anedi al and modern. thinkers. Students are introduced to--
world views suggested- by existentialism, eastern philosophy,
mysticism, religious evangelism, humanism, and the social
ethic, The'impact of science and technology on the struggle
for spiritual values is dIsCussed. Audio also available in cas-
sette.

158431 Guidance Associates., Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769-7751) GAS' (S)237.50 Values for Teenagers in the 1970'0FS
2 12 in LP Color, 1973.

Provocative peer comment and probing narrative invite stu-
dents to discuss value conflicts underlying contemporary so-'
cial:chbices. Attitudes toward marihuana and other drug use,
cigareDe, smoking, and drinking are examined. Adult hypocrisy
is relaed, to youth behavjor, the impact of peer norms and

"pressure oniflecision-making are analyzed, the availability of
personal choices are stressed, and die meaning of values as an
expression of true individuality and integrity is discussed.
Audib also available in cassette.

158437 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769-7751)CAS (5)237.50 Personal Commitment: Where Do You
Stand ?--FS-2,12 in LP color. 1971..

Seven young people discuss personal and social commitment'
in their own lives, attempt to define commitment, involve-

.

ment, social responsibility, and opposition and relate them to
active identificatiOn With causes and groups. Stressing the
value of self-awareness, self-belief, and responsibility, partici,
pants explore criteria for positive commitment and discuss
ways to evaluate experiences. Audio also available in cassette.

158442 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) CAS (5)237.50 Love and Marriage. FS 2 12 in LP
color, 1969.

Love and marriage are discussed. Three couples trying to
und@rstand love in their lives are described: hi8hschool stu-
dents going steady, an engaged couple, and a couple living
together as if married. The second part introduces a young
couple married for 3 years. another divorced after 9 years, and
a third married for 20 years. A professional counselor helps re-
late their experience to realistic concepts of lovf and married
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life, independence and flexibility, self-awareness, personal
maturity, ability to adjust in matters of sex, money, inlaws,
and parenthood. Audio also 'available in cassette.

151445 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-

769 -7751) GAS (S)$40 Masculinity and Femininity. FS 2 12 in

LP color, 1969.
'Physical factors which contribute to role definition, sex

roles in various cultures, American attitudes toward sex roles,
and problems cuased by exaggeration.. and oversimplification
are 'examined. A more flexible view of sex roles is suggested.
Role is related to sexual response, varying expectations of
tried and women, and communication blocks. The nature of
sexuality is discussed. Audio also available in cassette.

158446 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S371.50 People Who Help Others. FS 4 10 in
LP color, 1972.

The variety of occupations devoted to helping individuals
and grOups are shown and this work is related to qualities of
commitment, compassion and empathy. Audio also available in

cassette.

159964 New Media Marketffig Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)$11 The Quali-
ty of Life and Technology. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 36 min, 1970,

The relationship between technology and environment is ex-
amined and its effect on man, his values and life styles.

164278 Network for Continuing Medical 'Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023, (212.541-8088) VIS
(R)$25 Psychiatric Illness on Skid Row: Part I. 3/4 in4
videotass,B&W 14 min, '1972.

The film presents results of the psychiatric testing of re-
sidents of skid tow hotels. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other video format's.

164279 Network for Continuing' Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Psychiatric Illness on Skid Row: Part IL 'The Disease.'
3/4 inch videocassette B&W 26 Mill, 1972.

The incidence of schiiophrenia, alcoholism, and other
psychiatric disabilities among, inhabitants of skid row hotels is
described.' For physicians' use only. Also available in other
video formats.

164234. Network for Continuing Medical Educathin, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS

(R)$25 Mechanisins of Defense. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 17

min, 1972.

The film explores various' mechanisms of defense. For
physicians' use only. Also available in other video formats.

164287 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Cirte, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS

(R)S25 Obesity the Difficult Patient. 3/4 inch videocassette
B&W 20 titan, 1.972.

lie filin discusses a tolerant:attitude towards levels of ex.
sedation of weight loss as a method- of increasing the effec-
tiveness of the practicing phySidid in dealing with the obese
patient. The List of drugs and effectiveness of lay groups are
also considered. For physicians' use only. Also available in
other video formats.

164327 International Film Bureau Inc., 332 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604 (312-427-4545) IFS (R)$12.50
(5)5165 Types of Inmates. 16mm optical B&W 31 min, 1968.

Some of the basic type( of criminal personality which a
Penitentiary officer is likely to encounter among inmates is
shown and an attempt is made to impart an understanding of
these classifications.

165646 'Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-

769-77t) GAS (S)$37.50 The Adokacent Experience: Develop-
ing Values. FS 2.12 in LP color, 1972.

The process by which adoleicents develop values is

discussed. A developmental overview of value, reference
points is created: internalized feat of punishment, relationships
with peer groups froth, early childhood through adolescence,
religious influenced, school taught values, parental example
and instruction, changing evaluation of parental models, and
individual convictions underlying value choices. Audio also
available in cassette. -

170501 Telecomniunitatiqns Center Library, Department of
Health, Carnisrillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA93010

(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)$25 (S)585 Excel:vise in'Trust. 1-.
inch videotipe (ampex) B&W 60 min 1969.

this tape deals Ai:1Am people can learn to relinquish their
defenses once they have established trig in others. It shows
some of the processes of establishing trust.

170549 Grove Press Film Division, 51 E. 11th St., New York,
NY 10003 (212-677-2400) GROjR)535 (5)5225 Pawing Quietly
Through. 16mm optical B&W 26imin 1971.

An encounter between a.Yurse and an igilag man is
resented.

170552 Pyramid 'Minis, Box 1048, Santa Monica, CA 90406
(21.3-828-7577) PYR (R)525 (5)5325 Though I Walk Through the
Valley. 16mm optical color 30 min 1972.

This film is a document about the last 6 months in the life of

a middle-aged college professor who facia the fears and pains
of terminal cancer. His wife and daughter echo his belief in
God. The professor talks about his struggle to eat, his fears of
dying, and about making funeral arrangements. Only when he
admits his wife will miss him is a brief show of emotion wit-

nessed.

170588 Long ,Island Film, Studios, Post Office Box P,
Brightwaters, NY 11718 (516-665-4343) LIF (R)S10 (S)$150 I

Feel.. iwvieg, 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973.

In this film the young viewer learns _about love. Love is
defined as mutual satisfaction. It is suggested that one loves
those that satisfy ones needs, that love is help each other, and
that love giyes one pleasure.

170589 Long Island Film . Studios. Post Office Box P,
Brightwaters, NY 11718 (516-665-4343) LIF (R)$10 (5)5150 I
Feel-Angry. 16mm optical color 11 min, 1973.

In this film series, the child is helped to accept the emotion
of anger most positively and openly. It answers in a most af-
firmative way the often unvoiced question of whether anger
results in loss of love. It indicates that though feelings often

,cannot be controlled, behavior can. It showes that angry
feelings can be dissolved by their recognition and acceptance.
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1703110 Long Island Film Studios, Post Office Box P,
Brightwaters, NY 11718 (516-665-4343) LIF (R)S10 (3)3150 I
Feel...Scared. 16mm optical color 10 min, 1973.

This film
has

the child that everyone has fears, and
beCause one has fears does not mean one is weak. It explores
both reasonable and unreasonable fears.

1705% APGA Publications, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue,
N.W., Waihington, DC 20009 (202-483-4633) APG (R)S25
(S)S250 Assertive Training for Women: Part II. 16mm optical
color 18 min 1974.

.:(ft Eleven vignettes begin with simple interpersonal siutations
in which women might find themselves someone cutting into

.line, dealing with a demanding employer and an unpleasant
garage mechanic, being asked to canvass for charity. A series
of more complex situations involving a passive husband, a flir-
tatious man, an unreasonably angry friend and a highly
opinionated male are also presented.

170597 APGA Publications, 1607 New Hampshire Aienue,
N:W:, Washington, DC 20009 (202-483-4633) APG (R)$25

' (S)$250 Back to'School, Back to Work. 16mm optical color 20
min 1974.

Increased numbers- of -women are reaching decisions to un-
dertake the dual role of housewife/student - or
housewife/working woman. Ten vignettes which confront
prilblems related to the working or student wife are presented.
Self-doubts women may experience and possible negative
responses of significant others to a Woman's plans to return to
school or start a new career are considered.

173073 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)S25 (S)S350 Ego
States. 16mm optical color 30 nen, 1974.

This film explores the three basic behavior patterns or ego
states from which one can feel and act the parent, the adult
and the child. The parent can be over controlling and oppres-
sive, or nurturing and tender. The adult has no emotions but
acts as a human computer, storing and using data according to
logical processes. The child ego state is the source of feeling
and creativity. The natural child can be loving or hateful,
spontaneous, impulsive and playful. The creative and imagina-
tive child is known as the intuitive child or professor. The
adapted child is fearful, guilty or ashamed.

173110 511Vs Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)$25 (3)3350
T_ ransactions. 16mm optical color 30 min, 1974.

This film teaches how% analyze transactions to understand
not just what is being said, but what is happening when two
people communicate. Parallel or complimentary transactions
proceed when the message from the parent, adult or child of
one person receives the expected response from the ego state
of another person. In parallel transactions, communication
lines are open and transactions continue. Crossed transactions
disrupt communication Ind occur when the transactional
response is addressed to an ego state different from the one
which gave the stimulus. A covert or ulterior transaction takes
place when a person says one, thing but means another. The
hidderemessages in ulterior transactions provide the basis for
game playing.

173111 Mass Media Associatei, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)S25 (S)3350
Stroke,. 16mrn optical color 30 min, 1974.

Selected Audiovisual.

This film teaches that strokes -- messages that tell us we're
0. K. -- are necessary for healthy existence. A stroke is some
form of recognition or appreciation which acknowledges our
existence. Strokes may be physical (a touch, a smile, a hug, a
look) or verbal (praise, understanding). This hunger for recog-
nition is a basic human need. Without stroking, human beings
do not develop the self-esteem necessary for physical and
psychological well-being. Unfortunately, many people grow up
with a taboo against acknowledging warm, positive thoughts
and feelings about themselves. As a result they remain e
tionally undernourished and alienated from their true se
This film explores ways in which one can develop
freedom in both giving and receiving strokes.

173812 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)S25 (S)S350'
Time Structures. 16mm optical color 30 min, 1974.

This film illustrates how time structures affect relationships
(the wife wants intimacy, the husband wants to watch the
football game on tv). Time structures are defined and illus-
trated: (1) withdrawal may mean reading a book, taking a nap
or walk; (2) rituals are the stylized or preset exchanges which
are always familiar and predictable; (3) activities may involve
work or hobbies and are productive or creative; intimate in
volvement with other people may take place during activities
or activities may be used as a 1ny' of avoiding intimacy; (4)
games are the covert or ulterior transactions which result in a
psychological pay off; (5) intimacy is an open and direct
exchange of strokes between two people. Free of games and
exploitation, demands and defenses, intimacy amuses O.K.
feelings' of tenderness and affection. In intimate relationships
one is free to let one's real selves be seen, and to see other
persons as they really are.

173183 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)S25 (S)S350
Feelings. 16rim optical color 30 min, 1974.

This film discusses ways to develop authentic relationships
and avoid playing games by learning to own and experience
ones feelings as they arise. When feelings are consciously.
recognized and accepted, one doesn't act them out on an un-
conscious level. This program shows that what one does with
ones feelings is up to the person not other people.

173554 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)32.1 (S)$350
Games. 16mm Optical color 30 min, 1974.

In this film a recurring series of ulterior transactions results
in a predictable pay off which reaffirms the not O.K. life
scripts of the persons, involved. In this film a participant plays
the role of victim and seeks help concerning a problem from
members of the group. His game playing becomes evident
when he refuses to accept their valid offers of assistance.
There is always a switch in roles (victim, rescuer, persecutor)
during a game so that the victim eventually becomes the per-
secutor.

1738113 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 4E6 N. Charles St.,
Baltimpre, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). lMA (R)S25 (S)S350
Acquiring Life Scripts. 16mm optical color 30 min, 1974. .

In this film, lifescripts, patterns or positions are explored by
members of the group in this program to see how these pat-

, terns affect their present attitudes and actions. When one con-
sciously examines and understands one's individual life
scripts, one can begin to make changes instead of uncon-
sciously acting them out.
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1731% Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270). MMA (R)S25 (S)S350
Chao ing Life Scripts. limm optical color 30 min, 1974.

'In this film,- the problem of changing life scripts is con-
sidered. One can change by cultivating awareness of oneself
and others by monitoring ego states and transactions, accept-
ing and giving strokes, examining and rearranging use of time,
owning and expressing ones feelings, giving up habitual roles
which contribute to game playing,lind by consciously exantin-
ing and naming our life 'scripts. One can change when one
stops blaming _other people and accept the responsibility for

. shaping our own lives.

173,15 Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Bldv., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)S130 How Close Can
You Ott? 16mm optical color 10 min, 1971.

This film shows highschool students discussing the state;
meet: no matter how close you get to another person, you are
still alone, to an examination of what people expect from mar-
riage. Self-sacrifice, independence and growth, and husband -
wife roles are discussed.

.173921 Coronet Instructional Films, 65 East SOuth Water
Street,' Chicago, IL 60601 (312-DE-2-7676) COR (S)S245
Masculine or Feminine : Your Role in Society. 16mm optical
color 18 min, 1970.

This film 'explores changing attitudes about gender role in
contemporary American society. Itiexamines the opinions of
young people, the views bf more traditional spokesmen and
the objective approach of a cultural anthropologist.

1739M Billy Budd Films, 235 East 57th Street. Now York,
NY 10022 (212-755-3968) BBB (R)$25 (S)S250 To Be a Person.
16mm optical color 23 inin. 1972.

This film grapples with young people's search for identity. It
raises questions about personal integrity, honesty in relation-
ships, and the need for love.

173950 Mass Media Assqciates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270),MMA (R)S15 (S)S150 The
Man Who Had to Sing. 16mm optical color 10 min, 1971.

The hir story of a luckless Charlie Brown type character is
told. Throughout his short, illustrious life of being pushed,
shoved, kicked, and bounced around, he causes one disaster
after another, simply because he has only one thing to offer,
the world, something the world has no need-of a song. He
gets deserted, by his parents, beaten up by other children,
kicked out of school. tagged as an adolescent nuisance,
dishonorably discharged from the army, forsaken by a wife he
never really knows, gets psychiatrically catalogued as a- per-
sonality malformation, causes a public furor, makes a train
disrail, and is finally mobbed to death. This hinging man can
be thought of as a student whom the teacher never un-
derstood. the genius suppressed, the handicapped person who
embarasses society, the nonconformist, a Christ figure, or an
Everyman.

.
173959 Mass Media Associates, Inc.. 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S15 Mr. Grey.
16mm optical color 10 min, 1969.

This film is about Mr. Gray, a suburban commute?, em-
ployed by an organization that 'treats him like a human
mechanism and only knows when his number comes up on the
payroll. His daily routine is begining to wear so much on him

that he has taken CO fantasizing about the softer life of wine,
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women, and pleasure hi sometimes wishes he were leading.
The film ends with an early morning exodus of men in grey
from their spburbrui homes, only they are dressed in the grey
of prison uniforms, not the grey of ^flannel suits.

173963 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)SS (S)$S0 The
Preacher. 16nm optical color I min, 1972.

In this film an elderly clergyman is seen giYing a meticulous
pulpit exposition. The perspective on' him then changes; he is
ensconced upon a television screen, and the screen in turn
diminishes before the ambience of a grubby, one room slum
flat, when an obese, beer bellied working man soaks his feet -
in a tub, while gazing disinterestedly upon the preacher as the
latter completes what has in effect been late night devotions
before -station sign off. The preacher finally seems dry,
distant, and superfluous to the nondescript life of the man.

173%7 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
BaltiMore, MI) 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)515 (S)5150 In
the Kitchen. 16mm optical B&W 12 min. 1970.

In this film contrast is made between two extremely op-
posite styles of life. In the foreground, a family is seen in their

- kitchen eating lunch and going about the routine business of
domestic work, play, and relaxation. in the backgroundoseen
through a window only by the viewer, two lovers on a balcony
have a gamel that ends in a suicide. Neither group is aware
of the other but together in the same picture frame they are a
juxtaposition life is neat, ordered, with roles well assigned,
sometimes monotonous, alongside life that is passionate, ad-
venturous, chancy, sometimes very heartbreaking.

1739%8 Miss Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)57.50 (S)S75 The
Fifth One. 16mm optical color 3 min, 1971.

This film describes the attitude of four string musicians
playing in their own little quartet rind nettled by a runty little
tuba player who wants in. Three times they knock him over
the head, stuff him into the bell of his hoot, and kick him out.
The fourth time they carry him off; a shot is heard, followed

by the fall of a body. But once again the tuba" player comes
back, with only a bandage On his head. The sight of him again
makes the string musicians faint, but they are brought back to
consciousness by the raucous sound of the tuba. They rise to
render him accompaniment. An ironic-power play takes place
here, one that reflects upon what often happens in life. So
called harmony between persons is achieved only when
someone is so aggressive that not even through the extremest
measures is he or hie vested interest to be denied.
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173970 Mass Media Associates, ., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-327 (R)S15 (S)S135 A
Tale.of Today. 16mm optical color I min, 1972.

In this film, narrated thoughts abOut the virtues of living
close to nature as opposed to the undesirable option of urban
!whines and career pursuing are presented. Tice film shows
projects of environmental beautification, arts and crafts in
progress, and glimpses of leisure- activity, all part of communal
dedication to surveying the boundiries of freedom.

173971. Mass Media Associates, Inc. 2116 N. Charles St., Bal-
timore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)$10 (S)S100 Same
But Different. 16mm optical color 4 min. 1971.

In this film two people in an imaginary, abitract society are
shown: Percy the conformist and Sidney the would be noncon-
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formist. Each learns a very interesting thing about what the
role he has chosen to play demands of him. Their tale is told
by a narrator reciting a simple iambic meter poem. Sidney,
bothered by the fact that his own difference from others is not
very plain, desperately begins figuring out ways he can look
like an individual.

173,72 Mass Media Associates, "Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)$15 (S)$150 1 +
1 = 3 16mm optical color 10,min, 1970.

In this film, animation is used to make speculation on the
problem of power. A midget espies a sign reading 1 + 1+ = 3
and self-confidently changes it to read 1 + I = 2, only to be
met by a giant who makes him change it back. The midget
tries reasoning with the giant, using apples to take the princi-
ple of addition out of the'abstract into the concrete, but the
giant can only comprehend how delicious the apples taste. The
3 goes back up. When the midget produces books by the
world's great minds as evidence, the giant almost burns the
Midget up with them. The two protagonists are gradually
drawn into a farcical game of cat and mouse, the sign chang-
ing back and forth between 2-and 3 as each takes turns out-
witting the', other. Muscle eventually wins out over intellect,
however, and the little loser is shipped off to outer space. But
the victorious giant immediately faces a new foe another
giant, bluer than himself, who forcefully proposes that I + I
= 4. The power game goes on.

175715 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218'(301- 727 -3270) MMA (R)S15 (S)S135
Decoration. laiun optical color 7 iron, 1970.

In this film about the basic question of morality the Good
Samaritan develops the habit of rescuing bodies of people
presumed to be sick and/or dying, and rushing them off to a
hospital somewhere over the horizon. At first he does it in-
stinctively; it is the hunumitanairthing to do. Soon, however,
he is doing it frantically for the approval it brings him. Even-
tually, he adds so many medals of approval to his chest that
they weigh him down and form the metal coffin in which he is
interred. Workmen then feed the coffin into a compressor. Out
of it come more metfs, of all shapes and colors, manufac-
tured to inspire the next person ready for good works.

182954 Instructional. Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)$250 The Way Out.
16mm optical color 33 min, 1970.

This film portrays four ethnic groups in America: Black-
Americans, Spanish speaking Americans, American-Indians.
and Appalachian White Americans. It gives a picture of the
environments in which many individuals from these groups
live in poverty and hopelessness. It focuses on the problems

1829757 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312/)43-1200) IDI (S)$350 Black Anger.
16mm optical color 30 min, 1969.

In this film, a group of Black-Americans and Spanish speak-
ing Americans tell about their successees and failures, hopes
and disappointments in the White world of work. The feelings
of hostility and hopelessness generated by ghetto life are
openly revealed.

1112%9 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior' St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-121X)) IDI (S)$34.95 (2) Daily Liv-
ings Coping with Tension. and Anidetks. AT 17/8 IPS cassette,
1970.
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&dossed Audiovisual,

In this audiotape. Dr. Lazarus, explains how one can learn
to cope with tensions and anxieties. He discussed emotional
freedom, controlling what one feels about what one thinks and
relaxation techniques.

182960 Ipstructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)S59.50 Carl Rogers on
Tape. AT 17 /a IPS cassette, 1970.

In this audicitape. Dr. Carl Rogers discusses counseling, ef-
fective interpbrsonal communication, encounter group and
self-inlay. Dr. Rogers also talks with Dr. Paul Tillich.

183961 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,:
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)125 Balk Interper-4
sone! Relations. AT 17/8 cassette, 1970.

In this audiotape, basic interpersonal relations are con-
sidered. The texts direct participants through a series of inter-
personal exercises, group discussions, and interaction activi-
ties.

182962 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) WI (5) $64.95 Personal Ad-
liniment. AT 17/8 IPS cassette, 1970.

In this audiotape Dr. Carl Rogers shares his insights and his
exprience. He discusses feelings of loneliness, the generation
gap, the goals of life, and everyone's struggle to become a
person. Topics include: sharing something of yourself; the
place of feelings and emotions; to be yourself; the struggle to
become a person; the goals of life; what it means to be mar-
ried; relationships with your children; the generation gap; the
lonely person; and the person of tomorrow.

182%3 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St.,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)S19.50 General Rela,
tionsIdp Improvement Program. AT 17/8 IPS cassette, 1969.

GRIP (the General Relationship Improvement Program)
which is a course of sessions for two people is presented. The
two people involved discover what it means to show ac-
ceptance, respect feelings, share and respond to feelings, in-
ternalize concepts, and communicate more directly. This basic
experience has the unique *alines of the one to one relation.
bhip that may be lost in the group setting.

182967 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior Street,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)S34.95 Myself and
Others: A Tough and Tender Dialog. AT 17/8 IPS .cassette,
1971.

In this audiotape, Dr. Kopp talks to listeners informally
about feelings and values and how we waste ourselves, on
some issues and how we fail to face others. He encourages us
to reveal ourselves and take our chances. He helps us get rid
of the struggle in life and leave more room for satisfaction. He
emphasizes that so much of our anguish comes from insisting
that life be more than it appears to be.

182978 Vision Quest, Inc., 389 Ethel Ave., Mill Valley. CA
94941 (415-388-9094) VIQ Here Comes Everybody. 16mm opti-
cal color 95 min, 1973.

This film explores the new awareness of the body which has,
been discovered through encounter in order to reveal the inti-
mate connections that exist between bodily expression and
one's manner of thinking. Both are considered in terms of
one's self-awareness and of one's relations with other people.
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182979 Vision Quest, Inc.; 7715 North Sheri Road,

Chicago, IL 60626 (312-3384116) VIQ (R)$25 (S) Rose-

land. 16mm optical color 12.5 min, 1973. .

This if a film about Rose Oliver, a frankly tat, White wel-
fare mother of four, living in the projects in C go. In thy
film Rose gives birth to a child, talks squarely in the camera
about her life and being a mother, makes h If attractive,
and she prepares a Thanksgiving meal, feedi and nurturing
her famlly.'The closing '.shot is of Rose and family at this
meal, food spread out before them, her chi n eating and
watching her nursing the baby, deterinin ly pushing and
-heaving the wheel of life along,

122991 Orosonic Recording Services, P.
'," Spring, MD 20902 (301-949-5650). OR

Lifestyles for Women Their SigsdBcance
-IPS cassette 60 rain, 1970.

In this film, sociologist. Jessie Be
the population outlook and the ne
questions of why single women
Women, whether is is psychologi
Or have two working parents and
More detrimental than helpful to 3

y

Box 1517, Silver
(S)S7.50 Chanting
Families: AT 1 7/8

answers questions on
sexual revolution. The

happier than married
better for a small child
ther daycare centers are
children are considered.
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114297 AAP Tape Librar,,y, 1 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP )S15 Extra scripts S2 Interview
with Theodor Relic. No. i2 series. AT 3 3/4-IPS 7 inch 'reel
120 min, 1968.

Theodor Reik Joie ewed in 1964 by psychologists,
psychiatrists, and piyc °analysts affiliated with the Philadel-
phia Mental Health C nic. This is a question and answer ses-,

sion on techniq of psychotherapy in general and

reminiscences of ik's associations with Freud, Jung, Jones,
Adler, Rank, Abraham during his more than 50 years in
the analytic m' ement. Fair to good audii). Script. For profes6
sional use in teaching or research.

24586 iversity of California, Extension Media Center,

2223 ton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415642-0460) EMC
,(R)S26 Dialogues: Dr. Carl Rogers, Part 2. 16mm optical color

51 min 1971.

A continuation of an interview with psychologist Carl
Rogers, the film focuses on contemporary issues: American
education, student protests, and controversial issues in
temporary psychology, such as action versus research. Rogers
also evaluates his e tributions to psychology.

124588 University f California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S26 Dialogues: Dr. Jean Mitt, Part 2. 16mm optical color

39,Onri, 1970.
k I

Second in a'two part interview, Kriel and Inhelder diScuss
Pirigers contact with Freud, views' on various Freudian con-
cepts such as the unconscious and psychosexual development,

,reaction ao the controversial report on Negro intelligente, esti-

mate of Piageee-most important contributions, reactions to
criticisms of misuses of Piaget's theories, and future research.
directions. Their commentA are translated from French.

128249 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S25 (S)S200 Carl Gustav Jung.
16mm optical' B&W 38 min 1968,
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Psychiatrist Carl Jung talks about his' life, work and
philosophy in an interview. He discuses is friendship and
later differences with Freud, and also reminisces about his
childhood and the influences that led hifn to become a
psychiatrist. The total span of his life and woric are covered,
right up to his view of death and his idea of the on going of
the' psyche. The film is useful. to students in psychology,
medicine, anthropology, religion, and social work, to staffs of
mental health facilities, and to laymen concerned with mental

health.

128296 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 Psychiatric Nursing:
Poet and Present. 1-inch video tape tampex) Ef&W 44 min 1968,

A review of psychiatric nursing shows how it has evolved,
with changing views of mental illness, to the present day con-
cern with the therapeutic nurse - patient 'relationship. '

1375211 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-957-4154) BST

(S)$6.95 ea. Preparation for Certification by the American
Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 60
Min ea., 1973.

Information and concepts basic to the informed practice of
psychiatry are presented in 12 parts as an bid to preparation
for certification by the American 'Board 'of Psychiatry and
Neurology (ABNP). The manner in which,the data are applica-
ble to the examinations of the Al3 is covered, and a
detailed analysis of sample questions f m these examinations
is included. In addition, crucial hist al contributions as well
as current innovations in the field ar treated. Topics include:
(I) Information for Candidatest Forrnat of Written and
Oral ExaminationsHow to Taife thc4 Examinations. (2)

BibliographyHow .to Study for BoardSSample Examina-

tions. (3) Sample Examined (Continued)The Concept of
(Continu,M1)The Concept of

die Neuroses. (5) Specific Neu-
Schizophrenia.* (4) Schizophre
Neurosis and PsychosisSpe
roses (Continued)--Specifi
Depression. (6) Suici
Psychophysiologic Diso
coholismDrug Abuse.
Therapies--Psychiatric
Disorders of Childh

PsythohesiThe Concept of
-7Homicide- -The Concept of

s. (7) PsyChiatry and the Law --Al-
Drug Alaisc (ponfinued)Somatic

sorders of Childhood. (9) Psychiatric
(Continued)--Child Psychotherapyi

Marital Maladjustment and Couples Therapy. (10) Family

TherapyGroup therapyCommunity Psychiatry. (11)

EpidemiologyEthilogyPsychological TestingSchools of

h nainic "Theory. (12) Schools of Psyc})odynamic

Theory uedYThe History of Psychiatry.

137550 Behatoral SciencesTape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-9474154) BST
(S)$6.95 ca. /Practical Considerations of Psychiatry and Law. AT
1 7/8 IPS,;cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

Some-4 practical considerations regarding the role of

psychiatry in criminology and law enforcement arc examined
in six parts. Focus is on preservation of confidentiality, pre-
dicting criminality, courtroom procedure, the process of com-

mitting the juvenile offender, and therapeutic abortion.
Specific" topics- include: (1) Introduction to Psychiatry and
Law: The Psychiatrist as Consultant in Civil and Criminal
Law. (2) The Psychiatric Interview in Forensic Psychiatry:
The Psychiatrist in the Courtroom. (3) Competency and
Responsibility: Mental Illness and the Criminal Process. (4)
Psychiatric Predictions of Violent and Criminal Be vior:

Myths Regarding the Sex Offender. (5) The Role of Psychiatry
in Civil Legal Proceedings: Commitment Procedures. (6) The
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Psychiatrist as Consultant in Juvenile Criminal Proceedings
and Therapeutic Abortion: Confidentiality and Privilege - Mal-
practice Considerations.

137554 Behavioral Sciences Tape .Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion. Inc., 485 Main St , Ft. Lcc. NJ 07024 (201-947-4454) BST
(S)S6.95 ca. Parapsychiatry. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min ea..
1973'

Some concepts which are basic to the field of
parapsychiatry are discussed, as well as their contributions to
the theory and practice of psychiatry. Topics include: (1)'What
is Parapsychiatry and Mother - Child Symbiosis: Cradle of
ESP. (2) Schizophrenia: Madness or Method. (3) Four Faces
of Psi in Psychotherapy and A Ncurophysiological Model of
Psi Phenomena.

137561 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/p Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St., Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (241,9474154) BST
(S)S6.95 ca. The Human Equation. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 61)
min ea., 1973.

New dimensions in psychiatric thought as they relate to con-
cepts in the study of man and the universe and the determi-
nants of human behavior are examined in three parts. Topics
include: (1) The Human Equation: A Dimensional Concept of
Human Behavior and The Human Equation:- The Linking
Process. (2) The Critical Time Factor and Transmaterial Time.
(3) Evolution and Matter III and Evolution from Chance to
Choice.

137594 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St.. Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-9474154) BST'
(S)$6.95 A Model of Psychoblitorical Change. AT 1 7/8 IPS cai-
settc 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Joel Kovel, of the Albert Einstein College of Medic/be.
discusses a model of psychohistorical change.

137599 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma InkOrlia-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947:414) BST
(S)S6.95 Cannibals, Chemicals -and Memory. AT 1 7 /BLIPS cas-
sette 60 min, 1073.

Dr. James McConnell discusses cannibals, chemicals and
memory.

137633 NBC. Educational Enterprises Inc.? 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New _York, NY 10020 (212-C1-7-8100) NBC (R)S19
(S1$400 The Cube. 16mm optical B&W 56 loin. 1968.

"Depicts man asp ting trapped by the traaiducent. plastic walls
of a cube in a surrealistic, original drami. The play's intensity
builds as visitors engage the isolated min in nonsense conver-
sations which so confuse him that he gears he is losing touch
with reality. This preplexcd man, $ombarded by changing
realities, almost loses his reason. Surprisingly. he takes hold of
himself and marches out of the clic with no trouble. Leaves
open the question as to Whether hf is free

137674 National Instructional Television Center, Box A.
Bloomington, IN 47401 (817-V7-8774) NIT (S)$150 Just Jolt-
ing. 16mm optical color 15 miff, 1973.

David gets his kicks fr playing pranks on others until
some of his jokes start to ackfirc. Designed to help students
recognize the difference etween good clean fun and ridicule
or cruelty.

148782 New Mcdia Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co , 330 West 42nd Street,

1 t

Soloctod Audiovisuals

w York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Six
es of Social Psychology. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 42 min,

15168.

An historical analysis of socill psychology from its incep-
tiOn sixty years ago - focusing on the definition, scope, and
central issues of the discipline. st

1 84 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer:
sit Division. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,19

N w York, NY 10036 ( -4484\700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 A
Cater In Sociology Ps op. AT,1 7/8 IPS cassette 16 min,
1968. i

A social psychologist talks about his profession and the vari-
ous problems with which he must deal. The different roles of
social psychology,in industry, government, and education are
discussed. From the Catlecr Conference Series.

158421 University o California Extension Media Center,
Berkeley, CA 94720 415-642-0460) EMC (S)$490 (R)S28 Geel:

changing tradition. 41 min color, 1973.

A documentary bout tied. the Belgian town where foster
care of mental atients originated in the Middle Ages, is
presented. The subject is dealt with fully, beginning with the
recounting of the legend of St. Dymphna. Medieval lunatics
seeking cures tit the saint's tomb pilgrimaged to Geel and were
hbused in the church until they grew to be too numerous,
when they were lodged with residents of the town. The ways
in 'which the current programs conform to the original princi-; pie; are discussed.

159992 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(10$26 Dialogues: Dr. Carl Rogers, Part 1. 16mm optical color
49 riari\ 1971.

1 A vAde-ranging interview' with noted psychologist Carl
Rogers, \developer of client oriented therapy and a founder of
the human potential movement, is shown. Motivation, learn-

/ ing. Freudian concepts, historical development- of client
/ oriented therapy, roles of the client. and therapist,

,c counter groups are covered.
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164264 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(FL) Karl Menninger Looks at Psychiatric History. 3/4 inch
videocassette color 21 min, 1972.

The film provides a brief review of early psychiatry. as he
tours a Roche exhibit of psychiatric history. Dr. Karl
Menninger reveals !Ohne crude treatments of the past, and pro-
vides an overview of early contributions and how they helped
lead to psychiatric reform. Emphasis is placed upon the belief
that a knowledge of historical developments in the field may
enhance the understanding of current4oncepts and practices
in psychiatry. For physicians' use only. Also available in other
video formats.

170516 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 The Old Skin Game or
Dermatitis, Anyone? 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 r.;41
1969.

The causes of dermatitis and safety ,measures involved in
preventing infection are discussed.

170561 Time-Life Films, 43 West I6th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-556-4207) T-L (R)S30 (S)S300 In Search of the Soul.
16mm optical B&W 30 nun, 1972.
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A close friend of the psychologist Carl Gustav Jung ex-
amines his childhood and student years. and traces his rela-
tionship and ultimate break with Sigmund Freud.

170562 Time -Li c Films. 43 West 16th Street. Ncw York. NY
10011 (212-556 7) T-L (R)S30 (S)S300 67,000 Dreams, 16mm
optical BIW 3 min. 1972.

The develop nt of Carl Gustan Jung's major theories and
concepts are resented. The collective unconscious, the

psychology ypes, the psyche in space and time and the im-
portance of yth and intuition to the. complete man are
discussed.

170563 T. -Life Films. 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 -(212 56-420T) T-L (R)S30 (S)S300 The Mystery That i
Heals. I64n optical B&W 30 min, 1972.

The e
toward
thus

fly Carl Gustav Jung is presented and his attitudes
ristianity and death are examined. The concept of trl

w is discussed.
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University of California, Extension Media Centel,
222rj Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415442-0460) Eh

II Dr. Billy James Hargis. 16mm optical B&W 30 riiin

the philosophy of Rev. Billy James Hargis, founder and
eublisher of Christian' Crusade, is examined. Hargis declares
;that communists are exploiting America's domestic problems,
such as the unrest that led to urban riots. He condemns the

1 welfare state, calls for outlawing the Communist Party, and
describes his solution for ending racial tension: to instill in
every American a desire to get ahead, and to teach trades to
people on welfare.

124687 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94120 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 EBF Medieval Mind, 'Humanities Series. 16mm optical
color 26 min 1969.

Focuses on the uneasy balance of opposing forces charac-
teristic of medieval life and thought: the city of man versus
the city of God; the attraction of this world, the promise of
the next; the Crusades' violence, and the peaceful St. Francis.
Shows cathedral of Amiens, book illustrations, and paintings.
with commentary from notable writings of the time.

124725 University of California, Extension Media *Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 Lan mark Spiritual Temple. 16mm optical B&W 25 min

1968. -44

A Black hurch service in San Francisco is presented,

emphasizing c human sentiments involved. Begins with,song
and builds in tensity to shouting and chanting. Several mem-
bers are seize with spasms. Poor technical quality.

130253 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (412-337-8087) IUV (R)S11.50 Children of the
World: Nepal. 16inra optical color 28 min 1969.

The country of Nepal. located on the slopes of the
Himalayas betweea India and China, is described and a 14-

Year-614 boy whose, family lives in a one room house by the
river is introduced. Presents a religious festival and shows the
boy as he is caughr,in conflict between his religious bflidfs
and-the laws of scienCe.

24
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130255 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
tom; IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S11.50 Children of the'
World: llialland. 16mm optical color 29 min 1969.

Ile activities of a 12-year-old Thai boy are followed as he
,..

t
es, works, and plays on a barge carrying rice several hun-
d miles down river to Bangkok. The boy, who has never
d on land, speaks of the culture, religion, and history 'of

is country. Reveals that almost every man in Thailand
becomes a Buddhist monk for part of his life.

4
130274 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV-- (it)S16.25 In the Name of
Allah. 16mm optical B&W 76 min 1969.

The culture, vision, history and, scriptures of Islam are ex-
amined by describing life in the Oommunity of Fcz. Morocco.
Explains that the Koran, as brought forth by Mohammed. is
the guide to all human experience and ;Wile. States that alqng
with other religions, Islam is suffering contradictions in sa
modern, materialistic world. Captures the ceremony and ritual
surrounding the events of circumcision, bargaining for a wife,
confirmation, and marriage.

,
134235 Ncw York University dm Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York,' NY 1000 (212- 598 -2251) NYU (R)S16
Maharishi Mahesh: Jet Age Y : Faces of India Series, 16mm
optical color 28 min 1972.

Transcendental meditatio and the Spiritual Regeneration
Movement are shown as e Maharishi Mahesh comes home
by helicopter to the foo s of the Himalayas. An interview_ at
his Ashram is presented.

131299 Center fors Education and Research' 1167 Social
Sciences Building, U vcrsity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
55455 (612-373-3683)/UMA (S)S15 Religious Faith and Death:
Implicalkons In W with the Dying Patient and Family, AT 3
3/4 IPS 5 inch reel, 2 min, 1971.

Dying is discussed by Reverend Carl Nighswongcr as the
possible source Of a'rich, personal, and social experience, par-
Ocularly if One ir Ullowed to participate in all of its appropriate
emotions and reeling& He stresses the need to acknowledge
openly to the dying and to their families the fears and chi°.
tions associated with a death.

137538 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion. Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ca. Compassion: Toward a Science oll Value, AT 1 7/8
IPS cassette 60 Min ca., 1973.

The role of compassion in philosophy and religion and the
:function of value systems in significant and diverse areas of
modern society are^ examined in 12 parts. TopicOnclude: (1)
Introduction - Compassion in Great Philosophies and Reli-
gions. (2) Philosphies. of Man and Value Scientific Methods.
(3) Humanistic and Positivist Philosophies of Science. (4)
Value-Analyses of Political Ideologies. (5) Existence Theory of -
Personality Empirical StOdies of the Self Concept. (6). Ex-
traversion and Neurotic:ism -- Origins of Personality Traits and
Social Attihides. (7) Behaviorism and Psychoanalysis -- Cogni-
tive Styles, Contents, and Origins. (8) Knowledge of Values --
Authoritarian Personality. (9) Military - Industrial Personality -

Campassion vs. Compu ion, (10) Conservative versus Radi-
cal Behaviors Militarist V3. Pacifist Behaviors. (II) Cogni-
tive Contistency -- Psyc social Isomorphism. (12) Facts,

11

Practices. Theories, and Valves -- A Value Theory -of Truth.
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137565 Behavioral Scienies Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Correlates el High Morale In the Priesthood. AT I 1/8
IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Carey, of the Lutheran General Hospital, discusses
some correlates of high morale in the priesth

137643 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., ,30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8 r NBC (111)S17
(S)3365 TM Ultimate Trip. 16mm optical color min, 1970.

Considers God is to take the ultimate trip. s trip is the
goal of a growing number of young people who ye joined in
a neoprimitive Christian communal movement. e call them
the Jesus Freaks, they call themselves the C n of Goa.
The main purpose of the group is evangelical. seek out
the young, especially those who are lost to drugs, miscuity,
and despair and turn them on to relevant Jesus. Cynicism
and despondency give way to joy.

13'7691 NBC Edutational Enterpriset Inc., 30 R kefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NB (R)S15
(S)$330 The Remo* , Part U. 16mm optical color min,
1969.

'Presents the story of the remnant of the Jewish nity
in Europe after World War II. Shows the Jews in caste \ Eu-
rope attempting to preserve their heritage in the fac of
government opposition and discusses the activities of wee m
European communities. Also probes the question of the me
ins of Israel to the European Jews.

137651 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefell
. Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)SI

(S)S330 T e Reinimat Part I. 16mm optical color 28 min,
1969.

Traces the history of Jewish settlers in various communities
in 'Europe. It documents the concerns and involvements of the
Jews in the surrounding gentile societies.

145157 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2221 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EMC
(R)S12 -Where Are You Going? Real Revolution: Talks by
Krilhaamartl Series. I6nun optical B&W 29 min 1969.

Shows Krishmimurti, Indian spiritual leader, who bAeves
the world crisis ,is result of the breakdown of traditional
values. He asks the people to listen to others without building
up defenses, and to overcome their attachment to faith and
hope, as these only detract from awareness of the present. He
adds that to espouse these ideas tequires a radical transforma-
tion of the mind.

14111141 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Rdton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642.0460) EMC
(R)S13 Cludkage to Authority. I6nun optical B&W 36 min
1968.

Looks into the Catholic church's dominion, by those; in a
position to speak from direct experience. Two speakers at a
meeting of priests discuss opposition to celibacy. The last
mass of foqift priest is slam while he explains why left
the church. Includes a discussion by former pricsti, lay en,
and both conservative and liberal priests on the chu
authority and the individual conscience.

1581110 University of California, Extension Media Cent
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-4)460) EMC

012 (S)S160 lyomande: The Aim Beer Festival. 16mm optl-
1 B&W 26 min 1970.

/).

Selected Audiovisuals

A Description is presented of the Ainu people of Northern
Japan as they existed, a' generation ago, emphasizing lyo-
mande, or the annual Bear Festival. For these believers in
animism. the Bear Festival is the mast important ceremony of
the year, separating the deity of the bear from its visible body
so that it can return to its home country. The ceremony is a
gift of the Ainu to the bear. In return, they pray to the bear's
spirit to bring them more meat and hide. Before the ritual, spe-
dal food and sake are prepared. Around the altar, dancing and
singing. An elder pray* for the bear's spirit. A bear cub is shot
With decorated arrows, killed, butchered, and cooked. A
buoyant feast held in a typical Ainu house conclude& the three
day ceremony. Also shows aspects of Ainu daily life houses,
boats, ornate swords, lacquered bowls, religious artifacts, and
the elaborately tattooed mouths of the older women.

170536 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo Staid Hospital, Box A., Camarillo, CA 93010
(805 - 482.4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 High Holy Days
Message. I-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 24 min 1973.

=, A message by Rabbi E. Gruenberger, Chaplain, Camarillo
State Hospital, on the observance of Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur is presented.

173,53 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St..
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-7P-3270) MMA (R)S20 (S)S225 Ser-
mon on the Meant Now (For the Church Now). 16mm optical
color 17 min, 1972.

In this film, the quest for'belief is bewitchingly allegorized
in the character of Ignatz, a young man trying to find the sum-
mit of a mountain. Enroute he meets up with a clowining fool
who tells him that his concern aboutilhe ultimate is out of
date. He passes through the labyrinthian corridors of eastern
mystical thought and enjoys the sinister hospludity of some
hippie nature children living in tents, who turn into phantoms.
An orthodox believer and a modern.lreedom expounding non-
believer debate the existence or God and turn to offer Ignatz a
stone for nourishment. A skeptic sipping a martini and playing
will a Wooden block puzzle makes one list futile attempt to
discourage our Everyman before the latter reaches his summit
at last; only to find nothing.

173%6 Mass Media Associates, Inc.. 2116 N. Charles St..
Baldmore, MD 21118 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S25 (S)S300
Awareness. 16mm optical color 22 min, 1969.

This film presents the ideals of Buddhism -- the four noble
truths. It is contended that salvation combs through -a total
awareness of one's self and a cosmic fusion of one's being
with all living things. TIM story of how the Prince Siddhartha
left his palace and was moved by the world's suffering and
sickness is retold.

173%3 Mass Media Associates. Inc.. 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S5 (S)S50 The
Preacher. 16mm optical color I min, 1972.

In this an elderly clergyman is seen giving it meticulous
pulpit exposition. The perspective on him thcn changes; he is
ensconced upon a television screen, and the screen in turn
diminishes before the ambience of a grtibby. one room slum
flat, when an obese, beer bellied working man soaks his feet
in a tub, while gazing disinterestedly upon the preacher as the
atter completes what has in effect been late night devotions

before station sign off. The preacher finally, seems dry.
diStant. and superfluous. to the nondescript life of the man.
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124373 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser.
vices,/Pennsylvania State Univ., Uni4ersity Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S11 NBC (R)S25 (S)$500 Cities Have No
Lists. 16mm optical B&W 53 min 1969.

Poverty amid affluente, social unrest, riots, and crime
plaguing U.S. cities are shown. Problems and possible solu-
tions are discussed by Daniel P. Moyniluin, director of MIT -
Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies, and Charles V.
Hainilton, professor of political science it Roosevelt Universi-
ty, and coauthor of 'Black Power.'

124388 Psychological Cinema Register,' Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)S12 111V (R)$5.50 (S)$125 EMC (R)S10
Diary of a Harlem Fetidly. 16mm optical B&W p min 196t.

Photographs reveal one destitute family living in New
York's Black Hulett The lack of food and proper heating and
restricted job opportunities are among the family's insoluabk
problems encountered by poverty agencies.

124670 University of California, Extension 'Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642 -0460) EMC
(R)SI8 Hard Times in the Country. 16mm optical B&W 58 min

Examines effects on farmers and costumers of increasing
monopolization in the food industry. Shows that prices food
producers receive have remained relatively stable for 20 years,
while food costs have multiplied because proccsscrs and dis-
tributors, in setting prices, realize 20% profit and also spend
heavily. on advertising. Shows how largest farm owners receive
most government subsidies, while nearly a third of small and
medium farmers have been forced off the land since 1960. Ex-
amines, misleading advertising and packaging, and interviews
industry spokesmen. .

124754 University of California. Extension- Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 ASF Idea of the City. 16mm optical color 35; min 1968.

The nature and problems of m m American cities arc
analyzed, emphasizing the inadeq y of the' city as presently
conceived and the historical c text of its ugliness and
violence. It is argued that a new organic conception of the
modern city is developing, and its radical implications for mu-
nicipal politics, government and public administration, minbri-
ty group status, and intergroup relations, education, -housing
welfare, health, environmental control, city planning, and so-
cial organization are examined.

A

124711 University of California, Extension Media Center,

' 2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720. (415.642-0460) EMC
(R)S23 EDF Rise of the American City. The Rive of Industrial
Ai/aeries Series. 16mm optical color 32 min 1970.

Problems of health, poverty, and violence, in large American

cities presented. Mayor John Lindsay and comedian
Godfrey Cambridge aro interviewed, discussing solutions to
New York City's problems. Old and new. footage is used to
demonstrate changes in -New York, Chicago, and the Pitt-
sburgh industrial complex.

124044 University of California, Extension Media Center,
'2223 ,Fulton St., Berkeley, CA ,94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(k)S19 Ten Thousand Beads for Navaho Sam. 16mm optical
color 25 min 1971. r.
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The family life, work, and environment arc documented ore
Navaho who has been encouraged to leave the reserVation and
integrate into the white establishment, accepting government
training that resulted in a mechanic's job in Chicago. His wife
prefers city life and the man is willing to stay until he can
retire and return to the reservation and`the natural environ-
ment he loves. He is shown revisiting his parents on the reser-
vation, and the full realization of his owp unique identity( his
frustrations, and his feeling of alienation in 'the city fare
revealed. He values his earning power but also the old ways of
his own culture.

124862. University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S32 MOH To Feed the Hungry. 16mm optical color 45 mid

1969.

The extent of urban hunger caused by poverty in Chicago is
documented, with the effects of hunger on the health of chil-
dren, adults, and the elderly described. Various institutions
and agencies trying to deal with the problem are examined,
and the failure of a political promise that no one would go
hungry in the city is shown.

12486$ Univertity of. California/ Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 Tragedy of the Commons. 16nun optical color 23 min

1971.

Crowded and uncrowded environments are contrasted, dra-
matizing scenes of the Eighteenth century English commons
(shared past6re lairds), which became overciow0ed. and
discussing 'the unequal distribution of resources in rich socie-

ties. The congested mctropo s is contrasted with open
ranchland. Attitudes and cs ckilting from overcrowded
arc compared, with New Y kars giving their reasons for liv-
ing in a large city. Militants refuse to be concerned because of
their long time domination by majorities. Natural selection
among birds is compared to man's technological population
control, and population control by individual choice is

debated. Solutions provided by technology. education, and law
are examined. The film is divided into four sections with
breaks for discusiiion.
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124936 UnivAsity of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 Play It Cool: Question of Control. 16mm optical color
15 min 1970.

Methods of training pOlicemen to lard a better rapport with
local citizens are described, stressing that the policeman's at -1
diode or hpparent, attitude toward people he is confronting on
the street can increase or decrease their hostility, particularly
in a crowd. Dramatizations are given of three typical situa-
tions, showing two ways` of handling each: 'one in which the
officer is belligerent and aggressive, the other in which he is

relaxed, not threatening. When the officer seems to be avoid-
ing a subjective reaction, the outcome is smoother, less tense,
and hostility is dissipated.

124938 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S17 Police and the Community. 16mm optical color 24 min
1969.

A, look at the problems law enforcement officers face in
dealing with the community is presented from a policeman's
point of view. The film is devoted in large measure to recruit-

nt, especially of young Blacks. Discusses the policeman's
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rote in the ,ghetto and.the dangers of an arrest in a hostile°
neighborhood. Examples are given of types of work available, ,

,,,including crime lab, maintestance, and detective work.

127757 University of Indiana, Abgiovisual Center. BlooMing-
ton, IN' 47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)S13 (S)S240 Howard E.

16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.

Presents scenes illustrative of the problems of thc inner city
and a profile of a professor of urbanisni and human resources.
The professorwho is working toward solutions for many of
these problemi encourages his students ti become community
activists. and they are seen and heard not only in seminars but
at' ghetto rallies and community projects and discusses thc
Negro's plight, thc needs of Atic poor, and several rehabilita-
tion projects.

127760 Unive ity of Indiana, A.udiovIsual Centor, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV 61)513.50 (S)S270 MultipIy

And Subdue Earth. 16mm optical B&W 67 min 1969.

Our cities a overcrowded, much of the' air we breathe is
polluted, and he source of our future supply of fOod and
water is In danger. These arc problems caused, in part, by un-
planned use of our natural environment. Surburban develop-
ments are 'being built with little regard for the natural li(c sur-
rounding them.,,Elghty two percent of midtown Man,hattan's
population hai been found to exhibit various degrees of,mental
illness which is thought to be partially caused by overcrowd-

-ing. The central message of this film is that man must use
ecological planning and seek not a conquest of nathre but
unity with nature. Also available in color

130258 University of Indiarta.Audiovisualq:enter. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) tUV (R)S12 Death Be Not Loud.
16mm optical color 26. min 1970.

A description is given of thc noise pollution which. the
ar American city dweller must endure and its effect on health.

Stresses the severe c(mditions of airports,, heavy equipment
construction, and popular music -Indicates that the average
noise leVel increases one decibel per year and notes that as
sound approaches the 90 decibel level severe damage can
result. Presents several quiet devices marketed and gives re-
marks from doctors regarding the damage dune to human cars
and other physiological systems.

130275 University of dridiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)S10 Inner City Dweller:
dcalth Care. 16mm,optical color 23 min 1971.

A record is presented of the long periods of waiting and
dehumanizing procedures a young mother from tin inner-city
must contend with to receive routine medical treatment for her
child through welfare. Shows the woman being offered a job
as an aide with a neighborhood health clinic, making home
visits, and cting as a liaison between the community and the
profession staff of the clinic. Stresses that although the
urban cent r of a city is the most densely populated, it is the
outlying d suburban areas which have most of the health
care facilit cs-

130312 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337.8087) WV iR1$7.75 The South: Roots of
the Urban Crisis. 16mm optical B&W 26 nun 1969.

An illustration is presented of how the cyclical pattern'
which links poverty to violence has many of its roots in the
American South. Describes haw increased industrialization has
resulted it fewer agricultural jabs and a continuing deprivlition

Selected Audiovisuals
.

in housing-and education. Shows complex problems encoun-
tered whcn poor Southtmers' migrate North and discusses the
need for job training in the South.

134234 New York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S25 Leay.
In/ dome Blues, 16mm optical color 53 min 1971'America's rural to urban migration, a phenomenon that is at'"
'the heart of the erosion' ot the cities..is examined. The film
describes thee technological and economic changes 'in the
south, such as the mechanization of the tobacco industry and'
the growth of agri-corfglamerates, which directlyoffect mil-
liods of Negroes.

137603 University of California, Extensi9n Media Center,
2:23 Fulton St., BerkeICy, CA 94720 (415:642-0460) EMC
(R)S18 DoWntownt for People. !brim optical color 25 min,
1971.

The stress imposed on inner city residents and visitors by
automobile traffic and congestion that are characteristic of

-must city centers is demonstrated. A description is then giVen
of several projects designed to minimize such stress and to
create downtownareas which can be enjoyed by the people.

137632 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, NeW York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S23
(S)5470 Down on the Pam. 16mm optical color 50 min, 1968.

Shows that die fiercely independent-way of life that made
the farmer the backbone of America still exists even though
that life has changed. The old farming 'life with its isolation
and back breaking work has given way to greater sophistica-
tion and computerized complexity. Today's mechanized busi-
nessman - farmer is on his way to becoming an agrIscientist at
the head of a farm factory. .

137661 NBC. Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza: New' York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S10
(S)S180 In the Name of the Low. 16mm optical color 14 min,
1968.

Discusses the etiology of the breakdown of law and order in
our cities. Ca' wabiding people are now saying that they no
longer feel ,fate in the streets_of their own ncighberhoods.
Many sec urban America as a society of Blacks against Whites
where each sees what happens differently; neither understands
the other. The ,people of the slums see the police as an army
of occupation. The police arc caught in an angry crossfire
between Black rage and White fear.

137737 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street. New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH.
(S).$11 Urban Systems. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 41 min, 1970.

Insight into the thture of urban systems, continual change.
complexity and probleiQs.

137739% New Media Marketing Manager, College and UniVer-
sity Division. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
fS1$11 Transportation, AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 46 nun. 1970.

Travel problems and their elimination with respect to urban
densities and living patterns.

137743 New Media Marketing Manager.. College and Univer
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 We's1. 42nd
Street. New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
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(S)S11'Health Case,and the City. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 38 min,
1970.

Many,aapects of city health service are discussed, Medicare.
Medicaid. preventive medicine °and problems of finance in
health care.

4 '
148332 New

.
Media Marketing, Manager. College and Univer-

sity Division, McGrew-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Stree
WO York, NY 10036 (609-448-170(Y/659)) MGH (S)S11 r-
bassixation in .Developing Countries. AT I .7/8 IPS cassette, 40
min, 1970.

The world-wide phenoinenon of urban growth, immigration
and sqUatter sett?ments.

..
1481165 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94729 (415-642-0460) EMe
(R)S17 Cities in Crisis: What's Happening. !Omni optical color
22 min 1968.

Observes urban wl. unplanned growth, and the frenetic
pace of city Uv and presents a collage of automobile
highways, pulsine neon signs, house smashing bulldozers,
drag-strip drivel's, and other,aspects of city life. Looks at the
ghettqfpoor, the flight to the suburbs, and air pollution. shilw-
ing the beapty and ugliness of the urban environment.

158402 ental Health Film Board, 8 East 93rd Street. New
York. 10028 (212-427-3172) MEB(S)S650 (R)$60 Hitch. 90
min color, 1971.

The story of a Black teenager from the'South who encoun-
ters the exciting and dangerous challenge of Harlem's ghetto
life is presented. This world is, seen through the teenager's
eyes: the pointless waste of young people's promise, the
emphasis on material things, the frustration over tryiing to get
a relevant education, the chaotic quality of family life, and the
all pervasive ugliness of daily life.

158473 Center for Mass Communication of Columbia Univer-
sity Prett. 562 Nest 113th Street. New York, NY 10025 212-
865-2000 cMC (S)S120 Little Man, BleiCity. 10 man

1971.

The plight of foday's urban dweller is dramatized. Thd city's
relentless assault on the health of its inhabitants is shown. The
man i6 the film lives in a typical urban center where'poor
planning, haphazard riesign and inadequate health controls
have Vepteted him emotionally and physitially. In his daily liv-
ing he is besieged by overcrowding. noise, air pollution, lack
of privacy. lack of open spaces .and recreatiohal facilities, and

the hectic and uniform pace of living.

159970 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company. 330 West 42nd

Street, NY 10036 (60*448-1700 x.5591) MGH (S)511 Planning
and Urban Renewal. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 37 min, 1970;

A discussion of the improvements of urban life through

planning and urban renewal.

151971 /Jew Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company. 330 West 42nd

Street, NY 10036 (609. 448 - 1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 A New

Apinpkhto the Urban Future by Richard Ruckminister Fuller.
AT 17/8 IPS cassette 37 min. 1970.

Discussion of Fuller's 'World Game' concept in relation to
cities and future urban development.

fl
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159972 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd

. Street,. N1i 10036(60§-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)511 The Func-
tion and History of Cities. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 45 min, 1970.

The historic development of the functioni of cities; the cal-
turc of cities and their architectural form.

1600511 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blogiuning-
tun, IN 47401 (812-337-80871 IUV (R)$12 Up to Our Necks: The
Garbage Problem. 16mm optical color 25 min 1969.

.A discussion is presented on the new and increaseng

problem of solid waste disposal in New York City, emphasiz-
ing the inadequacy of present facilities and poinnng out that
an effective sanitation program when developed would take 10
years to implement. Surveys what is- and- is not being done re-
gardiag short and long-term solutions. Notes that the economy
ad to the problem by obsolescence in packaging innovations,
that present technology and methods arc inadequate, 'and that'
the, problem will be solved only when current disposal
methods are updatc0 through increased financial investment
this area.

160059 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.50 Urban Sprawl. vs.
Planned Growth. 16min optical color 22-min 1968.

The differences between develotring cities that had proper
planning and those which began with no prior planning are
discussed. Describes two specialized remedies for urban

sprawl anti new concept suitable for widespread application.
Portrays actual development in Rock Creek Valley. Maryland.
Restin. Virginia. and Chester County, Pennsylvadia.

164243 Network for Continuing Medical Education, IS

Columbus Circle,- New Vork, NY 10023. (212-541.8088)
VIS(R)525 Inside the Door: A Free .ClInk. 3/4 inch videocas-
sette B &W color 2,3 min, 1972.

The Door, a free clinic in New York City, that offers
adolescents full medical care as Well as legal. social and edu-
cational counseling, is shown. Medical Students and physicians
at TheDoor talk about how they believe free clinics can help
humanize medical treatment. For physicians' use only_ Also
available Id other video formats.- *

164278 Network for Contin g Medical Education. 15

''Columbus Circle; New York, NY 10021 (212-541.8088) VIS
(10525 Psychiatric Illness ''on Skid Row: Part I. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 14 min, 1972.

The film presents results of the psyc lila t ri c - testing- of re
sidcnts of skid row hotels,' For physicians' use only Also
avellable in other 'video formats.

26 SCHIZONIREN1).

114238 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd Orlando. FL
32803 (305.894-0921) AAP (S)512 Extra scripts 5.75 Congruent
therapy. No. Yir In aeries. AT 3 314 IPS 7 inch reel 72 min, 1968.

Shows Dr Richard Johnson in a series of encounters with a
hospitalized 19-year-old male recently returned from some
months in-India as a Hindi acillyte. The interplay of mystic
and schizophrenic material with the reality of the boy's
background produces -a unique case, history (good audio.
Script for professional use only hi teaching or research

114357 AAP ilfme Library. 1040 Woodcock ltd.. Orlando,"1.
32803 00589410921) AAP IS)S10 Extra scripts $.75 filthy. No.
19 fn airles.',AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 45 min 1%9
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br. Irving Mahn conducts an initial interview evaluating a
preschizophrenic, highly verbal. and intelligent boy of 10
years. The tape illustrates problems of initial encounter. fan-
tasy - avoidance dynamics. and perceptilal distortions regard-
ins parents and, school as ,well as the usual.parent - child
pathology. Fair to good audio. Script. .For professional use
only in teaching or research.

114401 AAP Tape Library. 1 040-.Wcock Rd.. Orlando. FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S1(1 Extra scripts SI Vhilon and .

Personality. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 54 min. 1969,

Tlicpretic3l and experimental material on the visual ex-
perienees of a person's iti..(ernal and external world presented
by Dr. Henry Guzc: schizophrenia as:an imbalance between,
inner and outer vision dreaming as vision. psychosomatic,
disturbances of vision. visual deprivation. etc_ Good audio.
Script. For professional use only in teaching or research.

4

nem Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street, Ncw York. NY
10011 (212-691.2930)T-L (R)S30 (S)S250 Escape from Sanity.
16mm optical B&W 35 min 1968.

Shot on Iodation in an English mental hospital. this do u-'
mentor/ shows the actual world of the schiZophrenic: the
thought disorder, delusions and illogical behavior patterns,.
Some of thc techniques used by doctors and nurses are seen
as they attempt to relieve suffering and cure their patients.
The .many problems surrounding decisions to deprive patients
of kheir liberty in order to prepare thcm for the outside world
arc also revealed. Insights arc given to students. tcachersi, and
professionals in the field of mentalillness.

1128269 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street. New York. NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (12)5S5 (S)S350 A Trite Medness.
16nun optical B&W 35 min 197 1.,

TIF nature of schizophrenia is studied through conversa-
tions with schizophrenics and the doctors who treat them. A
cross- section of viewpoints abbot its causes are also,shown:
that it may be caused by hallucinogen drugs like LSI) being
produced spontaneously in the human brain, that the hallucina-
tions and voices -- the strange feelings'of being unloved and
unloving that afflict schizophrenics -- are caused by the.way in
which the have been treated in childhood; that thc process of
going mad is the mind's response to an intolerable situation.
and that schizophrenia_ is a way of destroying 'and rebuilding
ofies persodality.

°

137571' Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Ind., 485. Mairr St.. Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (2O .947-4 154 ) BST
(S356.95 Nonsense and Sense In Schizophrenic Language. AT I
7/8 IPS cassette 60 min. 1973

Dr. FUrrest, of thc College of 'Physicians and Surgeons.
discusses clemcnis of nonsense and sense found in
schizophrenic language.

137579 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion. Inc.. 485 Main St.. Ft Lee. NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

.(S)56.95 'Childhood Intelleitual Development In Schizophrenia.
AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min. 1973 ,

Dr. Albee. of the University of Vermont. discusses child-
hood intellectual development in WhizoiStIrcnia .

137588 Behavioral Sciences Time Library.,cro Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main Si., Pt Leo, NJ 07024 (201.947 -054) BST
(S)56.95 Common Errors lo`the Psychaphannaeologic Treatment
of Schizophrenia. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min. 1973.

1 '

Selected Audiovisual.

Dr. Goldberg. of the C011ege of Physicians and Surgeons.
discusses common errors committed during thc psychophar-
macologic treatment of schizophrenia.

4

137595 4Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. cio Sigma,,,Informa-
don. Inc., 485 MainSt., Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (201. 947-4154) DST
(S)S6.95 The Europeakcapecpt of Schizophrenia. AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min. 1973.

Dr Hector Warners. of McGill.University, discusses. the Eu-
ropean concept of schizophrenia.

148843 611.1ew Miedia Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Divisidh, McGrdw-Hill Book Co_; 330 West 421orStrect,
New York; NY 10036 1'609-448-1700 i35911 MGH (S)Si 1 'FI11111.
Iy Dynamics and Schizophrenia. AT 1.7/8 IPS cassette 18 min.
1968.,

- Examines holy .family configuration is related to the
schizophrenic 'and the differential development of thc child
-Contingent upon.the,,t1,pc of family organization.

150405 'Mize Company. 235 t'42nd Sirect, New York,
NY 1 (..12J5/3-2,536) PFZ (1L) The Treatment of Acute
.Sehleaphrords. 29 min color. 1972.

Four women with acute schizophrenia are treated with a
neuroleptie agent for 19 to 24 dayi. The patients are shown be-
fore ,and after ttcablicnt. They include a neglected catatonic, a

ro*panotd schizophrenic. a willlUrawn. 'depressed young
women, and oil eircitilble woman with delusions of persecu-
tion.

27 SEXOLOGY
.,

1147.48 AAR *ape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Ortalid. FL
32803 (305-814041) AAP (S)S15 Extra scripts S1 -50 'Directed
Daydream Technicpre. No. V in scrim. AT 3 3/4 IPS / inch tel
1 tal min. 1%8. 6

.ticerpts from tlircemtcrvicws by 'Dr Max Hammer coith a
chronic female homosexual demonstrate the beginning of in-
tegration ,between masculine and feminine componohts. ac-
ceptance of the heterosexual act.' catharsis of previously
repressed trauma. and development of a greater sense of emo-
tional autonomy anti maturity Excellent audio. Script plus ex-
planatory tnatetialY'For professmnal use only =in teaching or
research. '

114284 CI;itroom hint Distributors Inc -. 5610 Hollywood
lit yBlvd.. wood. CA 10028 (213462-3249i CFD (12)S12

Human Heredity. 16nun optical color 21 min. 1969_

Aboun'observable physictiF differences in boys and girls. in-
cluding,' the genetics of sex determination. thc importance of
early environment jai alumina sex roles. and the improved
statuS of girls in contemporary society Ends on a note Of
tolerance- for minority groups that may suffer discrimination
solely on the basis of appearence Por junior high school and
elementary grade use '.

124668 University cif California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fultrin St Berkeley. CA 94720 (413. 642,0460) EMC
tiG$22 (S)S360 Gunabibi -- An Aboriginal Fertility Cult. 16mm
ollitical color 3j) min 1971

Gunabibi. an Australian atiorlitine fertility cult. is described
with the events of the last climactic .night and die following
morning shown 'Hwy take place mainly around a curved pit
said to be the womb of the fertility _mother Guanbibl The
symbolism i strongly -sexual throughout phallic possum
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dances are performed and two towering phallic emblems are
built. These serpent-emblems are finally flung down across the
pit, and this union of Symbols expresses the duality of sexual
life. Younrinen are initiated into the mysteries of the cult and
are then said to be born again. This is dramatized physically
by the men painting themselves with blood to symbolize

rebirth.

12460 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) 'EMC
(R)S14 Half Million Teenagers. 16mm optical color 16 min
1971.

A vivid yet unemotional film about syphilis and gonorrhea is
aimed at teenagers. Using cinemicrography and animation, it
shows disease bearing organisms entering the body: gonococci
through mucous membrane, and spirochetes through tth mu- t
cous membemnce and epidermis. The progress of gonorrhea is
detailed, including consequent tissue damage, sterility, and in-
fectiocpf a baby during childbirth. It is emphasizedtthat the
diseaircan be cured if treated.

124736 University of Calif don Media Center,
2223 Fulton St, Berkeley, CA (415-6424460) EMC
(R)57 (S)S70 Kalogeros. 16mm optical &W 12 min 1969. -

Documents contemporary observance, in a village in
northern Greece, of ancient Dionysian fertility ritual held an-
nually on the Greek Orthodox Cheese Monday. The ritual has
an archetypal cast of characters: the High Priest, who must at-
tain a state of, ectasy before the ritual can begin; Kelowna
(Good Old Man);,, who wears a long hairy sack and phallic
symbols on his belt and head; the King, who is chosen from
the leading members of the village; and the Prince, a boy sym-
bolizing and ensuring prosperity for the coming year.

Kidogeros leads a procession from house to house, gesturing
lewdly and leaping about to make. his bells ring. The King and
Prince offer wine, women throw seeds, and the villagers gaily
shout obscene expressions. In the village. square there is a
ritualistic tug-of-war between young bachelors and married
men (the youths always winning to ensure fertility), and boys
representing calves pull a plow, falling to the ground to aynt-
bonze union with therth. Finally, Kalojeros eats typical vil-
lage food, feigns and is resurrected -- the eternal tri-
umph of life and fertility over death. -

1247511 University of California, Extension Media eenier,
2223 Fulton St, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(10$12 Haynes Heredity. Understandiss Ourselves Serinkl6nun
optical color 21 min 1969.

A presentation is given concerning observable physical dif-
ferences in boys and girls, including the genetics of sex deter-
mination, the importaYice of early environment in shaping sex

idles, and the improved status of girls in contemporary
Moiety. Endslnn a note of tolerance for minority group* that

may suffer discrIgination solely on the basis of appearance.

r.
124657 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(pm IUV (R)$13.50 (S)$265 Three R's and Sex Education.
f6mm optical B&W 60 min 1971.

Many opposing views on sex education in schools are ex-
plored. A Perineylvaida Quaker school is shoivn that believes
sex education helps students make moral and ethical decisions.
Arguments against sex education are given by Dr. Billy James

HarMs, head of Christian Crusade, as well as by John Birch
Society members and others: The campaign against sex educa-
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tion in Cedar Rapids, Iowa is followed, including confronta-
tions during PTA and school board meetings. Teachers are
also shown being trained to teach sex education classes.

a 5y

130265 University, of India* na, Audiovisual Center, Blaming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8067) IUV (R)S12150 lymph TheHidden
Nature of Man Western Mobley sad Madams Se-
ries. 16mm optical color 29 min 1970.

An analysis is presented of Freud's revolutionary theories of
the power: of the unconscious, the Oedipus, complex, dream
analysis, ego, superego, and id Components of the human per-
sonality. Freud's bactground and personal struggles are
,,brought out, as well as the impiict of his ideas on man's at-
titude toward himself, particularly Victorian- man's approach
to sexuality.

134247 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212 - 598 -2251) ,NYU '(R)$20
(S)$295 A Problem of Acceptance: Psychodrama la Group
Procaine Haim. 16mm optical B&W 47 min 1971.

The film is a condensation of a two hour therapy session
with patients of the psychiatric ward of the University of
Oregon Medical School. The*therne is a psychodramatic ex-
ploration of a 17- year -old girl 't attempt to deal with her
problem of homosexuality as it affects herself, her family, and
the psychotherapy group- s

134307 Magus Films, Inc., 777 Third Ave., New York, NY
10017 (212-758-3670) MFG (S)$l25 Crisis Intervention: Rey-Girl
Reladesiehips. 16mm optical B&W 10 min 1972.

Crisis intervention is shown-in a boy - girl relationship as a,
15 -year old considers using sex to keep her boyfriend. The
hotline listener enables her to examine her feelings and to ver-
balize many of her concerns.

134994 McGraw Hill Book Co., College and University Divi-
sion, Hjghtstown, NJ 013520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGil (R)S11
(S)$260 The Problem Is Life. 16mm optical color 29 Min 1969.

India's vast birth control program,* supported by the United
Nations, is described. The Qin focuses on a village where free
contraceptive information is supplied, and shows a vasectomy,
the method of -contraception that has proven most successful
in India to date.

-137537 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc, 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201,-947-4154) BST
(S)36.95` ea. Identities and Affielties: The Freda .= of Justice In
Marriage and Other Ultimo. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min ea.,
1971

Problems faced in modern marriages are examined I* 12
parts stressing the many emblematical sex-linked anxieties be-

in4, today's neuroses.- Workable solutions are suggested to
void chaos for the sexually liberated female who often
herself confused and somewhat oppressed by. her new

status of equaliti. In addition,4new perspectives regarding:
shifts of sexual mores and nities in current American
society are examined. Specific top*s.incrude: (1) Introduetim.
(2) Is Marriage Moral? (3) Beyond Sexual Identity. (4) Tpe
Oedipus Complex and Sexism. (5) Oanitove and Sex Survive
the Elimination of Sexiam? (6) Affinities Out of Desperation:
the 'Mrs. Robinson' Syndrome. (V) Still-Unacceptable Affini-
ties: Older Women - Younger Men Liaisons. (8) Uprooting and
Role - Transference: Issues of Identity Crises in Wives. ,(10)
Gay Affinities and the Helping Profesdons. (11) Existential
Aspects of Sexual Jealrousy. (12) The' State of the Union;
Present and Future.
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'r 137544 Behavioild Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigina.informa-
- tion,-hiC., 485 gain St., Ft. 4e, NJ 07024 (201 - 947 -4154 ST

.. (S)S6.95 ca. Marital and Sexual Counsellng.AT 1 7/8 IPS tas-
sette 60 min ea., 1973.

Underlying considerations- involved in' marital and sexual
counseling are discussed in 12 parts. Topics iliclude: (1) An In-

') troduction,to Marital and Sexual Counseling and the Intake In-
' terview. (2) A Psychiatrist and a Marriage Counselor Col-

glaborate in the Treatment-OT--Couples with Marital Problems.
(3) A Marriage Counselor Consults a Psychiairitt about Treat-

-ment of Infidelity: Het0Nexual and Bi-sexual and A Marriage
Counselor Consults a ,Psychiatrist about Involvement in Treat-
ment, the Abreactive':Experience and Traumatic-Psychic Inju-
ry. (4) Sexual DisqMers in Marriage. (5) Therapy for Sexual
Maladjustment and Sensate-focused- Sexual Therapy An
Adaptation of die Masters and Johnson technique. (6).A1-
coholism: The Nature of tile Problem and the Alcoholic Mar-
riage. (7) The use of Psychological Testing in Mariiage Coun-
seling..(8) The Control of Fertility: COnsiderations Pertinent to
Marriage Counselors and Uncontrolled Fertility. (9) Premen-
strual Tension, Menopause, Hysterectomy: 'Considerations
Pertinent to Marriage Counselors arid Practical Suggestions for
Marriage Counseling, (10) Divorce Counseling: General
Questions About Divorce and S e Answers and Differences
in the Lawyer - Client and the ge Counselor - Client
Relations* during a Divorce: (11) marriage, (12) Premlrital
Counseling and Training in andReferrals for Marriage. Coun-
seling.

.

137647. NBC 1Educationa0tEnternrises, Int., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S17
(S)5365 VD: A Plague on Our House. 16mm. optiCal color 35
min,1970.

Disctisses gonorrhea and syphilis as a pybliclyiwrecognized
, plague. Points, out that .ignorance andlear of social stigma
often prevent the afflicted from seeking treatment, although
treatment is sure and nearly painless. Parents and sex educa-
tion courses do not stress the danger enough; or worse, they
ignbre venereal disease completely. Many factors, including
young people's changing attitudes toward sex, confidence in
antibiotics, and new meihods of birth, control have made the
number tofcases rise dramatically each 'year.

137690 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGrawrHill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(S)S11 Marculinity and Femininity. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 21
min, 1969. °

A discussion with Christine Jorgensen about her book and
some of her personal experiences.'
137706 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave Wilmette, IL
60091 (341;256-4130) FIX (S)S100 Female Cycle 16 mm optical
color 8 min, 1969.

Solostod Audiovisuals

137717 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213 -657 -5110) CHF Sex Games. 16mm optical:
B&W 8 min, 1973. ,

Mike and Lyndal role-play a sex game in which each tries to
_reject the other first. Considers what are sex games and why
people play them. -

137718 Churchill Films, --662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF Sex Fears. 16mm optical
B&W 15 min, 1973.

An open sharing of sex fears by boys and girlS.,The group
focuses on one girl. whose professed fear of pregnancy is
revealed to be something deeper.

` 137719 Chbrchill Films, 662 N. Robertsfin Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF Sex Morals. 16nup optical
B&W 13 nun, 1973.

An 'exploration of contrasting moral attitudes toward sexual
** behavior, and the relation of sex, love, and marriage.

137720 Churchill Films,., 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
, geles, CA 90069 (213.657-5110) CkIF Parents' Voices. Infra

optical B&W, 13 min, 1973..

. Mike and Sally role-play their feelings after sex; other
young people in the group portray parents voices. Shows how
parental influences affect sexual behavior.

Presents the complete story of menstruation. Shows howthe
ovaries produce the,egg cells, how the single egg moves to the
surface of the ovary and is released into the fallopian tube to
travel to the uterus. The secretions of the female reproductive
organs enter the blooditream and influence the inner part of
the uterui.to prepare for the fertilized egg. If fertilization isn't -
achieved, the uterus membrane is discharged,, as the monthly
menstrual period. A sequence utilizing a clock technique
clearly explairisthe cyClicii process of menstruation.

137721 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson, Blvd., ,Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF Early Homosexual Ex-
periences. 15rnm.optical B&W 11 min, 1973. '

k sharing of experiences which reveals that many boys and
girls experiment with homosexual activities, and consider this
an oldinary part of growing up.

137722 Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd.: Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) alF Sex Mas-Education. 16mm
optical B&W 11 nib, 1973.
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Young peoples' candid observatiOns on the follies of sex
education by parents and schools. Excellent to open up to a
sex education courses.

1411111 Perenniat Education, Inc., 1825 Willow Road,
Noitlifield, IL 60093 (312:446-4153) PER, (R)S21 (S)$210 Yin
Every Thirty Seconds. 16mm optical color 17 min 1971.

Dramatizes the seriousness of the epidemic' proportions of
venereal disease for young'. people, The physiological aspects
of syphilis and gonnorhea are discussed, and the effects of un-
treated venereal disease are carefully explained. The need for
immediatstreatment is emphasized.

145112 Perennial Education Inc., 1825 Willow Road,
LL "60093 (312 - 446-4153): PER (R)S28 (S)$280 Sex-1

uallty and the. Teenager -- Part 1. 16mm optical color'28,min
1960.

Deals with individual differences in the timing of the matur-
ing, process, differences in male and feinale sexual response, , .
the fundamental -need to lasie and be loved using a combina-
tion of dramatic vignettes and classroom sequences together
with a roundtable discussion. A series of scenes presenting
situations from infancy through the teenage period demon-,
strate how attitudes and feelings are developed towards
masculinity and feminity, and towards the opposite sex.
Covered also are the development of feelings of self-worth,
trust and the ability to love. The importance of open cornniuni-
cation between parents and children is indicated.
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145135 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 VD: A Call to Action. Call to Action Series. 16mm opti-
cal color 27 min 1969. 4

Documents a typical workday of anepiderniologist as she
tracks down venereal disease. carriers through interviews and
police files. Provides facWal information on syphilis and
gonorrhea, and shows kow one community works -to control
these diseases.

145170 University of California. Extension Media Center.
- 2223 Fulton $t, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)S18 You Got What? 16mm optical color 23 min 4974.

An approach to the .probier of venereal disease. Assuming
that,VD is not a matter to be totally feared and kept un-
derground -- rhere it spreads to epidemic proportions. The
commentator 'is a young woman who relates factsVbout the
subject between sequences of young, people in social situa-
tions, animation depicting symptoms of syphilis and gonorr-
hea and interviews between youths and clinical staff.
Emp sizes importance of tracing contacts so that the carriers
of aces can 'be fourth. .

15831111. New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
nice, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (S)S27
(R)S20 Psychodrama in Group Processes. 110 min B&W. 1970,

The first filktin this two part package is a demonstration of
the use of ptyCliodrama to work outa conflict between an ad-
ministrative psychiatrist in a medical school and his chief re-
sident. In the second part, psychodrama is used to, explore a
17-yeir-old girl's attempts to handle her homosexuality. In
both films, psychodrama is carefully exptained through narra-
tion and subtitles.

15840. Erickson Educational Foundation, P. 0. Box 185,
Kendall Post Office, Miami, FL 33156 EEF (R)S35 I Am Not
this Body. 28 min color, 1972.

In this film viewers get to know a young man Who is about
to have a sex change operation and a young woman who has
just had the surgery. They describe the events leading up to
their deciiions to seek help in changing their sex and they
dilcuss their feelings and problems with various professionals
whose attitudes are predominantly supportive. The difference
between homosexuality and itranssexuality is discussed and
considerable time is devotedlito the subjects' childhood ex-
periences.

158445 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)S40 Maiculinity and Femininity. FS 2 12 in
LP color, 1969.

Physical factors which contribute to role definition, sex
roles in various cultures, American attitudes toward sex roles,
and problemi cussed by exaggeration and oversimplification
are examined. A more flexible view of sex roles is suggested.
Role is related to sexual response, varying expectations of
men and women, and communication blocks. The nature of
sexuality is discussed. Audio also available in cassette.

158465 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville, NY 1057(Y (914-
769-7751) GAS .(S)S45 Sex Edi;catiOn in America. FS 1 12 in LP
color, 1972.

Parent and conununity,understanding of the role sex pliijs,in
society today is `discussed. The value of sex education for
adults as well as children is stressed. Audio also available in,1
cassette.
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160954 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton,IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S6 Tom and Anne: Mak-
ing Out. Dating Series. 16mm optical color 13 min 1969.

Teenagers involved in a first date are described. demonstrat-
ing how the date ended is drinking and making out. Explores
the girl's psychological need for love, her emotional feelings

"toward the boy, and her -attitude` toward her sexual actions.
Pursues the boy's need for a relationship with a girl and his at-
tempt to take advantage of the girl in question. Also depicts
social class differences.

164244 Network . for Continuing Medical -Education. t5
_Columbus Circle. New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 . Management . of Adolescent Symptoms. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 18 min, 1972.

Methods . of dealing `with the problems of ado lescents are
demonstrated. 'Experimentation with sex' and drugs are
discussed in particular with groups of teenagers. For physi-
cians' u'se only. Also available in other video formats.

164146 NetwOrk for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(B)S25 Counseling for Voluntary Sterilization: Vasectomy. 3/44
inch videocassette color 20 min, 1972.

s
The psychological overtones of a vasectomy, the fear .of the

operation and the implications of irrevocability are considered.
Patients contemplating the operation and those who have had .
the Operation are interviwd. The three teachers - practi-
tioners raise the questions and focus on.the uncertainties that
most patients will exhibit when seeking advice on a vasecto-
my. The three presenters also discuss the attitude of the physic
Cian, in the interview With the patient. For physicians' use
only. Also available in other video formats.

164247 Network for Continuing: Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle., New York, NY 10023. (242-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Treating the Infertile Coupler Initial Workup and Deter-
mination of -Ovulation. 3/4 inch videocassette color 16 min,
1972.

An interview with an infertile couple is shown to demon-
strate the gathering of a marital and medical history. Abnor-
malities in the wife are ascentained and the fertility, of the
husband is determined. For physicians' use only: Also availa-
ble in other video formats.

164248 Network for Continuiing Medical li,ducation, 151

Columbus Circle, New York, VY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 What Goes on at Sex Therapy Clinics. 3/4 inch videocas-
sette color 22 min, 1972.

Proceedings at sex therapy clinics are demonstiated. A
gounselink session with a couple whose problem is the
husband's premature ejaculation.is shown. For physicians' use
only. Ms6 available in other video formats. -

164249 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle; New York. NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 When the 'Subject Turns to Sex. 3/4 inch videocassette
color 29 min, 1972

Sexual history taking which can be the' cause of embarass-
ment and anxiety for both the physician and the patient is
discusXed. Methods of taking' history of a patient's sexual
behavior are demonstrated ,. or physicians' use only. Mso
available in other videb fo
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164250 Network f,or Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Feedback: Sex Education.- 3/4 inch videocassette B&W
50 min, 1972.

Sex education is discussed by a variety of gynecologists,. ob-
stetricians, and teachers. For physicians' use only. Also S
available in other video formats.

164251' Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)$25 Human Sexuality: A Barrier to Treatment. 314 inch
videocassette color 18 min, 1972..

The problem of huinan sexuality ip treatment and examples
of breaking the barrier between physician and patient with

,

three patifint interviews are demonstrated. For physicians' use
only. Alsb aiadable in other video formats. .

164252 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 1S
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)$211: Counseling for Voluntary Sterilization: Tuba !Ligation.
314 inch videocassette color 17 min, 1972.

. Several couples who have decided on sterilization for the
wife are interviewed and their reasons and attitudes are ex-
plored. Tubal legation is considered in particular. For Physi-
cians' use only. Also available in other video formats.

164253 Network for Continuing Medical Information, 15
Columbus Circle, N6w York, py 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Counseling the Candidate for Abortion. 3/4 inch

ideocassette,color 17 min, 1972.

Counseling the candidate for abortiorr. Three candidates for
abortion are interviewed. Inieach conversation, the patient
seeking a termination to her pregnancy is provided with op-
tions and alternatives to reach a rational decision to her crisis.
For physicians' use only. Also available in other video for-
mats.

.
164254 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212.541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Counseling the Post-Abortion Patient. 3/4 inch videocas-
sette color 18 min. 1972.

Postabortion patients are interviewed in an attempt to show
physicians the opportunities that exist for helping patiehts
beyond a 13cri(xl of crisis. For physicians' use only. Also
available in Other video formats.

164268 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New YOrk, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Seivality: Getting it Together., 3/4 inch videocassette
color 20 min, 1972.

The film demonstrates with a number of medical students,
techniques that might be used to expand the personal sexual
awareness of <the physician treating the patient or the layman.
For physicians' use only. Also available in other video for-
mats.

164300 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Counseling the VD Patient 3/4 inch videocassette color
20 min. 1972;

The sexual overtones of venereal disease, which expose VD
patients to a value judgment of their behaviors are expiored.
Sueh judgment, however unintentional, can detract from the
treatment of,_ the disease. Role-playing is used to illustrate

Selected Audiovisuals

these difficulties and discuss their solution. For physicians'
use only. Also available in other video formats.

164308 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. 1(212-54i-80881V1S
(R)S25 Female Homoseormlity Part I Personal ts. 3/4
inch videocassette B&W 15 min, 1972. k

The psychological 'problems of Lesbianism ar amdyzed
through a commentary on an interview between Lesbian-
tr,ansvestite. For physicians' use only. Also available in other
video formats.

11111L

164309 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Female Homosexuality Part H -- Interpersonal
Aspects. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 21 min, 1972.

An interview is presented tween a Lesbian - transvestile
and Dr. Jahn W. Huffman. or physicians' use only. Also
available in other video formats.

164311 Network for Continuing Medical Edocation, Al5
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 After the Spontaneous Abortion: Counseling gy the
kindly Physician. 3/4 inch videocassette color 19 min, 1972.

Using ansactual case of spontaneous abortion in a much
wanted pregnancy, and alias in which the physician can sup-
port and reassure his patient in the time of crisis are shown.
For physicians' use only. Also available in other video- for-
mats.

173906 Texture Films, 1600 Broadway, New York, NY 10019
(212-586-6960) TEX (R)S25 (S)S220 About Sex. 16mm optical
color 23 min, 1972.

This sex edudation film facilitates interaction and appraisal
of information, attitudes and values about sexuality. It begins
with an unrehearsed rap session with urban teenagers seeking
information landsharingmisenformation on contraception,
masturbation, homosexuality and sexual fantasies. f

section sets forth basic information and points of view on
seven topics, laying the groundwork for further discussion.
The topics are: sexual fantasies, body ,,growth, masturbation,
pregnancy, contraception, abortion and sex roles.

173907 Carousel Films. Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York. NY
10036 (212-BR-9-6734) CAF (S)$125 All Kinds of Babies. 16mm
optical color 9.5 min, 1968.

Using adult male and female models and animation ftt
sequences, this film presents the processes of maturation,-
tilization, embryonic development and menstruation. Thereto-
unusually detailed discussion of endocrinological function.
Masturbation is shown for both sexes and treated as a. normal;'
aspect of sexual behavior.

173905 John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Ave., New York, NY
10016 (212-867-9800) WYJ .4S1$250 Achieving Sexual Maturity.
16mm optical color 21 min, 1973.

This film is designed to acquaint young children with thi)..
concept of reproduction..

173909 United Catholic Social Service, Archdiocese of
Omaha. 2132 South 42nd Street, Omaha, NB 68105 (402-742-
2100) UCS (S1$10(,) Attitudinal Aspect!' of Sexuality. 16mm opti-
cal 13&W 30.min. 1972.
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In this film attitudinal and personality qualities that lead to
marital conflict are discussed. Three attitudes are identified:
perfectionism; neglect; and overcaution roots in child-
hood are shown. The film then illustrates how these attitudes
operate destructively in marriage and sexual relationships. The
film offers a valid approach to premarital education.

173910 Lawren Productions, Inc., P. 0. Box 1542, Harlin-
game, CA 94010 (415-697-2558) LAW (R)S20 (S)$295 Birth
Day. 16mm optical color 30 min, 1972.

In this film the labor and delivery rooms, nurses and doc-
tors, and the birth itself are all seen from the visual perspec-
tive of the mother,_who is informed at all times about what is
going on and fully involved in the process. The film is help-
ful in relieving fear and anxiety about childbirth.

'173911 BFA Educational Media, 221 Michigan Avenue, Santa
Monica, CA 90404 (213-829-2901) BFA (R)S30 (S)$295 A Child
is Born. 16mm optical color 22'min, 1971.

This film takes a young couple ough the whole process of
pregnancy and childbirth. The pho phs of Lennart Nissen
depict the development of fetus d embryo. The treatment is
forthright and 'tender: The film s ws the eagtr anticipatidn of
both partners, their planning fo 'Id, their involvement
during pregnancy and labor an ir delight and interaction
when the baby is delivered.

173912 A-V Corporation, 2518 North Blvd., P. 0. Box 66824,
Houston, TX 77006 (713-523-6701) A-V (S)5126.50 A Concept
of Family Life Education. 16mm optical color 17.5 min, 1968.

This film is a general overview of the process of family life
education. It is a plea to parents and communities to un-
derstand and support the goals and methodologies needed for
sound family and sex education.

173913 Guidance Associates. 41 Washington Ave.. Pleasant-
ville, NY 10570 (914-RO-9.7755) GAS (S)$44 Growing Into
Manitobd: A Middle School Approach. Growing Into Woman-
hood: A Middle School Approach. 16mm optical color 24 min,
1968.

These films include a brief explanation of the respective
reproductive systems, the body changes 4 puberty, material
on the tiedocrine glands and hormone's, and the role genes play
in deterMining physical traits and processes. In the girls' pro:
gram special attention is given to menstruation, while the
boys' program helps them understand erections, ejaculations,
seminal emissions, and masturbation. The films deal with the
rapid growth and the attainment of sexual maturity tat
characterize the adolescent period in a simple. straightforward
and reassuring manner.

173914 Madded Parenthood/World POpulation, 810, Seventh
Ave., New Yiirk. NY 10019 (212-0R-5-5330) POP (R)S5 (S)S45
Happy Family Planning. Ibnvi optical color 8 min, 1969.

This film presents information related to family planning. It
depicits-how orse-couple_realizing their need for,some form of
birth control, discovers the, choices available to them, and
finds reassuring answers, flier) their physician, to questions
about the effects of the warious contraceptive methods on the
health of the baby, on the'wife's health and attitude, on inter-
course and their basic feelings of love for each other.

173916 Jarvis C4uillird Associates, 142 Paseo de Gracia, Re-
dondo Beach, CA 90277 (213-373-1142) COU (R)S35 (S)51,65

How to Keep From Catching V. D. ((Sri= optical color 20 min,
1972.
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This film gives an informative discussion,,of its
causes, symptoms and treatment. The film coversthe symp-
toms of V.D. and deals with treatment directly and eitplicitly.

173916 John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Avenue, N w York,
NY 10016 (212-867-9800) WYJ (S)$925 Human Sexua ty Film
Series. 16mm optical color 77 min, 1973.

These films- discuss anatomy, physiology' and sexual
development, sexual responk, venereal diseases, an con-
traception. Sections dealing with anatomy, sexual res nse
and contraception show upper torso views of. live adult n es.
Young adults comment on their bodies, their sexual ex-
periences, and their relatiOnships with others candidly an ex-
plicitly.

173919 Perennial Education, Inc., 1825 Willow Road. P O.
Box 236, Northfield, IL 60093 (312-446-4153) PER ( )S17
(S)$170 Lavender. 16mm optical color 13 min. 1972.

This film opens up the topic of lesbianism in a sensitiv and
honest fashion, and succeeds in breaking down the ta that
have for so brig suzrounded it. The fhm traces the lives two
young lesbians 'through their childhoods, adolescence and
their life together in a loving relationship.

173922 Planned- Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania,
1402 Spruce St., Philadelphia. PA 19102 (215-732-5880) PPP
(R)S5 (S)S20 Mental Retardation and Human Sexuality. FS op-
tical color 20 min, 1972.

This filmstrip orients parents, teachers and institutional s aff
to the need for sex education for the retarded. It discusses the
emotional needs of retarded individuals.and deals forthri tly
with tht issues of contraception, sterilizatit* abortion an the
right to marry as they apply to4he mentallyiretarded.

.
173923 Polymorph Films; Inc.. 331 Newbury Street, Bolton,
MA 02115 (617-262-5960) PLY (R)$20 (S)$195 Not Me Alone.
16mm optical color 31 min, 1972. -

This film shows a tender 4aral supportive- relationship
between a young husband and wife as they progress hrotgh
the educational program of natural childbirth, followi g them
from breathing and relaption exercises to the actual rth.

. 0

173924 Instructional Dynamics, 166 East Su or St..
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200). IDI (S)$79.95 0 ercoming
Sexual Inadequacy. At 7 1/2 IPS 7 hrs. 1973.

These cassettes' are designed to .help couples,. wt rk through
problems of sextuil adjustment on their own. The e cassettes
are a broad sex education pr6gram. Clincally sou and incor-
porating Masters' and Johnson's findings, and other research
they offer reinforcing general psychotherapy: as well as
specific sexual information and clinical advice.

173926 Planned Parenthood Center of Seattle, 202 16th
Avenue South. Seattle, WA 98144 (206-329-3625). PPC (R)S20
(S)$150 Old Enough to Know. 16mm Optical color.22 min. 1972.

This HIM is designed to help parents, especially inner -city
parents, with childhood sexuality. It was filmed at a preschool
daycare center, and shows children at their day's actiVities,
while parents relate the parents' own childhood concerns
about sex, and their failures and successes in dealing with
their children's sexual questions.

173927 Paulist Productions.- 17575 Pacific Coast Highway,
Pacific Pglisjiles. CA 90272 (213-454-6866). P-P (R417.95
(S)$270.The arty. 16mm optical color 27 min. 1971. .
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This film takes a value Stance against teenage emarital
sex, but bases it squarelS4 on personal relationships, challeng-
ing young people to examine the meaning of their relationships
with the :apposite sex.

17392$ Perennial Education, Inc., "1825 Willow Road, P. O.
Box 236, Northfield 60093 (312-446-4153). PER (R)$25
(S)$250 Sex Ed School: Philosophy andImplemen-
lotion. 16mm optic min, 1968.

In this film nations) authorities on sex education discuss
their basic philosophiesof what constitutes a sound sex educa-
tion program. The film touches on the pitfalls that frequently
stand in the way of schoolaex education programs, the ethical
roles of supporting community groups, the selection of
teachers, the nature of i sequential program and information
concerning effective teaching techniques.

<,i
173929 Churchill Films, -662 North Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110). CHF (R)560 Saturday Morn-
ing. 16mm optical color 88 min, 1972.

lcThis is a 'film of the experie of a group of 20 teenagers,
mixed by race, sex and class, w o spent a week together in
the country exploring their thoughts and feelings about love,
sex, relations with their parents, and establishing personal
identity, Itit

173930 John Wiley A. Sons, 605 Third Avenue, New York,

optical color 16 min, 1973.
(212-867-9800). WYJ (S)5200 The Sexually Mature

Ad 16mm

This film deals primarily wcth the four phases of sexual
response identified by Masters and Johnson. The film uses live
models, in upper torso views only, and animated -kilograms
showing couples in various stages of sexual foreplay and inter-
course. Narration includes individual accounts of feelings dor-
ing.lOve-making.

173932 Sterling Educational Films, Inc., 241 East 34th St.,
New York, NY 10010412-683-6300). SEP (S)5190 Teenage
Pregnanly. 16mm optical color 18 min. 1968.

This film is about ai girl who is almost 3 months 'pregnant
and has just* told her/ sister and parents. The role of each
member of the family is uickly and dramatically sketched as
is that of the family doctor.

173936 Billy Budd Films, 235 East 57th Street, New York,
NY 10022 (212-755-3968) BBB (R)S25 (S)5250 To Be Person.
16mm optical colOr 23 min, 1972.

This film grapples with younueople's search for identity. It
raises questions about person integrity; honesty in relation-
ships, and the need for love. ^

173937' Chdichill Films, 662 North Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles, CA 90069 (213-657-5110) CHF (S)5205 Vasectomy. 16mm
optical color 16.5 min, 1972.

. Through viginettes of three couples, this film examines the
motivation for choosing vasectomy as a permanent means of
contraception. Counseling and good communication between
the couple *is stressed. An animation sequence shows the
process and its results clearly.

173938 Lawrcn Productions, Inc.. P. 0. Box 1542, Burlin-
game, CA 94010 (415-697-2558) LAW (R)525 (S)$225 Unwed
Mothers in Today's World. 16mm optical color 28 thin, 1972.

i

Soloctod Audiovisual.

This film gets in touch with the feelings, fears and loneliness
of four young women who discuss informally with a.counselor
their experiences as unwed mothers. The film emphasizes the
need for sensitive counseling and sound prenatal care, and
presents convincing evidence of the need for sex education.

173039 John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Avenue, ilew York,
NY 10019 (212-581-6000) WYJ (S)$200 Venereal Dinars.
16mm optical color 17 min, 1973.

Covering the usual topics of myths, causes, symptoms and
treatment of syphilis" and gonorrhea, this film catches the
human element. Special attention is given to the public health
V.D. contact investigator.

182991 Orosonic Recording Seryices, P. O. Box 1517, Silver
Spring, MD 20902 (301-949-5650). ORO (S)57.50 Changing
Lifestyles for WomenTheir Significance to Families. AT.1,7/8
IPS cassette 60 min. 1970. t

)
In this film, sociologist Jessie Bernard/answers questions on

the population outlook and the new sexual revolution. The
questions of why single women are happier than married
women, whether is is psychologically better for a small child
to have two working parents and whether daycare centers are
more detrimental than helpful to small children are considered.'

28 SLEEP AND DREAMS

114267 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP(S)512 Extra scripts SI Gestalt
Therapy Seminar. No. 16 in series. AT 3 314 IPS 7 inch reel 130
min, 1969)

Dr. Ffederick Perls conducts a" seminar with a class of grad-
uate student3 in psychotherapy. The first section contains
some thoughts on projection; in the second the class responds
to its own dreams; the third is a well worked out dream
sequence. Fair audio. Script. For professional use only in
teaching or, research.

114285 AAP Tape Library, 1044) Woodvock Rd, Orlando, FL
32803 (3'05494-0921) AAP1S)510 Exile scripts $.75 Hyp-

Inoplasty. No, 47 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS cassette, 30 Vm, 1969.

Merry O. Teltschcr demonstrates hypOnplasty with a
young male angry with parental restraints and rejections. A
joint release of AAP and the Society for Clinical and Experi-
mental Hypnosis. Good audio. Script. This tape available on
cassette only. For, professional use only in teaching. or
research.

11428$ AAlp Tape Lihrary, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlandot FL
32803 (305. 894-0921) AAP (S)510 Extras scripts SI Hypnotic
LSD Trips: Two Sessions. No. 42 in series. AT 3 314 IPS 7 inch
reel 43 min and 40 min, 1969.

In these hypnotically simulated LDS trips with a young
woman. Dr. Harold Greenwald elicits material not normally
reached by more conventional hypnoanalytic methods. First
session simulates rebirth phenomenon (LSD); second session
deals with explicit sexual problems. Good audio. Script. For
professional use only in teaching or research.

114289 AAP Tape Library, 1040 WoodcoCk Rd., Orlando. FL'
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)510 Extra scripts 5.50 Hypnotic
Preparation for Surgery. No, 53 in 'Series. AT 3 314 IPS cassette
20 min, 1969.

Material written by Dr. Peter Field and presented orally by
Mrs. Lee Chernow and designed to be played before surgery
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to prepare the patient hypnotioi4. Excellentaudio. A joint
release of AAP and the Society Clinical and Experimental
Hypnosis. Script. THIS TAPE AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE
ONLY. For professional use only in teaching or research.

114310 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S15 Extra scripts $1.50 Mary. No.
46 in aeries. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 100 min, 1969.

Dr. Scott Moss in excerpts from seven sessions of hyp-
notherapy in the treatment of a conversion hysteria, including
a symbolic drawing done in trance. A joint release of AAP and
the Society for Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis Good
audio. Script. For professional use only in teaching or
research.

114364 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (301-894-0921) AAP (S)S12 Extra scripts $1.50 Screen
Viaualization. No. 52 In series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 60-' min
1969.

Dr. Erika #romm conducts a beginning therapy session with
a 26-year-old male covering feelings of transference, re-
sistances, dependency, death wishes, etc.,followed by rapid
hypnotic induction utilizing therapeutic screen visualization of
identification problems. Good audio. A joint release of AAP
and the Society for Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis.
Script. For professional use only in teaching or research.

114360 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vicet, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
16802 (814-865-6315) PCR (R)S7.40 (S)$150 Sleep of Babies,
The: Spontaneous Cyclical Phenomena During Neonate Sleep.
16qun optical B&W 30 min 19711.

Records observable behavior of three to five-day-old infants
during sleep by means of normal, slowed, speeded, and
stopped motion pictures. Illustrates methods of Classifying and
recording various types of behavior during sleep. This includes
body movements, rapid cyc movement, respiration, and brain
activity. Shows rhythmic patterns of activity which arc possi-
ble indicators of maturational changes.

137548 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library,.c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(8)56.95 ca. Hypnosis and Hypnotheripy. AT 17/8 IPS tassette
60 min ea., 1973.

Basic concepts concerning hypnosis and hypnotherapy in
both theory and practice are examined in six parts. Topics in-
clude: (I) Historical Background of Modern Hypnotism, (2)
The State of Hypnosis. (3) Tile Phenomena of Hypnosis. (4)
The Authenticity Issue, including the Logical - linguistic con-
siderations and Empirical Considerations. (5) Post-hypnotic
Suggestion and Self-hypnosis. (6) Hypnotherapy.

137567 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Infbrma-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ,07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 Ilipnoaymbolic ,Psychotherapy (part 1), AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. C. Scott Moss discusses concepts and procedures rele-
vant to hypnosymbolic psychotherapy.

137568 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Ind., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)96.95 Hypnoeyrnholk Psychotherapy (part 2), AT 1 7/8 IPS
-cassette 60 min. 1973.

Dr:C. Scott Moss discusses Concepts and procedures rele-
vant to hypno- symbolic psychotherapy.
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137593 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 Hypnosis, Its Nature and Uses. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette
60 min, 1973. II

Dr. Gruenwald, of the MichaeL_ReCie Hospital, discusses
the nature and uses of hypnosis.

137697 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)S280 The Philosophy of the Obvi-
ous. 16mm optical color 25 min, 1969.

Introduces to the use of dreams in Gestalt therapy, connect-
ing the Gestalt in the fantasy with the Gestalt in the real
world. This method is utilized to examine our two levels of ex-
istence, the inner world and the outer world.

164290 Network for Con obis Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Hypnotic Dreaming: Physiological Correlates and
psycholotical IdeZhanisnic L 3/4 inch videocassette B&W
26 min, 1972.

The induction of hypnotic ams and evaluation of the sub-
jects' responses to the drc process and dream content are
explored in light of physiological and psychological
mechanisms. For physicians' use only. Also available in other
video formats.

164291 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Hypnotic DrOandng: Some Physiological Correlates and
Psychological Mechanisms: Part II. 3/4 inch videocassette
B&W 22 min, 1972.

The, induction of hypnotic dreams and an evaluation of the
subject's responses to the dream process and dream content
are discussed in light of physiological and psychological
mechanisms. For physicians' use only. Also available in other
video formats.

164292 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, Ncw York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Hypnotic Induction Techniques Part I. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 13 (inn, 1972.

The film demonstrates an hypnotic induction method utilized
with the fearful patient. For physicians' use only. Also availa-
ble in other video formats.

164293 Network, for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212.541-8088) VIS
(1()S25 Hypnotic Induction TeChniques Part U 'Positlye Hallu-
cinations'. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 21 min, 1972.

The film discusses hypnotici induction techniques in light of
positive hallucinations. For physicians' use only. Also availa-
ble in other video formats.

164294 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-S41-8088) VIS
(R)S25 Hypnotic Induction Techniques -- Part Ill. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 16 min, 1972.

An experiment in age regression, demonstrating the sub-
ject's handwriting. drawing, and personality changes under
hypnosis is presented. For physicians` use only. Also available
in other video formats. .

.

164306 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Ncw Wirk, NY 11023. (212-541-8088) VIS
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(R)125 :Dolor, I Caa't Sleep Niehts.' 3/4 inch videocassette
color 15 min, 1972.

The many-facets of insomnia are examined through graphic
representations of the components of sleep, based on findings
at the nation's deep research centers. For phyficians' use
only.- Also Mailable in other video formats. 0'

1785111 Telecommtmic,ations Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo-State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA13010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)125 (S).$85 Dream Therapy, 1-
inch videotape (Ampex) (B&W) 60 min 1969.

The use of therapeutic guided daydreams in a group setting
is discussed. Several volunteers participate in dream therapy.
The dreams are explored with a few participants.

29 SOCIAL ISSUES

110232 Pyrande Film Productions, PO Box 1048, 317 GfOr-
pla Ave, Santa Monica, CA 90406 PFP (R)$15 (S)$120. *213-
828-7577 Ades lilt 16mm optical B&W 12milt, 1970

Discusses man's attitude toward war and violence and his
loss of identity as he becomes absorbed in an aimless world.
Taker place in a Parisian bistro, where no one feels or com-
municates. Sounds of. the bistro are juxtaposed with the
sounds of war.

114389 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-78-8300) NBC (R)113 (S)$M
Abscise{ Pub& Issue or Psi edl Metier. 16mm optical color 25.
min, 197/1.

Is abortion the decision of the pregnant woman atoneor
must her family, the church, and society as a whole par-
ticipate? Pro and con on this question is debated by activists
from the Washington, D. C. area. Legal aspects are touched
upon in light of recent Supreme Cotirtsdecision. .

114232 'NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New Yotk, 'NY 10020 (212-CP-8300) NBC (R)$10 (S)$240
Chime le Leans, A. 16mm optical color 17 min. 1968.

Takes the position that there is a crisis in education:due to
the breakdown of standards in edication in the inner cities.
Coilmnent on who shall control the schools, who shall decide
who teaches in Stem, and who shall decide what is taught.

11430 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212- CI7.$300) NBC (R)S32 (S)$675 Din
Us the Minns. 16mm optical B&W 29 min, 1970.

Takes the pasitiOn that education is undergoing a crisis
which is partictilarly acute within the, inner cities. Some posi-
tive alternatives' are suggested. Iruiovative pilot project. are
shown. The Parkway experiment in Philadelphia and the Forty
Ninth Street School in Loi Angeles are given as examples.

114315 Indiana University Audiovisual Center, Bloomington,
IN 47401 812-3374087 lUV (R)$6.75 (5)1150 PCR (R)$6.75
(S)1125 Lew View Prue A Dark Shadow. 16mm optical B&W
30 min, 1968

Case study of foster child after family breakup due to strife,
physical violence, and lack of .money. Shows child's reaction
to temporary placement in a foster home illustrating his sub-
jective view of the events during this period of adjustment.

114304 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New 'York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)12$ (5)1500
Salter the Little Children. 16mm optical color 53 a 'n, 1972.

Soloctod Audiovisual'

What the effects of violence and hatred on children is the
concern. Northern Ireland is the setting. Life in the Catholic
ghetto, the role of the British Army, and other issues are
discussed.

114390 NBC Educitional Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)125 (S)$500
This Child is Raid X. 16mm optical color 52 min, 1971.

Predicates abuse of child's rights in court and inequities in
juvenile justice. Focus on two situations: the serious offender
and the minor offender. Shows how children from both'
categories usually wind up in the saint facilities.. Suggests new
awareness will lead to reform.

124372 Psychological .Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)$8.60 ACC (R)$35 (S)$425 EMC (R)$18
ACC Charge sad Coualercharge. 16mm` optical B&W 43 min
1968.

A study is s of demagoguery pervasive in the Me-
Carthy era using ctual footage frOm the Army - McCarthy
hearingi.4The recreates the most negative aspects cr the
politics of fear.

124375 Psy
vices, Pennsyl
(814- 865.6315)

lcarrun

. -
Ajnema Register, Andio-Vieual Ser-

State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(R)311 'NBC (R)1254(S)S500 Cities Have No

B&W 53 min 1969.
,

Poverty amid affluence. social unrest, riots, and crime
plaguing U.S. ci es are shown. Problems andapossibk
Sons are discus by P. Moynihan, director of MIT -
Harvard Joint enter for Urban Studies, and Charles V.
Hamilton, profe sor of political science at Roosevelt Universi-
ty, and coauthor of 'Black Power.'

12430 Psychological Cinema Registero Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., Unive ty Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCB (R)$12.00 IUV (R)11N S)S240 EMC (R)$16
Diary of a Student Revolution. 16mm Optical B&W 60 min
1969.

Confrontation between student radicals and the administra-
tion at the University of Connecticut is shown. Simultaneous
filming of both sides shows opposing philosophies and strate-
gies. The film questions whether repressive action justifies
demonstrations.

134434 Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814465.6315) PCR (R)S10.60 MOH (R)118 (S)1350 Animal

6 War Animal Peace. 16mm optical colcir 211..min 1968.

Comparisons are drawn between animal and human socie-
ties. In both, conflict between aggression and fear exists, as
does proclaiming and defending of territorial rights. The
question of why' animals resolve disputes with a minimum of
bloodshed, and man often fights to death is asked. Examples
of species resolving .conflicts include stickleback fish, gulls,
and squirrel monkbys. The conclusion is reached that a better
understanding of animals may lead to a better understanding
of man.

124437 Psychological Cinema Regisigt, udio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)112 IUV (R)113 (S)$240 Appalachia:
Rich Lend, Poor Teeple. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.
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On Mental Health

The nation's number ne poverty area is shown rich in coal,
yet with residFnts lacki g adequate food, housing, and medical
eare.,In eastern Kenttrt, y where machines are replacing peo-
ple, the lack of education and job skills chains people to the
landwhile hostility of mine owners to outside help complicates
the problem.

124446 Psytlhological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., _PA 16802
(814-865-6315) PCR (R)510.70 CAF (S)$250 EMC nettle of East
St. 16mm optical B&W 46 min 1969. ,.,

F ar of racial violence causes East St. Louis to attempt to
bri opposing groups together to discuss grievances. En-
'co ter group and sensitivity training with Black militants and

to police results in greater understanding and hope for the
unity, The film is recommended for police - community

on groups, management personnel relations, church, and
er organizations. c,

. ,
Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-

v ices, Pennsylvania State Univ.) University Pk., PA 16802
ii(814-86516315( PCR (R)513.50 BFA (11)535 (S)5420 EMC Black
t and White Uptight. 16nun optical color 35 min 1970.

Wiiths which perpetuate prejudice iii the subtle ways in
which hate is learned are shown. Social, and economic dif-

. ferences existing between Blacks and Whites are caused by
''' historical inequalities in education and opportunity. Riots in

American cities force issues to the surface. Although there are
no easy solutions. .Blacks and Whites arc forced to work
together in; some areas to bring about changes.

124534 Psychological Cinema Register. Auido-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University%Pk., PA 16802
(814-865.6315) FOR (R)$9.30 EMC (R)S18 (S)5250 Nice Kid
Like Vim, A. 16mm optical B&W 39 nun 1969.

: Four interrelated parts are presented as college students talk
Linforrnally about their use of drugs. attitades-toward college.
siotwe/ /and sex, and the generation gap. -1c,film is designed to

aftudes An a perspeetiye ,which y lead to greater un-
miPrF,Sent some significant expressions o contemporary student,

derstanding of the colt* student, ho parents, and his world,

124592 University of California Extension Media center,
[2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, C 94724 (415. 642-0460y EMC
,ms2z Doll's House, Part 1:'Desiruction of Illusion. 16mm opti-
cal color 22 min 1968.

Scenes from Ibsen's 'Dollhouse' -- set in a modern Amer-
loan suburban home -;,sho* the play to be ahead of its time
First produced in 1879. it Oreated a furor with its commentaty
An the social position of women. Its protagonist, Nora.. is
pretty, light-hearted, am seeming frivolotis and appears to live

a pleasant, easy life w' her executive husband and three chil-
dren. As the play de Ws, her illUsions about herself and her
family are shatterc Shocked, she walks out, slamming the
door on her doll's use. Commentary is included.

124593 Univers' Of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Ful S . Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642?.0460) EMC
(R)$21 °use, Part 2: Ibsen r mes. 16mni optical
color--28 rnii 968

Satan& of a two-pM1 study of Ibsen's 'boll's House.' set in
a RI oticrn American hothe. the film examines the play's'
themes. Several questions emerge: Which of Nora's illusions
about herself and her family hdve been shattered, and how?
Has she betrayed her duty to her family and herself? What
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elements of an parently idyllie life cannot be trusted? Recur-
ring themes. a ned in commentary are the supreme im-
portance of individual personality and the difficulty of
establishing r ht and wrong when there is a serious oonflict of
ideas.

124596 U .tersity of California, Extension Medfa Center,
2223 Ful St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)511 r Billy James Hargis. 16mm optical B&W 30 min
1968.

The hilosophy of Rev. Billy James Hargis, founder and
pub!' er of Christian Crusade, is examined: Hargis declares
that nununists areexploiting America's domestic pr ems.
such as the unrest that led to urban riots. He condemn
welfare state: calls for outlawing the Communist Party" and
diescribes his solution for ending racial _tension: to instill in
every American a desire to get ahead, and hi teach trades to
people on welfare.

12462,4 University Of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berittley. CA 94720 (415-642:0460) EMC
(R)510 Equality and th6 Law: California Fair Housing Cases.
'16mm optical B&W 20 min 1%9.

California fair housing cates are ditcussed in a study of
equality and the law. In 1964 California voters passed *the con-
troyersial Proposition- 14. designed prohibit open housing
legislation. which was later pierruled by thc Suprcmc Court.
The film shows campaign turmoil, presents arguments of op-
p6nents arid proponents, examines conflict of fiuman rights
and property lights, and analyzes the Court's majority and
minority opinions_

1*32 University of Ca lifornia. Extension Media Center{'
223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(1)524 Eye of the Storm. 16min optical color 28 min 1970.

In a small, all-White Midwestern community, a third,grad
teacher imposes racial prejudice on- her class as a speciartw
day course to demonstrate the effects of discrimination. She
announces that children with blue eyes are superior and will
be given privileges; brown eyed children will be inferior and
gannet cat or play with the blue.eyes. The film records the
frustratii3hs, animosity, and fear that-soon prevade the class.
After two days. the brown eyed children are considered su-
perior, the blue eyed inferior. and the children adapt to new
roles.

124651 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S14 Frustrated Campus..16mm optical 13&W 47 min 1968,

Students. faculty members. and administrators from several
large universities confront one another in a debate that covers
the many vital issues associated with unrest on the American
campus: 'racism, civil rights. Vietnam, the university's role in
the social structure of the community. The film asks if the
university can provide a student with all of the social, politi-
cal. cultural. and artistic tools he needs in order to live in a
complex society.

12404 University of California. Ext&rrsion Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, .CA 94720! %(4U - 642 -0460) EMC
(R1$11 Goodbye and Good Luck. 16mm optical B&W 30 min
1968.

Reactions of a Black Vietnam veteran to racial prejudice
when he comes home to hunt for a job hrc documented. He
has become accustomed to living with Whites and having

I I
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shared experiences, but at home in Chicago he is approached
by militant Blacks who tell him that he was duped into fighting
the White man's war. His growing bewilderment and concern
is seen as he watches a draft protest march. and'he wonders
where he owes his allegiance.

124670 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
1R4 I8 Hard Times in the Country. 16mm optical B&W 58 min
1971.

Examines effects on farmers ,and consumers of increasing
monopolization in the food industry. Shows that prices food
producers receive have remained relatively stable for 20 years,

,while food costs have multiplied because processers and dis-
ptributors, in setting prices. realize 20% profit and also spend
heavily on advertising. Shows how lamest farm owners receive
most government subsidies, while nearly a third of small an
medium farmers have been forced off the land since 1960. nx
amines misleading advertising and packaging. and interview
industry spokesmen.

124673 University of California, Extension Media Ccn
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) E C
(R)S19 Heritage of Slavery., 16mm optical B&W 53 min 1968

The story of slavery is intercut with the current racial se c.
with parallels demonstrated of past and present prejudice

W

In-
terviews with descendants of slave owners, readings fro ac-
counts of the peliod, and graphics give a dramatic. eo N lex
picture of the heritage of slavery. The lady of a large f. tate
speaks wistfully of her early years when Black and Whit chil-
dren grewiup together and remained friends, though aster
and servant Plans for slave ship holds meet the pre cupa-
tion with wedging in as much human merchandise as p ssible.
Other prints reconstruct the barbarism of the auctio I block,
the division of families, and the punishments that p the
way for the racial ecisis of today. Southern Whites s css the
need for gradual changes; Black activists say the time s now.

124691 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St... Berke y. CA 9472() (415-642- EMC
(R)S20 IUV (R)S17 (S)S37 Martin .uther King: 111 Man and
the March. 16mm optical B& 83 n 1968.

Activities related to the Poor le's March on ashington
in 1968 and the efforts of Martin Luther Kill; in Irganizing it
are presented. Opens with his efforts to o gani. it Lund
raising SpEcches, staff conferences. and trawl throughout

- Mississippi to gain support from the poor.- Atte is to stress
his ability to comprehend fully the need for digPty in the most
inarticulate and disadvantaged. Technical Oath poor.

124698 University of California. Extension'. Media Center.
4; *2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415', /42 -0460) EMC

(R)S14 Man/Woman on Q Street. 16mm opt1Cal color 20 min
8.

Problems of 'American protest. racism/ and intercultural
relations are discussed. focusing on the rrinnions of a young
(Hindu who has recently arrived in the U. He discusses the
imminence of finding Americans who can be helpful and
tolerant of others_ Includes flashbacks to riot scenes drat ghet-
to violence, as it follows the story (;.the Hindu's stay in
America. his marriage to an Oriental girl who is Catholic, and
the birth of their child_

124716 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St . Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-04r)0 i__VM-C-

Sidodod Audiovisuals

(R)$9 Law and Order Versus Diann!. The Urban Crisis and the
New Militants Series. 16mm optical B&W 10 min 1969.

A study of law and order versus dissent focuses on press
conference called by Chicago police department to explain its
position and actions during the' confrontations at the 1968
Democraticv convention. Shows TV news film of events
referred to, as well as inserts of Mayor Daley speaking.

124739 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.,' Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-64240460) EMC
(11)S10 I Wish I Knew How It Would Feel to Be Free416mm op-
tical B&W 20 min 1968.

Interviews are presented with some of the Black people liv-
ing in an urban ghetto. They describe their ambitions and tell
how they have met with conditions they could not overcome.
Black Power advocates, Black law enforcement officers, and a
young man discouraged from entering police training arc
among them to symbolize the frustration4,fears, and power
struggle within such an environment. It is felt that racism has
done much harm but that in the long run there is hope that
Whites and Blacks can assimilate totally.

124745 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(10$11 In the Name of Peace. 16mm optical color 29 miri 1970.

A conservative documentary is provided on the New Mo-
bilization Committee to End the Vietnam War and- its
November 1969 antiwar demonstrations in Washington, DC.
Intereuts numerous statements and speech fragments from
demonstration leadership with lengthy commentlfry, by conser-
vative spokesmen, inCluding columnist Fulton Lewis.
Jr ;Phillip Luce, of Young Americans for Freedom: Quinn
'ramm. chairman: International Association of Chiefs of Po-
lice; and Richard Ichord, chairman of House Committee on In-
ternal Security.,Spokesmen claim much of leadership is active-
ly working for a communist military victory in Vietnam rather
than for peace.

124747 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton., St., Berkeley,. CA 94720 (415.642-0460) EMC
(R)S18 Intekiews with My Lai Veterans. 16mm optical color 22
Min 1970_

Interviews with-My Lai veterans are presented which pro-
vide a chilling document on the dehumanizing effects of the
Vietnam war on American soldiers_ Five My Lai veterans who
participated in massacre of Vietnamese civilians tell in detail
what they did. how they felt when doing it. and how they feel
about it now.

124754 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S22 ASF Idea of the City. 16mm optical color 35 min 1968.

The nature and problems of modern American cities are
analyzed, emphasizing the inadequacy of the city as presently
conceived and the historical context of its ugliness and

.violence It is argued that a new. organic conception of the
modern city is developing, and its radical implications for mu-
nicipal politics. government and public administration, minori-
ty group status, and intergroup relations, education, housing
welfare, health. environmental control. city planning, and so-
cial organization are examined.

124756 Olivet-S-4 of California. Extension Media Center.
22'23_4111ton St . Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
11(331 CAF Hunger in America. 16mm optical color 54 min
1968.
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A description is providtt of the problem of hunger and
poverty in America and eriamples given of the more than ten
million American's who live under such conditions. The film
blends personal interviews and narrated ,on the scene
sequences for a thorough examination of Arnerica's poverty
program and the poverty stricken who often receive little or
no aid from it. Examines loin groups in depth: Negro
sharecroppers in Alabama; Navajo Indians in Arizona; tenant
farmers only 25' miles from Washington, DC; and Mexican-
Americans near Sah Antonio.

124778 University of California, Extensi
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (4
(R)S14 CAF Remedy for Riot. 16mm optical

n ,Media Center,
54)42-0460) EMC
&W 37 min 1968.

The' Report of the President's Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders outlines the causes of the massive ghetto riotV
of 1967 and shows some of the emotional responses of both

.Blacks and Whites. The new approach in Detroit..whih is fail-
ing, is shown, along with the successful one used by police in
Atlanta. Th ilm claims that racism as an issue is dead;-the
current c or peace between the races. and the timei
for acti is now.

124780 University of California, ExtensiOn Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 W5-642-0460) EMC
(R)S15 Resistance, The. 16mm optical color 22 min 1968.

-intercut sequences, cincmontage, peace songs, straight film
[0°6*. and recorded speeches capture the vitality of. The Re-
sistance, an antidraft, anti-Vietnam organization whose mem-
bers arc dedicated to refusing military service. Excerpts from
peace marches, speeches against the war in Vietnam.. state-
ments by -U.S. Vietnam veterans against the war, military
training siquences, and battle scenes arc blended to present
the attitudes of resisters and the images they hold .in their
minds.

124785 University of California. Extension 'tvledia Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Right to Dissent: A Press Conference. The Urban Crisis
and the New Militants, Series. 16mm optical B&W 8 min 1969.

The preis conference held by organizers of demonstrations
at the -1968 Democratic convention in Chicago is shown
without narration. Spokesmen discuss reasons for protests and
express their position on the constitutional basis fur dissent
free from harassment and intimidation by the government.
Footage of the demonstrators' march stopped by the National
Guard is Included.

124788 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeleyr CA 94720 (415-642,0460) EMC
(RTS23 EBF Rise of the American City. The Rise of Industrial
America Series. 16mm opti4111 color 32 min 1970.

/-Problems of health. poerty, and violence in large American
cities are presented. Mayor John Lindsay and comedian
Godfrey Cambridge are interviewed, discussing solutions to
New York City's problems. Old and new footage is used to
demonstrate changes in New York, Chicago. and the Pitt-
sburgh industrial complex.

124797 University of California. Extension Medili Center,
2223 Fulton St., Bel :v. CA 9920 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S8 (S)S85 Salazar.F ly: A LqA at Poverty. 16mm optical
B&W 14 min 1970,
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bilitation agencies to relate to a large Mkitan-American `.
family. Facts about the family and analyses of its members are
read from reports` by psychologists, teachers, probation of-
ficers, and social workers. The educational background of the
eight children includes training schools for the retarded, public
schools, industrial schools fur ,delinquents. Neighborhood
Youth Corps job training programs, mental hospitals. juvenile
court, chtinty jail, and state prison. Yet five of them cannot,
read. and one was sterilized at age 15 while institutionalized. A
glimpse of the family 'one year later is also shown.

124813 Uhiversffy of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., BerIlley, WA. 94720 (415-64;-0460) EMC
&k)$13 Sixties, The. iafiiim optical color 14 min 1970. ,

Using a semience of news clips and still photographs, the
film presents an overview of the decade of the 1960's thatica-
turcd demands for change, protests, *confrontations, war,
violence, and assassinations. It concludes with Robert Ken-
nedy's voice pleading for understanding, corrassion, and
love.

124820 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S8 Confrontation: Battle of Michigan Avenue. The
Urban Crisis and the New Militants Series. 16mm optical B&W
10 min 1969.

News footage is used to docunlerit the confrontation
between police and young demo tors ;Outside the Milton
Hotel during. the 1968 Democratic convention in Chicago.
Reaction to the event inside the convention._ hall is also
recorded.

124833 University of California. Extension Media Center:
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0466) EMC
(R)S19 Strut. Portrait Series. 16nim optical color 259rtin,197-

(
An.intimateslocumentary shows the life and philosophy of a

privileged prep- school teenager who fights a system he feels
'always discriminates against the docr.'He is seen reflecting on
his milieu -I an East Coast yachting society -- and at his prep
school, where he Icads a student effort to force the adminis-
tration to loosen tradition bound rules. During Dad's Day ail.:
the school, the fathers are reassure hat tradition has not
broken down. The youth views himself as onservative, but
a radicar and consciousrpolitical agitator as well, using a ra=
tional approach to change the establishment of which he is a
member

124850 University of California. Extension gfedia Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (4154)42-0460) EMC
(R)S9 (S)S95 Thinking Seventeen. 16mm optical B&W 16 min
1969.

A study of the mind of a 17-year-old Black boy presents a
commentary of his views on life, including Black militants, ra-
cism, college, jobs, his owirsospicions and hopes, and what it
all means. He talks aboutge'swIcieus side& his persomilitY.
fighting to take over his TrotIllay loving side, and he warns
that love is slow in coming while hate is quick. He envisions a
unified Africa where Black people command respect and fear_
Hc°silso maps out the robbery of a store, telling how he could
do it if he wanted to In contrast, he also wants to go to col-

, lege,' study history, get a good job, and make a lot of money
HeAs hitter bin likable and perceptive

A documentary describes thc effects of poverty and the if 2:1852 University of California, Extgusion Media Center.
failure of social institutions -- schools, courts, jails, and rcha- j2223 Eulton St . Berkeley. tA 94720 (415-M2-0460) EMC
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(R)Z 6 IUV (R)S13 (S)$240 This Question of Violence. 16mm
opti al B&W 59 min, I96e.

Historical, social and psychological factors that apparently
underlie violence in modern life are examined. Psychiatrists
discuss aggression. wfilch often comes from neglect and
deprivation and often leads to 'violence. The history of
violence in the U.S. is traced from the pioneers' encounters

-with Indians to contemporary urban rebellions, emphasiiing
that periods of major social change have most often resulted
in .outbreaks or violence. The responsibilities of the mass
media with respect to violence are also examined.

124857 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S18 IUV (10$13.50 ASA265 Three R's and Sex Education.
16mm optical I3&W 60. min 1971.

Many opposing views on sex education in schools are ex-
plored. A Pennsylvania4Quaker school is shown that believes
sex education .helps students make moral and ethical decisions.
Arguments against sex education arc given by Dr, Billy James
Hargis, head of Christian Crusade, as well as by John Birch
Society members and others. The campaign, against sex educa-
tion in Cedar Rapids, Iowa is followed, including confronta-
tions during PTA and school board meetings. Teachers are
also shown being trained to teach sex education classeS:

124859 University of California, Extension Media Ccntcr,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S13 (S)S180 Tijerina. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

A speech in 1968 by.- Mexican - American leader Reiss Lopez
-Merino. a spokesman for the Mexican-American struggle for
justice and equality and a one time candidate for governor of
Ncw Mexico, is shown. His message is conveyed both by his
words 1-- which call fin radical change in education and
economics, and for unificaticin against thc Anglo power struc-
ture 1 and by thc strength of his delivery He galls for a return
'of the communal Spanish pueblo system and for thc building
of cities, Churches, and schools; speaks of thc emergence of
La Raza Neuva; and demands that schools conduct clanIes in
Spanish to give Hispaho children thc same starting chance as
Angloi and to stop thc erosion of an cntirc culture.

p24861 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton Si. BerkeleY,3 CAA 94720 (415.64243460) EMC
(R)S13 Il.6V (R$8 (S)5180 To Calm a Troubled tampna-16moi.-
optical B&W 32 tnin 1970.

A nonviolent demonstration against military 'research land
planned Campus expansion at th2,." University UT Pennsylvania
is-shown. Demonstrators felt expansion would displace Blacks
In the neighboring ghetto_ The confrontation resulted in
negotiations in which thc university pledged an indemnity to
the community and discontinued thc research project.

124862 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 94720 1415442-0460i EMC
(R)S32 MOH To Feed the Hungry. 16mm 4iptical color 45 min
1969

The extent of urban hunger caused by poverty in Chicago is
documented. with the effects of hunger thc health of chi!.
drcn, adults, and thc elderly described; Various institutions
and agencies trying to deal with thc problem arcxamined,
and thc failure of a political promise that no one would go
hungry in thc city is shown

182
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124869 University of California, Extension 'Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 91720 (415-64210460) EMC
(R)S23 IUV (R)M (S)S360 Trial: City and County oar elr
Versus Lauren R. Watson -- First Day. ifiram optical B& 90
min 1970.

Tle selection of a White middle class jury is shown in a
television documentary of an actual courtroom trial of a
forlmer Black Panther Party leader, accused of interfering with
a olice officer and resisting arrest. Because.,The defendant is
Black, he and his lawyer doubt that hc can receive a fair trial
without a jury of his peers. A motion is made, then denied. to
quash the jury. Interviews with the principle figures in the
case- are included.

124881 University of Californi a. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Role of the Neighborhood Worker. Neighborhood Worker
Training FilnrSeries, lamm optiod-color 20 min 1968. -

The activities of a model neighborhood worker arc followed
as hc helps several residents obtain jobs, medical aid, and
school counseling. When a street accident demon Crates the
need for adequeitc recreation areas, the worker hclprresidents
organize an independent community group to get action front
thc city government.

124882 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(W)S9 Working" with People. Neighborhood Worker Training
Film Series 16Mm.optical color 20 min 1968.

Shows four neighborhood workers two demonstrating thc
correct manner in which to approach residents and two show-
ing the wrong way. Urges that the worker employ common
sense, courtesy, and genuine respect for thc people hc encoun-
ters.

. .
124883 University 61, California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-046(1) EMC
(10$9 Resident Partidpation. Neighborhood Worker Training
Film Series. 16rnm optical color 20 min 1968

- Demonstrates how thc neighborhood worker can promote
active involvement, in agencies affecting thc neighborhood, en-
roll residents in opportunity programs. tell thcm how thcy may
attain policy makiturpositions and help thcm form thcir own
action organizations_ Stresses that thc neighborhood worker's
rolc is mainly advisory.

124884 University cif California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Knowing your Neighborhood. Neighborhood Worker
Training Film Series. 16mm optical color 20 nun 1968.

Shows how a neighborhood worker can obtain an intimate
knokledge* of his arca, its physical resources. and thc
pro8Tems of its residents. Follows a worker as hc gains infor-
mation froM thc many sources at his disPosid. Stresses know-
ing as many residents as possible, not only the spidiesnien and
keymembers of the community. but children. shoppers. clinic
outpatients. and parkbcnch sitters

124892 University of California, Extension Media Ccntcr,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-6460) EMC
(R)S33 1985. 16mm optical color 56 nun 1970.

A fictionalized news broadcast is presented of ecological cri-
sis.in 1985. when long-predicted disasters totally devastate the
environment. Includes descriptions of poisoned air and water. I

garbage rotting on city streets, faminc."power failures. declara-
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tion of martial law. News analysts describe hi tory of environ-
- .mental neglect and its consequences.

124893 Univcrsity of California. Extensio Media Centel'.
2223 Fulton St . Berkeley. CA 94720 (41 -442-04601 EMC
(R)S13 None of My Business. 16mm optical B&W V min 1969.

An examination is made of the widespread' and often
mistaken notions about welfare recipients. Demonstrates the
fallacy of the belief -that many people on Welfare could work if
they really wanted to. Notes that the aged, blind, totally disa-
bled, and children too young to work account for 90% of peo-
ple on welfare. Interviews with welfare recipients and excerpts
from hearings of the Presidential Commisson on Income Main-.
tenance show the real nature of life for persons receiving wel-
fare.

124896 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S19 Lament of the Reservadon. North American Indian
Trilogy Series. 16nun optical color 24 min 1970.

Examines the Might of modern Indian reservations. Focuses
on two cases: a man supporting 12 people on S41 a week wel-
fare and a woman forced to live with her children and her
sister's family (14 altogether) in a one room shack. Notes that
Indian infant mortality rate is twice the national average, and
that-rerage reservation income is $30 per week during the
summk when there are jobs.

124899 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, 'CA 94720 (415-642-04601 EMC
(10$14 Now Is the Time. 16mni optical. B&W 36 min 1968.

A variety of sources are cited to demonstrate the feeling
among ninny Negroes that the Black man will not wait for
Whites to grant them their civil- rights. An account is given of
early myths abouy'the Nee°, and a description of a gospel
preacher leading a Sunday morning service emphasizes the
stereotype of the good Negro in contrast to the protester4 who

'receive beatings at lunch counter sit-ins and police clubbings
in the streets. The plight of ghetto children is also stressed.

124907 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkley. CA 94720 (415. 642-0466) EMC
(10S25 Operation Boot:drip. Itinim optical, ps,w 58 min 1968.

Documents succjsses and failures of a self-help program in-
itiated and sustained by residents of Wat s.in the aftermath. of
riots there Includes heated discussion etween Blacks and
Whites which rcycal underlying host lines, and mistrust.
Unedited street language used.

124914 University of California, Exterision -Media Center.
2223 Fulton St,. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-64,2?0460) EMC
(R)S9 People and Power. Orgiiiiiiing for Power: Minsky Ap-
proach Series. 16mm opticAll&W 17 thin 1968.

An introduction is given to Saul Alinsky's work views, his
social philosophy. and some of the dynamics of organizing
conurtiMities to enhance or establish pa ipitory demeeracy.
Incllides; discussion with^ 'a church cd mice, a group of,
Canadian Indians, and a filmmaker.

12490 University of California. Extenznon- Media Center.
2223 FulturV,St . Berkeley. CA 94720 1415-642.0460) EMC
1$412 Deciding toOrganize. Organizing for Power: Aiinsky'Ap-
Proach Series. Ibtinn optical B&W 34 min 1968_

A discussion with'Saul Alinaky is presented. in which he ex-
tpains his methods to a group of concerned citizens, both
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Black and White, who are interested in enhancing participato-
ry democracy in their area. Discussed are contractual arrange-
ments, the creation of issues, the role and impOrtance -of ab.
enemy to organize against, the need to break down rationalizat. '

eons, and how to'recognIze and develop local leaders. In --
eludes description of his testing the group Emits willingness to
accept the ethical and tactical consequences of his approach to
organizing, and members struggling to decide if they want tb
accept his help.

4

124916, University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 1415-642-0460) EMC
(10$13 Hulking an Organization. Organizing for.Power: Alinsky
Aoproadi Series. 16msn optical B&W 38 min 1968.

Shows the obstacles encountered by BUILD, a Black com-
munity organization in Buffalrifond the methods 'suggested by
Saul Alinsky for solving then. 'Discussas,the tactics of the
first gritarts with the power structure, and Alinsky's sug-
gestidfi .that such groups cannot accept equality hut, take
deliberate steps to achieve it on their own.

124917 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.; Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
CR/US Through Conflict to Negotiatiok Organizing for Power:
Alinaky'Approach Series. 16mm optical.B&W 45 min 1968.

Discussion is presented on" the actions of the Alinsky or-
ganization FIGHT, a militant Black group in ifochester, New
York, on the issue _of minorityl,ralip employment in 'n large
local industry. Emphaiis is on Ainsky's tactics. use of .rhe-
toric to legitimate the battl hnd the -frequent parallels he
draws between their cause c and the American Revolutioq.
Stress isun the Tactics used to build momld and the threats
and-Ailults employed to enhance the groups ii*rgaiiiing posi-
bog,

124918 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., perkeicy. CA 94720 (41.5-642-(1460) ENtt
tR)S15 Conthruinit litesponsibility. Organizing for Power: Alia-
sky Approach Series. Ibnim optical B&W 43 rain 1968.

Observatirins are Presented on the Woodlawn Organization
(TWO) in -Chicago as evidence that ongoing organizations
firmly rooted in the local establishment can be created. Three
Oars after Saul Atinsky and his organizers have left, strong
Ideal leaders contiriue to mobilize grassroots participation.
Some broad questions arc raised and diacussed: whether there
has been any real change in the area; whether a community
based organization can make. a significant impact on such
problem,us unemployment. if the conflict generated by the
group's organizers was really necalfiary; and whether there are
other approaches to organizing communities for pdrticipatory

-democracy.

124928 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 6c-0460) EMC
(R)SI 1 People Left Behind. 16mm optical B&W 31 min 1968.,

ht of Mississippi laborers whose jobs have been
by machine cotton piiking, minimum wage laws,

gislation that pays farmer for not, cultivating land is
.ribed. Former plantation workers describe their situation
impoverished environment. One plantation owner gives his

reasons for serving on the local poverty boarb,in contrast. a
conservative, lawyer says he thinks the jobless should leave
the area to find employment elsewhere
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' 124929 University of -California, -Extension -Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642 -0460) EMC
059 People' Right .to Know: Pollee Versus Reporters, The
Urban Crisis and the new Militants Series. 16mm optical 08,w
12 min 1969. . .

A newt photographer's experiences during the. 1.968

Democratic Convention in Chicago arc described. Events such-
as polite harassment and beatings of, himself, ogler newsmen
and people in the streets are recounted.

124910 %University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 'Fulton 'St., Berkeley. CA 94720 (415-64/2-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Police Power and Freedom of Assembly: Gregory March.
The Urban Crisis and. the New'MIlltints Series. 16mm optical
B&W/ min 4969.

The march led by Dick.Gregory during the 196ii Democratic
' conception in Chicago is documented. An indication is. given

of how a peaceful march. called, to pebtost what the Walker
Report calledlolice not of the night before, ended witlyear
gas,' clulkings, and arrest 6' 78 including telebrities and',
convention delegates for disorderly conduct. '
124950 University of California, Extension Media Center.,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA .94720 (415.A2:0460) -EMC
(11)519 Portrait in slack and White. Of Black America Series..
16mm optical R &W 54 min 1968. ,

e

The resplts of .a nationwide poll conducted by a major
'broadcasting system to find out whaffilacks and Whites think.
of each other arc reported. Figureyrom earlier polls,' dating

- back to 1936, are correla to .trace patterns of opinion,
showing how attitudes 'hife e aged on bqth ..side's. The pop,
questioned the tenacity vith which beliefs are held and sought
to pinpoint. the sources from which they derive iperatnal
knowledge, hearsay, the news media, and fear. Voices of

.Blacks and Whites appeared to be bitter, friendly, angry, con-
cerned, but always involved. Finally, three'BIAck psychiatrists
offer interpretations of the poll. -

124954 University Of California, Extension Media Center..
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley. CA 44720 (41k642-0460) EMC
(R)$20 Pralrli Killers. Our Vanishing Wilderness Series. 16mm
optical color 30 min 1970.

A discuision is -presented concerning the problem of Amer-
ica's vanishing wilderness. Describes how Indians lived in
equilibrium with the prairie and how the White man has
changed the environment. Recalls virtual annihilation of buf-
falo and describes how ranchers are poisoning coyotes and
prairie dogs. Notes current change in attitude towidd preserv-
ing ecological chain of life.

[ .
127746 University of Indiana. Audiovisuhl Center, Blooming-

lion About Voter Bch' r. optical B&W 25 -min 1`970. 'w
ton, IN 47401 (812-337;0

16mm opV4

87) IUV Classifying 1pfOrmaw

A political science lesion is, used to demonstrate the process
of how students can ini ly what has been learned in previous
lessons. By classifying iinforniatiori from descriptions or vari-
ous factions of the vot r population, the students hypothesize
as to the influence a cross pressures exerted by primary
groups upon voting be avior. Along with being able to make
tentative statements about voter behivtor the students can
judge the limitations of analysis and whether they have
mastered previously studied materiels.

127747 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-33741087) IUV (10$3*.35 (S)575 Roosevelt
City. 16mm optical B&W 9 min 1968,

1.84

Describes the program of self-deiermination in RoOsevelt
City which is a newly incoporated all Black city in Alabama.
Because 'the city has very little money, all government offi-
cials and those providing community services, suith as the po-
lice, are unpaid. It is,stressed that there is an attempt to make
all-people desire, to be involved in the operations of city
government.

127748 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Centei, Blooming-
tton, IN 47'401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S8 (S)S180 Edgar Kaiser:
Maverick in Grey IFlannel..16mm.optical B&W 32 min 1968. .

Industddist Edgar Kaiser is interviewed on the nation's
health problems, housing needs. capitalism, and other issues
contrasting Kaiser's" attitudes with those-of the student genera-
tion. Kaiser, whose own corporation has instituted an inexpen-
sive family 'health plan, believes that Medicare ni Urban
Renewal should be in the hands of private industry. One of
Kaiser's business goals is to compete in and with communist
countries.''

127757 University of. Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming- Cr-re-4
ton. IN )7401 012-337-8087) IUV (11)513. (S)S240 Howard E. Wr
Mitchell. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.

Presents scenes illustrative of the problems of the inner city
and a profile of a professor of urbanism and human resources.
The professor who is working toward solution3 for many of ''°`'
these problems encourages his students to become community
activists and they are seen and heard'not only seminars but
itt ghetto pities and community projects and discusses the
Negro'es-plight. the needs of the poor, and several rehabilita-
tion projects. 4Fi?

127774 'University of Indianai Audiovisual Centdr..Bloorning-
ton, IN 47401 (812.337-8087) lUV.(12)57.25 (S)S150 Gilbert
Harrison. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1968.

Presen the opinions of Gilbert A. Harrison. one of the
most i uendal voices of the democratic left . Harrison,
discuss s the demise of the Johnsonian consensus. America's
political priorities (especially me problem of the the
merits of the probable presidential nominees in 1968%,and his
°pillion as to the futility of the war in Vietnam.

127832 University of Indiana. AudiovietUal Center. Blooming- .
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-80871 IUV (R)Sli (§)S240 No Hiding
Place. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968_

A study of the tensions which divide the Negro _and White
communities-in a typics#American suburban town. Represen-
tative citizens including ghetto youths, housewives, the loCal
NAACP president, an alderman, and others, both White and
Black. are interviewed to reveal their opinions concerning the
racial problems in their town. The need for and the difficulty
tiVachieving a better Understanding between the community's
Negroes and Whites is the common concern of all those inter-
victved.

128233 Time-Lif i , 43 West 16th Street. Ncw York. NY
10011 (212. 691-2930 T-L (10$30 (S)5200 The Children Were
Watching, 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

A six-year-old Negro girl enters the first integrated whip! in
New Orleans The child's point of view unfolds in thrN film
essay

128239 Time-Life Films. 43 West 16th Street, New Yor
10011 (212. 691-2930) (R)S35 (S)5350 The Equation of
Murder. 16mm optical color 32 min 1969



On Mental Its'alth
. . .

- In an examination of the causes of murder, three murderers
tell their stories, and the subject is discussed by psychologists,
psychiatristi, criminologists, sociologists, geneticists, and
economists. It is shown that only one-third of all murderers
are insane, that the rest are normal but kill when the Situation
is extreme, that social factors (poverty, racial conflicts,
etc.)count in the percentage of murders in-society, and that no
adtual murder takes place until it has been committed ih fan-
tasy. The experts state the equation of murder: heredity + life
experience + circumstances of the moment. The question is
asked if, knowing the equation, whether murder, can be

J\s. prevented. A number of experts in the study believe that it
can.

126256 Time-Life Films, 43" West 16th.StreeCNew York, Y
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S25 (S)$250 A Man Apart The
Murderer. 16mm optical B&W 35 min 1971.

Murde; is explored in a film which shows interviews of ac-
tual murderers as well as families and friends of both mur-
derers and victims. The viewpoint of convicted murderers who
tia4e been paroled is also shown. Facts are given about nun.,
derers in general: one third commit suicide, one third are
found insane, and one sixth have their crime reduced to man-
slaughter on the grounds of mental incompetence. More than
half of all murderers kill someone in their own-family. and in
many other cases the murderer and the victim know each
other.

..
' 128252 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY

0 10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (S)S300 Mixed Marriages.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1971.

Several couples involved in mixed marriages .- marriages
between a man and woman of different races -- are shown,
with focus on accompanying trouble and problems. Attitudes
of families are revealed. Each of the five couples studied are
working out a different solution, needing more than normal
strength, love, and loyalty to survive indignities, especially
when they have Children. The film shows families Who must
snake a special adjustment to avoid alienating their own child
as well as their child's mate. It questions tJie success of future
elimination of bigotry and racial discrimination.,

128274 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston. IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)513 The Generation 'Gap. 16Mm
optical B&W 30 min 1970.

Part of a course in grPwth and development in the adult,
year-s, the film studies the'generation gap. Guests from widely
varied age groups discuss themselves and their beliefs, giving
insights into the communication breakdown between genera-
dons and examples of ways in' which people of different age
groups respond to change: .

128276 Video Nursing Inc.. 2834 Central Street. Evanston. IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR; (R)S13 Does Old Mean poor?.16mm
optical B&W 30 min 1970.

Part of a course on growth and development in the adult
years, the film focuses on the realities of living on a'fixeti in-
come: problems the aged face in relation to food, housing.
recreation, clothing, health services, and how they are handled
with limited finances. i

130237 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$12.25 The. Advocates: On
Abortion at Will in the First Twelve Weeks. 16mm optical
B&W 57 min 1970.

29
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The overall object of legalized abortion during the first 12
weeks of pregdancy is treated including both favorable and un-
favorable points of view. Points out that intreased accessibili-
ty of abortion would decrease the number of unwanted-chil-
dren. many of whom presently become socially maladjusted or
mentally ill. Opposes legalized abortion in that the embryo is a
human being, even though it cannot independently sustain life.
'and that often women only think they want an abortion_
Emphasizes that most abortions are sought by married women_

130240 UniVersity of Indianii, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812:337-8087) my (R)$12 Alone in the Midst of
the Land. %6mm optical color 24 min 1970_

A futuristic view is presented of the effect of man's destruc-

e protected2020 A.D. ptected 15y a suit designed to eliminate
n and waste on his environment. Describes the last man on

any chance of contact with the world's deadly poisoned air.
water, and soil. Uses flashbacks to the world of 1970 to ex-
amine man's apathetic attitude to environmental destruction.

130245 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47.401 k812-337-8087) WV (R1S8.50 Ark. 16mm optical
color 20 min K970.

In an attempt to emptatize the present crisis of environmen-
tal pollutiot 1. dramatization is presented of a poem by Rolf
Forsberg describing a one man attempt to protect a pond by
enclosing it in a greenhouse. Presents the gas masked, sound

protected, plastic shielded Noah collecting pond samples, two
by two. Poi s out that such an attempt fails because the poi.
lution probl requires the involvement of the entire-society.

130248 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV iRi$12.25 The Black Woman.
16mm optical B&W 52 min 1970.1

A discussion is presented by several noted Black' women. in-
cluding Nikki Giovanni. Lena Home, Bibi Amina Baraka. and
others, concerning their role in contemporary society and the
problems they confront Focuses on the relationship of Black
women to Blikk men. White society. and the liberation strug-
gle. The problem is further illustrated by singer Roberta Flack.
dancer Loretta Abbott, and poetess Nikki Giovanni_

130260 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (81111337-8087) WV (R)$13.50 El Teatro Cam.
pesino. 16nun optical B&W 61 min 1970_

A history of El Teatro Campesino (the theater of the farm-
workers) is presented from its beginning in the fields by boost-
ing the niorale of striking Mexican - American :fartrivrorkers and
winning over non-strikers. to its present role as theater coin-

Tided to social change on a broad front, Explains that the
theater presents plays and music stressing the relationship
between economic advancement and the political solidarity of
the Chicanos_ Includes exaniples, of the .group performing
niusieal numbers. a satirical skit, a puppet show, and an ex-
cerpt from a full-length play_

130266 University of Indiana. Aulhovisual Center. Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S13.50 Gandhi's India.

:16mm optical B&W 58 min 1969.

An examination is made of the life of Mohandas
Karemehand (Matiatmai Gandhi (1869-1948) and his influence
on present day India. Tells how Gandhi. the prophet of non-
eiolvice, believed in the goodness and equality of all men.
Presents Gandhi's stratep of civil disobedience to aecomplish
peaceful change and 'eliminate the gap between classes in
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society. Follows Gandhi from law school in London to jail in
South Africa in 1908, including his, struggle against the British
governnient in India. Includes`interviews with Gandhi, his as-
sociates. followers, and others_

130273 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton; IN 47401 (812-337,-8087) IUV (R)$6.75 VII Never Get Her
Back. 16mm optical B&W 23 min 1969.

The feelings and impressions of-a young unwed mother who
is giving her baby up for adoption are documented: Reveals
her involvement with'the father of the child, her adjustment to
her temporary residence in a home for unwed mothers, her
awareness of the child's prenatal development, social scorn.
and the loneliness of bearing a child which must be given
away.

130275 University of Indiana. Audiovisual, Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S10 Inner City Dweller:
Health Care. 16mm optical color 23 min 1971.

A record is presented of the long periods of waiting and
dehumanizing procedures a young mother from an inner-city
must contend with to receive routine medical treatment for.her
child through`welfare. Shows the woman being offered a,,job
as an aide with a neighborhood health clinic, making home
visits, and acting as a liaison between the comminity and the
professional staff of the clinic. Stresses that although the
urban center of a city is the most densely populated, it is the
outlying and -saburban.areas which have most of_dy health
care facilities.

130276 University of -Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)$475 Is It Always Right
to Be Right? 16mm optical color 8 min 1970.

A discussion is presented of the major cause of divisiveness'
in society: man's refusal to believe that he could be wrong in
his opinions and beliefs. A parable is constructed about a land
where only a coward admitted he was wrifg turd the division
is shown which occurred bdtween various groups the young
and old, teachers and legislators. Blacks and Whites. Con-
cludes with one person's admission that perhaps he could be
wrong, which initially bridged the division.

0130277 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. .IN 47401 (812-337-8087). IUV (R)S6 It's Nation Time.
16mm optical B&W 21 min 1970.

The themes of nationalism and Pan-Africanism are examined
as they appear in present day American society. Suggestions
and opinions are offered by pro ?est movement leaders such as
Leroi Jones, Julian B,ond, Richard Hatcher, Jesse Jackson,
and Louis Farrakhan. Describes workshops on Black political
liberation, creativity, education, and history. Presents per-
formance by several well known Black musical groups.

130279 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)8.75 Jamaicans in Lon-
don. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970_

The feelings and reactions of the people in a racially tens&
area of London upon encountering a Black Jamaican girl with
a White boy companion, whose father is an anti-Negro or-'
ganizer, arc contrasted. Describes the near tragic results this
friendship has on the children's parents. Shows the children's
acceptance of each other, which ultimately causes the parents
to reexamine their racial attitudes

186
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130285 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)S6 Let the Rain Settle
16min optical color 13 min 1970.

The experiences of a White man and his 11-year-old son are
presented as car trouble forces them into a rural Southern
Negri" family environment. Describes the boy's reactions. ex-
periences, and attitudes during his stay, and relates his
feelings to'those of the Negro boy and his grandparents. Por-
trays a Southern White's reaction to the situation ands.the
boy's reaction to the Southerner's copunents_

130287 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, lilooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812 -337 -8087) IUV (R)Si_75 'Martin
King, Jr.: From Montgomery to Memphis. 16mm optical B&W
26 min 1969.

The career of Or. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the an-
tiviolent Civil Rights Movement under his leadershito is sur-
veyed from the 1955 -56 bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama
to Dr. King's assassination in Memphis, Tennessee. Uses exi
cerpts from Dr. King's speeches and describes major civil
rights marches in Montgomery, Birmingham, Washington,
Selma, Chicago. and Memphis to convey the essence of the
man. and the movement. Points out that Dr. King's philosophy
was based on brotherly hive% national reconciliation, and ful-
fillment. Reveals that the object of his efforts was to save
both Blacks and Whites-from the tragic consequences of facial
hate_

130288 University of Indiana: Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)S9 Maybe Tomorrow.
16mm optical color 19 min 1%9.

A romance betweeil a Black, eighth grai)e girl and a' White
high'school boy is explored in terms of its implications in the
Black commanity. -Reveals that the girl feels intimidated by
youths her own age and finally decides that she is no conger
free to see the boy.

130292- University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) WV (R)$13.50 The New South.
16mm optical B&W 58 nun 1972.

A survey of opinions of both Black and White Georgian
citizens are presented on such topics as racism, pollution. edu-
cation, Black electoral struggles, and poverty Reports that
people are being forced from rural areas into cities where they
are unable earn a decent wage and living conditions are deteri-
orating. Examines students' views on school integration and
presents the views of a civil rights leader as related to the
goals of voter regiStration.

130295 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S11_50 Of Broccoli and
Pelicans and Celery and Seals. Our Vanishing Wilderness Se-
ries. 16gun optical color 30 min 1970.

An attempt is made to show how pesticides used on the Ox-
nard Plain in California are destroying map's environment and
chances for survival. Follows the pesticides as they arc
washed to the sea, where they contaminate fish -- a food
source for birds, seals, and man. Illustrates thd imbalances
DDT causes in nature by describing mother sea lions battering
and killing their cubs and-pelican eggs breaking because of im-
proper calcium production. Informs that DDT derivates are
toxic, stable for up to twenty years and accumulate in the
fatty tissues of all living things. Points out that DDT starts and
ends with man.
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1302% University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton. IN 47401- (812-337-8087) IUV (R) $6 The $100,000.00 Mla-
itaderstanding. 16mm optical B&W 19 min 1971.

A description is provided of the activities of the Inner City
Business Improvedient Fordm (ICBM of Detroit, a nonprofit.
Black controlled economic development, group, which has
aided over 100 medium and large manufacturing businesses.
Indicates that ICBIF requires the businesses it Inds to reinvest
their profits in Black and poor commnities. Relates that the
ICBIF was established following theetroit civil disorders in
1467, when a group of Black leadets were refused $100,000.in
aid, charging that there were too many strings attached.

130258 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Bldoming-
ton, IN747401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R) $9 The Orange and the
Green, First Tuesday Series. 16mm optical 22 min. 1969

The irrational hatred and brutality existing between
Catholics and Protestants in Ulster, Northern Ireland is
described, showing prejudice caused by a lack of understand-
ing. Political - social division and strife is seen as the result of
a perpetuated religious hatred *nd mistrust. Provides historical
and ret.ent background infoitnation on the causes of these
crises of the late 1960's in thit area.

130301 University of Indark' Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-3374057) IUV (R)$11.50 Promise City.

16mm optical color 30 ini#1972.
,

1972.

The slow economic dliath of Promise City, an Iowa farming
community, is explorenOtiessing that these small farmers can
no longer make a living.o..,Observes that 50% of the town's
diminishing populationi# over the age ole55 and that they are
without a physician'or,irn department. Records the residents'
reflections upon the t arn's part history and notes that some
believe current econornie conditions ate worse their those
which existed durinithe depression.

4
130302 Universitt: 1 Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (814- 37-8087) IUV (R)$7 Protest: Black Power.
16inni optical colOr13 min 1969. . .

Ekcerpts from itioecnes and interviews of leading Black ac-
tiVists are present ad to exemplify the various components of
'Black Power'. RangeS from discussion of Black separation
and, violence ttig"&nitololent integration. Interview Adam
Clayton Powell, ;;Stokely Carmichael, Mohammed Ali, Floyd
McKissick, Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, Jr.,Whitney
Yore, H. Rap Brown, Dick Gregory, and Eldridge Cleaver.

f

130301 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 012.337-8087) ILI.V. (R)$5.25 Rank and File
16mm optical B&W 15 min 1970. .

Discrimination within the rank and file membership of labor
unions toward minority groups is reported. Stresses that
through this practice the existing power structure is perpetu-
ated. Notes that minotities in the New York local of the
Transport Workers Union sic trying to overcome discrimina-
tion by forming their own union: Indicates that although the
TWU organizes on Transit Authority property, other groups
are not allowed to do so.

130309 .University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-

ton. IN 474 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)S8 Search and Privacy.
BM of Rights airs 16mm optical color 22 min 1969.

Three episodes are presented to highlight the dual tole of
police in apprehending criminals and at the same time protect
an individual's rights from unreasonable search and invasion

r ,
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of privacy. Focuses on a suspected narcotics peddler and ef-
forts by police to make an arrest. Questions the reasonable-
nesseof search and the use of electronic surveillance.

130312 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV 0057.75 The South: Roots of
the Urban Crisis. 16mm optical B&W 26 min 1969.

An illustration is presented Of how. the. cyclical pattern
which links poverty to violence has,, many of its roots in the
American South. Describes how increased industrialization has
resulted in fewer agricultural jobs and a continuing deprivation
in housing and education. Shows complex problems encoun-
tered when poor Southerners migrate North-and discusses the
need for job training in the South.

134251 New York ,Uniyersity Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY. 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)514
(S)5210 Song for My Sister. !faun optical B&W 45 min 1969.

A 'teeny - hopper' and her brother are shown in their wan-
dckings through New York City. The film is useful for
sociological study and understanding of the alienated.

134281 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607

New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202-
483-4633) APG (R)525,,(S)S250 Student Unrest: The Climate of
Protest, Part I (E. J. Shoben, Jr.). 16mm optical color 30 min
1969.

E. J. Shoben outlines his analysis of the causes. for the
breakdown of the universities' traditional self-sufficiency and
right to deal internally with their problems. In the current per-
spective of surface calm on campus, his analysis of the forces
which fomented student unrest and his suggestions for educa-
tion reform and faculty responsibilities are especially informa-
tive.

197

134282 Americiuf Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607

New Himpshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202-
483- 4633)` APG (R)S25 (S)$250 Student Unrest: The Climate of
Protest, Part 11 (E.: J. Shoben). 16mm optical color 35 min 1969.

Part two of an examination of student unrest and protest
deals with the changing nature of the student population, types
of students, the university, and the outside community. r. J.
Shoben talks about the increased politicization of issues on
college campuses, the increasing involvement of state legisla-
tures or governors in the affairs of state universities; and he
analyzes the effects of such political involvemei. A summary
presents the changes universities must make to,continue their
important contribution to society.

134287 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202 -
483.4633) APG (R1$25 (S)$200 This Student Generation; Con-
flict and Commitment, Part I (Kenneth Keniston). 16mm optical
B&W 25 min li69.

In an examination of problems and conflicts of the student
generation, Kenneth Keniston states that campus activists' be-
liefs result .from their relationship to the larger society. He
discusses the student in relation to today's society: the values,
interests, and philosophy underlying student unrest.

134288 American Personnel and Guidance Asspciation, 1607

New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202-

483- 4633) APG (R)$25 (5)5200 This student Generation: Con-
flict and Commitment, Part II (Kenneth Ken11op). 16mm opti-
cal B&W 35 min 1969.
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A panel questions Kenneth Keniston on student conflict and
commitment. He bases his assessment of problems affecting
the campus on long intimate personal contact. Specific .
problein areas are described: the radical movement on the
campuses; drug abuse; Black militancy; student violence; and
the alienated, uncommitted student.

134305 Magus Films, Inc., 777 Third Ave., New Yorie, NY
10017 (212-758-3670) MFI (S)$125 Crisis Intervention: Pregnan-
cy. 16mm optical B&W 10 min 1972.

A pregnant teenage girl is shown, confused and frightened,
who does not know where to turn or what.tcr de and cads a
crisis intervention hotline for help.

134307 Magus Films, Inc.. 777 Third Ave.. New York. NY
10017 (212-758-3670) MFI (S)$125 Crisis Intervention: Bor5G1r1
Relationships. 16Inm optical B&W 10 min 1972.

Crisis intervention is shown in a boy - girl relationship as a
15 -year -old considers using sex to keep her boyfriend, The
hotline listener enables her to examine hec feelings and to ver-
balize many of her concerns.

134300 Magus Films, Inc., 777 Third Aye.. New- YOrk, NY
1001.7 (212-758-3670) MFI (S)$125 Crisis Intervention: Ru-
naway. 16mm optical B&W 10 min 1972.

Crisis intervention is shown in the case of a runaway. A
teenager tired of being a pawn between her separated parents.
considers running away as., the only soiutiqn. 1)c' hotline
listener tries to assist her in thinking out other alternatives.

1 McGraw Hill Book Co.. College and University Divi-
sion. htstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700,x5591) MGH (R)511
(S)$260 The km Is Life. I6nun optical color 29 min 1969.*

v t birth control program, supported by the United
Nations, is described. The film focuses on a village where free
contraceptive information is supplied, and shows a vasectomy.
the method of conjraception that has proven most successful
in India to date.

134997 McGraw Hill Book Co.. College and University Divi-
sion. Hightstown, NJ 08520 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(R)S12.50 (S)$150 A Place of My Own. 16mm optical color 11
Min 1969.

The film`-show a family's crowded apartment in which there
is no private place for a young girl. She finally finds (Inc
unused spot and makes dint.) a 'place of my own.'

137531 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma' Informa-
tion. Inc., 485 Main St,, Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ea. Contemporary Issues in American Society. AT I 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min ea, 1972.

Contemporary issues in American society are analyzed in 12
parts, focusing on social and health problems that challenges
the nation's adult and youth population.`Adenation, drugs, and
new sexual phenomena common to the modern age are ex-
amined, as well as the crime problem and' its allied areas of
violence, suicide. homicide, riots and war. Specificitopics in-
elude: (1) America: Corruption, Mediocrity, and Alienation. (2)
Drugs, What They Are and What Are the Real Problems. (3)
The Sex Re4/otution. (4) The Crime Problem. (5) Why People
Use Drugs (Alcohol, Marihuana and Others) and What to Do
About It. (6) The Youth Scene. (7) Education for What? (8)
Health Care. (9) The Myth Of (Community) Mental Health.
(10) Violence: Suicide. Homicide. Riots and War. (II) Bu-
reaucracy as a Social Problem and the Organization Man as
Deviant. (12) The Future: New Institutions, and New People.

Selitchid Audiovisual.

1375311 Behavioral Sciances Tape Library, cio Sigma Inform*
Lion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201 - 947.4154) BST
(S)56.95 ca. Compassion: Toward a Science of Value. AT 1 7/
IPS-cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

The role of compassion in philosophy and religion ands the
function of value systems in signifidant and diverse areas of
modern society are examined ih 12 parts. Topics ineltide; (I)
Introduction - Compassion in Great Philosophies and Reli-
gions. (2) Philosphies of ,Idan and Value Scientific Methodi.
(3) Humanistic and Positivist Philosophies of Science.. (4)
Value-Analyses of Political Ideologies., (5).ExistenCe The.nry of

'Personalitj Empirical Studies of the SClf Concept. (6) Ex-
traversion and Neuroticism' Origins of Personality Traits and
Social Attitudes. (7)ItchaViorism and Psychoanalysis .- Cogni-
tive Styles, Contents. and Origins. (8) Knowledge of Values
Authoritarian Personality. (9) Military - Industrial Personality -
- Compassion vs. Compulsion. (10) Niftservative versus Radi-
cal Behaviors Militarists vs. Pacifist$43ehaviora. (II) Otani-
dye Consistency -- Psychosocial Isomorphism. (12) Facts,
Practices.Thectries. and Values -- A Value Theory of Truth.

137545 Behavioral Sciencei(fape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc,. 485 Main St., Ft: Lee. NJ 0704 (201- 947 -4i54) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. Contemporary Psycho-social lams. AT 17(8 IPS
cassette 60 min ea., 1972.

Psychiatric, psychitahalytic, and sociological investigations
in contemporary esychosocial issues, such as racism.
marihuana, and encounter groups, arc reviewed in 12 parts.
Topics include: (1)`1 of Racial Conflicts,
(2) Character Types and Political Action. (3) Radical In-
terpretation of Psychoanalysis. (4) The Role of the Psychiatrist
on the College Campus. (5) Psychoanalysis and Unconscious
Racism.' (6) Sexual Behavior and the Law. (7) Therapeutic..
Educational and Recreational-Expressive Uses of Oroups: The
Behavioral Scientist's Perspective. (8) The-Dying Patient. (9)
The Behavioral Revolution in Psychiatry and Psychology. (10)
Marijuana: A Review of Research. (I I) Legal and Behavioral
Perspectives on Privacy_ (12) A Model of Psychohistorical
Change.
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137552 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc_ 485 Main St.. Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)56,95 ea. Aggression, Hostility .and Violence. AT 17/8 IPS
cassette 60 nun ea.. 1973.

The psychodynamics of aggression, hostility. and 'violence
are examined in three parts and case history material
presented. Topics include: (I) A Tape-Recorded Murder and
Psychodynamics -- Part I. (2) Psychodynamics Part's 2 and 3.
(3) Psychodynamics -- Part 4 and Case Illustrations and
Recommendations.

137553 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lcc, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ca. Female " Stereotypes and Social Change. AT I 7/8
IRS cassette 60 min ea., 1973 -

A three-part discussion is presented of female stereotypes
and social change. Topics include: (I) Women's Magazine Fic-
tion (in two =parts). (2) Organizing Women: Professional
Women and Housewives.

137559 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion. Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lcc, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ca. The New Feminism. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 60 min
ca. 1973.

.$
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An overview the history and goals of the Women's
Liberation Move and its predecessors is 'presented in
three parts, with en yds of sexism as found in modem
Western :society. T s include: (1) History of the Women's
Movement Technological Change The Immediate doals of
the Women's Movement. (2) Toward an Understanding of Sex-
ism (in two parts).

13750 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Inform-
don, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-047-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Emetissal Casualties of Vietnam (part 1). AT 17/8 IPS
cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Solomon, of the Stamford University School of
Medicine, discusses topics relevant to emotional casualties in
veterans of the Vietnam Wu.

137579 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Roraima Casualties if Vietnam (pert 2). AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Solomon, of the Stamford University School of
Medicine, discusses topics relevant to emotional casualties in
veterans of the Vietnam War.

131577 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informs-
lien, Inc., 485 Main St., litt Lee, NJ 07024 (201447-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 The Biology of %dal. Aggression. AT 1 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 Min. 1913.

'Dr. J. P. Scott discusses the biblogical aspects of social ag-
gression.

137583 Behavioral Sciences Tape Libiary, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201,-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Conamihni the Radical Student. AT 17 /8 IPS cassette
60 min, 1973.

Dr. Arthur Nikelly, of the University of Illinois, discusses
topics relevant to counseling of the radical' student.

137587 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main,,St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 *Psychotherapy and Women's Liberation. AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min, 1973.

Stephanie Miller, a psychiatric worker at the Community
Center for Mental Health in Dumont, New Jersey. diicusses
topics relevant to psychotherapy and Women's Liberation.

137601 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St!, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S30 Blue -Collar Trap. 16mm optical color 51 min, 1972.

The life styles, politics, views, and frustrations of young
blue collar workers in the U.S. are examined.

1,17604 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley,, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S14 51 Parcae. 16mm optical color 25 min, 1972.

Three episodes. are preiented, each portraying a different
aspect of prejudice toward women in business. They are
designed to convince management (presumably men) that
women should be given equal opportunity to attain managerial
positions.

137607 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (41$e642-0460) EMC
-(R)S34 HOW to Make a Wonsan. 16mm optical color 58 min,
1972.

137640

The difficulties facing a woman who wishes to create her
own identity in a male supremacist society aro depicted via
drama and symbolism. A 'Merit -Sade-like' style is used, to
'how how two men use typical manipulative stratagems and
put-downs to mold a pair of women into various submissive
roles, such is 'big mama', 'sweet little girl', 'happy
housewife!, 'sexual tigress', and 'nagging shrew'.

"137615 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 6424460) EMC
(1)$12 Virginia Woolf: The Moment Wbole.6:nrn optical color
10 min, 1972.

Selected passages from Virginia Woolts writings are
analyzed to convey her concept of woman and to articulate
the problems and pressures of being a woman writer. The per-
sonality of the artist is also examined, including her feminist
ideas.
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137616 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S22 Whet's rho Metier with Alice? 16mm optical color 25
min, 1972.

The issues' of career advancement, upward mobility, and
equal opportunity for minorities and women are examined. An
office situation is described in which a bright young Black
woman who is an excellent worker decides to quit as well as
how her.supervisor, when he tries to determine her ,motives
for leaving, learns that his own unconscious refusal to advance
her to a more Chellenging and rewarding position has caused
her to seek work elsewhere.

137637 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plata, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S13
(S)$275 Japan: Planned Parenthood / Planned Nationhood.
16nun'optical color 24 min, 1971.

Discusses Japan as a military power. The change from con-
stitutional pacifism is based on several factors, but it is rooted.,
in Japan's economy. In tile period since World War II Japan
has achieved political stability and controlled its most pressing
social problem, overpopulation. Population planning has
worked so well that a developing labor shortage and fewer
consumers dutisaten to slow the growth of Japan's heretofore
expanding economy. Japan's economic planners are turning to
increased military produttlon as the answer. A new emphasis
on a more powerful self-defense force requires x selling job to
change attitudes of the Japanese people toward war. Yet. since
the Japanese were sold on birth control, they could probably
be resold on war.

137639 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S13
(S)$275 The Angry Prophet: Frederick Douglass 16mm optical
color 24 min, 1970.

Discusses Frederick Douai:els who was
i

perhaps .the leading
Black spokesman of his time. Freed from slavery in the years
before the-Civil War, he soon became an eloquent spokesnian
for the abolitionist movement. He continued his campaign for
equal rights until his death in 1894.

137640 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Playa, New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S10
(S)S180 The Abandonment of the Cities. I6nun optical color 11
min. 1971.

Cleveland, St. Louis, and New York stand as examples of a
growing phenomenon - the abandonment of the cities. Large
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areas of most urban centers are becoming desollito Wastelands
of empty stares and buildings' which arc hostile to life.
Landlords do not care. tenants are too, discouraged to
renovate. merchants are too fearful to remain. and as a result
urban neighbOrhoods deteriorate. Lack of concern and lack of
funds constitute thc ghetto syndrome. The cyclOyf despair has
made these areas almost hopeless.

137641 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. Now York.. NY 10020 (212-CI-1-8300) NBC (R)S13
(S)S275 Abortion: London's Dilemma. 16mm optical color 22
mio. 1969.

'Discusses abortion which has become a big business in En-
gland. where 5.000 abortions arc performed over year.
Because of its liberal laws and fine medical facilities. London
is rapidly becoming thc `world's abortion capital. Abortion has
become such' a simple procedure. bdth surgically and legally
that many people are questioning thc morality of its case. yet.
the women who go there feel it is the best solution for a dif-
ficult problem.

137644 NBC Educational Enterprises the.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. Ncw York. NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)SI5
(S)S330 The Get Rich from the Poor. 16mm optical color 27
min. 1970.

Exammes gambling and narcotics as they are linked to the
organized underworld and to the pocrty of the 'ghetto. Points
out that a lot df money can be made in poor neighborhoods by
exploiting people's hopes and streams with thc numbers dicket
and other forms of gambling. Through labor racketeering and
'by using gambling profits to ply the narcotics trade. organized
crime further debilitates and corrupts the communit*y

137645 ,N130 Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plow. New York. NY 10020 (212-C1-7-8300) NBC (R)S25

t IS3500 The View from CIty. Hall. 16mm optical color 17 min.
1968

Focuses on the problems of Boston as a microcosm of all
metropolitan LIMPS Boston's Mayor Kevin White tells what it
is like to be mayor of a large city where there are too many
problems and to little time to solve them, when responsibility
outstnps authority, when urgency demands immedilne answers
but complex situations defy quick solutions-

137647 NBC Edvational Enterpriks. Inc, 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. New York. NY 10020 (212-C1-74300i NBC ilt.417
(S)S365 VD: A Plague on Our House. 16mm optical color 35
min. 1970

Discusses gonorrhea and syphilis as a publicly unrecognized
plague. Pottit4 out that ignorance and rear or social stigma
often prevent the afflicted from seeking treatment, although
treatment is sure and nearly painless. Parents and scx educa-
tion courses do not sttess the danger enough; or worse, they
ignore venereal disease completely. Many factors. including
young people's changing attitudes toward sex, confidence in
antibiotics. and new methods or birth control have made thc
number or cases rise dramatically each year

137648 NBC Educational Enterprises' Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. New York. NY 10020 (212-CI.7-8300) NBC illi$10
i5t$135 Tumult. Turmoil, and Turbulence. Rimm optical B&W
13 min. 1969

Considers the civil rights movement with its primary empha-
sis on nonviolence The movement gave way to militant unrest
during thc 1960's. The change from Birmingham in 1963 to
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Cornell in 1969 is noted and predictions for the future arc
made.

137454 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc*. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, Now York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S10
(S)5240 A nem of the Action. 16mm optical color 17 min, 1968.

Considers the problem of poverty in the Black ghettos of
Detroit. where 43 Americans were killed and 386 injured in the
rioting that completely hut down the city. The riot 'generatod
response from industry and ,government spawned actual,
concrete programs for training workers. creating jobs and
business opportunities.

137655 NBC Educational Enterprises Inci, 30 ,Rockefeller
Plat/a. Ncw York. NY 10920 (212--C1-7-8300l NBC (R)SI5
(S)S330 Oh Woodatockx 16mm optical color 26 min. 1969.

Considers thc generation gap with the Woodstock Rock
Festival. First, a group of five young people who had been to

'the festival cortunent on it. Second, it,is commented on by five
adults (all professionals) whose views provide many thoughtful
contrasts.

1376511 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, Ncw York', NY 10020 (212;0-7-8300) NBC (R)SI5
(S)S330 The Moat Hated ,Man. In New Mexico. 16mm optical
-color 29 min. 1969.

Presents Rcis Tilerina.,originally a migrant farm worker and
itinerant preacher who has become a spokesman for The
southwest poor. Arriba County in northern Ncw Mexico is
a rural ghetto and a cultural backwater. There. Mexican-Amer-
ican people who arc proud yct shockingly poor live on food
stamps. welfare, and dreams. The man whoa fosters these
dreams and brings hbpc to these desperate pcoplc is -Rcis
Tijcrina. Tijcrina has moved from obscurity to prominence
among those interested in liberal causes. Yet. thc people of
Rio Arriba County arc still poor and landless. and thcir dreams
arc still only dreams.

137659 NBC Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. Ncw York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S10
(S)S135 A Little Younger / A Little Older. l(mm optical B&W
14 min. 1969.

Discusses thc youth revolution which was brooght about by
the first generation of television children. AffluOnce. mobility.
political interest. drugs. and the pursuit of pleasure wcrc all a
part of this change. The young became style setters whose in-
fluence was felt in all areas of American society.

137667 NBC 1 Educational Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. Ncw York. NY 101.120 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)SI5
(S)$330 A Block In Harlem. 16mm optical color 26 min. 1969.

A report on a five year. six million dollar experiment in
rehabilitation that was undertaken on one block in Harlem -
114th Strcct bctccn 7th and 8th Avenues. The program called
for renovation of 38 rat infested te cment houses and reha-
bilitation of thc lives of the 1900 pc le who lived in them.

137669 NBC Educatiohal Enterprises Inc.. 30 Rockefeller
Plaza. Ncw York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)S15
(S)S330 A flank Coiled Freedom. 16mm optical color 26 min,
1968

A report on the Attasoling and day to day operation of the
Black, owned FrectI4m National Bank in Harlem and
Brooklyn's Bedford-Sluyvesant arca. With loans to business-
men. mortgage help. and advances to purchase cooperatives.
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this bank-plays'a unique role in helping to build the confidence
of the community.

13761._ National Instiuctional Television Center, Box A,
Bloornimiton, IN 47401 ,(817-337-87J4) NIT (S)S150 ...But
Names. Will Never Huita 16mm optical color 15 min, 1973. -

Helps .students recognize and deal' with incidents of preju-
&de and discrimination. An English-Canadian boy, in suaden
anger, calls, a young French-Canadian a dirty French frog and
'then comes to realize how prejudice separates ohe person
from another and affects the feelings of everyone involved.

1376890 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book ,Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(S)S11 Wonsanpower: An Underutilized-Resource. AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette.31 min, 1969.

A description of the conspicuous underusc of women in the
American labor force.

137707 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)$170 Vote Power. 16mm optical
color 14 mjn,1969.

Dc
individ
bility to
machine,
situation.

trates the power of the vote - the importance of the
to understand his privilege - and' society's responsi-
otect this right until the voter is inside the voting

tfoutside pressures. Depicts an inner city

137708 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)$510 Negroes Next Door. 16mm
°Neal color 53 min, 1969.

Presents a story of what -happens when a Negro 'family
moves into a White 'neighborhood. The reactions of the
neighbors when a house in an all White neighborhood is sold
to' a Negro family, the for sale signs that go up all over the
block, the problems of the Negro boy in an all White school,

ripresent a case study on segregation. Hypocrisies are exposed
and problems brought to light. -

137725 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
shy Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, .330 'West 42nd
Street, Ncw York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(S)SI I Sociology; A Bridge Between the Sciences and the Hu-
muskies, AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 20 min, 1968.

The theory that sociology is a bridge between the sciences
and the humanities is exemplified in terms of human master
works, from Plato to the contemporary workers.

137720,,,,New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, Ncw York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(S)S11 Computers and Man's Freedom. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette
45 min, 1969.

Man has created mechanical constructs with human quali-
ties. Discussion of problems and benefits thus created-

137735 Ncw Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330' West 42nd
Street, New' York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(5)511 Housing. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 37 min, 1970=

A presentation of the pitfalls and controversies across the
urban housing scene.
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1y7738 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036 (609- 448 -1700- x5591) MGH
(5)511 The University and the City. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 42
min, 1970.

Reciprocal relationship between the university and the sur:
rounding city as well as the university as a.eity itself. -

137740 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw -Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd

treet, Ncw' York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
)S11 City Government. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 36 min. 1970.

. Mr. Frank Barney discusses economics, HUD, metropolitan
planning and other new teclunqueb, decentralization efforts
and racial problems,

137741 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-HQ Book. Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(S)S11 Social Stress and Urban Violence. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette
22 ntin, 1968. t

An analysis of the psychosociological stresses felt by
Negroes in urban ghettos' relating this issue to rioting and a
consideration of remedial measures. . .

... "; .

137742 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company; 330 West 42nd
Street, Ncw York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH
(S)S11 Culture and Recreation:AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 41 min,,
1970.

191

Present and future aims of public recreation facilities in ci-
ties and their use by an even larger audience.

145091 King Screen Productions. 320 Aurora Avenue North,
Seattle, WA 98109 (206-682-3555) KNG (k)S15 (S)5140 Hey,
Caber 16nun optical color 10.5 min 1970

A dramatization of a true experience of Black journalist
who describe's some of the pragmatics of racism. A cab
deliberately 'bypasses the Black man stranded on thc rainswept
curb. Another goes Vs, within splashing distance. A third cab is
finally stopped by a traffic light. The cabbie doesn't want to
chance the ghetto at night; the Black man needs a cab.

145120 Wombat Productions, Inc., 77 Tarrytown Road, White
(Plains, NY 10607 1914-428-6220) ' WOM (R)57 (S)570
Prometheus XX. 16mm-optical color 6 min 1972.

FromCtheus, who once braved the gods to bring the miracle
of fire to man, still lives in the twentieth century and still
brings a'challenge. Man has created many wonders. Again and
again, his fern* imagination has found ways to unleash new
sources of power. Today, within his grasp would seem to lie
the achievements that were once impossible dreams: the illu-
mination of disease, the eradication of poverty, the disap-
pearance of war. And yet again and again in history, man has
misused his opportunities; turned his back 'on challenges.

145122 Wombat Productions, Inc., 77 Tarrytown Road, White
Palins, NY 10607 (914-428-6220) WOM 00519.50 (S)5195 The.
Wrold of Audky Miner. 16mm optical color 15 min 1972.

Shows Audrey Miller a functioning human being at the bot-
tom of the ccobornic ladder. The environment is the vacation
paradise of the Bahamah. Most of Audley"s time is spent
cleaning out the dolphin tank, feeding the fish. There isn't
much time for dreaming and what dreams there are relate to
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survival. Questions at 4hat expenseto society, and themselves
do the disadvantaged learn to cope.

145123 Wonibat Pro ductions, Inc., 77 Tarrytown Rood, White
Plains, NY 10607 (914-428-6220) WOM (R)812 (S)5120
16mm optical color 9 min 1972.

Despite the convenience and efficiency that Push button,
mechanized world provides, it is suggested that society does
not wish to be reduced to tkincorrununicative drones in an in-
creasingly impersonal society. Shows the result of our easy ac-
ceptance of the need for more and more consumer products
upon society's physical and mental well being and upon a per-
son's need for a natural environment in which to survive.
Piesents the less obvious consequences of the national obses-
sion to master the world rather than live in it.

145127 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S23 Trial: Cky and County of Denver Versus Urea R. Wat-
son. Fourth and Final Day, 16mm optical B&W 90 min 1'970.

In a documentary of an lictual courtroom. trial (Lauren R.
Watson, former deputy Minister of 'defense of the Black'.
Panther Party being tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice officer) the closing argun&its for both sides and judge's
instructions to jury, which 'deliberates for two hours are
presented. During deliberation judge,-arresting officer, both at-
torneys, and defendant arc interviewed. Watson states that,
win or lose; verdict means nothing because jury was not com-
posed of his peers, and that if he wins it is only because he
had kgood lawyer an advantage denied to molt poor people.
After -.Verdict of acquittal is returned, some jury members are
also inteliewed to determine why they voted as they did.

145129 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton Si, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) JMC
(11)$23 Trial: City and County of Denier Venus Lauren R.
Watsoa.b Second Day. 16mm optical B&W 90 min 1970.

In a documentary of an actual courtroom trial (Lauren. R.
Watson, former deputy minister of defense of the Black
Panther Party being tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice officer) the exandruition and cross-examination of arrest-
ing officer and a fellow patrolman the only prosecution wit-
nesseii is shown. Defense attorney finds conflicting statements
in the two officers' testimony and tries to prove that Watson
was not resisting'because he twice stopped his car and talked
with police prior to his 'arrest. Discusses amount of [(gee po-
lice have right to use during Arrests.

.

145190 .University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)816 IUV Welfare Revolt. 16mm optical B&W 60 min 1968.

Docurnenti how women on welfare in some -Northern ghet-
tos have tried organizing local unions to change what they
consjder _intolerable conditions. Both Black and White
recipients describe their grievances, and leaders of the move-
ment discuss group pressure and organized demonstrations as
a means of forcing change. rt

141512 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton Si Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 What Harvest for the Reaper? 16mm optical B&W 59
min 1968.*

Follow); a group of farm workers who become caught in a
'System that keeps them perpetually in debt to their employer.
Shows them in Arkansas as a labor recruiter promises good

Ulioctecl Autliirvisu'ols

psti and living 'conditions and then follows them to upstate
New York. The fare for their bus trip is to be deducted from
their wages and this begins a systematic bond of debt that con-
tinues as long as they stay on the farm. Interviews show their
frustration. Growers and processors present their side; their
arguments are refuted by the county human relations commis-
sion.

145162 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R1S16Where la Prejudice? 16mm optical B&W 60 min 1968.

Twelve college students of different races and faiths are
shown participating in a weeklong- workshop arranged to test
-their common avowal that they are not prejudiced. As they
become inyolved in discussions prejudices begin to show.

, Sequences taken throughout the week provide evidence that as
the days pass the students lose muclof.their composure. The
seminar atmosphere turns to confrontation and withdrawal,
demonstrating that donvictions color one's outbid& on the con-
victions of others.

145166 University_ of California, 'Extension Media Center,.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S8 World of Julian Bond. Black Journal Film Series. 16mm
optical B&W 14 min 1969.

Reviews recent career of Julian Bond, member of Georgia
state legislature, following his protest candidacy at 1968
Democratic convention as first Black to be nominated for Vice
Presidency. In interviews and at rallies Bond discusses integra-
tion, educational reform, Black capitalism, community control,
and his reasons for working within the system. Shows him
campaigning in New York for Paul O'Dwyer. a White liberal,
then returning to his political work in Atlanta.,

148781 Filmt Incorporated, 114.4 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (5)5600 Operation Biesdbasket 16mm
optical color 65 min. 1969.

A report of Operation Breadbasket which his obtained
many jobs for Blacks and supported small business men in its
community. Traces the history of Breadbasket since its incep-
tion in 1966 by the Reverend Martin Luther King, who ap-
pointed the Reverend Jesse Jackson as the national director.
Reverend Jackson speaks at the meetings and informally, with
friends, about nonviolence and what the SCLC hopes to
achieve.

148783 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 In-
tegration as Catharsis. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 20 min, 1968.

A discussion of the historic struggle towards unity in in-
tegration.

146791 Ncw Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 1.0036 (609-44801700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 A
Cape for Contempt. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min, 1970.

One of Mr. William Kunstler'i first addresses to a college
audience after the outcome of the Chicago Seven trial.

148795 Ncw Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book ,Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
Ncw York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (5)511 Law
and Ethics: The awe of the American Negro. AT 1 7/8 IPS ens-
set& 52 min. 1968.
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A chronological account, from 17i,h century to 1968, of the
legal and social status of the Negro.

148796 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
shy Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Civil
Methodism*: The Law Is Never Blind. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 23
-min, 1968.

Discussion of merit of discretion, over mechanical legalism,
as the principle guarantee of,a well-ordered Community.

148768 Ncw Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11
Violence. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 45 min, 1970.

Dr. 'John Spispl discusses pskhological motivations and
background of Aolence.

1481114 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York: NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MG (S)S11 Stu-
dents at the Barricades:AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 25 1969.

''Deals *ids the causes of current student unrest.

148818 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Uniyer-
sit; DiVision, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609 - 448 -17Q0 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Cam-
pus Revolutipni Goals and Conflicts. AT 17/8 PPS cassette 29

min, 1969.

Analyzes some of the most important causes of student un-
rest.

148819 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill- Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
Ncw York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) NTH (s)sil The
Tightening Tendon: University and Public. AT I .7/8 IPS cas-
sette 25 min, 1969.

wa

An analysis of rising university activism and some of the
public consequences and how the university can retain the
freedom it requires from a society it critietzes.

148872 Ncw Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 The
Causal Rola of University Officials and the Polka in Student
Ghetto Riots. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 19 min, 1969.

The causes and effects of social disturbances.

148623. Ncw Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Mo-

dves of Rebellion: Comments on the Crisis of Authority Among
Students. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 48 min. 1968.

Focuses in on the close relation between unrest at the
universities and the actual political and social problems of the
time.

148833 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street.
Ncw York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (S)S11 Race
Relations and Community. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 45 min, 1970

Mr. Whitney Young discusses segregation in the context of

housing, jobs and education in cities.
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148864 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(12)$11 Mudd Watts. Dissenters Series. 16mm optical B&W 30

min 1968.
Daniel H. Watts, editor of 'Libman:is' and one of the leading .

theoreticians of Black nationalism in America, is interviewed.
The subjects of the urban riots, the -racist devolution, and -
Semitism, the origins of leaders for the Black power move-
ment, the meaning of Black power, and the role of religion in
the Afro-American community are discussed.

148665 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Faun' St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(k)S17 Cities In Crisis: -What's Happening. 16mm optical color
22 min 1968?

Observes urban spraWl, unplanned growth, and the frenetic
pace of city living and presents a collage of automobile
highways, pulsing neon signs, house smashing bulldozers,
drag-strip drivers, and other aspects of city" life. Looks at the
ghetto poor, the flight to the suburbs, and air pollution, show-
ing the'beauty and ugliness of the urban environment.

148678 .Liane Brandon, 2 1/2 Douglass Street, Cambridge,
MA 02139 LIB (R)S15 (S)S100 Anything You Want To Be.
16mm optical color 8 min 1971.

Reveals the experience of growing up female in a male
doininated world. The heroine is a bright highschool girl who
is, told she can.be anything she wants to be. But when she tries
to run for class'president. she is deflected toward the office of
class 'secretary; she tells the guidance counselor of her ambi.,
tion to become a doctor, she is gently urged to become_a nurse
instead. She fantasizes about her future life, her dreams
become nightmares peopled by the stereotypes created by the
mass media, Can be used as consciousness raising tool for the

...women's Movement as weli as an aid in lief development and
'`inservice training programs in mental health facilities.

1461161 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA` 94720(415-642-11460) EMC
(R)S18 Banks and the Poor. 16riun opticat B&W 59 min 1970.

Exposes role of bank investment and loan practices in main-
taining slums and gjletto.,Reviews .publicity campaign of '80
New York banks that pronaied to create a SI® million
mortgage lending pool to improve ghetto housing a pledge
they failed to fulfill, although bank investment in luxury
resorts increased. Describes treatment of a poor person trying
to get a bank loan, and usurious practices of loan companies
to which poor must turn. Discusses the holder in duo course
doctrine, and reveals conflicts of interest anions certain con -
gre3smen and bank directors.

148884 University oT California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkelby, CA 94720 (415-642.0460) EMC
(R)S18 Black G. 1. Black Journet Film Series. 16mm optical
13&W 55 min 1970.

Studies discrimination against Black servicemen both on and
off military bases. Briefly traces role of Blacks in past wars,
then focuses on Vietnam and disproportionate percentage of
frontline Black troops and casualties. Interviews with Black
soldiers reveal that Whites have fought some Vietnamese to
call Blacks niggers, that certain parts of Saigon arc closed to
them, and that although White soldiers can wear cowboy
clothes and listen to country and western music, dashikis are
often illegal and recorded soul music can start a barracks
brawl. Includes interview with first Black combat general in
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US Army history, and with Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Civil Rights.

148885 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 015-642.0460) EMC
(R)$9 Aunt-odic Museum In the Ghetto. 16mm optical B &W 17

" min 1968.

Describes ilea, a neighborhood museum (a branch of the
Smithsonian Institution) is working to bring beauty and
creativity into Anacostia. a ghetto in Washington DC. Staff
members of the Smithsonian, patrons of Anacostia, and artists
who have exhibited there discuss how they have involved chil-
dren, and a youth explains why the exhibits are not vandal-
ized.

148912 Univcr My of California, Extension Media Center.,,
2223 Fulton 'St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 Confronted. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.

Shows the confrontation of several Northern communities
with the issue of Negro integratiOn in schools, jobs, and hous-
ing. In- Queens, New York, Negroes demonstrate for jobs in
construction work. In Long Island, Ncw York, White citizens
oppose the._ state commissioner's effort to prevent any school
from having more than 50% Negro enrollment. In Chicago, Il-
linois a barber vows he will go out of business if he is required
to cut Negroes' hair, and Whites organize to oppose an open
occupancy ;ordinance. Violence is recorded at Folcroft.
Pennsylvania when a Negro family moves into a previously all
White housing area.

148913 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415- 642 - 0460) EMC
(R)S38 Confrontation. 16mm optical color 81 min 1969.

Uses massive student strike at San Francisco State College
in 1968 as classic example of confrontation in contemporary
urban America. Tells in personal terms how membert of van.
ous groups act and react until all segments of a city's society.
and even the governor of the state, are involved. Not the iitory
of a Black revolt or campus uprising but rather of Whites in
crisis.

148916 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)S16 Color Us Black* 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1968.

The Black man's struggle for his own identity underlies thla
documentary, which covers the student take over of the ad-
ministration building at predominately Black Howard Univers!.
ty in Washington. DC. The four day revolt centers around stu-
dent demands for a more relevant curriculum and one that
does not just reflect the White norm. Followup shows settle-
ment of the rebellion, and includes a short film, produced by
students as part of the new program, depicting a Black - White
romantic triangle.

148920 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415- 642.0460) EMC
(R)S34 Before the Mountain Was Moved, 16mm optical color 58
min 1969. e

Reenacts the struggle of poor Appalachian -landowners to
obtain legislation controlling the strip mining of coal, which
has damaged their home% and farms and polluted the streams.
Focuses on one old man to show that the struggle occurred
within themselves as well as with the powerful and unscrupu-
lous forces opposing them. Documents the need for ordinary
people to band together, and their effectiveness when they do
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148923 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley. CA 94720 (415 -642 -0460) EMC
(R)S9 Civil Disorder: The Kerner Report, Part III. 16mm opti-
cal B&W 24 min I968.

An analysis of the Kerner Report in a panel discussion by
three prominent Black men: Charles V. Hamilton. Black Na.
tionalist leader: Bayard Rustin. long a civil rights leader: and
psychologist Dr. Kenneth Clark. Two basic aspects of the re-
port are considered: action in response to the report; and the
question as to whether there is time to act. The panel mem-
bers. citing reports that were never acted' upon. are pes-
simistic_

148924 University of California, Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-042-0460) EMC
(R)S9 Ovirbisorder: The Kerner Report, Part II. 16n-un optical.
B&W 2S min 1968_--

Discusses civil disordee as presented by the Kerner report.
Opens with extunples of efforts to relieve Black unemploy:
mcnt. The report as a social document is reviewed_ Descnbes
how the Opportunities Industrialization Center works. the
Urban League's Whitney Young is seen in several excerpted
speeches discussing the group's effOrts to find answers to the
problems and frustrations of ghetto life_

148925 University of California. Extension Media Center.
2223 Fulton St . Berkeley. CA 94720 015-642-0400i EMC
(R)S9 Civil Disorder: The Kerner Report, Part 1. 10mm optical
B&W 31 min 1968_

The Kerner Report, the result of the Presidential commis-
sion appointed to investigate the bloody ghetto riots that swept
the country in 1967 is presented Part I begins with several ex-
amples of the polarization of the American community In-
cluded is a statement of the goals of the Black revolution by
Black militants, and scenes of White housewives learning to
Shoot to kill. Stresses the need for enough money to eliminate
the discrepancy! between what the poverty program delivers
and what the poor expect. Ends with scenes of the Bedford.
Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn. where private .enterprise
renovated decaying tenements

148946 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St Berkeley. CA 04720' (415.642-0400) EMC
(R)S13 Challenge to Authority. 10nun optical 13 &W 30 min
1968.

Looks into the Catholic church's doircaon, by those in a
position to speak from direct experience: Two speakers at a
meeting of priests discuss opposition to celibacy The last
mass of a former priest is shown while he explains why he left
the church.' Includes a discussion by former priests. laymen.
and both conservative and liberal priests on the church's
authority -and the individual conscience

148951 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.' Berke10.7, CA- 94720 015-64204001 FMC
(R)S10 Anatomy of Violence. Itanin optical B&W 30 nun 1968

Stokely Carmichael. Allen Ginsberg. Paul Goodman. Her-
bert Marcuse. and others lecture and lead open discussion in a
public conference on the dialectics of liberation,held in Lon.
don. Hippies, student organizers, and third world spokesmen
join in to challenge the participants. Following heated discus.
sions about the relationship of violence to social reform. two
prominent social scientists evaluate the conference
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ten% University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-6424160) EMC
01)513 Battle of Chicago. American Revolution 2 Series. 16mm
optical Betty 22 min 1969.

Shows the 1968 Democratic convention in Chicago which
was the scene of tear gas. bayonets, and battered heads.
Presents street scenes of crowd; and National Guardsmen; po-
lice beating demonstrators; a detailed look at the Dick Gregory
march with subsequent arrests and violence; conflicting views
on the nature and value of conventions; and in depth inter-
views with members of Chicago's Black community. Includes
Black citizens' response to poverty and police brutality.

149164 University of California. Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-6424160) EMC
(R)S23 Trial: City and County of Denver Versus Laren R. Wat-
son. Third Day. 16mm optical B&W 90 min 1970.

In a documentary of an actual courtroom trial (Lauren R.
Watson. former deputy minister of defence of the Black
Panther Party being tried in Denver for interfering with a po-
lice officer) the defense presents witnesses after making mo-
tion for judgment of acquittal, which causes interference
charge to be-dropped for lack of evidence. Octense witnesses.
including defendant, try to show that he was being harassed
and did not resist arrest. In post trial interview defense attor-
ney states 141 trial jias political as well as judicial significance
and that class justice must be eliminated.

158432 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (S)537.50 Young, Single and Pregnant. FS 2 12
in LP color. 1973.

Relationships which lead to pregnancy and unconscious
motivations are discussed. Birth control methods are also
reviewed. Young couples discuss the frequent need for profes-
sional guidance and a broad range of family reaction is

described. Young people describe social pressures endured
during a pregnancy, and advantages and disadvantages of
forced marriage, and single parenthood are discussed. Adop-
tion. abortion, and readiness for parenthoOd are discussed.
Audio also available in cassette.

158433 Guidance Associates. Pleasantville, NY 10570 (914-
7697751) GAS (5)537.50 You and the Law. FS 2 12 in LP
color, 1969.

The rights of the individual in relation to the law are
discussed. Distinctions between felonies and misdemeanors.
civil and criminal law, and conviction as an adult or youthful
offender arc explored. Consequences of a felony record. such
as loss of voting rights, employment limitations, and police
and public suspicion. arc examined. The realities of arrest and
conviction are discussed. Aduio also available in cassette.

158434 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-'
769-7751) GAS (S)S45 The Alknated Generation. FS 3 12 in LP
color, 1970.

The life of young hippies is explored. The lifestyles of the

original San Francisco hippies arc portrayed. The middle-class
Backgrounds of most hippies and the reasons .why they drop
out of society are examined. The potential relationships and
disappointments of the lifestyle are discussed. Audio also

available in cassette

158435 Guidance Associates, Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914
769-7751) GAS (S)537.50 Teenage Rebellion: Challenge to
Authority. FS 2 12 in LP color. 1971
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Discrepancies between U.S. social ideals and realities are
examined by young people. The difficulty of changing older
people's attitudes towards social problems are discussed. Per-
sonal motivations are examined and the youth culture is

discussed as a means of self-expression. Audio also available
in cassette.

158451 Guidance Associates'. Pleasantville. NY 10570 (914-
769 -7751) GAS (5)537.50 Jobs Sad Gender. FS.-1 12 in LP
color, 1971.

IntcryieViks challenge stereotypes about the distinction
between work suitable for men and women. Several examples
of individuals pursuing careers traditionally favored by mem-
bers of the opposite sex are presented. Audio also available in
cassette.

158467 ACTA Films, 4848 Clark Street, Chicago. IL 60640
(312-271.1030) ACT (S)S200 (R)S25 Abortion. A Woman's
Decision. 22 min color, 1973.

The problems confronting a pregnant highschool girl are
presented. The reactions of the girl, her boyfriend. and her
parents are portrayed and the question of whether or not to
get an abortion is discussed.

159959 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 West 42nd Street.
Ncw York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MGH (5)511 The
Poadve Aspects of Social Conflict. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 32
min, 1968.

Discussion of the positive functions of social conflict.

159968 New' Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division. McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MOH (S)511 Ur-
banization in the Modern World. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 43 min,
1968.

Description of manner in which modern facilities and mobili-
ty result in extension of central cities. and forthcoming effects
on both city and suburbia.

159969 New Media Marketing Manager. College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609-448-14700 x5591) MGH (5)511 The New
Approach to Poverty. AT 17/8 IPS cassette 26 min. 1969

Evaluation of Office of Equal Opportunity's accomplish-
ments and failures from viewpoint of those it was created to
serve.

159970 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division. McGraw-Hill Book Company. 330 West 42nd
Street, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 *.5591) MGM (5)511 Planning
and Urban Renewal. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 37 min, 1970.

A discussion of the improvements of urban life through
planning and urban renewal.

159973 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Lrniver
city Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,. 330 West 42nd
Street. NY 10036 (609-448.1700 x5591) MOH (5)511 Filth
Dimension In Planning. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 37 min. 1969.

Discussion of planning as it is understood by architects and
city planners. Including a consideration of entire gamut of
pressures and reactions In political. social, and economic
worlds.
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, MO% University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415. 642-0460) EM
(R)$* Clean Mara. New Militants and the Urban Crhsa SeriaL
16mm optical B&W 8 min 1968.

A lesson in race hatred and law enforcement through obser-
vation of a bitter confrontation in Cicero, an industrial Suburb
of Chicago is presented. Weeks before the march there were
public threats of violence against the marchers, and what
began as a demonstration to protest discrimination in housing
became test of the right to march at all. When civil rights
leader Robert Lucas led 350 Black and White marchers
through the streets of the all White suburb they were met by
spitting, jeering, rock throwing mob,

I3P004 University of California, Extension' Media Center,
2223 Fulton Si, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415642-0460) EMC
(R)S15 Hear Us 0 Lord, 16mm optical B&W 51 min 1969.

Reaction is shown in Cook County, Illinois as the nation's
first incorporated suburb is ordered to desegregate its schools
by busing. Focus is on a White family, their two children, and
their neighbors. The father does not want his children to go to
school with Black children because they are different. White
parents are shown petitioning to keep schools closed while
awaiting appeals to district court. When this fails, busing
begins, and parents give in.

1.51111% University of California, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton Si, Berkeley, CA 94720 (415.642-0440) EMC
(R)S10 CHF Jungle, The, 16mm optical B&W 22 min 1968.

Black ghetto youths present their version of life in their
areas, as depicted by a gang in Philadelphia. Includes descrip-
tions of gang warfare, drinking, and fraternity among ghetto
people. A final street battle sequence is also included in which
one member of the gang dies. Emphasis is on the style, values,
and code of ethics of young Blacks in the city streets.

160011 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-3374087) [UV (R)S79 Trails of Tears.
16mm optical B&W 100 min 1970.

The historical events surrounding the exploitation and op-
pression of the Cherokee Indians in the 1830's are described,
including the Cherokee's appeal to Andrew Jackson based on
earlier treaties and his refusal to uphold them. Shows how the
state of Georgia acquired all Cherokee land by nullifying
Cherokee laws and decreeing that Indians could neither be
tried nor could they testify in court. Explains that after much
harassment, the Cherokee Nation moved on a death filled
journey to Oklahoma. Reveals that in 1907, all schools,
hospitals, and similar facilities were taken from them.

164153 Network. for Continuing Medical Information, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023 (212-5414088) VIS
(R)S25 Can merlin the Coe date for Abortion. 3/4 inch,
videocassette color 17 min, 1972.

Counseling the candidate for abortion. Three` candidates for
abortion are interviewed. In each conversation, the patient
seeking termination to her pregnancy is provided with op-
tions and alternatives to reach a rational decision to her crisis>
For physicians' use only. Alm available in other video for-
mats.

164234 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212.5414088) VIS
(R)S25 ColmarlIng the Pant- Abortion Patient; 3/4 inch videocas-
sette color 18 min, 1972.

, foloded Audiovisual.

Postabortion patients are interviewed in an attempt to show
phyliciani the opportunities that exist for helping. patients
beyond period of crisis. For physicians' use only. Alto.
available in other video formats.

173033 Mass Med& Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S15 '(S)S150
Ever day Chronicle. 16mm optical color I I min. 1971.

This film concerns a blind man begging on a city street. His
seeing eye dog gets separated from him and his actin the paper
is ignored by the masses of people in the urban society.

Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2I16°N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) ?AMA- (R)512.50 (S)S110
HMSO Ifaainl, 16mm optical color I I min, 1969.

An allegorical iide of man and his technology is presented.
The modem man of science, conceived as a marionette, is
busy problem-solving with his big computer brain, contained
by a large plastic skull. He his- taken on all the problems of
the universe r- transportation, spacial conquest, the population
boom, the personal contorts, pleasures, and pastimes of pea-
ple, consununer demand, and. the preservation and health of
,the-human family. Finally, when man takes on the problems of
world hunger, war, and the arms race, the computer can take
no more and explodes, leaving the man of science lost and
destitute.

173050 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St..
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)512.50 (S)$125
Parkhnen's Law. 16mm optical B&W 7 min, 1010.

This film deals with creeping bureaucracy. A man working
diligently at lathe making metal parts has managers.
managers managing the manager, who are in turn surrounded
by clerks: bookkeepers. statisticians, and stenographers. all of
whom take up me al as well as material space. The picture
frame as the mac ry of organization, meant only to be an
adjunct to the me s of production becomes both the end and
the means.

173,99 Mass Media Associates. Inc., 2116 N. Charles Si,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S15 Mr. Grey.
16mm optical color 10 min, 1969.

This film is about W. Gray, a suburban commuter, em-
ployed by an organization that treats him like a human
mechanism and only knows when his number comes up on the
payroll. His daily routine is begining to wear so much on him
that he has taken to fantasizing about tho softer life of wino,
women, and pleasure ho sometimes wishes he were leading.
The film ends with an early morning exodus of men In grey
from their suburban homes. only-they are dressed in the grey
of prison uniforms, not the grey of flannel suits.

173%0 Mass Media AsSociates, lac., 2116 N. Charles Si.
Baltimore, MD 21216 (301-727.3270) MMA (R)S15 (S)$135
!lam Birthday Felisa. 16mm optical color 10 min, 1968.

This film is set in the context of an interracial, private
school birthday party for a 5-year-old named Pelisa. While the
children art innocently enjoying ice cream and cake, the
parents are discussing various manifestations of social and
moral disintegration. The emphasis is on simeultancity. For
every candle on the cake there is n war; for every birthday
party world in agony.

173%1 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St..
Baltimore. MD.21218 (301.727-3270) MMA (R)S15 (S)S150 Peat
No !Ms. 16mm optical color 9 min, 1970.
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This film is a satirical analogy of modern media saturated
world as it deals in momentary fads and thereby causes com-
plications for those dedicated to reform. A man wages a per-
sonal war against billboards, destroying them as an act of civil
disobedience, with the assistance of an old model car, a tow

chain, kerosene to start a fire, and a hatchet. He willingly goes
to jail, only to become a hero overnight. The fame his new fol-
lowing brings him soon turns him into an exploitable public
.personality.

173%2 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)$12.50 (S)$135
Tomorrow's Neempaper. 16mm optical B&W 11 rain, 1971.

The oppressive day by day life of a small newspaper boy as
his world of poverty i$ shaping him prematurely into an adult
is the focus of this film. The priniciple of simultaneity is used
to deal with him in temporal relation to the huger world be
knows little about. In the spurting montage, grim scenes of
war, starvation, refugie misplacemJnt, and human suffering
mix with detergent commercials, glances at athletic events,
glamor magazine photos,' and the well to do vacationing in

high style.

175712 Mass Media Associates, Inc:, 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)$15 (S)$135 A
Passive Phase. 16mm optical color 7 min, J971.

In this film, the birth, life, history and imagined death of the
planet Earth are considered. The species known as man is
identified as earth's murderer. Creation is performed by glue;
ous and fiery explosions in outer space that form thoosabds of
hot masses, one small one happening to be the one dun-even-
tually cools off to become our planet. The film then leapfrogs
over several stages in the evolutionary process to the entrance
onto the scene of homo sapiens, Then we see humans learning
to fear anything strange including flowers and to kill and eat
what they fear -- animals, nature, and finally other humans.
The evolution of war and all the increasingly sophisticated
weaponry to fight wars lead to the atomic holocaust, which in
turn hurls the earth, back into the original fire out of which it
was born.

175714 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MI) 21218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)$15 (S)$135
Critiens16mm optical color 10 min, 1970.

In this film about the power of the critic, the power of com-
munications media over public images is considered. The issue
in turn brings up the dialectical tension between the opposing
sntremes of censorship. and self-indulgent editorialism.

175714 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 21218 (301-727. 3270) MMA (R)S15 (S)$135 New

Architect is Town. 16mm optical color 8 min, 1972.

This film deals with the original idea of the city and how it
developed into the urban crisis. It considers the lawlessness
and violence that lead to abandonment of inner-city areas and
the ugliness this precipitates.

183240 Parents' Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 100i7 (212-MU-5-4400).PMF (S)5350 Joyce
34. 16mm optical color 28 min, 1974.

This film reveals the convictions,, desires, feelings and
doubts of a woman who values both her career and her family,
and strives for a workable balance between liberation and
motherhood.
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183242 Mass Media Associates, Inc., 2116 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 2.1218 (301-727-3270) MMA (R)S10 (S)8100 Per-
petum and Mobile. 16mm optical color 5 min, 1971.

In this film about industralized man, man's submission to
machine is considered. Everyman may have once been the
machinery's master, it now operates without him. His captivity
to his new master is portrayed by his feeding himself bodily
into it and being reshaped, not like a human, but like a metal
nut himseltteady to be mated to a bolt.
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114214 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd, Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP(S)S10 Extra scripts $.50 Art of Cosy
saltation, The. No. 35 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 42
min, 1968.

Dr. Martin Grotjahn discusses the technique, methods, and
Wm, of psychiatric consultation. Emphasis is given to Con-
sultation between professionals on puzzling cases, with special
reference to Freud as a consultant. Finally Dr Grotjahn
describes techniques for consultation with oneself for insight
into difficult problems. Excellent audio. Script for professional
use only in teaching or research.

114221 AAP.Tape Library,' 1040 Woodcock Rd, Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP(S)812 Extra scripts $1 Behavioral
Treatment of Stutteripg. No. 38 In swim AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch
reel /0 min,. 1968.

Dr. John Paul Brady demonstrates the dkonditioning of
stuttering using the Pacemaster, a miniaturized electronic
me4onome. There are thrie interviews with the female patient
with before and after samples of speech and Dr. Brady's
complete routine. Good audio. Script plin theoretical material.
For professional use only in leaching or research.

114222 AAP Taps Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd, Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP(S)812 Extra scripts Si Betterlys,
The. No 24 in series. At 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 105 min, 1968.

Dr. Russell Beaker counsels a family in which unrealistic
and discrepant role expectations and parental pressures for
success through the achievenient of a daughter have led to the
girl's avidly and underachievement. AAP offers a script, but a
more complete version_ with in*terpretations of role interactions
may be found in Dr. Becker's book 'Family Pastoral Care'
(Fortress Press, paperbound). Fair audio improves. Fortprofes-
sional use only in teaching or research.

114223 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd, Orlando; FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP(S)S15 Extra scripts $3.75 Body
Techniques: Two Interviews. No. 45 In merles. At 3 V4 IPS 7
inch reel 195 min, 1969.

Dr. Henry Guze discusses, demonstrates, and answers
questions on the awareness and use of body techniques in
diagnosis and therapy. Good audio. Script for professional use
only in teaching or research.

11423E Indiana University Audiovisual Center, Bloomington,
IN 47401 (817-337-8087) WV (R)$6 (S)S140 Color Her
Sunshine. 16mm optical B&W 21 min, 1970.

Shows Mary, a trainable mongoloid, in various task and play
situations. Shows how special education techniques can be
used to make many mongoloids useful and self-sufficient.

114238 AAP Tape Library; 1040 WoodoirFltiL-7,-Oriande, FL
32803 (305494-0921) AAP (S)$12 Extra scripts 1.75 Congruent
therapy. No. 39 in series. AT 3-3/4 IPS 7 -inch reel 72 min, 1968.
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Shows Dr. Richard Johnson in a series of encounters with a
hospitalized 19-year-old male recently returned from some
months in India as a Hindu acolyte. The interplay of mystic
'tit& schizophrenic material with the reality of the boy's
bacicgrpund produces a unique case history. Good audio.
Script.-For professional use only in teaching or research.

114244 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Orlando. FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S12 Extra scripts $.75 Desensitiza-
tion for Phobia. No. 30 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 80
min, 1968.

Dr. Joseph Wolpe interviews a woman with a long history of
extremely phobic behavior. With her he demonstrates relaxa-
tion and systematic desensitization techniques, followed 'by a
question and answer session with the audience of therapists.
Excellent audio. Script. For professional use only in teaching
or research.

114243 AAP Tape Library. 1040 WoOdcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S15 Extra scripts $1.50 Directed
Daydream Tedutique. No. 37 in subs. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel
100 min. 1968.

Excerpts from three interviews by Dr: Max Hammer with a
,p !ironic female homosexual demonstrate the beginning of in-
tegration between masculine and feminine coniponents, ac-
ceptance of the heterosexual act, catharsis of previously
repressed trauma, and development of a greater sense of emo-
tional autonomy and maturity. Excellent audio. Script s ex-
planatory material. Foj professional use only in teat or
research. ts

'A.,.

114250 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Orlando. FL
A'32803 (305-894-0921) AAP(S)S10 Extruacripts $.50 DON No. 15

In Series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 50 Ain.10, .,,
An example of the use of multiple therapy and the experien-

tial approach by Drs. Richard Felder and John ikarkentin
working with a seriously disturbed:single male. G000T audio.
Script. For professional use only in teaching or research.

114252 NBC Educational Enterprises. 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300)"NBC (R)S15 (S)$330 Ex-
ceptional Child, The. 16mm optical color 26 min, 1969.

Indicates new methods of treatment and therapy used to aid
the perceptually handicapped and brain-damaged child. Shows
how children with minimal brain-damage have been placed
with retardedand not given proper treatment.

114253 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Orlando. FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S12 Extra scripts $.85 Existential
Quest. Np. 44 In series. At 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 60 min, 1969.

* jili*athows Dr. Sidney Jourard in the second interview with a 50-
year -old male guidance counselor seeking a new focus for his
life. Excellent audio. Script. For' professional- use only in
teaching or research.

114244 AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Orlando, FL
32303 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S15 Four Psychotherapies. No. 43
In series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 85 min, 1969.

After an intake interview by Dr. John Henderson, the same
anxious male is seen in consultation by Dr. David Murray
(client centered therapy). Dr. Albert Ellis (rational emotive

,-------il.skrapy-t=-=-Drloteph---CatiWta----(b-ehavioi=therapyt--iuld--Dr.-
Robert Seidenberg (psychoanalytic therapy). Excellent audio.
No script. (For complete text, see ',Tour Psychotherapies.'
Leonard Hersher, Ph.D..Editor. Copyright 1970, Appleton-
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Century-Crofts. Inc.,New York.)For professional use only in
teaching or researCh.

114267 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd.. Orlando; FL
32803 (305-894-(1921) AAP(S)S12 Extra scripts S1 Gestalt
Therapy Seminar. No. 16 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 130
min, 1969. '1

Di. Frederick 1Peris conducts a seminar with a class of grad-
uate students in psychotherapy. The first section contains
some thoughts On projection; in the second the class responds
to its own dreams; the third is a well worked out dream
sequence. Fahl. audio. Script. For professional use only in
teaching or research. .

114235 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd. Chlando. FL
32803' (305-894-0921) AAP(S)510 Extra scripts $.75 Hyp-
noplasty. No. 47 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS cassette. 30 min. 1969.

Dr. Herry O, Teltscher demonstrates hypnoplasty with a
young male angry with parental restraints and rejections. A
joint release of AAP and,the Society for Clinical and, ExPrie-
mental Hypnosis. Good audio. Script. This tape available on,
cassette 'only. For professional use only in teaching or
research.

114236 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando. , FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP(S)S12 Extra scripts $1.50 Hypnotic
Age Progreasion. No. 56 in series. At 3 3/4 IPS cassette 90 min,
1969.

Dr. Irwin Rothman counsels a "young woman whose guilt
about sexual promiscuity interferes with her efforts to make a
good marriage. Hypnotic age progression elicits the healthy
image of an ideal husband prospect who. by the time of the
second interview, has appeared in actuality. Excellent audio.
Script. A joint release of AAP and the Society for Clinical and
Experimental Hypnosis. This tape available on cassette only.
For professional use only in teaching or research.

114287 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando. FL.
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S15 Extra scripts S2.50 Hypnotic
Age Regression. No. 51 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 1 hr.,
22 min. 1969.

Side one contains a detailed induction by Dr. Erika Fromm,
followed by.sareful deepening techniques to show age regres-
sion with a 26-year-old male, with the unexpected reap-
pearance of a repressed childhood language. Side two contains
further regression with the language reappearance. Theoretical
material included. A joint release of AAP and the Society for
Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis. Good audio. Script. For
professional use only in teaching or research.

114233 AAP Tape Library. 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)$10 Extras scripts S1 Hypnotic
LSD Trips: Two Sessions. No. 42 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch
reel 43 min and 40 min. 1969.

In these hypnotically simulated LDS trips with a young
woman, Dr Harold Greenwald elicits material not normally
reached by more conventional hypnoanalytic methods. First
session simulates rebirth phenomenon (LSD); second session
deals with explicit sexual problems. Good audio. Script. POT
professional use only in teaching or research. ,

114239 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S10 Extra scripts $.50 Hypnotic
Preparation for Surgery. No. 53 In series. AT 3 3/4 IPS cassette
20 min. 1969.
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' Material written by Dr. Peter Field- and presented orally by
I, Mrs. Lee Chernow and designed to be played before surgery

to the patient hypnotically. Excellent audio. A joint :

release of AAP and the Society for Clinical and Experimental
Hypnosis. Script. THIS TAPE AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE
ONLY For professional use only in teaching or research.

114293 AAP Tape Lib , 1040 Wopdcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP S412 Extra scripts $.7; Individual
Gestalt Therapy: Interview with Dr. Prederkk Perls. No. 31 in
series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch el 35 min and 50 min, 1968.

On tracktme Dr. James Simkin illustrates Gestalt therapy
emphasis on the present, nonverbal communications leading to
production of genetic material', u5 of the fantasy dialogue
with a 34-year-old actor. On -track two Dr. Sinikin.interviews
Dr. Frederick Pols, who contributes historical and biographi-

. cal material connected with the development of Gestalt
therapy and relates anecdotes -of his contacts with Freud,
Marie Bonaparte, Karen Homey*, Erich Fromm, and others.
Excellent audio. Script. For professional use only in teaching.
or research.

114255 AAPTape Library, .1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP-(S)S10 Extra scripts $1 Intensive
Adolescent Group. No. 25 In series. Al' 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 45
min, 1968.

A composite tape of a weekend of intensive psychotherapy
with a group of adolescent wards 'of thecourt in a residential

- treatment home. Ann Dreyfuss and cotherapist use many
echniques including psychodrama to reach gut feelings with
intensely moving results. Fair audio. Script. For professional
use .6nly in teaching or research.

114297 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32893 (305-894---0921) AAP (S)$15 Extra scripts $2 Interview
wfth Theodor Reik. No. 22 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS- 7 inch reel
120 min, 1968.

Theodor Reik interviewed in 1964 by psychologists,
psychiatrists, and psychoUnalysts affiliated 'with the Philadel-
phia Mental Health Clinic. This is a question and answer ses-

sion on techniques of psychotherapy in general and
reminiscences of Relic's associations with Freud, Jung, Jones,
Adler, Rank, and Abraham during his more than 50 years in
fire analytic movement..Fair to good audio. Script. For profes-
sional use only in teaching or research!

114298 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock:Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S10 Extra scripts $1.10 Introduc-
tion to Psychodrama. No. 43 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS cassette 30
min 1969..

Dr. James sacks demonstrates with a group, basic techniques'
of ps'Ychodiaina including the empty chair, use of the double,
etc. Excellent audio. Script. This tape available on cassette
only. For professional use only in teaching or research.

114299 AAP Tape. Library, 1040 Woodcock ad., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S12 Extra scripts $1.50 Irrational
Roots of Rationality, The. No. 54 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch
reel 65 min, 1969.

Dr. Henry Gute discusses the paradox of the intellectual vs.
the animal nature of man, psychopathological acts of nor-
mality, current drug abuse, rational and irrational warfare

P

the

classic shift from rebellion to conservatism, dreams as normal
irrationalities, etc. G audio. Script. For professional use
only in teaching or research.
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114301 AAP Tape Library, 1Q40 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)$10 Extra scripts $.50 Am. No. 14
henries. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 35 Min 1%9.

An example of direct analysis by Dr. John Rosen with a su-
icidal male in a treatment center. A brief introduction is Iol-
lowed by the complete interview. Good audio. Script. For
professional use only in teaching or research.

114307 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 305-894-0921 AAP (S)$15 Extra scripts $1.25 Laura: The
Therapeutic Self. No, 33 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 55
min and 7; min, 1968.

Dr. John Watkins uses e*istential and hypnotherapeutic
techniques with 3 recently married 20-year-old.girl referred for
treatment of headaches without demonstrable organic patholo-
gy. The script gives riot only the actual communication but
also recapitulatet the therapist's personal and priirate reactions
to the course of the interview. Track Two contains a kcturnr,
by Dr. Watkins which outlines with case material
theoretical concepts on therapeutic relationship Of which
Laura is also a good eitimpleGood audio. Script. FM profese"1.

sional use only in teaching or research.

114313 University of California Extension Media Center, 2223
Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 415 - 642.0460 EMC (R)$13
(S)$175 PCR (R)$7.40 Looking for Me. 16mm optical B&W 29
min, 1969, -- t o

Janet Adler, dance therapist, shown working with norms
children, autistic children, and adults, to demonstrate that-
movement experience and awareness of oneiihody and body
parts are essential to normal development. that movement can
become a means of communication to nonveriXil children.

114315 Indiana University Audiovisual Center, Bloomington;
IN 47401, 812-337-8087 IUV (R)$6.75 (S)$150 PCR (R)$6.75
(S)$125 Low View From A Dark Shadow. 16mm optical' B&W

30 min, 1968
Case study of foster child after family breakup due toestrife,

physical violence, and lack of money. Shows child's reaction
to temporary placement in a foster home illustrating his sub-
jective view of the events dining this period of acljdstment.

114318 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0111) AAP (5)515 Extra scripts $1.50 Mary. No.
46 in writ*. AT 3 3/4 IRS 7 inch reel 100 min, 1969.

Dr. Scott Moss In- eicerpts from seven, sessions of hyp-
notherapy in the treatment of a conversion hysteria, including
a symbolic drAving done in trance. A joint release of AAP seal
the Society for Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis. aood
aUdio. Script. For professional use only in teaching or
research.

114324 AAPTape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL,
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S10 Extra scripts $.50 Mr. aid'
Mrs. Navnor. No 23 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 54 min,
1968. ,

A demonstration 'interview of actual marital counseling
interview) on a conjoint basis before a naval chaplains'

in-service training course. Dr. Russell Becker's approach is
Rogerian. Fair audio. ScriptK.7 professional use only in
teaching or research. 11110

114328 AAP Tape Litfrary, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (3b5-8944921) AAP (S)S15 Extra scripts $1.75 Mothers
and Daughters. No. 50 in aeries. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 104
min. 1969.
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Members of five families particiiate in these excerpts from
a 17 hour nonstop marathon Conducted by Dr. Mark Goldstein,
but interaction center* on the classic problems and universal
themes in the mother ;daughter relationship, Good audio.
Scrip. For professional the only in teaching or research. 4

.
114330 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0521), (S)S12 Extra scripts 5.75 Multiple
Therapy with a Couple:'No 21 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch
reel 80 min. 1968.

Drs. Carl Whitirker and Richard Felder in a demonsttation
of multiple therapy with a former hospital inmate and his wife
at an AAP w shop.The interview is followed by a discus-
sion of' the lateral and processes involved. Fair to good
audio. Scrip*. Poor Iprofessional use only in teaching or
research.

114355 Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 094-0921) A&P(S)515,*Extra sorts S2 Rational

"Wenn,: Four latervIews.1%. 34 li'peries. AT 3 3/4
IPS 7 b reel 35 mm, 32 min. 23 min, 30 min, 1968.

interviews with Dr. Albert Ellis: a 39- year -old divorcee
at her submission to exploitation by her ex-husband and

s hildren; a 20-year-old male student who won't do school-
Unless he can do it perfectly; a 25-year-old girl who con-/
herself for being afraid of refusals in her job: and a 20-

malevwho fears rejection by girls. Excellent audio.
. For pnifessional use only in teitchine or research.

/ 114357 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando. FL
31803 (3-894-0921) AAP (S)S10 Extra scripts S.J5 Ricky. No.-
50 Is s AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 45 min 1969.

11' pr.. Irving Hahn conducts an initial interview evaluating a
/preschizophrenic, highly verbal, and intelligent boy of 10
years. The tape illustrates problems of initial encounter, [an-d,
tasy - avoidance dynainics, and perceptual distortions regard-
ing parents and sch6ol as well as the usual parent - child
pathology. Fair to good audi6. Script. For professional use
only in teaching or research.

114351 AAP Tape' Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd,, Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-6921) AAP (S)512 Extra scripts 5.75 Robert. No.
M In series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch. reel 72 min 1968.

This initial interview by Dr. Benjamin Balser with a 15-year."
old male' underachiever is followed by a complete history from
the psychiatric caseworker; case discussion, diagnosis, and
recommendation for short-term psychotherapy by Dr. Balser;
and further discussion by Dn. Selma Kramer and Robert Gnu-,
kler. Good audio. Script. For professional use only in,leaching
or research.

114364 AAP Tape Library, 1040-Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP ,(S)S12 Extra scripts $1.50 Screen
Visualisation. No. 52 In series. AT 3/4,IPS 7 inch reel, 60 min
1969.

Dr. Erika Fronuncpnducts a beginning therapy session with
a 26-year-old male covering, feelings of transference. re-
sistanc'es; dependency, death wishes, etc.,followed by rapid

- hypnotic induction utilizing therapeutic screen visualization of
identification problems. Good audio. A joint release of AAP
and the Society for Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis.
Script. For professional use only in teaching or research.

114365 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S12 Extra Scripts SI Self-Ac-

6 1"

t;
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tuallzing,Group. No. 32 in series.,.AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 90
min 196e

In this group of pastoral counselors in training under the
direction of Dr. Ward Knights, Jr.,the group' process centers
on the proisive- aggressive defenses of one member and the
attempts to break away from intellectual verbalization of in-
sight to a freer expression of impulses and feelings. This leads
to an authority confrontation which develops into a wrestling
match and a discharge Of accumulated tensions in positive
directions. Audio fair to good. Script. For professional use
only in teaching or research.

114393 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (S)S15 Extra scripts SI Two Group
Sessions, No. 20 in Series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch 'reel 120 min,
1969.

This tape by Dr. Verda Heisler contains' the major portions
of two group sessions which have an interesting thread of con-
tinuity although they occur four months apart. The central
theme is the cracking of a woman's rigid and brittle defenses
via transference to her group and the group process. Good
audio. Script.. For professional use only in teaching or
research.

114401 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL
32803 (305-894-0921) AAP (-S)S10 Extra script* SI Vision and
Personality. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 54 min, 1969.

Theoretical and experimental material on the visual ex-
periences of a person's internal and external world presented
by Dr. Henry Guze: schizophrenia as an imbalance; between
inner and outer vision dreaming as vision psych6somatic
disturbances of vision, visual deprivation, etc. 'Good audio.
Script. For professional use only in teaching or research.

114403 AAP Tape Library, 1040 Woodoock12c1., Orlando, Ft
32803 (305494-0921) AAP (S)S15 Extra scripts SI When Siren-
girl Meet. No. 40 in series. AT 3 3/4 IPS 7 inch reel 98 min,
1965.

As a first encounter in group psychotherapy, this is a valua-
ble listening extierience. Dr. Jules Barron guides four women
and two men with varying amounts of previous psychotherapy
through an ititial explication of problems, goals, and reactions
to one another and to the "'group. Good audio. Script. For
professional use only in teaching or research.

1243% Psychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865-(315) PCR (R)S9.10 NAV (S)574.75 EMC (R)S10
Distant Drummer, The: Bridge from Noplace. 16mrn optical
color 22 min 1969.

The present status of treatment for drug addiction, reha-
bilitation of addicts, and promising research projects are
shown.

124582 E. R. Squibb & Sons, P. 0. Box 4000, Princeton, NJ
08540 (609-921-4000) SOB (FL) A' Way Out. 16mm optical
color 25 min'1972.

Documents a community residential trcatmentprogram. The
program, designed for the chronic nntal patient, is a hybrid
of foster family care and independent apartment, living: With a
minimum of supervihion, small groups of long-term patients
live cooperatively /in thrco and four bedroom apartments,
keeping them clean, cooking, and socializing; in some cases
they even go out., to gainful employment. A key figure in the
program is the landlord supervisor, who receives a substantial
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amount of su
important is
drug, for whi
month.

124999 Uni
2223 Fulton
EMC(R)115
min 1968.

1th

've counseling from the hospital staff. Also
administration of a long acting antipsychotic

h the patients return to the hospital twice a

ty of California, Extension Media Center,
St., Berkeley, , CA 94720 (415-642-0460)
Erich Fraser, Part 2. 16mm optical B&W 50

Inv' con of Frontal's talks about his approach to
mychothera , Fromm discusses his theories and techniques,

including use of drugs and group therapy, and speculates
about the fu and his own plans.

124645 Urn rsity of California, Extension Media .Center,

2223 Ful St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$10 at Darkness. 16mm optical color 22 min 1969.

The his of opium culture is traced, detailing huge profits

made in in heroin traffic, and the evolution of con-
trolling legi tion in the U.S. is described as addictIon is in-

creasingly less as a crime than as a social and medical
problem. N approaches to addict treatment are .shown, in-

cluding S , Daytop Village, and others. It is included,:
that harsh whiles are not the answer, and understanding and
treatment the addict are recommended along with an inter-

national a k on opium poppy cultivation.

1241129 U ratty of California, Extension Media Center,

2223 Ful St., Berkeley, CAA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC

(R)$13 Spence Rouse. To Save Tomorrow Series. 16mm
optical B 29 min 1971.

Spruce ouse, a mental institution in central Philadelphia

that in ts patients bound for state mental hospitals, is
shown. film describes how patients are helped there by re-
warding and,reinforcing good work and normal' social behavior
and by ignoring abnormal and unsocial behavior.

124985 University of California, EXtension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC
(R)$28 (S)1490 On Ileamiag a Nato-Psyehotherapist. 16mm
optical colOr 42 min 1970.

--, A case study is presented of the experiences of a young
nursing student with some previous introductory psychiatric
[turfing knowledge and training, as she kerns to assume the
mkt of nithe - psychotherapist. Follows her first case involv-
ing a college student from initial interview until termination a
few months later. Using the method of individual relationship
therapy, her instructor introduces her to the new role. Shows
the development of two parallel relationships nurse with pa-

tient and Mine with instructor. Emphasizes therapeutic tools
developed by the nurse, showing her failures of intervention,
as well as her successes; her growing understanding of the
reasons f success or failure as she and her instructor discuss

her diffic y in accepting, her role and maintaining her con-
fidence t thatapy; and her gradual awareness of her-
self as a psychotherapist as she begins to See signs of im-

provement in the patient.

127743, University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8017) NV. (R)S7.25 (S)$50 Personal Ad-
justment Tndaing la iiheltanod Workshop. 16mm optical
B&W 28 min 1968.

The theories, practiceseand techniques used by sheltered
workshops in providing therapy for troubled and handicapped
people are discussed. A portion is devoted to a case study of

1
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one girl finding adjustment throuah training and, a renewed so-
cial Outlook. The workshop is seen as an'outlet for many.agen-
cies to aid such persons / a place where doctors, nurses,
psychologists, sad social workers are present to help. Future
adjustment to industrial preasuresli the goal, and the Overall

concern is with becoming k better worker, rather than learning
a specific skill.

121224 Time-Life Films,43 West 16th Street, New York,i NY

10011 (212-691-2930) IL (R)$30 (S)$300 Management el
Asthmatic Children. Astlweatie Children Serino. 16min optical

B&W 30 min 1970. /

The study of the Management 'of asthmatic children 40-
siders bask psychological contributions, illustrathig them with
inserts of typical cases which are discussed by a lecturer with
the children's parent'. The cases are analyzed as he points out
the possibility of an/ overprotective atmosphere generated by .

the parents, and explains 'the connection between such an at-
mosphere and the severity of the asthma. It is suggested that
the essence of treatment is to resolve as much underlying ten-
sion as possible, Sind to carry over the rehabilitation process-
from hospital ,)t) Inane. ,
128227 Time-14e Flats, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY/
10011 (212491-2930) T-L (R)$40 (S)$400 The Brehm' Bridge.
16mm optical color 35 min 1969.

A study, made during actual therapy sessions over a period.
of six months, shows the methods used by American therapist
Irene ICassorin to-restore communication between autistic chil-

dren and the outside world. To penetrate the walls of fantasy
which imprison them and block articulate speech, three steps
are used: teach the child to imitate and repeat Over and over
spoken words; teach the child to answer simple questions;
teach the child to Mk questions. The method appears to offer
new hope, since patients have reacted, produced !deviant
words, and even framed sentences.

128221 Time -Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)145 (S)$500 Cannikill Scheel.
16mM optical color 35 min 1968.

The Camphill School in Aberdeen, Scotland, is shown a
boarding school for 200 mentally handicapped and emotionally
disturbed children who learn to help each other. An autistic
girl so withdrawn that communication hardly exists is shown
responding to a spastic child, completely dependent on others.
A deaf and psychotic boy, paralyzed on the left side and al-
most blind, is undressed and washed at bedtime by anothei
deaf, psychotic boy.. Much of the therapy is achieved by the
children themselves.

1211229 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New Yo.rk, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)$45 (S)S500 Segos Wimp. 16mm
optical color 35 min 1968.

Yorkshire, England's Botton Village is shown a town
where nearly 100 mentally handicapped adults work on the
land and in shops. Called 'villagers,' they work with 40 cowor-
kers and their children in a community of 18 households. No
one receives wages. They make wooden toys, dolls, beeswax
candles, and other products which are' sold on the open mar-
ket. On three small, nearby farms they grow much of their

own food.

.01211231 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)$50 (S)$400 The Chair, 16mm op-
tical B&W 54 min 190.
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A young attorney questions whether a murderer becomes
rehabilitated Sitting in the Death House for nine years awaiting
electrocution and if -so whether his sentence should be com-
muted to life. The attorney answers each affirmatively, then
undergoes the proceedings of a successful plea to the Parole
Board with Louis Nizer at his side.

irt1.21134S Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
n10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)$30 (5)$250 Escape freer !Why.*
16itun optical B&W 35 min 1968.

Shot on location in an English mental hospital, this docu-
mentary shows the actual world of the schizophrenic', the
thought disorder, delusions and illogical behavior patterns.
Sane of the techniques used by doctors and nurses are teen
s. they attempt to relieve suffering and cure their patients.
The many problems surrounding decisionsto deprive patients
of their liberty in order to prepare theni for the outside world
are also revealed. Insights are given 10 students, teachers, and
professionals in the &ascii mental illnets. --

128270 Time-Life Films, 41 West 16th Street. New York, NY
10011 (212.691-2930) T-L (R)S30 (5)5300 The Mich .Doctor.
16mm optical B&W 35 min 1971

The social and cultural environment in which mete,:arisi
women witch doctors practise is examined. The Shows
some of the methods they use patients In chains and shackles:-
a boy nailed to a los for three months to prevent his escape.
Bizarre medicines are seen: cow's urineto prevent convul-
sions; salve containing radioactive potassium to heal a fatal,
cancer. The witch doctor prospers in underdeveloped countries
because of the scarcity of medical 'doctors. His fees are high,
his treatment secret, and, in his opinion, he never fails.

s,1
=14 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 C4a1 Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VINIR (R)$13 lastitutralised Alva-
16mm optical 13&W 30 min 1970. ,

Nursing rounds are used u a means of evaluating the
progress of institutionalized aged patients and obtaining now
information pertinent to giving the care needed by these peo-
ple.

..7)6

128215 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Centfal Street, Evehston, IL
60201 (312 - 866 -6460) VNR (10513 Nursing Cat of the Aged.
16mm optical B&W 30 min 1970.

A Jiursine care conference illustrates the way in which a
nursing staff can share information about aged patients in
eider to provide for- caj:e_that is more closely suitesd to the
needs of the-old people.

1282f7 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312.866.6460) VNR (R)$20 (S)$150 The Elements of the
Nana-Patisist Relatiessidp. I inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44
min 1968.

The significance of the nurse - patient relationship is
discussed as the primary therppeutk vehicle In giving care to
the patient Whose primary health problem ,is his relationship
with others.'

1282911 "Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (112. 866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)$150 .The One to One
Nonerodent Rehdionsidp. 1 inch videotape Campos) B&W 44
min 1968.

The one to one relationship between the nurse and patient is
discussed in regard to the role of the nurse of a patient coun-
selor.

Solectssel AucHaVisuals

12112 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 Comnsunkation in
the Nurse -Pat ient Relationship. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W
44 min 1968.

An application of the problem solving approach in the study
of communications is shown in the nurse - patient relationship.
The interviewing process; between a nurse and patient is also
shown.

128301 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 CentratStriet, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20' (S)$150 The Nurse's Role
and Resources in Providing Therapeutic Care to Psychiatric ro.
deals. 1 inch videotape (ampcx) B&W 44 min 1968.

The nurse's responsibility in defining her role and functions
in the areas of, patient care and interdisciplinary relationships,
and the resources available to her are &cussed.

121,308 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-8664460) VNR (R)S20 (S)$150 Behavioral Chahar
and 1-aaridell. 1 inch videotape ( ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The interrelationship between experiential learning and the
therapeutic goal of behavioral change are shown to hold impli-
cations for the nurse's provision of useful learning experiences
for the patient.

128309 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 Bavironmental
Aspects of Therapeutic Care. 1 inch videotape (ampcx) B&W
44 min 1968.

`., The planned, purposeful utilization of milieu is shown to
I1old\It therapeutic implications for the psychiatric patient.

tads are included in the discussion. -

11 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
I (312.866-6460) VNR (R)120 (S)$150 The Suspicious Pa-
1 inch videotape ( ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

communicational value of the suspicious patient's
beha ior with regard to his need for and capacity to profit
from dienipeutid relationship is discussed.

128312 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 ( 12-866-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)$150 The Depressed Pa-
tient'. 1 i h videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The f shows how the behavior of the depressed patient
commu tee to the nurse about the patient's psycloxlyniun-
Ws and hi need for interventions in the context of the nurse-
patient re _Alp.

128313 Video Nursing 'Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312-8666460) VNR (R)S20 (5)5150 The Ritualistic Pa-
dent. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The message character of ritualistic behavior is discussed
with regard to anxiety and conflict, with implications' for
nursing intervention.

128314 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312.866-6460) VNR (R)$20 (S)S150 The Anxious Patient
and Common Defensive Patterns. 1 inch videotape, ( ampex)
B&W 44 min 1968.

Behaviors are discussed that characterize the neurotis...0
dent's defensive patterns (phobias, somatization, hy(teria,
depression), tze function of these patterns, and the nurse's
tole in su ng change..
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130256 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-

ton. IN 47401 (812,337-8087) IUV (R)513.50 Come Out, Come
Out. Whoever You Are. 16mm optical B&W 59 min 1969.

The theory that many psyChiatric hospital patients become

so dependept upon the hospital routine that they do not want

to be released is presented. Describes nine lonkterm patients
of a psychiatric center in Illinois undergoing intensive confron-
tation therapy, where abriorntal behavior is confronted with
verbal criticism. Records patients being forced to examine
their abnormal behavior and observes the success the program

has had.

130264 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center. Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IVY (R)57.75 'Fountain House. To
Save Tomorrow Series. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969.

A description is given of Fountain ^House, located in the
Hell's Kitchen section of New York City, emphasizing how it
reintegrates patients returning from mental institutions as func-
tioning citizens. Explains that the'house is nonresidential and

, most of the people who come there do not have jobs. Records

how the pr helps its people find housing, provides voca-
tional training, arranges jobs with nearbybusinesses, and of-
fers community services in the house itself. Includes inter.
views between patients and staff at the house and at places of

work.

130315 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-
ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)512.50 Freud: The Hidden
Nature at Man. Western Chill:adorn Majesty and Madness Se-
ries. 16mm optical color 29 min 1970.

An analysis is presented of Freud's revolutionary theories of
the power of the unconscious, the Oedipus complex, dream
analysis, ego, superego, and id components of the human per-

sonality. Freud's background and personal struggles are

brought out, as well as the impact of his idea* on man's at-
titude toward himself, particularly Victorian man's approach
to sexuality.

130270 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.75 Horizon Howe. To
Save Tomorrow Series. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969.

A description is presented of Horizon House, a rehabilita-
tion center striving to help former mental patients who volun-

tarily stay in hospitals because they fear loneliness. Shows
how the program uses the community resources, staff, and ex-

' patients to help them overcome this fear. Emphasizes the ac-
tive part a community must play,,in the reintegration process
and includes description of community teams visiting patients
in- their homes and a community workdr as ombudsman
between the patient and the community.

130297 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Bllorning-

ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R) $7.75 Operation Reentry,
To Save Tomorrow Series. 16mm optical B &W. 30 min 1969."

The succesful rehabilitation of psychiatric patiints in Palo
Alto Veterans Hospital is demonstrated. Explains that the
mental patients are given tokens for rewards, trained in shel-

i tend worltshops, and finally reestablished in the outside
world. Gives examples of last phase patients operating their

own gas station and renovating a home where other released

patients will live. Points out that an expellent serves as an ad-

visor for newly released patients.

130305 University of Indiana. Audiovisual Center, Blooming-

ton. IN 47401 (812-337-8087) !UV (R)39.50 Reaching Out: The
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Library and the Exceptional Child. 16mm optical color 25 min

1968.

Services provided by the Cincinnati Public Library for han-
dicapped children arc demonstrated, emphasizing how this
program can contribute to their development. Presents the
library's projects for reaching out to the handicapped with
various services to the community. Shows how the librarians

w rk with these children and the children's positive response
t books and the materials provided.

134215 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)S15
(S)S200 Autistic Syndrome I: Autistic Sndrome Series.16mni.
optical B&W 43 min 1969.

W
Some aspects of psychotherapy in a 3-year-old autistic girl

during her first year of residential treatment are presented. In
the opening scenes she is shown with her normal twin sister,
then her relationship to her therapist is shown. Twelve months
later the twin`sitters are observed again with interest focused
on changes in behavior.

134217 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212- 598 -2251) NYU (10$12
(S)5170 Autistic Syndrome III: Autistic Syndrome Series. 16mm

optical B&W 36 min 1969.

An autistic patient's activities arc shown to expand in her
eighth year. Her speech becomes clearer although she fails to
communicate with others. The therapist's intervention during
periods of relative well -being arc shown which result in reac-

tions with no pronounced negativism.

134247 Ncw York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, Ncw York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)$20

(S)S295 A Problem of Acceptance: .Psychodrama in Group
Processes Series. lernm optical B&W 47 min 1971.

.
. The film is a condensation of a two hour therapy session

with patients of the psychiatric ward of the University of
Oregon Medical School. The theme is a psychodramatic ex-
ploration of a 17-year-old girl's attempt to deal with her
problem of homosexuality as it affects herself, her family, and

the psychotherapy group.

134249 Ncw York University Film Library. 26 Washington
Place, New York. NY 10003 (212,598 -2251) NYU (R)S2.50
Reinforcement Therapy. 16mm optical B&W 45 min 197Q.

a
Three experimental programs are described that apply learn-

ing theory to the treatment of mentally and ernotioitally
disturbed children and adults, and to the teaching of thc men-
tally retarded. The film shows how reinforcement therapy
(also called operant conditioning or behavior therapy) can, be

used to create an environment leading_paticnts toward !tomtit),

socially desirable behavidr.

134,256 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
. . .

New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington. D.0 20009 (202-483-y

4633) APO (R)S25 (8)S250 Albert Ellis: 'tattoos! Emotive'
Psychotherapy. 16non optical tioltar 30 min 1972

The origins, philosophical ba'ses. and fundamental

hypotheses of rational emotive psychotherapy arc explained
by Albert Ellis. The nature of the therapeutic process, the role
of values, and recent developments are also explored.

. .
134257 American Personnel and Guidance Associatidi, 1607
New Hampshire Ave_ NAV., Washington. D,C 20009 (202 -483-

4633) APO MS25 (S)250 Albert Ellis: Rational Emotive
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Perbotherapy Applied to Groups. 16mm optical .color 30 min
1972. r

Marathon weekends of rational encounter, marital counsel-
ing, and group psychotherapy are discussed by Albert Ellis.
He explains his therapeutic approach and defines the role and
training of the leader, the use of exercises, and elaborates on
rational emotive psychotherapy applied to group lettings.

1342911 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
ew`Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202 -483-
4633) APG (R)S25 (S)$250 Albert Ellis: A Demesstratio with
es Elementary School Age MI& 16mm optical color 30 min
1972.

The response of a 9-year-old boy to rational emotive
psychotherapy is shown. After a lively exchange between.Al-
ben Ellis and the child, Ellis describes how he conceptualizes
a problem, what he is accomplishing, and howlational emo-
tive psychotherapy may be applied to children.

1342.49 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 160x1
New Hampshire &ye. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202 -483-
4633) APO (R)S25 (S)S250 Albert Ellin A Deammeatradan with a
Yang Diverted Womm. 16mm optical color 30 the 1972:

Albert Ellis shows a 29-year-old divorcee, whd is guilty
about her future relationship with men, how Illogical and irra-
tional beliefs cause her emotional disturbances. After demon-
strating how the effective therapist can unmask the patient's
thinking, Ellis describes his techniques.

13420 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202.483-
4633) APO (R)S25 (S)$250 Albert Einar A Deseenstration with a
Women Fearful of Eqrreselag FAIOU0e. 16nun optical color 30
min 1972.

A woman whd becomes angry with herself when she can't
be self-expressive has her illogical thinking unmasked by Al-
bert Ellis. He demonstrates through his ABC system how the
woman's belief system is the cause of her emotional problems
rather than a particular activating event. Ellis then guides the
woman toward understanding how to change aspects of her
behavior that she would find desirable to modify.

134261 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington D.C. 20009 (202.483-
4633) APO (R)S25 (S)S250 B. F. Skinner on Cowed*. 16mm
optical color 25 min 1972.

B. F. Skinner discusses counseling, including such issuesas:.
why a"cOunselor cannot help a client by focusing only on the
client's feelings; what it is that changes behavior if feelings are

'snot the key; the counselor's role as an environmental engineer;
the importance of the relationship between The counselor and
the client; where the responsibility lies for choosing values in
,counseling; what the counselor can do to help establish
system which operates on positive reinforcers and not adver-
sive control; the role of moral struggle and personal respold,
bility in behivior change.

134274 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202-
483.4633) APO (R)S25 (S)$250 Rekavieral Therapy or Client-
Centered Therapy: A Debate (Join D. Krambelts and C.. H.
Patterem). 16mut optical color 35 min 1970.

The film attempt, to explore the reasons why the behavioral
therapy approach has been termed philosophically frightening
while the client centered theory has been labelled attractive.

Solectssl Audiovisual,

John Krumboltz and C. H. Patterson, two leading spokesmen
for varying approaches to counseling, compare similarities,
contrast differences in their methods and approaches to coun-
seling, and debate the role and function)" the counselor.

131275 American Personnel and Guidasice Association, 1607
New Hampshire Am. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202-

'7?483-4633) APG (P3$25 (S)$250 Client-Csatered Couserling.,
"(C.H. Palibeives). 16sam.optical color 35 min 1970.

C. H. Patterson, one of the foremost interpreters of client
centered therapy, discusses some basic assumptions underly-
ing this approach and how he view the current status and ef-
fectiveness of client centered counseling. He states what be
believes to be the goals of counseling and how to determine
when self-actualization is achieved, and *inks three levels of
goals. He also dimities the issue of died freedom; suggests
how to deal with areluctant client; offers evidence to support
the success of client centered therapy; and delineates his view
of the future of client centered therapy and the evolving role
.of the counselor.

134276 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009 (202 -
483 -4633) APG (R)$20 (S)$285 As Intratleetkos to Madera
Comeeling. 16mm optical color 26 min 1970.

How a behavioral counselor works with the client, parents,
and teachers to help the client solve his problems is demon-
strated. In the introduction, John Krumboltz explains the three
main goals of counseling and follows up with reviews of the
behavioral counselor's techniques. A portion of an interview
with a teenage illustrates the procedures used to modify
maladaptive behavior. The film also shows problem solving
techniques such as reinforcement, social modeling, rote play-
ing, and environmental modification.

434235 American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1607
New Hampshire Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202.483-
4633) APO (R)S40 (S)5400 Individual Psychology: A Demosetra-
time with Parent, Teacher and Child (Rudolph Drinking).
16mm optical color 70 min 1970.

Rudolph Dreikurs demonstrates, through interviews with a
problem child, his mother, and his teacher, bow individual
psychology may be applied to normal situations in counseling
and education. He sums up the objectives and the central'
points in the demonstration.,

134301 Grove Press-Cinema 16 Film Library, BO University
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-677.2A00) ORO (B)350
(S)$195 Wake -asp. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1972.

A demonstration is given of bow the wake-up process prac-
, deed at the Warrendale treatment center for disturbed children
attempts to gratify the child's normal needs for affection,
physical contact and protection, and, at the tame time, to help
him build trust in human relationships.

134303 Grove Press-Cinema 16 Film Library, SO University
'Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-679-2400) ORO (R)S50

(S)$195 A Talk with Irmo. 16mm optical HAW 30 min 1972.

A conversation at the Warrendale treatment center for
disturbed children between a staff worker and a 15- year -old
epileptic who is subject to violent and uncontrollable outbursts
is shown. Her deep fears of retrogression to the period when
she was totally unable to control her seizures are revealed,
along with her anxiety about her future development. In the
atmosphere of physical and emotional warmth created by the
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staff worker, the girl gives vent to her fears of aggression,
retaliation, separation, and loss.

134384 Grove Press-Cinema 16 Film Library, 90 University
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-677-2400) GRO (R)S50
(S)$295 Group Therapy. 16mm optical B&V/410 min 1972.

The film is a retord of a group therapy Session held by a
group of staff members at the arrendale treatment center.
where group psychotherapy is a compulsory part of the staff's
training. The sessions help the, members understand them-
selves and each other, and improve their work with the chil-
dren. The group discusses its reactions to being filmed, but
moves to other issues: aggression, fear of rejection, displaced
anger, sibling rivalries, love relationships, 'canal roles, and re-
sistance to the therapeutic process, The film reproduces the
social, psychological, and interperional aspects of a group ses-
sion and illuminates its dynamics.

13502f Piychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State' Ljniv., University Ft., PA 16802
(814 - 865.6315) PCR (R)S1I.60 (S)5311.50 Behavioral Therapy
Dmiamtratioss. 16mm optical color 32 min 1969.

The behavioral method of therapy is demonstrated. A young
woman who,auffers from nervousnessand extreme feelings of
anxiety is4 interviewed, with situations eliciting anxiety
identified and their relative Cffects assessed. The subject is
given initial training in deep muscle relaxation, during which
her reaCtions are tested to some imaginary anxiety eliciting
situations. (Restricted to professional use only.)

135027 Paychological Cinema Register, Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA 16802
(814-865.6315) PCR (R)56.40 (S)S145 Broad Spectrum Behavior

"-Therapy. 16mm optical B&W 29 min 1969. ,

Some of the active behavioral methods used by Dr. Arnold
Lazarus in groups are shown, with the common ground and
points of departure between conventional group psychotherapy
and Lazarus' approach noted. Four principal sequences depict

Lazarus and his co-therapist, Lawrence Kaiden, dealing with

hostility in the group; employing behavior rehearsal and
modeling techniques; applying group desensitization; and using
assertive training to replace aggressive behavior. The overall
framework is the broad base of specific interpersonal skills
and other social behaviors, rather than the stimulus - response
models which have become associated with behavior therapy.
(Showings restricted to professionals only.)

137530 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, do Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201. 947-4154) BST

(S)S6.95 ea. The Process of Intensive Psychotherapy. AT 1 7/8

,IPS cassette 60 min ca., 1972.

The process of intensive psychotherapy is described in 12
parts, from the Initial interview to the complex/problems in-
volved in termination. Topics include: (I) PsychOthempy in the

Context of Civilization. (2) Mental Health and Psychological
Healing. (3) The Psychotherapist (4) On Beginning the Treat-

ment. (5) The Opening Phase. (6) Transference and Counter-
transference. (7) Resistance and Intervention. (8) The Art of
Interpretation. (9) Analysis of a Psychotherapy. (10) Therapeu-
tic interaction. (II) Ending the Treatment. (12) Progress in

Psychotherapy.

137532 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. do Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 845 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201.9474154) BST
(S)$6.95 ca. Techniques of Child Psychotherapy. AT I 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min ea., 1972.
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Techniques of child psychotherapy are described in 12 parts.

In addition to detailed information on the sequence of analysis
and application of techniques, problems in dealing with in-
adequate parental cooperation, limitsetting, and countertrans-
ference are treated, and an innovative approach, termed the
'mutual storytelling technique' is detailed. Topics include: (I)
Introduction and Pre-Treatment Evaluation. (2) Play Therapy.
(3) Relationship Therapy. (4) Non-directive and Structured
Play Therapy. (5) The Mutual Story Telling Technique. r (6)

Work with Parents. (7) Analytically Orienttd Child

Psychotherapy. (8) Child Psychoanalysis (in three pant), (9)
Common Therapeutic Problems (in two parts).

137533 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Siete-Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154). BST

(S)$6.95 ea. The Therapy of Common Childhood Disorders. AT
1 718 IPS cassette 60 min ea., 1973.

Applications of psychotherapeutic techniques in the area of
child therapy are described in 12 parts, for use in treating chil-
dren with a wide range of emotional and adaptational difficul-
ties. Topics include: (1) Problems Res !tins from the Depriva-
tion of Parental Affection (in two parts).'", (2) Self-esteem
'Problems (in two parts). (3) Anger I *bition Problems (in two

parts). (4) Psychogenic Learning Di rders (in three parts). (5)
Psychological Reactions to Divorce (in three parts).

137534 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, do Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ca. Behavior Disorders of Children. AT I 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ca., 1972.

Emphasizing innovative therapeutic approaches to the

disturbances of childhood, current thinking its the area of child
psychiatry and psychotherapy is reviewed in 12 parts. Treat-
ment of children with disordered psychosexual development,
strategics of psychotherapy with children, family treatment of
school phobias, work in preschool learning, preventive mental
health work with preschool teachers. imol assessment of
change in children's behavior are highlighted. Specific topics
include: (I) Sissies and Tomboys: Cross Gender Behavior in-
Children. (2) Family Treatment of School Phobias. (3) Strate-
gies of Child PsyChotherapy. (4) Clincial Aspects of Minimal
Brain Dysfunction. (5) Behavior Disorders of Childhood. (6)
Preschool Enrichment and .Learning. (7) Clinical Aspects of
the Psychiatric Management of Burned and Disfigured Chil-
dren. (8) Preventive Mental Health Work with Preschool
Teachers. (9) egocentrism in Children and Adolescents. (10)
Assessment of Change in Children's Behavior. (II) Cognitivo
Performance: Progress vs Product. (12) The DevelopmeM of
Aggression and Aggression Anxiety.

13753i Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201 - 947 -4154) BST

(S)$6.95 ea. Psychotherapy of Adolescents. AT I 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ea., 1973.

Technical problems unique in tha psychoanalytic treatment
of adolescents arc discussed in 12 parts. Emphasis is on trans-
ference difficulties, rebellion, the problem of confidentjality
versus responsibility, and conflicting loyalties within the
therapist himself. Topics include: (I) The Initial Evaluation. (2)
The Diagnostic Process and the Planning of Treatment. (3) The
Therapeutic Alliance and the Early Stages of Treatment. (4)

Transference Manifestations and. Their Management. (5)

Transference and Countertransfcrence. (0) Regression and Its
Prevention. (7) Management of the Dependent Adolescent. (8)
The Adolescent and His Parents. (9) Depression and Suicide.
(10) Learning Disabilities Psychotherapy and Adolescent
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Subcultures. (11) Delinquent and Promiscuous Honiosexual
Behavior, (12) Termination of the Treatment of Adolescents.

137540 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. c/o'Signia Informs-
tion, Inc...485 Main St., Ft. Lee. NJ 07024 (201-947.4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ea. Topic. V alakal Psyddatry. AT 1 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min et, 1973.

A dynahric and systematic approach toward clinical
psychiatry is presented in 12 parts which stresses the interec
tion of environmental and oraanismic fectori. A unification of.
varied clinical approaches; the technique emphasizes the.in-
tegradon of psychotherapeutic and psychopharmacologic
methods. Topics inslude:. (1) Introduction and General Systems
and Diagnostic Concepts. (2) The Therapeutic Community and
The Therapeutic COninunit,ySubsystems and Supersystems.
(3) Cerebral Dysfunction. (4) Cerebral DysfunctionSeizure
Disorders. (5) Cerebral Dysfunction-14 arid 6 Cycles Positive
EEG spiking. (6) Acute Schizophrenia v(in two pets). (7)
Violence in Clinical StatesSyndromes. (8) Violence in Clinical
StatesTreatment. (9) Depression: Clinical Pictures and Treat-
ment. '(10) Depression: Differential Diagnosis and Recent
l'inchernistry and Paranoia. (11) Geriatric Psychiatry.

137541 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Infortha-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St.. FL Lee, Ni 07024 (201-947-4154) psi'
(S)$6,95 ea. Cities! Psydsopathology. AT 1.7/8 IPS cassette 60 r
min ea.. 1972.

Vivo/points on salient issues in clinical psychopathology are
presented in I21:karts. Topics include: (1) The Use of Somatic
Treatments Ih Schizophrenia. (2) Sleep and Psychopathology.
(3) Depression: Reaction or Disease. (4) The Definition of Al-
coholism. AS) The Diagnosis and Treatment of Pseudoneurotic
Schizophrenia. (6) Emergency Psychiatric Treatment. (7) Re-
Grief Work for the Pathological Mourner. (8) The Inpatient
Management of Borderline Patients. (9) Regreision and Se-
mantic Speech in Hysteria and Schizophrenia. (10) Obiessions
and Phobial. (11) Recent Contributions Toward a Theory of
Pain Behavior. (12) Who Can Be Hypnotized and Experimen-

`tal and Clinical Studies in the Control of Pain, etc.

137543 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main-St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201447-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 ea. Psychotherapy sad Psychouralysts. AT 1 7/8 IPS.
cassette 60 min Ca., 1972.

Current development in the practice and theory t= Of
psychotherapy and psychoemilysis is reviewed in 12 "parts:
Topics include: (1) Common ErrOrs in the Psychotherapeutic
Management of Schizophrenic Patients. (2) Power and
Paranoia. (3) The Use of Video Tapes in Psychotherapy. (4)
The Aims and Outcomes of Psychotherapy. (5) Confusion of
deals in Psychotherapy Mental ,Health. the Good Life and
Happiness. (6) Psychotherapeutic Features of Psychotherapy.
(7) Creativity and Character. (8) The Development and
Relevance of 'Existential' Themes in the Practice of
Psychotherapy. (9) Brief Psychotherapy: Technique, Indica-
tions and Limitations. (10) Psychoanalytic Treatment of Male
Homosexuality. (11) Recent Advances in Behavior Therapy.
(12) Image Techniques in Psychotherapy.

137545 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Inform-
lion, Inc., 485 Main St., FL Lee, NJ 07024 (201.947-4154) BST
(3)56.95 ea. Coatemporery Psycho - social lames. AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min ea.. 1972.

Psychiatric, psychoanalytic, and sociological investigations
in contemporary psychosocial issues, such as racism,
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marihuana. ,and encounter groups, are reviewed in 12 parts.
Topics incliide: (1) The Psycho:Armoric' of Racial Conflicts.
(2) Character Types and Political Action. (3) Radical In-
terpretation o Psychoanalysis. (4) The Role of the Psychiatrist
on the Code Campus. (5) Psychoanalysis and Unconscious
Racism. (6) tall Behavior and the Lave. (7) Therapeutic, -

Educational Recreational -1 xpressive Dies of Groups: The '
Behavioral Sc tin's Perspective. (8) The Dying -Patient. (9)
The Behavioral evolution in Psychiatry and PsychologY. (10)
Marijuana: A' Re w of -Research. (11) Legal and Behavioral
Perspectives on Piivacy. (12) A Model of Psychohistorical
Change.

131547 Behavioral aces Tape Library. 0/0 Sigma Inferniu
Lion, Inc.. 485 Maio.,St., Ft. Lee. Ni 07024 (201-947.4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ea. Inedlleii.asil Family Therapy. AT 1 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ea.097

Family Structure dynamics are analyzed in six parts as
they form the bans f Fir rational therapy. Techniques of effec-
tive family therapy arstreated. along with the relation of fami.
ly therapy to individual therapy and the relation of the family
to society. Topics, include: (1) Introduction-to Family Therapy.
(2) Family Homeostatic Mechanisms (in two parts). (3) Family
Role Relationships. (*.Fundy Therapy. (5) Family Therapy
and Individual' Therapy- and Social Homeostasis: Individual.
Family and Social Interactions.

137549 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library. do Signui Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, Ni 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(5)56.95 ea. Multi - sandal Seirnior Therapy. AT 1 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 minis., 1973.

Concepts pertinent to multi-modal behavior therapy are ex-
amined in six parts. Topics include: (1) Some Free Associa-
tions Orion Broad Spectrum Behavior Therapy. (2) Aspects of
Broad Spectrum Behavior Therapy in Groups. (3) Modality
Therapy: An Introduction. (4) The Relation of Theory to Prac-
tice with Special Reference to 'Technical Eclecticism'. (5)
Two Important Issues in Behavior Therapy: Symptom Sub-
stitution; Transference and Relationship °Factors. (6) Training
Broad - Spectrum Behavior Therapists Trainees' Comments
on Training.

137557 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.p485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154).13ST
(S)S6.95 ea. Group Relations and Psychotherapy. AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min ea.. 1973.

The processes of discovery and decision in group
psychotherapy are examined in three parts, along with
problems of professionals and nonprofessionals working in the
field. methods of teaching and training students .in
psychotherapy, and the group supervision of psychotherapy.
Topics include: (1) The Tavistock A. K. Rice Group Rela-
tions Conferences and Concepts of Organization Derived from
A. K. Rice. (2) The Experience of a Conference and Some Is-
sues Concerning Professionals and Non-Professionals in the
Mental Health Field. (3) Teaching and Training Graduate Stu-
dents in Psychotherapy and Supervision.

137560 Behavioral Sciences Tape Librirry, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc.. 485 Main St.. Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201. 947.4154) BST
(S)S6.95 ca. Group-eerily* Psychotherapy. AT 1 7/8 IPS cas-
sette 60 min ea., 1973.

The clinical aspects of group analytic psychotherapy are ex-
amined in three parts. Focus is on the honesty and precision
existing in the present status of the field, and the preparation
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which is needed by such psychotherapists-in ceder to pin 'the
competence necessary to treat patients with this treatment
modality. Topics include: (I) Group-analytic Psychotherapy:
Prin.ciples and Orientation. (2) Group-analytic Situation and

. Therapeqtk Process. (3) The Group-Analyst and His Training:
Method and Technique.

MU 'Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, do Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 415 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ'07024 (201.947-4154) Bs?
(S)$6.§5 ea. The Psydrialrlat ka the General Haspild. AT 1 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min eat,, 1973.

The role of the psychiatrist in the general hospital is ex-
amined in three parts, emphasizing problems in dealing with
the psychiatric conconunitants of physical illness. Topics in-
clude: (1) Consultation Psychiatry and the General Hospital.
(2) Psychological Aspects of Chronic Hentodialysis. (3) The
Psychological Reactions to Cardiac Surgery.

137164 Elehatilaral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 415 Main St., Ft. Lae, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) an
(S)16.95 Fenian Glojoet Iltakeleaships laPerherharapy. AT
7/1 IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Voltam, of the University of Virginia Hospital, discusses
primitive object relationships found in psychotherapy.

137567 Behavioral Sciences Tape library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion. inc., 415 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(5)56.95 Hypattrynielie hydroeserepy (part 1). AT 17/1 IPS
cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. C. Scott Moss discusses concept adprocedures rele-

vant to hypeosymbolic psychotherapy.

Behavioral Sciences Tape library, tio Sigma Informa-

tion, 45 Main St:, Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(S)16.95 ilypastynknie reythelberepy (pod 2). AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min. 1973.

Dr. C. Scott Moss discusses concepts and procedures rele-
vant to hymn- symbolic psychotherapy.

137574 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St. FL Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 The Preakd and Future al Behavior Thorny. AT 1 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Eysenck, of the Institute of Psychiatry in London,
discusses the present and future of behavior therapy.

137571 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 415 Main St., FL Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(S)$6.95 Roveletionry Treads In mima Main Care. AT 1 7/8
IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Albee, of the University of Vermont, discusses some
revolutionary trends in current mental health cant.

1371118 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 45 Mein St., FL Lee, NJ 07024 (201 - 947.4134) BST

(S)$6.95 hews. In Frilly Therapy. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 60
min, 1973.

Dr. 0. H. Zuk, of the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric In
statute, discusses current issues in fantily therapy.

*37511 Behaiikical Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main. St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(5)36.95 holly Therapy with ireliew-op. AT 1 7/8 [PS cassette

- 60 min, 1973.
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Dr. -G. H. Zuk of the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric In-
stitute, discusses the processes involved in family therapy and

its followup.

137512 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informs -
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(S)$6.95 Indication MI ClIalegiatilcatiew ter holly Therapy.
AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Ira D. Glick discusses some indications and contraindi-
cations to be considered-for family therapy.

137117 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main St., Ft Lie, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(S)$6.95 Psychotherapy and mom's Merano, AT 1 7/8 IPS
cassette 60 min, 1973. 4

Stephanie Miller, psychiatric workerarthe Community
Center for Mental Health in Dumont, New Jersey, discusses
topics relevant to psychotherapy and Women's Liberation.

1375!t Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, do Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 415 Mein St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST
(5)56.95 An Istrodedin M Gran reydeedewrepy. AT I 7/84PS
cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Sadock, of the New York Medical College, presents an
introduction to the use of group psychotherapy.

137190 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o 54ma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485.Main St., Ft. Lee, NJ 07024 (201M7-4154) BST
(5)56.95 Veinal Cannuneadea Versos Atli.! Out In Grant
Therapy. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Abse, of the University of Virginia Medical Center,
discusses observations of verbal communication versus acting

out in group therapy.

1371911 Behavioral Sciences Tape library, c/o Sigma Informa-
tion, Inc., 485 Main Si, Pt. Lee, NJ 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(S)$6.95 Cornet Denier sena In Creep hydrotherapy. AT
7/8 IPS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Max Rosenbauth discusses current developments in
group psychotherapy.

137600 Behavioral Sciences Tape Library, c/o Sigma Informs-
don, Inc., 415 Main St., Ft. Lee, NI 07024 (201-947-4154) BST

(S)$6.95 My Ilspoissicee Mt% Psychoanalytic Group
Psychotherapy. AT 1 7/8 WS cassette 60 min, 1973.

Dr. Martin Grotjahn discusses personal experiences with
psychoanalytic group psychotherapy.

137612 University of California, Extension Media" Center,
2223 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-6424160) EMC
(R)$20 (5)5300 Senribedy Wailing. 16mm optical color 24 min,

1972.

Methods used In caring for hospitalized children who have
severe cerebral dysfunction and who are totally dependent on
hospital staff members for all physical, nutritional, and per-
sonal needs are described. It Is shown that these hopeless
cases can be helped and that further handicapping can be
prevented by appropriate environmental stimulation and
therapeutic handling. In addition, some are able, as result of
subtle and intensive treatment, to lift their heads, eat, smile,
or respond to being held for the first time. The vast improve-
ment in the staff's morale as a result of their success Is often
reported, showing bow their decision to act qn their own in.
itiative to revise traditional custodial care had positive results.
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Much of the success is related to apptopriate use of the skills
of a wide variety of professional and technical child care per-
sonnel and of volunteers such as relativekand local students.

13705 Films Incorporated: 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)$270 The Geode It Prayer. 16ciun
optical color 24 min, 1969.

Uses the relations of married couples to develop the task
statement of Gestalt therapy regarding responsibility. 'I am I
and you are you. I am not in thij world to live up to your ex-
pectations and you are not in this world to live up to mine.'

13706 Films Incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Ave.. Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)$290 Awarenees. 16mm optical
color 27 min. 1969.

Shows. four members of the group as examples of the
Gestalt method as a learning process. Indicates how one can
begin to increase one's potential and understand the idea of
suffering.

13707 Films Incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Ave.. Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)$280 The Pldlosophy of the Obvi-
ous. 16mm optical cola. 25 min. 1969.

IntroduCes to the use of dreams in Gestalt therapy, connect-
ing the Gestalt in the fantasy with the Gestalt in the real
world. This method is utilized to examine our two levels of ex-
istence, the inner world and the outer world.

1376111 Films Incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60991(312-256-4730) FIX (S)$270 Memory and Pride. 16mm
optical color 24 min, 1969.

Shows basic outline to the Gestalt approach to anxiety
with a young woman who is self-conscious about her height,
and then with a man troubled by an Ugly memory of the war...

13760 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312-256-4730) FIX (S)5240 Madellas's Dream. 16mm op-
tical color 20 min. 1969.

A startling breakthrough in self discovery as a young girl
relives repetitive dream using the Gestalt method and
discovers some basic truths about herself.

1377011 Films Incorporated. 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312:256-4730) FIX (S)$280 Marriage. 16mm optical 25
min. 1969.

Using - two married couples, demonstrates the Gestalt
method of achieving a more honest communication in marriage
is demonstrated.

137701 Films Incorpotated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL
60091 (312.256-4730) FIX (S)S290 tsesrythlag Is Aware Proms.
16mm optical color 28 min, 1969.

Considers the dimensions of eiittence, duration and aware-
, mess, using vivid dream experienced by a middle-aged

women. Demonstrates the Gestalt therapy approach as
means of unifying one's concept of total existence.

137702 Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave.. Wilmette, IL
60091 (312.256-4730) FIX (5)S270 What Is Gestalt? 16mm opti-
cal color 24 mitt 1969'.

Explains the basic principles of Gestalt Therapy to a group
of twenty people in a living room setting. One person becomes
the subject for an Introduction to Awareness Training.

SIthicticlAudiovisuals

145113 Roche Film Library, c/o Association-Sterling Films,
Inc., 600 Grand Avenue, Ridgefield, NJ 07657 (201-235-5000)
RCH (FL) Frontiers of Psychiatry on Camera: Psychiatric Con-
sultation at the Nursing Home of the Aged. 16mm optical B&W
12 min 1968.

Explores how psychiatrists can help ina consulting role at
nursing homes for the aged. Settle of the topics discussed are
dealing with difficult patients, coping with staff frustration,
anger, and depression, establishing greater rapport betWeen
staff, physician, and psychiatrist,, and helPitig the patient's
family..

145114 Roche Film Library, c/o Association-Sterling Films.
Inc.. 600 Grand Avenue, Ridgefield, NJ 07657 (201-235-5000)
RCH (FL) Frontiers of Psychiatry on Camera: Psychiatric Day
Hospital IN General Hospital. 16mm optical B&W 15 min
1968.

Describes the activities of the day hospital. Patients receive
psychiatric care while they maintain their family relationships.
The techniques until to accomplish this and the manner in
which the hospital provides the care with minimum funds and
staff are revealed.

14100 New Media Marketing Manager, College and Univer-
sity Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10036 (609-448-1700 x5591) MOH (S)S11 The
T-Group Mortmasit: Its Pad and Future. AT 1.7/8 IPS cassette
22 min, 1968.

Describes the various laboratory methods and the use of
group thinking as a tool after diagnosis, but not as an end in it-
self.

141860 Psychological Cinema Register. Audio-Visual Ser-
vices, Pennsylvania State Univ., University Pk., PA- 16802
(814-865.6315) PCR (R)$4.10 Or Die. 16mm optical B4W 18
min 1968. -

Representative activities are shown of Synanon. a social
movement run by former drug addicts. including a sequence
on the (lame. a form of group, therapy. The members of the
Game group strip away any tics and excuses used by any par-
ticipant to rationalize his behavior. A sense of community life
and social action are shown to redirect self-destructive ener-
gies toward positive goals.

10006 University of Califorrda, Extension Media Center,
2223 Fulton St.. Berkeley, CA 94720 (05-642-0460) EMC
(R)S38 Cry Help. 16mm optical color 90 min 1970.

Shows two case studies of adolsecents committed to Califor-
nia's Napa State Mental Hospital. Follows two girls through
several mobs of special therapy, emphasizing group discus-
sions and psychodrama classes. Narrated by their group
leader, who comments on their progress. Stresses need for en-
lightened therapy and exposes lack of adequate staff and
facilities to handle growing national problem of adolescent
mental illness.

14030 University of California, Extension Media Center,
2225 Fulton St., Berkeley, CA 94720 (4154424160) EMC
(R)S21 Circler An Approach to Drug Addiction. 16mm optical
B&W 57 min 1968.

Cinema verite account of a drug addict's encounter with the
uncompromising, self-imposed disciplines of Daytop Village on
Staten Island, rehabilitation center where addiets learn to

4 live without narcotics. Shows Daytop's encounter form of
group therapy. which encourages ihembers to release their

20i
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' hostility (though no physical fighting is allowed) and get to the
bottom of one another's self-deceptions and protective bar-
dem Out of it all comes a growing awareness of self, a

tt strengthening of the person, and a gradual emergence from
fear and withdrawal. Through these encounters, the viewer
sees the honesty, urgency, and genuine 'concern that exist
among the residents of Dayton, and how important they are to
the success of its program.

146993 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312466-6460) VNR (R)$20 (5)$151) The Withdrawn Pa-
dent: loplieadsus for the Nurse-Patient Relationship. 1 inch
videotape (ampex) B&W 44 pin 1968.

The significance is shown of the nurse - patient relationship
in working with a withdrawn patient toward his eventual reha-
bilitation.

141.04 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL

60201 (312466-6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)S150 Patients with
kimalpiladve and Acting-Out Behaviors. 1 inch Videidape
( ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

Patients with manipulative and acting -out behaviors are
discussed. social and theoretical issues surrounding the treat-
ment are also examined. 2

1411595 Video Nursing Inc., 2834 Central Street, Evanston, IL
60201 (312 - 866.6460) VNR (R)S20 (S)$150 The Acting-Out Pa-
tient. 1 inch videotape (ampex) B&W 44 min 1968.

The knowledge, skills and attitudes needed in therapeu
nursing care to the acting-out patient are shown. /

151377 Center for Mass Communication of Columbia Univer-
tidy Press, 440 West 110th Street, New York, NY 10025 (212-
165-2000) CMC (S)S318 &shim, Peter, and Darryl: Three to The
lisepttal. 53 min B&W, 1969.

The experiences of three children hospitalized for minor sur-
gery are documented. The children's fears and frustrations,
their parents' anxieties and errors, and the nursing staff's
methods of intervention are observed. Intended primarily to
teach medical add nursing students about the effects of meter-
nil separation.

158382 Mental Health Association of Los Angeles County,
247 North Western 'Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90004 (213 -466-

3491) LAC (S)S125 (R) Workshop for Another Dinietidos 39

min B&W, 1969.

A workshop for coordinators of volunteer activity at a men-
tal hospital In California Is described. The workshop focused
on the dimension of feelings and emotion. Using role playing
and encounter techniques, the participants explored how it
feels to be volunteer, factors that often limit the effective-
ness Of volunteer programs, and new techniques that may be.
used in training volunteers.

158383 Association Films, 600 Grand Ave., Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201-9434200) RCH (FL)
Troubled Kids: the Mental Hosipitel School and the Community.

23 min B&W, 1970.
The curriculum for disturbed childreh and adolescents of the

Winterode School of Crovmsville (MD) is described. A fully
accredited 12 grade school, Winterode educates ptobleln chil-
dren from the surroundilie community as well ail its own
young hospital patients. The teachers are part of the therapeu-
tic team, meeting frequently with the professional staff. The

interplay between hospital, community, and school is

described.
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1511385 Association Films, 600 Grand Ave., Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (2014434200) RCH (FL)
Changing the Boundaries of the Mental 'Hospital. 28 min B&W,

1970. --
A documantary reports on Bronx (NY) State Hdspitars.pro-

gram of providing continuity care to people who might or-
dinarily get lost between state hospital and community agen-
cies. Examples of solutions to problenIs include geriatric pa-

tients living independently in an `apartment house: group
discdssions in aftercare clinics; staff socializing with Spanish
speaking patients, making home visits in teams, and, working
with the police to prevent needless hospitalization:

158306 NET Film Servick Audio-Visual Center, Indiana
University, Bloomington, IN 47405 (812-337-8087) /UV (S)S125

(R)S5.25 Mentally Retarded Trainable. 30 min B&W, 1969.

A dramatization of family and community relationships of
children with limited capabilities is presented. Problems are
defined, methods, of managing them are illustrated, and posi-
tive ways in which the general public can help are suggested.
Useful for orienting or instructing new employees in institu-
tions or services for mentally handicapped children, or in com-
munity education programs for the general public.

158.387 NET film Service, AudiVisual Center, Indiana
University, Bloomington, IN 47405 (812-337-8087) IUV (5)5125
(R)$5.25 The Epileptic Child. 30 min B&W, 1969.

The epileptic child is liteussed. Problems are defined,
methods ot managing them are illustrated', and positive ways
in which the general public can help are suggested. Useful for
orienting or instructing new employees in institutions ot ser-
vices for children with mental handicaps, or in community
education programs for the general public.

151388 New York University Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 10003 (212-598-2251) MU (S)5275
(R)S20 Psychodrama in Group Promos. 110 min.B&W, 1970:

The first film in this two part package it a demonstration of
the use of psychodrama to work out a conflict between an ad-
ministrative psychiatrist in a medical sciitiol and his chief re-
sident. In the second part, psychodrama is used to explore a.,
17-year-old girl's attempts to handle her homosexuality. In
both films, psychodrama is carefully explained through narra-
tion and subtitles.

158389 Lakeside Laboratories, Inc., 1707' East North Avenu
Milwaukee, WI 53701 (414-271-9400),x233 LLI (FL) Dora-
sion. 30 min color, 1970.

Depreslion is studied to advance the idea that it is a medical

rather than a psychiatric diagnosis and to advocate its manage-
ment by the physician in general practice. The film shows how
some (physical symptoms may mask depression and suggests
lines of questioning that will help the doctor make a more ac-
curate diagnosis. As for treatment of choice, counseling, an-
tidepressant drugs, electroshock, and hospitalization are con-
sidered.

158391 Association Films, 600 Grand Ave.,' Richfield, NJ
07657 4ttnf Roche Film Library (201-943-8200) RCH (FL)
Creating a New Image for Mental Hospitals. 29 min B&W,
1971.

A tour of the Osawatomie State Hospital in Kansas is
presented to show how a new image is being developed for the
menu/ hospital. Programs being developed and staff attitudes
'and interactions with patients are discussed.
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DIM Lawren Productions, Inc., P. O. Box 1542, Burlin-
game, CA 94010 (40497-2558) LAW (S)3250 (10520 The
Adolescent flied. 25 min color, 1970.

Unusual methods of treating emotionally disturbed teenagers
are demonstrated at Mendocino State Hospital in Talmage,
California. The 12 boys and girls in the program have severe
emotional problems characterized by drug abuse, aggressive
behavior, stealing, running away frOm home, dropping out of
school, and withdrawal. Treatment takes several forms, but is
batted ',chiefly on grout, dynamics. Poi these young people,
their group, called Iliad, is part family..part school, part gang,
rind it exerts pressure on its Members_ to accept full responsi-
bilitit for theirhehavlor,

131305 American Psychiatric Association, .1700 18th St.,
Washington, DC 20009 (201-9434200) RCH FL MehmaimIng
Mead Health Wares* the Cenmseelty Health Cosier, 29 min
B&W, 1971.

The use of the community mental hearth center to aid in
maintaining mental health is discussed. Exactly how the total
health program is woven Intl/ the life of the community is
demonstrated. Aspects .pf the program include physical and
,dental 03141111111111001, baby sitting services, training of ancillary
personnel, screening for emotional problems, and participation
of community leaders and members.

1513911 Association Films 600 Grand Ave., Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche, Film Library (201. 9434200) RCH (FL) M-
OW at Priem: Reihalmilitatrag Offenders. 26 min B&W, 1971.

The unique rehabilitation program for criminal offenders and
juvenile delinquents at Rochester State Hospital in Minnesota
is-described. The program is called PORT, which stands for
Probationed Offenders Rehabilitation and Training, and is a
community based and sponsored treatment program that has
been .dmigned as an analogue in the corrections field to the
mental health center in the field of psychiatry. The core of the
PORT program is the group process and the pressure it exerts
on each member. One result is a decrease in acting out
behavior and an increase In internal control.

151399 Education Through Communication, Inc., 15354
Widdington Street, Van Nuys, CA 91401 ETQ (R) The Ismer
ateveleish. 80 min B&W, 1971.

t.
The s of 3 week session in primal therapy are

presented:1K t is a 35-year-old college teacher trying to
free hhipself from it neurotic lifestyle that has resulted in a
broken moulage and feelings of inadequacy. The nature of his
illneis and treatment are discussed.

13160 Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, Hanover, NJ 07936 (201-386
1000) SAN (FL) The &Me Himpkal sad Meats, Delivery Facill-
Stas le She Cemmeeity. 20 min color, 1971.

An introducation to some aspects of community psychiatry
is presented. A tour of the various Services provided by the
Cleveland Psychiatric Institute is presented. Intended primarily
for piressionahaudknces.

151411 Applied 'Human Service Systems, Heller Graduate
School, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02154 617 -647-
2944 AHS (S)5210 (R)$50 Whither or Wither Mental Health. 30
min color, 1971.

he application of systems technology to community mental
health is discussed. The ways in which human *systems, such
as risme, welfare, and education, are interrelated is
described. Human service systems are also fragmented, creat-
ing new problems and aggravating others.
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LIMOS Pfizer & Comparfy, 235 East 42nd Street, New York,
NY 10017 (212-5734536) PFZ (FL) The Treatment of Acts
Sehhoplarmis. 29 min color, 1972._ - -

Four women with acute schizophrenia are treated with
neuroleptic agent for 14 to 24 days, The patients are shown be,
fore and after treatment. They include a neglected catatonic, a
paranoid schizophrenic, a withdrawn, 'depressed young
women, and an excitable womanwith deltisions of persecu-
lion. -.

UMW Australian News And Information Mires% 636 Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10020 (212.0 3.4000) ANI (S)$250
(R)$7.50 Slathered WOrkshops. 26 min B&W, 1972 '

Volunteer organizations in Australia that have'created spa-.
cial workshops for taking Mid employing the physically and
mentally handicapped are discussed. Patients are 'shown going
about their daily routines in the workshop and oh:irking on a
farm. A group with a 'Wide range of handicaps is shown taking
tests to measure intelligence and motor coordinition.

151410 Peter Robinson, Suite 803, 43 West 16th Street, New
York, NY 10011 PIT (S) (R) As1/11011. 9S min color, 1972.

A small therapeutic community based on the concepts of R.
D.. Laing in London is described. The community is shown to
be a safe place to go for frightened and disturbed individuals.
There is no treatrnent on the premises and the residents are
free to come And go at will. The residents work together to
prepare their own meals and to do household chores. Each
person in the house is held responsible for his own actions and
his ability to get 'along with the others depends on their com-
mon alms and not on any imposed institutional treatment of
choice.

151411 University of Michigan Audio-Visual Education
Center, 416 4th Street. Ann Arbor, MI 48103 (313764-5361)
U.MN (S)$85 Develophig a llsorapeutie Commirdly: A Stall
Training Sada. FS color, 1972.

A series of four filmstrips on the materials necessary for a 3
day workshop for teaching hospital staff about the process of
implementing an intensive treatment program in riillku therapy

presented. The filmstrips cover the basic theory and con-
of the therapeutic community and illustrate screening

res, staff roles, techniques for motivating geriatric pa.
ents, work therapy, social therapy, a model releise program,

and other aspects of therapy are included.

151419 Wonhington. Hurst & Associates, 337 North Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60601 (312. 3321161) (5)1180
(R)S23 lime 1 Am. 30 min B&W, 1969.

Lay therapy with withdrawn children is discussed. Two
withdrawn children in a Head Start program are shown un- -
dergoing therapy, with a lay therapist who has had special
training with normal children and is now ready to help children
with problems relating to others.

1111430 Association Films, 600 Grand Ave., .Richfield, N)
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201.9434200) RCH (FL)
Pertembips with Parham and the Community. 25 min B&W.
1973.

A program at Seattle l Harterview Community Mental
Health Center, whereby partnerships aro formed between pa-
tients and mental health workers, is &Cussed. Patients are
represented at staff meetings by a patient board and all of the
center's programs are developed according to the way the pa-
tients perceive thtir needs. Aspects of the program include
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family development, aftercare help, a day nursery for patients'
children, and a system whereby patients pay for their care
through service rather than mon'Ar.

158421 University of California Extension Media Center,
Berkeley, CA 94720 (415-642-0460) EMC (S)$490 (R)$28 Geel:
a changing tradition. 41 min color, 1973.

A documentary about Geel, the Belgian town where "foster
care of mental patients originated in the Middle Ages, is
presented. The subject is dealt with fully, beginning with the
recounting of the legend of St. bymplina. Medieval lunatics
seeking cures at the saint's tomb pilgrimaged to Geel and were
housed in the church until they grew to be too numerous,
when they were lodged with residenti of the town. The ways
in which the current prograins conform to the original princi-

- pies are sliscfissed. .

158422 Association FilMS, 600 Grand Ave., Richfield, NJ
07657 Attn: Roche Film Library (201 ;943- 8200) RCH (FL)
lielping the Chrookeratiest. 25 min B&W, 18'73.

Some innovative techniques for helping onic patients
toward a more acceptable life are illustrated. ting out that
mental illness is not primarily medical but a condition that
touches every aspect pf life, the ways in which 1500 patients
are treated are shown. Most of the patients are chronic in the

sense that mental illness or emotional problems have
diminished their social or vocational capacities.

158424 University of Michigan Television Center, 416 Fourth
Street, Ann Arbor, Mt 48103 (313-764-5361) UMT (S)$200
at/S15-To Live with Dignity. 29 nfin color, 1922.

A 3 month pnigram at Michigan's, Institutsf Of Gerontology,
in which staff worked with 20 confused and disoriented elderly
people who had been institutionalized -41Iong time, is

discussed. The, goals of the program wee 4o help each person
become self-sufficient and moreiiVares 4.-OUtheiyorld about hint:
Interwoven with socialization activities tre exircises, lessons

voice control, group crafts, music therajiy, and practice in
care.

158466 Greenberg-May Productions, Inc., 148 Niffrilinia Street,

Buffalo, NY 14201 (716-856.5438) GMP (S)81,50 flig$25 the 1
<4..

in the Beat. 18 min B&W, 1973.

Music therapy with mentally retarded children is discussed.

Thirteen educable mentally retarded children ages 6-10
are showh exploring their creative potential through music.

151468 Wediko Films, 267 West 25th Street, New York, NY
10001 (212 - 675 -5330) WED (S)$160 (R)$20 Beach Interview. 27

min B&W, 1971.

A significant event in the experience of two boys who
become increasingly upset and demand to leave camp is
presented. The boys, normally able to express their emotiens
pnly through action, succeed in verbalizing their resentment
and discussing alternative ways of dealing with it. Intended for
professional lite only.

158471 Wediko Films, 267 West 25th Street, New York, NY
10001 (212-675-5330) WED (S)5160 (R)$15 Bruce. 26 min
B&W, 1971.

The lonely struggle of a 13-year-old boy Viho'is unable to
control his impulses is presented. The varying forms of his im-
pulsive behavior and the problems caused by it are discussed.
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158472 Wediko Films, 267 West 25th Street, New York, NY
10001 (212-675-5330) WED (S)S180 (R)S20 Johnny. 32 min
B&W, 1971.

A 9-year-old boy with a history of aggressive behavior at-
tempts to gain more control of his feelizigs and better ways to
communicate. He tests the staff with 'hyperactive and erratic
behavior. Wimples of his behavior are shown and problems

illustrated.

160006 Time-Life Films, 43 West 16th Street, New York, NY
10011 (212-691-2930) T-L (R)$15 (5)1150 Phobias. 16mm optical

,13&W 17 min 1970.

%, Two psychiatrists explain why people get phobias and show
the latest methods used to treat them. Phobias include fears of
open place, spiders and heights. Some people are so intensely
frightened, suffering from panic, faintness or palpitations, thit
their whole lives are handicapped. a

160048 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming-

ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (X)$7.75 Wellmet House. To
Save Tomorrovi Series. 16mm optical B&W 30 min 1969.

A description is presented of a residential facility,- called
Weilmet House, whose program aim is to rehabilitate the men-

tally ill not by gaining conforming behavior but by helping
them relate to other people in natural and unstructured ways.
Points out that half of the residents are mentally ill and the
other half are college students from nearby universities who
staff the house. Emphasizes the need for each patient to find
individual expression. Describes patients and staff at dinner,
parties, the local pub, and a house meeting.

160050 University of Indiana, Audiovisual Center, Blooming=

ton, IN 47401 (812-337-8087) IUV (R)$7.75 They're Your Pee-
, pk. To Save Tomorrow Series. 16mm optional B&W 29 min

1969.

The re tion process used by the Singer Zone Center in
Rockford, s is described, showing how the center aids
'short -term psychiatric patients and helps local communities
develop their own mental health facilities. Develops the theory
that patients should be kept out of hospitals as they often
hinder rather than help them and suggests that the community
can best help in this respect because it knows the patients.
Describes the staff and patients holding meetings .which may
be attended by the patient's minister, employer, and fonli.Y.

16424811sietivork for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Colunihus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(R)$25 What Goes on at Sex Therapy Clinics. 3/4 inch videocas-
sette color 22 min, 1972.

Proceedings at sex therapy clinics are demonstrated. A'
co4mseling session !with a couple whose problem is the
husband's premature ejaculation is shown. For physicians' use
only. Also *Wadable in other video formats.

164249 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-808 VIS
(R)$25 When the Subject Turns to Sex. 3/4 inch videocassette
color 29 min, l973

Sexual history taking which can be the cause of embarass-
ment and anxiety for both the physician and the patient is
discussed. Method); of taking history of a patient's sbxual
behavior are demonstrated. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other video formats.
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164257 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(FL) Psychiatric Day Hospital In a General Hospital. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 15 min, 1972.

The activities of the day hospital v'e described. Patients
receive psychiatric care while they maintain their family rein-

' tionships. The techniques used to accomplish this and the °^
manner in which the hospital provides the care with minimum
funds and staff are revealed. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other video formats:

16061 Network for, Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Citteie, New York, NY 10023. (212-5414068) VIS
(FL) Creating New hoar for Mental Hospitals. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 27 min, 1972.

Eradication of the snake pit image of the state hospital is
discussed. Scenes of Mental Health Week activities at the
hospital show a patient fashion show and a dance number.
Operation Friendship, a program providing people in the com-
munity with an opportunity to invite patients into their homes
as guests for a day is described. The program covers other
subjects such as highschool volunteers who do projects with
the patier4s, and a ,speaker plan providing panels of patients
who talk to.highschool and service grobps. For physicians' use
only. Also available in Other video formats.

164265 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbia Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-6068) VIS
(FL) Meirstaining Mental Heahh Through the Community
Health Center. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W 26 min, 1972.

The Film describes a total health care program being run in
Southeast Philadelphia, Putting psychiatry and medicine into
the mainstream of health care. By offering the service of a
neighborhood health center to treat patients with physical dis-
ease, they are also providing training p s for lab techni-
cians and other allied health positions. These with emotional
problems are referred to the day' hospital at the community
mental health center for treatment. The program illustrates
how the neighborhood health center operates its outreach ser-
vice, nursery, and referral system. A group session at the
community mental health center is included. For physicians'
use only. Also available in other video formats. .

164366 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8068) VIS
(FL) Men Must Week. 3/4 inch videocassette color 15 min,
1972.

The work therapy program called CHIRP (Community
Hospital Industrial Rehabilitation Program), being conducted
at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Brockton, Mas-
sachusetts is described. It shows how patients are assigned ta
icitis which enable them to participate in one of society's basic
economic functions productive work. For physicians' use
only. Also available in other video formats.

164273 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-6068) VIS
(R)$25 Treating the Depressed Patient. 3/4 inch videticassette,
color 19 min, 1972.

The film demonstrates with three patients, how normal and
some neurotic depressions can be treated by the family
physican. It describes the approach to take with the patient
and his family, when the patient requires hospitalization. For
physicians' use only. Also available in other video formats.
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164275 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8068) VIS
(FL) Changing the Boundarks of the Mental Hospital. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 29 min, 1972.

The film explores the interrelationships between the State
Mental Hospital and the community mental health centers.
These centers, staffed by specially trained personnel, are
shown actively fulfilling important roles in the mental health
services of tfitgeommunity. For physicians' use only Also
available in other video formats.

164280 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-5414068) VIS
(R):$25 Psychodrama the Prologue Part 1. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 26 min, 1972.

;The film shows a workshop in psychodrama, with patients
rtssci staff of the Hennepin County General Hospital; Min-
neapolis find demonstrates the methods used to initiate and
stage psychodrama. For physicians' use only. Also available in
other vidco formats.

164231 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8068) VIS
(R)325 Psychodrama the Play Part II. 3/4 inch videocas-
sette B&W 29 min, 1972.

The film shows psychiatric patients at Hennepin County
General Hospital participating in an actual psychodrama. The
patients act out inner conflicts, impossible to express in their
daily lives, and the reactions of the other patients in the au-
dience are shown. For physicians' use only. Also available in
other video formats.

164282 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8068) VIS
(R)$25 Psychodrama the Critique Part 111. 314 inch
videocassette B&W 14 min, 1972.

Members of the medical and nursing staffs discuss their im-
pressions after having observed and participated in a
psychodrama. For physicians' use only. Also available in other
video formats.

164287 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-5414088) VIS
(R)325 Obesity the Difficult Patient. 3/4 inch videocassette
B&W 20 min, 1972.

The film discusses a tolerant attitude towards levels of ex-
pectation of weight loss as a method of increasing the effec-
tiveness of the practicing physician in dealing with the obese
patient. The use of drugs and effectiveness of lay groups are
also considered. For physicians' use only. -Also available in
other video formats.

1642111 Network for Continuing Medical Edubcation, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-5414068) VIS
(R)S25 Problems and Pitfalls In Psychosomatic Medicine: Hyper-
tension. 3/4 inch videocassette color 15 min, 1972.

The problem of a young woman suffering from psychoso-
matic hypertension is considered. The cause of the hyperten-
sion is analyzed in a series of televised interviews with the

. woman. For physicians' use only. Also available in other video
formats.

4
16420 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8068) VIS
(R)$4,1bodache: Migraine sad Histaminic Cephalgia. 3/4 inch
videotassette color 60 min, 1972.
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The film deals predominatly with the management of the
more chronic forms of migraine, emphasizing phar-
macotherapeutic techniques and touching on those aspects of
psychotherapy that might be useful to internists. Histaminic
Cephalgis (also known as cluster headache, cyc,le headache, or
migraine variant) and methods of indulging it are discussed.
For physicians use only. Also available in other video for-
mats.

1642% Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York/NY 10023. (212-541-80M) VIS
IR);$2.5'1,41i-Ance of the Ensedem on the Outcome of Cardiac
Sintery: Psycheiogkal Categories. 3/4 inch videocassette B&W
24 min, 1972.

The influence of...emotions on the outcome of cardiac cur:
gory are presented in light. of tayihological categories. Card*c

' surgery patients are classified into six groups withtheir distin-
guishing defense characteristics. It is suggested that un-

derstanding these groupings during an interview with a patieqt
care aid in predicting how the patient will. be affected by sur-
gery, and whether he will accept surgery, survive it, and mail
himself of the benefits of restored cardiac function. For physi-
cians' use only. Also availabld brother video formats.

104247 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541.8088) VIS .

(R)S25 Massmsnent of the latlered Child Syndrome. 3/4 inch
videoCassette color id min, 1972. ,

The reasons for child abuse are demonstrated in an tut-
milearad conversation with the mother of a patient. Three ex-.
perts offer some practical advice on coping with parents once
child abuse has been diagnosed and the underlying problems
identified, For physicians use only. Mao available in other

video formats.

16421141 Network f for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus 'Circle, New York, NY 10023. (20-541-8068) VIS

(R)$25 Mmsgueeent of theTcymissally The redly. 3/4 inch
videocassette B&W 16 min. 1972.

Elizabeth Kubler-Ross offers practical help to physicians in
dealing with the dying patient and his family. For physicians'
use only..".::z available an other video formats.

164301 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541.8088) VIS

(R)$25 Dealing with the Terminally III Patient. 3/4 inch

d
videocassette B&W 15 Mill, 1972.

The stages a patient goes through duce he becomes aware
he is dying are demonstrated. The reactions of people around
the patient are also presented. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other video formats.

' 164305 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) -VIS

(R)S25 Differential Diagnosis of Depression. 3/4 inch videocas
Bette color 23 min, 1972.

Three patients are used to classify three types of depression.
It it suggested that two of the three types can be managed in
the physician's office providing the correct diagnosis is made.
For physicians' use only. Also available in other video for-

mats.

164310 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbuf Circle. New York. NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS

(R)$25 Fai Doctors Only. 3/4 inch videocassettes B&W 40 min,

401972.

Methods of teaching physicians how to improve the dogtor
patient relationship are shown. For physicians' use only. Also
available in other Video formats.
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164312 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle: New York, NY 10023: (212-541-8088) VIS

(R)S21 Clarifying Encounter ITherapy. 3/4 inch videocassette,
color 19 min, 1972..

The dynamics of encounter group are demonstrated by
showing an actual session in progress. Characteristics of the
session as they develop are explained. The general physician is
offered enough information to respond to patients who ask
questions 'about encounter therapy. For physicians' use only.
Also available in other video formats.

144313 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS

(R)S25,, Clarifying Group Therapy. 3/4 inch videocassette color
16 min, 1972.

The dynamics of group therapy are explained in comments
running between the videotaping of an actual session in
progress. The nonpsyclilatric physician is aided in answering
his patient's questions about a currently popular subject. For
physicians' use only. Also available in other video formats.

164331 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York NY 10020 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC (R)$32 (S)$675 Cry
Helpx 16mm optical color 81 min, 1970,

As account of a special treatment program for emotionally
disturbed youth at the Napa State Mental Hospitaljn Califor-
nia is given. "Due to lack of funds tut staff,' only 10% of the

six million emotionally disturbed adolescents in America
receive care considered anywhere near adequate. Three
teenagers who are a part of that fortunate 10% are shown.
These three young people are followed as they take pan in the
daily milieu therapy (which includes self-analysis by means of
videotape replay, psychodrama,, body awareness therapy, and
art therapy) in order to regain their emotional stability.

164337 Roche Film Library, Association Films, 600 Grand
Ave., itichfield, NJ 07 Psychiatric1657 (201-943-8200) RCH (FL) Psychiatr
Consultation with the Geratric Nursing Home. 16mm optical

B&W 12 min, 1969.
A psychiatrists' view of a geriatric nursing home is shown.

How the consultant psychiatrist can help the nursing staff with
pa'obtems of overidentification with patients, with irritation of
troublesome patients, and with unrealistic expectations in re-
liability certain older patients is shown.

164334 Roche Film Library, Association urns, 600 Grand
Ave., Richfield, NJ 07657 (201-843:8200) RCH Psychiatric

Day Hospital lit a General Hospital. 16mm optical B&W 3
min, 1969.

A tour through the Hennepin County General Hospitaal
facilities is given. It is shownh0w groups are used therapeuti-
cally - large groups for community discussion, occupational
therapy, sports, charades, psychodrama, music, and singing;

small grottos for such specialized activities as making
videotape recordings to show patients how they look to others.
A summery mating' at the close of each day helps each pa-
tient clergy what he learned about himself that day.

1643311 Central Office Film Library, 037BI, Audiovisual Ser-
vice, Veterans Administration Central Office, Washington. DC
20420 (202-DU-9-2793) V-A (FL) Suicide Prevention in the
Hospital. 16mm optical B&W 20 min, 1968.
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Based orS a research study of unpredicted deaths by suicide
in hospital settings, several types of patients who are potential
suicides are ,presented. A helpful list of Verbal and behavioral
clues is given which shows that the means to kill one's self are
withld easy reach on most hospital wards, and stresses the im-
portance of .psychological safeguards. Watching day to. day
morale, allowing patients to talk out fears, and sharing obser-
vations and hunches with other staff members are three ways
in which hospital staff canhelp prevent suicide.

164340 University of Michigan Audiovisual Education Center,
416 Fouith St., Ann Arbor, MI 48103 (313-764.5361) UMN
(R)S11.05 The Therapeutic Community. 16mm optical color 28
min, 1968.

It it shown what can be done to create a therapeutic milieu
for tbe rehabilitation of geriatric patients in a mental hospital.
Specifically, it reports on an unusual and successful treatment
plan devised by the University of Michigan's division of
gerontology, and undertaken at Ypsilanti State Hospital. The
project's aim is described to create a homelike atmosphere on
the ward and jo involve elderly patients in recreational and vo-
cational activities designed to .hclp them lead normal and re-
warding lives after they leave the hospital.

165644 Cuillittuing Education Media Divittim Eastern
Pennsylvania Psychiatric Isatitute, Henry Ave. and Abbott-
sford Road, Phila., PA 19127(215-V18-6000) EFP (R)515 Fixed-
ly Therapy with Follow-up 62 min B&W, 1971.

Excepts from family therapy sessions are presented. The
problems of family interactiontare demonstrated and methods
of treatment are discussed.

170503 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital, Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (11)525 (S)S81 Crisis Intervention-
Theory. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 41 min 1971.

An explanation of the theory of crisis intervention is
presented. The problem-solving app,, rich, is used. A brief his-
tory of crisis intervention and an inti'odnction to the meaning
of a crisis are provided.

170504 Telecommunications Center Littrary, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S5 Crisis Intervention-
Therapy, 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 40 min 1971.

The use of crisis intervention as therapy is described. Three
scenes arc acted out to illustrate the technique.

170518 Telecommunications Ccntcr Likbrary,t Damn twent of
Health. Camarillo. State Hospital, Box, A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)545 (S) 5 Dream Therapy. 1-
inch videotape (ampiX) (B&W) 60 min

The use of therapeutic guided daydreams in a group setting
is discussed. Several volunteers partidipate in dream therapy.
The dreams are explored with a few participants.

17050 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (11)525 (3)585 Grouji Projective Art
Therapy. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 60 min 1969.

This tape demonstrates the effective use for projective pur-
poses, of drawing and collage arrangements under the
direction of a therapist. Specific goals are given to various
group members as to the types of drawings to do or collages
they are to arrange. From these the therapist obtains important
information regarding the lifestyles of those copcerned.
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170520 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Boa A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)$85 Recovery. 1-inch
videotape (ampex) B&W 40 min 1970. -

A method of self-help during the recovery period is demon-
strated. Some techniques which may be utilized by nursing
staff in their work are presented.

170521 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State HOspital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x1804) TCLI(R)S25 (S)585 Contingency Contract-
ing. 1-inch videotape (amprix) B&W 27 min 1911.

The technique called contingency contracting is explained.
There are scenes with a therapist and a family to demonstrate
the principles involved. Tile purpose of this type of therapy is
to aid in family rebuilding)

170523 Telecommunication enter Library, Department of
Health,. Camarillo State rtospital, Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)$25 (5)585 Gestalt Therapy. f-
inch videotape (ampex) 13&W 56 min 1970.

Gestalt therapy techniques are, demonstrated. Gestalt
therapy is an intensive form of therapy for individuals in a
group setting. Several f people participate in this therapy
session. It is concern with the total person as he is, feels
and acts in the here acid now and is not concerned with the
past orfuture.

170526 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010 -
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 (S)S85 Series - Basic Skills - 5
Tapes. 1-inch videotape lampex) B&W 30 min 1972.

Psychiatric technician trainees and group leaders *training
mentally retarded reside is in basic skills are shown. Tapes in-
clude: I) girls fine or: 2) toileting and ha washing; 3)
bcdmaking and Off - S hulwerle: 4) co-ed and girls grooming:
and 5) courtyard aaivitits.

170527 Telecommunications'ons Center Library, Department a
Health, Camarillo State ospital. Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) T (R)$25 (S)S85 High School Without
Walla Orientation. I-inch videotape ( ampex) B&W 54 min
1972. , t

Highschool students a shown working under the supervi-
sion and direction of a sychologist and psychfitric techni- 0

clans. After a 16 week inservice training program the students
demonstrate a basic skills working with mildly to profoundly
retarded children. ,

170530 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital. Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)525 (S)$85 Vibrational Music
Therapy. 1-inch videotape temper) B&W 20 min 1973.

A music therapy intern's approach to a partially deaf
psychiatric patient thing music and rhythm to elicit responses
is presented.

170534 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)S25 S)585 Road to Normalization.
1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W, min 1972.

A composite videotape shritvi some of the range of nor-
malizing experiences available to rdsidents in California's men-
tal retardation facilities is presentedi
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170535 Telecommunications Cilter Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital,lox A, Camarillo, CA 90010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TtL (R)$25 (S)S85 Accreditation of Re-
sideNtial Facilities for the Itetar&d. 1-inch videotape (ampex)
'B&W 54 min 1972. .

.

The work of a task force from Chicago and their finding re-
latedto residences for the mentally retarded are discussed.

170537 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A. Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)$25 (S)S85 Hunt for the Han-
dicapped. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 30 min 1972.

A panel discussion of various ways of searching for the han-
dicapped of all yes in California is presented. CAR is just one
of 40 orgiullzaticIns that are trying to collect data and provide
services for the handicapped.

"A
170530 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
lkalth, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(605-482-4671 x2804) TO, ($)S25 (5)585 Heap lial Accreditation
Oak! d. 1-inch videotape(amitex) B&W min 1973.

These tapes were recorded at a won o
ep

conducted to train
hospital administrators in the methods by which hospitals can
be in complianceith accreditation requirements.

1705311 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Ciunarillo State Hospital, Bo* A. Camarillo, CA 93010

(8051482-4671 x2804) TCL (10525 (5)585 1,73 Staffing Stan-
dar& Survey. 1-inch videotape ( ampex) B&W 42 mm 1973.

" -A videotaped discussion of the metlibtls of completing the
staffing standards survey-is presented' It is used as a staff in-

formation document. .

.170540 Telecommunications CenteriLibrary, Department of
Health. Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010

(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL- (R)S25 (5)885 Acaeditation of
Ifespitals for the Mentally 111. l-inch vtdeotak (ampcx) B&W
500iiin 1973.

'the requirements of accreditation for hospitals for the men-
tally ill are discussed. 4

170542 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 X2804) TCL (R)S25 (5)885 Problem Oriented
Record. 1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 34 min 1973.

The problem oriented record and the individuaeclient case
management program and plan system are discussed. '-

170543 Telecommunications Center Library, Department of
Health, Camarillo State Hospital, Box A, Camarillo, CA 93010
(805-482-4671 x2804) TCL (R)825 (5)585 My Name Is Hamm.
1-inch videotape (ampex) B&W 28 min 1970.

A documentary intended for use at an introduction to the
treatment of the blind retarded is presented. The emotional
problems involved are emphasized.,,

170549 Grove Press Fdm Division, 53 E. 11th St., New York,
NY 10003 (212-677-2400) GRO (R)S35 (5)5225 Passing Quietly
Through. 16mm optical B&W 26 ntin 1971.

An encounter between a nurse and an aging man is

presented.

170550 NBC Educational Enterprises, 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
New York, NY 10022 (212-CI-7-8300) NBC Come and Take
My Hand. 16mm optical color 30min 1972.
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The work of a religious home for the dyirig is presented.
The provision of dignified and sympathetic care is stressed.

170564 Department of Motion Pictuie Productions, MP,
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602 BYU (R)815.90
(5)5265 Four Gray Walls. 16mm optical color 29 min 1973.

Four Gray Walls is a film about a program that has been

called one of the most significant advancements to be made in
prisoil reform in the last 200 years. At the Utah State Prison,
160 convicts participating in the program'havebeen released in

a period of over 4 years with only two returning. This recidiv-
ism rate of less than 296 compared to 80% nationally has
,gained the attention of penologists and sociologists world
wide.

170569 ABC Media Concepts, 1330 Avenue of the Americas,

New York, NY 10019 (212-581-7777) ABC (R)$35 (5)5350

Young Convicts: Prison in the Streets. 16mm optical color 36

min 1972,

This film takes a look at some alternatives tu prison in
operatibn in California and Musachusetts, two states that are
attempting to implement such alternatives. Arguments for and

against this philosophy are presented by articulate
Examples include homes where group therapy'sessions are an
integral part of house activity, halfway houses, foster homes.
intensive probation programs, and parole programs using

volunteers. The financial and rehabilitative advantagestof such

programs are discussed by officials from the two states. The
film talks about close community agency ties and the possibili-
ties of implementing a system of coordinated services within
the community to avoid 'imprisonment if at all, possible. It
shows tounselors, psycl1iatristsr social workers, and volun-

teers working to help the offender while keeping him in his
own or a near normal environment.

170572 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An;
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)$35 (5)5300 Volume

III, Part 1 - The Fondly is the Patient. Innim optical B&W 60

min, 1968.

In this film abOUt a family undergoing therapy all: fullest
pOssible impact by the therapist is brought to the encounter.
Though mother labels the younger son patient the therapiSt

moves on, ebrisequentNevealing a totally unsatisfactory
family milieu a depresse mother, a remote father, and two

unhappy children.

170573 Association-Sterlla., Film's, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-

geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)$35 (5)5300 Volume

III, Part 2 - Breaking Through. 16mm optical B&W 60 min,

1968.

In this film about a family in therapy, a father's stoney
Aloofness is confronted by the therapist and .thereby converts
int6- anxiety. As the encounter becomes too painful for father,
the therapist makes use of the patient's return to an a histori-
cal scene and them helps him to rechannel these feelings into
the present. Experientially the father learns there is greater

pain in the distance. .

170574 Association-Sterling Films.,2221 S. Olive St. Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)S300 Volume V,
Part 1 - Sweet and Gentle. 16mm optical B&W 60 min, 1969.

In this first family session, a mother who has had years of
individual supportive psychotherapy and drug therapy el-

sewhere, after presenting with hystericallall paralyzing fear
that she may harm her children if left alote, is vigorously
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challenged by the therapist and then removed from the sick
list.

170575 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St.. Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213. 749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)$300 Volume V,
Part 2 The Court 'Neer Gets Troweling,. 16mm optical
B&W 60 min. 1969.

In this film about a family undergoing therapy, until now.
work-with the mother has been central although her husband
has been encouraged to participate. In this interview the wife,
not seeking constant affirmation any longer, shows clearly her
new assertive and confident. behavior. Now her husband's
behavior is the predominant obsi,,,4:1c to enriched encountering.
His characterological stance is challenged and trantformation
begins. fl

170576 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (g)S300 Volume
VII, Part 1 - '1 know low they W..' 16mm optical B&W 60
milt) 1969

-

A divIneed father. fearful of his daughter's delinquency,
brings his two hippie children, a son wand daughter 13, in
search of an alternative to placing daughter in the protective
custody of a foster home. This initial interview exposes how
the father converts his own existential fears into mistrust of
his children, and it begins the work of father's much needed
self-awareness. Also, Improved negotiations between father
and children are begun.

170577 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Ids An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF(R)S35 (S)S300 Volume
VII, Part 3 '1 sill want bet but.... 16mm optical B&W 60
min, 1969.

In this film about a father undergoing therapy, the father is
finally able to get in touch with his own loneliness and longing
for his estranged wife. In this last session the therapist ex-
plores the- possibility of a reconciliation rather than move on
to a different course.

170578 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)$35 (S)S300 Volume
VIII Beyond His Many Words, %dues and Loneliness. 16mm
optical B&W 60 mint 1969.

A beviikiered, depressed wife and a suspicious, verbose
husband seek help in therapy. They begin at a most press
practical level, concern with impending financial bankruptcy
By focusing on hit own current whereabouts, the therapi
.breaks through the husband's verbosity which had obstruc
effective negotiation during the early part of the interview. He

'also succeeds in unleashing the sadness and loneliness that
have plagued this man's life and caused his current finanOial
crisis.

170578 Association-Sterline Faint, 2221 S. Olive St., Lot'An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S50 Volume IX, Part 1

A Msdaiuss Smile. i6nun optical B&W 40 min, 1970.

Impending surgery for an asthmatic child, unemployment
and sudden facial paralysis of father, and the urging df their
minister combine to motivate this family to therapy. Mother is
the family spokesman and leader, and her smiling through at-;
titude contrasts sharply with father's paralytic grimace and ol-
dest son's sad expression. Challenging mother's postare brings
out the defenders first the asthmatic boy, then father - and
is the beginning of this family's reconstruction. The boy in-
cidentally, gets his first experience fighting dragon,s and wins
dyers developing phobic reaction.-

%laded Audiovisual,

170580 sociation-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, C 90007 (213-749-0337) ASP (R)S50 (S)$300 Volume
IX, Pars 2 The Smile Vanishes. 16mm optical B&W 60 min,
1970.

In thi film about a family undergoing psychotherapy, im-
pending surgery for an asthmatic child and unemployment for
the fa er are the central problems., Mother's smile is gone as
she tries to bring herself more directly to her husband.
She and gets an experience instead.

.. ..

17058 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASP (R)S35 (S)S300 Volume
IX, 3 - Negotiation, 16mm optical B&W 60 min, 1970.

In
men
lived

. Ile

this film of a family in therapy, after 3 weeks of treat-
the family is beginning to talk to each other about their

together.

Association-Sterling Films, 2221.5. Olive St., Los An-
s, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S35 (S)S300 Voliiine X,
I - A Disturbed Family. 16mm optical B&W 60_ min, 1969.

A disturbed teenager brings attention to a disturbing family
ne by running away. In this first interview the reasons why
daughter chose to leave the family became clear. The

r's earlier emotional departure is described and the
sons for her retreat to bottle and bed are presented.

ik

705$3 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive St., Los An-
geles. CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)$35.(S)S300 Volume X,

/Part 2 - The Family Progresses. 16mm optichl B&W 60 min,
1969. ,

a In this third therapeutic family interview, the mother is
a clearly coming back into the family and symbolically has

finally gotten" her own key to the house. Now the work of
bringing father back home is begun.
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170564 Association-Sterling Films, 2221 S. Olive Si, Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) ASF (R)S33. (S)S300 Volume XI
- The Power. 16mm optical BAW 60 min, 1970.

This is a single, crisis intervention interview. Mother I due
to be hospitalized for withdrawal and treatment for a diet pill
(andiheuunine) addiction of seventeen years' duration. At the
last minute she balks. Her three adolescent daughters and the
community social worker are stymied. Mother's chronic
prickly depression is momentarily converted to 'acute sadness
but it is insufficient to motivate her. The therapist then turns
to the children. When the alliance with the real power in the
lordly the youngest daughter 1s disrupted, mother con-
cedes.

170586 Educational Technology Center, Hunter College of the
City University of New York, 695 Park Avenue, New York,
NY 10021 (212-360-5182) HUN (R)S15 (S)S50 Looking In-
Reaching Out: Learning to Become Dance Therapist. 1/2-inch
videotape (Sony) B&W 18 min, 1973.

This film presents selected experiences in a dance therapy
practicum class at Hunter College. Students are shown becom-
ing aware of their own movement style, learning how to em-
pathize with the movements of others and developing leader-
ship skills. These experiences are analyzed and discussed by
the class.

170581 New York ,Liver Film Library, 26 Washington
Place, New York, NY 3 (212-598-2251) NYU (R)$25
(S)S300 Jennifer is a Lady. 16mm optical color 25 min, 1973.
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Intensive personal one to one therapy in a classroom setting
at the preschooler's workshop in New York City is shown to
be effective, with autistic children.

130991 APGA Publications, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue, N.
W., Washington, DC 200019 (202483-4633) APG (R/$25 (S)3250
Lama Tyke On Comselleg. 16rrAn optical color 50 min 1973.

A series of sienificant issues W counseling are presented.
The role of the counselor in. helping the client transform
potentialities into actualities, and how a counselor goes about
choosing a counseling theory are examined. The importance of
client feelings in the counseling process and what use a coun-
selor can make of the persOnal circumstances of the client's
life-are considered. The reasons whiichool counselors have
not been as effectivefas they could be are outlined along with
`the changesin the women's movement.

170992 APGA Publications, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue,
N.W., Washington, DC 20009 (202. 483-4633) APO (R)$30
(S)$300 Tramactimrd Amlysia: A Dememtratien with Elaine.
16mm optical color 33 min 1973.

Transactional analysis (TA) is demonstrated with Elaine, a
young woman who is engaging in self-defeating behayior
which serves to perpetuate her problems. The TA concept of
ego states is illustrated by the struggle between Elaine's criti-
cal parent iind natural child. In a commentary after the inter-
view, Elaine's playing of the game 'why don't-you yes, but' is
discussed and the therapeutic process is analysed. -

170993 APGA Publications, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue, N.
W., Washington, DC 20009 (202-4834633) APO (R)330 (S)2100
Trmisectimal Analysis: A Deasonstradou With Art. 16mm opti-
cal color 25 min 1973.

'Ms demonstration of transactional analysis begins with the
client violently expressing the anger he feels toward someone

*whom he considers as having betrayed him. As the therapy un-
folds, it becomes apparent that Art's anger toward others is
part of an 'if it weren't for you' game which protects him
from a basic fear.' In *concluding analysis, the therapist in-
dicates what therapeutic approaches could be taken.

170994 APGA Publications, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue,
N.W., Washington, DC 20009 (202-483.4633) APO (R)$30
(S)$300 Transactional Analyik: A Demonstretios With Pat.
16mm optical color 36 min 1973

The transactional analysis concept of the victim - persecutor
rescuer triangle with a client whot;has marital problem is

demonstrated. As the therapy unfold* it becomes clear that 'if
it weren't for her' is a game Pat plays with his wife in which
he uses her as a way to avoid the things he is really afraid of
doing.

172677 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15

Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212-541-8088) VIS
(FL) Psychiatric Commdtation at the Nursing Home 01 Use Aged.
3/4 inch videocassette 12 min, 1972.

Methods physicians can use to help in consulting role at
nursing homes for the aged are explored. Some of the topics
discussed include: dealing with difficult patients; coping with
staff frustration, anger and depression; establishing greater
rapport between staff, physician and psychiatrist; and helping-
ing the patient's family. For physicians' use only. Also aysla-
ble in other video formats:
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172671 Network for Continuing Medical Education, 15
Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. (212)541-8088) VIS
(FL) Grasp Psychotherapy. 3/4 inch videocassette color 30
min, 1972.

The film shows a. portion of psychoanalytically oriented
group therapy session with neurotic patients. It provides a por-
trayal of some of the dynamics operative in the group process:
transference reactions, resistance, acting out,, therapeutic in-
tervention, confrontation, development of insight and working
through. For physician!) use only. Also available in other
video formats.

173878 Videographics, Inc., Prospect Center, 26 Trumbull St..
New Haven, Ci' 06511 (203-562-9672). V-I (R)$35 (S)S140 An
litreductim M Psydsethermiy. 16mm Optical B&W 20 min,
1974.

This film' attempts portray number of issues which
Come up fairly early ih psychotherapy. The setting is the wait-
ing room of an outpatient.plinic, where a patient who is obvi-
ously anxious and tense comes in and begins to wait for his ,
second appointment. Another patient, whoIs extroverted and .
who has had a fend' months of therapy, enters and they strike
up a conversation.Subjects include: the stigma associated with
mental illness, duration of psychotherapy, crisis oriented

psychotherapy, impact of silence, storminess of
psychotherapV, resistance, and nonverbal -communication.

182944 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior St..
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI ($) $16A of flow to Use
Raceumier Gros*. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette, 1969.

In these andiotapes about encounter, Dr. Rogers introduces
the basic pnicesses, describes differentikinds of groups., talks
about how9lo be facilitator and indicates what to expect in
the way di results. In Series H, Dr. Rogers continues with a
discussion pf current research and future plans, training of
Withal , and concludes with two part lecture on Black-
White nter groups. In Series III, Dr. Rogers covers such
topics Is psychodrama, family meeting and encounter groups.
use the encounter approach in schools: and the relevance of
enc nter techniques to drug problems. These series Are
ay ble separately for $64.95, 564.95, and $38.95, in that
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order.

112944 Instructional Dynamics Inc., 166 East Superior Street,
Chicago, IL 60611 (312-943-1200) IDI (S)349.50 Understanding
Human Relations. AT 1 7/8 IPS cassette, 1969.

This audiotape shows several encountertapes for personal
growth and lecture by Carl Rogers oh the basic encounter
group and its processes. A group is given about 5 hours of ex-
perience in processes to which Rogers' concepts can then be
applied as means of beginning to focus on the dynamics of
the small group experience.

1829611 Hans H. Stnipp. Department of Psychology, Van-
derbilt University, Nashville, TN 37203 (615-322.2874)
HHS(R)S25 (S)S250 Turning Point: An Introduction to Group
Psychotherapy. 16mm optical B&W 32 min, 1974.

This film provides an introduction to group psychotherapy.
The film tells the story of a blue collar worker who becomes
disatisfiod with life and despondent. The film presents a role
induction interview. The worker's experience* and progress in .
therapy are shown.

112973 Allen E. Ivey, 72 Blackberry Lane. Amherst. MA
01002 (413-549-3849) IVY (R)S185 (S)$325 Basic Attending
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Skills: An Introduction to Mkrocounaeling and Helping. I12
inch videocassette B&W 1973.

This videotape provides a discussion of the microcounseling
framework. Included in the 5 day rental fee is permission to
inakc tine copy.

182974 Allen E. Ivy, 72 Blackberry Lane. Amherst, MA
01002 (413. 549-3849) IVY (R)S45 (S)S95 Microcosm/Ain: A*
Introduction. 112 inch videocassette B&W 1973.

This videotape gives en introduction to microcounseling and
helping. It provides the basic attending skills. Included in the 3
day rental fee is permission to make one copy of the

-videotape.

112910 Orosonic Recording Services, P.O. Box 1517, Silver
Spring, MD 20902 (301-949-5650) ORO (S)57.50 Institute: Tape
No. 1, Dr. Suss. AT 1 718 IPS cassette ,

In this film. Dr. Thomas Szasz discusses a mental illness,
voluntary treatment. Community Mental Health Centers, and
law and psychiatry.

182981 Orosonic Recording Services, P.O. Box 1517, Silver
Spring, .MD20902 (301449-3650) ORO (S)57.50 Institute: Tape
No. 2. Dialogue. AT I 7/8 IPS cassette 1972. "

In this film, us.utal healL experts and practicing
pszchiatrists have a dialogue with Dr. Thomas Szasr about
psychiatry and law and the mytkof mental illness.

182904 Audiovisual Division, R. A. Becker, Inc.. 299 Park
Ave., New 'stork. NY 10017 (212-4214900 ext. 268). RAB
tS48.50 Geriatrics Section: Southern Medical Association. AT I
7/8 IPS cassette 30 min. 1974.

In this film on geriatrics, the common symptoms and com-
plaints of the elderly, the role of the physician in the nursing
,home and alternatives to institutionalization of the elderly arc
considered. The examination and evaluation of the confused.
disoriented or demented patient and the rehabilitation of the
geriatric patient arc discussed. .

183003" Vision Quest, Inc., Box 206, Lawrenceville.*NJ 08648
(609 ?A :359) VQI (R).(S)S950 Asylum. -16mm optical: color
1974. 95 min.

Asylum is a record of the lifestyle inside R. D..Laing's radi-
cal therapeutic community in London. It is a community
where people live in freedom and equality and learn to help
each other discover new values and explore more meaningful
patterns of interaction and personal responsibility. The film
presents an alternative to traditionalized Institutional mental
health treatment.

-183016 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 1700 Bainbridge
Street. Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-1U-5-1836) PCG (R)S70 A
Modern Little Hans. 1/2 inch videocassette color. 1974.

The film gives a series of excerpts and an analysis of an en-
tire treatment sequence where the presenting problem is a boy

. with a fear of dogs.' Commentary highlights the sequence of
stages through which therapy progresses. The film demon-
strates the engagement of the parents with the boy in treating
the problem, work with the marital dyad, and the therapist's
disengagement from the changed family.

183017 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 1700 Bainbridge
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-1U-5-1836) PCG (R)S70 Al-
tinily. 1/2 inch videocassette color, 1974.

-
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in this film, Drifearl Whitaker conducts a consultative inter-
view with a family who has an enco'prella child. An analysis is
made of how the consultant joins the family's verbal and non-
verbal patterns, enhancing possibilities that as he steps out of
pattern, the family will move with him.

1113018 Philadelphia.Child Guidance Clinic, 1700 Bainbridge
Street. Philadelphia, PA 19146 (215-KI-5-1836) PCG (R)S70 f
Think It's Me Difference Display as a CoalestualEvent. 1/2
inch videocassette color, 1974.

This film presents an analysis of an initial family interview
in which the family consisted of husband (the identified pa-
tient), his wife. their son and the wife's father. The husband
exhibited severe paranoid compulsive behavior. He had been
hospitalized several times and ho was in individuaktreatment.
The interview unravels a deviation amplifying system with
strong hidden coalitions that maintained the husband's sympto-
matology.,

1113020 Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 1700 "Bainbridge
Street. Philadelphia, PA 19146 (213-K1.5-11636) KG (R)S70
Between You and Me. 1,12 inch videocassette color, 1974.

id this film, aspects of treatment of an adolescent anorectic
girl her parents are presented. The film highlights how the
enmeshed family system is changed to permit the girl to rune-
don as a normal adolescent in the family and with peers.

183311 Association-Sterling Films. 2221 5. Olive St.. Los An-
geles, CA 90007 (213-749-0337) 'ASP (R)S35 (S)S300 Volume
VII, NI 2 I'm sure she is lonely...' 16mm optical Il&W
min, 1969.

hi this film about a divorced father and his children un-
dereohtig psychotherapy the father's residual resentment from
the previous session is exposed and diverted first toward the
son. This is followed by a comical interlude in which the fami-
ly's confounded encountering is pursued to absurdity. Phase
three explores the loneliness which the father has projected on
to his daughter. a.

183312 Educational Technology Center, Hunter Cadge of the
City University of Ncw York, 695 Park Ave., Ncw York. NY
10021 (212-360-5182) HUN (R)S15 (S4150 Becoming a Dance
Therapist. 16mm optical B&W 18 min. 1973.

One student's progress in a dance therapy graduate progrnm
is presented. The film describes her motivation for this new
career, her dance background, her growth in experiential and
lecture courses and her progress as an intern: working with pa-
tients in a mental hospital.
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SOURCES FOR FREE SOCIAL WELFARE FILMS

There are several major sources for free films
which arc userill in social welfare courses.

Local public libraries
Many public libraries' have extensive film
(ions for free distribution. Generally, the most
applicable material is in the area of social prob-,
!ems and human growth and development. A;
charge is usually made for the purchase of the
film caplog. Consult your local librarian.

In Maryland:
Film Catalog $2.50
Enoch I!ratt Free Library
400 Cathedral Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Pratt has an excellent and extensive collection.

State Departments of Social Service
The training departments of State-level Depart-
menti of Social Service usually have films for
staff training and development purposes. In some
States these are available for use in colleges.
Staff development personnel arc knowledgeable
in relatiOn to new material and its usefulness.

State Health Vepartments
All State health departments maintain a free film
library with titles on such areas as aging, day care,
mental health, and. related topics as well as films
on specific health problems. For a list of State
health department film libraries write to:

International Film Bureau Inc.
332 S. Michigan Ave:
Chicago, Illinois 60604

(International Film Bureau also publishes a llst
of major university film rental libraries):

In. Maryland:
A Guide Book Describing Pamphlets, Posters,
Films on Health and Disease $2.00
Office of Public Health. Education
Maryland State Department'of Health
301 WaSt Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
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Modern 'Talking Picture Service
Maintains' 30 film libraries across the country.
Request catalog of free films and catalog of,OEO
films. Modern 'distributes the free films listed in
the 0E0 guide.

2000 "L" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Special interest gr oups
There is a long list of specialized agencies which
distribute films, on their special interest free of
charge. Man.y of these can be located through
Modern- Talking Picture Service or National
Conference on Social Welfare listing. The fol-
lowing are a feW of these agencies, but this is by
no means an exhaustive listing.

The American Foundation Inc.
Institbkc of Corrections

Distributes three films on correction at no cost
through:

Association-Sterling Films
43 W. 61st Street
New York, New York 10023

Roche Film Library
Distributes 17 films on psychiatric subjects. Films
are produced and recommended for professional
audiences only.

Roche Film Library
coo Association Films, Inc.
600 Grand Ave.
Ridgefield, New Jersey 07657.

Social and Rehabilitation Service of HEW
Distributes 12 color films on rehabilitation
through:

Office of Public Affairs
Social and Rehabilitation Service
U.S. Department of HEW
330 'Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201
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SOURCES FOR LOW -COST FILM RENTAL

There arc many sources for rental of educational films. They fall into three
categorieS: university film libraries, commercial rental libraries, and producers.

University On libraries

Cost of renting films from such libraries is low, ranging from $2.00 to $15.00,
plus the cost of postage. Many libraries service educational institutions anywhere
in the United States; some serve only their own State or nearby States. Some
charge a minimal amount for their catalog ($1.08 to $100). Service from libraries
in distant States. is excellent and prompt. Popular films need to be booked well
in advance. Many relevant social welfare films are in the collections of most major
university libraries. This listing by States is not necessarily complete, but it has
been verified as curreta. .

(L) indicates that the library limits service to either its own State or neighboring 4

States. Others libraries serve all parts of the United States..

Arizona
University of Arizona
Bureau of Audiovisual Services
Tucson, Arizona 85721

Califoinia
University of California
Extension Media Center
2223 Fulton Street
Berkeley, California 94720

Florida
Media Center
Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Georgia
Film Library
Center for Continuing Education
University of Georgia .
Athens, Georgia 30601

Illinois
College Film Center
332 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60604

Visual Aids Service
University of Illinois
704 South Sixth Street
Chattipaign, Illinois 61820

Indiana
Audio Visual Center
Indiana University
Blooinington, Indiana 47405
Probably the most complete collection in the country.

9.$
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Iowa
(L) Visual Instruction Service
Iowa State Univqrsity
Ames, Iowa 50012
Audiovisual Center
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Michigan
Audio Visual Education Center
University of .Michigan
416 *FOurth Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103
Instructional Media Center
Michigan' State University .

East Lansing, Michigan' 48824
Michigan State and University of Michigan
publish a joint catalog..
Minnesota
Audio-Visual Extension 'Service
General. Extension Division
University of, Minnesota
2037 University Avenue, S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.

Montana'
Departmeni of Public Instruction
Audio Visual Library
Helena, Montana 59601

New York
New York University
Film Library

t 26 Washington Place
New York, New York 10003
Educational Film Library
collendale Campus D-7
Syrzlcuse. University
Syracuse, New York 13210

Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania State University
Audio-Visual Aids Library
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Texas
(L) Visual Instruction Bureau
Division of Extension
The University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

Utah
Mountain-Plains Educational Media Council
Milton Bennion Hall
University of Utah
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Salt Lake City, Utah 8411d
(catalog of films available from UniverSity of Colorado, Nevada, Wyonling, Utah,c. !and (L) Brigham Young)
Washington
(L) .Audio-Visual Services
University of Washington
Seattle, 'Washington 98105
(L) Audio-Visual Center
Washington State-University
Pullman, Washington 99164
Wisconsin
(L) Bureau of Audio Visual Instruetion
Box 2093
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisdonsin 53701 --

Specialized Library for Mental9Health Films
The Film Library
Massachusetts Mental Health Association
38 chauncy Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111

Mental health films rented for $5.00 per showing plus postage.

I
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COMMERCIAL RENTAL L1BR RIES

There are a great many distributors who are in the business of renting films to
schools, churches, civic groups, etc. The NICEM index to Producers and Dis-
tributors lists 8,000. (Many producers do not distribute 'their own films but rely
on.purchase by libraries for distribution.) Generally, commercial libraries do nOt

purchase as many educational films as do university libraries. Also their rental
prices tend to be higher. They can provide prompt service and often have films

which are not available from other sources. Only a few rental libraries are listed.
These have some titles related to social welfare. This is only a beginning list.
Colleges making extensive use of films should establish a relationship with a
nearby commercial resource.
Contemporary Films/McGraw-Hill

A Division of McGraw-Hill Book Company
,330 West 42nd Street

New York, New York 10036
(Maintains 'three regional distribution centers.)

Crowell, Collier and Macmillan, Inc.
Brandon Films, Inc.
34 MacQuesten Parkway S.
Mount Vernon, New York 10550 -

Association Instructional Materials
43 West 61st Street
New York, New York 10023

(These libraries are related and have numerous regional rental sources. A

'request for catalog brings a *midi of interesting material.)

Maryland
Mass Media Associates, Inc.
2116 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
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